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Star Wars (1977) 

aka Star Wars – Episode IV: A New Hope (reissue title) 
 
 

 
 
 
Director: George Lucas 
Screenwriters: George Lucas, Willard Huyck (uncredited), Gloria Katz (uncredited) 
 
 
Most films lose their battle for cultural attention. Sometimes that proves an advantage. They’re free to 
be constantly rediscovered, to be alive for each viewer in a different way. Other films win the battle, and 
the price they pay for this can be they become so familiar they stop being seen, in the sense that, as a 
shared point of reference for a vast audience, they lose any quality of the unexpected, and instead 
become unshifting landmarks. This is especially true of Star Wars, which has been in turn celebrated 
and blamed for a monumental detour in screen culture in the years since its release. Decades after their 
first viewing my parents still mentioned the gobsmacking impact of the opening images of Star Wars, 
with the sight of a small spaceship fleeing a colossal pursuer, the passing of which unfolds on a new 
scale of imaginative transcription through cinematic technique. Suddenly the movies grew bigger than 
when D.W. Griffith besieged the walls of Babylon or Cecil B. DeMille parted the Red Sea. There’s a video 
on YouTube presenting an audio recording made by a mother and her young son during their first 
viewing of Star Wars in a movie theatre in 1977. The whoops of joy from the audience greeting Han 
Solo’s (Harrison Ford) cowboy yelp when he intervenes in the climactic battle, and the applause when 
the Death Star explodes, record a great moment in mapping the idea and ideal of moviegoing: you can 
hear the audience in the palm of a filmmaker’s hand, experiencing everything old being made new 
again. 
 
 



 
 
 
That said, I would say the moment that makes Star Wars what it became arrived a little earlier in the 
film, during the scene where the assailed heroes Luke Skywalker (Mark Hamill) and Princess Leia 
(Carrie Fisher) are trapped between two forces of enemy Stormtroopers whilst perched on the edge of a 
chasm. Whilst Leia exchanges fire with Stormtroopers on a high vantage and another band try to break 
through the sealed door behind them, Luke improvises a way of swinging across. John Williams’ music 
indulges a flourish of florid emphasis as the young would-be white knight and the lady fair in the 
flowing silk dress swoop across to freedom. This moment condensed generations of movies, serials, 
comic books, and their precursors in fantastical literature and theatrical melodrama and on and on back 
to classical folklore, into a new singularity. A moment that somehow manages to exist at once with 
scare quotes of knowing around it, an ever so slight tint of camp not really that far from the jokey, 
satirical lilt of the 1960s Batman TV series built around both puckishly mocking and celebrating juvenile 
heroic fantasy, whilst also operating on a completely straight-faced level: this is the universe Star 
Wars has successfully woven by this point, one where that heroism isn’t a wish but simply part of life. 
 
 

 
 
 
The genesis of Star Wars is today just about as well-known as the movie itself. Young filmmaker George 
Lucas, taking time off after releasing his debut feature THX-1138 (1971), wanted to make a film out of the 
beloved comic strip Flash Gordon, but couldn’t afford to buy the rights. After rifling through the history 
of the subgenre commonly dubbed “space opera” the strip had sprung from, Lucas sat down and began 
dreaming up his own, working through variation after variation on his ideas until finally arriving at the 



form that would become so familiar. Even before Lucas scored a hit with American Graffiti (1973), he 
was able to convince 20th Century Fox boss Alan Ladd Jr to back his other, riskier project, and 
got American Graffiti’s cowriters Willard Huyck and Gloria Katz to punch up the dialogue. That nobody 
quite knew what they had on their hands is made clear by the film’s first teaser trailer, which 
demonstrates in lacking Williams’ scoring that the images still had thrilling energy on their own, even 
as the trailer completely fails to communicate the tone of the thing. The roots of Star Wars are far more 
liberally free-range of course – Lucas took obvious and largely admitted inspiration not just from Flash 
Gordon but from DeMille, J.R.R. Tolkien, Akira Kurosawa, Fritz Lang, John Ford, Sergei 
Eisenstein, Frank Herbert, E.E. ‘Doc’ Smith, Isaac Asimov, Alistair MacLean, James Bond, the movie 
version of The Wizard of Oz (1939), Hugo Gernsback’s Amazing Stories, Edgar Rice Burroughs, cultural 
theorist Joseph Campbell, and a panoply of Saturday matinee adventure serials and 1950s war, fantasy, 
and swashbuckler films. The real trick was fusing them all together into something not just 
comprehensible and individual but, on the whole, original, something the audience that greeted its 
release in 1977 beheld as new and exciting despite its hoary components, and which instantly sank 
hooks deep into the popular consciousness. 
 
 

 
 
 
The trick lay partly in the way Lucas made the film, with perfect confidence in the medium, but also in 
the way he packaged it. Those air quotes hover about the entire movie, as Lucas approached the 
material as if it was an artefact, designed to seem like it had an identity that existed long before Lucas 
stumbled upon it, a little like the hero of his other great pop culture creation, Indiana Jones, and the 
relics he plunders. Star Wars has an odd relationship today with its many follow-ups and imitations. It’s 
become a singular point of reference around which Lucas and others built vast fictional precincts. It’s a 
lot more complex than it’s often given credit for, but exceedingly straightforward in terms of its 
essential plotting, and built upon manifold reference points of its own. If Star Wars had failed at the 
box office it would still be perfectly sufficient unto itself, except perhaps in the detail of its major bad 
guy Darth Vader not getting a comeuppance at the end, and even that could be taken as a nod to the 
finale of The Prisoner of Zenda, where Anthony Hope resisted killing off his charismatic villain too (and 
indeed also brought him and other characters back for a follow-up everyone likes to pretend didn’t 
happen). And yet it’s conceived and executed as a story within a story. The in medias res plunge directly 
into a narrative already in motion not only nods to the storytelling method of ancient epics, but also to 
the more profane traditions of the serial drama. The branded title card, the fairy-tale-like epigram 
“Long ago in a galaxy far, far away,” and in-universe flourishes, including character and place names 
that sound like they’ve been translated into some other language and back again, and the technological 
and architectural design – all cordoned the experience of Star Wars off into its own discrete space even 
as its roots lead off in every direction. 
 
 



 
 
 
This aspect was greatly amplified when upon the film’s first rerelease in 1980 Lucas added to the 
opening explanatory crawl a new detail – suddenly the singular movie became “Episode IV,” specifically 
titled “A New Hope,” designating it as not merely a work in itself but part of what was then still an 
entirely theoretical legendarium. Compared to some of the films in the series it birthed, including the 
richer, darker palette of Star Wars – Episode V: The Empire Strikes Back (1980) and Star Wars – Episode 
VI: Return of the Jedi (1983), or the more lushly romantic and deceptively complex prequels, the original 
seems oddly stripped-down, absent some of the accumulated mythos, but it’s also that essentialised 
quality that helped it land so powerfully. Star Wars came out when dependable movie genres were 
dying and proposed a way to revive them through transposing their setting, freeing them from the 
constraints of real world reference points. The Western no longer had to be rooted in the increasingly, 
cynically questioned reality of the American colonial experience, the heroic war movie no longer the 
provenance of another generation. Star Wars was also a pure product of its cultural moment even as it 
seemed to reject that moment. Lucas based his all-encompassing evil Empire on the Nixon White 
House and the struggle against its predations in the Vietnam War zeitgeist, but with enough cultural 
echoes of other struggles – the American Revolution and World War II most obviously – to give a 
mollifying smokescreen. Lucas consciously turned the abstract, alienated parable of THX-1138 into 
something more readily engaging, more commercial, more communal, whilst still working with the 
same basic elements. 
 
 

 
 
 



At the same time it can be said Star Wars grew conceptually out of the sporadic popularity of a certain 
brand of pop art-inflected moviemaking and TV that burgeoned in the late 1960s, encompassing the 
likes of the Batman TV series, Roger Vadim’s Barbarella (1968), Richard Lester’s antiheroic 
deconstructions of adventure films like his Musketeer movies and Robin and Marian (1976), and retro 
pulp tributes like Michael Anderson’s Doc Savage: Man of Bronze (1975) and Kevin Connor’s Burroughs 
adaptations. Moments like that swing across the chasm have a similar informing spirit to Lester’s films 
in particular, although Lester would probably have had them thud into the wall just to one side of the 
landing. The comedy in Star Wars helps build up the heroic infrastructure rather than question it 
ironically, lending it propulsion as the characters react to situation  but also ultimately helping create 
credulity rather than undercut it. Lucas’ famous stylistic flourish in punctuating scenes with wipes 
rather than dissolves or jump cuts, nodding to both Kurosawa and 1930s serial forebears, had already 
been employed by Anderson in recreating the old serial style on Doc Savage, if to much lesser effect. 
Science fiction film in the first half of the 1970s has a largely deserved reputation for a thoughtful, 
clever, but often grim sensibility, although playful fare wasn’t entirely dead, and was chiefly hampered 
by budget restrictions and directors who had little technical facility: witness the way the Planet of the 
Apes movies remained popular but had their budget cut with each entry. 
 
 

 
 
 
Along came Lucas, who above all had schooled himself in the nuts and bolts of film production like few 
directors before or since. Star Wars in its time connected with similarly successful works by Lucas’ 
friends – much as it translated the generational anxiety of Francis Coppola’s The Godfather (1972) into a 
radically different generic zone and also presaged Coppola’s mythopoeic war movie Apocalypse 
Now (1979), it also accompanied Steven Spielberg’s semi-incidental companion piece in baby boomer 
sci-fi mythicism, Close Encounters of the Third Kind (1977), arguably the superior movie but much less 
influential, in finding a way of tapping into a cynical audience’s hunger for transcendental cinematic 
experience. Those genre, industry, and imagination-altering opening moments of Star Wars, as a 
colossal Imperial Star Destroyer chases down a much smaller rebel spacecraft, give way to more familiar 
precepts. A gunfight between Rebel warriors and invading Imperial Stormtroopers, a conflict highly 
recognisable from who knows how many low-budget sci-fi movies and TV shows where people fire ray-
guns at each-other along corridors. Two comic relief factotums stumble through the struggle. The great 
villain of the piece makes his dramatic entrance, directing the unleashed carnage. The newness lay in 
the veneer of strangeness applied through the technological vision, informed by the tangible and 
specific atmosphere inspired by Ralph McQuarrie’s design work and John Barry’s production design, 
and the canniness of the filmmaking. 
 
 



 
 
 
Arthur C. Clarke famously wrote that sufficiently advanced technology would be indistinguishable from 
magic, but in creating a fictional zone that does actually include magic, or something like it, Lucas and 
those designers moved instead to cut across the grain of that and make the craft, machines, and 
equipment look palpable, as gritty, purely fit-for-purpose, grimy, and banged-about as the technology 
familiar to us: the Millennium Falcon, one of the series’ enduring icons, complete lacks any appearance 
of streamlining or aesthetic edge, and its appeal lies instead in its steely-looking functionality, like a 
Frisbee with a golf club head stuck on the side and a giant blazing energy portal in back. The Star 
Wars films have long been talked about as vital creations of audio effect as well as visual, thanks in large 
part to Ben Burtt’s groundbreaking labours. The care for the effect of sound as a storytelling device is 
plain at the get-go, as Lucas builds tension through the eerie, threatening noises the rebels warriors 
hear as their crippled spacecraft is intercepted by the Star Destroyer and drawn into its docking back, 
the fighters grimly waiting for the assault they know will be coming through the airlock bulkhead. 
Suddenly, action – the bulkhead door cut through and blasted out in moments, invading Stormtroopers 
plunging through. The Stormtroopers would eventually become a kind of punchline in movie lore as 
easily killable enemy soldiers, but here they’re first introduced as blankly terrifying and competent 
enemies, suffering a couple of casualties whilst shearing through the Rebel ranks, quickly setting them 
to flight. 
 
 

 
 
 



The film’s wit on a visual exposition level is also made apparent as Lucas seems to undercut the cliché of 
villains dressing dark colours whilst merging set decoration and costume design with a deliberation 
scarcely seen in cinema since the days of Lang and Eisenstein, by having the Stormtroopers clad in 
white armour that matches the polished white environs of the rebel spaceship. It’s as if they’re animated 
parts of the ship rather than mere invaders, the technological paradigm threatening the paltry humans. 
Ironically, the most “human” characters we get for much of the first part of the film are the “droids” C-
3PO (Anthony Daniels) and R2-D2 (Kenny Baker), seemingly hapless pseudo-sentient mechanical 
beings caught in the midst of war and terror. This was in part the result of editing choices to make the 
early scenes more fluid, but the consequence was to provoke a distinct new idea of what a protagonist 
in a movie could be. The twist on cliché twists back as we gain out first glimpse of the enemy 
commander Lord Darth Vader, emerging from the blown bulkhead and resolving from smoky haze, 
pausing to survey the scattered corpses of the rebels before sweeping on. Vader is swathed in black like 
a superscientific edition of Dracula, the embodiment of evil from the very first, face masked, breathing 
registering as a hoarsely filtered sound. Here is a figure who exists between the two paradigms, a fusion 
of man and machine where the combination is most definitely malign, and whose appearance has been 
carefully engineered, both for the people within this particular world and for those watching it, for the 
pure sake of intimidation. 
 
 

 
 
 
Whilst actor David Prowse, the actor filling out Vader’s costume, would have his voice dubbed over by 
the originally unbilled James Earl Jones, his talent as a mime is nonetheless very important to Vader as a 
character in his ability to convey a remorseless purpose, an inherent physical aggression and fixity of 
purpose, charging the way he moves, even before he’s portrayed as throttling and tossing about rebels 
and fearsomely confronting and accusing the captive Princess Leia. Leia herself, a diplomat and envoy 
for the newly defunct imperial senate, makes her own impression in standing up this figure of menace 
incarnate. The casting of Fisher, a 19-year-old progeny of Hollywood royalty invested with levels of 
knowing far beyond her years, proved perfect for amplifying the way the script plays updating games 
with the figure of the classical aristocratic heroine, inflecting the hauteur with pure ‘70s California sass. 
But Leia first enters the movie in the shadows. Like Vader, she is initially glimpsed amidst smoky haze 
as a figure, resolving out of the pure stuff of myth, the incarnation this time of good in her white silken 
garb, even as her actions are initially ambiguous: she’s seen from the bewildered viewpoint of C-3PO as 
she loads information into R2-D2, before gunning down a Stormtrooper and getting shot herself with a 
stunning blast. Leia condenses the movie’s whole frame of cultural reference into her petite frame, 
fulfilling a role directly out of legend and melodrama tradition, whilst also presenting modern spunk 
and attitude. 
 
 



 
 
 
It’s well known that Lucas took strong inspiration from Kurosawa’s The Hidden Fortress (1958) for the 
early sections and general narrative shape of Star Wars. C-3PO, and R2-D2, or Threepio and Artoo as 
they’re generally dubbed, are inspired by the two shit-kicker peasant antiheroes of the Kurosawa film, 
and their early travails similarly playing out in a desolate setting that eventually sees their path intersect 
with proper heroes. The differences are important, of course. Threepio and Artoo are robots, and 
instead of wandering medieval Japan, they eject from the captured spacecraft and land on the 
neighbouring desert planet of Tatooine. One thing that’s a little surprising today about Star Wars is 
how coherent and consistent the story is, despite the outlandish conceptual conceits, and when the 
need for such a thing is often casually dismissed as an interest in such genre zones. The plot stakes are 
initially vague, but soon gain shape and urgency as it becomes apparent Leia used Artoo as a last-ditch 
vehicle to try and get the plans for the Empire’s new, terrifying superweapon, the Death Star, to her 
fellow Rebels. The Death Star will soon provide both a partial setting for the story and the great threat 
driving the last act. Leia’s choice of Artoo as a messenger capable of slipping the net of Imperial 
scanning proves inspired and logical, where humans would be detected. Artoo is characterised as 
knowing in ways well beyond his nominal status and electronic twittering language, whereas Threepio, 
despite his effetely loquacious and pompous manner, knows even less than he thinks, and this disparity 
proves a propelling element for the story as well as a source of character comedy. The two split up once 
dumped by their escape pod in the desert, with Threepio furious at his companion for maintaining his 
wilful way, only for both to be quickly snatched up by a race of nomadic scavengers called Jawas, who 
specialise in selling on anything of value they find. 
 
 

 



 
 
Artoo’s capture by the Jawas creates an unsettling atmosphere as Artoo makes timorous sounds as he 
becomes aware of hidden, watching beings in the desolate landscape around him, a little like a 
character from some early Disney animated short. A Jawa jumps up and zaps him with a paralysing ray 
gun, causing Artoo to topple over with a slapstick thud. This brief but ingenious sequence illustrates 
both Lucas’ talent at toggling swiftly between tones whilst kneading them into the unfolding narrative, 
switching between points of view and allowing the audience and onscreen characters to discover things 
in tandem. That the Jawas are themselves diminutive and faintly absurd in their frantic industriousness 
leavens the note of creepiness they initially strike. The process of them bundling Artoo to be sucked up 
into a huge tube connected to their giant crawling vehicle is allowed to play out without any dialogue 
necessary, using visuals to present the already rapidly expanding sense of this universe and the teeming 
oddity and wonder, and the oddly familiar opportunism, it contains. This evinces a sense not just of a 
variety of sentient species and their technology but also clues to the social setup on Tatooine, with its 
many kinds of survivors with different ways of weathering the blasted and seemingly dead landscape, 
and also the way this eventually feeds the narrative back from vacant outskirts towards the centres of 
power in the universe. Threepio’s own encounter with the Jawa sandcrawler sees him calling out to the 
distant vehicle in appeal, framed as he is by the huge skeleton of some long-dead creature. Once both 
Artoo and Threepio are trapped within the shadowy, sleazy space of the Sandcrawler’s belly, Lucas 
offers glimpses of the other robots of radically differing designs the Jawas possess, an early example of a 
motif taken up more vividly and strangely in the later Mos Eisley cantina sequence, where Lucas 
delights in showing off a vast array of peculiar beings. 
 
 

 
 
 
Artoo and Threepio are soon sold to Owen Lars (Phil Brown), who lives with his wife Beru (Shelagh 
Fraser) and adopted nephew Luke Skywalker (Mark Hamill), who engage in what is described as 
“moisture farming” somewhere in this flat and barren zone. Here the narrative performs another zigzag 
whilst also reorienting to another viewpoint, and another genre: now we’re in the classic Western 
territory of the isolated homesteaders and the wistful young farmhand. Luke, like the heroes 
of American Graffiti, is on the verge of moving on. Where Richard Dreyfuss’ Curt in that film suffered 
cold feet, Luke seems desperate to “transmit my application to the Academy this year.” Like the 
characters of American Graffiti and the protagonist of THX-1138, Luke’s voyage of discovery is 
announced via imagery of the sun, with a small but important difference. The rising sun in the first two 
films signalled the end of childish things and simple dichotomies of choice, whereas the setting sun(s) 
here preserve the dreaming: thanks to both the visuals and Williams’ plaintive, evocative scoring, this 
locks that pure moment of yearning in a crystal of expressive perfection. Luke Skywalker gazing at the 
twin suns setting is of course a singular character, a young man eager for experience and as much 
pained as excited by his dreams, and is also the audience itself, an essential avatar for every dreamer, 
every anxious eye turned onto the cinema screen looking urgently for transportation and release. It’s 



also a moment of incantation, immediately rewarded by Luke being presented with his mission, when 
he heads back into his repair space to find Artoo missing and Threepio hiding in anxiety. Hamill, 
doomed to be remembered for a long time as a failed star, was too perfect for the role in providing a 
ready connecting point for the audience: if Fisher was Hollywood royalty Hamill presents heroism as 
looking a bit like a SoCal surfer. But Hamill was crucially able to communicate Luke’s deep emotional 
need underneath the dreamy, frustrated optimism and youthful charm duelling with his early callow 
streak. 
 
 

 
 
 
Generational tension is also in play. Owen doesn’t want Luke heading off to “some damn fool idealistic 
crusade” and is afraid that Luke “has too much of his father in him.” But Luke is bent on a course that 
will eventually lead him to the “dark father.” At this point the mythos of Star Wars was still evolving 
and things that are now set in concrete were still nebulous at this point, but the connection between 
Luke and Vader is already predestined, Vader identified as “the young Jedi” who “betrayed and 
murdered your father.” He is the ultimate and inevitable nemesis for the young man who has to find his 
way not just through space but pick his way through the wreckage of a collapsed political paradigm and 
a waned parental generation. Luke quickly gains the call to adventure when, as he cleans up Artoo, he 
accidentally plays the end segment of a holographic message recorded by Leia, addressed to an Obi-
Wan Kenobi. The portion of Leia’s appeal with its looping, totemic phrase “Help me Obi-Wan Kenobi, 
you’re my only hope,” gives Luke the first intimation that he’s stumbled onto something tantalising in 
its import. Moreover, it’s personally suggestive to him in the familiarity of the name Kenobi, making 
him think of the local hermit Ben Kenobi. This in turn gives Artoo a lead, and he quickly flees in his 
determination to fulfil Leia’s assignment to fetch the old sage and press him back into action for the 
Rebel cause, forcing Luke and Threepio to follow him into the rocky wastes. 
 
 



 
 
 
But it’s the vision of Leia herself, beautiful, distressed, rendered ghostly in the flickering holographic 
recording, that powerfully evokes a fundamental psychological need, as if Artoo is projecting Luke’s 
own private anima, the pure spirit of romantic longing that is also a direct urging towards great things. 
If Darth Vader is the dark father, Kenobi is of course his counterbalance, part Gandalf, part guru, part 
aging but still able gunslinger from a Howard Hawks movie. These two spiritual parents supplant Owen 
and Beru, who are murdered by Stormtroopers on the trail of Artoo and Threepio, and are bent towards 
their own fatal showdown. Lucas presents a brief synopsis of that vital Movie Brat foundational text, 
Ford’s The Searchers (1956), as Luke ventures out into the wilderness and encounters both savagery in 
the form of the Sandpeople, also called Tusken Raiders, another nomadic and larcenous desert race but 
these frightening, brutal, and seemingly subhuman, forms a bond with a protective paternal stand-in, 
and returns to the homestead to find it burning and the smouldering skeletons of loved-ones sprawled 
nearby. The pacing of Star Wars in this portion is a telling counterpoint to many of its imitations and 
even direct follow-ups. Where, say, Star Wars – Episode VII: The Force Awakens (2015) crams four 
different special effects-heavy set-pieces into its first hour, Lucas’ template only offers one, at the very 
outset, and then a couple of minor tussles. The sequence in which Luke is attacked by a Sandperson 
whilst he think he’s safely surveying them from a distance is a good example of restraint as well as a 
spasm of violent action. 
 
 

 
 
 



Lucas plays a game with viewpoint, harking back to the obsession in THX-1138 with viewing through 
technological detour as Luke spies on the Sandpeople through the fuzzy image of a pair of electronic 
binoculars, only for a strange rush of motion to rise into his field of vision – a Sandperson suddenly 
looms in front of him, the safe vantage suddenly and rudely swapped for imminent danger. This is 
impressive and clever not just on a visual exposition and drama-setting level but also on the thematic: 
this is the first, actual occasion where Luke is faced with a genuine danger in the course of his nascent 
adventure, as what was before remote and harmless is suddenly very real and deadly. It’s an early test 
Luke fails, as the Raider, swiping down at him on the ground, easily bests him, and the Sandpeople 
dump his unconscious form and begin looting his hovering “speeder” (the closest thing to a reliable old 
Chevy in this universe). The actual disabling blow to Luke isn’t showing, only the fearsome and 
disturbing image of the creepily masked Sandperson brandishing its club and releasing a triumphant, 
bloodcurdling cry that echoes off amongst the surrounding canyons, a recourse back to the mood of the 
early moments on Tatooine and the permeating mood of disquiet and dislocation in an oneiric space. 
For the first but certainly not for the last time in his career, to occasional disquiet, Lucas displaces the 
old, racist function of Native Americans in the Western narrative onto the imaginary race of the 
Sandpeople, who are daunting but are also small potatoes, displaced from their role in many Westerns 
as engines of turmoil and resisters of civilisation, whilst nominally defusing the cultural tension 
between myth and reality that was rapidly dismantling the Western’s pre-eminence. Here, instead, the 
Empire is both the zenith of civilisation and its purest foe. That it’s not just humans and droids who are 
jittery in this region is made clear when the Sandpeople are suddenly driven off by a weird cry and the 
sight of a weird being looming into view. This proves to be Ben Kenobi (Alec Guinness) himself. He 
quickly admits to Luke to being the former Obi-Wan, in one of those indelible little instances of various 
elements – Guinness’ incarnation of wistfully ruminative good-humour and Williams’ trilling 
woodwinds on sound – woven together to forge mystique and spark new mystery even as the answer to 
a propelling narrative question is resolved. 
 
 

 
 
 
The reference point of The Searchers is purposeful not just in orientating the audience to a fantastical 
universe in terms of pre-existing generic touchstones, but also arguing with its essence, the source of 
the intimidating power it had for filmmakers of Lucas’ generation. John Wayne’s Ethan Edwards was 
above all a man, one with a history, who cannot erase his past mistakes but finally avoids making new 
ones, and provides uneasy mentorship to Jeffrey Hunter’s Martin Pawley, who eventually learns to stand 
up for himself, but that means placing himself in the way of a bullet. The Searchers is a work for an age 
where the crux of drama fell to grown-ups, where Star Wars is the by-product of a youth culture, made 
for a generation for whom the most dramatic events of the average life take place between the ages of 15 
and 25, and so the stress of the story moves from the older man’s experience to the younger’s. Star 
Wars presents the orphaned hero as severed from continuity, forced to essentially invent his own 
method of maturing when the adults are dead or dying: by story’s end he has lost all his elders, but the 
lessons he has learnt are literally ringing in his ears as he takes up the mantle. The killing of Owen and 



Beru invests all that follows with an emotional wellspring that doesn’t need reiterating. The grammar in 
the scene of Luke’s discovery of their remains is simple but enormously effective. The camera tracks in 
imitation of Luke’s point of view until he focuses on the scorched skeletal remains of his aunt and uncle, 
and Lucas allows a medium close-up of Hamill as he registers the awful moment. Importantly, the 
rhythm of Hamill’s gestures are the same as in the earlier sunset scene — gazing on in fixation, 
dropping his gaze and hiding from his reaction for an instant, before resuming with a new glaze of 
acceptance, except this time with different, terrible, life-changing import. Lucas then cuts to a long shot 
of Luke before the burning homestead as Williams’ music swells. His solitude and complete excision 
from what was just a day earlier a stultifying but settled and stable life is encapsulated, before an inward 
iris wipe shifts the scene. 
 
 

 
 
 
The depiction of consuming evil and raw violence visited by offended authority immediately segues into 
a sequence depicting Darth Vader preparing to use a hovering droid to torture Leia for information 
about the Rebels’ secret base. That’s soon followed by a sequence where Death Star’s commander, 
Grand Moff Tarkin (Peter Cushing), uses the threat of destroying Leia’s home planet Alderaan with the 
Death Star’s incredible firepower to get the information out of her. Leia gives an answer, albeit a 
deceitful one, but Tarkin still destroys Alderaan because it fulfils the basic function of the Death Star, 
which is to inspire fear, as a substitute for any lingering vestige of collaboration and consultation (“The 
last remnants of the Old Republic have been swept away,” Tarkin reports). Such moments obviously 
indict the Empire as a truly despicable beast one absolutely no-one will mind seeing taken down a few 
pegs, but also as one possessed of reasoned motives and a sense of what their force is intended to 
achieve. Which points to another peculiar aspect of Star Wars: as the title suggests, it’s preoccupied by 
war. Not a war like, say, the clash of civilisations in the Trojan myths, or a fusing of factional chaos into 
order as in the Arthurian cycle. Lucas instead presents a specifically modern political paradigm, 
however naively rendered: absolute authoritarianism versus romantic resistance. Not at all hard to see 
Lucas fretting over the military-industrial complex, with the Death Star as the atomic bomb, the deaths 
of Owen and Beru as suggestively My Lai-esque. Luke, Han, and Leia (and Chewie, Artoo, and Threepio) 
remain individuals even when they join a faction, a point underlined at the film’s end where the 
characters remain smirking and ironic even when being showered with rewards in the midst of 
martially regimented ranks. 
 
 



 
 
 
Kenobi’s brief narration of the truth of Luke’s background and its connection to the current events, 
once Kenobi takes Luke to his remote domicile, is in itself a little marvel of screenwriting concision and 
general mythmaking, with its allusions to the Old Republic, the Jedi Knights, and the Clone Wars, all 
grounded not just in recent political history but in the personal identity of both old man and young. All 
of these have long since been elaborated upon, but here are allowed to float as grand things lost to time 
and nearly to memory in the age of the supplanting Empire. Kenobi hands to Luke his father’s 
lightsaber, a tantalising weapon, ridiculous but irresistible, humming with totemic power and meaning, 
a little bit Excalibur, a little bit Notung, a little bit the sword D’Artagnan’s father gives him. Guinness, 
not an actor who needed by this point in his career to prove himself in any fashion and easily the 
biggest name in the film, lends inestimable sagacious presence, encapsulating the nature of the Jedi, 
composed, restrained, intelligent, moral, and spiked with just the faintest edge of world-weariness and 
regret over the calamities of the past. Here finally the whole of Leia’s message is seen and its import 
processed. Luke displays the classic resistance to the call to adventure when Kenobi tries to enlist him 
in his looming mission to spirit Artoo and the stolen plans to Alderaan. Luke, who was champing at the 
bit to leave Tatooine hours earlier, still feels the tethers of responsibility as well as intimidation when 
actual adventure demands. Soon Luke has a double motive to join the Rebellion, as both the entity in 
large has killed his guardians, and a personal grudge against Vader. 
 
 

 
 
 



When Luke sets off back home with Kenobi and the droids, they come across the shattered sandcrawler 
of the massacred Jawas. Luke, grasping the reason for their slaughter, rushes home too late. Finally and 
completely freed from who he was, Luke elects to “learn the ways of the force and become a Jedi like my 
father,” and he and Kenobi make for the spaceport of Mos Eisley, a “wretched hive of scum and villainy” 
crawling with Stormtroopers looking for the droids, but also a motley collective of species representing 
a cross-section of the galaxy’s swarming populace. The cantina sequence, where in Luke uneasily 
mingles with a rough crowd of humans and aliens representing the demimonde of innumerable worlds 
whilst Kenobi looks to hire transportation off Tatooine, is another inspired, instantly iconic vignette. 
Again, it’s a fairly familiar situation, redolent of a thousand tough saloons in a thousand westerns, but 
transformed with the application of sci-fi elements. Here are manifold species, ingeniously designed 
and animated through makeup and puppetry, drawn together in one place by what is to a human eye at 
least a perfect logic, sharing a penchant for intoxicants and doing dirty business in a disreputable dive. 
There’s even, for added piquancy and indeed resonance, the spectre of seemingly arbitrary prejudice, as 
the bartender tells Luke the joint doesn’t serve droids, forcing Artoo and Threepio to withdraw. 
 
 

 
 
 
Appearances can also be deceiving: one of these motley denizens, the huge, hirsute Chewbacca (Peter 
Mayhew), appears one of the roughest, but is actually an intelligent being who falls into conversation 
with Kenobi, and proves a link to the rest of the story. Luke is picked on by a pair of bullies looking for a 
fight, but gets one instead from Kenobi after he tries to defuse the confrontation. Here, for the first 
time, the lightsaber is seen in action, in a vignette that again utilises Luke’s viewpoint to underline the 
startling impression of the weapon’s deadly precision in the right hands, and alters the visual technique 
to effect: glimpsing a blur of motion punctuated by the already familiar sound and flash of the weapon 
and the dreadful scream of the suddenly curtailed thug as conveyed through a brief handheld shot, 
Luke focuses on his severed arm lying on the floor amidst drops of blood. Kenobi slowly eases from his 
tense and ready poise as he’s sure no-one else wants to try it on, and disengages the lightsaber. 
Whereupon everyone in the bar, momentarily arrested by the spectacle, goes back to what they were 
doing. Strong as lore-enhancing action; just as good as wry pastiche of classic gunslinging spectacle. 
 
 



 
 
 
This sequence fulfilled a largely ignored promise of science-fiction cinema until this point in presenting 
a vision of a universe of deep variety and eccentricity that nonetheless evokes something amusingly 
familiar in its concept of sentience. It comes directly after Kenobi has given Luke a first demonstration 
of Jedi power, using psychic influence to get past some searching Stormtroopers with seemingly casual 
ease. The threat of Jedi power to the Empire becomes clearer here, and suggests a symbolic link with the 
artist’s relationship with power, dismantling it through artfully broadcasting on wavelengths incoherent 
to the authoritarian mindset. The first encounter with Han Solo is consequentially defined by him being 
at first just another of these shady characters in a shady den, so shady indeed he’s no sooner finished 
arranging to fly Luke, Kenobi, and the droids to Alderaan than he’s accosted by Greedo, an obnoxious, 
green-skinned, snouted bounty hunter who wants him dead or alive, preferably dead, to please their 
mutual master Jabba the Hutt, a gangster Han owes money too. Fans were understandably aggravated 
by the clumsy revision of this scene in Lucas’ 1997 special edition of the film, which tried to reforge this 
confrontation to make it seem that Greedo shot at Han first, where the point of this moment is defining 
Han as accustomed to dealing with dangerous opponents with both guile and brute force. Moreover, it 
established him as a character entirely adapted, just as Kenobi already has, to this environment, 
knowing precisely when and how to unleash deadly force. Han’s motivations are also plain enough, his 
motivation to make money not just pure greed, but necessary to extricate himself from a deep hole. 
 
 

 
 
 



Han emerges from a different wing of pop culture to Leia, Luke, and Kenobi, and a nominally more 
modern one. He’s initially a film noir hero connected to Bogartian characters like To Have and Have 
Not’s (1944) Harry Morgan, putting both and craft on the line and urged on by his uneasy place in the 
food chain of profit motive, and whose streak of heroic decency only emerges over time. A sceptical 
figure for whom The Force has no meaning. Someone whose actions and reactions can be surprising, at 
least in his first outing, because his nature seems confused and dubious, his actual values concealed 
under a hard shell of wiseacre pith and stoic cool. Where Luke is pure youth and Kenobi is wise 
experience, Han lurks between, a player in the game who knows all too well how hard the game is and 
sees no way out of it. He’s the essential interlocutor in the drama, negotiating the perspective of the 
more cynical sectors of the audience. There’s keenness in the difference in dialogue patterns attached to 
each character. Kenobi’s speech is courtly, structured, replete with aphorisms and slightly archaic 
curlicues (and, it’s worth noting, sounds exactly the same as the dialogue in Lucas’ prequel trilogy), 
whereas Luke, Han, and Leia are more “contemporary,” particularly Han, who shifts from salesman 
lingo to gunfighter terseness on a dime. When Han improvises a line of verbiage after he, Luke and 
Chewbacca shoot up the Death Star prison command, in trying to keep more Stormtroopers coming to 
them, he reveals a more subtle survival skill than gunplay, and it’s a trickier one, one he doesn’t quite 
pull off. It’s a moment that became the seed for a more sustained comic streak to the character as scene 
in later movies, but the striking thing about Ford’s performance on his first go-round, and the character 
he’s playing, is precisely that hard, ambiguous, deadly edge he’s allowed, a quality that the notes of 
occasional diffidence in Ford’s performance only helps strengthen. 
 
 

 
 
 
The cantina scene is also an example of a renowned aspect of the film’s aesthetic, its presentation of a 
convincing physical universe, where the technology, no wonder how fantastic, and the settings and life-
forms have a solidity and a feel that evokes some inchoate need for a splendid diversity of life. The 
close-ups of Artoo and Threepio present the tiny scratches and dents all of their bodies, looking just like 
what they are, machines who have been working since the moment they were first switched on. That 
first shot of the Star Destroyer completely rejects what had been the general sci-fi movie faith in 
sleekness as the totemic quality of the futuristic, appealing instead to everyday associations in the age of 
technology and industry where things are busy and functional, their workings often obscure to those 
not directly engaged in the making or upkeep. Moreover, the special mystique that distinguished Star 
Wars then and now is evinced not merely in the busy paraphernalia of set, costume, FX, and makeup 
design, but in the careful construction of mood, and the connection of that mood to the deeper 
underlying aesthetic. Artoo and Threepio’s desert wanderings, Luke’s venture out after Artoo and his 
encounter with the Sandpeople, the meeting with Kenobi – all of these scenes weave a sparse, dreamlike 
mood, nudging the realm of fairy-tales where the young and vulnerable venture into the dark woods 
alone, whilst also evoking the vast spaces of Salvador Dali’s surrealist landscapes and Lang and 
DeMille’s oversized, monumental evocations of past and future. 
 



 

 
 
 
This pervasive mood continues even when the heroes are trapped within the “technological terror” of 
the Death Star, a place containing pockets infested with nightmarish monsters and tremendous 
canyons of space, where crucial mechanisms seem to have been deliberately placed to make them 
difficult to access without master control of the apparatus. From the careful downward pan from deep 
space to a triptych of tantalising planets that sets up the inimitable opening, we are drawn in two 
different directions, at once tactile and subliminal, where both the evocations of scale and the ghostly 
image of Leia touch the boundaries of a Jungian zone. In this regard Star Wars rearranges the spare, 
haunting, submerged imagery explored in THX-1138 for clear narrative ends – it feels very telling, for 
instance, that the sight of a flashing point far away in an otherwise featureless zone, the sign that 
helped THX and his companions escape the void prison in that film, is here recreated when Threepio 
sees the Jawa sandcrawler miles away in the deep desert. The underlying oneiric quality is rendered 
more literal in the first sequel, The Empire Strikes Back, when Luke comments that the planet Dagobah 
is like out of a dream, before heading into a place that makes the stuff of his subconscious come to life. 
In this manner, despite its bright and jolly visual palette and love of chitinous technology, Star Wars is 
in essence a full colour distillation of the early Expressionistic urge in cinema: the entire design of what 
we see is an animation of a psychological zone. It adds another axis of torsion to the film as a whole, 
working in synchrony with the multi-genre play, travelling back to the point where all stories become 
one somewhere in the subbasements of the consciousness. 
 
 

 
 



 
The gathering crew of Luke, Han, Chewbacca, Artoo, and Threepio, with Kenobi at first and later Leia, 
forge a core gang of heroes, at once describing a child’s idea of adult life, and an updated take on 
teamed-up heroic bands ranging from the Argonauts to Dumas’ Musketeers. Luke’s first glimpse of 
Han’s ship, the Millennium Falcon, sparks his inimitable comment, “What a heap of junk!” only for Han, 
with ever so slight irritation and a dash of professional smarm, to talk up his souped-up hot rod (this is 
also the viewer’s first glimpse of the ship, unless one has only seen the reedit, which clumsily inserted a 
cut scene featuring Jabba). Han boasts that his ship has accomplished legendary feats, like a sword in 
myth, and that’s pretty much the function it has here, as a tool of greatness, serving for Han as the 
lightsaber does for the Jedi, albeit simultaneously deglamourized as the tool of a roguish smuggler and a 
mutt of machinery. Things of value in Star Wars often turn a slightly absurd face to the world, in a way 
that, whilst the overall story seems to be bending reality towards a romantic vision, the nuts and bolts 
cut across the grain of the traditionally heroic. The “your kind” droids are dynamic players. The nobody 
farm boy is a future hero. The old hermit is a great warrior. The shady loser in the bar is a man of 
myriad gifts and his “piece of junk” a ship out of folklore. All require only the correct stage to operate 
and interact upon. The Falcon also signals that Han is essentially a spacefaring version of the drag racers 
in American Graffiti, keeping one step ahead of the cops in his workshop-cobbled racer: Ford, who had 
played Bob Falfa, the blow-in challenger to the local racing champ, in the precursor film was here 
promoted to a lead role, initially just as slippery and ambiguous, but showing his true mettle when he 
unleashes thunderous havoc on the Stormtroopers who try to intercept them before fleeing at top 
speed. 
 
 

 
 
 
After the thrills of escaping Mos Eisley and the Star Destroyers patrolling around the planet, the voyage 
on the Millennium Falcon provides a respite, but still provides important character and scene-setting 
elements, particularly as Kenobi uses the time to start introducing Luke to using The Force, including 
learning how to defend himself against beam-shooting drones without using his sight. The idea of The 
Force provides the essential new aspect of the appeal of Star Wars, distinct from its precursors. Of 
course, Lucas hardly invented science-fantasy as a subgenre, and space opera had sported quasi-
supernatural and magical powers since its earliest exemplars. The Force owed a little something to the 
role of the spice in Frank Herbert’s Dune novels as a device charged with metaphysical vitality occurring 
in a universe otherwise defined by technocracy, and perhaps the Ninth Ray in Burroughs’ Barsoom 
novels too. But The Force provided Lucas with a supple tool, one that gives definition to both story and 
character. The Force is itself a distillation of traditions, part wu xia film chi power, part 1970s New Age 
creed (Guinness found himself fending away offers to become a guru), with a description as “an energy 
field created by all living things” that evoke the craze in those heady days for things like auras and 
Kirlian photography and biofeedback. Lucas offered a version of it anyone could get on board with, 
given the very faintest lacquer of rationality in stemming from the life-force of beings rather than being 
a power working on them (Lucas would firm this up to much complaint in his prequel trilogy). The 



Force also operates on the same quasi-medieval level as other elements of the story, echoing an age of 
human thinking where faith in unseen forces was immediately connected with perception of the world, 
and renders the good-vs-evil motif more than symbolic: those extremes of action and principle are 
instead literal powers in the world that become more significant, more dangerous, more cruelly 
tempting, the more one becomes attuned to its workings. 
 
 

 
 
 
At the same time, The Force is also a metaphor for the screenwriter’s power, drawing its heroes together 
and gifting them with advantage in situations where they would otherwise flail and die, and excuses 
coincidences that would make Charles Dickens blush. That Kenobi experiences the extermination of 
Alderaan resembles an artist’s capacity for pure empathic connection. It’s also chiefly registered in this 
original outing through its absence. The Force, along with the Jedi Knights who once wielded it as “the 
guardians of peace and justice in the Old Republic,” has slipped beyond the horizon of general cultural 
memory. “That wizard’s just a crazy old man,” is all Owen has to say about Kenobi. Han disdains 
Kenobi’s championing of it, claiming to only put faith in a good blaster. The only force user in their 
prime on hand is Vader himself, who casually throttles Imperial Admiral Motti (Richard LeParmentier) 
from a distance, after he echoes Owen’s description of Ben in referring dismissively to Vader’s 
“sorcerer’s ways” in comparison to the Death Star’s encapsulation of technical and military might. This 
scene makes the strength of the Force, even its “dark side,” very clear, and establishes that not only does 
Vader adhere to it but considers it a higher loyalty than whatever political faction he works for. One 
reason, perhaps, Tarkin is described by Leia as “holding Vader’s leash,” nominally holding him, as a kind 
of discrete weapon himself, in obeisance to the needs of the military hierarchy and the more stolid 
precepts of the era he is ironically trapped in enforcing. In the following films Vader ascends to sole 
command once it becomes clear another Force user has come onto the scene. Kenobi’s demonstrations 
of The Force are craftier. Even in the climax when Luke decides to trust his primal, mystic intuition 
rather than technology at Kenobi’s unseen insistence, it’s a matter of a slightly heightened edge of 
awareness added onto skills and talents he’s mastered through his youth on Tatooine: he’s already an 
experienced pilot and a good shot, tested in both indeed in by the extremes of his home planet in a way 
that proves to transcend tamer learning processes. 
 
 



 
 
 
Tarkin himself represents authority at its most icy and contemptuous, a pure minister for technofascist 
force and the relish of wielding it, to the point where he’s able to boss even Vader around with supreme 
confidence. Cushing’s presence in the role provided an authentic link to some of Lucas’ genre film 
touchstones, and much like his characterisation of Baron Frankenstein in the Hammer Films series, 
Tarkin acts like a surgeon remaking the universe in his own image, entirely divorced from any sense of 
consequence: he plainly gets more satisfaction from shocking and tormenting Leia than from 
exterminating millions of Alderaanians. The heroes’ journey to Alderaan goes all wrong as the Death 
Star is still hovering near the field of debris left from the planet’s destruction, and the Falcon and its 
crew are scooped up in a tractor beam and brought forcibly aboard the awesomely massive station. It’s a 
pity that, by necessity, the Death Star had already been glimpsed by this point, considering the effective 
pitch of ominous realisation that something incredible and indelibly threatening looms before the 
hapless heroes, captured as Kenobi murmurs in awe, “That’s no moon, it’s a space station,” 
the Falcon already having ventured too close to avoid capture. 
 
 

 
 
 
Han’s quick thinking as a professional evader of authority helps them escape initial discovery by hiding 
in smuggling compartments, and the heroes infiltrate the Death Star, managing, in the early 
glimmerings of a theme flowing right through the initial trilogy of films, to turn their nominal 
disadvantage of small numbers to great effect with guile and improvisation. Whilst trying to work out a 
way of escaping the station, they’re distracted when Artoo plugs into the station computer network and 



finds Leia is a prisoner aboard. Han, Luke, and Chewbacca take the chance to rescue her, whilst Kenobi 
moves to shut down the tractor beam. Compared to the careful story, character, and mythos-building of 
the film’s first half, this portion becomes something of a tour through the hub of different but 
connected genres, like innumerable war and adventure films where the heroes put on enemy livery and 
sneak about, before invoking classic cliffhanger situations, as the foursome dive into a trash compactor 
when it proves the only escape route only to find the walls closing in, and when Luke and Leia 
encounter the aforementioned chasm. True to the essence of such adventure stories, the characters 
emerge most fully reacting to peril, from Han’s edge of aggravation ratcheting higher along with the 
danger and as Leia’s presence perturbs him, gaining a head of madcap steam useful for the fight, to Leia 
revealing her own talents for quick thinking and unexpected gutsiness in a laser battle, and Threepio 
cleverly adlibbing in a tense situation when Stormtroopers burst in on him and Artoo. There’s an edge 
of comedy to much of this, in the queasily funny diminuendo where Threepio thinks the whoops of joy 
he hears from the quartet in the trash compactor are their death throes, and Han howling in trying to 
seem like a small army to intimidate some Stormtroopers only to be forced to retreat when he runs into 
a squad room, and the Stormtroopers themselves trying to seal off his escape only to foil themselves. 
Except again perhaps in that chasm-swing, the humour is blended into the texture of the action, rather 
than commenting on it – a subtle but important distinction, as the characters are absurd within these 
situations rather than the situations themselves kidded. 
 
 

 
 
 
The high spirits dampen when the other thread of character drama reaches its climax, as Kenobi, who’s 
been sneaking about the Death Star interior with all his Jedi art, encounters Vader, who has sensed his 
presence and lies in wait. The sight of Vader on the vigil, clutching a lit lightsaber, this one glowing a 
malefic red, and guarding the way out from within the Death Star’s labyrinth, returns after the jaunty 
swashbuckling to the innerverse of myth and dark fairy-tale. Like the Minotaur in the labyrinth,  the 
dragon on the road through the forest, Death waiting at Samara, Vader is a malevolent force at the 
height of his powers and cannot be escaped. But Kenobi is the smarter and braver opponent, knowing 
exactly what he needs to do, in providing a key distraction for the other heroes to get back to the 
Falcon, and to complete his new mission of helping Luke become a Jedi. Kenobi proves unafraid of 
perishing upon Vader’s saber, indeed confident that he will ascend to a new kind of strength and 
influence in death, and after giving Luke a knowing sidewards glance lifts his lightsaber and takes the 
death stroke. Luke unleashes his anguished wrath on Stormtroopers and manages to cut off Vader by 
forcing a bulkhead to close (I love the shot of Vader still advancing with unnerving fixity until the doors 
shut tight) and he and the others finally flee on the Falcon, with the effect of Kenobi’s sacrifice already 
clear, as Luke hears his disembodied voice guiding him on. They manage to destroy a flight of four 
small Imperial ‘TIE’ fighters sent after them, but Leia correctly suspects they’ve been set up by Vader to 
lead the Empire to the Rebel base. 
 
 



 
 
 
Again, the plotting here is sensible despite all the fun derring-do. Moreover, the mythos is again still 
expanding even as it seems to be resolving. The clash between Kenobi and Vader, whilst far less 
physically dynamic than many subsequent, presents the first true lighsaber duel, suggesting the fierce 
concentration and skill required to fight in such a fashion, as well as revealing the powers of the Jedi 
extend beyond death. The fight with the chasing TIE fighters is a vivid piece of special effects staging, 
but is most important as the moment that sets the seal on the bond between the heroes, with Han 
simultaneously congratulating Luke and warning him against cockiness, and Leia joyfully embracing 
Chewbacca, who she called a walking carpet not that long before. These particular Argonauts are fully 
defined. They reach the Rebel headquarters on a moon of the planet Yavin, a jungle zone where 
cyclopean ruins are repurposed as the operating zone for the Rebels, another fittingly dreamlike zone 
that also again visually underlines the dialogue between the arcane and the futuristic. The contrast 
between the teeming greenery of Yavin with the desolation of Tatooine also speaks to Luke’s evolution, 
arriving in a place where he’s no longer faced with a paucity of options but an overwhelming explosion 
of experience. 
 
 

 
 
 
On his first two films Lucas had mediated a spare and evocative style, employing subtle zoom lensing 
and layers of mediating effect, both visual and aural, with a documentary-like effect, at once seemingly 
happenstance and carefully filtering, with manipulation of the captured images in the editing room to 
imbue them with a density accruing a very specific mood, the fractured reality of THX-1138 and the 



seamless melting between vignettes in American Graffiti. Star Wars inevitably wanted a more forceful 
touch, and getting the right editing approach proved difficult until Lucas assembled a team including 
his then-wife Marcia. Lucas’ choice of a clean, bright, easily legible look, achieved in uneasy 
collaboration with the veteran cinematographer Gilbert Taylor, imbued the film with comic strip-like 
fluency that sometimes look like Roy Lichtenstein’s pop art panels filmed (particularly in the whaam!-
rich climax), and the varying wipe techniques that simultaneously provide keen brackets for each stage 
in the journey whilst also constantly urging the story on. The best, wittiest example of this comes after 
the attack by the Sandpeople when Luke and Kenobi retrieve Threepio, who’s been sundered in pieces 
in the melee, and as the two men pick up his top half the screen wipes up as if daintily covering his 
sorry state. If the landscape shots were patterned after maximalist talents like Lang, Ford, and David 
Lean, the interpersonal scenes and character group shots have a stark, clean hardness and efficient use 
of the frame more reminiscent of Anthony Mann and Raoul Walsh. 
 
 

 
 
 
The stylistic rules Lucas set down dispensed with slow motion, Dutch angles, zooms, non-linear or 
associative edits, and anything but the most functional tracking, handheld, and crane shots. This 
approach harkened back to another age of cinema, rejecting much of the New Wave stylistic lexicon 
that had infiltrated Hollywood even if the film’s overall glitz seemed cutting-edge, wringing all the 
visual energy from the interaction of elements within the shots and the rhythm of the cutting. It would 
be borderline ridiculous to talk about Star Wars without talking about Williams’ score in more depth, 
as well-trodden a topic as it is. The mission brief Lucas handed Williams, recommended to him by 
Spielberg, was to provide a score reminiscent of the kind Erich Wolfgang Korngold did for the likes 
of The Adventures of Robin Hood (1938) and The Sea Hawk (1940). Whilst he had already provided some 
major hit films with scores, including The Poseidon Adventure (1972), The Towering Inferno (1974), 
and Jaws (1975), it was with Star Wars that Williams made himself a genuinely rare thing, a star 
composer, and almost single-handedly revived the ideal of the big orchestral film score at a time when 
most were rather spare, pop-inflected or muted and atmosphere-chasing. This in turn had an impact 
that’s sometimes been less than salutary in terms of the bombastic strains that decorate many a recent 
blockbuster-wannabe. Listening to Williams’ score in isolation is an instructive experience in 
distinguishing it from pale imitations, in encountering the dense layers of instrumentation as well as 
the illustrative cunning invested in each motif and phrase, the evocative tenor of even the most casual 
passages as well the instantly recognisable, quite Pavlovian intensity of tracks like the title theme, Leia’s 
theme, and the scoring for the setting suns scene, as well as the skull-drilling catchiness of the oddball 
space jazz played by the cantina band. Star Wars would still have been a success without the music, but 
the film with the music became something else: Williams allowed Lucas to plug more directly in the 
purest language of fantasy. 
 
 



 
 
 
Despite being remembered as the film that enshrined the ideal of the special effects blockbuster, Star 
Wars was hardly a huge-budget film, costing half of what Irwin Allen spent on his marvellously 
awful The Swarm (1978) around the same time. Lucas had a specific desire to create special effects on a 
par with 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968), but didn’t have the time or money to pursue the same 
painstaking work as Stanley Kubrick and Douglas Trumbull had achieved. So the special effects team 
(which included new luminaries of the field John Dykstra, Dennis Muren, Richard Edlund, and Phil 
Tippet) took advantage of evolving technology and created the motion control camera, a computer-
guided mechanical system that allowed photography of model work to be made vastly easier and 
briefer. Which helps the overall aesthetic of film more than simply in being dynamic and convincing: 
the action scenes are the moments when the camerawork becomes unfettered, tracing vivid lines and 
arcs of motion, most impressively in the climactic Death Star attack as the camera adopts a fighter-eye-
view of plunging into the equatorial trench, visuals that have an immersive vigour barely seen in cinema 
before. The impact of these effects in 1977 was colossal, and they still, despite the odd awkward shot, 
look very good: indeed the original work has aged far better than the terrible CGI inserts Lucas 
purveyed in his special edition. 
 
 

 
 
 
But a great part of the texture and pleasure of Star Wars lies in its small touches. Threepio laying slain 
Jawas in a pyre with paltry but definite sense of duty. The tableaux of the aliens in the cantina locked in 
conversations of varying intensity. Luke chasing away Jawas who take too much interest in his speeder, 



and the long-snouted spy who tracks the heroes through the busy alleys of Mos Eisley. Chewbacca 
playing a variety of animated, 3D chess with the droids. Shots of Imperial soldiers perched on catwalks 
and work stations beholding awesome vistas of space and colossal energy surges. So much of this stuff 
bolsters the impression of richness and incidental commotion in the Star Wars universe, even as it 
never feels tempted, as many such movies do, to collapse into a succession of world-building exercises. 
That’s largely because of the basic plot, which resolves in an attack by the Rebels in small fighters and 
bombers trying to take advantage of an identified weakness in the Death Star, working according to the 
information Artoo has brought them, with Luke volunteering to pilot an “X-Wing” fighter amongst their 
ranks. Before setting off to war Luke has a charged confrontation with Han, who seems determined to 
return to type and declines joining the Rebel assault, but offers Luke a salutary “May the Force be with 
you,” to the young tyro – a vital concession for the arch cynic, underlined when it’s hinted he might 
have other intentions in mind. A fine little character moment that also has inevitably large 
consequences for the way the story plays out. 
 
 

 
 
 
Perhaps the only addition for Lucas’ special edition I feel was effective is the restoration of the 
subsequent vignette of Luke encountering his old friend from Tatooine, Biggs (Garrick Hagon), giving 
context to Luke’s early mention of him, and bolstering our sense of Luke’s movement as a character. 
Biggs goes to bat with a superior in assuring him of Luke’s great piloting talent. Notably, in the coming 
fight Biggs’ death and Han’s resurgence are signal moments, one leaving Luke to find the nerve to 
survive alone and the second proving he doesn’t have to. The Rebel pilots try desperately to fend off the 
Imperial fire long enough to deliver a hit that can ignite the station’s reactor. As a climactic sequence 
this has many forebears in classic war movies including The Bridges At Toko-Ri (1954), The Dam 
Busters (1956, which Taylor also shot), The Guns of Navarone (1961), and 633 Squadron (1964), as the 
impossible mission to knock out the enemy extermination machine comes down to the wire. The 
obeisance to this specific wing of the war film makes sense – this is, after all, a film about war in the 
stars, as well as handing Lucas a situation easy to make sense of and render propulsive and exciting. But 
it also stands to a degree at odds with most of its follow-ups, in winnowing down the concerns to a 
single act of martial courage, where in the later films the schism between the Force users as a 
microcosm of conflict and moral contention, and the more standard warfare as macrocosm, would 
become a consistent contrast and finally, in Return of the Jedi, pulling ethically and imperatively in 
differing directions. 
 
 



 
 
 
The assault on the Death Star is nonetheless one of the great movie sequences, thrilling and, as clear-
cut as it is conceptually, impressively intricate as a feat of filming, editing, and scoring. Part of the 
beauty here is the way the outcome is kept in contention, as in The Guns of Navarone, until the very last 
seconds of the battle as the Death Star looms closer and closer to blasting the Rebel moon and the 
attacking force is whittled down. Tension constantly whips up as Luke is finally left almost alone, Biggs 
is killed, and new comrade Wedge (Denis Lawson) is forced to withdraw after saving Luke’s life, whilst 
Vader leads a tag-team of TIE fighters taking out the small foes. In their brief moments between life and 
death the Rebel warriors become shining avatars of heroism whilst they’re chased down by enemy pilots 
who wear black, grinning skull-like masks (one of many nods to Eisenstein’s stylisation of the Teutonic 
knights in Alexander Nevsky, 1938). Artoo is badly damaged by Vader’s gunfire. Luke again experiences 
Kenobi’s guidance and switches off his targeting computer, signalling his new confidence in using the 
way of the Force, pure instinct, for the last possible chance at a day-saving shot, which he’s only saved 
to give thanks to Han’s intervention, which accidentally saves Vader in turn when his fighter is flung off 
into space. There’s an extra edge of malicious pleasure supplied by Tarkin, as intense and nervelessly 
cool as ever, calmly ordering the moon’s destruction and confidently expecting victory until he and 
everything else that comprises the Death Star explodes like a small sun, spraying the void with a trillion 
gleaming pieces of superheated matter – the end of evil and the death of thousands becomes a brief 
vision of strange and perfervid beauty. 
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This all works on both the level of pure myth – the pure knight guided to victory by the hand of his 
magic guardian and the aid of his fated companion. And on a rather more profane level, a very 
American story of the star quarterback scoring the winning touchdown thanks to his own personal 
Jesus and his defensive tackle. The film’s last scene sees Han and Luke presented with medals by Leia 
and the fully repaired and lively Artoo making his presence known, before they’re applauded by the 
ranks of Rebels. This climax has been a strange object of contention despite seeming to offers plain old 
heroic validation, as snarky commentary has been levelled at this noting its seeming similarity to some 
shots in Leni Riefenstahl’s Triumph of the Will (1935). Most likely, the reference points are the same, 
both drawing from Lang’s rectilinear framings and fascination with a finely balanced tension between 
order and decay as the ranked humans and the grandiose cyclopean surrounds, as well as the Michael 
Curtiz swashbucklers that drew on Lang. In that regard Star Wars is of course much truer to the source, 
particularly as, again, the tone here is at once officially noble but also comedic. Han, Luke, and Leia 
can’t keep a straight face through the ceremony, Han winks at Leia, and Luke gives Threepio the nod to 
let Artoo come out, shattering the formality of the proceedings, telling us these heroes remain 
themselves and not puppets of power. 
 
 

 
 
 
No-one looks at Star Wars as a work of private imagineering and pop art anymore; it’s become its own 
sequestered thing, practically a substitute for the mythologies it references. How well Star Wars works, 
then and now, depends on one’s attachment to the fantastical, to that state it evokes that’s located in 
the subliminal zone between childhood and adulthood, the place of epitomes and symbols and the need 
for excitement and release, even as it masquerades as a story. Such art is generally described as escapist, 
but there’s no such thing, really, as escapism, as such works simply transmute experiences into other 
less immediate, less realistic, but, conversely, more powerful forms. It’s a truism now to state that Star 
Wars begat a specific style of cinematic blockbuster that gained a complete stranglehold on pop 
culture. What’s more peculiar, though, is that it didn’t. Certainly Star Wars gave science fiction box 
office voltage for a time, proved that special effects could be a force equal to star name marquee appeal 
in drawing people into movie theatres, and inspired a host of cash-ins ranging from cheap and cheerful 
to monumentally expensive. But for decades after Star Wars most successful movies were still in old-
fashioned genres driven by old-fashioned filmmaking precepts, in large part because aspects of it were 
too hard to mimic. Rather than revive space opera, Star Wars permanently foiled it by assimilating it all 
into an essential glossary. Star Wars rather laid a seed for imitators constantly trying to revisit the 
specific feeling it captured, a feeling it was trying itself ironically to recall. Which is perhaps the deepest 
underpinning reason for Star Wars’ indelible success, on top of all the basic cinematic things it 
leverages to effect. The ultimate act of homage it tries to pay is to the cinematic experience itself. 
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Ghostbusters: Afterlife (2021) 

 

 
 
 
 
Ivan Reitman’s beloved 1984 hit Ghostbusters was and remains a unique success in the modern pop 
cultural pantheon. It’s a highwire fusion of tones and genres that worked thanks to capable people 
pooling their skills and outlooks, in a brief moment when both the moviemaking culture and their own 
talents were free enough to allow such a thing, producing a movie at once tight-wound and elastic, 
incongruous and ingenious. Both the mildly enjoyable rehash that was Ghostbusters II (1989) and the 
largely witless remake by Paul Feig from 2016, betrayed different attempts to circumvent the same 
problem: how to catch that kind of lightning in a bottle again. The notion of a third movie in the 
original sequence remained on the backburner but still tantalised fans right up until the death of costar 
Harold Ramis, whilst for the general audience, at least that part of it not comprised of insane partisans 
from the Great Online Ghostbusters War of 2016, it might have represented the natural terminus for 
such hopes. But nothing really dies in either the ethereal plain or Hollywood. Ghostbusters: 
Afterlife sees Reitman’s son Jason, himself by now a very familiar and high-profile filmmaker, taking up 
his father’s mantle, and he makes it into, amongst other things, a commentary on family legacy in all its 
troubled dimensions as well its benefits that its very existence invokes in. 
 
 



 
 
 
Where his father started off in horror cinema with Cannibal Girls (1972) before gaining big hits as a 
stager of cheery mass-market farces, Jason emerged with the modest but hugely successful Juno (2007) 
and has generally specialised in realistic and down-to-earth comedies and dramas, most of which I 
haven’t liked much. To his credit, Jason tries here with all his might to carve out a meeting place for 
such different cinematic energies. The plot he and cowriter Gil Kenan hit upon likewise turns the crisis 
of lacking Ramis into the engine of a new generational tale, commending with the death of Ramis’ 
character Egon Spengler, who, as we learn in the course of the film, had mysteriously withdrawn from 
the company not just of his fellow Ghostbusters but also his family to hole up on a remote farm in rural 
Oklahoma for decades. 
 
 

 
 
 
When Egon’s flailing adult daughter Callie (Carrie Coon) learns of his death, she take advantage of her 
debt-laden inheritance to move herself and her two teenage kids, Trevor (Finn Wolfhard) and Phoebe 
(Mckenna Grace) into his old house, after getting evicted from their apartment. The trio settle uneasily 
into their new home and the nearby town of Summerville, as Trevor is inspired by his instant crush on a 
waitress at a local diner, Lucky (Celeste O’Connor), to get a job alongside her. The nerdy, socially 
maladroit Phoebe faces stultification at the local summer school where the indifferent teacher, Gary 
Grooberson (Paul Rudd), sits back and shows the kids old horror movies on VHS, but forms with a 
connection with a kid who styles himself as ‘Podcast’ because he has one that he records incessantly, 
obsessed with topics esoteric and conspiratorial. Soon Phoebe, despite her scepticism, starts 
communicating with an invisible apparition – guess who – who starts guiding her towards uncovering 



the hidden legacy and purpose of her Ghostbuster grandfather, including locating a secreted ghost trap 
and helping to get a proton pack working again. 
 
 

 
 
 
Jason’s chosen approach to this material owes more than a little to the J.J. Abrams school of self-
mirroring Hollywood nostalgia as established in Super 8 (2011) and Star Wars: The Force Awakens (2015), 
and the emulating TV series spin on that style, Stranger Things, from which Wolfhard was recruited, in 
making a film about nostalgia that feeds back into itself in the theme of kids emulating the deeds and 
fantasy lives of their elders. There’s a potential mismatch in this: Abrams’ adoration of Steven Spielberg 
and the ‘80s Amblin Entertainment aesthetic, and the correlation between the memory of the glory days 
of movies about kids that both idealised their experiences but paid credence to their reality and the act 
of watching those movies, sits at odds with the weirder confection of Ghostbusters, which embraced 
blockbuster effects and cheeriness but also had one foot still planted in the rude, crude, cynical comedy 
style of movies like John Landis’ National Lampoon’s Animal House (1978) and Ivan Reitman’s 
own Stripes (1981). Reitman fils isn’t really a filmmaker I’ve liked much until now, but here he proves 
more patient and effective in approaching the driving motif of the young whippersnappers fixing up and 
repurposing grandpa’s old dreams than Abrams, and works in the first half of Afterlife to assure us he’s 
not simply making a pastiche, but to approach his father’s hit through the prism of his own outlook and 
style, a dialogue of generations and moviemaking precepts that proves surprisingly fruitful and 
entertaining.  
 
 

 
 



 
So, the emphasis falls on his characters experiencing life doldrums and coming-of-age pains they hold 
off with a well-oiled familial argot of sarcasm and gallows humour. A sense of immediate spiritual (ha) 
continuity with the original is supplied by Rob Simonsen’s careful redeployment of Elmer Bernstein’s 
score, which still effortless underlines events with a blend of lush grandeur and huckster insouciance, 
and it’s a score with a kind of artfulness you don’t hear much in big movies anymore. Jason aims for a 
Stephen King-ish atmosphere as the different gangs of youths encounter signs of true strangeness 
infesting the seemingly benign and ordered landscape – a demonic face that stirs deep in a black pit, 
and a huge carved fresco honouring the demons of another continent and epoch’s most terrible deities, 
set up as nominal decoration outside the entrance to Shandor’s mine. 
 
 

 
 
 
The dovetailing of grounded, shaggy indie indulgence and blockbuster imperative doesn’t entirely fuse, 
as Afterlife ambles for a long time and then rushes through its actual plot when it finally kicks in. It’s 
also true that the film’s determination to root its exploration of the original film’s mystique means it 
feels compelled to touch base with the same basic plot. It’s established Egon died trying to trap the twin 
spectral demons, the Gatekeeper and Keymaster, heralding Gozer’s return, and he was holed up in this 
particular town because it was built around a selenium mine by Ivo Shandor (J.K. Simmons), the 
architect of the apartment building in the original. The kids find his body in an underground temple 
he’s built to Gozer, in the hope its re-emergence will raise him from the dead. The promise of engaging 
more thoroughly with this backstory mystique has promise, but Afterlife goes for a puckish deflation of 
the popularity these days of enlarging upon the storytelling and world-building of old hits, by setting all 
this up and then brusquely dismissing it when the emergent god casually tears the revived mastermind 
in half. 
 
 



 
 
 
Another problem with Afterlife is the setting: the isolated and threadbare-looking small town, with its 
retro infrastructure and near-featureless surrounds, might have been a great setting for a more subtle 
kind of supernatural drama. It lacks the teeming, vertiginous, ripe-for-satire milieu of Manhattan the 
first film exploited so well, where the unleashed forces of paranormal dimensions merely exacerbated 
the already incessant weirdness and spectacle infesting the city landscape, where an infernal god 
appeared appropriately from the dominating vantage of a skyscraper, ready to embody its most 
depraved imaginings in first taking the form of a cocaine chic fashion model in a most uptown new 
wave fashion and then even managing to twist an icon of childhood innocence into a monstrous 
destroyer. By comparison Jason only offers sporadic ghost action and doesn’t display that much interest 
in the Summerville citizenry. There are funny throwaway bits including Trevor being teased by the 
other workers and denizens of the diner for his clumsy romantic forays, but only Lucky’s father, who 
turns out to be the town sheriff (Bokeem Woodbine), is solidified. The film’s substitute for the original’s 
Slimer, this time a grub-like blue entity that likes eating metal and can regurgitate it like machine gun 
bullets dubbed Muncher, is pretty good, and used with a degree of cleverness in how the story unfolds. 
 
 

 
 
 
Whilst it was badly lacking in real comic inspiration, the best thing that can be said about Feig’s version 
was that it was in touch with one of the 1984 film’s subtexts as a satire on selling out and competing in 
the big city market. Reitman aims more for emotional texture and what feels like more personal 
resonance in the process of the young Spenglers learning about their heritage whilst Callie struggles 
with her history of abandonment, which has left her damaged and unable to find a purchase in her life, 



whilst Phoebe finally comprehends her identity when the generational link is closed. The subtext stems 
evidently from the Reitmans’ own history, but it also makes the nostalgia-purveying feel more complex 
and genuine than in the proliferating number of movies doing similar things. And despite the 
misjudged elements, I really liked the approach to the steady, logical reintroduction of the old series 
lore and infrastructure and then, finally, the old heroes themselves, which is all done in a manner far 
superior to, say, the random-ass coincidences underpinning The Force Awakens. The discovery process 
is put at the service of establishing the new characters, ranging from Trevor showing off his mechanical 
prowess in fixing up the Ecto 1 which he finds in the barn, to Phoebe finding a ghost trap and showing it 
to Grooberson, who recognises and sets about trying to open it with devil-may-care delight. All this 
crystallises mid-film when the kids chase down Muncher as it marauds through downtown and 
successfully capture it. 
 
 

 
 
 
Grace’s Phoebe is the film’s linchpin and she’s absolutely terrific, grounding what might have easily 
slipped over the edge into a caricature of a girl who plainly takes after her grandfather more than 
anyone (as opposed to her mother who has built her identity around rejecting all semblance), and 
making her a persuasive junior-edition hero whose sense of humour is nearly as oddball as Peter 
Venkman’s. Podcast, despite the over-eager attempt to annex something very now in his name, also 
proves a great comic relief figure thanks to Kim, with his character blending something of Ray Stanz’s 
obsession with the occult and generally weird with Venkman’s penchant for self-promotion and meta-
commentary. His approach to the latter is approached through his constant attempts to hype things for 
his podcast, and the identity of his single subscriber is one of the film’s most apt jokes. Wolfhard and 
O’Connor don’t register nearly so well playing the more familiarly gawky teens, although they’re both 
perfectly okay. Coon and Rudd are also enormously winning as the two aging, good-humoured but 
frustrated adults who quickly strike up a potential relationship. The two inevitably become ripe vessels 
for the patient demons, as Gatekeeper-possessed Callie rips off her clothes to reveal flowing, sensuous 
garb like Sigourney Weaver’s Dana Barrett wore in the ‘84 film and eats a flower the Keymaster gives 
her. That Jason didn’t entirely remove the ribald streak from the model is to me a point in his favour, 
even if he can’t really engage with it more in this context. 
 
 



 
 
 
There’s also something interesting in the image of Egon’s still-operating devices holding at bay a pit 
filled with squirming monstrosities, one that operates on both the level of story and as psychological 
symbolism, as it becomes clear Egon was at his most heroic when everyone else had written him off. Of 
course, at an appropriately dire story juncture Phoebe reaches out to Ray (Dan Aykroyd) for guidance as 
the lurking danger intensifies and she learns just why Egon split off from the team and squirrelled away 
all the equipment. This sets the scene for the return of the three remaining original cast members in 
last-second intervention, and even I can’t pretend to be so stony and dispassionate a critic as to say this 
didn’t tickle me enormously. It’s damn good to see Aykroyd and Hudson again, and Murray, still very 
much a star presence in contemporary cinema even if he long since decamped mostly to the art house, 
barely has to do anything to instantly kidnap the movie and bend it to his own strange gravity, as his 
Venkman provokes and teases Gozer by talking to “her” like a former girlfriend who keeps 
disappointing him. It’s very easy to wish the old guys had more screen time, although really they do 
what they need to, offering deus-ex-machina aid to the young ‘uns whilst not displacing them. 
 
 

 
 
 
Jason takes this to an extreme that embraces admirably pure cornball whilst risking mild offensiveness 
when he has Egon’s spirit, by way of a digital simulacrum of Ramis, finally manifest and help Phoebe 
control her proton gun as the heroes old and new join forces to entrap Gozer. It’s not as rank a touch as 
the CGI resurrection of Peter Cushing in Rogue One (2016), I feel – on top of being actually appropriate 
for a story about the supernatural and life after death as well as family continuity, Jason doesn’t put 
words in the mouth of Ramis’ likeness. The only flourish that really doesn’t make much sense, and feels 



like Jason’s one real lapse into a mixture of obvious fan-appeal call-back and fresh marketing ploy, are 
the small army of animated Staypuft Marshmallows who become tiny versions of the giant one from the 
original and scampering about creating havoc. The film doesn’t even vaguely justify these 
manifestations, although there again twitches of likeably nasty humour as these things start eagerly 
impaling, cooking, and mushing themselves with anarchic glee, the kind of glee which the film as a 
whole could have used just a little more of. There are also a couple of end credits scenes that are 
amusing if barely pertinent, one featuring Weaver as Dana who gleefully hoists Venkman with his own 
electric shock-delivering petard, the other dangling inevitable further-adventures-of promise with the 
now-rich Winston. Afterlife is a long way from being a total success, but to my mind it represents this 
sort of thing done right and well for the most part, and whilst it owes everything to its precursor, it’s 
also sufficient unto itself. 
 
 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nickelodeon (1976)  

 

 
 
 
Peter Bogdanovich’s The First Picture Show. As Bogdanovich’s moment of riding at the vanguard of the 
1970s New Hollywood suddenly gave way to tabloid gymnastics and critical scorn, Nickelodeon became 
his third officially declared career killer in a row after Daisy Miller (1974) and At Long Last Love (1975). 
The intention was to depict the early history of American film industry, the initial method is a history of 
farce that shades into tragicomic emotional biography. The inspiration was all the great anecdotes 
about the early days of the movie business and the invention of Hollywood Bogdanovich had heard 
from the old timers he had interviewed. W.D. Richter was the screenwriting tyro hired to turn them 
into a coherent story, only for others involved including producer Irwin Winkler to accuse Bogdanovich 
of spoiling it by trying to turn it into another broad farce. Signs are Bogdanovich desperately wanted to 
recapture his What’s Up, Doc? (1971) mojo. It’s certainly easy to put down the unstable form and tone 
of Nickelodeon to a formerly confident director now in the grip of a newly frantic need to express what 
he needs to before the boom is lowered fully. Which is, not at all coincidentally, the upshot if the film 
itself. Bogdanovich wanted the film to be in black and white, but was forced to release a colour version 
instead. I watched the colour, and remain dubious it makes that much difference. 
 
 



 
 
 
Bogdanovich kicks off with Ryan O’Neal’s dipshit lawyer Leo Harrigan chased out of court by an 
infuriated client after said client’s supposedly abusive wife turns out to be a sob story spectacular. 
Whilst hiding in an alley Leo encounters the motley crew of film producer H.H. Cobb (Brian Keith), a 
mercurial impresario who keeps anyone who can improvise a one-reeler scenario close on hand, and 
when Leo proves to have that talent, he finds a new career. Cobb is battling the agents of the Patents 
Company, a confederation of established movie producers trying to keep out competitors with brute 
force, so he’s sent a production unit out to Cucamonga, essentially a couple of shacks somewhere in the 
great middle American nowhere by way of a nod to Abbott and Costello, only for his director to 
abscond with the production funds. So he sends Leo out to take over the shoot as director, demanding 
another head-first schooling as Leo professes to know nothing of the art. He’s thrust into a company of 
players and technicians including cinematographer Franklin Frank (John Ritter), performer Marty 
Reeves (Stella Stevens), pompous lead actor Reginald Kingsley (George Gaynes), and stern, pubescent 
Alice Forsyte (Tatum O’Neal), who works on an ostrich farm but has become the indispensible jill-of-
all-trades for the crew. 
 
 



 
 
 
Leo’s journey proves fatefully interwoven with a couple more future players. Buck Greenway (Burt 
Reynolds) is a Floridian sent to New York to deliver a saddle and gets mistaken for a real live 
roustabout, enough to get him hired, jammed on a horse, and sent up on stage during a production of 
Thomas Dixon’s The Clansman. He gets an offer from a pair of immigrant brothers to parlay his riding 
skills into a movie part, but the meeting is broken up Patents Company goons, and Buck finds himself 
employed as a goon himself. He’s sent out to wreck Leo’s camera, but after a great deal of alarum and 
affray instead finally finds himself in front of the camera, swiftly ascending to matinee idol status. The 
third corner of their irregular triangle is formed by Kathleen Cooke (Jane Hitchcock), a would-be star 
dancer charmed in encounters with both Leo and Buck and who eventually joins the movie company 
herself in wayward fashion, storming out of a desperate choreography session in a Dutch milk maid’s 
outfit only to get caught up in a balloon stunt Leo is filming with Buck, a disastrous convergence that 
provides Leo with a perfect movie and Buck and Kathleen with the perfect romantic introduction. 
 
 

 
 



 
The aspect of Nickelodeon dedicated to recounting the very real Patents war and the tough racket that 
was early cinema as reported to Bogdanovich from his many interviewees – vignettes included in the 
film come from the likes of Allan Dwan, Raoul Walsh, and James Stewart – is probably the biggest 
drawcard for cineastes. Conversely it’s also the most frustrating element, as Bogdanovich often seems 
barely interested in the nominal framework. It’s easy to nod to other movies like The Sting (1973) as a 
more sinuous blend of larks and shoegazing in the period Americana mode, or Ed Wood (1994) as a 
superior portrait of knockabout filmmaking. But Nickelodeon has its own, off-kilter trail to blaze, a 
movie by an artist who feels ill-at-ease working as a big-time director but also feels compelled to prove 
his talents at that level, and makes that unease the implicit subject of his efforts. The first half tells the 
story of Hollywood through its own embryonic tropes – slapstick gags evolve like fin-limbed lungfish 
into romantic melodrama and cowboy adventure, before the age of epic and expressive art arrives in the 
form of D.W. Griffith’s film adaptation of The Clansman, aka The Birth of a Nation (1915). Fisticuffs 
between the Patents Company and independent filmmakers see the invention of essential gags, like 
Buck accidentally swatting dudes with a shovel amidst chaos in a bakery-cum-rebel movie studio. 
 
 

 
 
 
This culminates in an epic tussle between Leo and Buck when the director catches the erstwhile 
saboteur and the two men fight to a standstill, demolishing sheds and shanties along the way and 
concluding with Leo tripped up by his own trousers, in Bogdanovich’s hysterically amplified take on The 
Quiet Man’s (1953) epic fight. Bogdanovich recycles his own swapped-around suitcase story hook 
from What’s Up, Doc? for the purposes of binding Leo, Buck, and Kathleen together and tossing them 
into the centrifugal whirl that is the nascent movie business, telling the trio just how closely entwined 
their destinies are long before that destiny resolves. This also introduces the nagging subtext of the 
movie, obsessing over the director as interlocutor for the audience in setting up romances between 
good-looking people for their viewing pleasure, but experiences a more exquisite agony because the 
avatars are right in front of him. Leo feels himself in rivalry with D.W. Griffith even when he hasn’t seen 
any of his movies, purely because Cobb has mentioned him as the current trendsetter in movies. 
Yesterday’s outlaws become today’s oligarchs, today’s shambolic amateurs become tomorrow’s troubled 
visionaries: that’s entertainment. 
 
 



 
 
 
Keith’s part as Cobb offers instant self-satire on his performance as Teddy Roosevelt in John Milius’ very 
different early-century nostalgia study The Wind and the Lion (1975), proffering the titan of nascent 
American go-go-go who spouts high-powered showman spiels and elegiac meditation with equal verve 
and blessed with one specific ability, to muster misfits and losers towards a single creative purpose. And 
then sack them when they get too big for their britches. Cinematographer Frank is doomed to be the 
slavish servant of his director, a role given some jokey homoerotic overtones whilst he’s obliged to 
ignore his sort-of girlfriend Marty, who eventually walks from the company in frustration and instead 
marries Cobb. Tatum O’Neal provides the great stoneface as the pint-sized gopher on the set who also 
runs an ostrich farm and eventually evolves into the scenarist of the team. Bogdanovich’s Howard 
Hawks fetish manifests spiritually in the group framings and more precisely in nods to Hatari! (1962) as 
the crew chase ostriches and their fortunes alike across the vast prairies. The birth of modern acting is 
evinced in the preference for the real panic on Buck’s face when thrown into dangerous situations over 
Kingsley’s bluster (“What do you do?” “I emote.”) 
 
 

 



 
 
What’s most distinctive about Nickelodeon is also the quality that most likely doomed its reception: 
Bogdanovich aims for a state of flux, refusing niceties of narrative, the comedy churning but not 
resolving, the more serious elements lurking like a needle left in a dress by an overworked couturier and 
occasionally pricking unwitting skin. The basic business of early cinema, the thumbnail sketches of love 
and adventure and exotic escape, are forced to interact with the New Hollywood era’s key interest in 
behaviour, be it neurotic ambivalence or peevish fixation. Whilst a story does eventually emerge, 
Bogdanovich pointedly refuses to offer resolution beyond the ephemeral reconnection between his 
three protagonists, in keeping with the restless emotional impulse he had tried to describe on At Long 
Last Love and would return to with They All Laughed (1981). Bogdanovich relentlessly uses physical 
action, comic and otherwise, to emphasise the democratic input as well as output of movies, with his 
core crew of screwballs constantly arranging themselves in tableaux of contrasting personalities. The 
director is as much an incidental capturer of the collective will as a manipulator of it (“You tell the 
actors what you want ‘em to do in front of the camera,” Frank tells Leo when he asks him what a 
director does, “You tell me to crank it and when you’ve had enough you just tell me to cut.”). The real 
serpent in this particular Eden only manifests when, having created the image of the devastatingly 
charming and omnicompetent jock hero as leading man, the creative mastermind refuses to bow out of 
the running in vying for the leading lady, as Leo tries to foil their marriage by hiring an actor (M. 
Emmett Walsh) to pretend to be the priest, and later makes a play for Kathleen when her and Buck’s 
marriage falters. 
 
 

 
 
 
The undercurrent of gentle melancholia that was the dominant key in The Last Picture Show and 
registered as quietly diffuse amidst the stylised retro fantasia of At Long Last Love returns here then as 
constant, nagging counterpoint to the rambunctious high spirits. This crystallises in a scene that 
captures, with all of Bogdanovich’s unique feel for orchestrating tonal shift and human movement, 
ambivalence and dissatisfaction amidst official celebration as the film crew celebrate their serendipitous 
fortune, Leo staring as Kathleen, Marty staring at Frank. Alice fumes at her crush Buck who shrugs at 
the lightning pace of love: “It only takes a second.” The classical form of adoration quickly begets 
another as the filmmakers are cornered by a variably dazzled, fetish-seeking mob who treat them to the 
first manifestations of star worship, cornering the idols in the street and tearing off items of clothing as 
souvenirs. When the company finally relocate to the rapidly developing locus of movie production that 
is Hollywood, they find signs warning, “No Dogs or Picture People Allowed” in the boarding house 



windows, and finally see one of their own movies, which proves to be a melange of footage they took for 
different movies recut into a comedy, reducing the he-man to fool. 
 
 

 
 
 
Bogdanovich had tapped O’Neal’s persona-defining trait of tense dissembling to great comic effect 
on What’s Up, Doc? (much as Kubrick would later turn it to tragic ends in Barry Lyndon, 1975, and 
Walter Hill to action hero usage in The Driver, 1978) and had located the carelessly debonair streak in 
Reynolds for At Long Last Love, so he sets them to work here in the same modes, working up an uneasy 
chemistry as men who like each-other despite their vastly different personalities and their romantic 
rivalry. Hitchcock, a former model making her only feature film excursion as an actress, is properly 
beguiling and proves to have surprisingly deft comic energy for an ingénue: she seems right at home 
amongst the cast of pros, even if she doesn’t quite wield authentic star charisma. The company are 
eventually forced to dire straits when they’re sacked by Cobb and accept an offer from a rival 
production outfit (“We’re Atlantic Pictures and Atlantic’s going to the Pacific!”), only to find it’s a literal 
assembly line, the various production teams work on sets erected directly abutting each-other, shooting 
five script pages a day in a place where all hint of invention and creation are subordinated to banality 
and bullying  Leo rebels and gives his boss the heave-ho, before leading a midnight raid to steal 
equipment as he, Buck and the rest resolve to make their own movie. That project falls in a heap when 
Buck and Leo clash over Buck’s reluctance to do stunts and then when a sort-of mistaken impression 
makes Buck think Leo has slept with Kathleen. Some Patents goons torching the shed containing all the 
shot film only compounds the disaster. 
 
 



 
 
 
Finally the company reunite at the debut screening of The Birth of a Nation, where Leo is both dazzled 
and depressed by the suddenly raised bar of ambition and Cobb hires him and the rest back in 
accepting the challenge presented by an art form suddenly come of age. There is definitely some pity in 
Bogdanovich’s lack of interest in the sociology of the era. He introduces Buck and promptly sticks him 
in a Ku Klux Klan costume for his theatrical debut, and eventually loops back around to the premiere 
of The Birth of a Nation. This is only plied for light irony with a vaguely inferred jibe at the inherent 
absurdity in the artifice, rather than any real engagement with the darker side of the period and the 
emergent, reckless power of movies. Still, it does inform Leo’s desire to make his own film The Half-
Breed, a prototypical message Western, about Indians and bucks the contempt of the money men to do 
so, although his noble efforts devolve into farce in part through his own distraction. The portrait of the 
kind of solipsism engendered by total immersion in a hermetic way of life and creative obsession is 
however finally confirmed as deliberate – later when Cobb mentions the war in Europe Buck and Leo 
immediately query “What war in Europe?” The conclusion taps another anecdote for an edge of quasi-
surreal fancy, as Bogdanovich has his heroes drive past a movie stage built entirely out of glass in a nod 
to Georges Melies’ studio, within which a war movie is being shot, soldiers on the march dashing 
around behind the camera to give the illusion of numbers – movies are a sustained illusion of course, 
Bogdanovich finally says, but so might be everything else in the world they pervade. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Licorice Pizza (2021) 

 

 
 
 
Director / Screenwriter: Paul Thomas Anderson 
 
 
Paul Thomas Anderson Land is a familiar place by now, if only in its strangeness, and the opening 
moments of Licorice Pizza lead us there hand in hand. The familiar Andersonian motif of flowing, 
seemingly dreamily free and immersing but also subtly disconcerting, unmooring tracking shots is this 
time used to immediately introduce Alana Kane (Alana Haim) and Gary Valentine (Cooper Hoffman). 
Alana works for a school photography outfit called Tiny Toes, which is busy taking class photos of the 
denizens of a Los Angeles high school, all of it set to Nina Simone’s “July Tree” with its sonic textures 
evoking lazy summer days in reedy fields whilst the camera scans spraying sprinklers, gleaming halls, 
and long legs. Alana encounters the brash, 15-year-old Gary, who charms her with the same breezy 
efficiency as Anderson’s camera locates them. Gary asks Alana out on a date, and when she asks what 
he’d use to pay for it with he not at all humbly brags that he has a lot of money because he’s a successful 
actor. Alana is of course highly sceptical of this, but soon finds that Gary is indeed telling the truth, 
having found success as a child star in a hit stage musical called Under One Roof and its film adaptation. 
Despite her jolly mockery of Gary’s ambitions, the pair plainly experience instant chemistry, and Gary 
has something that Alana, despite her greater years, lacks badly: a sense of confidence and effectiveness 
in the world, the kind of confidence that’s the natural provenance of Hollywood itself, a blend of 
showmanship, hustle, and an eye on the prize. 
 
 



 
 
 
From a distance, Licorice Pizza looks a little like an artistic retreat from Paul Thomas Anderson. After 
the risky, influential excursions into semi-abstract character drama on There Will Be Blood (2007) 
and The Master (2012), and the queasily funny-sad retro outings of Inherent Vice (2014) and Phantom 
Thread (2017), films that all gained great critical admiration but most of which did weak box 
office, Licorice Pizza sees Anderson retreating to a warmly remembered version of the 1970s, the era he 
painted with such acid verve in Boogie Nights (1997), his second feature film and the one that made his 
name. It might even be said to round out a trilogy about the decade, taking place roughly half-way 
between the post-Manson dizziness and confusion of Inherent Vice and the disco-to-camcorder 
age Boogie Nights charted. But it might actually be closer in nature to Anderson’s Punch-Drunk 
Love (2002), as a study of human affection at strange extremes. Actually, all of Anderson’s films are 
fundamentally about that, about needy people urgently hunting for those who can sate their desires, be 
it a lover or something less obvious, a mentor, a pal, a parental figure, or indeed all rolled into one. 
Alana and Gary’s relationship seems to have potential to evolve into any of these things, as it sees them 
locked together in a centrifugal whirl that provides the only real gravity in the unfolding film, both 
symptomatic of the ridiculousness that surrounds them and yet ultimately hallowed amidst it. 
 
 

 
 
 
Alana ticks off the many good reasons why Gary’s overtures are absurd, including their verboten age 
difference, even in the louche atmosphere of the era. But she finishes up being so sufficiently charmed 
and compelled by the teenager she does turn up at the time and place he proposed: Gary offers 
something, even if only a sliver, of something new and possible. The opening scene, as well as throwing 



us in the deep end when it comes to this pair, nods back to the early scenes of The Master where, in very 
similar fashion, Anderson presented being a workaday photographer as a weird nexus, the sort of job 
shambolic people take, but which involves freezing the images of the people they shoot into lacquered 
instances of false perfection. Alana soon finds Gary has quietly assimilated and mastered the 
affectations of a Hollywood player, with his favourite local restaurant popular with stars, as well as his 
PR agent mother Anita’s (Mary Elizabeth Ellis) talent for spin. In short, he’s scared of nothing, because 
he thinks he knows how things work. And for the most part he does. Even when it becomes plain his 
acting career’s at an end now that he’s had his growth spurt and lacks mature performing technique, he 
reinvents himself without much concern as an entrepreneur on the make. Alana, by contrast, has no 
idea what she wants or how to get it: she still lives at home with her parents and sisters, and comments 
to Gary with plaintive simplicity, “When you’re gonna be rich in a mansion by the time you’re sixteen. 
I’m gonna be here taking photos of kids for their yearbooks when I’m thirty. You’re never gonna 
remember me.” “I’m never gonna forget you,” Gary retorts with firm ardour. 
 
 

 
 
 
Licorice Pizza is a certainly a nostalgic work, as preoccupied as Anderson’s pal and rival Quentin 
Tarantino’s Once Upon A Time…In Hollywood (2019) was in resurrecting the flavour of a specific bygone 
era in the climes of Los Angeles, a place defined then as now by an inherently surreal dialogue between 
the world of show business and its denizens and everyone else. Where Tarantino naturally looked for 
the combustible tension in that scene, Anderson looks for the absurd and the romantic. One could also 
add in Shane Black’s The Nice Guys (2016) into the mix, a film that followed a more familiar genre film 
template but emulated much the same brand of humour in sarcastically reflecting on growing up in a 
wilder time. Anderson, the son of an actor and voice artist who was well-known once upon a time for 
hosting a creature feature show and being the official announcer for ABC Television, is certainly an 
industry brat, and for all the effort he’s put into not simply being another chronicler of being a 
Tinseltown scenester, he’s remained preoccupied by the kinds of creatures the town attracts in droves: 
people dedicated to enriching themselves and to realising their personal desires and lifestyle aspirations 
and enthralling others. As young and still relatively naive as he may be, Gary shares nascent traits with 
such notable Anderson characters as The Master’s Lancaster Dodd, Boogie Nights’ Jack Horner, the 
gamblers of Hard Eight (1996), and There Will Be Blood’s Daniel Plainview – he’s an impresario with 
peculiar talents for sustaining himself in perpetual motion with an eye always out for the next angle, an 
incarnation of American hustle. He’s absorbed a certain lexicon of urge and power that’s hilarious at his 
age but wouldn’t be so much if he were older, as when Alana encounters a waitress, Frisbee (Destry 
Allyn Spielberg) she knows who works in one of Gary’s favourite restaurants, and she comments that 
he’s always after a hand job: “I’ll pass the baton to you.” 
 
 



 
 
 
Anderson mines the essential disparity between Gary and Alana, his premature worldliness and her 
floundering immaturity and uncertainty, for a unique amalgam of humour and pathos. The disparity 
locks them together in a folie-a-deux where neither can quite escape the other despite making gestures 
at pursuing less troublesome connections. When Gary learns his mother can’t accompany him to New 
York so he can make a TV appearance with the cast of the Under One Roof (based on Yours, Mine, and 
Ours, 1968, which featured Gary’s inspiration, Gary Goetzman, and Lance’s, Tim Matheson, amongst its 
cast) and borrowing its theme song) with its star Lucy Doolittle (Christine Ebersole), he manages to sell 
Alana as a substitute chaperone. As they jet across the country, Gary’s slightly older co-star Lance 
Brannigan (Skyler Gisondo) flirts heavily with Alana: soon they become a couple, but break up when 
Lance proclaims he’s an atheist to Alana’s family during a dinner with them. Gary becomes fascinated 
by a waterbed he spots through the window of a wig store and immediately sees a business he can get 
aboard on the ground floor: soon he has a thriving outlet of his own. When they’re unexpectedly 
reunited thanks in part to Gary being arrested in a case of mistaken identity, Alana throws in with 
Gary’s enterprise and proves a dab hand at publicity and over-the-phone sales. So good that Gary talks 
Alana in trying acting, arranging for her to have an interview with a top agent, Mary Grady (Harriet 
Sansom Harris). This leads to her being considered for a role in a movie playing a hippie girl alongside 
major star Jack Holden (Sean Penn). When this shot goes nowhere and the 1973 oil embargo puts the 
waterbed business on ice, Alana makes a play for a more substantial life, volunteering for the political 
campaign of Joel Wachs (Benny Safdie), whilst Gary sees another golden opportunity when he 
overhears Wachs talking about pinball machines being legalised in California. 
 
 

 
 



 
Large portions of Licorice Pizza are dedicated to portraying thinly veiled real show business figures in 
acerbic, anecdotal-feeling vignettes, with Doolittle as Lucille Ball stand-in, Jack Holden as a William 
Holden skit, and gravel-voiced, caution-impervious director Rex Blau (Tom Waits) a spin on Sam 
Peckinpah. The skin of fictionalising seems so flimsy as to be barely worth the bother, but it does 
emphasise that Anderson is not so much interested in them in a gossipy sense than in evoking the way 
they exemplify the time and place, and the temptations and traps before its two shambolic heroes. The 
film’s third quarter is transfixed by Anderson’s take on Jon Peters (Bradley Cooper), the former celebrity 
hairdresser turned movie producer who was dating Barbara Streisand at the time, who swings wildly 
between intimate charisma and combative, confrontational attitude. Anderson uses these portraits both 
as sources of fun in their own right, and to dig into the large gap between the image of show business 
success and stature and the perversity of having such figures at large in the same streets and places as 
everyone else. This point is underlined when Alana, initially stunned and smitten by the showbiz zones 
she drifts into, eventually realises in being wined and dined by Holden that whatever actual person was 
in there has long since been supplanted by a collection of old movie lines and well-honed chat-ups, as 
when he mentions that Alana “reminds me of Grace.” Gary falls afoul of Doolittle when playfully whacks 
her with a pillow during the song and dance number on the TV show and makes a very adolescent 
bawdy joke when being interviewed by the host: Doolittle unleashes her wrath backstage, slapping and 
threatening him, and she has to be dragged away by some stagehands, bawling that Gary is finished for 
humiliating her in front of her fans. 
 
 

 
 
 
The theme of professional performances that become subsuming in lieu of an actual personality both 
contrasts the portrayal of Alana as someone urgently seeking a path in life and sarcastically echoes it. 
Alana feels the allure of Peter Pan-ish perma-youth as she falls in with Gary and his cadre of teenage 
pals and younger brother Greg (Milo Herschlag), a gang of rambunctious, energetic, mutually 
reinforcing lads who follow Gary in implicit and total respect for his sense of enterprise. Alana 
encounters the same temptation being embraced in a more institutionalised fashion when flung into 
Holden’s proximity with his attempts to seduce a woman thirty years younger and prove he hasn’t lost 
his mojo by performing a motorcycle stunt for the entertainment of a few dozen onlookers. An even 
more bizarre, but also needling example of performance sustained by unknown rules and logic crops up 
in the form of Jerry Frick (John Michael Higgins), a restaurateur who opened LA’s first Japanese 
restaurant, The Mikado, and who is portrayed here as a client of Gary’s mother. In his first appearance 
Frick brings his Japanese wife Mioko (Yumi Mizui) to a consultation with Anita and speaks to her in 
English but with a fake Japanese accent like a middle schooler doing an impression, and she answers in 
Japanese which he seems to translate. Only in his second appearance, when Mioko has been 
mysteriously and summarily replaced by Kimiko (Megumi Anjo), does Frick admit he doesn’t actually 
speak Japanese. Later, in a more subtle and distressing moment of realisation, Alana becomes privy to 
understanding Wachs is a closeted gay man, whose public persona and ambitions depend absolutely on 



keeping this side of himself under wraps no matter the personally destructive results. Both these 
vignettes comment with differing tones and methods on some of the least attractive traits of the 
otherwise warmly-remembered past but completely avoid any form of hectoring. 
 
 

 
 
 
Trouble is also sparked when people refuse to put on a convenient act or sustain the rules of an agreed-
upon illusion, as when Gary decides to act up during the Under One Roof performance, and when Lance 
refuses to do a blessing for the Kane family’s sake during their dinner together. This refusal he couches 
in the most pleasant manner possible but still causes a fateful rupture with Alana, who gives him a 
bawling out outside the house – “What does your penis look like?…If you’re circumcised then you’re a 
fucking Jew!” – before heading back inside and laying down an equal bombardment on her family. 
Gary’s discovery of the waterbed is essayed as a libidinous fantasia as he lays upon the undulating 
mattress, the flirty sales assistant (Iyana Halley) hovering over him like a blessed angel from the land of 
commerce. Gary’s subsequent attempt to flog waterbeds at a “Teen-Age Fair” becomes another dreamy 
excursion through the regalia of another age (yet still tantalisingly familiar) in youth culture through 
another of Anderson’s majestic tracking shots. The Batmobile from the Adam West series and Herbie 
the Love Bug roll by and the fair is attended by Fred Gwynne in Herman Munster guise (played, in a 
mischievous blink-and-miss cameo, by John C. Reilly) making a personal appearance, as well as Cher 
but not Sonny. Alana proves to also be at the fair to sell wares for a friend, approaching Gary in a 
vignette that sustains the dreamy texture, as they two smirk at each-other and swap flirtatious 
greetings, as if sequestered and afloat on a raft of milk foam. 
 
 

 



 
 
Despite granting his line of wares the unappealing name of Soggy Bottom, which Alana says sounds like 
someone shit their pants, Gary’s understanding of salesmanship proves basic but sound, as he’s hired a 
woman, Kiki Page (Emily Althus) to sprawl across the show model bed to attract customers, and sees 
the potential when one of his young entourage, Kirk (Will Angarola), has the great idea of selling weed 
along with the mattresses. This has nothing to do with why two cops suddenly manhandle Gary and 
handcuff him. They drag him to a nearby police station where they cuff him to a bench, telling him he’s 
going down for murder, whilst the frantic Alana chases him down. Gary is quickly cleared by an 
annoyed witness despite roughly tallying with his description, whereupon Gary is freed without any 
apology, and he runs off with Alana. This scene sees Anderson briefly revisiting the mood of Inherent 
Vice and its blindsided sense of law enforcement as a virtually arbitrary faction tormenting the clueless 
hero, but the main result is that, thrown back into each-other’s company, Alana comes aboard the 
Soggy Bottom enterprise. She makes the first order of business changing the name to something more 
appealing, which is, apparently, Fat Bernie’s, and then when called on to improvise in trying to appeal 
to a customer on the phone, suddenly making headboards part of their service to enable implied sexual 
gymnastics. Getting a DJ to plug the business helps drive booming sales, and Anderson scores their 
rapid rise to middling success in a montage ingeniously set to The Doors’ “Peace Frog.” Meanwhile Gary 
and Alana’s flirtation continues in schoolkid fashion, letting their legs touch whilst pouring over an 
attempt to design a logo. 
 
 

 
 
 
For a filmmaker who’s gone from strength to strength as Anderson has, Licorice Pizza, rather than a 
recourse, reveals itself as a notable and brave new step, as a movie that manages to be a pure and 
unmistakeable product of his imagination and style and yet dares to lack any compulsion to prove his 
artistry as many of his earlier works have – the film resists being as stylised and cryptic as Inherent 
Vice or skirting the same sleazy zones as Boogie Nights despite connective gestures to both – through 
some overtly strange stylistics or challenging or cruel twists, save the puckishly deployed levels of 
discomfort the characters suffer through. Even the verboten affection at the story’s heart remains, at 
least as far as we see, remains more a source of teasing sarcasm in charting its to-and-fro of flirtation 
and spurning, than actual transgression: Gary and Alana remain in one of the most chaste relationships 
in a modern movie. Anderson made his name swerving hard between high comedy and glaring 
melodrama on Boogie Nights before embarking on such would-be epic exercises in heavy-duty drama 
as Magnolia (1999), There Will Be Blood, and The Master, although the latter two films still had many 
flickers of Anderson’s underlying comic sensibility. Phantom Thread went through an extended 
burlesque of gothic romance and psychodrama tropes before resolving into a particularly odd kind of 
romantic comedy. The sinuous mixture of the blithe and the fastidiously-observed that flows 
through Licorice Pizza slowly accrues emotional gravitas in a manner that doesn’t entirely hit until the 
end of the film. 



 
 

 
 
 
As well as contending with it as a subject at hand, Anderson pays many nods to the blurring of 
boundaries between performance and reality in casting, placing Haim alongside her real-life sisters 
playing characters who like Alana have their real names, as well as their parents (all of them, within 
their limits, doing superlative comic work), and casting Anderson’s own children and Hoffman’s 
siblings amongst the horde of Under One Roof, and other children and parents of Hollywood 
players. Licorice Pizza seems to yearn, whether it intends to or not, for a time long before everyone 
started living virtual lives, when movies could follow their own eccentric prerogatives when it comes to 
privileging character over story, and when human perversity was easily and readily encompassed by 
mainstream cinema to a degree that’s almost alien in our era of hyper-vigilant online moral 
police. Licorice Pizza can be likened to Hal Ashby’s Harold and Maude (1971) and Louis Malle’s Murmur 
of the Heart (1972) in their nimble blending of taboo themes with humour and lightness of touch, as 
well as classics of the era that dealt with people and cultures in flux, including Richard 
Lester’s Petulia (1968), Francis Coppola’s The Rain People (1969), Robert Altman’s Brewster 
McCloud (1971), and George Lucas’ American Graffiti (1973), whilst charting a middle path between their 
extremes of melancholia and frantic humour. I was also reminded at points of Guy Ferland’s Telling Lies 
In America (1997), which portrayed, via a Joe Eszterhas script, a not-dissimilar rites-of-passage tale for a 
teenage huckster in love with a mature woman. 
 
 

 
 
 



Gary’s experience in a wing of pop culture aimed at pre-pubescent and “family” audiences, with Under 
One Roof typifying a kind of wholesome entertainment crowded out in cultural recollection of the era 
by edgier fare at a time when Hollywood was being much-celebrated for finally growing up, couches 
Gary’s pseudo-sophistication in its opposite, a kind of professional infantalisation. Small wonder Gary’s 
urgently trying to grow into adult life which seems way more exciting, eyeing newspaper ads for porn 
movies and moving to exploit gaps in the market that service the tastes of adolescents, and perma-
adolescents. Anderson seems to see something pertinent in this cultural tension, when today a 
company like Disney has conquered what’s left of Hollywood through its cultivated capacity to 
assimilate everything into the precepts of the professionally inoffensive – the revenge of an infantile 
culture the great shifts of the late 1960s and ‘70s was supposed to have supplanted. Alana’s flirtation 
with acting also means negotiating the potential roles open to her in the era, with Grady assessing her 
in their meeting, or rather freely inventing poetic impressions of her, and harping on her “very Jewish 
nose,” which is for once kind of cool in the moment. Alana also follows Gary’s advice about saying she 
can do whatever zany thing the filmmakers require, although when she’s considered for Holden’s film 
that means archery and horseback riding. She also readily says yes to doing nudity, although that’s the 
one thing Gary told her not to do, sparking a ruction between them as Gary complains she’ll get naked 
for the world but won’t show him her boobs. 
 
 

 
 
 
Which she finally does just to make him happy, but slaps him when he asks to touch. Great character 
comedy, of course, but Anderson here also twists the hall of mirrors that is acting back to where it 
starts, in the specific quality of the movie actor. When Holden insists on showing off his riding skills, 
he’s exhibiting a real talent but using it as just another a perpetual game of pleasing an audience, like 
the lines he rattles off from his beloved old movie The Bridges of Toko-San (a riff on Mark Robson’s 
excellent William Holden vehicle The Bridges of Toko-Ri, 1954, whilst the movie he’s to appear in with 
Alana is drawn from Clint Eastwood’s Breezy, 1973). One irony in this is that Haim and Hoffman are 
first-time actors although both trail strong associations for the knowing audience, Haim as a pop star 
and Hoffman as the chip-off-the-old-block son of Anderson’s regular collaborator Phillip Seymour 
Hoffman: although they’re ingénues being tapped for unpolished talent, they already possess an identity 
you can’t help but factor in in appreciating what they do, making them at once fresh and yet familiar. 
Both are allowed a palpability that’s rare in modern movies, Hoffman’s acne and puppy fat and Haim’s 
gawky, blemishy looks rendered not just left patent but made luminous. Alana is the first female 
character in Anderson’s movies who is the unarguable central figure, and she’s thankfully just as 
shambolic and wayward as his male protagonists. Alana is beset by a classic case of what today is 
sometimes called a quarter-life crisis, defined by reaching the point where adult life is really supposed 
to begin, but having no idea which direction to chase it in, and the film essentially draws all its eddying 
anti-narrative energy from her. 
 
 



 
 
 
A recurring flourish sees Alana meeting people she used to know in school now settled into low-tier 
jobs, including Kiki and Frisbee, and later Brian (Nate Mann), who works on the Wachs campaign and 
agrees to bring Alana into their ranks. Alana proves in the course of her wanderings to be canny and 
talented but has no idea what to channel her energies into or how to sustain them: at first only Gary 
seems to stimulate something latent in her. Alana is a long way from being a perfect or even particularly 
good person, and her generally frustrated maturation is relieved by getting to play at still being a 
teenager. She’s blessed with a spiky and quarrelsome aspect, most memorably displayed when she 
chews out Lance and her family, including taunting her older sister Este: “What are you thinking? ‘I’m 
Este, I work for Mom and Dad, I’m perfect…Alana doesn’t have her life together, Alana brings home 
stupid boyfriends all the time!’” Which Este can only acknowledge with minimal expression is pretty 
accurate: “I mean…” Alana occasionally smokes pot with other sister Danielle, only to erupt, when 
Danielle finally tells her she needs to stop fighting with everyone, “Oh, fuck off Danielle!” Her squalls of 
feeling are really about self-castigation, reaching a climax when after one a most strenuous and 
dangerous escapade with Gary and his friends she slumps into a glaze-eyed funk, making it clear she’s 
reached a point of epiphany in her life and is desperate for something, anything to grab hold of to get 
her out of her rut. 
 
 

 
 
 
Alana is also rather gormless when it comes to the kinds of industry charmers Gary mixes with: Lance 
easily snares Alana by treating her with the same fascination that a flight attendant (Emma Dumont) 
shows Gary. Later she’s easily swept off her feet, before being dumped on her ass, by Holden. Gary and 



Alana’s alternations of spurning and neediness are the closest thing the film has to a narrative spine: 
early on, when Alana is dating Lance, Gary rings her but won’t speak, resulting in a long moment where 
the two hover on either end of the line, each aware but again held in check by some mysterious logic, 
some refusal to break the surface tension that would sink them both. This mutual taunting continues at 
intervals, as when Gary and Alana try to ignore each-other when with different dates in a restaurant, 
and towards the end when Gary finally seems to break from Alan altogether when she accosts him for 
being opportunistic in comparison to the noble Wachs. Later, when Gary opens his own store for the 
waterbeds, Alana serves as eye candy dressed in a bikini and gets high, causing her to get increasingly 
clingy to Gary and irked when Gary finally seems to be getting somewhere with a girl his own age, Sue 
(Isabelle Kuzman). This sequence is one of Anderson’s finest despite resisting any kind of dramatic push 
and instead aiming to portray a nexus for the characters in their differing life stages that’s funny whilst 
also cringe-inducing. Alana dances woozily to a band consisting of Gary’s teenage pals, gets clingy with 
Gary, and finishes up trying to spy on him and Sue when they duck into a back room to have sex, before 
kissing one random man by way of revenge and stalking off in pot-sodden frustration, yet another 
grievous episode of humiliation and self-mortification racked up. 
 
 

 
 
 
Alana’s subsequent encounter with Holden and adventures with Gary and team in a delivery truck 
present more ebullient slapstick moments, but reiterate the same motif as Alana is repeatedly humbled 
and defeated. Holden gets talked into performing a motorcycle stunt by Blau when he’s taken Alana out 
for dinner. Holden gets Alana to ride on the bike with him, only for her to fall off when he tears off, and 
Holden himself crashes after making a jump: Alana’s fall is noticed only by Gary, whilst Holden’s is 
hailed when he gets raggedly to his feet: not only is Alana literally dumped here but she becomes privy 
to how ridiculous the celebrity scene really is. The film’s set-piece comic sequence is however when 
Alana, Gary, and the gang go to set up a waterbed in Peters’ mansion, with the livewire Peters switching 
modes of relating mid-sentence, alternating praise and seeming identification (“You’re like me, you’re 
from the streets.”) before threatening to choke Gary’s brother in revenge if he does anything to mess up 
the house. Gary takes this as a challenge and deliberately lets the hose filling up the waterbed slip loose 
and start pouring over the carpet of Peters’ bedroom, and when he and the crew come across Peters left 
stranded when his sports car runs out of fuel and obliges them to drive to a gas station, Gary doubles 
down on payback by smashing the windscreen of Peters’ car, only for this discursion to result in their 
truck to run out of petrol, forcing Alana to perform the dangerous work of freewheeling backwards 
down a hill. 
 
 



 
 
 
This whole movement of the film sustains unique comic texture, with elements of both character and 
verbal humour and physical farce of a kind comedy directing greats as disparate as Mack Sennett, 
Howard Hawks, and Frank Tashlin might have recognised. Cooper’s scene-stealing performance coming 
out of nowhere and providing moments of unbalancing delight like him fighting for control of a gas 
pump by threatening to use it as a flamethrower on a customer, and him raging along the pavement 
behind the cringing, mortified Alana once the strange night has hit its dawn-time shoal only to switch 
on a dime to flirting with a pair of women dressed for tennis. This sequence also proves the last straw 
for Alana as, after surviving the risky ride, she stares into the abyss of her own absurdity. With the 
Wachs campaign she seems to find a new niche in directing his TV commercials (actually they were 
filmed by Anderson’s friend and mentor Jonathan Demme), and employs Gary to run the camera for 
them. This inversion of their previous positions sows the seeds of a rupture between them as Alana tries 
to assume superiority to Gary – “I’m cooler than you, don’t forget it.” – and chastises him for turning her 
ploy for respectability into another get-rich-quick opportunity, which causes Gary to leave in a cold huff 
in a seemingly permanent break. Gary gets down to opening a pinball parlour whilst Alana has hopes 
raised for a romantic liaison with Wachs when he goes out of his way to praise her work, and contends 
with an ambiguous source of threat in the form of a tall, thin, long-haired stranger (Jon Beavers) who 
hovers around the campaign office. 
 
 

 
 
 
Anderson makes a pointed nod to Taxi Driver (1976) in this scene as Alana and Brian confront the man, 
with an accompanying evocation of unease, and although the actual import of his presence proves 



different to the model, it does nonetheless serve the purpose of revealing a different, deeper layer to 
what we’ve seen. When Alana gets a call from Wachs asking her to meet him for a drink, she leaps at 
the chance, only to quickly realise that she’s actually been brought there to provide a beard for Wachs’ 
boyfriend Matthew (Joseph Cross), as the stranger is hovering in a corner of the restaurant and Wachs 
is more afraid he might represent some force that can out him than anything else. Anderson manages 
one of his most intelligent and effective pieces of camerawork here: he frames Alana’s reflection in a 
decorative mirror whilst Matthew is foregrounded but out of focus as he argues with Wachs, who is just 
edged out of the frame: Matthew’s own erasure from Wachs’ public persona is visualised at the same as 
Alana’s realisation of what’s going on is registered, her embarrassment and also her dawning empathy. 
Her potential self-possession asserts itself too, as she quickly moves to warn Wachs about the stranger, 
and calmly ushers Matthew out. 
 
 

 
 
 
The subsequent scene sees Alana escorting the stewing, tearful, heartbroken Matthew home and gives 
him a hug of comfort. This provides a potent emotional epiphany in crystallising the underlying sense 
of neediness and appreciation of the rarity of connection and the pain inherent in loving: “Is he a shit?” 
Matthew asks Alana when she says she has a sort-of boyfriend: “They’re all shits, aren’t they?” As with 
her earlier race to help Gary during his arrest, this affirms Alana’s best quality and indeed sees at least 
perhaps the maturity she’s been chasing so desperately. That maturity also demands, in a last irony, that 
she face up to her love for Gary, as the two search for each-other in a satire on the familiar montage of 
criss-crossing lovers that resolves when they spot each-other and ran to embrace only to misjudge and 
crash into each-other, under a theatre marquee advertising Live and Let Die (1973). Gary insists on 
triumphantly introducing Alana to his new kingdom of mesmerised pinball addicts as “Mrs Alana 
Valentine,” to Alana’s scorn, but he finally kisses her with a man’s purpose. The more incisive and 
quieter perversion of romantic cliché here, nonetheless, is that Anderson notes that their reunion solves 
nothing, instead leaving Gary and Alana with a whole new stack of questions, confusions, and 
impossibilities that can only find resolution in experience without safety nets, which is essentially life in 
a nutshell. Anderson finally seems to avow faith it’s the will to keep moving, to keep improvising the 
great performance, that best manifests life itself. 
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Director: Peter Bogdanovich 
Screenwriters: Peter Bogdanovich, Samuel Fuller (uncredited) 
 
In memoriam: Peter Bogdanovich 1939-2022 
 
 
From vantages in later life Peter Bogdanovich may well have looked back at Targets, his official 
emergence as a director, and given a grim smile. As well as looking directly into the darker fantasies 
hatching out of the American body politic in ways that have become all too familiar in the decades since 
its release, Targets is also a movie casting a caustic eye on the collapsing ground between fantasy and 
reality, celebrity and infamy. It’s both a young man’s spree and a promise of reckoning to everyone who 
enters a zone where subjects of cool artistic regard, personal meditation, sociological scrutiny, and raw 
tabloid frenzy all converge: Bogdanovich already saw and understood the forces that would define his 
life and career.  Bogdanovich’s journey in the first 35 years of his life seemed uniquely blessed and lucky, 
whilst so much of the rest of it, though he at least never seemed to succumb to temptations of self-pity 
and self-exile, might have felt like being trapped within the hall-of-mirrors angst of Targets. 
Bogdanovich, the son of Serbian and Austrian-Jewish parents, was born in New York just after they 
immigrated to the US, and was conscious until the end of his life of his peculiar status as product of two 
continental sensibilities. 
 



 

 
 
 
Bogdanovich trained as an actor, but his adoration for cinema manifested early as he started keeping 
indexed reviews of every movie he saw from the age of twelve, and he emerged in his early twenties as a 
leading critic and scholar. He became a film programmer for the Museum of Modern Art, doing much 
to transform the reputation of directors like Allan Dwan, Howard Hawks, Orson Welles, Alfred 
Hitchcock, and John Ford amongst the American cognoscenti, whilst also befriending many such 
storied directors and writing about their careers and experiences. Along the way Bogdanovich began 
thinking of getting into movies himself like his French New Wave critics, and like other, young, 
budding filmmakers before and after, he soon found himself employed by the emperor of quickie 
cinema Roger Corman. Bogdanovich and his wife Poly Platt, a theatrical set designer and all-round 
imaginative talent, fled New York and unpaid rent for Hollywood, and within a few weeks Bogdanovich 
was deeply immersed in cobbling together a film for Corman, as Francis Ford Coppola had done before 
him utilising footage from a Soviet science fiction film Corman had bought and combining it with newly 
shots scenes to create a movie called Voyage to the Planet of Prehistoric Women (1968), for which 
Bogdanovich was credited under the name Derek Thomas. 
 
 



 
 
 
Oscars were mysteriously not forthcoming for that odd, silly, yet hazily poetic chimera, but 
Bogdanovich had proven he had the stuff of a filmmaker. For his second and proper debut as a director, 
Bogdanovich and Platt came up with a storyline that was as much a rumination on their own obsession 
with cinema and its meaning as it was a tale describing modern dread. Bogdanovich also credited 
Samuel Fuller with helping him write the script, and Fuller’s fingerprints are discernible throughout, in 
the lean and cunning dovetailing of journalistic forthrightness and aesthetic force. Not that many 
people saw Targets when it was first released, but it won Bogdanovich industry attention, allowing him 
to move on and make The Last Picture Show (1971), the movie that announced him as a major force in 
the emerging New Hollywood era. Targets is atypical for Bogdanovich in many respects, as a lean, 
patiently paced tale of death and dread, where the director would later devote the bulk of his career to 
screwball and romantic comedies, albeit laced with strange textures and lodes of anxiety, and tender 
human dramas. Bogdanovich found a way of sating the B-movie world’s needs whilst aiming far beyond 
it. At the same time many of Bogdanovich’s defining traits are already in evidence – an indulgent sense 
of character and humour, replete film buff flourishes, and a way with offering neglected stars a career-
redefining part. 
 
 



 
 
 
Targets takes as a jumping-off point a truism about the nature of horror, contrasting the almost 
comforting, moodily historical and psychological imagery of classic, Gothic-style Horror, and the films 
that had thrived on it, with the nature of horror as experienced as part of the everyday world of the late 
1960s, drawing generally on the Vietnam War zeitgeist and in particular on the murderous rampage of 
former soldier Charles Whitman at the University of Texas in 1966. Bogdanovich articulates the contrast 
by using footage from Roger Corman’s The Terror (1963) to represent the latest movie by beloved 
Horror movie star Byron Orlok, played, in one of the greatest strokes of self-referential casting in the 
history of movies, by Boris Karloff in one of his last performances. The film commences with a long 
portion of The Terror playing out, with the aging, limping, bedraggled Karloff/Orlok playing out a semi-
improvised fantasia in a waning subgenre on screen, until, in a manner that feels inspired by the 
opening newsreel and conference of Citizen Kane (1941), the movie ends and the lights come up in a 
screening room. 
 
 

 



 
 
The use of The Terror in particular to represent the decaying Gothic style is particularly apt in the 
associations it trails. Corman and a cadre of young assistants, including Coppola, Jack Hill, Monte 
Hellman, and costar Jack Nicholson, flung together portions of the movie to take advantage of some 
sets and remaining contracted days with Karloff, and later assembled it into something like a coherent 
film. It’s the kind of movie that represents low-budget and mercenary genre cinema of its time as at 
once absurd and endearing, touched with happenstance art and beauty. Targets presents it as a 
factotum labour by Sammy Michaels (Bogdanovich himself), a young TV director who’s anxiously trying 
to make a movie career happen, made at the behest of pushy producer Marshall Smith (Monte Landis). 
But watching the movie proves to have left Orlok depressed and suddenly determined to retire, much to 
Smith’s chagrin, as he wants to next produce Sammy’s next, more ambitious script, one he describes as 
“a work of art,” with a part specially written for Orlok. Orlok is happy to aggravate and ignore Smith, 
but Sammy is left despondent at suddenly losing what he saw a great opportunity for the both, and fears 
it’s a commentary on his work, which Orlok denies. Orlok also decides to avoid a personal appearance 
he’s supposed to make at a preview of the movie, to be held at the Reseda Drive-In Theatre. He quarrels 
with his personal assistant, Jenny (Nancy Hsueh), who is also Sammy’s girlfriend, when she criticises his 
behaviour, and she leaves in a huff. Sammy turns up shortly after, drunk and insisting on telling Orlok 
off for turning down his great role, and the two men get hammered together whilst arguing out their 
different fears. 
 
 

 
 
 
As Orlok departed Smith’s offices on Los Angeles’ Sunset Strip earlier in the day, the completely 
unaware actor was viewed through the crosshairs of a sniper scope from across the street: young Bobby 
Thompson (Tim O’Kelly) buying a new hunting rifle, scopes out prey on the boulevards. Bogdanovich 
privileges the viewer with a glimpse inside Bobby’s car trunk as he places the rifle within, already 
containing as it does dozens of guns. Bobby returns home to his father (James Brown), mother 
(Charlotte Thompson), and wife Ilene (Tanya Morgan), who all seem to lead an ideal American 
suburban lifestyle as far from the saturated Technicolor mystique and morbidity of Orlok’s movies as 
it’s possible to get. Bobby family relate like they’ve been cast in a commercial, with son calling father 
“sir” with perfect reflexive deference, as the two bond over shooting cans, and they all sit around 
watching banal television: they’re likely the kind of people who wouldn’t watch one of Orlok’s films for 
being too silly and unhealthy. Bogdanovich’s camera, moving with Bobby, surveys Platt’s sets, moving 
between equally banal spaces, where the blue pastel interior walls and near-clinical sparseness of the 



furnishings make the house seem more like a dentist’s waiting room than a home. Nobody seems 
troubled or uptight, but there are subtle tensions in Leave It To Beaver-ville. The camera notes a photo 
of Bobby in military uniform, signalling he’s likely been in Vietnam. Ilene is a telephone operator 
currently working night shift, whilst Bobby works days in an insurance company, but there are hints he 
might have been sacked; both are stuck in the family house whilst it’s mentioned Bobby has a brother 
who’s started a family. Bogdanovich strains however to avoid psychologising Bobby. His oncoming 
actions are more the result of a vacuum of identity rather than pressure, his obsession with guns the 
product of a life lived in constant training for some event that may never come, so he must make it. 
 
 

 
 
 
The film weaves parallel patterns for hero and villain. Orlok retires whilst Bobby is fired. Bogdanovich 
cuts from the Thompson family having dinner in a fishbowl shot to Orlok, Jenny, and Smith’s press 
agent Ed Loughlin (Arthur Peterson) occupy a booth in a restaurant. Later, Bobby sits alone drinking up 
TV, whilst Orlok withers after watching his movie but then becomes rapt along with Sammy by the 
good work in The Criminal Code, before of course, the two men’s paths converge. The visual language 
emphasises this – jump cuts that lock the two characters in similar gesture, camera pans that begin in 
one scene and end in another. What makes the obvious duologue at the narrative’s heart interesting is 
the way Bogdanovich engages with it, both cinematically, and in the levels of irony he packs into his 
thesis. Orlok’s sense of crisis at the twilight of his career is reflected in a crisis of aesthetics: what was 
once scary is now fun, if not comical, artistic experience that once had a pleasant zing of risk now 
pleasant. Even Orlok comments to Sammy that “You know what they call my films today – camp – high 
camp…My kind of horror isn’t horror anymore.” But what is horror now? Orlok shows Sammy a 
newspaper with the headline, “Youth Kills Six In Supermarket” as an example, and Bobby soon provides 
another. Horror now comes out of the antiseptic, ahistorical dream of the modern suburb, a place that 
is supposed to be the great pinnacle and dream of human history, borne not out of ancient evils and 
rotten, animate psyches, but the very opposite, spaces that seem to appease all need for fear, anger, lust, 
allowing everyone to lead the good clean wholesome lives they always wanted to. Bobby confesses to his 
wife that I don’t know what’s happening to me…I get funny ideas…you don’t think I can do anything do 
you,” statements that are so fuzzily expressed Ilene gives bromides in response: “I think you do anything 
you put your mind to, at least that’s what your mother says.” Which is of course one of the great 
existential curses: what, exactly, should one put one’s mind to? 
 
 



 
 
 
Meanwhile Bogdanovich finds a way of dramatizing his own cineaste obsessiveness. Sammy’s 
relationship with Orlok, his old, withered muse and nemesis in taking movies seriously, channels 
Bogdanovich’s encounters with the grand old men of Hollywood, and even anticipates what would 
become Bogdanovich’s famous friendship with Orson Welles. That Bogdanovich himself plays the role 
exacerbates the metanarrative trickery still further. Bogdanovich’s reverence for the past is signalled 
when Sammy finds Orlok watching one of his old movies, represented by Howard Hawks’ prison 
flick The Criminal Code (1930) featuring the pre-Frankenstein (1931) Karloff as a murderer. Sammy notes 
the director and comments, “He really knows how to tell a story,” which Orlok affirms, remnant 
professional pride still lodged somewhere in his weary, self-doubting frame. Bogdanovich’s sympathy 
for actors as one himself, challenged as he inserts himself front and centre in his movie, is also vital 
here. Sammy and Orlok’s drinking-and-moping session culminates with the two men falling asleep on 
Orlok’s hotel room bed. Waking in the morning Sammy gave a frightened start on seeing his bed-mate, 
waking Orlok: “I was having a nightmare and the first thing I see as I open my eyes in Byron Orlok!” 
Bogdanovich makes these touches, which stray near to self-indulgent, matter in terms of the larger 
narrative. That’s in part because they present Orlok as a man of an industry with a history, and one who 
in many ways embodying the Gothic horror style, not just in that it’s his living and metier, but in that 
he represents memory, tradition, experience, and craft, things of value left by the tidal roll of the past, 
things Sammy tries to value whilst also embodying youth and potential. 
 
 



 
 
 
“Marx Brothers make you laugh, Garbo makes you weep, Orlok makes you scream,” the star comments 
in recalling his glory days with a lilt of the old sinister persona easily called forth. “It’s not that the films 
are bad, I’ve gone bad.” The patent sarcasm of this is Karloff was always a terrific actor, able to deliver 
brilliantly layered performances like those in Isle of the Dead and The Body Snatcher (both 1945) 
alongside his gallery of grotesques, and Bogdanovich’s gift to him a year before he died was a role that 
ingeniously exploited both his talent and his persona. Adding to the game is the fact that Sammy’s 
script, the one he wants to get Orlok to act in, is very plainly Targets itself. The hall of mirrors gets a 
little longer. Orlok’s name, as well as presenting a readily legible echo of Karloff’s nom-de-theatre (Boris 
Karloff himself being a kind of character played by William Pratt, an Englishman with Indian heritage), 
refers to the name of the Dracula substitute in Friedrich Murnau’s Nosferatu (1922). “You don’t play 
some phoney Victorian heavy,” Sammy tells Orlok regarding his proposed role in his script, “You play a 
human being.” Bobby for his part could be said to embrace the role of poet of murder, supplanting 
Orlok’s make-believe with real flesh targets, but his is a dry, cold, alien poetry, associated with pale blue 
prefab walls and high white industrial structures, the eye of the camera becoming the lens of the sniper 
scope, seeking out targets to challenge his aim. 
 
 



 
 
 
Bobby’s emerging homicidal impulses are signalled from his first appearance, scoping Orlok across the 
street. And again when he points a shotgun at his father when he’s setting up cans for them to plug, a 
gesture that his father is infuriated by, violating everything he taught his son about using guns. Bobby 
hastily explains his faux pas – “Sorry, I wasn’t thinking,” and tellingly he remains unable to kill his 
father, avoiding unleashing his poetry until he’s away from the family home. There’s nothing 
identifiably bad about his father, who seems like a decent, solicitous, old-fashioned patriarch who 
insists on fastidious safety when handling guns, but it’s precisely that igneous aspect of strength he 
exudes that might fester in the mind. Ilene comes home from a night at work to find Bobby sitting on 
their bed smoking and asking her not to turn on the light: in the dark Bobby can dream dark dreams 
whilst still awake, and the stubbing out of a cigarette is the seal set on a private resolve. 
 
 

 
 
 



The next morning, Bobby types out a letter, as much suicide note as statement of murderous intent, in 
which he says he knows he will go down eventually but others will die first. He shoots Ilene as she 
comes up to him for a morning kiss, and then his mother when she races in to see what happened. 
Realising she was just about to pay a delivery boy bringing groceries, he dashes into the kitchen and 
guns down the lad too. Bobby calmly and caringly picks up his wife and mother’s bodies and lays them 
on beds, as if hoping to lock them in permanent stasis, eternally and perfectly inhabiting the house and 
the roles they were in, in part because in his mania he feels this will release them from consequences of 
what comes next. He lays down handtowels over blood stains as if ashamed to have had to spoil the 
carpeting, and extends the solicitude to placing a jacket over the delivery boy’s head. Here Bogdanovich 
employs touches that betray careful study of Hitchcock, in the image of Ilene leaning into the camera 
for her kiss as Bobby shoots her and is then flung back, and repurposing Psycho’s (1960) post-murder 
clean-up, with the camera performing delicate Hitchcockian tracking shots that zero in on tell-tale 
totems. Psycho’s imprint is also plain on the conception of Bobby as a character, as a superficially nice 
young man who’s a killer, constantly chewing on candy. 
 
 

 
 
 
At the same time Bogdanovich moves out beyond Hitchcock in portraying a killer whose activities have 
no plot motive and inspire virtually no traditional suspense, and by the finale Bogdanovich 
countenances the breakdown of movie narrative into warring images in a way Hitchcock always 
resisted: the Master’s consciousness that film was a reality created by juxtaposed imagery could not face 
blurring such lines. Most of the second half of Targets unfolds in a negative behavioural zone where 
tension is wrung more from forced identification with Bobby, obliged through the camera lens – 
agonising as Bobby lines up his shots, feeling the frustration of missing, the pricks of pain in failing to 
carry out the mission and frustration of the deadly synthesis of spectacle and homicide, the anxiety of 
trying to survive just a little longer to keep the nullifying rain falling. Bobby leaves his home, buys 
stacks more ammunition and charges them to his father – that he lacks any cash bolsters the hints of his 
joblessness – and waits with patient bravado whilst the manager rings his father to get permission for 
this, the kind of moment usually reserved for a spy hero trying to get past some enemy cordon. Success; 
Bobby heads out to a perfect vigil he spied driving around earlier, atop some oil tanks overlooking the 
freeway, a place to enact the idle fantasy of stopping the ants from moving. 
 
 



 
 
 
Bobby goes about his apocalyptic mission nonetheless like the suburban sojourner he still is, settling 
down to munch on a home-made lunch and a bottle of pop whilst anticipating the day’s fun, whilst 
unpacking his sack crammed full of death, guns and bullets laid out with geometric precision atop the 
tank with its gleaming white paint and equally geometric forms of piping and railings. The 
cinematographer for Targets was Laszlo Kovacs, and he can be seen developing an argot here (as with 
the previous year’s Psych-Out), that visual lustre charged with raw on-the-road poetry and diffused yet 
immediate imagery he would later deploy on the likes of Easy Rider (1969), Five Easy Pieces (1970), The 
Last Movie (1971), and The King of Marvin Gardens (1972), movies where Kovacs could pivot in an instant 
between a New Wave myth of Americana and textures of filmy, grainy psychology, and both are present 
to a degree in Targets – the urban landscapes in all their variegated shininess seem charged with a kind 
of putrescent glitter whilst the interiors are coded by colour into discrete zones of characterisation. The 
crucial early scene in the Thompson house where Bobby confesses having strange ideas is one, long shot 
tethering actors and environs in a systemic statement, bedroom, kitchen, hallway and living room 
folded about them all, not ending until Bobby goes outside to fetch a pistol from the car, because 
happiness is a warm gun. 
 
 



 
 
 
Bogdanovich gives a first clue to how clever the dovetailing of his two storylines will be when, before 
Bobby arrives at the tanks, he portrays Orlok, with Sammy and a mollified Jenny, hanging his mind 
about attending the movie screening, and sitting down with a local DJ, the motor-mouthed hipster Kip 
Larkin (Sandy Baron), to go through the arrangements for the show: Orlok cringes at the various tired 
audience questions Larkin plans to lay on him, and instead relishes Sammy’s suggestion that he tell 
some stories. He settles down with casual displays of stagecraft tells a variation on the old fable 
“Appointment in Samarra,” in which a servant flees Baghdad for Samarra after encountering Death in a 
marketplace, only for the man’s employer to speak to Death who admits to having been surprised to see 
the servant when he’s expecting to meet him “tonight in Samarra.” This vignette is marvellous for a 
number of reasons. As a switchback towards a pre-modern world of fables and verbal storytelling. As a 
chance for Karloff to show his talents in that waning art. As a showcase for combining the verbal and 
visual for an anecdotal, character-defining effect Bogdanovich would use again notably and repeatedly 
in The Last Picture Show. As a clever narrative gag confirming Orlok’s still-guttering talent to grip an 
audience, even arresting the DJ’s attention. And as a thematic anticipation of Bobby’s sniping spree, as 
people riding along the highway have no idea they’re journeying to Samarra, the ultimate event of their 
lives the remote game of shooting moving cans for Bobby, who has, at least for one crucial moment, 
assumed the immortal mantle of Death, but in his detachment from his crimes he reveals a peculiar 
impotence. Whereas the artist can countenance and express awful things harmlessly, and gifts this on 
to others for their relief. 
 
 



 
 
 
As varied and generally far lighter as most of Bogdanovich’s subsequent films would be, it’s entirely 
possible to see characters like the perturbing heroines of What’s Up, Doc? (1972) and Daisy 
Miller (1974), the wandering con artists of Paper Moon (1973), the wayward romantics of At Long Last 
Love (1975) and They All Laughed (1981), and the filmmakers of Nickelodeon (1976), as very different 
expressions of the same will to anarchy Bobby also draws on, except for many of these that will is 
revivifying, an expression of creative need and survival will, rather than embarking on a death trip. But 
the vast majority of Bogdanovich’s oeuvre floats on a sea of sublimated anxiety about collapsing forms 
and protocols. The repressed and desolate world portrayed in The Last Picture Show meanwhile depicts 
a private hell for Bogdanovich characters, their acts of rebellion and dissent far more petty and human 
than Bobby’s but motivated by a similar eruption against the tyranny of normality. Bobby on top the oil 
tanks and later above a movie screen in the ultimate foldback of art and audience is an avatar of 
Bogdanovich himself, stirring the audience’s nerves to the same pitch of disquiet as his own with 
aesthetic bullets, setting stability into chaos, tapping the nervous systems of others in games of 
stimulus-response. Like just about any movie director, in truth, which is why the climax registers on so 
many levels. 
 
 



 
 
 
Where Bogdanovich defines Bobby’s scenes with his family through their wooden good cheer, Orlok’s 
scenes with Jenny, who is Chinese-American and has been teaching him the language (a sign Orlok isn’t 
at all close off from new experiences and learning) and Sammy, who speaks fluent movie brat, are 
defined by their sinuous blend of familiarity, affection, irritation, and provocation – they have no bonds 
beyond business and yet act far more like a real family. Their scenes are flecked with moments of deft 
characterisation, like Orlok’s rueful pleasure in giving Smith pain, despite Loughlin warning Orlok 
Smith will sue and win, and telling Jenny to cancel the tickets she bought him on the Queen 
Elizabeth because “I told you I wanted to go home on the Queen Mary,” a ship with a place much deeper 
in the heart for an old-school transatlantic wayfarer. Orlok’s disappointment not to continue their 
Chinese lessons segues into an odd Hawksian stretch of dialogue where the idea of speaking Chinese 
stands in for a variety of home truths and sharp quips. Bogdanovich spares sympathy for Loughlin, who 
tries and fails to make peace between Orlok and Smith, and muses, in a register of defeated wistfulness, 
that he has a degree in English literature from Princeton, before resolving to go get drunk. Bobby’s 
shootings from the oil tanks represent a nervelessly constructed sequence as his bullets hit home and 
cars swerve and wobble on the road. One car crashes into the median ditch, a woman trying urgently to 
open the driver’s side door and get to the wounded driver: Bobby takes aim at her but the pin clicks on 
an empty chamber, and Bobby, frantic to reload, burns his hand on the hot barrel. He’s able to reload in 
time to shoot the woman as she tries waving down help, her distant body twitching and falling. A 
worker in the oil depot hears the shots and climbs up the tank, only for Bobby to snatch up a shotgun 
and blast him, sending his body spinning to earth. 
 
 



 
 
 
Finally cops arrive as the greater amount of carnage than usual on the freeway registers, and Bobby 
grabs up his arsenal, just panicky enough to drop guns and ammunition like a breadcrumb trail. 
Nonetheless he makes it to his white convertible roadster and speeds away, entering the Reseda Drive-
In which is largely empty, parking his car, and taking up a new post atop the scaffolding behind the 
movie screen. Many friends and onlookers felt Bogdanovich was never really as good without Platt than 
he was with her, as invaluable production mastermind and creative sounding board: Platt did go on to 
become a major producer in her own right. It’s tempting to look at the similarly paralleled Ilene and 
Jenny as analogues of Platt herself, encoded into a story she had a hand in writing, if more in Jenny’s 
solicitous blend of aid and scepticism compared to Ilene’s what-me-worry dismissal of her husband’s 
furtive attempts to communicate, even as Ilene also seems to be a chipper player in making the great 
life project of marriage a going concern. One reasonably radical aspect of the film is the complete lack 
of a music score save sounds from diegetic sources, exacerbating the deadpan horror, culminating in 
eerie synthesis where the grating echo of The Terror’s dialogue rises up along with Bogdanovich’s 
camera through the scaffolding to find Bobby in his shooting blind, gun barrel poking through a hole, 
the protoplasmic forms of projected images surrounding the very real weapon. Fast zoom shots stand in 
for the act of shooting. A mischievous alliance of authorial need and Fate is needed to bring Bobby and 
Orlok together. Orlok himself and Jenny meanwhile are driven by a chauffeur through the LA twilight, 
with Orlok noting, as he surveys an unending stretch of car lots, “God, what an ugly town this has 
become.” 
 
 



 
 
 
Targets only became really well known after Bogdanovich gained later fame, but as if by compensation 
it’s become a powerfully influential work, directly and indirectly. As a foundational text of the New 
Hollywood era, it presages many recurring concerns of the era’s filmmakers, like Dog Day 
Afternoon (1975) and Taxi Driver’s (1976) preoccupation with the crossroads of ironic media fame and 
murder and The Conversation’s (1974) paranoid feel for the urban world. Its DNA can also be spotted in 
movies made by directors with a similar nostalgic passion for, and amused scepticism about, the old 
film industry, like Joe Dante’s Matinee (1993) and Tim Burton’s Ed Wood (1994), as well as a future time 
of meta genre cinema like the Scream series where characters are both within and aware of a Horror 
movie. Welles’ The Other Side of the Wind (1976/2019) suggests he might have watched it and came out 
similarly preoccupied with the hostile landscape of the period towards the grand old dinosaurs of 
Hollywood. Quentin Tarantino, an avowed fan of the film, virtually subsumed Targets into his aesthetic 
persona, taking up its feel for the LA landscape as a style guide and Bogdanovich’s tailor-made rescue of 
old timers as a basic career goal. Tarantino annexed the film-viewing-as-massacre motif for Inglourious 
Basterds (2009), whilst Once Upon A Time…In Hollywood (2019) is basically a remake of Targets writ 
large, with the same basic plot of a washed-up actor finding himself a real hero going about against a 
murderous force of modern sociopathy, whilst touching base with similar period details, like the 
popular DJ ‘The Real’ Don Steele heard on the radio (perhaps a double-layered reference on Tarantino’s 
part, as Bogdanovich often voiced DJs himself in his movies, and had recreated this for Tarantino’s Kill 
Bill diptych). 
 
 



 
 
 
As a revisionist Horror movie, Targets also retains a pure prognosticative streak, even if many of its 
lessons were only partly heeded, and audience tastes quietly chose a third path. Targets was released 
almost simultaneously with Night of the Living Dead (1968): the two share an evident, caustic 
perspective on American gun-happy lifestyles, and Bogdanovich was entirely right in seeing a transition 
away from quaint bygone representations of psychological unease to more modern ones nascent in the 
genre. But he didn’t anticipate the fusion of approaches as found in the subsequent slasher movie style, 
where often masked, monstrous killers deal out carnage in a modern fashion but retain an aspect of the 
primeval and the abstract to them: the likes of The Texas Chain Saw Massacre’s (1974) Leatherface 
or Halloween’s (1978) Michael Myers are every bit as alien and boogeyman-ish as any character Karloff 
every played and indeed more so, although the terror they deal out is more realistic and believable. 
Bogdanovich by contrast completely avoids any signposting of monstrosity with Bobby, who comes 
across like any vaguely pleasant, stolid young man on the street right to the movie’s end. “The banality 
of evil” is today an excruciatingly overused phrase, but Bobby certainly embodies it. 
 
 



 
 
 
The finale then sees the ritualised imagery of Orlok’s last movie transmuted into an act of aesthetic 
terrorism, whose deliverer is almost incidental, as the movie screen starts gunning the audience dead. 
Beat that, Godard. As with the freeway scene, awareness of the danger and chaos only slowly begins to 
take hold of the audience in their ranked cars and others around the theatre, like a man in a phone 
booth (Mike Farrell) who Bobby challenges himself to shoot despite not being able to see him properly, 
and who, badly wounded, slowly and agonisingly drags himself across the gravel compound, and the 
film’s projectionist who is instantly killed, the movie rolling on regardless. Lovers and families realising 
the danger crouch low, and those who can try to flee. Bogdanovich finally arrives at the most disturbing 
and tragic image of the movie, as a young boy weeps in stricken, frozen fear whilst staring at his dead 
father behind the car wheel. A theatre employee’s innocent act of turning on lighting endangers 
everyone as cowering in the dark behind the dashboard is the only protection for many. People in the 
crowd with guns start shooting back. 
 
 

 



 
 
Sammy frantically tries to reach Orlok and Jenny near the screen after abandoning his car, as the flight 
of cars out of the drive-in becomes a choked dance of light and dark, the red glow of brake-lights 
ironically infusing the contemporary action with some of the surreal lustre of the Gothic drama on the 
screen. When Jenny is shot through the shoulder by Bobby, the infuriated Orlok starts a march up to 
where he can see Bobby shooting it out with the yahoos from the crowd, and Bobby is momentarily 
startled and disorientated by the sight of two Byron Orloks on the move, one real, the other on the 
screen: Bobby hysterically shoots at both, a bullet clipping the Orlok’s brow but not stopping him, and 
before Bobby can recover and take up another gun, Orlok swats it from his hand with his cane and slaps 
Bobby into submission. If this moment was mishandled it could easily have slipped into comedy and 
anticlimax. Instead Bogdanovich makes it work as a nexus where genuine heroism on Orlok’s part and 
the general insanity of Bobby’s project each find the perfect moment of expression, each needing the 
other to find fruition. 
 
 

 
 
 
Orlok’s disarming of Bobby coincides, through Bogdanovich’s hair-trigger editing, with the movie reel 
running out in the projector, the false imagery suddenly ceasing and replaced by neutral white. Life and 
art confront each-other, and at such a point of singularity an overwhelmingly sane man like Orlok has 
that one crucial defence over a lunatic like Bobby, as he can tell the difference between the two. “Is that 
what I was afraid of?” Orlok questions in disbelief as he looks down at Bobby who, disarmed and 
chastened and surrounded by quickly by cops, has been reduced to a pathetic boy given a good 
spanking by his grandfather, whilst Sammy solicitously wipes Orlok’s bloodied temple. This clarifies 
something of Orlok’s character as well as finding the last irony in Bobby’s, as Orlok’s own sense of fear 
and horror finally gains illustration, where he’s done it for others for decades. Bobby himself can only 
question of the cops who drag him away, “I hardly ever missed, did I?”, as a man proud at least of a job 
well done. Bogdanovich fades from the churn of chaos to the forlorn image of Bobby’s car, still parked 
where he left it, the only car left in the drive-in, as if Bobby vanished along with the Byron Orlok in his 
last Horror movie, all part of the same dark dream, no matter what guise it wears. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Roar (1981)   

 

 
 
 
The story of the making of Roar is legend. The actual film by comparison is generally neglected. First 
the legend: movie producer Noel Marshal and his wife, actress Tippi Hedren of The Birds (1963) 
and Marnie (1965) fame, became passionate about making a film on the theme of big cat conservation 
after Hedren shot a movie in Mozambique in the late 1960s, when Marshall and Hedren came across an 
abandoned plantation house taken over as a den by a pride of lions. Marshall had written his script by 
1970 (with input from Ted ‘Lurch’ Cassidy) but it took several years, during which time Marshall helped 
produce The Exorcist (1973), for the film shoot to actually begin, as the couple had to train up a large 
collective of big cats themselves to appear in the movie. This they did at first, amusingly, in their 
Sherman Oaks house and then, when neighbours protested, on a property in rural California they 
bought, a locale that became the shooting location for the movie. Hedren, Marshall, and three of their 
children acted in the film. 
 
 



 
 
 
When shooting did begin it dragged on for over three years. That period saw the production weather a 
flood, after a nearby dam collapsed, as well as dozens of non-fatal but still bloody and distressing on-set 
maulings of cast and crew by the partly-trained but still far from domesticated cast of cats. The 
wounded included cinematographer Jan De Bont, who was scalped, and Hedren’s daughter, the then-
teenaged Melanie Griffith, who took lacerations to her face and required plastic surgery. Hedren was 
bitten on the head by a lion and broke an ankle and contracted gangrene in a stunt with an elephant; 
Marshall also got gangrene through a bite on his hand. Melanie quit the film for a time but eventually 
returned to complete it. Marshall and Hedren ploughed all their resources into the film but the disaster 
extended to the box office, as the film never gained a theatrical North American release. A truly 
beggaring roster of injury and insult for a film that is, essentially, a gentle comedy. When I say gentle, I 
mean in terms of its intended emotional tone and happenstance storyline, not its on-screen action, 
which mostly consists of people being driven to hysterics by the toothsome cats in the roughest of 
roughhousing. So unpredictable and compelling were the animals that they get credited as co-writers. 
 
 

 
 
 
Noel Marshall himself plays Hank, a naturalist who has decamped from Chicago to Kenya to pursue a 
comparative study of big cats, which means having reared tigers, leopards, and even a panther alongside 
the local lions. Most of Roar unfolds over a 24-hour period. Hank’s passion for his work also obliged 
him to leave his family behind, but they’ve finally arrived by plane for a visit on the same day Hank has 



to deal with a visit by his grant committee, who want to review his research. Hank’s friend in the locale 
Mativo (Kyalo Mativo) visits to warn him of the committee’s approach, and finds himself, despite his 
own extreme nervousness around Hank’s toothy collective, drafted into helping Hank keep control and 
then, later, to ferry him on his boat downriver to the airport to fetch the family. One member of the 
committee, Prentiss (Steve Miller), a hunter employed for wildlife control, wants all of Hank’s cats shot 
dead in his belief they represent an unnecessary danger. The committee’s encounter with his menagerie 
proves a chaotic scene as the enthusiastic animals, oblivious to the fact they’re playing with mere soft-
skinned humans, chase, spring on, and generally drive the committee to frantic flight. 
 
 

 
 
 
Hank sets out with Mativo and a couple of his tigers in a boat, only for the cats’ weight to cause it to 
sink, forcing the peculiar quartet to walk the rest of the way. Meanwhile Hank’s wife Madeleine (Tippi 
Hedren), their two sons John (John Marshall) and Jerry (Jerry Marshall), and daughter Melanie 
(Griffith), catch a bus to his sanctuary, and soon find, after entering his large, entirely wooden house, 
that it’s infested by the big cats. The family, not used to seeing the cats uncaged, swiftly become freaked 
out, particularly after the lion Togar, not a member of Hank’s menagerie but a rogue male looking for a 
pride to take over, chases them through the house with deadly intent, and they’re only saved when the 
pride’s actual alpha, Robbie, follows Togar in and chases him off. The family hysterically try to flee but 
find all their efforts foiled, including by an elephant who picks up a skiff they try to row away in and 
rips it to pieces. They spend an uneasy night sleeping in what they think is a secure shed, only to wake 
with the lions sleeping all around them. Meanwhile Hank and Mativo are again left stranded when a car 
they borrow to return to the sanctuary breaks down, and Prentiss and a companion set out, after the 
committee votes to leave Hank and his animals alone, to kill them all anyway. 
 
 



 
 
 
It’s entirely possible to watch Roar and be unsure if you’re being gripped by horrified fascination or 
actually entertained. By the end I realised it was both. It’s certainly a one-of-a-kind experience, for the 
sheer hair-raising spectacle of its cast interacting more or less constantly with a rowdy mob of semi-
trained animals, and Noel’s essential theme, that the reactions of the people to the animals incites far 
more danger than the animals themselves, and that people are indeed much more dangerous to the 
animals, is constantly illustrated. And yet the film is a wall to wall experience of anxiety in the 
awareness of how easily everything caught on film could have turned tragic. This tension, between the 
simultaneously morbid interest and the incredible liveliness of what we see, the bristling, almost pure 
behaviour of the animals and their interactions with the cast, exacerbated by Noel’s messy, madcap 
editing process in forging a usable movie out of mounds of footage, makes Roar an initially challenging 
but ultimately bracing experience. It’s barely a feature film in the dramatic sense. Nor is it a 
documentary either, although the random nature of the shoot in reacting to and capturing the 
animals’ behaviour means that a lot of what we see captured on De Bont’s cameras is authentic and 
unreproducible. Noel drew on silent film slapstick in staging the various, driving set-pieces of mutually 
uncomprehending behaviour. Seeing the cats and humans interact is a truly atavistic experience, the 
power of the cats irrepressible, their playfulness and dangerousness two sides of the same coin. 
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Roar scarcely has a story and the dialogue and characterisations are rudimentary: the second coming 
of Hatari! (1962) it isn’t. But Roar is just as much auteurist artefact, a metafictional object that 
encompasses its own making, in which the people making it essentially play themselves and collapse 
usually safe boundaries between fiction and life. Hedren and Zakes Mokae, who appears briefly as the 
head of the grant committee, were the only experienced performers on the film. As self-possessed a 
young performer as Melanie was clearly (see Night Moves, 1975), here when she’s supposed to be scared, 
she’s truly, properly scared. Noel kneads the theme of obsessiveness and a driving, blinkering concern 
for the animals into the material, and the price this has on his personal life (he and Hedren separated 
not long after the film’s release). As Melanie recalls, “I couldn’t believe how fast he split for Africa after 
he received his grant,” although Madeleine assures his commitment “doesn’t mean he doesn’t love 
us.”  Madeleine confesses she and Hank weren’t getting along before he left anyway, and hopes the time 
apart has done them good: “Absence makes the heart grow fonder,” Madeleine explains to Melanie, who 
retorts with ‘70s brat relish and the candour of a naturalist’s daughter, “The heart maybe, but what 
about the sex glands?” The family’s arrival in Hank’s new world confronts them with nature in the raw, 
with the family not realising what fresh world they’ve entered until they open a pair of shutter and 
behold the lions consuming a zebra they’ve caught, and from there the situation metastasizes into 
chaos with astonishing speed. 
 
 

 
 
 
Roar also plays as a kind of ne plus ultra for a particular brand of ‘70s lifestyle fantasy, with Noel and his 
clan showing off all the rad things they own and can do, with an added gilding of conservationist 
conscientiousness. John gets a set-piece of his own when he tries to ride Hank’s motorcycle off to get 
help, only for the delighted cats to chase him around the compound: he makes an impressive jump 
across the river but is soon driven back into the house and then off the roof. Roar looks great thanks to 
De Bont’s work, capturing both the burnished vistas in portions of Kenyan location shooting, and the 
deft staging of the unceasing pratfalls, with vivid, up-close-and-personal camerawork that fully explains 
how De Bont finished up with his scalp hanging off. The family try various means to elude the cats 
following them about, including hiding in cupboards and lockers, and later Jerry, the younger brother, 
tries to take refuge in a water barrel, only for the fascinated lions to start drinking up his cover. One 
vignette dovetails pure slapstick and gobsmacking danger as the panicky John keeps trying to paddle 
the skiff away from the shore only for a lion to keep sticking out its paw and drag it back: John can’t 
entirely keep a straight face during the scene as he plainly knows the animal well, even as he’s supposed 
to be playing Daffy Duck-like frantic fear. Noel, plainly no actor, nonetheless has exactly the right blend 
of rugged yet faintly nerdy and oblivious fixation and laughing faith in his rightness: “Oh, what the hell 
is wrong you? All you’ve got is a few scratches!” he cries after the fleeing committee members after 
they’ve been obliged to wrestle with lions and tigers. Meanwhile the hapless Mativo, played by Kenyan 
filmmaking student who was attending UCLA when Noel met him, constantly 
 



 

 
 
 
Whilst the entire film contains intense moments, most particularly one where Madeleine awakens to 
find a black panther licking honey that’s spilt on her face away, only Togar’s chase of the family 
purposefully seeks a note of menace. This is a dizzying sequence that would fit very well into a horror 
movie, and indeed is superior to most similar killer animal sequences, as the bull male – who’s made 
recognisable and malign-looking by having bloodied hair over his face and mane – crashes through 
doors and partitions in its relentless pursuit of the interlopers. This sequence is ferociously edited and 
seems carefully contrived, but nonetheless the family’s desperation doesn’t seem faked. The promise of 
a fight for dominance between Togar and Robbie becomes a veritable subplot in the film, as Hank 
comments to Mativo early on whilst petting Robbie, “No matter how afraid he is at the moment he 
knows he has to see this through – the whole meaning of his life is before him.” A line that of course 
could double as Marshall and Hedren’s mission statement, whilst the subtext of paternal role 
transference is strong: Robbie is the powerful patriarch despite all fear will rise up to protect the pride, 
even its odd, hairless, noisy new members. Despite obvious differences, Roar feels very anticipatory of 
the Jurassic Park movies, and their fascination with both the brute force and savage beauty of animals 
in contrast to the peculiarities of fusing human family units. 
 
 

 
 
 



The music, by Terence P. Minogue, Alexander Lepak, and Dominic Frontiere, does a lot to give the film 
cohesion, with a constant, pulsing rhythm sometimes employing African drums and droning 
synthesiser themes, underlining the heart-skipping intensity of a movie that’s close to being one big 
rolling set-piece. The other subplot, following Prentiss as he ventures into Hank’s sanctuary and begins 
shooting cats he sees, unsubtly underlines the disparity of deadly force, with Noel offering shots of the 
dying animals (actually just drugged) daubed with blood and naked in their pathos. This element of the 
film is barely necessary and animal trainer Miller gives a corny performance. Prentiss gets his 
comeuppance from Togar, who ambushes him and eats him and his companion, before Robbie opens 
up a can of whoop-ass on his rival and dominates him. Meanwhile the rest of the family realise the lions 
are really friendly and by the time Hank reaches them the scene is set for a happy family reunion and a 
montage of them and Mativo learning to live with the cats, set to some of Robert ‘Hawk’ Florczak’s 
drippy Born Free-wannabe ballads. Despite its obvious flaws and what can only be called the 
reprehensible quality to the project as a whole, I nonetheless really enjoyed Roar: as taxing as it was as a 
family labour off screen, as a unit of cinema it’s an actual, honest family movie very different to the 
usually pallid avatars of that breed. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Batman (2022) 

 

 
 
 
Director: Matt Reeves 
Screenwriters: Peter Craig, Matt Reeves 
 
 
With Tim Burton and Christopher Nolan’s versions of Batman now sliding into generational memory, 
and Zack Snyder’s firmly written off as a blind alley, the time is apparently ripe for another reimagining 
of a character now firmly lodged as a supreme archetype in pop culture. Somewhere along the line 
Batman replaced Superman as the preeminent comic book hero, supplanting the dream of vast power 
and matching, rigorously honed moral perspective – the fantasy embodiment of mid-20th century 
America – with something more concrete and troubled. When Batman first emerged as a comic book 
character as created by Bob Kane and Bill Finger in the late 1930s, he had obvious roots reaching back 
to the Scarlet Pimpernel and his prodigious pulp fiction and funny pages offspring, including Zorro, Doc 
Savage, The Green Hornet, The Lone Ranger, and The Shadow. Batman was also rooted in the cultural 
climes of the 1930s, a time when gangsters were celebrities, and movie theatres were filled with the 
influence of the German Expressionist cinema movement with their reality-distorting gravity of style as 
exemplified by movies like The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (1919) and Metropolis (1926), all of which inflected 
the comic’s vision in ways overt and clandestine. Today Batman has survived where only vague cultural 
echoes of the property’s inspirations resound. 
 
 



 
 
 
Ever since Taxi Driver (1976) firmly inscribed itself as an ideal model for summarising a dank facet of 
the modern American psyche where everyone’s waiting for the real rain to come and wash out the 
streets, Batman, revised radically from the playful version of the character popularised by the 1966-68 
TV series starring Adam West, suddenly found himself the perfect mediating vessel. Batman is defined 
by his seemingly incoherent yet perfect assemblage of traits. Rich but forlorn. Free but obsessed. 
Orphaned but surrounded by a form of family. Living as an emblem of all that’s desirable in worldly 
terms yet lacking desire. Batman appeals to the whole swathe of a modern movie audience. To the 
young, in his ingenious gadgets and naggingly memorable mystique, and his simultaneous defiant 
attitude towards and exemplification of parental authority. To teenagers in his self-emblazoned 
embodiment of torment and sceptical campaign to right institutional wrongs. And to adults as the most 
quasi-complex of superheroes, the one whose splintered psyche is animated in the apparel of his 
universe. The sprawling old-world manor as the emblem of civilisation with the bole of secrets lodged 
underneath. The villains who all reflect Bruce Wayne’s alienation and splintered identity back at him. 
The diffused yet pervasive and ambiguous sexuality. 
 
 

 
 
 
With The Batman, director Matt Reeves attempts a task of synthesis, charting a middle course between 
the dusky fantasia of Burton’s films and the sly pseudo-realism of Nolan’s, whilst also harking back to 
aspects of the material’s early days. His stylistic inspirations, are chiefly movies like Ridley Scott’s Blade 
Runner (1982) and David Fincher’s Se7en (1996), both themselves children of Taxi Driver, and also nod 
to a brand of burnished style popular in the 1980s as practiced by the likes of Walter Hill, Ridley and 



Tony Scott and others, directors who created stylised worlds where the streets were always wet from 
rain and reflected multi-coloured neon whilst some raffishly beautiful people got in trouble. Given how 
boring so much contemporary filmmaking looks, it’s not surprising that kind of movie is becoming 
more and more of a touchstone for more ambitious emergent directors. Reeves takes his stylistic 
conceits and thematic inferences to obvious extremes – it rains so much in his Gotham City I wondered 
if it’s supposed to be located in the tropics. Reeves, who once upon a time cowrote Steven Seagal and 
James Gray movies, debuted as a director in spectacular style with the facetious but compelling found 
footage monster movie Cloverfield (2008) and followed it up Let Me In (2011), a solid remake of the 
Swedish vampire movie Let The Right One In (2008) and a couple of entries in the renewed Planet of the 
Apes series. Despite his writing background Reeves belongs to a cadre of current directors also 
including Joseph Kosinski and Gareth Edwards who try to fuse highly technical filmmaking with visual 
artistry. 
 
 

 
 
 
The Batman also splits the difference in taking on the material in at once exacerbating still further the 
more serious, grounded aspect of Nolan’s films whilst providing an ironically revitalising stab at 
providing a classical kind of Batman story. Whilst the very familiar tragedy of the deaths of Bruce 
Wayne’s parents is invoked in the story, it’s not portrayed yet again, nor any other element of his origin 
myth. Moreover, The Batman sets out to emphasise the title character’s prowess as an investigator, 
harking back to his status as the “world’s greatest detective” in the comics but long quelled in 
adaptations. This film’s version of Bruce (Robert Pattinson) has been inhabiting his Batman guise for 
two years. He’s become, thanks to his alliance with Gotham Police Lieutenant Jim Gordon (Jeffrey 
Wright), a folkloric figure skirting the outermost fringes of legitimacy, regarded with hostility but not 
quite outright violence by cops, just infamous enough to scare street punks when his searchlight signal 
emblem is projected in the sky but not yet sufficient to scare the criminal outfits about town. Despite 
the newly thick pall of goth-noir self-seriousness, in certain ways The Batman resembles the 1966 film of 
the West imprimatur, directed by Leslie Martinson, more than any other movies of the franchise since, 
insofar as much of it deals with the essential story pattern of Batman trying to follow a breadcrumb of 
trails left for him by The Riddler which eventually proves to point to a project of anarchic and 
iconoclastic intent. 
 
 



 
 
 
The film’s choice of title confirms a yearning to restore some mystique and mystery to the character, 
appending a definite article to make him seem less personable and more like the creature haunting the 
dreams and sneering quips of his criminal prey, and nodding back to the more arcane writing style of 
the early comic books: he is as much a rarefied emanation of Gotham City’s psyche as The Joker and 
The Riddler. And so the film opens with Bruce musing in his diary on the purpose of the Bat Signal as a 
tool of intimidating criminals, warning them he’s out and about, whilst also quaintly musing that he 
doesn’t merely hide in the shadows, but “I am the shadows.” That line seems like something a teenage 
boy overly fond of Poe and Nine Inch Nails might write on a schoolbook. But Reeves cleverly insinuates 
the Batman guise is in part a riposte to the kinds of club-like disguises becoming popular amongst 
Gotham’s thug element, like a gang of clown make-up-wearing goons who like filming their random 
acts of brutality and set their sights on a lone commuter (Akie Kotabe) who tries to slip away unnoticed. 
The gang corner him on an L station only for Batman to emerge from the darkness and beat the living 
hell out of the gang, saving special rough treatment for one who vainly tries to shoot their masked and 
armour-plated vigilante. Batman isn’t calling himself Batman yet, instead repeatedly referring to himself 
as Vengeance, personified. 
 
 



 
 
 
Gotham is currently in the throes of a mayoral election, with the plutocratic incumbent Don Mitchell 
Jnr (Rupert Penry-Jones) duking it with young, upstart, reformist challenger Bella Reál (Jayme Lawson). 
But Mitchell is attacked in his office and beaten to death by a lurking figure who wears a crude, bits-
and-bobs disguise. Gordon contrives to bring Bruce in to view the crime scene, because a letter 
addressed “To The Batman” was found taped to Mitchell’s body, which was also missing a thumb. 
Gordon’s former partner, now the Commissioner, Pete Savage (Alex Ferns), objects strongly to Gordon’s 
action, but Bruce is able to sort out the killer’s queasy blend of sick humour and intricate puzzles 
leading to clues, with the help of his butler, pseudo-father, and former intelligence officer Alfred (Andy 
Serkis). When Bruce locates Mitchell’s thumb, tethered to a fingerprint-unlocked thumb drive, he and 
Gordon open it, to find it contains photos of Mitchell with a bruised young woman outside The Iceberg, 
a popular nightclub, controlled by crime lord Carmine Falcone (John Turturro) and his lieutenant Oz, 
known by his underworld sobriquet The Penguin (Colin Farrell). The thumb drive also, the moment it’s 
accessed, automatically sends the pictures out online. The mysterious killer, who calls himself The 
Riddler, soon makes a victim of Savage by kidnapping him and torturing him to death, and makes clear 
he’s pursuing some vendetta against those he brands the corrupt and hateful overlords of Gotham’s 
institutions, both official and criminal. 
 
 



 
 
 
Bruce visits The Iceberg in Batman guise and, after bashing his way inside, talks with The Penguin, but 
his eye is caught by club employee Selina (Zoe Kravitz), whose distinctive boots are glimpsed in the 
photos of Mitchell. Tracking her, Bruce finds she’s harbouring the bruised girl, Annika (Hana Hrzic) in 
her apartment, and soon observes her in action in her metier as a cat burglar, breaking in to Mitchell’s 
apartment to try and steal back Annika’s passport. Bat and Cat form an uneasy alliance as Selina agrees 
to become Batman’s eyes and ears and penetrate the exclusive club-within-the-club inside The Iceberg 
called 44 Below, which regularly entertains Gotham’s supposed elite of law and order. There she 
encounters the city’s chatty DA, Gil Colson (Peter Sarsgaard), and picks up slivers of information that 
begin pointing along the path to uncovering a conspiracy linking Falcone and the city bosses. 
Meanwhile Colson himself is snatched by The Riddler and employed in a most spectacular fashion to 
crash Mitchell’s funeral. 
 
 

 
 
 
The Batman betrays efforts to keep up with the zeitgeist: where in Nolan’s films Batman was necessary 
because the police were under-resourced and outmatched in a cynically neoliberal epoch, here it’s 
because they’re largely an inherently corrupt organism serving fraudulent oligarchy. The 
Batman reiterates ideas employed in Nolan’s films, covering similar ground to Batman Begins (2005) in 
portraying efforts to take down Falcone, a representative of familiar organised crime, only to create a 
vacuum where more perverse villains will burgeon. Reeves also revisits and intensifies The Dark Knight 
Rises’ (2012) themes of collective punishment by self-appointed anarchist-avengers, and choice of 
characterising Catwoman not as a sly opportunist or, like Burton’s take, a crazed and eroticised avatar 



of feminist rebellion, but a blunter, demimonde-produced rebel locked in a dance of duality with 
Batman in seeking retribution. That said, The Batman hews in its darker, weirder bent to elements of 
Burton’s vision, presenting a more detailed and realistic version of its perma-noir city replete with 
Edward Hopper-esque diners and looming urban-industrial fixtures. Fincher’s Se7en and Zodiac (2007) 
are also evident reference points in remaking The Riddler over as a tricky, ironic, viciously moralistic 
foe reminiscent of Se7en’s John Doe, and sporting personal branding in his logo and cryptic puzzles 
reminiscent of the Zodiac Killer’s. The Riddler is a menacing, deeply malignant weirdo who contrives to 
have one character’s face eaten off by rats. Taking inspiration from something like Se7en, an 
exemplification of a movie that contrives to look grown-up but actually disseminates the worldview of a 
morbid high schooler, doesn’t charm me. 
 
 

 
 
 
Allowing that kind of Sadean edge also pushes The Batman into territory verboten to kids and a mite 
unpleasant for grown-ups too. Reeves is at least judicious, implying and skirting such grisly things 
whilst avoiding overt gore. The Batman labours to construct a mood of creeping, incipient dread 
infecting all things that makes Burton’s once-controversial style choices – remembering that he was the 
one who fatefully inducted darkness and grit into the lexicon of the modern fantastical blockbuster – 
seem nearly as playful and frivolous as the West series by comparison. The pall is emphasised by 
Michael Giacchino’s grand and menacing score, which builds themes, in radically different 
counterpoints, derived from “Ave Maria,” which The Riddler adores. The film’s extreme length, at nearly 
three hours, is enforced in large part by Reeves’ extremely deliberate pacing, and it’s both a plus and a 
minus in terms of the movie’s overall success. Reeves strains to give every gesture and plot turn a sense 
of weight and foreboding, each revelation leading on to another, grimmer truth. One real plus of The 
Batman is that it believes in basic principles of popular cinema as a blend of story and style. Even if the 
story is very familiar as it largely from god knows how many urban thrillers and conspiracy dramas, it’s 
more than just a convenience to pass the time between action scenes and cheap jokes that come every 
five minutes to sate seat-kicking 13-year-olds. 
 
 



 
 
 
Despite its veneer of social invective, The Batman is as nostalgic in its way as anything in current 
cinema, looking back longingly for an age of romantic desolation in big cities rather than the 
smothering blandness of a gentrified age. Preoccupation with the dark side of the Batman fantasy as 
rooted in vigilantism, a contemporary concern augured deep in the zeitgeist by films like Dirty 
Harry (1971), Death Wish (1974), and Taxi Driver itself as well as perpetual tabloid controversy, was 
initially interrogated in the likes of Frank Miller’s graphic novel The Dark Knight Returns and Alan 
Moore’s The Killing Joke before then being transmitted into the movies, supplanting the old, simple 
image of the masked, heroic crime fighter. Dirty Harry itself can be seen as both a derivation and 
anticipation of eras in Batman lore with Harry as the Dark Knight and Scorpio as The Joker. The septic 
avenger angst is now so familiar, in short, as to be as big a cliché as anything it was meant to dispel, 
especially when it has become, in its own way, just as romanticised. Reeves however tries to take it 
seriously in his own way. The film makes much of the common roots of Bruce, Selina, and the Riddler’s 
motives to become extra-judicial punishers, with sharply divergent sociological and psychological paths 
trodden to become what they’ve become. This kind of characterisation tries to take on themes of 
inequality and privilege, with Selina explicitly suggesting only someone born rich can afford morals. 
Trouble is, this treads very close to making very conservative arguments: Bruce, rich and comfortable 
despite his traumas, has the luxury of being good; Selina, hardscrabble survivor, is more focused, angry, 
and ready to countenance theft and murder; Riddler, product of an orphanage, is a maniacal slayer, 
forging a shadow army out of the dispossessed and the never-had like the embodiment of every upper 
and middle class nightmare. Good things those lower orders are being kept in hand. 
 
 

 
 



 
Of course, there are other ways of reading this. Reeves’ attempt to return the material to a zone that 
feels more psychologically animate makes it easier to see the characters as facets of the same personality 
– Bruce/Batman as superego, Selina the ego (and anima), Riddler the id. Bring on the Joker for 
superficial antithesis. Farrell’s Penguin is left out of this equation. Burgess Meredith’s fabulous 
performance in the West series made the Penguin the most intelligent and impudent of Batman’s 
opponents, so he took on a greater importance there than in other mediums. Here the character is most 
plainly used as a movie buff and acting fan reference point: Reeves has cast Farrell and covered him in 
make-up to do a pinpoint imitation of Robert De Niro’s similarly transformed performance as Al 
Capone in Brian De Palma’s The Untouchables (1987). Reeves and Farrell do sneak in a deft reference to 
the more traditional version of the character as he’s left waddling when Bruce and Gordon tie his feet 
after capturing him for interrogation. There is nonetheless appropriate cunning in positing the 
character in a  milieu that’s an extrapolation of a 1930s movie gangland (Jared Leto’s much-mocked but 
interesting performance as the Joker in Suicide Squad, 2016, also tried to bridge such roots, but with his 
nods going to James Cagney and George Raft). There’s a coherently and realistically paranoid lilt to the 
film’s vision of the official ruling class and underworld bosses of a city locked in an uneasy, mutually 
contemptuous but inescapable gravity, a state of decay where Batman seems most justifiable. 
 
 

 
 
 
The neurotic dance of attraction and disdain between Bruce and Selina, constantly grazing each-other 
whilst wearing their sexuality as masks, has long been a sustaining element of the material, and Reeves 
to his credit doesn’t awkwardly skip around it like Nolan did for most of The Dark Knight Rises, 
although he also stops short of acknowledging it as deeply pathological as Burton indicated in Batman 
Returns (1992). That film, which, despite being violently uneven and about 70% misfire, sported in 
Michelle Pfeiffer’s Catwoman a definitive characterisation as a post-Madonna, pre-#MeToo sexual 
avenger. Reeves aims at least to let the couple evince attraction that feels more bodied and hot-blooded 
than the constant puppy love found in the Marvel Studios series, complete with the odd bit of snogging, 
even if their relationship is still ultimately stymied and chaste. Bruce’s attraction to Selina is part of his 
character journey as she taunts his code but also ultimately reinforces it, more perhaps than The 
Riddler does, through her actions. Unlike a great majority of moviemakers today, Reeves seems aware 
that he has two movie stars on hand to do what people used to go to movies to see, and so he bravely 
allows the audience to enjoy watching two very hot people play characters whose chief affinity seems to 
lie in both being vinyl fetishists. Kravitz, having a good year between this and her starring role in Steven 
Soderbergh’s Kimi, has just the right screen presence and persona for the role, a gamine projecting a 
quality half-feral, half-wounded beyond repair, driving her to become a kind of urban guerrilla fighter 
fighting a private war. She looks so hard, so gimlet-gazed and self-contained, that the sight of her 
responding to Bruce reveals  someone who might well rather be an animal remembering she’s human. 
That Selina clearly swings both ways is also signalled in her apparent relationship with the victimised 
Annika, who vanishes from her apartment, apparently snatched by Falcone and his people. 



 
 

 
 
 
Later Annika’s corpse is discovered by Bruce and Selina when they spy on a drug deal orchestrated by 
The Penguin. The Penguin’s goons fire on them when they realise they’re being spied on, but Bruce 
brings out the Batmobile to chase down The Penguin in a spectacular, sometimes quasi-impressionistic 
highway chase. Reeves’ cinematic setting, with the sepulchral visual palette and Giacchino’s 
thrumming, tolling score, reach towards grandeur, and yet Reeves labours at the same time to reset 
Bruce/Batman at basics – his bulletproof suit and contact lens cameras are fancy stuff but most of the 
rest of his operation is quite low-tech, reliant on simply hitting stronger and faster than opponents 
through relentlessly honed skills. The Batmobile is essentially just a souped-up muscle car which, it’s 
hinted through his predilection for stripping his motorcycle down to components and back again, he 
likely built himself. Reeves, who keeps any tendency towards boyish delight on a tight leash for much of 
the movie, at least can’t disguise it in the sense of moment when Bruce first fires up the car, glimpsed in 
silhouette, revving up the motor with thunderous grunts and spurts of flame to give chase. The chase 
concludes with an equally iconographic vignette as The Penguin gazes on, battered and mortified, 
inside his upside-down car as the Caped Crusader emerges from his vehicle, every inch the gothic 
nightmare to the criminal element he intended, and approaches at a slow, menacing mosey. 
 
 

 
 
 
In tone and outlook The Batman just about as far as it’s possible to get from the West film and series 
without perhaps becoming a snuff film, and yet it’s still recognisably the same stuff. Reeves’ work tries 



hard also to distinguish itself from Nolan’s trilogy. Where Nolan’s films had their arrhythmic, 
sometimes borderline incoherent visual jazz and propulsive editing, Reeves goes for a stately tension, 
with painterly smears of drenched colour and punctuated by eruptions of chaos. An early scene where 
Bruce fights his way into The Iceberg, creaming bouncers and wiseguys, is sleek and bleakly beautiful 
and touched with an edge of abstract artistry by the flashing lights and booming music, in comparison 
with a similar scene in The Dark Knight (2008) where Nolan’s gibberish cutting simply located Batman 
in the midst of a brawl. Later, Reeves reiterates the edge of abstraction to intensify rather than mute an 
action sequence, as Bruce fights his way into The Iceberg in trying to rescue Selina from her own 
maniacal choices, his stalking, silhouetted, nightmarish guise glimpsed in the flashing of machine guns 
as their bullets bounce off his armour. There’s a fierce beauty to such moments, and the film as a whole, 
and if I liked The Batman more than Nolan’s films, it’s because Reeves is a far more elegant filmmaker. 
On the other hand, Nolan’s expansive, fidgety narratives kept tripping over themselves because they 
tried to do too much and betrayed Nolan’s hyperactive synapses, whilst The Batman tries to make a 
busy but essentially straightforward narrative into the stuff of epics. 
 
 

 
 
 
There’s a lot of to-and-fro in the plot involving Selina’s covert connection to Falcone – she’s the 
illegitimate result of his contemptuous fling with one of his club dancers – and the conspiracy The 
Riddler’s project is meant to both avenge and reveal. Whilst Reeves does manage to keep most of this in 
balance, The Batman would ultimately have been better, indeed close to the classic of its genre, if it had 
less focal points. Reeves introduces a motif in the film’s very first scene as The Riddler spies on Mitchell, 
who plays a bit with his son, dressed as a ninja and fighting invisible enemies in his father’s office. For a 
moment you think this might be a prelude depicting Bruce in his childhood. Instead the lad, orphaned 
by The Riddler’s actions in a bitter irony, becomes an emblem for Bruce, who keeps seeing him and 
experiencing moments of powerful identification that he must keep secret: any expression of empathy 
would be a disastrous unmasking. He saves the boy’s life during a later eruption of chaos, action being 
the only way he can express and contend with such sad knowledge. Bruce follows the breadcrumb trail 
to find that not only did Falcone manipulate the city’s honchos to get his former boss locked away but 
also brought them in as partners in the drug trade, and they divvied up the large urban renewal fund 
that Bruce’s father established for his own, brief mayoral run not long before he was killed. This in turn 
obliges Bruce to consider the possibility his father was also corrupt, when The Riddler suggests he had a 
journalist murdered for prying into his private life, and also to look out for himself and Alfred when The 
Riddler makes clear Bruce is his next target. This swerve of story essentially goes nowhere. Alfred, 
wounded in an assassination attempt on Bruce’s life with a letter bomb, angrily tells Bruce the proper 
story, which does leave Thomas Wayne a compromised and culpable but not villainous figure. The main 
point of this seems to be to release Bruce from feeling entirely crushed by the mythos of a heroic father 
(and also that mental instability might be as much his inheritance as Wayne Enterprises) and also able 
to finally embrace Alfred as decent substitute, as the pair have interacted uneasily through the movie on 
this topic. Serkis, unusually but effectively cast, characterises his Alfred as an aging man of action eased 



into a quietly circumspect life of nurturing whilst still musing on his days “in the Circus” (vale LeCarré) 
and operating as the paternal figure Bruce needs whether he wants it or not. He’s really good and the 
film needed more of him. 
 
 

 
 
 
The same thing can be said for Pattinson. For anyone who hadn’t seen any of his performances since his 
star-making but largely derided turns in the Twilight series, his casting was liable to be bewildering, just 
as it was inevitable-feeling to anyone who had watched him in the likes of Cosmopolis (2012) and High 
Life (2019). Pattinson, whose features are the stuff of the officially handsome yet from certain angles 
appear quite Boris Karloff-esque, knows well how to channel his image towards playing neurasthenic 
adonii, and twists it a few more turns here. Pattinson’s avowed inspiration for his characterisation was 
Kurt Cobain as the poster boy for troubled greatness, but with his stringy, floppy haircut looks more 
like Crispin Glover, whilst his Batman costume with its high, very pointy ears is vaguely reminiscent of 
the first onscreen appearance of the character, in Lambert Hillyer’s 1943 serial. Refusing to get jacked in 
a Chris Hemsworth fashion, Pattinson nonetheless projects a newly intimidating physical presence, and 
he depicts Bruce’s physical bravura well, particularly in the opening fight scene where he mercilessly 
bashes a hapless thug into submission as much to show his pals what they’re up against as to lay him 
out. Here the film’s thesis, of Batman as an empowerment fantasy concocted by a haunted young man 
which he then relentlessly adapted himself into, is illustrated without any further underlining required. 
 
 

 
 
 



Pattinson’s Bruce and Batman aren’t yet clearly divided personas: in Batman guise he doesn’t put on any 
kind of gruff-rough voice (thankfully), whilst Bruce Wayne is living as a detached and obsessive recluse 
neglecting not just a social life but also the family’s waning fortunes, far from the studied appearance of 
a playboy as stolen from Percy Blakeney. Bruce’s habit of venturing into deadly situations without a gun 
is both defining and also galling, as Gordon quips, “That’s your thing,” as he pulls out his pistol for a 
venture into an old dark house: not everyone has a few million dollars’ worth of carbon fibre on hand. 
There’s also an interesting disparity in Bruce’s personal fame and that of the Batman, who is still a 
spreading legend, whereas Bruce is instantly recognised despite his reclusiveness as the avatar of 
Gotham’s elite, both glimpsed during his attempts in both guises to get into The Iceberg. Bruce’s 
decision to appear at Mitchell’s funeral results in many turned heads, including that of Falcone, who 
scarcely ever leaves his headquarters above The Iceberg Lounge: a mayor’s funeral is the last social 
unifier. Which is then crashed as a car smashes through the cathedral doors and scatters the crowd 
before slamming to a halt against the altar. Colson emerges from the vehicle with a bomb tied about his 
neck and a cell phone taped to his hand. Bruce returns in Batman guise and converses with The Riddler 
over the phone, who cruelly forces Colson to expose his own corruption before blowing him to pieces. 
 
 

 
 
 
Bruce, knocked out cold by the blast but protected by the suit, is then carried to the police headquarters 
where arguing cops want to unmask and arrest him, but Gordon convinces them to let him deal with 
the captive, and gets Bruce to make a break for it. Here the narrative takes a risk with logic in making 
you wonder why the cops didn’t unmask him right away. The apparent explanation is Gordon’s 
shepherding prevented this, but it’s still a bit thin. Better, perhaps, is the notion the rank-and-file cops 
already largely feel Batman is their last, best friend, in a story that tries to dramatise the longest bow of 
the basic Batman format, the embrace by the police of a civilian dressed as a bat as a trustworthy, even 
vital ally: Reeves gives it his best. As far as finally letting Batman the Detective have his day, The 
Batman is absorbing, even if some of the expository dialogue Pattinson is stuck mouthing is 
exasperatingly obvious. The trouble is Batman doesn’t come out of it looking that great as a detective, 
with The Riddler holding his metaphorical hand and leading him step by step into his malignant plan. 
Bruce eventually foils Selina’s avowed design to assassinate her father in punishment for his many sins, 
but just as Bruce drags Falcone out of his headquarters with the aid of true cops, he’s gunned down by a 
sniper from an apartment across the street. This proves to be The Riddler’s home: when they invade the 
apartment the investigators find evidence of his activities but not their quarry, but he’s soon located 
drinking coffee in a nearby diner. 
 
 



 
 
 
Dano, who can play weirdos in his sleep by now, nonetheless modulates his performance mischievously, 
the figure of bleak, volatile menace captured on cell phone video screen supplanted by a twee, damaged 
pervert who sometimes whispers in alternation with piercing, drawn-out, quasi-autistic moans that 
abruptly become words. Here however the film hits a speed bump of narrative intent. With The Riddler 
imprisoned, Falcone dead, and The Penguin neutralised for the moment, the movie lacks a villain. 
Turns out The Riddler has a network of fellow internet oddballs and angry orphans who adopt his guise 
and follow his plan to wreak havoc at Réal’s inauguration whilst bombs he planted around the city 
unleash flooding torrents. Here Reeves labours to evoke both obvious historical parallels, with shots 
modelled on the flooding of New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina, and movie models, nodding to The 
Manchurian Candidate (1962) with the assassins lurking in the rafters of the “Gotham Square Garden” to 
kill Réal. This larger plot, in a campaign of havoc previously confined to one creep, takes everyone by 
surprise, including the attentive viewer. There’s definitely something interesting in The Riddler 
replicating himself like glitch code in the city matrix by assimilating other damaged loners and rejects, 
but where the film might have devoted some of its copious running time to setting this up, it instead 
sprung as a shocking twist. 
 
 

 
 
 
The spectacle of the flooding city could have been a memorably apocalyptic signature, but it’s rather 
flatly done, and Batman can’t do much about it. At least Bruce and Selina can intervene to beat up The 
Riddler’s assassins in a potent action scene, even if there’s still the problem of their foes not really 
having any identity: they’re just anonymous thugs. Bruce is almost knocked out of the battle when one 



of the goons shoots him up close with a shotgun, requiring Selina to help him, and then giving himself 
an adrenalin injection to roar back into battle as a berserker. This gives way to a visually striking and 
affecting coda as Bruce, descending into the floodwaters to rescue some cowering Gothamites, holding 
a flare aloft as a beacon amidst carnage and realising he needs to be more than Vengeance, and he 
embraces the role of a public hero rather than someone merely following his own obsession. I liked this 
final flourish, one that endows Bruce/Batman with a character arc without reiterating things that have 
been done to death with the character. The film ends in curiously languorous fashion with Bruce and 
Selina going their separate ways, lingering on shots of them riding motorcycles alongside each-other – a 
definite motif in the film – but then diverging. 
 
 

 
 
 
The Batman is a peculiar creation at once endemic of and off the beat of contemporary Hollywood, in 
that it doesn’t entirely succeed, but also feels like a real movie. It takes chances and pulls most of them 
off, and whilst derivative in vital aspects it has an aura that’s specific, dramatic and aesthetic 
musculature that’s substantial. The Batman recalls expressions of Hollywood imperial stature like Ben-
Hur (1959) or Cleopatra (1963) or Doctor Zhivago (1965), but instead of depicting some great confluence 
of history and myth it confidently expects an audience to sit through a three-hour mood piece purely 
because it’s a Batman movie. It comes close to describing an ideal of what a Batman movie can be, even 
as it can’t quite embrace the extremes it should be heading to, and cuts itself off ultimately from the 
awareness of the kinky wish-fulfilment Burton, for all his faults, understood. I wish the script was less 
pedantic and had some of the more blasted romanticism and cynical poetry of its noir and cyberpunk 
models that Reeves successfully channels into the look of the thing. That it could have been about 
twenty minutes shorter without any real damage seems obvious. Indeed, the entire style of The 
Batman risks leaving behind the specific pleasures of pulp fiction and exchanging them for the last word 
in pseudo-seriousness. But that in itself makes The Batman arresting. If Reeves’ film is better than this 
might make it sound, and indeed close to my favourite outing to date for the character, it’s through the 
accumulation of elements, the tangible, powerful style and strong performances, that make it a big, 
woozy, uneven, but riveting experience. The film signs off inevitably with signals of sequels, apt in this 
case as The Riddler finds himself, despite his misery at his plan’s failure, making connection with a 
sardonic fellow prisoner (Barry Keoghan) in the next cell of Arkham Asylum, whose identity will be 
plain enough to protoplasmic fish in the Challenger Deep. And the very last shots of Bruce watching 
Selina vanish along a hazy, light-smeared Gotham street at dawn in his rear-view mirror, the duo having 
fought their way through into light at least, before Bruce sets his jaw and rides on to his mission, does 
capture that ephemeral pulp poetry the film seeks earnestly. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In The Mouth Of Madness (1994)  

 

 
 
 
Of all the movies John Carpenter made in his largely dismissed 1990s phase, In The Mouth of Madness is 
the one most often cited as worthy of reconsideration, as a film that failed on initial release but has 
developed a hearty cult following. In The Mouth Of Madness certainly sees Carpenter pushing some of 
his lingering fixations to a limit – his dark revelry in apocalyptic scenarios (he’s classed it as one of a 
trilogy on the theme along with The Thing, 1982, and Prince of Darkness, 1987), his attempts to explore 
layers of storytelling craft within the context of pure genre filmmaking, and his penchant for remixing 
concepts from various notable fantastical writers like H.P. Lovecraft, Stephen King, and Nigel Kneale. 
The film starts with an irresistible hook, as a seemingly crazed man, Trent (Sam Neill), is dragged to an 
insane asylum and flung into a padded cell. At first desperate to be listened to, Trent then scribbles 
crucifixes all over himself and the walls, as if trying to be taken for unhinged and kept locked up. Trent 
is soon visited by a concerned psychiatrist, Dr Wrenn (David Warner), who sees through Trent’s ploy, 
and promises to listen to his story. Trent explains he’s an insurance investigator, highly respected as one 
blessed with unique talent for sniffing out phony claims. He was hired by publishing magnate Jackson 
Harglow (Charlton Heston) to find out what happened to their star author, the hugely popular Horror 
write Sutter Cane (Jürgen Prochnow). Cane’s popularity is so vast and obsession-provoking that some 
fans seem to be committing violent crimes, including one who smashed his way through the window of 
a café where Trent and his boss (Bernie Casey) were lunching, gunned down by cops just seconds before 
he can swat Trent with a fire axe. 
 
 



 
 
 
Trent was at first generally oblivious to and contemptuous of Cane’s work as schlocky genre fare, but 
soon found himself spiralling down the Cane rabbit hole as he experiences perverse and gruesome 
dreams inspired by reading his books. These dreams seemed to stir Trent’s deeper faculties as he 
decodes clues in the cover illustration of his books that suggest Cane has retreated to the supposedly 
fictional setting of his work, Hobb’s End. Convinced it’s a real place, Trent got Harglow to pay for him 
to go investigate, with Cane’s editor Linda Styles (Julie Carmen) sent along for due diligence. On the 
road, they experience weird phenomena, including encounters with a paper boy (Hayden Christensen) 
who they continually pass but is a different age each time. Eventually Trent runs into him as a withered 
old man, only for him to pick himself up and cycle on with the cryptic words, “He won’t let me out.” 
Linda has a dizzying vision of their car flying through the air before suddenly bursting out into daylight 
from a covered bridge and entering Hobb’s End, a place where every detail from the cosy country inn to 
the bizarrely grandiose Orthodox church exactly tallies with descriptions in Cane’s books. Trent and 
Linda glimpsed Cane himself seeming to reside within the malefic church, overseeing a reign of terror 
in the town, and soon discover Cane’s writing is an act of invocation that will allow a race of terrifying 
eldritch beings into the world and drive anyone who reads it completely insane. 
 
 

 
 
 
In The Mouth Of Madness saw Carpenter picking up where is rival Wes Craven had left off with Wes 
Craven’s New Nightmare (1993) in plying post-modern, metatextual horror that strove to comment 
ironically on the uneasy relationship between a creator, gifted with the ability to dream up all sorts of 
nightmarish things, and the creation that gives them strangely persuasive form, creating fans and 



addicts, who then go on to demand the same thing but different. Whilst he avoided going quite as self-
referential as Craven, Carpenter went a few degrees further in another respect, as the entirety of reality 
he encompasses in In The Mouth Of Madness breaks down and becomes a feedback loop of author and 
audience’s mutual need. Ironically, it’s also one of the few Carpenter films he didn’t write himself, as the 
script was penned by Michael De Luca. The daemonic invocation that summons dark forces is 
literalised in the story as eldritch terrors, but in truth it’s the dark art of the Horror writer themselves, 
able to dream up all sorts of perversions of body, mind, and truth. The early scenes see Carpenter 
weaving an ever-so-slightly surreal mood as Trent is locked away, in the well-clipped lawns and block-
like buildings of the sea-fronting asylum without and in the long white hall and geometric skylight and 
art deco clock, a space nudging the dreamlike in which Neill as Trent rants and raves with explosive 
vigour. John Glover makes a cameo as the smarmy supervisor who soothes/torments his patients with 
cranked-up muzak versions of The Carpenters, appalling Trent as the other inmates sing along (and the 
director presumably gets his revenge for sharing the name). Trent is visited by shadowy visitors and 
jaggedly edited flash visions of unleashed insanity in his cell, the eruption of the repressed easily besting 
the would-be calming touch of antiseptic modern pablum. 
 
 

 
 
 
Carpenter doubles down on the acid joke when the madman with the axe bursts out of a video store and 
advances with implacable intent on the window of the café where Trent is airily extemporising on his 
ability to tell truth from fiction, fiction coming to bite him on the ass. The opening credits unspool over 
printing presses churning out the latest Cane tome, irrepressible nightmares in package, much like the 
average VHS store. Heston, in one of the clutch of notable character parts he did in the mid-’90s before 
giving himself over entirely to NRA shilling, lends gravitas as the mogul who sends Trent out to this 
particular heart of darkness, whilst Carmen is the flinty career woman Trent suspects cooked up Cane’s 
disappearance as a publicity stunt, a suspicion she eventually confirms is correct, except that things 
have gone way off the rails. The journey to Hobb’s End, with its invisible boundaries and loops of 
causality, nods to Tom Stoppard’s Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead in contending with dramatic 
art as a closed system where characters wander in search of their predestined ends, whilst also evoking 
the circular dream of Dead of Night (1945), a reminder that the common understanding of the oneiric 
randomness of Horror allow conceits otherwise consigned to the artiest of fare. “I like to be scared,” 
Linda tells Trent with a hint of challenging pleasure when discussing Cane’s work, to his protest, 
“What’s there to be scared of? It’s not like it’s real.” “It’s not real from your point of view, and right now 
reality shares your point of view,” Linda retorts. And of course in a movie reality can be altered in a 
blink. 
 
 



 
 
 
Carpenter again extracts strong visual flavour from location filming when he comes to the imposing, 
menacing bulk of the Orthodox church that is Cane’s seat of power, the place from which he influences 
the locals to such extremes as children chasing down a dog with slaughter in mind. The nice little old 
lady, Mrs Pickman (Francis Bay), who runs the inn has her stripped and cowered husband handcuffed 
to her ankle: later she turns into a tentacled monster and axes hubby to death. Angry parents converge 
on the church to confront Cane over missing kids only to be attacked by lean and hungry Dobermans. 
One man (Wilhelm von Homburg) escapes the dogs only to later shoot himself before Trent after 
commenting, “He wrote me this way.” Torn illustrations for maps to hidden dream-worlds. Reading the 
ending to Cane’s tome causes blood to trickle from Linda’s eyes, the dream of the artist to penetrate the 
reader’s mind also obtaining stigmata. Pulsating wooden doors present gateway to the netherworld: 
author and door combine and become tearing manuscript, unleashing the elder gods. The name Hobb’s 
End gestures to Kneale’s Quatermass and the Pit (1958), but Cane is mostly King inhabiting Lovecraft’s 
world, the hugely successful blockbuster author with the hotline to readers’ psyches and the sexually, 
socially, and culturally recessive cult figure conflated to create the ultimate image of the Horror author 
as mad maestro. Prochnow’s Cane clatters away at his typewriter with Harpo Marx hair and explains the 
plot with sickly serpentine charm, embraced by a brain-fried Linda who caresses his face and the 
abomination growing out of the back of his head. 
 
 

 
 
 
In The Mouth Of Madness unfolds as a thing of shreds and patches, much like the map Trent forges 
from Cane’s book covers, as Carpenter takes up a theme and an approach that works as a treatise on the 



genre itself, but also tries valiantly to lend cohesion to this string of nearly-random oneiric imagery. 
Like its follow-up Escape From L.A. (1996), In The Mouth of Madness sees Carpenter extemporising in 
typically warped fashion on the brief moment where the cross-currents of end-of-history yearning and 
millennial anxiety mingled in the popular psyche, perceiving the latent lunacy waiting just below the 
surface of the seemingly calming, settling new world order. The madman with the axe is ready to smash 
the windows of the new urban boutique culture, the mind-melting manipulator labours behind highly 
franchisable media. It’s often said In The Mouth Of Madness begins well and falls apart in its last 
portion, but that’s not quite correct, as the film’s good qualities and less-good alternate throughout. The 
great problem, the unavoidable one, is that whilst De Luca’s script contains excellent ideas and the film 
as a whole flecked with moments of brilliance, the execution swerves all over the place. Some of this is 
due to the odd place Carpenter had found himself in by 1995, having parted ways with big studio 
filmmaking but never truly returning to his handcrafted roots. Like his interesting but awkward remake 
of Village of the Damned (1995) and Escape From L.A., In The Mouth Of Madness feels lackadaisical in 
the very areas where Carpenter had once been so good, in the nuts-and-bolts business of making 
thrilling genre cinema. Carpenter indulges flaccid jump scares and tacky monster make-up only a 
degree or two removed from something that might have been churned out by low-budget exploitation 
houses like New World or Troma, resting uneasily between passages that see Carpenter’s methodical, 
cool-witted construction of story, character, and atmosphere working at full capacity. 
 
 

 
 
 
An early dream sequence, for instance, where Trent relives a police beating he witnessed and is then 
attacked by a horde of shuffling, gnarled crazies, employs tacky-looking make-up and feels inserted 
simply to inject a dose of fan magazine hype. Carpenter has listlessly milling extras stand in for a 
menacing mob in Hobb’s End, and portrays Cane’s malefic power by having the church doors flap open 
and shut before him. The most effective and memorable moment in In The Mouth Of Madness comes 
when Linda reads out a passage of Cane’s magnum opus to Trent, even as he witnesses the passage 
being played out before him as the eldritch monsters arise from the stygian deep, Carpenter holding his 
camera on Trent’s horrified reaction. The admirable restraint here, likely enforced by budgetary 
limitations but also paying deft tribute to a more evocative and restrained style and letting the audience 
imagine what it will, stands in contrast to the clumsy stabs at familiar hype elsewhere. Carpenter 
doesn’t entirely leave the hellish brood abstract, as Trent flees them, but judicious editing helps some 
impressive-looking monsters. There are good, small flourishes throughout too, like a creaking windmill 
that serves as a recurring landmark at the borderlands of the oneiric, and the painting in the inn’s lobby 
that keeps changing each time it’s looked at and finally pictures grotesque Lovecraftian beasts where 
the enigmatic lovers were before, as if Carpenter is literally portraying the last of his Starman (1984)-era 
romanticism being supplanted permanently by dark imaginings. 
 
 



 
 
 
The pairing of Trent and Linda seems like a set-up for romantic interest by a listlessly engaged 
screenwriter but twists in strange directions, climaxing with a strikingly plaintive note as Linda, 
returned from meeting with Cane and becoming privy to his brain and body-distorting imaginings, tries 
to warn Trent whilst crying, “I’m losing me!” Later, she tries to seduce Trent as she insists Cane “is 
writing me,” before she twists herself into a contorted perambulating ghoul reminiscent of The Thing as 
a particularly brutal practical joke.  “I think, therefore you are,” Cane tells Trent as he reveals he is a 
character created with a predestined end, to take the book back to the real world and allow the great 
change. Cane also tells Trent that the crazy man from the café was actually Cane’s agent, driven to find 
and kill Trent because he’d read the book and knew this purpose. This is similar to the subplot of Blair 
in The Thing and the whole of They Live (1988), the knowing and aware doomed to be thought crazy by 
a world that doesn’t want to look into the abyss. Neill’s central performance does a lot to hold the 
movie together, expertly playing the hardened cynic who wears his certainty he can see through all 
smokescreens like a shield only to be lost in the irrational zone and steadily decay into a ranting 
hysteric. Soon Trent finds there’s going to be a movie adaptation of Cane’s novel, so the maddening 
message can reach the people who don’t read: the end of the world brought about by film rights.  
 
 

 
 
 
The last portion of the film does lose traction and cohesion in part because Carpenter has taken away all 
agency, or rather the illusion of it an author grants, from the characters, who play out their roles until 
the apocalypse is nigh, but also because Carpenter’s bitten off just a little more than he can chew within 
the precepts of the kind of movie he’s making. Trent’s attempt to express himself through action sees 



him murder a Cane reader in the street, the reason for his incarceration. The concluding scenes lack any 
sense of tension or compulsion, of the dismaying journey of discovery Trent takes in the bulk of the 
movie, as a result. The film does, nonetheless, resurge for a perfect ending as Trent, left alone in a world 
that’s torn itself to pieces, leaves the asylum and wanders the streets, finally deciding to go into a movie 
theatre and watch the film adaptation of Cane’s book: this movie is of course the one we’ve been 
watching, and Carpenter leaves off on the spectacle of Trent laughing uproariously as the work of art 
swallows its own tale and its luckless viewer, the last word in audience identification. Carpenter 
anticipated the wave of movies playing games with reality within fiction that would follow in the new 
millennium: some of the film’s better children include Aaron Moorehead and Justin 
Benson’s Resolution (2012) and The Endless (2018), which would reiterate many of the same ideas whilst 
erasing the genre film outlines. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Producers (1968) / Blazing Saddles (1974) 

 

 
 
 
Director: Mel Brooks 
Screenwriters: Mel Brooks / Andrew Bergman, Mel Brooks, Richard Pryor, Norman Steinberg, 
Alan Uger 
 
 
Melvin Kaminsky, known to posterity as Mel Brooks, was the child of a classic Jewish-American 
immigrant experience. Born in Brooklyn in 1926 to a Polish father, who died when he was two years old, 
and a Ukrainian mother, Brooks’ childhood habitat was the tenements of Williamsburg. Brooks grew up 
slight and sickly, making him a target for other, more robust kids. Brooks learned to both disarm that 
rough world and channel his own aggressive streak into a zany persona and found he had a talent for 
reaping laughs, putting this skill to work when he gained his first job at a swimming pool, aged 
fourteen. By that time he had already, thanks to his uncle, gained his first encounter with the showbiz 
world through seeing a performance of Anything Goes, and vowed his future lay there. Brooks taught 
himself to play drums and changed his name to avoid confusion with trumpeter Max Kaminsky. After 
graduating high school Brooks had plans to study psychology cut short by service in World War II. After 
returning from the war Brooks went straight into the Borscht Belt music and comedy circuit, making 
the acquaintance of Sid Caesar, who hired him to write for TV. In 1950 Brooks was flung into the 
company of talents like Neil Simon and Carl Reiner when Caesar hired them to write the variety-and-
comedy show Your Show of Shows, which proved a smash hit, and the same team worked together on 
various programs for most of the ‘50s. 
 
 



 
 
 
Meanwhile the largely improvised comedy bit Brooks and Reiner started performing for friends, 
involving a 2,000 year-old-man who had witnessed the crucifixion, became a cause celebre in comedy 
circles. This became a ticket for the duo to become known as performers as well as writers, appearing 
on talk shows and hit comedy albums. Brooks’ first foray in filmmaking was the 1963 short animated 
film The Critic, conceived by Brooks but directed by Ernest Pintoff, with Brooks providing the wheezy 
voice of a confused old man trying to understand a pretentious foreign art film. The Critic won an 
Oscar, and a couple of years later Brooks linked up with comedy writer and performer Buck Henry to 
create a send-up of the wildly popular James Bond films, in the form of the TV series Get Smart. Get 
Smart proved so successful it handed Brooks the chance to make a movie. For some time Brooks had 
been kicking around the absurd notion of a Broadway musical about Adolf Hitler, a concept that 
morphed eventually into The Producers, the tale of a dishonest theatrical impresario and his accountant 
confederate who concoct a scheme to make a fortune by overselling investor shares in a sure-fire flop. 
Although it gained Gene Wilder a Supporting Actor Oscar nomination in his first major film role and 
Brooks himself actually won for Best Original Screenplay, The Producers met a largely sour critical 
reception upon release in 1968, bordering on odium, and proved a box office disappointment, although 
it did soon begin to accrue a cult following. 
 
 

 



 
 
Brooks’ follow-up The Twelve Chairs (1970), a more classical kind of comedy based on a respectable 
novel, did no better. Brooks assumed his directing career was over by this point, but his luck turned 
when he connected with writer Andrew Bergman, who was peddling a movie outline he called Tex-X, 
intended as an anachronistic hipster burlesque on Western movie clichés and sporting a Black hero. 
Brooks bought the property and assembled a team including several writers he’d known on Your Show 
of Shows, as well as Bergman and rising, ultra-hip stand-up comic Richard Pryor, to brainstorm ideas, a 
writing process Brooks later described as “a drunken fistfight.” Brooks made a deal to be the film’s 
director, and finally he delivered a colossal, zeitgeist-tapping comedy hit that made him not just a 
successful filmmaker but a comedy brand, one he took advantage of to make himself a movie star too. 
Brooks reunited with Wilder on Blazing Saddles through a series of unfortunate events, and again for 
the immediate follow-up Young Frankenstein (1974), a film that did for Horror movies what its 
precursors did for smarmy Broadway shows and Horse Operas. Decades later Brooks adapted The 
Producers into a very successful stage musical and then a film version of it, of which I will never speak 
again. 
 
 

 
 
 
It’s bordering on tedious cliché to say that it’s hard to imagine films like The Producers and Blazing 
Saddles being made today. Outrageous, boundary-pushing humour is still plentiful but not the specific, 
confrontational prescription that fuelled Brooks’ best work in daring to press sore spots in the collective 
mindset, through his preoccupation with cultural tension that manifests as tonal dissonance. Or, to put 
that in a less high-falutin’ way, it’s real funny when Hitler sings and acts like a hippie and a cowboy 
talks jive and an Indian chief speaks the Yiddish. The first and most obvious level of dissonance in 
Brooks’ persona was the side of him that adored movies, literature, and theatre, revelled in their larger-
than-life grandeur and stylised power, and the side of him driven to puncture all that, to point out the 
conflict with a gritty, grimy, streetwise sensibility with the practised disrespect of the professional 
smart-ass, the medieval court jester reinvented for a new age. Mediating the two facets was his archivist 
streak, as if some wing of his brain was devoted to precisely catalogued clichés, images, lines, tropes. 
The second level of dissonance was cultural, as a very Jewish comedian with an experience of being 
close to the bottom of a new society who, after years of suppressing that facet of his humour to get 
along with the American mainstream, suddenly found the zeitgeist swinging around to appreciating its 
specific lilt, its sarcasm towards power structures embedded not just in politics but in narratives and 



language. And a third layer of dissonance was one of personal character, Brooks channelling his angry, 
poke-the-beast sensibility into the defusing art of making with the funny. 
 
 

 
 
 
In that regard Brooks was following in the footsteps of the Marx Brothers, but where they made comedy 
from testing forms until they broke down in anarchy, Brooks was more methodical, honouring his love 
of story and character, which could supply their own, coexisting forms of humour, along with slapstick 
and non-sequitir. Part of the genius of Get Smart as a series had been Brooks’ creation of a hero who 
was an idiot, in contrast to both the Bondian fantasy of the poised, cool hero, and the usual desire of 
comedy players to seem quick-witted and knowing, swanning cluelessly through dangerous and 
complex situations he only vaguely understands: Maxwell Smart was the common man to the Nth 
degree. Most of Brooks’ rivals and emulators in the zany-and-irreverent comedy stakes lacked his 
capacity to simultaneously sustain a coherent story and characterisation and work them for more than 
one style of comedy, although some, like the ZAZ team who would make Airplane! (1980) and Top 
Secret! (1984), had something of that ability. The scattered children of the Brooksian sensibility, like the 
beloved triptych of darkly comic animated TV series, The Simpsons, South Park, and Family Guy, deal 
with a similar balance of character comedy, social survey, referential and parodic humour, and surreal 
genre breaks, if all in different proportions. 
 
 



 
 
 
Rifling through The Producers and Blazing Saddles, a connective thread emerges, distinct from their 
obviously shared roots in Brooks’ cracked sense of humour, and looking beyond their significant 
differences. Both films display Brooks’ compulsive fascination with the art he loves, his urge to 
disassemble it and reconstruct it in a new shape according to other random inputs, laden with ironic 
disparities that can strike others as perverse, vulgar, and wrong, and also very funny. The 
Producers explores how the sausage is made, often by people who barely have any idea what they’re 
doing; Blazing Saddles chews it and reports on the taste. For The Producers, Brooks wanted to depict a 
pair of losers who try to make themselves the masters of their fate, but find themselves no wiser than 
Smart. Or…no smarter than Wise? Anyway, Max Bialystock (Zero Mostel) is introduced in the early 
scenes in what is for him the most degraded position possible, albeit one that suits his sick talents: the 
former master of Broadway producing is now so pathetic and broke he plays gigolo to a stream of 
ancient women of means who stream in and out of his office “to grab a last thrill on the way to the 
cemetery.” Mostel, a comedian and character actor who had suffered through a long period of 
blacklisting but managed in that time to define the lead roles of A Funny Thing Happened On The Way 
To The Forum and Fiddler On The Roof on stage, was just re-emerging as a movie actor. There’s some 
irony in the way Brooks cast him to give a roaring, barnstorming beauty of a comic performance that’s 
pure stage farce hamola, sometimes threatening to topple the pasteboard sets with the force of his 
outsized energy and charisma. Small wonder Brooks only felt the need to credit him as “Zero” in the 
closing cast call. 
 
 



 
 
 
Brooks’ comic sensibility immediately flies a warped flag, revelling in the new openness in American 
cinema to tackling what would have been utterly verboten five years earlier, most immediately and 
saliently in making clear Bialystock has sex with little old ladies for money. Having already seen off one 
sugar momma, Bialystock invites in another, known as “Hold Me! Touch Me!” (the amazing, 
mischievous Estelle Winwood) for her entreaties, and cycles through role-play scenarios fit for old 
kinescope porn reels like “The Innocent Little Milk Maid and the Naughty Stable Boy” and “The 
Contessa and the Chauffeur.” Part of the joke here, a joke that’s wintry in its inferences even as the film 
seems bouncy and friendly, is that Bialystock is utterly trapped by a greedy world he himself 
exemplifies, and has experienced the ultimate role-reversal from the usual image of the showbiz 
maestro preying on eager, young, suppliant females. Enter Leo Bloom (Wilder), an equally pathetic but 
quite different man, young but repressed, timid, and easily terrified, sent by Bialystock’s financial 
managers to review his books. Bloom evokes a different cultural wing to Bialystock, his name nodding 
to James Joyce’s hero and his personality like a Kafka antihero, equally entrapped by an infantilising 
process enabled rather than dispelled by his dedication to the dry, drearily realistic precepts of 
bookkeeping. 
 
 



 
 
 
Bloom interrupts Bialystock in the middle of his session with “Hold Me, Touch Me” and Bialystock, 
realising he can’t go through with another encounter, hurriedly bustles her out before sternly 
confronting the cowering Bloom. Bloom’s neurotic angst is soon revealed, barely placated, in a touch 
pinched from Peanuts’ Linus, by a scrap of security blanket he carries, and worries that Bialystock, in his 
blustering “rhetorical conversation,” is going to eventually pound him to death by jumping on him like 
Nero on Poppaea. Eventually the two men find something like sufficient equilibrium to let Bloom get to 
work, only for him to find Bialystock oversold his last bomb, pocketing $2000 for his own use. 
Bialystock pleads for Bloom to hide the discrepancy with eloquent pleas, before ending with a simple, 
loudly screamed, “HELP!” Bloom agrees and then chuckles at the observation that, given no-one cares 
about the finances of bombed plays, it would be easy to repeat Bialystock’s trick on a fortune-making 
scale provided it was certain the project they solicited investment for would fail. Bialystock, realising 
this suggestion’s potential, works seductively on Bloom as they wander around Manhattan, until Bloom 
suddenly catches the wind of self-fulfilment: “I want everything I ever saw in the movies!” he screams 
joyfully, dancing around the spuming fountain outside the Lincoln Center to Bialystock’s gleeful 
approval, half-Mephistophelian, half-schoolboy. 
 
 



 
 
 
It’s not being that unkind to Brooks to say that for all his greatness at thinking up funny stuff to put in 
front of his camera, as an actual filmmaker he was by and large only competent, with straightforward 
blocking and staging that sometimes foils his script and actor’s comic energy as much as liberating: the 
second coming of Frank Tashlin or Leo McCarey he wasn’t. But comedy filmmaking usually benefits 
from a relatively stand-offish approach directorially speaking, and something of The Producers’ unique 
charm stems from his bluntness in capturing the theatrical energy of his performers and their looming 
physicality, wielding Mostel’s big, bulbous physiognomy as a Mount Rushmore of seediness. The 
opening scenes, intercut with the credits, have a frenetic quality that puts across the almost blind 
dedication of Bialystock to his sustaining act, and the mounting hysteria of his encounter with Bloom is 
marvellously sustained, culminating in Bloom striding around the fountain, filmed with a tracking shot 
tracing an arc with him that transforms him briefly into exactly the kind of movie hero he wants to be. 
The environs of Bialystock’s offices – he soon swaps out his grubby digs for rooms that fulfil his credo of 
“That’s it baby, when you’ve got it, flaunt it, flaunt it!” are comic arenas where shamelessness is 
appropriately over-lit to better pick up flopsweat on the hairline, and the threadbare pathos of failure 
and the chintzy trappings of success are barely discernible. Brooks pulls off some artful camera touches 
nonetheless as when he shoots Biaylstock in all his looming, fat-faced ridiculousness in close-up whilst 
entertaining “Hold Me, Touch Me” who sits diminished behind, and a zoom shot of Bloom skipping 
around the fountain whilst Bialystock revels, the erupting water evoking the orgasmic pleasure of their 
choice to go bad and get rich. And Brooks lands one, great joke dependent on intelligent directorial 
staging, even as it merely involves a static shot and use of sound: Bialystock knocks on the door of one 
of his ladyfriends and hears her frail voice through the speaker, “Just a minute!” and then the sound of 
dozens of locks being  undone, Bialystock wilting during the process. 
 
 



 
 
 
Part of the cunning Brooks invested in The Producers lies in its slight exaggeration of believable 
elements, caricaturing people Brooks had doubtless encountered over the years in show business and 
embarking them on the kind of scheme that’s commonplace in that business’s wheeling and dealing – 
for instance, it was rumoured that Marty (1955) was financed as a tax write-off only to prove a hit, a 
twist of luck that’s only cream so long as the investment wasn’t oversold – pushed only to the fringe of 
the absurd as Bialystock and Bloom sell the play to 20,000%, thanks to Bialystock hurling himself with 
new enthusiasm into his circle of brittle old “investors.” The first stage in in their scheme requires 
however finding a property to stage that’s so soul-grindingly rank it’s guaranteed to flop. After a 
gruelling session reading through piles of plays, Bloom is ready to throw in the towel, only for 
Bialystock laugh giddily and proffer one like a tablet of the Ten Commandments as the essential bomb 
in the making, a “guaranteed-to-close-in-one-night beauty” entitled Springtime For Hitler: A Gay Romp 
with Adolf and Eva in Berchtesgaden. Heading out to track down the author, Franz Liebkind (Kenneth 
Mars), they find him atop his apartment building where he keeps pigeons, clad in ratty long underwear 
and perpetually sporting his army helmet. Liebkind proves to be a Nazi fanatic determined to present to 
the world the idealised version of Hitler he has long cherished. After first assuming Bialystock and 
Bloom are immigration men and launching into a mangled version of “The Star-Spangled Banner,” upon 
finding what they’re after he launches into depraved rants insulting Winston Churchill and talking up 
Hitler’s talents (“Not many people knew it but ze Führer was a terrific dancer!”) whilst talking to his 
birds like surrogate children. 
 
 



 
 
 
Mars’ performance nearly thieves the film from Mostel and Wilder’s pockets, playing a character who is 
at once contemptible, irascible, and violent, but also wields a vein of pathos, an exposed nerve of 
perversity. He’s a degraded hold-out of a defeated cause who’s become just another New York weirdo, 
violently alternating between weepy paeans to the lost idyll that was Hitler’s Germany as it subsists in 
his war-fried brain and ranting displays of fascist imperative lurking behind his desire. But he’s also like 
so many other wannabes hovering at the outer fringes of show business, desperate to be hailed for his 
labours and have his strangeness reclassified as genius: he’s like a fictional, slightly more coherent 
prediction of Tommy Wiseau. Liebkind launches into a mangled version of “The Star-Spangled Banner” 
when he thinks the producers are immigration agents, swiftly pivoting to “Deutschland Über Alles” 
when he thinks he’s about to pull off the great rehabilitation. “You are ze audience,” he informs one 
offended woman at the show’s premiere, “I am the author – I outrank you!” Later, when he tries to halt 
the performance and recount his own memory of Hitler, one of the cast hits him on the head from 
behind the curtain: Liebkind keeps on speaking without seeming to feel the blow until he suddenly 
cries, “Ow!” and collapses. Brooks liked this gag so much he repeats it verbatim in Blazing Saddles. With 
Liebkind, as elsewhere, Brooks encompasses a squalid world full of losers who reflect and mock showbiz 
pretension, locating cheerful absurdity in it all: even the lunatic Nazi is a creature of need. Bialystock 
resides in his office, yellowed and peeling posters for ancient hits on the wall, filth on the window, 
Bialystock’s hair draped like sun-dried seaweed to his scalp: Bialystock tosses the contents of a bad cup 
of coffee against a window pane and rubs away grime with his scarf. The gate to Liebkind’s building is 
kept by a woman (Madlyn Cates) who insistently calls herself the concierge, and retorts to Bloom’s 
courtly “Thank you, Madam,” with “I’m not a Madame, I’m a concierge!” Bialystock and Bloom are 
willing to pervert themselves to the degree of putting on Liebkind’s Swastika armbands to seal the deal, 
although they quickly deposit these in the garbage on the street and add their loogies for good measure. 
 
 



 
 
 
The moment he smells a return of fortune Bialystock rewards himself with “a toy,” that is, hiring a 
Swedish go-go dancer and stripper named Ulla (Lee Meredith) who can barely speak English as his 
secretary and quickly schooling her in such refined arts as preparing his cigar. The Producers gets away 
with this in large part whilst still retaining sympathy for the two antiheroes because it ultimately 
presents Bialystock and Bloom as a pair of children inhabiting adult bodies, utterly bewildered and at 
the mercy of the grown-up hungers those bodies experience and the world they travel through, ready to 
abandon all law and principle if it means grabbing a hunk of all the things that tantalise without mercy. 
Again, the state of the common man in Brooks’ view. Brooks peppers their journey with other assorted 
unwitting stooges for the bomb-in-the-making with more enthusiasm than talent, including the 
director Bialystock hires, the ultra-camp Roger De Bris (Christopher Hewett), and his fey assistant 
Carmen Ghia (Andreas Voutsinas), and the brain-faded hippie musician Lorenzo St. Dubois (Dick 
Shawn), or LSD for short, who lands the pivotal role of Hitler in the play. Comic stereotypes all, of 
course, but slotted in to provide a social survey of weirdos defined chiefly by being a slightly different 
taxonomy of weirdo to the main characters. Bialystock and Bloom visit to DeBris’s house (“He’s the only 
director whose plays close on the first day of rehearsal.”) to hire him sees them forced to squeeze into a 
lift with Carmen, and find DeBris squeezing himself into a ball gown for an industry ball (“I’m supposed 
to be the Grand Duchess Anastasia, but I think I look like Tugboat Annie.”) and hitting on Bloom. 
Carmen responds to DeBris’ inspired vision of female Stormtroopers in S&M gear inserted into the play 
with an ecstatic “Love it!” The irony here is that DeBris and Carmen, playing up the whole concept of 
theatre camp to a far horizon, also offset the heavy overtones of sublimated love between Bialystock and 
Bloom themselves. 
 
 



 
 
 
LSD, for his part, only auditions accidentally after Bialystock, Bloom, and DeBris suffer through hours of 
auditioning performers all trying to establish their Germanic credentials (my favourite: the one who 
insists on finishing his song and then blows DeBris a raspberry). LSD stumbles in looking for another 
show but is talked into giving a performance with his all-girl band, and gives an unhinged performance 
of a song he wrote called “Love Power.” Sample lyric: “And I give a flower to the big fat cop – he takes 
his club and he beat me up!” The actual premiere of Springtime For Hitler sees the audience utterly 
horrified by the spectacle DeBris offers in his opening production number, with a crisply uniformed SS 
man warbling the paean to Nazi ambition and restored German national glory (“We’re all marching to a 
faster pace! Look out, here come the Master Race!”) whilst scantily clad girls in pervy versions of folk 
dress swan about. Then out comes a kick-line in Gestapo duds, forming themselves into a Swastika for a 
climactic parody of Busby Berkeley-style choreography. This is made all the more merciless by the fact 
the “Springtime For Hitler” title number is infinitely more memorable and insidiously catchy than any 
number of proper show tunes. It’s a good candidate for the single funniest scene in cinema, but it’s not 
an innocent kind of laughter, rather the kind that relies on the audience being provoked by the 
profound dissonance of subject and form, and then by the dissolution of dissonance by the time one 
finishes the movie and starts humming “Springtime For Hitler.” 
 
 



 
 
 
The Producers ruffled feathers upon release for its blithe approach to making fun of the most serious 
subject imaginable, Hitler, and its many other fillips of dark, sick humour. “Well, talk about bad taste!” 
one of the eventual audience members of Springtime For Hitler exclaims, neatly summarising exactly 
what Brooks set out to extol, revelling in being freed from the shackles of TV. But the quality that The 
Producers shares with Blazing Saddles is the sense of purpose underlying the freewheeling lunacy. The 
Producers executes a specific kind of revenge fantasy on the very concept of Hitlerian power, a step 
further than even Charlie Chaplin dared and the kind that perhaps only a Jewish comedian could come 
up with, reducing the psychopathic god to a peevish vaudeville character and his rhetoric to the stuff of 
cornball musical theatre. Bialystock and Bloom become Brooks’ proxies in this ironic mirror, seeming to 
conspire with the shades of the evil regime only to deliver it the most humiliating kick, whilst their 
eager delight in watching the show unfold and seeing the appalled reactions of their audience becomes 
a peculiarly cunning comic artist’s self-portrait, the professional’s hunger for validation melded with the 
provocateur’s delight in burning the house down. At the same time Brooks easily swats other targets, 
particularly to the tropes of the musical that the form has, indeed, never really recovered from, seeing 
the fascist will nascent in the urge to carefully orchestrate and subordinate dancers to geometry and 
rhythm, the reduction of murderers’ uniforms to a form of sexual fetish, and the edge of maniacal 
charisma contained within the nominally pacific style of the Counterculture’s music. 
 
 



 
 
 
Bialystock and Bloom initially think their plan has worked brilliantly, only for the start of the actual 
play to hold the audience in their seats as, through casting LSD and with DeBris’ gaudy, tacky musical 
insertions and comic interventions, Springtime For Hitler has been turned from fascist paean to a broad 
farce and satire, perfectly attuned to an era where camp had become an aesthetic value. Of course 
Bialystock’s instincts, utter out of compass for years, will conspire to create success where he wants 
failure. Meanwhile Liebkind watches in sobbing despair in beholding what’s happened to his play, and 
tries to stop the show, only to be knocked out and taken for just another gag. This twist eventually 
drives the producers to make compact with Liebkind, after the Nazi in his rage tries to shoot them, to 
blow up the theatre and prevent more performances, only for Liebkind to get muddled during planting 
explosives, the blast injuring the three men and ensuring they’re caught. In court, where the three 
injured men are tried together (Liebkind swathed like a mummy but still with helmet on) Bloom makes 
a heartfelt plea on Bialystock’s behalf, but it’s not enough to prevent their journey to the hoosegow, 
whereupon they immediately repeat their plot by staging a musical called Prisoners of Love and 
accepting investments from the prison staff: Bialystock and Bloom are again in their element. 
 
 

 
 



 
The gorgonizing mirror that is show business itself is the ultimate target of The Producers, existing in 
constant, tormenting relationship with the nursed fantasies, cherished ambitions, and deepest 
perversities not just of the audience but its makers. A zone defined by gravity-defying magic where one 
can not only make great piles of cash but also encounter the most beautiful and talented people and 
suborn them to your will in manners beautiful and awful, but which remains eternally unpredictable, a 
careening beast where what should be good becomes bad and vice versa depending on a thousand 
chance elements. Lessons Brooks himself was well-versed in, and after Blazing Saddles delivered a hit 
for him. There was some luck in this and also a pay-off for cultural seeding Brooks and others like him, 
including MAD Magazine, the Harvard National Lampoon in print and a generation of madcap improv 
theatre and stand-up comics like Lenny Bruce, that finally saw him hitting the zeitgeist bull’s 
eye. Blazing Saddles was specifically a madcap parody, most of Brooks’ subsequent films adopted that 
approach, aping classical genre plots to hang gags and sketches off. The best of them still kept some 
thesis in mind: Young Frankenstein, for instance, defuses the very idea of monstrosity and plays 
intricate games with notions of legacy and identity. For its part, Blazing Saddles undercuts the fantasies 
contained in many Westerns and deals directly with the basic national racial schism usually, 
strenuously avoided in the classic Western genre, ironically coinciding with the popularity of 
Blaxploitation film which performed many a remix on stale genres. Brooks inherited this idea from 
Bergman and it doubtlessly was amped up by Pryor, standing at odds with Brooks’ usual sensibility to a 
degree. 
 
 

 
 
 
The style of much humour in Blazing Saddles – which today we might describe as “very politically 
incorrect” or “not woke”, and which was despite current rhetoric pretty much as controversial in its 
time as now – serves an ironic purpose, highlighting things usually excised from more polite exercises, 
revealing gaping vistas of experience in the classic Hollywood movie where people couldn’t fart or fuck 
and basic social truths were usually carefully mediated if mentioned at all. This principle is apparent in 
so much of the movie, ranging from the infamous, show-stopping campfire scene sporting a bunch of 
cowboys chomping down baked beans and making flatulent music, to villainous henchman Taggart 
(Slim Pickens) giddily describing how he and his men like “rape the shit” out of any women they 
capture whilst marauding. Blazing Saddles makes brutal sport undoubtedly for the sheer hell of it, but 
the little winces of pain as well as hilarity such lines provoke are a proof of life, blowing the lid off some 
secret aspect of life usually elided in the formalities of a classic movie. The opening scene sees a gang of 
white railway construction overseers try to get the mostly black and Chinese labourers to sing a work 
song for their entertainment, deftly makes multiple kinds of sociological sport, as workers, led by the 
smooth, poised, insolent Bart (Cleavon Little), sing jazz standards to the bewildered bosses, who 
respond by acting out the way they expect the Blacks to act, making tits of themselves in the process. 
 



 

 
 
 
Blazing Saddles was taking on the squarest of square movie styles at a time when John Wayne was still 
hauling his pendulous carcass into the saddle, but the genre which had been Hollywood’s essential cash 
cow for decades was on a steep decline: Blazing Saddles completed the job of breaking it so effectively it 
was difficult to make more Westerns without a comparison falling from some wiseacre’s lips. The 
opening titles sport a theme song sung by country singer Frankie Laine that’s played completely straight 
in lyrics and music in mimicking the traditionally stirring genre theme tune, save for the hint of 
sarcasm in the overwrought title itself. The plot, involving a scheme to seize land and make a fortune 
from a railway being constructed over it, could come right out of any number of straitlaced horse 
operas. But the décor Brooks and his writers hang on that frame is seditious. Bart and another labourer 
Charlie (Charles McGregor) are dispatched by Taggart, the chief foreman, on the railway handcart to 
see if the track ahead is sinking in quicksand, and sink into the muck they do: when Taggart and his 
men arrive he diligently uses his lasso to pull the handcart from the quicksand and leaves the two 
disposable workers to die. It’s funny, as they say, because it’s true. Bart and manage to squirm their way 
out, and Bart grabs up a shovel and crowns Taggart with it, landing himself a ticket to the gallows in the 
territory capital. 
 
 

 
 
 



Meanwhile, the railway’s course is set to be diverted across the solid land belonging to the burgeoning 
town of Rock Ridge. Taggart and his men are in cahoots with the Territorial Attorney General, Assistant 
To The Governor, and State Procurer Hedley Lamarr (Harvey Korman), who sees a way to make a 
fortune by obtaining the land, and sends the henchman to terrorize Rock Ridge’s citizens into fleeing so 
Lamarr can take it over. When this fails and the townsfolk demand a sheriff to protect them, Lamarr 
looks for a way to fatally demoralise the town, and hits upon the idea of pardoning Bart and convincing 
the territorial governor Le Petomane (Brooks), Lamarr’s partner in the land grab, to appoint him to the 
sheriff’s job. Bart is greeted in the town with expected racist bewilderment and disdain, but he makes 
friends with a drunk in his jail who calls himself Jim but proves to be the legendary gunslinger known as 
the Waco Kid (Wilder), and gains some respect when he outwits and captures a hulking goon, Mongo 
(Alex Karras), sent by Taggart. Lamarr next tries to destroy Bart by less direct means, engaging the 
travelling chanteuse Lily Von Shtupp (Madeleine Kahn) to seduce and humiliate him, only for Bart to 
prove so well-armed trouserwards that Lilly instead becomes his slavish devotee. At last Lamarr hires a 
small army to reduce the town to ashes, so the townsfolk, at Bart’s direction, build a Potemkin Village-
like replica of the town to serve as a trap for the villains. 
 
 

 
 
 
That Blazing Saddles has that coherent a storyline for most of its length is remarkable considering how 
casual it is in subverting it at any opportunity. Brooks employs manifold flourishes of meta humour, like 
a little old lady being beaten up by thugs suddenly looking at the camera and decrying her treatment, or 
Bart blowing up Mongo with a dynamite-laced candygram and then noting the hardest part of this trick 
was inventing the candygram. Mongo himself recreates a familiar trope in many a classic adventure 
movie of a husky but almost childlike henchman who swans into Rock Ridge and punches out a horse 
before being beaten by Bart. He becomes loyal to Bart, the first man never to whip him, to the point 
Waco teases him for being in love with Bart, to which Mongo irritably retorts, shoving them both aside, 
“No, Mongo straight!”, and later muses, “Mongo only pawn in game of life.” Brooks similarly undercuts 
Lamarr’s pretences to being the adult in the territory as he desperately seeks his rubber frog during bath 
time, as Taggart scrubs his back. Brooks makes swerves into other genres, like the hangman for the 
territory (Robert Ridgely) being modelled on Boris Karloff’s performance in Tower of 
London (1939). Blazing Saddles constantly announces itself in friendly quarrel with the ghost of 
Hollywood respectability. Lamarr anticipates, during his rousing villain’s speech to his men, getting an 
“almost certain Academy Award nomination for Best Supporting Actor.” Bart forces the townspeople of 
Red Rock to wait for him by invoking the holy name of Randolph Scott. Lamarr’s name evokes the 
iconography of classic Hollywood star power through Hedy Lamarr whilst destabilising Lamarr’s 
supposed authority with a girly name. 
 
 



 
 
 
Brooks poking fun at the product of Hollywood’s golden age had loaded meaning when Blazing 
Saddles was released: whilst far less consequential than mocking Hitler, Brooks was still rubbing salt 
into an open cultural wound. As well as mapping out all the sociological ructions, sharp veers in what 
was permissible on screen, and changing perspectives on history and communal meaning sparked 
during the 1960s, Brooks also, casually informed the industry that the genre that had once been its 
mainstay was dead, even if, like a dinosaur with a slow nervous system, it kept moseying on a few more 
years before keeling over. The old stars, the old studio bosses, the old directors were dying or retiring. 
John Ford might have been grateful he died a year before Blazing Saddles came out, although Wayne, 
whilst turning the Waco Kid part down, told Brooks he’d be first in line to see the movie. At a time 
when a small industry whining about dirty words and sex scenes in movies was sprouting in reaction to 
the new Hollywood product, the old kind was rapidly becoming mythologised as grand imperial age. 
Brooks dramatized the disparity, setting eras in pop culture in quarrel and enjoying the mess. 
 
 

 
 
 
That mess includes barbed commentary on the period racism and carnage usually gleaned over in 
movies: “Here we take the good time and trouble to slaughter every last Indian in the West and for 
what? So they can appoint a sheriff that’s black than any Indian!” Taggart moans after finding Bart is 
now sheriff. The studio wanted Brooks to remove the many uses of the slurs in the script, but Little and 
Pryor back Brooks, largely I think because they felt it had a purgative value. Blazing Saddles cleverly 



tells a modern story of post-Civil Rights-era in satirical period garb: moments like Bart struck dumb as a 
nice little old lady spits “Up yours, nigger!” at him have more truth in them than Stanley Kramer’s entire 
filmography. The film offers a clever, witty, debonair, intelligent Black hero in Bart, slick and dressed 
like Roy Rogers and embodying the perfect Western hero just as much. Bart finds a way to operate 
despite being faced with deep contempt from all sides save the equable Waco, who is himself struggling 
a la Dean Martin in Rio Bravo (1959), out of a pit of alcoholic degradation, showing off his shuddering 
shooting hand at first but soon enough getting his mojo back. Bart’s arrival in Rock Ridge sees him 
threatened and insulted, only for him to extricate himself by taking himself hostage, toggling between 
the persona of a gruff gunman and a cowering comic relief Black, before retreating into the jailhouse 
and congratulating himself: “Oh, baby, you are so talented!” The townsfolk themselves all have the same 
surname of Johnson, a touch that nods to familiar movie cliché where the name Johnson was often 
applied as a kind of everyman badge, and also witty as a racist inversion, the white people all rendered 
bland and lumpen in identity. 
 
 

 
 
 
One of film’s funniest and certainly its warmest moment, perhaps the one that almost most directly 
achieves that purgative effect, comes after the aforementioned insult from the old lady as Waco 
consoles the depressed Bart with a gentle speech about keeping in mind what simple, ordinary people 
he’s dealing with, “these are people of the land, the common clay of the new West…You 
know…Morons.” At which point Bart grins in delight. Like Bialystock and Bloom, Bart and Waco are 
misfits who find solace in each-other’s company and maintain a conspiratorial attitude against the 
world, only in this case with an aim to saving it rather than exploiting it. The chemistry evinced here 
between Little and Wilder is all the more striking given Wilder was only pressed into his role when 
Brooks’ first choice, Gig Young, had to be replaced as his actual alcoholism was catching up with him. 
Waco was supposed to a leathery, haggard old-timer, tailor-made for a worn-in familiar face, but 
bringing in Wilder, who since The Producers had become a star in his own right, helped enforce the 
film’s hip quality. Little himself was making his feature film debut, having previously only been a stage 
actor: Brooks had originally intended for Pryor to have the role, but Pryor was still considered too wild 
and risky a talent. Little is ideal in the part, however, and even given the smaller window for Black 
headliners in ‘70s Hollywood it’s bewildering that Little didn’t become a huge star, or at the very least 
get more roles than some TV guest spots. 
 
 



 
 
 
Meanwhile Brooks casts himself as Le Petomane (his character name a deep cut of reference, to a 
nineteenth century French performer whose name literally meant “The Fart Maniac,” a clear sign 
Brooks knows well how the tradition he works within is) and as an Indian chief remembered by Bart in 
a flashback, who spared the lives of his family who were trailing a wagon train whilst his warriors 
massacred the rest. As the Governor, Brooks nailed down a characterisation he’d take up again in A 
History of the World, Part I (1981) as King Louis of France and which also links back to Bialystock, as a 
distractible satyr with the moral and mental poise of a ten-year-old, delighting in the capacious bosom 
of his secretary and easily manipulated by the splendidly slimy Lamarr, who is in turn constantly 
frustrated to the point of rage in being a clever guy surrounded by frontier nitwits. The film is 
nonetheless just about entirely stolen by Kahn’s pitch-perfect lampoon of Marlene Dietrich as Von 
Shtupp, perfectly mimicking the great old star’s languid lilt and performing a song entitled “I’m Tired” 
as a burlesque on Dietrich’s persona as the been-there-done-him scarlet woman, nodding most 
immediately to her roles in Destry Rides Again (1939) and The Blue Angel (1931). Her performance of “I’m 
Tired” (sample lyric: “I’m had my fill of love, from below and above.”) repeats some of the shtick of 
“Springtime For Hitler” as she’s joined on stage by some dancers in Teutonic army uniform, and indeed 
it’s an early example of how Brooks would keep trying to better his classic of crass and fail. 
 
 

 
 
 



Lily’s downfall proves to be Bart’s prodigious manhood, setting out to test the myth of Black trouser 
snake size and bleating “It’s twue! It’s twue!” as the lights go out. This sort of thing also encompasses a 
more timely parody of the fast-emerging cliché of Blaxploitation films with their bullet-proof, long-
schlonged lady-killer heroes. Dissolve to Lily serving Bart a gigantic sausage for breakfast: “Fifteen is my 
limit for schnitzelgruben.” Brooks had become a slicker filmmaker by this point, although a lot of 
scenes, particularly around the Governor’s offices, are played out in the most functional point-and-
shoot fashion. Every now and then, though, he wields a genuinely clever sense of camera cause and 
effect. One moment pays direct tribute to the kinds of sprawling compositions in a MAD cartoon, his 
camera makes a lengthy dolly surveying the motley assembly singing up for Lamarr’s force, including 
Mexican bandits, bikers, German soldiers, Confederates, Arabs with camels, and Ku Klux Klan 
members. An earlier, famous shot is more subtle in its sleight of hand, when Bart first appears decked in 
cowboy gear, shiny star on his chest. Anachronistic jazzy music stars playing as if to aurally announce 
that this here is not your daddy’s cowboy, nosiree, this is a cool Black one. It’s the sort of cringe-
inducing musical cue often delivered in to play on an audience’s ironic awareness whilst not quite 
violating the fourth wall: hell, something like The Harder They Fall (2021) does the same thing only with 
a different music style. Except that Brooks takes it a giant step further as Bart rides across a plain to find 
Count Basie and his full orchestra playing in the middle of nowhere, Bart swapping high-fives with the 
great bandleader. Layers of history and art collapse together in one perfect surrealist gesture. 
 
 

 
 
 
This vignette illustrates how Brooks’ more high-minded mentality melds with unexpected ease and 
fruitfulness with his down-and-dirty impulses. The nods to Joyce and Kafka in The Producers are 
supplanted here by devices borrowed from Theatre of the Absurd figures like Luigi Pirandello, 
luxuriating in the way making a comedy offers a casual smokescreen to all accusations of pretension 
and dramatic lapse. This is taken to a logical extreme at the film’s end when the actors burst out of one 
movie and start invading others. Abandoning the coherent plot of The Producers and its essentially 
character-based humour was a risk for Brooks and indeed as he became known for his parodies his films 
began settling into loose-jointed skits: Blazing Saddles works in large part because it offers such a 
deluge of them. But the story of Bart and the Waco Kid and Lamarr’s partnership hangs together just 
enough to give the film a level of dramatic unity, and indeed making the film as a whole a particularly 
wry entry in the ‘70s buddy movie stakes. Brooks delivers a climax where Lamarr’s mercenary band 
attacks Rock Ridge. To delay them long enough to put finishing touches on their trap, Bart and the 
townsfolk set up a fake tollway in front of the approaching brigands. Having lured the bandits into the 
fake town but failed to properly set explosives to blow them all to hell, the heroes must fall back on 
Waco’s incredible aim to set it off. 
 
 



 
 
 
This turn of plot feels surprisingly clever and substantial, balanced by the imagery of the villains 
wheeling about a fake town populated by bobble-headed cut-outs standing in for townsfolk and kicking 
over false fronts. This is again touched with odd genius, at once seeming like an only slightly too 
ridiculous scheme and touched once more with a meta aspect, making the flimsy nature of Hollywood 
sets into a part of the story: the suspension of disbelief the audience is usually expected to make 
confronted by false environs and bad special effects might as well extend to the characters in a movie 
too. The good guys charge in to finish the job and the two sides battle in the street, whereupon Brooks 
pulls out in a long zoom shot to reveal they’re now in the midst of a Hollywood backlot. Zoom in again 
on a sound stage, where a bunch of very camp dancers are filming a number called “The French 
Mistake” but stumbles in the choreography infuriate the director (Dom DeLuise) who tries to show they 
how it’s supposed to go only to screw it up himself. The brawling cowboy picture actors crash onto the 
set, the dancers join the melee after Taggart hits the director, a hulking he-man seems about to beat up 
some skinny hoofer only to sneak out on a date with him, and others make like Esther Williams in a 
pool. 
 
 

 
 
 
This shattering of form and resulting explosion of joyous mayhem is very much the culmination of 
Brooks’ sensibility even as it announced it as far as the mass audience was concerned. The entire 
filmmaking machine breaks down, fakery and factory becoming inseparable. One waning genre, the 



Western, confronts another, the Musical, affected machismo and campiness colliding and battling but 
also finding their delightful new fruitions. The old Hollywood pantheon (in the form of cement hand 
and shoe prints out front of the Chinese Theater) confronted by their inheritors wearing the drag of 
fantasy-satire extrapolation. Lamarr pauses before dying to ponder bewilderedly at the size of Douglas 
Fairbanks’ footprints and then scratching his name and creed ($) into the cement, whilst the heroes 
seek out a happy ending – “I love a happy ending!” Waco exclaims – in the movie theatre, having had 
enough of real life already. In a great little throwaway touch, Waco, reabsorbed back into the movie, 
still clutches the tub of popcorn he bought in the theatre, before he and Bart ride off together, having 
saved the town, before dismounting and climbing into a chauffeured car to drive into the sunset. The 
true meaning of movies, Brooks notes: when they work everyone goes home happy, but some go home 
in a limo. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Uncharted (2022)  

 

 
 
 
After Jungle Cruise and Red Notice clogged up the arteries of 2021 with calories so empty they almost 
slip into an alternate dimension of entertainment, I held out some small hope Uncharted might prove 
the kind of down-to-earth adventure filmmaking I love and so rarely find satisfied these days. An 
adaptation of the video game by the high-profile Naughty Dog team heavily derived in turn from 
the Indiana Jones movies, Uncharted is known for having a wily, hardened antihero for a protagonist 
named Nathan Drake. So, of course, the film adaptation casts Tom Holland, still looking like he’s 
waiting for his testicles to fully drop, as Drake. Drake’s story unfolds from when he’s a kid (played at 
that age by Tiernan Jones), growing up with his older brother Sam (Rudy Pankow) in an orphanage run 
by forbidding nuns. Pursuing their fascination with arcane lore and larcenous behaviour, the brothers 
Drake break into a museum on a whim, only to be caught and arrested. Facing imprisonment, Sam 
elects to run off, leaving Nathan to continue growing up in the orphanage. A decade later, Nathan is 
working as a bartender and pickpocket in upscale gin joints in Manhattan, when he’s approached by 
Victor ‘Sully’ Sullivan (Mark Wahlberg), a roguish treasure hunter who claims to see talent and 
potential in Nathan and invites him in on his new quest to find some gold horde someplace that has 
something to do with Magellan. 
 
 



 
 
 
So there’s these three cross things that are literal and figurative keys to unlocking all the secrets. Forgive 
my imprecision with the plot details, but they mean nothing in terms of the film’s actual A-to-B 
mechanics, which are so hackneyed and lazy I started to feel like I was going cross-eyed when they were 
rattled off. Uncharted proves another fascinating example of just about everything wrong with 
contemporary Hollywood product, particularly when it intersects with the gaming industry. Indeed, 
everything about Uncharted as a movie feels like it was assembled in a computer. The film kicks off in 
the middle of a major action set-piece, drawn from the game, and loops back to it towards the end, in a 
modestly clever structural quirk that eventually makes sense of seemingly random and dizzying events. 
This in medias res opening sees Nathan awakening from a brief unconscious daze to realise he and a 
string of tethered cargo crates are dangling out the open rear hatch of a cargo plane, demanding he 
crawl his way back along the crates to safety whilst fighting random heavies. Trouble is, this whole 
scene is rendered in cartoonish CGI that’s perfectly humiliated by its likely original model, the climax 
of The Living Daylights (1987), which sported real stunt men dangling off a real plane and looked like it 
and was exciting. 
 
 

 
 
 
There’s a long, stupid scene where Nathan and Sully try to rip off one of the crosses during an auction. 
Nate and Sully eventually jet off to Portugal in following a trail of relics and maps in search of a needed 
talisman to complete a set and yadda yadda frickin’ yadda. Along the way they get entangled with the 
nominal bad guy, Santiago Moncada (Antonio Banderas), scion of the wealthy clan that long ago 
bankrolled Magellan’s expedition and considers the lost horde his personal property. Things are also 
complicated – by that I mean painfully dragged out – by two of Sully’s former protégés: Braddock (Tati 



Gabrielle), who’s become Moncada’s chief henchwoman, and Chloe Frazer (Sophia Ali), a rogue 
operator who’s also on the treasure trail and immediately tries to rip Nathan and Sully after refusing to 
join them. Nonetheless she and Nathan are forced into an extremely uneasy partnership, slinking 
through a sewer under the city in following the instructions. The film delivers its one clever moment 
here when the path through the underworld according to four centuries earlier proves now to intersect 
with an underground nightclub, forcing heroes and villains to negotiate the crowded dance floor. 
Fleischer knows well enough this is a decent gag and so presents another variation on it later when he 
has Nathan and Chloe, floating on the ocean on a crate, abruptly wash up on a crowded tourist beach. 
 
 

 
 
 
Despite the potential for crafting an authentic and thrilling modern exemplar of its genre from the raw 
materials of the game, Uncharted sets its sights of lazily pleasing a young audience by aging the 
protagonist, villains, and frenemies down to the point where they all look like they were all borrowed 
from a Disney Channel show, and making some puerile stabs at revisionism, with Braddock suddenly 
getting big ideas and taking over as the chief baddie. Wahlberg and Banderas are nominally on hand for 
some gravitas, but the film treats them with contempt. Banderas’s Moncado, built up as a serious villain 
who’s willing to kill his own father to continue in his obsession, is abruptly killed by the treacherous 
Braddock half-way through, whilst Wahlberg walks through proceedings with a particularly indolent 
version of his patented act and a gotta-pay-for-my-new-pool look on his face. Holland, who can act, 
nonetheless settles for offering precisely the same performance he does as Spider-Man, making 
occasional klutzy exclamations of “Whoah!” and scrunching up the lower part of his face to suggest 
resolve. Where Tomb Raider (2018), whilst certainly imperfect, it tried to give the video game adaptation 
genre a new dose of believable action and classical dramatic integrity, Uncharted shuffles from event to 
event without any hint of grit or realism, or the opposite, truly lush style. 
 
 



 
 
 
Uncharted is as bad as director Ruben Fleischer’s earlier films, including the truly lamentable Gangster 
Squad (2013), and sharing traits of witlessly plastic direction. But where at least Fleischer in 
his Zombieland movies aimed for comic mayhem with a dark and anarchic hue, here everything’s been 
given a glycerine sheen. When a major character has his throat slit mid-film, there’s barely a drop of 
blood, signalling Hollywood is finally returning to its bloodless Hays Code days. If only it had the 
snappiness and storytelling integrity of a good 1930s B-movie to compensate. The three credited 
screenwriters offer up only the most trite character beats and conflicts: when Nathan learns that Sully 
had previously employed Sam in his search and left him for dead when Braddock ambushed them, it 
causes a breach that takes about five minutes to paper over. The general loathing Sully leaves his wake 
is similarly dangled as an intriguing dimension as a kind of modern-day Fagin: the theme of a corrupt 
mentor who keeps creating ever-more cynical and dangerous versions of himself, and the question as to 
how Nathan avoids that fate, has potential. But this likewise goes nowhere: Nathan’s basic goodness 
despite being a criminal is not an issue, and the supporting characters are barely sketched. 
 
 

 
 
 
Meanwhile Nathan and Chloe swap limp screwball antagonism before Fleischer plays fascinatingly coy 
over whether they sleep together. Their sparring relationship is built up as a major element of the film, 
only for Chloe to be unceremoniously bundled out of the movie when she tries to rip Nathan off and 
finds he beat her to it, leaving her to play no part at all in the last act. If ever I’ve watched a movie that 
seems to have been made to sate the tastes of a cross-section of PTA bullies, 13-year-old life-terrified 
Twitter enthusiasts, and very online moralists – bloodless, sexless, supposedly funny, sporting much 
plot exposition but no actual story. The film sports a villainess who spends the entire film swanning 



about in a sports bra and sporting blonde highlights as if auditioning to be a backup dancer in Rent. 
That Gabrielle does actually manage to invest Braddock with a sliver of ruthless intensity is a testament 
to her unjustified investment. Most of what little authentic élan Uncharted does wield stems from able 
use of Holland’s spry physicality and Fleischer’s able use of it. Nathan uses quick, scrambling dexterity 
in negotiating fights with larger opponents with any weapon that come to hand, and getting out of tight 
corners with parkour-like moves. How he learned such moves is left unexplained. We don’t learn 
anything about Nathan other than the bare essentials we’ve already seen. The guiding theorem 
behind Uncharted seems to be that a film version of a video game hero can be like the model a list of 
basic traits to enable the play. 
 
 

 
 
 
On the other hand, the scene where Nathan and Chloe negotiate a path through the underground 
nightclub sees Nathan putting his bartending skills, both physical and verbal, to creative use. A gag 
involving Nathan finding one of Moncado’s henchmen, a towering Scots heavy (Steven Waddington), 
entirely incomprehensible as he barks threats at him, is smirk-inducing, but again gets laboured 
repetition. The climax saves up one dynamic flourish as Braddock and team arrange for a pair of 
Spanish galleons to be lifted out of the cavern they’ve spent centuries in by helicopter, resulting in an 
aerial battle. This sequence is handled in a completely implausible manner, with the sight of two old, 
brittle, wooden ships weighing hundreds of tons being easily lifted and spun about by single 
helicopters, but it still had potential as a visually inventive situation fit for true swashbuckling, as Nate 
battles villains on the dangling craft. And yet Fleischer still can’t wring any proper suspense or delight 
out of this. Uncharted does indeed explore new territory and map it out for us, a place I fear too much 
big-budget cinema is going to look like from now on. One of echoing emptiness, of utter laziness, of the 
limpest pandering to whichever gamers can be bothered tearing themselves off their sticky-with-Coke-
syrup bean bag and limp out to a movie. The very end threatens a sequel when a supposedly dead 
character (guess which one) is revealed to be alive in some prison somewhere. I did not care. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Antigone (1961)  

  

 
 
 
The essence of classical tragedy lay in two powerful but irreconcilable value systems coming into 
conflict and grinding humans up between their wheels. Few examples of that ancient art have retained 
such vigour as Sophocles’ Antigone. Yorgos Tzavellas’ movie version is the only proper filming of the 
play, although some other contemporary-set films, like Liliana Caviani’s I Cannibale (1970), have taken 
it as a starting point. Tzavellas’ film stars Irene Papas, alongside Melina Mercouri the biggest 
international Greek star of the day, and it predates Papas’ collaborations with Michael Cacoyannis on 
other Euripides adaptations like Electra (1962) and The Trojan Women (1971). Whilst it lacks the 
cinematic artistry of those Cacoyannis’ films, Tzavellas’ Antigone is nonetheless highly worthwhile as a 
stark, moody, well-made product of the Greek cinema of its day, and for its cultural value as an actual 
Greek film of ancient Greek theatre. Tzavellas was a high-profile filmmaker on the Greek cinema scene 
as well as a playwright, born in Athens. He debuted as a director with Applause (1944) and following it 
with slice-of-life dramas like The Drunkard (1950), Lily of the Harbour (1952), and The Taxi Driver (1953). 
 



 

 
 
 
Tzavellas made his adaptation amidst the tense and fractious political context of Greece in the early 
1960s, as the country was trying to maintain stability following the civil war of the late 1940s, and with 
the lurch towards dictatorship in the Regime of the Colonels only a few years in the 
future. Antigone was as a result much on the minds of contemporary Greeks. Mikis Theodorakis has 
premiered his ballet version of the play two years earlier. Oddly enough, despite being a tale of civil 
disobedience, the play wasn’t one of Sophocles works banned from performance during the regime, who 
sensed very well what a sting such works could have in spite of, and because of, their archaic, culturally 
imbedded stature. Tzavellas’ take on Sophocles is sharp in depicting its meditations on the meaning of 
political power and resistance to it. As many a wearied classics and theatre student is well 
aware, Antigone, which Tzavellas adapted himself for the screenplay, begins in the aftermath on the 
attack on Thebes by Polynices, son of its former king Oedipus. Polynices was waging war on his brother 
Eteocles, who had been installed on their father’s former throne, and the two brothers killed each-other 
on the battlefield. Tzavellas begins his film with a striking sequence, opening on a shot of the city gate, 
which sports the carved likeness of the Sphinx Oedipus bested, before revealing the carnage of battle 
scattered across the sands before the city walls, shattered chariots and gnarled corpses scattered like 
litter and citizens dashing about in panic. 
 
 



  
 
Papas, whose resolute jaw, alternatively ferocious and limpid gaze, and jet-black hair made her seem 
like the stuff of a tragic Attic heroine was inscribed in her genes, is Antigone. She stalks through this 
ruinous scene oblivious to the churning chaos and milling, panicked humanity as she’s already heard 
fateful news on top of losing her two brothers, news she imparts to her sister Ismene (Maro Kontou) 
when she meets her amidst the tumult. Eteocles is to be buried as befits a king but his replacement, 
their uncle Creon (Manos Katrakis), wants Polynices’ corpse dumped in a field and left for animals and 
the elements to consume, as a fitting punishment for attacking the city. Ismene declares, “I cannot 
battle the whole state,” when Antigone asks for her help in defying Creon’s order to try and minister the 
correct ritual rites over Polynices’ body, so Antigone angrily tells her, “Be safe then.” When the sun rises 
on the battlefield the city elders, who form the chorus, come out and survey the signs of battle and 
muse on the meaning of the battle’s vignettes. 
 
 



 
 
 
When a sentry (Giannis Argyris) informs Creon that someone seems to have performed funerary rites 
over Polynices’ body including scattering dust over him, the king is furious and announces his utter 
determination to find who defied his order and put them to death. The elders back him up in his anger 
by extolling the rule of law. The sentry, frightened of being punished himself for failing to prevent the 
violation, flees back to the dusty plains outside the city and keeps watch with some men after cleaning 
the dust off Polynices. They see Antigone return to perform the ritual again, capture her, and bring her 
before Creon, who resolves to put her to death despite the fact she’s engaged to his son Haemon (Nikos 
Kazis), and also has Ismene arrested in belief she was involved. Haemon confronts his father and 
manages to get Ismene freed, but the two men still have a falling out that leads to disaster. 
 
 



 
 
 
Filming classic theatrical works is one of those practices often decried for being creatively beholden to 
prestige or alien mediums, and yet it’s one that also provokes a great breadth of conceptual and artistic 
approaches. Compare the psychological labyrinth Laurence Olivier set his Hamlet (1948) with the 
mythically distorted dream-past Orson Welles staged for Macbeth (1948), or Pier Paolo Pasolini’s 
immersion in antique ritualism for his takes on Oedipus Rex (1968) and Medea (1969) with the classical 
theatrical approach touched with surrealism Tyrone Guthrie wielded in his film of his stage production 
of Oedipus Rex (1957). Attic theatre never aspired to be realistic but to rather elucidate poetic and 
philosophical concepts in language. Tzavellas offers a light veneer of expressionistic stylisation in what 
is otherwise a broadly realistic approach. His film is littered with deftly architectural framings and noir-
like lighting effects, and offers a solid and authentic-seeming version of a Bronze-age Greek city and 
palace. In this way Tzavellas aims for a definite historical atmosphere befitting a story that, however 
universal its concerns are, is founded firmly in the bedrock of ancient Greece’s social and religious 
expectations. It’s interesting to see a version of the play that approaches it not as a malleable piece of 
cultural inheritance but a work of folk-history. 
 
 



 
 
 
The inherently dramatic black-and-white photography is then appropriate for a play that’s less about 
the terrors of the mind and Fate’s unknowable nature than a clash of social values, where the darkness 
that eventually swallows the heroine, quite literally, is imposed by the wrath of unyielding power. 
Antigone embarks on her course of action knowing full well how it might end for her, but cannot 
countenance any other path. The centrepiece of play and film is the confrontation between Antigone 
and Creon, where the king bitterly extols obedience to the law - that is, his personal edicts - and 
Antigone insists unflinchingly that obedience to religious rituals prescribed by the Gods is more 
important. This argument is deeply infused by the aristocratic self-righteousness of both king and 
princess, a clash Tzavellas repeatedly emphasises as one driven by Creon’s determination not to bow to 
nor take on the quality of womanliness, a quality Antigone herself both exemplifies and subverts, at 
least in comparison to her more circumspect and decorous sister. Antigone’s punishment is to be sealed 
up alive inside a cave where she will slowly suffocate: “O tomb, o my bridal chamber!” she cries with 
despairing irony as she’s led in as a virgin sacrifice. 
 
 



 
 
 
Antigone’s interment comes after Creon gives an audience to Haemon where father and son try with all 
their strength to remain cool and logical but finally their emotions erupt and son furiously repudiates 
the father for his rigid faith that governance can proceed heedless of the needs and feelings of the 
governed: “Then go be king in a desert,” Haemon advises. Tzavellas’ adaptation pointedly keeps using 
the word “state” in emphasising the impersonal aspect of the basic conflict, the individual’s sense of 
right pitted against political authority, which upholds that it must absolute or else be ineffectual, a 
schism which is one of the oldest in civilisation. Creon’s decree regarding Polynices is supposed to 
restore Thebans’ sense of communal identity and cohesion by imposing a dread consequence for the act 
of betraying the polis, but instead fuels simmering discontent and dissent – several characters report to 
Creon that his people decry his edict in private but are afraid to speak out. Finally, after entombing 
Antigone, Creon encounters the ever-allusive and chronically late seer Tiresias (Tzavalas Karousos), 
who warns him that Antigone must be rescued or Creon will fall prey to dread judgement from the 
Gods. Creon ripostes by accusing the prophet of taking bribes, so infuriating Tiresias that he furiously 
denounces the king – “All tyrants are gluttons for ill-gotten power!” he declares – and leaves him to his 
fate. 
 
 



 
 
 
Papas is characteristically excellent, but in many ways Katrakis gives the dominant performance, given 
that the play is really more about Creon’s downfall than Antigone’s martyrdom, which is ultimately 
blessed with the sanctity of dying for a principal and being annihilated by despotism. Katrakis is 
particularly good at depicting Creon’s reactive and insecure sense of his power. Creon is ruthlessly 
crushed by the Fates when his action inspires his son’s murderous attack on him and then suicide, and 
this in turn brings about his wife Eurydice’s (Ilia Livykou) suicide and dying curse on him. There’s a 
great shot of Antigone alone in her palace cell awaiting the dawn on the day of execution, dwarfed by 
the great stone walls. The quality of Papas and Katrakis does highlight the less inspired performances by 
some of the supporting cast. If Tzavellas’ approach to filming ancient theatre isn’t as impressive as 
Pasolini’s or Cacoyannis’ it’s because his filmmaking lacks flexibility and inventiveness of technique – 
in The Trojan Women for instance Cacoyannis used editing to make the chorus’s pronouncements into 
events of strange witchery and defiant anti-realism where here the chorus just lumber around. 
 
 



 
 
 
Tzavellas uses flashbacks, not always so gracefully, to illustrate scenes that take place “off stage,” 
including the discovery of Antigone’s crime and the climax of violence and suicide. But he does deliver 
some extraordinary moments, like a discursive use of sound and vision as the leader of the chorus 
delivers a melancholy monologue on the binding and tormenting nature of love that’s also a kind of 
prayer, whilst Tzavellas shows Antigone and Haemon in their separate spaces, she pining in her cell, he 
sitting out in the countryside consumed by guilt and sorrow, the light of dawn equated with the light of 
love that stirs all things. The sequence resolves with dawn breaking on the ramparts of the city, spear-
wielding soldiers in silhouette under streaming clouds catching the first light, as if civilisation is still 
only maintained at this moment by the most tense of vigils against the wilderness without. Equally 
good is the very end, as the utterly broken Creon abandons his crown and marches out into the 
wilderness beyond the city gates in a long and remorseless shot that holds until he begins to dissolve in 
the shadows. At such moments Tzavellas’ Antigone delivers visual gestures worthy of Sophocles’ words. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Carrie (1976) 

 

 
 
 
Director: Brian De Palma 
Screenwriter: Lawrence D. Cohen 
 
 
The novel Carrie, published in 1974, vaulted a struggling young English teacher with a few short stories 
to his credit named Stephen King to sudden fortune and fame. Director Brian De Palma, looking for a 
project after his would-be breakout project Phantom of the Paradise (1974) had proved only a minor cult 
success, was recommended the novel by a friend who also knew King. After reading the book De Palma 
found the rights were unsold and snapped them up. Something of the material’s weird magic rubbed 
off. De Palma’s film of Carrie became his first big hit and marked his emergence as a fully mature 
filmmaker in his major phase, and boosted several members of its cast, including star Sissy Spacek and 
supporting actors Nancy Allen, Amy Irving, and John Travolta, to it-kid status. The film’s success also 
sparked a swiftly metastasizing industry adapting King’s work for the movies, which only helped 
reinforce his position as one of the preeminent genre wordsmiths of the last fifty years. King himself 
had only reluctantly committed to writing the novel after the first scene came to him a squall of phobic 
thinking when, working part-time as a janitor in a school with his brother and cleaning some girls’ 
locker room showers, was fixated by the image of some poor girl terrified by her period suddenly 
arriving whilst showering and being ferociously mocked by her classmates, a scene of a kind King had 
witnessed often in high school. 
 
 



 
 
 
The taboo-grazing blood rite King had psychically conjured upon proved to be the ticket to directly 
tapping into the modern audience’s new hunger for a kind of direct engagement with things once kept 
off in the margins of metaphor in artistic report, in both the intimate engagement with a young 
woman’s body as an unstable and sometimes alien thing to herself, and the direct portrayal of the raw 
pack animal behaviour young people often inflict on each-other in the process of growing up, and the 
occasions where such behaviour gains a dreadful retaliation. The cementing of suburban youth culture 
in the 1950s made the dramas of adolescence increasingly profound as part of the average person’s 
life. Carrie’s appeal is, then, plainly emblazoned in its core imagery and concept, a tale recognisable 
from just about everyone’s youth in the games of social status amongst teenagers and fantasies of 
revenge stoked in the face of rejection. King’s ambivalence about his subject and characters was 
mediated to a degree by his choice of writing it as a modern version of an epistolary novel, that is, one 
that affects to relate a story through second-hand sources like letters, diary entries, and newspaper 
articles, holding the key personalities at a certain distance. Once boiled down by screenwriter Lawrence 
D. Cohen to something more immediate and reconstructed by De Palma into a succession of potent 
images, King’s story clearly had the directness and velocity of a modern myth. 
 
 



 
 
 
For De Palma, the former no-budget semi-experimental ironist springing out of the Greenwich Village 
hipster scene, Carrie was a dynamic embrace of commercial populism, and yet still charged with a 
transgressive energy in style and story. After scoring cult successes with his early works 
like Greetings (1968) and Hi, Mom! (1972) on the counterculture-informed midnight movie circuit, De 
Palma cobbled together the money to make Sisters (1972), a blend of new age Alfred Hitchcock 
revisionism, Italian giallo movie riff, and New Yorker’s inside joke that put him on the path to 
mainstream attention, only be foiled by Phantom of the Paradise’s failure with its wilfully odd attempt 
to blend Grand Guignol pathos and ink-black satirical comedy. The ironic thing there is 
that Carrie basically presents the same mixture, complete with another tormented victim-monster at 
the centre like Phantom’s Winslow Leach, broken on the world’s wheel but also transformed into a 
force that starts laying waste to the iniquitous. This time however De Palma swapped giddy absurdum 
for tight-wound drama. De Palma’s infamous tendency to twist the knife deep and hard with his pitiable 
antiheroes found an ideal stage to play out on in King’s story. De Palma’s cultural and political cynicism 
likewise found a more personal realm to play out in, latching onto King’s reportage of a country in 
painfully dynamic social flux where medieval religiosity can sit cheek-by-jowl with the kind of blunt 
modern sensibility both King and De Palma personified in their individual ways. 
 
 



 
 
 
As well as the worm-turns essence of the storyline De Palma was likely also attracted to a central 
character who plays as a distaff take on Psycho’s (1960) Norman Bates, with Margaret a still-living Mrs 
Bates, and her house as an islet of American Gothic: the homage is made more explicit in naming both 
the high school and the nearby slaughterhouse after Bates. And yet Carrie also sees De Palma defining 
himself askew from mere emulation of Hitchcock, indulging visual techniques antipathetic to the 
master. Carrie also had good fortune to be released after the enormous success of William Peter Blatty’s 
novel The Exorcist and its 1973 film, a zeitgeist-defining that identified the corporeal form of an 
adolescent girl as the ideal vessel for satanic hellraising in a fragmented and faithless modern world. As 
a story Carrie both rode that wave and also dismantled it, accusing repressive and neurotically obsessive 
religiosity as part of the conspiracy of torment that results in calamity, counterpointed by a new variety 
of milquetoast, disinterested, hands-off attitude by the representatives of adult authority in the 
hothouse environment of the average contemporary American high school which offers no harsh 
chastisement but no solace either. The first glimpse of Carrie White (Spacek) is on the volleyball court 
of Bates High School, failing to smack back a ball when it sails her way, earning the disdain and abuse of 
her classmates. De Palma follows with a long, languorous credit sequence, with his slow-motion camera 
and Vaseline-glazed misty imagery, glides across a school playing field and slides through changing 
rooms for female high schoolers as they wash and get dressed. 
 
 



 
 
 
De Palma immediately pokes fun at multiple targets, playing out the voyeuristic teenage boy fantasy of 
getting an eyeful in a girls’ locker room and the kind of movies that had exploded around the same time 
built making bank with such fantasies. At the same time he plays at sentimentalising it, Pino Donaggio’s 
lush strings scoring rendering the scene like some lyrical depiction of the blooming glory of young 
womanhood. Cross-reference the more idealised, clean, arty version found in the early scenes of Picnic 
at Hanging Rock (1975). The caressing slow-motion tracking shot zeroes in on Carrie showering alone, 
lost in the warmth of the shower and the sensual pleasure of touching herself, the image of the protean 
adolescent ripe for plucking, until she experiences the raw terror of suddenly finding her nethers 
leaking blood, an inevitable and completely natural moment of burgeoning that is nonetheless a 
profound shock to Carrie as she’s never been told about it by her fanatically religious and abusive 
mother Margaret (Piper Laurie). Carrie’s terrified pleas for help reap only ruthless joy from her fellows 
who pelt her with sanitary products to the malicious chorus of chant, “Plug it up! Plug it up!”, which 
evokes the “One of us!” chant from Freaks (1932) but with inverted meaning: the exalted state of 
conformist normality can only be so exalted by finding a sacrificial lamb. Or perhaps the better Biblical 
reference point is the Gadarene swine, to contain the concentrated essence of wickedness to be released 
at some appropriate juncture. 
 
 



 
 
 
This rite of blood and shunning is interrupted by gym teacher Miss Collins (Betty Buckley) intervenes 
with vehement anger, promising to punish the girls for their behaviour and helping Carrie out of her 
cowering humiliation and shame. But, as Collins herself confesses to the school principal Morton 
(Stefan Gierasch), she experienced a similar kind of exasperation to the girls at the spectacle of Carrie’s 
absurdity. Morton, confirming complete cluelessness and timidity when faced with such female trouble, 
lets Collins handle the girls, and Collins forces the class to exercise to the point of exhaustion on pain of 
being banned from attending the upcoming prom. When one of the girls, the wilful and entitled Chris 
Hargensen (Allen), refuses to play along, Collins smacks her and bans her, scaring the rest back in line. 
Chris plots revenge aimed not at Collins but at Carrie, and Chris’s former friend Sue Snell (Irving) 
accidentally hands her the perfect way to achieve it when she decides to try and cheer Carrie up by 
asking her own, popular jock boyfriend Tommy Ross (William Katt) to take Carrie to the prom instead 
of her. Tommy is initially dismayed by the prospect, but is eventually convinced, in part because he and 
Carrie recently shared a moment in English class, under the auspices of the patronising and disdainful 
teacher Mr Fromm (Sydney Lassick), where she pronounced one of his writing projects Fromm reads 
aloud with an acerbic lilt as “beautiful” and he quietly insulted Fromm for mocking Carrie’s moment of 
self-expression. 
 
 



 
 
 
Carrie herself can only wander homewards after her excruciating ushering into adulthood. But another 
new trait has arrived along with her period, first manifesting in a moment of confusion during her panic 
when she screams as Collins tries to bring her out of her hysteria and a light globe overhead abruptly 
busts, and becoming more defined as she glares at a younger boy who calls her the teasing name 
“Creepy Carrie!” and seems to make him fall from his bike by force of will. Later Carrie investigates in 
the school library and realises she has telekinetic abilities. But returning to her home Carrie finds 
herself still entirely at the moment of her zealous, domineering, cape-swanning mother, who spends her 
days soliciting donations for some vague denominational cause and ranting about the influence of 
Satan, an imprint she sees now as fatefully taken hold of her daughter after long repressing it. “Why 
didn’t you tell me momma?” Carrie questions in tearful agonistes whilst her mother wallops her with a 
religious pamphlet and exiles her to a closet specially kept as a place of imprisonment and musing 
under the baleful glaze of a glowing-eyed crucified Jesus. Eventually, after the frantic, gruelling 
spectacle of parental abuse and Carrie’s anguish is expended she’s released and allowed to go to bed. 
 
 



 
 
 
Carrie feels curiously distinct from the pack of 1970s American Horror cinema despite sharing key 
concerns with so much of it – a supernaturally-gifted child destroyer a la The Exorcist and The 
Omen (1976), and a setting befitting a genre becoming obsessed with both depicting and sating 
teenagers, which could still deliver movies as diverse as Massacre at Central 
High (1976), Communion (1976), and Halloween (1978), and a tendency Carrie’s success likely 
quickened. Carrie’s distinction stems from the opportune convergence of De Palma, his cast, and King’s 
story. De Palma made the $1.8 million budget, solid for a ‘70s genre film but still very modest, stretch a 
hell of a long way, and applies operatic reaches style that’s the complete opposite to the low-budget, 
DIY atmosphere of many films of the time. That stringency was exemplified by the so-real-you-can-
smell-it intensity of The Texas Chain Saw Massacre (1974), although both films become fixated by a 
spectacle of witnessing horror, communicated through flash edits zeroing in on the eyes of a young 
woman’s – the arrested cosmic terror of Sally Hardesty gives way to the arresting cosmic wrath of Carrie 
White. Both movies also connect the griminess of working-class life as represented by industrialised 
farming, a zone where bloodshed is at once carefully controlled and rendered on a vast scale, and 
human degradation, tethered in the singular, queasy connection of Carrie’s menstruation and a fateful 
bucket of pig’s blood. The narrative’s slow burn towards a singular, orgiastic eruption of violence and 
character-driven drama in the meantime are also distinctive at a moment when the genre was becoming 
increasingly geared towards serving up shock machines populated by living mannequins. This informed 
the film’s embracing as a mainstream success, with Oscar nominations for Spacek and Laurie, a rare 
achievement for a Horror film. 
 
 



 
 
 
Spacek herself, genuinely remarkable in the role, lobbied intensely for it after having worked under De 
Palma as a costumer on Phantom of the Paradise. Spacek had already established a unique ability on 
Terrence Malick’s Badlands (1974) to seem at once earthy and alien, open and recessive, and this talent 
is key to Carrie’s success, particular in the climax where her blood-caked, glaze-eyed visage shifts from 
human to demonic in the blink of an eye. De Palma depicts the multiple forms of abuse and misuse 
Carrie receives with a blatant verve that manages to walk a very fine line between savage intensity and 
campy extremity. Margaret White’s religious paraphernalia and fire-and-brimstone speechifying, 
brilliantly expostulated through Laurie’s well-pitched performance, is imbued with a faint touch of 
black humour (like flashes of lightning accompanying some of her grimmer pronouncements, almost 
like we’ve segued into a Mel Brooks film) that keeps the experience from being too nasty and 
convincing, but still evoking pain. Carrie herself, unlike the gawky, sullen character in King’s book, is 
allowed a sympathetic pathos reminiscent of a Dickens heroine, vulnerable and damaged but retaining 
of dignity and grit that begins to assert itself as her secret power grows, even if soon enough Little 
Dorrit goes Godzilla on their asses. 
 
 



 
 
 
De Palma’s tendency to be mean to his protagonists in his 1970s and ‘80s heyday, a tendency that many 
onlookers found off-putting, wasn’t an incidental perversity but core to his essential worldview, 
beholding everyone as engaged in a battle to the death, whether they know it or not, with powers 
reigning over them and/or within them. Carrie gave him the perfect focal point for this recurring drama 
as she fights on both fronts and loses on both. Carrie’s stab at liberation is potent, as she begins to wield 
her telekinetic ability to hold her mother at bay and takes up Tommy’s invitation, met at first with 
incredulity, as a vessel that, no matter what motives are behind it, she can ride to some new shore. But 
there’s a weak point in that armour of emancipation which, when breached, has consequences beyond 
reckoning. One irony in De Palma’s treatment of King’s story, one the writer himself noted, was in 
seeing it as an account of a matriarchy, a world of women controlled by women existing semi-separately 
to the one shared by the genders, where the ferocity aimed at eccentricity can make the peevishness of 
boys look limp by comparison, and where feminine power exists in multiple forms, good and bad and 
smudged. 
 
 



 
 
 
Collins’ embodiment of a positive force is complicated by her also being an avatar of an everyday world 
that can’t help but be exasperated by Carrie as an emissary from a slightly different one. Carrie’s need 
for her mother to show her something resembling unconditional love simmers right up until she’s 
obliged to kill her. De Palma raises the curtain on two different kinds of female manipulation, one 
essentially positive, as Sue talks Tommy into taking Carrie to the prom, and one negative, as Chris 
wields a mixture of unease-inducing derision and sexual appeal to push her boyfriend Billy (Travolta) 
into helping her plan to destroy Carrie. And Billy signs on with giggly-dumb charm, readily exchanging 
hanging out and driving around for bashing a pig to death, much to Chris’s flagrant erotic excitement, 
conveyed as De Palma cuts repeatedly from Billy’s hammer swings to Chris’s chanting delight. The 
linkage of cruelty to sexuality isn’t just the usual edge of sadism attributed to villains either: this is a 
portrayal of social order enforcement at a basic level, the core breeding class ensuring their 
perpetuation by guarding privilege and punishing outliers. Whatever gloss the ‘70s youth culture 
bestows on them doesn’t disguise their part in an ancient order. Collins’ collective punishment of the 
girls only has the effect of stirring more determined action from the hive. 
 
 



 
 
 
Margaret White on the other hand tries to subsist within a bubble preserving another atavistic order, 
playing at detachment from all fashion, a bubble of faux-renaissance paintings of the Last Supper on the 
walls, candlelit dinners, and terrible wrath. Margaret of course comes to believe her daughter’s 
manifesting gift comes like her monthly from Satan, despite Carrie’s insistence that it comes only from 
herself, much in the same way as she retorts to her mother decrying her “dirty pillows” on display in her 
prom dress, “They’re called breasts, momma, and every woman has them.” Margaret’s raving climactic 
soliloquy to Carrie recounts her relationship with her long-since absconded husband, who respected 
her demand for chastity in their union until one night he came home drunk and molested her, to her 
eventual enjoyment, a lapse into humanity Margaret becomes convinced she’s being punished for 
through her cursed child. The example of mania her mother provides is one Carrie tries to move past 
but ultimately entraps her: the moment she’s presented with a source of rage and the power to do 
something with it she reacts in exactly the same way. Meanwhile Carrie’s timorous reaction to Tommy’s 
invitation gets to Collins who angrily confronts him and Sue, assuming they’re up to more mischief, but 
eventually, warily accepts their reasoning. Tommy goes to see Carrie at her home to repeat his 
invitation, and finally gets her to accept, and Carrie begins embracing her chance to bloom with 
determination. 
 
 



 
 
 
Carrie’s story advances with the rigour and inevitability of Greek tragedy, a likeness that only becomes 
stronger as it encompasses an offended heroine whose story counts down in distorted gradations of 
unified time and setting, and a stage that becomes an amphitheatre of carnage and breakdown, and 
where the mechanics of what’s happening unfold with predestined smoothness. Intrigues 
simultaneously reach out to Carrie to rescue her and destroy her, charted with mischievous detail and 
coming together in the prom. Hitchcock, never of course far out of range of De Palma’s points of 
reference, is nodded to in the suburban gothic of the White house and in the name of the High School. 
De Palma’s aesthetic for the film is as hot as Stanley Kubrick’s for The Shining (1981) would be cold, via 
Mario Tosi’s cinematography. De Palma’s deeply sarcastic romanticism continues with Carrie’s walk 
home early in the film along sun-dappled streets replete with shady trees and red roses that mimic and 
mock her menstrual blood, and mirrors this imagery towards the end as a sanctified and white-clad Sue 
makes the same walk towards the White house, or where it used to be. Strong anticipation here for the 
aesthetic David Lynch would apply to Blue Velvet (1986) of a stylised, utopian, too-good-to-be-true 
suburban life. 
 
 



 
 
 
Collins’ forced exercise regimen for the girls’ punishment becomes a little aria of camera wit, tracking 
along at thigh-height with the teacher as the girls are put through their strenuous paces, rendered 
ridiculous as they bob in and out of the frame with increasingly frayed expressions. This is in itself a 
more deadpan and playful riposte to the precursor scene where Margaret lords over Carrie where De 
Palma conveys the application of authority more ominously from on high, as Margaret slaps her 
daughter’s face with a booklet with a chapter title, ‘The Sins of Woman’ and, with a similar rhythmic 
intensity to the exercising girls, tries to make Carrie repeat her chant of “The first sin was intercourse,” 
which also echoes the girls’ chant of “Plug it up!” By contrast, De Palma sees Tommy and his pals hitting 
the town to be fitted for prom tuxedos, vaguely recalling the lads about town in Greetings, except that 
De Palma starts fast-forwarding through their yammering, a good joke in its own right that engages in a 
playful way with De Palma’s delight in the texture of film itself, and also a curt thematic underlining: 
the boys aren’t the show in this movie. The detention exercise scene also provides a definitive character 
moment with Chris’s attempted rebellion turning distraught after Collins slaps her, and her appeal to 
her friends – “She can’t get away with this if we all stick together!” – gains only timorous shakes of the 
head from most and, from a revolted Sue, one “Shut up Chris, just shut up.” 
 
 



 
 
 
Irving, who would be promoted to the role of gifted-accursed psychic in The Fury (1978), De Palma’s 
thematic sequel, has an interesting role as Sue, whose journey is in a way the actual core 
of Carrie although she’s not the focal point, as Sue represents a kind of assailed middle ground in the 
story, someone who grows up a little faster than her schoolmates but remains dangerously naïve in 
aspects. Glimpsed at first eagerly joining the pack attacking Carrie, she’s pulled aside by Collins when 
she first comes on the scene and angrily berated for her behaviour, and looks bewildered, as if pulled 
out of sleepwalking. Sue’s desire to do Carrie a good turn – “We don’t care how we look,” she tells 
Collins when the teacher confronts her and Tommy – is a noble gesture with troubling caveats, in 
obliging her boyfriend to make that gesture on her behalf, but not imagining there’s personal risk in it, 
and in accidentally handing Chris the perfect venue for her own cruelty. Sue’s working on Tommy 
resolves when he finally says he’ll do it whilst she’s doing homework and he’s watching a James Garner 
Western on TV, a deft little joke that suggests Tommy enjoys playing the white knight. Irving’s on-
screen mother Eleanor was played by her real one, Priscilla Pointer. Eleanor’s early encounter with 
Margaret, who comes to her house soliciting donations, sees the way adult transaction counterpoint 
those of teenagers, Eleanor trying her best to fend off Margaret’s proselytising with awkward courtesy 
before flatly bribing her to go away, a gesture Margaret accepts but not without making sure the 
offender feels the frost her righteous gaze. 
 
 



 
 
 
De Palma also taps the paraphernalia of Margaret’s religiosity for exceedingly dark humour and even 
darker psychology, setting up a motif that has its brilliantly sick pay-off by film’s end. Margaret’s exiling 
of Carrie into the prayer cupboard sees her share space with a statue of St Sebastian, riddled with 
arrows, upturned eyes painted with phosphorescent paint to better depict ecstatic agony. Good 
education for a life of martyrdom. Carrie already has Tommy in her sights as a fair idol, a newspaper 
clipping of his footballing exploits stuck to the side of her bedroom mirror, a mirror whose gaze she 
cracks in a moment of anxiety but manages to reforge mentally in time to avoid her mother’s attention. 
Katt is also tremendous as the genuinely good-natured Tommy, who eventually finds not just pride but 
real affection in playing Carrie’s beau for the night as he comes to comprehend there’s an interesting, 
potentially lovely person on his arm. He deftly knocks aside her not-at-all-illusioned stabs at releasing 
him from duty by assuring her he asked her out “because you liked my poem,” although he admits later 
he didn’t write it. Meanwhile Chris draws in other friends into her conspiracy, including Freddy 
(Michael Talbott), who left school before graduation and works now in the local slaughterhouse, and 
her friend Norma (P.J. Soles), who volunteer to be on the committee overseeing the election of the 
Prom King and Queen, intending to stuff the ballot for Carrie. Chris gets Freddy to help her and Billy 
kill a pig and collect its blood in a bucket, which they rig up in the rafters of the high school gym, where 
the prom will be take place, to pour the contents down on Carrie as a sadistic coup-de-theatre. 
 
 



 
 
 
Carrie works beautifully as a metaphor for the sheer goddamn pain of growing up as a human animal. 
Where in the book Carrie had her powers from childhood here it’s explicitly connected with her new 
maturation, connecting them as devices of creation and destruction. For Margaret the ‘Sin of Woman” 
is not just to experience lust but to propagate at all. Spacek herself defined her understanding of Carrie 
as a “secret poet” who has no gift at expression and assertion until some strange kink of fate gifts her 
this powerful talent, as if her stifled will has forced some latent part of herself to grow like muscle. Or 
perhaps it’s a test provided from on high, or on low, connected to rather than breaking from her 
upbringing, and what Carrie then does with it can be seen a radical extrapolation of the Christian 
concept of free will. The more immediately troubling facet of Carrie’s prognosis lies in its understanding 
the pressure cooker nature of modern teenage life and the age of the school massacre, the school a 
social zone designed to force young people to become independent entities but instead all too often 
producing both dronish cliques and outcasts and rebels, experiences that most make part of their 
permanent identity for good or ill. King noted in his book On Writing that both of the girls he based 
Carrie on from his experience died young, one by suicide, their pain turned inward and septic, 
but Carrie the book and film sees a time when that kind of sickness will be turned outward and become 
the stuff of mass media causes celebre. 
 
 



 
 
 
Notably, in The Fury when De Palma picked up the same basic plot motif of psychic powers as a 
metaphor for adolescent genesis and the fine line between creative and destructive potential, he turned 
the tables in making the popular, sporty kids stricken with the same power, with Robin Sandza the 
ultimate coddled man-child jock, and Gillian Bellaver a more focused and virtuous version of Carrie, 
finally blowing the false parent/authority figure to smithereens. Carrie certainly cemented precepts 
Horror cinema would extend for years afterwards, but also seems from today’s perspective to have left a 
deeper influence on popular storytelling to come, many of which would invert the film’s tragic 
apocalypse into heroic narratives. Works like the Harry Potter series and a vast swathe of superhero 
movies take up its wish-fulfilment thread whilst avoiding its bleak contemplation of social and 
psychological determinism. The wave of high school movies, whilst having more realistic narratives, 
like Pretty In Pink (1985) and Mean Girls (2003) might also be counted as its children. The film’s 
underpinning similarities to George Lucas’ Star Wars (1977) as an adolescent fantasy about control and 
annihilation, despite the very different tonal and genre frames, is given extra piquancy by how many 
members of Carrie’s cast also tried to get in on the Lucas film. 
 
 



 
 
 
In any event, Carrie’s climactic prom sequence is one of those cinematic set-pieces it’s hard not to relish 
in anticipation even as in involves terrible things, simply for the sheer verve of the filmmaking and 
storytelling force. The sequence divides in three miniature chapters, each keyed to a different emotional 
experience and a different style, beginning with a depiction of rising exultation, a midsection of 
simultaneous anointing and portent, and a climax that erupts in anarchy. These chapters also have 
metaphysical overtones connected with Carrie’s experience: heaven, purgatory, hell. Heaven, because 
Carrie’s entrance to the prom and her experiences seem like her deepest wishes coming true, as she 
connects with people for the first time, finding actual friends in Tommy, Collins and some other girls, 
with Sue watching on like a fairy godmother who’s made this particular pumpkin into a princess. 
Purgatory where the slow motion photography stretches time into a dream zone where triumph – 
Tommy and Carrie delighted to find they’ve been elected and ascend to claim their dues – and calamity 
– Sue and Billy hiding behind the scenery with their fingers on the rope – coexist, and finally the inferno 
released along with the torrent of blood. 
 
 



 
 
 
De Palma had already established himself as a powerful visual stylist, but the techniques and structural 
elements he would bring into play here formed his arsenal henceforth and defined him as a mature 
talent, winnowed down a series of suite-like moves. One constant De Palma stylistic motif provides the 
crux of the movie, spinning his camera with increasingly speed whilst also zoomed in, delivering a 
resultant feeling of dizzied rhapsody around Carrie and Tommy as they dance, a swooning islet of pure 
teenage romanticism that’s sufficient in itself. The central slow-motion passage performs a similar feat 
of immersive style but to quite different effect, swooning headiness giving way to dreamlike 
ponderousness that exacerbates with malicious humour and charts coinciding actions with precision – 
Sue, having agreed to keep away from the prom to avoid any hint of unpleasantness for Carrie, sneaks in 
to revel in the scene she cares about like a good director, only to notice the trembling rope linked to the 
bucket above, and, following it, almost breaks in upon Chris and Billy in their hidey-hole. Only for her 
intervention to be forestalled by Collins, who thinks she’s going to make trouble, grabbing Sue and 
showing her out of the gym without listening to her explanation. De Palma dives in for a close-up of 
Chris licking her lips in sensual relish of her triumph, her face a gleaming mask of almost sexual 
satisfaction in her moment of revenge. And down comes the rain of red, red blood, splattering on 
Carrie, and with the bucket dangling and falling, hitting Tommy on the head and killing him. 
 
 



 
 
 
The precise diagramming of the various story and character threads here and accompanying, interlaced 
ironies makes for a just about perfect unit of filmmaking, and that’s before Carrie avenges herself by 
wielding her powers in blind madness, psychically controlling doors and firehoses to herd and pummel 
the crowd, unleashing fire and flood. Here, De Palma’s virulent showmanship is also Carrie’s, apparent 
as she forces all the doors of the gym shut and then turns on a red fill light, all the better to perform 
devilish work. De Palma presents Carrie’s delirious perspective with wheeling kaleidoscopic images as 
her mother’s enjoining, “They’re all gonna laugh at you!” repeats in her head whilst she imagines the 
entire crowd, rather than the handful of creeps the more neutral camera reveals, laughing and jeering at 
her perfect humiliation. De Palma then turns to split-screen shots, which he had played with 
on Sisters but here found a more aggressive use for, to present the violent action in a flux of cause and 
effect, picking out both diverse events and different angles on the same moment. Carrie herself 
becomes cinematically bifurcated as she is mentally. At the centre of all this is Spacek-as-Carrie 
sweeping all before her, mouth twisted in an awful deathly grin when the blood first falls on her, 
reminiscent of silent film Horror images like The Man Who Laughs’ (1928) carved grin or The Phantom 
of the Opera (1926) wearing his Red Death mask, caught somewhere between lunatic hilarity and plain 
lunacy, before her face turns impassive and her eyes wide and aglow with berserker wrath as she rains 
down death. 
 
 



 
 
 
There’s another sting in the little detail that the two people most responsible for her downfall, Chris 
and Billy, sneak out before she unleashes the mayhem. Instead Carrie’s indiscriminate hate falls on both 
creeps like Freddy and Norma but also on many absolutely innocent people, even Collins, who, realising 
what’s happening, cries at Carrie to stop it only to be crushed by a piece of stage scenery. Fromm is fried 
by whipping electrical wires and the backcloth catches fire, a rippling wave of fire rising behind Carrie’s 
red-smeared silhouette, become a creature akin to the awesome Chernibog in Fantasia (1940) 
commanding an army of imps dancing in the flames. Steven Spielberg might have kept it in mind just a 
little for the climax Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981); Quentin Tarantino certainly did for Inglourious 
Basterds (2009). De Palma pulls off a most difficult feat in forcing the audience to identify with Carrie, 
even love her, and then behold the spectacle of her maniacal anger, about as a pure an episode of Grand 
Guignol there is in cinema. Carrie, still lurching in wraithlike detachment, exists the blazing gym and 
wanders down the road, where Chris and Billy spot her as Chris drives Billy’s car with a glint of her own 
maniacal delight in her eyes, whilst Billy drools and giggles. De Palma’s editing here, taking the inward-
stepping jump cuts to the dead man’s eyes in The Birds (1963) to a hyperbolic zone, skips in towards 
Spacek’s glowing eyes in lightning-fast jump-cuts that explicitly connect the glaze-gazed power of 
Carrie’s looking as she turns at almost the last second and casually swats the car aside with her power, 
then makes it explode. 
 
 



 
 
 
Carrie’s return home nonetheless sees the avenging angel becoming a pathetic child again, washing off 
the blood that cakes her and searching for her mother, who has set up guttering candles throughout the 
house but seems to be hiding herself, eventually proving to be hovering behind the door to Carrie’s 
bedroom. Margaret recounts Carrie’s conception and then stabs her daughter with a kitchen knife, and 
stalks her through the house with a blissful grin on her face. Carrie defends herself by launching kitchen 
implements at Margaret until she’s been turned into a simulacrum of the St Sebastian statute, the 
lolling moans and grins of Margaret condensing martyred rapture and Sadean penetration into a 
singular new state. Carrie beholds the perverse pieta she’s sculpted – offered by De Palma and Motti in a 
slowly unveiling pullback that exactly hits the equator between black comedy coup and character 
pathos. Carrie’s subconscious takes over, consuming the house in fire and disintegration whilst she 
makes one last, desperate attempt to retreat with her mother’s corpse into the prayer closet. De Palma 
moves into assure she’s at least granted the mercy of dying from her mother’s wound rather than being 
crushed and burned to death. 
 
 



 
 
 
All this is the kind of tragic narrative that can really only be served up in the Horror genre as 
entertainment rather than some as solemn cultural chore, Carrie sharing DNA with Lon Chaney Jnr’s 
afflicted Wolf Man or Boris Karloff’s Frankenstein’s Monster, born into a cruel world and departing 
from it in relief. The very end proves a deliciously merciless De Palma fake-out of a kind he would 
return to repeatedly in variations. After a brief vignette of Eleanor looking after a traumatised and 
tranquilised Sue, we see Sue walking down the pavement and entering the yard of the decimated White 
house, a neat rectangle of ground where the building was filled with grey stones, a suggestively 
cruciform For Sale sign planted amidst with “Carrie White Burns In Hell” crudely scrawled across it. Sue 
is envisioned in angelic white, a mourner paying tribute to a failed friend and kind of suppliant offering 
obeisance to a vengeful goddess, only for a bloodied hand to reach out of the ground and grip her arm. 
De Palma’s stylisation for this scene carefully announces it’s a dream, with Donaggio’s scoring 
presenting a lilting, Ennio Morricone-esque lyricism that suggests a fantasy of peacemaking, only for it 
to turn starkly and suddenly into a nightmare where the grip of such wounding horror never really lets 
go. De Palma cuts to black on the image of a distraught Sue being calmed by her mother, a vision which 
does, at least, finally restore the classical mother-child relationship to something like what it’s usually 
supposed to be. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Death On The Nile (2022)  

 

 
 
 
Kenneth Branagh’s follow-up to his hit 2017 adaptation of Agatha Christie’s Murder On The Orient 
Express struggled through uniquely luckless straits on the way to screens, with release repeatedly 
delayed, and beset by a cast including several actors facing general repudiation for political opinions or 
alleged personal behaviour. It’s also Branagh’s second release in scant weeks after Belfast (2021) 
garnered award attention, and surprisingly for a franchised sequel, it might actually be the superior of 
the two. Certainly it looks and sounds like Branagh’s most defiantly Branagh-esque work in a long time, 
and a seemingly casual venture that comes overloaded with auteurist curlicues in story and style. Death 
On The Nile doubles down on Murder On The Orient Express’s gestures towards psychologising 
Christie’s famous detective character Hercule Poirot, commencing with a monochrome prologue set in 
the trenches of World War I where the younger Poirot (Branagh) talks his commanding officer Captain 
Rens (Orlando Seale) into launching an attack over the top early to take advantage of a daily wind shift 
he’s observed. The attack proves successful but the Captain is blown up by a booby trap and Poirot 
himself left terribly scarred, wounds he displays as if he’s been transformed into a monster: his fiancé 
Katherine (Susannah Fielding) doesn’t bat an eye in suggesting he grow a moustache, and the one 
Poirot eventually sports proves a replica of Rens’ admirable soup-strainer. A legendary personal 
grooming habit is born! 
 
 



 
 
 
As a Christie adaptation and Poirot adventure Death On The Nile follows the ordering of the 1970s 
adaptations produced by John Brabourne (we should then get Evil Under The Sun next), and it’s not 
hard to see the reason for repeating the succession. The sun-sizzled Egyptian setting contrasts the frigid 
alpine reaches of the previous film, even if that really amounts to swapping the swank environs of a 
luxury train for the swank environs of hotels and a paddleboat, but the change of climes also suits the 
shift from the cold revenge that motivated the earlier entry’s central crime for hotter-blooded acts 
motivated by love, lust, and greed. The film starts properly in London in 1938. Where John Guillermin’s 
likeably languid, oh-so-classy 1978 version devoted a couple of early reels to depicting the fateful 
triangular romance that defines the subsequent narrative, Branagh summarises it in a sequence that 
strongly recalls the retro-tinted dancing-and-sexual-gamesmanship of his oddball Love’s Labour’s 
Lost (2000). High-strung and randy society damsel Jacqueline de Bellefort (Emma Mackey) dances with 
her fiancé Simon Doyle (Armie Hammer) in a nightclub, and introduces him to her old school chum, 
the obscenely wealthy Linnet Ridgeway (Gal Gadot), all to the libido-stoking strains of American blues 
performer Salome Otterbourne (Sophie Okonedo). Jacqueline convinces her friend to hire Simon as her 
estate manager, only for Linnet to go one better in short order by stealing Simon away from her and 
marrying him. Poirot, briefly returned to London in between assignments in Egypt, witness what he 
describes as “act one” in this play. 
 
 

 
 
 
Poirot contrives to find himself absorbed into the newlyweds’ travelling honeymoon party on a trip 
down the Nile aboard the steamboat Karnak, as Linnet and Simon plead with him to try and fend off 



Jacqueline, who’s been tracking them up and down the Mediterranean determined to spoil their fun. 
The newlyweds are almost crushed by a falling block at Abu Simbel and later, after Simon is seen to be 
shot in the leg by Jacqueline during an altercation, Linnet is found shot through the head in her cabin. 
Naturally, the Karnak proves packed with potential suspects in the slaying. There’s Linnet’s former 
boyfriend, the altruistic aristocrat doctor Windlesham (Russell Brand), her romantically disaffected 
personal maid Louise Bourget (Rose Leslie), her once-wealthy but now avowedly socialist godmother 
Marie Van Schuyler (Jennifer Saunders) and paid companion Bowers (Dawn French), her dubious 
lawyer ‘Cousin Andrew’ Katchadourian (Ali Fazal), Rosalie and her spikily protective daughter Rosalie 
(Letitia Wright), and Poirot’s friend Bouc (Tom Bateman), travelling with his snobbish mother 
Euphemia (Annette Bening) and secretly in love with Rosalie. Many of them seem to have good reasons 
to kill Linnet, for causes emotional or financial, and only Simon and Jacqueline, ironically, have 
watertight alibis. 
 
 

 
 
 
Death On The Nile reiterates that Branagh isn’t terribly interested in reproducing Christie’s distinctive 
concern with very English repression and lethal boil-over, and figuration of Poirot as the cool, detached 
professional stepping in to put the social order back together. The great trouble with filming whodunit 
plots is the laborious ticking off of where-were-you-at-the-time-of-the-murder stuff, so Branagh’s 
method seeks something more cinematic. That sort of thing’s been well-covered by other versions 
anyway. Branagh goes several steps further in using the hermetic setting and gallery of stars and 
stalwarts than he did on Murder On The Orient Express in springboarding meta-theatrical games, 
the Karnak with its glass walls and promenades built to offer a more fittingly stage-like setting than a 
train. Branagh reaches back to the ebullient camerawork of his 1990s films (aided inestimably by Haris 
Zambarloukos’ lovely photography) and the hyper-noir style of Dead Again (1991), whilst seeming 
determined to execute a multi-cultural, post-genre extravaganza in the mould of his Shakespeare 
adaptations. The moustache origin story gestures unmistakeably to Powell and Pressburger’s The Life 
and Death of Colonel Blimp (1943). 
 
 



 
 
 
The usual Branagh stylistic urge to become a musical is patent throughout. An early sequence that sees 
the various players in the oncoming mystery coming together in a posh Nile-side hotel becomes 
something very close to a dance sequence with a flavour blending Bollywood and Stanley Donen, the 
white-clad ensemble celebrating nuptials suddenly cleaved by the appearance of Jacqueline, swathed in 
blood red. Branagh’s gleefully unfettered camera doesn’t give a damn if the CGI aiding it is convincing 
or not (it’s not) so long as it lets him track characters up and down boat decks and Egyptian spectacles 
with gravity-defying sweep and to choreograph all to incessantly catchy blues – Lucky Millinder and 
Sister Rosetta Tharpe’s “Shout, Sister, Shout!” gets a workout. Stairways and balconies are used 
repeatedly as alternative staging areas and proscenium brackets. Branagh and returning screenwriter 
Michael Green makes similarly loaded story changes too, concatenating several characters and 
substituting the formerly rakish, now reformed and ardently yearning Bouc in place of another in the 
novel to strengthen continuity and consequence from Murder On The Orient Express, changing Salome 
from an English novelist to a black American blues wailer closely modelled on Tharpe, and casting 
Gadot for some reason as an English heiress with scarce concern about her Israeli accent. 
 
 

 
 
 
Branagh’s emphasis falls heavily on the folly of love in a series of madly crisscrossing gestures of ardour 
and obsession, a game even Poirot himself isn’t exempt from in falling under Salome’s worldly-wise 
spell, but he faces constant stymieing by both the thorny case he’s obliged to take on as well as his own 
lingering heartbreak stemming from wartime losses, including Katherine who died in an air raid. 
Branagh milks most of the ratcheting tension not from the prowling presence of a killer whose victims 



turn up in odd places – one is glimpsed caught in the Karnak’s paddle wheel, being spun about like so 
much dried washing – but from the spectacle of Poirot becoming increasingly exposed and mistrusted 
by his fellow passengers as he seems powerless to prevent the bloodshed. He is instead obliged to peel 
the skin of various secrets, from Van Schuyler and Bowers’ clandestine relationship to Bouc’s desperate 
need for cash to get out from under Euphemia’s thumb. And Poirot’s own reason for being on 
the Karnak, to investigate Rosalie’s worthiness on the behalf of the cynical and anti-romantic 
Euphemia, leads to a revelation that sparks Rosalie’s most contemptuous fury towards the detective. 
 
 

 
 
 
Branagh also taunts the period setting with Salome’s blaring blues performances wringing proto-
liberated gyrations from her audiences, much as he shakes up the ingrained social conservatism of the 
whodunit style through his casting. Even Poirot himself admits to enjoying the music much more than 
he expected: ze little grey cells like ze rocking. The way Branagh lingers on the clinging, deliriously 
sensual dance of Jacqueline and Simon signals it’s more than just decoration, however, and the final 
scene of the film bears this out. Of course, a lot of this is bound to upset purists when it comes to this 
material. Branagh’s approach is the antithesis of the calm, concerted outlay of converging lines of action 
and motive that defines Christie. But it’s also very much in line with Branagh’s career-long interest not 
just in performance as an artistic concern as well as method, and in locating the ticking machinery of 
popular characters, which included ransacking Shakespeare’s text for a sense of the generational guilt 
driving Henry V and the maternal loss of Victor Frankenstein or Jack Ryan and Thor reforging 
themselves after losing their prowess. Shakespearean references come aplenty – a long-ago school 
production of Antony and Cleopatra is both a plot point and a point of romantic reference for Linnet 
and Simon. 
 
 



 
 
 
But there’s a newly personal sense of that, as the boa constrictor of guilt and pain works on the great 
detective. Branagh remakes Poirot in his own image, a mercurial artist-outsider-exile whose essential 
function, his ability to reveal a shadowverse where all internal desires are gruesomely exposed, is only of 
value in certain situations, and suddenly seems to misfire when required. Where Murder On The Orient 
Express deconstructed Poirot after introducing him as the fulfilment of the deistic ideal of the classical 
detective hero, making peace between quarrelling creeds with all the authority of perfect, veil-piercing 
logic, Death On The Nile sees him rebuilt from the ground up after being torn to pieces in the war, only 
to prove to not particularly like the shell he’s created for himself, his intelligence working in fatal 
misalignment with his compassion. This comes to a head when Poirot is forced to turn his attentions on 
his friend Bouc, who he realises tried to steal an expensive necklace from Linnet after her death to 
finance his and Rosalie’s elopement, and this confrontation in turn leads to Bouc’s assassination. 
 
 

 
 
 
Branagh meanwhile wrings teasing drollery from the way he installs the compulsory gallery of reputable 
actors, like casting Brand as the most humourless and upper-class person on the Karnak – he’s actually 
quite effective as the quietly tormented but ultimately decent doctor – and French and Saunders as 
lovers. Leslie seems to have been cast to echo Jane Birkin in the Guillermin film as another ginger 
Englishwoman playing la mam’zelle ooh-la-la. Wright aggravates a little with a forced Southern accent, 
but she does project a no-nonsense, vehement persona to effect, whilst Bening delivers a patented 
grande dame act infused with tremulous passion for disclaiming passion. Hammer is at least smartly 
employed with his golden boy exterior a brittle shell around the inner sleazeball, but Okonedo and 



Mackey come close to walking off with the film, the former with her evocation of swaggering prowess 
and warlike strength. Mackey, making the leap from success on TV to cinema, crafts a veneer of 
atavistic fixation that both reveals and conceals a deeper, even less reassuring nature. That nature 
taunts Poirot, inhabiting the hemisphere of purely emotional compulsion in opposition to his cast-iron 
reliance on cogitation, only for both to prove to have more than a little of the other nurtured within. 
The obvious weak point here is Gadot, who feels entirely miscast, develops no chemistry with Hammer, 
and recites Shakespeare with galumphing metre. 
 
 

 
 
 
Branagh’s camera dives full fathom five where the traces of murderous method are disposed, and 
creates tableaux reminiscent of Victorian art, like Borget’s body laid out for an impromptu post-
mortem, and the crucial image of self-crucified lovers that caps the inevitable climax of confrontation 
and revelation. A coda to the drama, specified as taking place six months later, sees Poirot returning to 
the club where he listens to Salome singing a blues elegy, as the camera reveals Poirot has shaved off his 
moustache, revealing the curling scars underneath like a pennant of confession and suppliance, even as 
the scars still seem to trace the outlines of the moustache, the mask both stripped away and revealed as 
permanent: Branagh’s camera drifts away as the song continues and the lights die down. This is one of 
the most striking and meaningful shots I can think of in recent mainstream film, nodding back to the 
ruined visage of Branagh’s Frankenstein’s Monster and making an explicit conceptual connection, as 
well as delivering an odd and unsettling sting in the film’s last seconds that both sets the seal on the 
character drama whilst also leaving it plaintively unresolved. Even the great genius has to bare all his 
pain to even stand a chance of making a human connection, whilst the music suggests a lament for all 
the dead he’s made his private province. Whatever one might say of Branagh, at least he doesn’t hand 
us politely mummified artefacts. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Northman (2022) 

 

 
 
 
Director: Robert Eggers 
Screenwriters: Robert Eggers, Sigurjón Birgir ‘Sjón’ Sigurðsson 
 
 
Emulation and synthesis are eternal processes in art as young talents arise and pick and choose 
touchstones and heroes and try to find new ways of appealing to audiences. Since the millennium’s turn 
we’ve seen many a new talent positioning themselves, or being positioned by studios and the media, as 
cinema’s next Scorsese, Coppola, Spielberg, Lynch, Cronenberg, Kubrick, Malick, or Woody Allen. More 
intriguingly if not always satisfyingly, in the past few years a fresh cadre of filmmakers has tried to blend 
styles in moviemaking once thought irreconcilable, mating art house, independent film, and Hollywood 
hit inflections in novel fashions, each commenting on the others. But the spark of real creativity that 
turns such busy remixing into authentic original art, on whatever level, is something much more 
rarefied. Native New Yorker Robert Eggers emerged with a bang in 2015 with The Witch, a Horror movie 
that proved a substantial box office success on a modest budget, made an instant star out of lead actress 
Anya Taylor-Joy, and Eggers, in his attempts to mate art house movie-style textures, the simultaneously 
vivid and dreamlike approach of directors like Werner Herzog and Lynch, to a period tale of 
supernatural menace broadly conforming to the Horror genre, announced he belonged to the gathering 
wave of directors similarly trying to fuse aesthetic modes and genre presumptions once thought 
irreconcilable, and in particular a specific wing of this tendency labelled “Elevated Horror.” The main 
connection of many of the Elevated Horror directors lay in their efforts at quoting classic Horror movie 
imagery and metaphorical potential but atomising them in a narrative sense, trying to evoke states of 
dread and fragmenting psychological states. 
 
 



 
 
 
That said, Elevated Horror very quickly became a set of cliché stylistic gestures, and what was often 
greeted as groundbreaking in the movement was, to anyone with a strong grounding in the genre as it 
was in the late 1960s and early ‘70s, rather old-hat. But Eggers also evinced a strong visual imagination 
and a fascination with surrealism-touched imagery in common with other directors like Ben Wheatley, 
Peter Strickland, Panos Cosmatos, and David Lowery, filmmakers who, whatever their individual 
qualities, certainly all seem to share a desire to annex the stature once by filmmakers like Herzog or 
Kubrick, and reinvest some of the stylistic freedom and atavistic power to cinema that inflected periods 
in the medium’s history as in the heyday of German Expressionism and late 1960s psychedelia, at a time 
when both mainstream models and independent alternatives are all but exhausted of personality and 
visual imagination and potency. The Witch, a film that was certainly exceedingly well-made and 
impressively styled, nonetheless wielded a contrived brand of onerousness too many seem to 
automatically accept as artistry, and strikes me as fussy, over-managed, and dead to the touch. I hesitate 
to say that stylistic instability is, far from a failure in moviemaking, is the essential source of art in the 
medium, and excessive control is its slow death. But I still often feel it’s true. Eggers’ second film, The 
Lighthouse (2019), highlighted both his specific strengths, expertly exploiting strong acting 
performances in depicting a crisis of besieged personality, and his potentially aggravating weaknesses, 
as he wrapped the central character tale in imagery and Horror movie teases that refused to resolve into 
much more than student film showboating, an extended stab at trying to have your art house cake and 
eat your genre film too. 
 
 

 
 
 



Nonetheless Eggers seemed like a director of promise who could be forgiven the contemporary critical 
tendency to latch on to the new voice as the greatest thing ever. The Northman sees Eggers taking a leap 
most of his contemporaries have been unwilling or unable to execute so far, in making a big movie – the 
budget of The Northman is somewhere in the $70-$90 million range – and trying to bend the mindset of 
the mass audience to bold and challenging vision, much as, say, Kubrick managed with 2001: A Space 
Odyssey (1968). The Northman is also a Viking movie, a perennially popular movie subgenre stretching 
back through the likes of Richard Fleischer’s The Vikings (1958), Roger Corman’s The Saga of the Viking 
Women and Their Voyage to the Waters of the Great Sea Serpent (1958), Mario Bava’s oddball Norse 
Westerns Erik the Conqueror (1961) and Knives of the Avenger (1966), Jack Cardiff’s The Long 
Ships (1965), Robert Stevenson’s The Island At The Top of The World (1974), Charles B. Pierce’s The 
Norseman (1978), John McTiernan’s The 13th Warrior (1999), and, for some actual Scandinavian input, 
Nils Gaup’s Pathfinder (1988) and Nicolas Winding Refn’s Valhalla Rising (2010). One could even stretch 
this to include works like John Milius’s Conan the Barbarian (1982) and Peter Jackson’s The Lord of the 
Rings trilogy, being as they are film drawing heavily on Norse myth for their more overtly fantasy 
settings. 
 
 

 
 
 
More recently all things Viking have been hugely popularised by TV shows like Vikings and The Last 
Kingdom, and now also permeate music genres and subcultures. Those include, rather controversially, 
sectors of the far right and white supremacists, which has some basis in the idiotic cultural theories and 
ideals of the Nazis. I suspect the greater part of their penchant for the imagery Norse culture and 
mythology is essentially the same as everyone else’s at the bottom of all: it’s really cool. The Viking 
mystique is at once deeply alien and peculiarly familiar, violent and menacing and contemptuous of the 
more pastoral visions of medieval Europe and the evolving structure of its power and institutions, but 
also reflects a folk culture defined by powerfully appealing things like camaraderie, macho virility, and 
rowdy boozing in the mead hall. That Eggers wants to examine the charisma of the old Norse culture 
more incisively, unsentimentally, and palpably than many such precursors is signalled not just in 
the sturm-und-drang he invests in his movie’s look and sound, but in the material he takes on to give 
his project form. The Northman adapts the Danish folkloric tale of Amleth, which William Shakespeare 
annexed for Hamlet. The Northman isn’t the first film to bypass Shakespeare for the source stories: 
Gabriel Axel’s Prince of Jutland (1998) also took them on, although, despite featuring a notable cast 
including Gabriel Byrne and Christian Bale, it didn’t make a cultural ripple. 
 
 



 
 
 
Amleth’s story might be sourced in lost bardic poems and sagas from Norse culture, but no extant 
version comes to us earlier than the versions found in two 12th century texts, by the historian Saxo 
Grammaticus, who included it in his Gesta Danorum, and another, slightly different version in 
the Chronicon Lethrense. Both versions contain scenes familiar from Hamlet, like the crafty protagonist 
rewriting an execution order carried by two guardians during a voyage to Britain. Eggers and his 
coscreenwriter, the Icelandic poet and musician Sjón, by contrast only utilise the loosest outline of the 
tale, as if trying to peel away the layers down to some presumed origin point as a Viking campfire tale, a 
myth of bare-boned moral reckoning emerging out of a wild and savage time and culture. This also 
gives him leave to work in a myriad of harvested movie likenesses. Nonetheless, the basic story is hazily 
recognisable. Young prince Amleth (Oscar Novak) is overjoyed when his father, the king of the island of 
Hrafnsey, Aurvandill War-Raven (Ethan Hawke) returns from war, badly injured and weary. He’s 
reunited with Amleth, his wife Gudrún (Nicole Kidman), and brother Fjölnir (Claes Bang), and resolves 
to initiate Amleth into the mystical secrets of being king in a rite overseen by Heimir (Willem Dafoe), 
who is also the Fool in Aurvandill’s court and under the guise of lampooning suggests Gudrún is 
sleeping around. As father and son walk together, Aurvandill is struck with arrows by a hidden sniper, 
and Fjölnir and henchmen surround him and slay him, even as Aurvandill curses his brother. 
 
 

 
 
 
The henchmen chase Amleth through the woods, but he manages to cut off the nose of the one who 
catches him, and he glimpses his mother being carried away by Fjölnir. Amleth reaches the beach and 
rows away from Hrafnsey, vowing revenge. “Years later,” as a title card puts it, Amleth, now grown into 



the hirsute beefcake bodaciousness of Alexander Skarsgård, has become a mercenary berserker in a 
band of marauders who attack a village in Rus’, slaying many and taking others for slaves. When he 
hears that some slaves are going to be shipped to Fjölnir, who has since been dispossessed of Hrafnsey 
and has relocated to Iceland with what’s left of his clan, Amleth slips aboard the ship transporting the 
slaves and pretends to be one of them: one of the Rus’ prisoners, Olga of the Birch Forest (Taylor-Joy), 
sees him come aboard and becomes his helpmate, chiefly because she also intends escape: “Your 
strength breaks men’s bones,” she comments, “I have the cunning to break their minds.” Brought to the 
homestead of Fjölnir and Gudrun, who now have a son together, Gunnar (Elliott Rose), as well as 
Fjölnir’s snooty adult son Thorir (Gustav Lindh), Amleth believes his mother feigns affection for Fjölnir 
to protect Gunnar. He and other slaves are pressed into playing knattleikr, a brutal field sport, during a 
celebratory meeting of clans in the district, and when Gunnar gets too excited and invades the pitch he 
is knocked down by a hulking rival player (Hafþór Júlíus Björnsson), who then in turn is beaten to a 
pulp by Amleth, a sign that Amleth feels some familial attachment to his half-brother. This thorny 
situation demands Amleth chart a careful path to his retribution, but also earns him a level of privilege 
amongst the slaves, including being allowed to marry Olga. 
 
 

 
 
 
From its earliest frames The Northman declares its ambitions with volume, as Eggers’ camera swoops 
over long ships sailing towards the Hrafnsey coast with the booming, drum-and-dissonance-laden 
scoring of Robin Carolan and Sebastian Gainsborough immediately establishing a mood of strange, 
jagged grandeur, and scarcely lets it up for the next two-and-a-bit-hours (the quality of superficial 
weirdness is as prized by the current crop of would-be film artists and cineastes as much as it was in 
pop music in the early ‘90s). One distinct facet of The Northman, and the one that Eggers seems most 
intent on putting across to make this something more than just your average muscleman revenge 
movie, lies in the way Eggers tries to anatomise Viking culture, to force the audience to share the 
viewpoint of these almost primeval people who peek over the edge of civilisation before burning it 
down. In this regard The Northman reminded me less of all those other Viking movies than it did of Pier 
Paolo Pasolini’s versions of Oedipus Rex (1967) and Medea (1969), and Sergei Paradjanov’s Shadows of 
Forgotten Ancestors (1964) and Sayat Nova (1968), with their usage of relic narratives less to tell their 
stories than to recreate the societies in their customs and philosophies and the forgotten cultural 
precepts lurking behind the plotlines. 
 
 



 
 
 
Applying this approach to The Northman, stripping away the psychological qualities of modern drama 
and instead immersing itself in the way such things were conveyed and explored in myth, in symbols 
and archetypes, is a potentially very interesting one, particularly given that Hamlet is one vital source 
point for modern psychological drama. To radically deconstruct a couple of millennia of western art is 
certainly no small project. Rather than adapting Amleth’s story straight from the original sources The 
Northman harvests ideas and images from a variety of classical myths – Eggers and Sjon introduce hints 
of Agamemnon and Clytemnestra, The Odyssey, Beowulf, Medea, and more. Less elevated influences are 
apparent too: Amleth’s habit of repeating his to-do list of revenging recalls that of Arya Stark in the 
novel and TV series Game of Thrones, whilst at time I suspected Eggers was somewhat desperate to play 
Led Zeppelin’s “Immigrant Song” but couldn’t as it has recently been profaned by use in Thor: 
Ragnarok (2017). The Northman also reminded me of Darren Aronofsky’s Noah (2014) as an odd and 
fulminating blend of a specific personal lexicon of images and concepts with the blankness of mythical 
metaphor and the pressures of modern blockbuster filmmaking. Eggers also follows David Lowery’s The 
Green Knight (2021) in applying a similarly self-conscious style to illustrating an almost equally archaic 
but very different tale. If The Northman is a much less insufferable a film than The Green Knight, it’s 
because at least it seems to know what it wants to say about the artefact it tackles, and adds up to more 
than a succession of stylistic gestures. On the other hand, it lacks the kind of grand synthesising reach 
of parable Aronofsky achieved. Where he linked the ancient and futuristic and ages of human 
development with his approach to Flood tale, Eggers is stuck fetishising rites that at times look like a 
really far-out men’s encounter group session. 
 
 

 
 



 
Eggers dedicates himself to portraying the hallucinatory religion and ritual that pervades Amleth’s life 
and world and strongly suggesting an intended dialectic. Early in the film he dedicates a lengthy 
sequence to depicting the Aurvandill and Heimir inducting Amleth into a mystic union where they 
bring him through a process of mimicking and animal and making music with his body – burps and 
farts – before he then ascends to the status of man and then leaves his body. This ritual cements 
Amleth’s love for his father in terms both physical and spiritual. It’s echoed later when the priest of the 
berserkers (Magne Osnes), who took Amleth under his wing, leads the rampaging band in a 
dehumanising rite. Other visions are proffered as portals of understanding for his psychological 
functions. This is particularly notable when, sent by a He-witch (not to be mistaken for a Manwich; 
anyway he’s played by Ingvar Eggert Sigurðsson) to claim Draugr, a magical sword, from its owner 
known as the Mound Dweller, an undead being who resides on a throne in a buried barrow: Amleth 
battles the Mound Dweller when he comes to life for the sword, and finally bests him, only for the 
camera to return to Amleth standing before the dead man and simply pluck it from his hands, the battle 
we saw representative of Amleth gathering to courage to risk the taboo and take the weapon. Whether 
Eggers really nails what he’s aiming for is another thing entirely. 
 
 

 
 
 
One problem is how he purveys it, with some special effects visions of Valkyries and the mystical family 
tree that bears forth its progeny living and passed like so many apples, that sway towards the CGI 
generic in execution, and spoil the integrity of physical solidity he pursues elsewhere. But the feeling of 
jammed gears also stems from the way Eggers approaches the story. Eggers and Sjon try to situate the 
tale in an overtly realistic and fetishistically authentic depiction of his world, but then lace it was 
aspects of magic and irrationalism, full of wise seers and preternatural animals. One can see the 
intellectual project Eggers tries to articulate, but then won’t stick to. He strips away all hint of depth 
from Amleth and then tries to reinvest it as the story unfolds. Eggers justifies this in part through 
Amleth’s single-minded project and his berserker schooling, which is depicted in a scene early in the 
film as he and other warriors whip themselves up in ritual manner to become animal beings who 
unleash bloody mayhem on the Rus’: Amleth is so dead-eyed a being in this state he doesn’t notice 
when he fellows seal the village children up in a hall and set it on fire, a casual act of genocidal 
contempt for anyone weak enough to fall prey to the Viking marauders. By contrast his journey of 
bloody revenge is an act of a civilised and rational man, insofar as it involves honouring bonds of 
identity and some basic code of ethics. This leads Amleth to experience a prototypical tragic experience, 
as seeking revenge commits him to acts that seem self-defeating. 
 
 



 
 
 
Eggers takes definite risks with this film. Several people walked out of the film during the screening I 
attended during interludes of violence and overt weirdness, which, whilst perhaps not great for the 
movie’s bottom line, is a sign that whatever else you can say about it, The Northman is not yet another 
toothless mass media product. Eggers’ view of the Vikings is hardly exalting: he portrays this world as 
squalid and replete with brutality and oppression, and leaves you with the impression no sane person 
would want to live in such a world. The Northman serves the cult of the Viking with a hot dose of 
undiluted junk. Eggers tries with all his might to force the viewer into the atavistic zone he describes, to 
enter into a world where codes of speech and behaviour obey their own, peculiar, ritualistic rhythm. 
Trouble is, Eggers’ manner of doing so courts ridiculousness and a brand of stilted ye-olde-isms and 
rejected Death Metal lyrics that lack a compensating poetic quality, offering a parade of rasping-voiced 
men who say things like “I will meet you at the Gates of Hell!” and “Furnish this fierce heart and slayer 
of men with a drink that I might drink to him!” with a straight face. Eggers and Sjón pull off an 
interesting flourish however as Gudrun speaks consistently in a more elegant and sophisticated manner 
than those around her, even employing quasi-Shakespearean metre and metaphor on occasions (“Let 
my words be the whetstone for your mighty rage.”), befitting her status as a former slave stolen another 
culture as well as a power behind thrones. 
 
 

 
 
 
Throughout, Eggers exhibits cinematic traditions he’s eager to annex. There are repeated nods to Conan 
The Barbarian, particularly in Fjölnir’s attack on Aurvanduill, and later when Amleth battles the Mound 
Dweller, which takes the scene in the Milius film where Conan discovers the Atlantean sword a few 



steps further. The sequence of the berserker attack on the Rus’ village is staged in a series of fluid 
tracking shots and culminates in a long single shot that variably does artful tracking and then pivots 
from a fixed position, whilst pseudo-objectively capturing acts of carnage and chaos, in a technically 
impressive but arch imitation of Andrei Tarkovsky’s shooting style on Andrei Rublev (1966). Vignettes 
like Amleth encountering a Rus’ shamanka (played, in a most inevitable in-joke, by Icelandic singer 
Björk) wearing funny stuff on her head echo Pasolini and Paradjanov in portraying pagan creeds. Hell, 
the climax, which situates the final battle of revengers in the midst of flowing lava with the seething 
magma mimicking the protean moment for civilisation as well as two warring psyches and bodies, 
directly mimics Star Wars – Episode III: Revenge of the Sith (2005). There’s nothing wrong with homage 
and magpie borrowing in filmmaking, but like many younger directors of the moment, Eggers’ mix-and-
match approach struck me as if he seems to be seeking a fast track to being hailed as a great artist, 
when the actual meat of the film is prosaic and straightforward, the human-level gestures by and large 
blunt and obvious, and the images have a contrived quality, so desperate to knock your socks off and 
yet so often arriving as lumps of conceptual show-off. 
 
 

 
 
 
Eggers’ Tarkovsky-quoting tracking shots, for instance, don’t wield the same immersive feeling of being 
a wandering tourist in another world the Russian master achieved, but rather simply feel strenuous in 
technique and distancing from the horror it portrays rather than making it more immediate. His desire 
for flamboyance sometimes even hurts the story he’s trying to tell, like the long, mobile take of young 
Amleth sneaking about wearing a purloined robe amidst slain bodies of his father’s loyalists and 
glimpsing Fjölnir carrying his mother. Amleth then steals away in full view, rather bewilderingly paid no 
heed at all by Fjölnir’s men. It’s clumsy staging purely because Eggers doesn’t want to cut yet. Elsewhere 
Eggers’ barrage of surrealist visions occasionally made me feel like I was watching an especially long 
music video. The Northman is also one of the most stringently humourless films I’ve ever watched, 
perhaps out of fear even the most casual gag or moment of ordinary human interaction will spoil the 
desired credulity for this stylised world, and disrupt the texture Eggers labours to weave. I could have 
some sympathy there, but even the less heaviosity-charged interludes are encaged by style, as when 
Amleth and Olga meet to bump uglies in the forest in good pagan fashion, filmed with a kind of iconic 
import and inescapable aesthetic that chokes off any depiction of real sexual ferocity and feel for the 
strange catharsis of two fearsome personalities meeting in a place of tenderness. 
 
 



 
 
 
Amleth begins terrorising Fjölnir and clan by chopping up some of the guards and also two priests of 
Freyr, acts of violence that seem present mostly because it’s been a few minutes since we had some 
baroque violence and so Eggers can work through his obsession with imagery of mangled flesh. One of 
the few sequences that effectively varies the onslaught of ostentatious style is an interlude depicting a 
mating rite for the younger Vikings, a male and female pair of singers performing for the gyrating 
lovers. Just for a moment a different sensibility gleams out of the muck. Eggers makes a point that this 
world is cruel and rough, and otherwise evokes virtually nothing but cruelty and roughness. Still, Eggers 
attempts through Amleth’s journey to chart the one real force that counteracts such barbarity, the 
bonds of family and lovers, but even these gets seriously stress-tested. Most broadly, The Northman can 
be described as a critique on the classic revenge tale, substituting Hamlet’s careful, intellectualised 
ethical contemplations for Amleth’s more visceral confrontations with the ironies of his quest. Self-
professed critiques on revenge tales are pretty common these days, and, again, something of a short-cut 
to being taken seriously. Most classical revenge tales end nonetheless with varying forms of self-
defeating mayhem unleashed. 
 
 

 
 
 
Eggers’ main twist on this most ancient and hallowed realm of cliché is to essentially present everyone 
in the film as standing at some point on the timeline of a revenge path because everyone has some spur 
to seek payback and play such games, because everyone is aggrieved in an endless chain of power. 
Whilst the film is officially bracketed by the course of Amleth’s, it is also revealed that we’re in the end 
game of Gudrun’s and see other revenges launched and delivered or deflected. Amleth’s “heart of cold 



iron” and washboard stomach, honed in his years as a mindless berserker, give him the tools to pursue 
his end, but they have simultaneously retarded aspects of personality that need reawakening. In a pre-
modern world like the one Eggers tries to portray matters of justice, like every other human value, has 
no greater muscle or strength in the world than the individual human holding them, and the radial of 
their connections to others, family first and foremost, then whatever can be called their community. 
Fjölnir’s act of treachery towards his brother is, in a manner never really fleshed out, partly inspired by a 
general feeling that Aurvandill has failed as a king, but this in turn leads to Fjölnir being labelled “The 
Brotherless” and tossed out of his kingdom by another, greater king. 
 
 

 
 
 
The film’s vital story and character pivot comes when Amleth finally manages to sneak into his mother’s 
rooms in her and Fjölnir’s homestead, believing he’s bringing her the promise of rescue and righteous 
revenge. But Gudrun instead explains to her son that she pressed Fjölnir to kill her husband, who took 
her as a slave and then to bed, and far from being her beloved progeny Amleth is the last tether to that 
slavery and doesn’t care if he lives or dies as the product of her body’s colonisation by a hated foe. 
Kidman delivers a neat lesson in star acting cunning in her role here, erupting with feral energy as the 
formerly idealised maternal figure of Amleth’s faith suddenly reveals herself a ruthless and equally 
primal character even with her greater word power. This scene hits a note of volatile and unexpected 
emotional perversion but also one that wreaks subtle havoc on Eggers’ theme and approach to it. Rather 
than taking on Hamlet’s Gertrude as a clueless, sensual thrall, he remakes Gudrun after other 
Shakespearean archetypes like Queen Tamora and Lady Macbeth, a cunning embodiment of will to 
power aimed at what engendered it, who is also, to boot, rendered a rather demonic figure, laughing 
mockingly and employing incestuous appeal to dazzle and disorientate her son-foe. 
 
 



 
 
 
Trouble here is Eggers nonetheless insists on straying into the kind psychological narrative he was 
supposed to be avoiding: he presents in Gudrun a furious counter-avenger created by the world’s evil 
and paying it in kind, one who wields a knowledge of how to manipulate men to control them. Olga, 
meanwhile, is an earthier archetype, a witchy woman who has cunning arts of her own but uses them 
more precisely, driving the Vikings to crazed fits by feeding them hallucinogenic mushrooms and 
keeping Fjölnir from raping her by showing off her blood-smeared crotch. Eggers makes a point about 
differently gendered forms of payback and power-exercising in this world, the women using guile, 
stealth, and manipulation to achieve their ends, but just as invested in their aims. At the same time 
despite his hardening to an engine of insensate wrath Amleth is saved from becoming a self-satisfied 
princeling like Thorir. Thorir reminded me strongly of the character Senya in The Saga of the Viking 
Women and Wigliff in The 13th Warrior, both similarly peevish, hysterically insecure and fey princelings 
trying to prove their strength in a forbiddingly patriarchal world. This indicates the thematic 
preoccupations of the Viking movie as a subgenre are more codified than one might expect, and more 
than Eggers quite realises: they’re all fascinated by definitions of masculinity and the strange weeds that 
grow in the family plot in the shadow of virile patriarchs. 
 
 

 
 
 
I couldn’t help also but think back to Bava’s Knives of the Avenger, a film which similarly used a Viking-
age setting to explore the moral ambiguity of revenge, masculine rage, and fatherhood, in the character 
of Rurik, a man who in a fit of madness after his family’s slaughter avenged himself by leading a 
rampage of his warriors and raped the wife of one the enemy’s leaders, and years later inadvertently 



becomes protector to her and her son. Most crucially, Bava, despite much smaller advantages of 
technical resources and budget, casually delivered the kind of complex blending of mythological 
starkness and dramatic complexity depicting the evolving human psyche that Eggers here labours to 
execute. Late in The Northman Amleth is distracted very briefly by the sight of Olga running away, 
giving his enemies a chance to capture him. ‘Twas beauty killed the beast. There’s some guff about 
Amleth being just like his father, but I’m not sure what that means beyond the very obvious: they’re 
both dumb enough to be captured by Fjölnir. Anyway, here Eggers tries a pivot of perspective as Fjölnir, 
confronted by Thorir’s slaying by Amleth, is filled with paternal wrath, wrath Gudrun tries aim properly, 
whilst Amleth, when captured, manages to delay Fjölnir’s execution of him by taunting him over the 
whereabouts of Thorir’s heart. Cue a scene of Amleth being tortured and making an escape that nods to 
another evident model for Eggers, in Akira Kurosawa’s Yojimbo (1961) (or is it A Fistful of Dollars?). 
Except that Amleth’s freedom comes thanks to some ravens who peck at his blood-soaked bonds – with 
the hint it might also be Aurvandill’s spirit animals to the rescue. 
 
 

 
 
 
Eggers also resorts on occasion to very hoary suspense-building tricks, as when Amleth crouches out of 
sight behind a hut hiding from some of Fjölnir’s men only to be barked at by one of their dogs, and 
Amleth is only saved from discovery by that time-honoured mistake of villains not to advance one or 
two steps more or turn their heads slightly. The film’s last act is enabled when Amleth and Olga, after 
she has helped spirit him away from the homestead elect to leave Iceland to together, only for Amleth 
to experience a vision telling him Olga is pregnant: deciding he needs to protect his incipient brood 
from any chance of Fjölnir hunting for them, he leaps off the long ship, swims ashore, and starks 
wreaking havoc at the homestead, carving up henchmen. Amleth dealing death to the same warrior 
whose nose he cut off as a lad feels indicative of the film as a while – cleverly done, wince-inducing in its 
gory verve, and lacking any true irony or purpose. Bang, a Danish actor who has brand of dark charisma 
well-suited to playing superficially charming but rather seedy characters, catches the eye as Fjölnir, 
even if he’s not really present that much in the film. 
 
 



 
 
 
At least as the film veers towards a climax Eggers ventures into morally abyssal climes as Amleth, on the 
hunt for Fjölnir, is attacked by his mother, and then by Gunnar who tries to defend her, and Amleth 
kills them both. Both acts are done in self-defence but spring directly from his resolve, having fully 
accepted that, if they’re not encompassed within the aegis of his nominally defensive wrath, then they 
must be sacrificed to it as a matter of course. Eggers captures the spectacle of violently contradictory 
emotional impulses as Amleth later pays homage to their bodies where Fjölnir has laid them on the 
volcanic ashes below the Gates of Hel – an erupting caldera – that serves as the primal temple of their 
mutual fury. There’s a contradiction in here that’s potentially, endlessly rich, in presenting Amleth as at 
once a lover and a killer, the force of destruction and the seeder of soil contained with his bulbous body, 
that doesn’t fully emerge, in part because by this point we’ve seen so much death a little more doesn’t 
make much difference. Amleth and Fjölnir’s battle amidst the lava flows, as well as the likeness I’ve 
mentioned, is foiled in part because it wants so desperately to finally and fully anoint the drama in a 
perfect mythic tableaux, two naked men waging a perfectly symmetrical war of motives and heaving 
abs. But, again, this tries so hard to be instantly iconic that I couldn’t give myself up to it, particularly as 
the glossy, digitally-enhanced look of the scene and its calculated silhouetting robbed it of the kind of 
concussive physical immediacy it needed. It’s hard to deny The Northman is a compelling, 
intermittently fearsome piece of work. But I was left with the feeling the would-be visionary’s reach still 
exceeds his grasp. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fantastic Beasts: The Secrets of Dumbledore (2022)  

 

 
 
 
The new sequence in J.K. Rowling’s “Wizarding World,” following the epochal success of the Harry 
Potter series, got off to a solid start with 2016’s Fantastic Beasts And Where To Find Them. It wasn’t a 
perfect film, slogging its way through awkward franchise-erecting beats and fumbling efforts at 
widening the scope of Rowling’s fictional universe, which once safely revolved around a handful of 
essential locales and depended on a particular brand of very English mystique. Rowling and Harry 
Potter directing carryover David Yates tried to engage with a new metaphorical lode, encompassing 
parables for racism, prejudice, and various brands of damaging parenting and authority, whilst shifting 
the setting to the New World, but found no graceful way to deliver such weighty material whilst also 
providing the wonderment expected of the material. What it did do well was introduce a strong new set 
of protagonists, with Eddie Redmayne to the fore as the damaged, antisocial, but big-hearted 
‘Magizoologist’ Newt Scamander, alongside Katherine Waterston as Tina Goldstein, the overlooked but 
ingenious American witch he bonds with, Alison Sudol as her flirty, mind-reading sister Queenie, and 
Dan Fogler as Jacob Kowalski, the ordinary bloke drawn into their company. Yates and Rowling also 
delivered a lot of fun by depicting Newt’s oddball trade and his ways of dealing with the menagerie he 
collects and cares for. 
 
 



 
 
 
2018’s Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of Grindelwald was clumsy as hell, but more interesting than its 
generally grouchy reception suggested: the sequel at least delivered a compelling climax that saw the 
heroes split according to their instincts and loyalties when faced by the charismatic and powerful 
sorcerer Grindelwald, a radical leader who preaches magical dominance over the Muggles but readily 
contorts his ethos for the sake of netting followers. The film actually had something to say about the 
way our characters and life experience shape our political loyalties and how even plainly noxious credos 
can appeal to people who feel abandoned by old paradigms. But instead of repairing the flaws of the 
first film, The Crimes of Grindelwald only amplified them, its better ideas caught up in a churn of 
extraneous new characters and reams of torturous backstory that pushed out what little immediate 
narrative the entry had. Rowling, so confident in setting the machinery of her storytelling in motion on 
the page, was suddenly revealed as borderline incompetent as a screenwriter. The Secrets of 
Dumbledore stumbles into theatres after a long interval, because the second film proved a box office 
disappointment and with previous Grindelwald Johnny Depp now supplanted by Mads Mikkelsen. 
 
 

 
 
 
The Secrets of Dumbledore is plainly the product of a creative team on notice, trying to deliver a movie 
that can serve as a coherent cap for a series originally slated to run to five instalments, whilst still 
leaving the door open for continuation should it revive the franchise fortunes. The third entry makes a 
wise move on paper in pairing Rowling with regular Harry Potter movie scribe Steve Kloves to bring 
some more screenwriting savvy to proceedings. The Secrets of Dumbledore kicks off with Newt 
overseeing the birth of a pair of magical animals known as Qilin, which look deer-like and have a 



unicorn-like purity. Some thugs working for Grindelwald turn up, including Credence Barebone (Ezra 
Miller), who, as we discovered at the end of the previous film, is actually a Dumbledore. They kill the 
Qilin’s mother and snatch one of the infants away, whilst Newt manages to protect the other. 
Grindelwald slays his captive Qilin because its blood can be used to see the future, then resurrects it as 
a puppet to be used in an act of political theatre. The Qilins were once used in anointing magical 
community leaders, possessing as they do the ability to deduce human character and bow to the most 
worthy, like a combination of Excalibur and a groundhog. 
 
 

 
 
 
Newt is soon called into service by Albus Dumbledore (Jude Law), who’s trying to organise resistance to 
Grindelwald but is constantly stymied from action himself because he’s Grindelwald’s former lover, tied 
with him in a unbreakable blood oath that prevents each from moving against the other. Dumbledore 
also enlists Newt’s square-jawed and square-natured brother Theseus (Callum Turner), Kowalski, and 
Newt’s American counterpart Eulalie ‘Lally’ Hicks (Jessica Williams), into executing a deliberately 
confused series of actions, as Dumbledore knows the only way to foil the prescience Grindelwald has 
gained from the slaughtered Qilin is to render it irrational. Meanwhile Grindelwald is let off by the 
German Minister of Magic, Anton Vogel (Oliver Masucci), in fear of his fanatical following. Vogel also 
recommends Grindelwald be allowed to stand in an upcoming election as the leader of the magical 
world community. Meanwhile Grindelwald constantly presses Queenie, who has joined his ranks, to 
give therapeutic attention to Credence, who’s slowly being consumed by the destructive “Obscurus” 
power he wields, to ensure Credence lives long enough to complete the mission Grindelwald intends for 
him – the assassination of Dumbledore. 
 
 



 
 
 
Future scholars of popular cinema and the movie industry, if there is such a thing by then, will likely 
pour over the failure of the Fantastic Beasts series with particular urgency. How did what seemed to be 
such a sure-fire exercise in franchise extension come to such an ungainly end? Depp’s downfall and 
Rowling’s lost stature as a former progressive darling might certainly be factors, but the problems 
started well before either became salient. A lack of new creative blood feels especially crucial. Where 
Yates helped bring the Harry Potter series home with a smart blending of homey British naturalism and 
wild fantasy, and brought some elegance to the first Fantastic Beasts, his handling on the new films has 
settled into bland slickness only occasionally punctuated by flashes of grandeur and strangeness, and 
entirely at the mercy of the scatterbrained storylines. The actual drama of the series has proven 
rudderless, replete with constant forays into subplots and series lore expansion – wow, remember when 
Nicholas Flammel finally appeared? Wasn’t that exciting, kids? – that did nothing to truly bolster the 
central story. Choosing to build the series around the story of Grindelwald, whose eventual fate was 
established in the books (and briefly noted in the movies), likewise has never felt particularly thrilling, 
and Rowling’s extrapolation of it fails to encompass the kind of irony and auto-critique George Lucas 
managed to invest in the equally forewarned upshot of his Star Wars prequels. 
 
 

 
 
 
Another problem which feels particularly cogent in this third instalment is a lack of a certain tone and a 
feel for the intended audience, and the impact this has on the tale it tries to articulate. The Harry 
Potter series depicted a child’s maturation through a metaphorically intensified lens, leading the 
audience up to the point where he must face true danger and risk to enter adulthood. The Fantastic 



Beasts series fixes on grown heroes, if still rather childlike in their shy and socially awkward streaks, in a 
manner that suggests the creative team wanted to offer a series aimed at the grown-up fans of the 
originals, an idea certainly in keeping with the Harry Potter series design as one that evolves with its 
audience. This is a grimmer, less comforting, sometimes quite violent wing of the wizarding world, an 
aspect highlighted here when Newt tries to rescue Theseus from the hellish underground German 
prison where a giant scorpion-octopus monster randomly eats prisoners. The Qilin offer some 
justification for the series title as a magical plot device despite this mostly being a movie driven by very 
unfantastical human traits. For the most part, the fantastic beasts are used to touch base with the 
absurd and colourful realm Rowling initially created and hopefully provide some fun for the kids 
presumed to still be interested in this realm, small recompense for not serving them Quidditch or all 
that other fanciful, entertaining stuff. The Secrets of Dumbledore at least allows more space around the 
characters to interact and register their variously forlorn and needy lots. 
 
 

 
 
 
Trouble is, the characters eventually prove to not be heading anywhere. The first film mooted the 
promise Newt would become newly confident and healed after his hurtful youth and wartime 
experience, but he’s become static by this movie, locked together with his traditionally heroic-looking 
brother as a semi-inverted classic pairing of stalwart hero and gawky sidekick. Arguably the film’s best 
scene comes when Newt has to school Theseus in using physical gesture to charm some of the scorpion-
octopus monster’s scuttling children, a vignette that nicely joins character comedy with the kind of wry, 
weird spectacle the franchise has always done well. Turner balances his character’s slight edge of the 
pompous with a likeable, reassuring solidity, and I kept wanting more of him. I wondered after a while 
if part of what’s wrong with the Fantastic Beasts imprimatur is that Newt has defined the limits of 
usefulness of the contemporary archetype of the socially maladroit and emotionally recessive nerd hero. 
Newt’s girlfriend Tina is mysteriously missing in action through most of the film, supplanted instead by 
Lally and by Newt’s slavishly lovelorn assistant Bunty (Victoria Yeates). Why, I have no clue. Surely 
Waterston’s dance card isn’t that full at the moment? The best character moment in the series thus far 
was Queenie’s defection to Grindelwald’s camp, a wrenching pivot that’s barely followed-through here, 
as Queenie looks morose operating at Grindelwald’s helper until she finally switches sides again without 
any great rupture. Kowalski is, again, the inapt but trusty everyman, with Fogler still delivering in the 
role even as it asks nothing new of him. The film manages to shoehorn in Newt’s perpetual companions, 
the thieving creature Niffler and the stalky Pickett, and they at least once again provide some zest, if 
very briefly. 
 
 



 
 
 
Yusuf Kama (William Nadylam), introduced in The Crimes of Grindelwald, is deployed as an infiltrator 
in Grindelwald’s camp, only to seem to fall under the villain’s influence. Frankly, I could scarcely 
remember the character and his clunky backstory from the previous film, and his presence here is 
reduced to bare functionality. Other figures of import from the last entry, like Flammel and Credence’s 
cursed lover Nagini, have simply disapparated from proceedings. As you’d expect from the title, The 
Secrets of Dumbledore fixates on the Principal of Hogwarts and the curious bole of guilt and regret he 
harbours regarding his dalliance with Grindelwald and the accidental death of his sister, revealed here 
to have resulted from a quarrel between Dumbledore and his sullen brother Aberforth (Richard Coyle). 
Dumbledore seeks redemption and freedom to act according to his conscience, tormented by the 
spectacle of what his former lover has become and what his own shows of human weakness cost his 
family. And fair’s fair – the most affecting element of The Secrets of Dumbledore stems from the simple 
choice in not obfuscating over the queer romance nested in the narrative and placing the consequences 
of it front and centre, particularly in the muted coda. And yet Dumbledore is still essentially the same, 
unstintingly humane, positive, omnicompetent character he’s always been presented as. Law is very 
good in the part, projecting both authority and gravitas hard-won, and he manages to largely paint over 
this lack of actual character voyaging. 
 
 

 
 
 
Mikkelsen, in taking over the role of Grindelwald from Depp, feels more naturally cast than his 
predecessor, but it’s a part he can play in his sleep. And that’s just about what he does: where Depp 
imbued the role with a level of cunning charm, Mikkelsen’s take just seems glumly self-righteous. The 



character’s Hitlerian overtones become so bold-faced here, swanning through legions of zealot followers 
and trying to rig an election, it’s a wonder the script doesn’t supply him with confederates named 
Mimmler and Moering. Also, I was perplexed by the fascist overtones applied to the German wizard 
world when Grindelwald isn’t even in charge of it. At the very least, The Secrets of Dumbledore delivers 
trappings of a well-crafted modern blockbuster wannabe, with some grand shots of steam trains 
chugging across snowy plains, textured special effects recreating the hallowed halls of Hogwarts and the 
den of the German magic prison, and a booming, John Williams-aping score by James Newton Howard. 
But there’s an odd stricture on the story scope, with a great deal of the film devolving into scenes of 
characters plotting in rooms of varying sizes and décor types, as if they had to carefully shepherd the 
budget for the spotty set-pieces. The call-backs to fondly remembered entries in the series fall flat, like a 
return to Hogwarts that sees the place looking weirdly depopulated and anonymous. The actual plot is a 
mass of busywork, with Dumbledore’s efforts to elude prescience with randomness reeling awfully like 
Rowling watched Push (2009) a few too many times. 
 
 

 
 
 
The Secrets of Dumbledore should have the courage to be propelled purely by the drama of characters 
we’ve come to know locked in a momentous battle of good and evil, but it leans on frantic shenanigans 
as desperately as the Pirates of the Caribbean sequels. Because of this, truly important threads, like the 
waning Credence’s struggle over his loyalties, are handled in a rushed and flimsy manner. His inevitable 
confrontation with Dumbledore sees enough money expended on special effects to fund a small country 
for a month and yet proves a total dramatic fizzer. The resultant problem in obliging Rowling to work 
with Kloves seems to have been that Rowling’s unease in the medium, rather than working in wayward 
alliance with the individual stamp of her hyperactive imagineering, now only interacts with current 
blockbuster cliché. The climactic scenes see the heroes running around a lot in a Bhutanese temple, 
trying to deliver the untainted Qilin to the election via multiple decoy versions of Newt’s magical 
suitcase. There is one nice bit of magical combat tossed in as Theseus and Lally find they fight well 
together, swatting Grindelwald’s goons about. But nothing’s sustained or cleverly staged. Dumbledore is 
finally liberated to unleash whoop-ass on Grindelwald, but their duel is stalled in a ludicrous moment 
where the two men collide and feel each-other’s heartbeats and cannot continue fighting. 
 
 



 
 
 
This is the sort of scene that will likely earn deserved audience sniggers, an attempt to wield pathos that 
instead offers bizarre confusion, bordering on some new, subtle kind of homophobia, as it demonstrates 
the two men are ultimately more slaves to their old passion than to the seriousness of the causes they’re 
supposed to espouse. There’s also something ungainly about the film’s attempts to present a parable for 
current-day politics – notably both the bigoted white male rabblerouser and the Chinese candidate are 
finally ignored by the real Qilin in favour of a pure-hearted Latin American woman (after Dumbledore 
himself is anointed, thus fulfilling the long-simmering certainty nested deep within Rowling’s lore that 
holds the best people are the ones spurning fame and power in favour of teaching). The coda underlines 
a metaphor for various forms of equality as Kowalski and Queenie prepare to get married and end the 
American intermarriage ban. Again, something about this rings hollow, given Rowling’s recent unforced 
errors, as she might well benefit from the lessons of her own villains in learning to look beyond the 
bounds of her own fixations. Still, there’s a striking, bravely melancholy grace-note in its final image of 
Dumbledore accepting his solitude and moving on to embrace a future he knows will be hard but also 
needs him and his commitment, trudging away down a snow-clad, romanticised Brooklyn 
thoroughfare, whilst everyone else accepts their happily-ever-afters. Here, if too little 
elsewhere, Fantastic Beasts remembers its original mission statement.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Damned (1947) / Rider On The Rain (1970) 

Les Maudits / Le Passager de la Pluie 
 
 

 
 
 
Director: René Clément 
Screenwriters: René Clément, Henri Jeanson, Jacques Rémy / Sébastien Japrisot 
 
 
When it comes to the exalted ranks of great French filmmakers, René Clément belonged to a generation 
of filmmakers who helped bring French cinema renewal and new international attention after World 
War II. In those ranks Clément was linked with the likes of Robert Bresson, Jean-Pierre Melville, Henri-
Georges Clouzot, and Jacques Tati. This crew mostly began making movies before the war but emerged 
most truly during or immediately after it. François Truffaut, in his infamous essay “Notes on a Certain 
Tendency in French Cinema,” noted Clément as one of the vital emergent figures who helped the 
national cinema by moving on from poetic realism to psychological realism, a mode Truffaut and his 
fellow Nouvelle Vague compatriots then set out to demolish in turn. Clément became indeed the 
preeminent director of that period when pre-war greats like Jean Renoir and René Clair were yet to 
come home or those, like Marcel Carne and Jean Grémillon, who kept labouring through the 
Occupation, who seemed to lose steam at its close. Clément had started making short films and 
documentaries before the war, commencing with the 20-minute Soigne ton gauche in 1936, starring Tati. 
Clément claimed top prizes at the renascent Cannes Film Festival twice in as many years, first with his 



docudrama The Battle of the Rails (1945), detailing the fight over the French rail infrastructure between 
the Nazis and the Resistance, and then with his first proper feature, Les Maudits, aka The Damned. He 
won the then-special Academy Award for best non-English-language film twice, with The Walls of 
Malapaga (1949) and Forbidden Games (1952), and also claimed the Venice Film Festival’s Golden Lion 
with the latter. 
 
 

 
 
 
Like the major directors of the Italian neorealist movement, who he was often compared to for his early 
technique and outlook, Clément then faced subsequent decades negotiating with commercial cinema. 
Like Clouzot and Melville, Clément was usually at his best engaging with fraught portraits of people 
engaged in hazardous and morally ambivalent behaviour, but he stretched his talents further and 
scored his most acclaimed work in Forbidden Games with a poetically measured style. Clément did run 
afoul of the dangers of international coproduction with the poorly-received This Angry Age (1957), an 
adaptation of Marguerite Duras’ The Sea Wall, but when he made a shift back into genre filmmaking 
with Purple Noon, a 1960 adaptation of Patricia Highsmith’s novel The Talented Mr. Ripley, he scored 
another hit, one that today might well be Clément’s best-known movie, particularly since it was 
disinterred after Anthony Minghella’s top-heavy 1999 version. Clément’s 1966 film Is Paris Burning?, an 
attempt to balance epic trappings with his early docudrama mode in recounting the 1944 liberation of 
the title city, received a bewilderingly harsh reception upon release, but it stands as a superior 
achievement. He again resurged to general success and acclaim in 1969 with Rider on the Rain, a swerve 
back to the chic thriller mould of Purple Noon, but Clément finally retired after 1975’s La Baby-Sitter. 
 
 



 
 
 
As products from either end of Clément’s directing career, The Damned and Rider on the Rain have 
obvious differences. One is a rough-and-ready product that has the moment it was made in etched into 
its frames, filmed in stark black-and-white that seems to directly channel the raw-nerve, almost post-
apocalyptic feeling of that time. The other is a sleek and moody psychodrama shot in colour, sporting 
an American star and meditating sardonically on shifting social mores as well as character and 
atmosphere. But the two films are also defined by a strikingly similar, smothering feel for intense 
psychological straits, with protagonists who find themselves adrift and cut off from the world at large, 
sweating their way through entrapped situations, sweltering through the consequences of their own 
culpability. The Damned, not to be confused at all with Joseph Losey and Luchino Visconti’s films with 
that title but bearing certain thematic and conceptual similarities to both, opens in the French port city 
of Royan, damaged by fighting and only liberated in the waning days of the war. The bleak scenery 
consists of broken buildings and rubble-filled streets and evening murk, streaming evacuated townsfolk 
returning to their home to find, if they’re lucky, dark and shattered hovels, the pall of grey broken only 
by flashlights: this is the end of the war as just about everyone in Europe was still very familiar with 
when The Damned was filmed. 
 
 



 
 
 
Clément’s protagonist is one of these returning refugees, a doctor named Guilbert (Henri Vidal). 
Guilbert finds the building he lives in blacked out and battered but still essentially in one piece. He’s 
pleased and moved to nostalgic reminiscing to find his old harmonica lying on the floor by his bed and 
lying down in the dark to play the instrument as flitting lights from outside play across the ceiling. By 
rights the war should be over for Guilbert at this moment, but as his rueful, film noir-esque narration 
quickly establishes, his rest won’t be long, and forces that will affect his immediate fate are being set in 
motion in a distant locale. Clément moves into a flashback to explain just what he means, as a few days 
earlier a U-boat prepares to sail from Oslo, about to embark on a mission to save several high-ranking 
Nazi and collaborators. Senior Wehrmacht General Von Hauser (Kurt Kronefeld) and Forster (Jo Dest), 
a Gestapo honcho closely linked to Himmler, have been assigned to lead this escape, with the intention 
of continuing some embryonic form of the Nazi government in South America and setting up networks 
for other fugitive Nazis: “Victory is never final,” Von Hauser tells a gathering of his motley collective. 
One of the collaborators travelling with them is the Norwegian scientist Ericksen (Lucien Hector), who 
the Nazis seem to hope might one day help them re-emerge with nuclear weapons. 
 
 



 
 
 
Also on board for the voyage is Italian Fascist and magnate Garosi (Fosco Giachetti), accompanied by 
his Sudetenland-born German wife Hilda (Florence Marly), who is he actual reason they’ve made it 
aboard, being as she is Von Hauser’s lover. Guilbert’s narration notes that Garosi doesn’t speak German 
and Hilda doesn’t speak Italian, so “French was adopted as a diplomatic measure.” Frenchman 
Couturier (Paul Bernard) was a right-wing newspaper publisher and major collaborator, who quips of 
their vessel, “Like Noah’s Ark – all that’s missing is the Flood.” Forster is accompanied by Willy Mouris 
(Michel Auclair), described by Forster as his right-hand man and by Guilbert as a Berlin hoodlum, and 
who, Clément carefully reveals as the film unfolds, is Forster’s sadistically dominated lover. The 
passenger list is rounded out by Ericksen’s teenage daughter Ingrid (Anna Campion), an innocent 
completely out of place in such company of pathetic rogues and killers: the only creatures aboard she 
forms any connection with are Guilbert and the ship’s cat. The U-boat sets out expecting to make a 
quick voyage across the Atlantic and gain aid from an agent in Mexico, Larga (Marcel Dalio). But when 
they’re attacked with depth charges by a British ship, Hilda is flung against a hatchway and receives a 
concussion, and the Nazis realise to their chagrin they have no doctor aboard: “We thought of 
everything except the essentials,” Couturier notes. Von Hauser and Forster order the U-boat’s 
businesslike captain (Jean Didier) to put into Royan, but they find to their shock the city garrison has 
surrendered, so they send Couturier, Morris, and a couple of sailors ashore to track down a doctor. 
Which is how their path crosses with Guilbert, who has already returned to practice helping his direly 
needy compatriots amidst fears of a diphtheria outbreak. 
 
 



 
 
 
The Damned is a bitter, punch-drunk reverie on the meaning of an age. The evocation of a pervasive 
atmosphere of moral rot is palpable, the mood distinctly post-apocalyptic, the result hovering in a hazy 
post-genre zone, not quite a thriller, not quite a war movie. The preoccupation with an entrapped hero 
squirming under the hand of characters who are at once fugitive criminals and representatives of 
authority and state repression has immediate tonal and situational connection with the film noir 
movements flourishing in Hollywood and Britain, playing out like a less rhetorical take on Key 
Largo (1948). But this is mixed with simmering political overtones beyond the range of noir’s usual 
interests: Clément is portraying still-intense anxieties and blocs of sympathy and reflex in the war’s 
aftermath, seeing no clean divorcement between the wartime milieu and after, and notably providing a 
nudging reminder of widespread French collaboration in the person of Couturier at a time when the 
legend of the Resistance was being officially played up. Nor do the film’s stakes of tension and character 
drama play out in a familiar manner. Even Guilbert, the nominated victim of the enterprise, has a load 
of guilt and grief that isn’t entirely explicated: he seems to have lost his wife Helen in the war, and can 
speak German but tries to keep this secret, perhaps to give himself an advantage and also perhaps to 
avoid questions how he acquired this talent. “My life was going finally going to resume its proper 
course,” Guilbert muses in the opening, followed by rueful awareness that fate has other things in store, 
a ruefulness that Clément sees permeating the whole post-war world and its uneasy mindset. 
 
 



 
 
 
Guilbert quickly diagnoses and treats Hilda’s injury but realises the Nazis have no intention of releasing 
him, and indeed intend to kill him as soon as possible. To buy time, Guilbert, asked to check up a sailor 
with a sore throat, tells the Nazis that he has diphtheria and must be isolated, obliging them to retain 
his services. Guilbert immediately sees tactical advantage too: isolated the sailor will force his comrades 
and the passengers to cram together into smaller compartments: “Hate would become contagious,” 
Guilbert muses, and, as his plan begins to work, he declares, “I’d created a psychosis of contagion…I was 
the organiser of this shambles, this floating concentration camp.” During the voyage Clément carefully 
cross-sections the fugitive Nazis, their interpersonal tensions and quirks of outlook and temperament. 
“What I miss is going to the movies,” the Vichy collaborator laments, “I love the movies.” Guilbert 
becomes less an actor in the drama, fool of fate that he is, than a witness to the death throes of an epoch 
and these last exemplars. He comes to perceive the game being played out between Garosi, Von Hauser, 
and Hilda, with the Italian too lovesick over his wife and too weak in character (it’s made clear he 
finished up a Fascist because his father was one) to put up any fight against her affair with Von Hauser. 
Forster keeps his thug toy-boy in line with fearsome beatings, much in the same way he comes to 
completely dominate the mission as his companions falter in their will and look for ways out. 
 
 



 
 
 
The feeling of The Damned mediating eras in cinema as well as history stems from the hangover mood 
of the pre-war poetic realist movement in the depiction of desperate fatalism amongst doomed people 
in a cramped, fin-de-siecle setting – co-screenwriter Henri Jeanson had written classics of that style 
including Pépé le Moko (1936) and Hotel du Nord (1938). A couple of key scenes, like the murder of a 
traitor and a manhunt through a warehouse filled with sacks of coffee beans, could very easily have 
been in Pépé le Moko. But the narrative’s swerves and the tone avoid the blasted romanticism of those 
chicly disaffected works: The Damned is at once more spikily immediate and more punitive in its 
attitude to the damned of the title. Clément’s direction and visuals are for the most part more realistic 
and hard-edged, leaning much closer to neorealism, employing non-actors for authenticity in some 
roles and blending in documentary footage to emphasise verisimilitude and trying to exactingly convey 
the cramped, tense interior of the U-boat in as convincing a manner as possible. Clément wrings 
atmosphere and unease out of a touch like a creepily creaking buoy in the Royan harbour. His stern, 
grey-scale aesthetic had its own influence – John Frankenheimer’s The Train (1965) seems to my eye to 
have used it as a template – with his emphasis on low, looming angles where the metal universe of the 
U-boat crowds in the antiheroic lot and cuts through boiling ocean. A long hand-held shot depicting 
Guilbert’s arrival on board ship and his uneasy march through its halls predicts Wolfgang Petersen’s 
roving steadicam shots in Das Boot (1981). 
 
 



 
 
 
At the same time, there’s an added edge of something close to metanarrative play to the way the story 
unfolds, with Guilbert writing down the tale which he describes as buzzing before his eyes “just like a 
movie” and himself as writing feverishly as if being dictated to by the haunting personalities of his 
shipmates, as he is by the end left as a solitary survivor on a ghost ship, surrounded by the echoes of the 
dead and vanished but still remembering them vividly: The Damned is much about a witness and an 
artist’s response to the spectacle of war and fanaticism as it about those things. More immediately and 
practically, Guilbert looks for a way to escape, and gets aid from the U-boat’s Austrian radio operator, 
who tells him there’s an inflatable dingy and oar ready for him to use to steal away when he gets a good 
opportunity. Guilbert dithers too long, however, constantly expecting to be betrayed or discovered, and 
eventually when he does try to flee finds Ericksen has beaten him to it, leaving behind his daughter. 
Despite the official glaze of determination and sense of historical mission these Fascists set out with, all 
of them except Forster eventually prove to be contemplating their future with the deepest angst. 
Couturier plays with a canister of poison pills he carries, the last vestige of choice he has left in his life. 
When the Nazis finally make landfall in Mexico and visit Larga, who operates as a profitable merchant 
and seems bewildered this gang of lunatics are still playing war, he listlessly gives aid more to get rid of 
them than anything else, and encourages Willy to flee Forster and make a new life for himself while he 
has the chance, even advising him on how to do it. 
 
 



 
 
 
The queer theme in The Damned, which I suppose should be designated as “strongly implied” but 
couldn’t be more obvious, reminds me of Roberto Rossellini’s similar use of lesbianism in Rome, Open 
City (1945) as a metaphor for fascist suborning and exploitation. Such an angle reads as rather 
homophobic these days, but it’s invested with a fascinating, unsettling potency in the unfolding. Early 
in the film Forster tells Von Hauser he wants to turf Hilda off the submarine at Royan because she’s 
dead weight, and tells the General he needs to put duty before pleasure, only for the General to riposte 
coolly that can very easily get rid of Willy for the same reason. Later Forster furiously bullies and slaps 
Willy when he teases him for losing a chess match to Von Hauser, and whips him with a belt when he 
tries to run away at Larga’s suggestion. The introduction of Larga sees the film shift away from the 
claustrophobia of the U-boat but without any feeling of relief, as Larga tries to obfuscate his way 
through talking with his visitors and encouraging Willy to abscond, but then faced with the particularly 
wrath of Forster as he searches for his lover. Clément wrings quintessential noirish energy from this 
sequence as Forster furiously stalks Willy through Larga’s warehouse, which is crammed with stacked 
sacks coffee beans, the space Larga recommended as a hiding place instead proving a trap, alleys 
between the bags lit in brilliant pools by overhanging lights and Willy’s hiding place given away by a 
gash he leaves in a sack, spilling out tell-tale beans in a gently shimmering shower. Forster advances 
and collects him with grim, Golem-like authority, and leads him back to Larga’s office where, by virtual 
pure force of will, he obliges Will to kill Larga: Willy, sweating and glaze-eyed, advances on the cringing 
Larga, before finally emotion flees his face and accepts the delivering pleasure of being a thrall and stabs 
Larga through the curtain he makes a last effort to hide behind. 
 
 



 
 
 
Garosi, eventually humiliated just a little too much, sneaks up onto the submarine’s deck and silently 
slips into the water to drown himself. Hilda soon searches through his belongings but finds no money 
or valuables, much to her stung and infuriated chagrin: “Garosi had not even left what would have made 
him missed,” Guilbert’s narration comments. This scene is a great little vignette for Marly, her icy eyes 
flashing as Hilda desperately tries to put up a good front in realising she’s now entirely dependent on 
Von Hauser’s graces, putting earrings on brushing a lock of hair down to hide the dressing covering her 
wound. Marly’s presence in the film seems to violate the realist texture by pure dint of her hallucinatory 
beauty, an islet of French movie glamour in the hard, grey panzerschiff zone: Marly, whose subsequent 
move to Hollywood proved a disaster as she was mistakenly blacklisted, is best remembered to cineastes 
today for her part as the title character in Curtis Harrington’s Queen of Blood (1966). She’s just as much 
a vampiric alien here, with her high, razoring cheekbones and rapacious eyes, sowing discontent 
between the two drone males who lay nominal claim to her whilst also binding them in complicity. Of 
course, Marly does exactly what Clément asks of her in this, embodying twisted glamour and the erotic 
appeal of the power-hungry, delivering what Guilbert in recollection describes as “the disturbing 
Valkyrie widow.” “You only respect the dead that were respectable when they were alive,’ Forster 
comments when Couturier criticises everyone for carrying on normally after Garosi’s death, only to get 
up and bawl out some sailors for singing when the Fuhrer has died. 
 
 



 
 
 
The greater part of the power of The Damned lies in the way it keeps the screw on whilst portraying the 
self-cannibalising nature of its characters, the weak ones falling away, running away or dying trying, 
whilst the strong lay waste finally to everything they nominally defend, including, ultimately, their own 
bodies. Garosi’s suicide and Willy’s failed escape reveal fateful cracks in the alliance. When Forster and 
Willy return to the U-boat in a boat of Larga’s and cast it adrift once aboard, Couturier tries to flee by 
swimming desperately for the drifting craft, only for Forster to shoot him in the water. All the while as 
the last vestiges of the Nazi regime are imploding, with reports coming in on the radio of Hitler’s 
suicide and then of the official surrender, only for Forster to impose a tight new blackout from the U-
boat crew to try and maintain  control long enough to gain their destination. Dest is palpable as the 
ultimate Nazi fanatic, a man with the face of an aging bank manager but the build of a weightlifter, 
intimidating despite not being a military man – he looks like he could break Von Hauser over his knee, 
and he later pounds Guilbert until he drops unconscious with pure brawn – and easily bending the 
young and potent Willy to his purpose. “You planned for everything except defeat,” Forster snaps at 
Von Hauser as the pressure builds: “I planned for everything including defeat – I’m the son of a 
blacksmith, not a general.” These kinds of details actually make Forster a unique and potent character, a 
gay and working-class avatar for Nazism rather than the usual mould of icy aristocrat or the vulgarly 
devolved, one for whom the credo is essential to his identity as one who feeds off other people. 
 
 



 
 
 
The film builds towards bleak and ruthless spectacle as the U-boat rendezvous with a supply ship as 
they run dangerously short of fuel. Forster tries to keep the submariners from speaking with the ship’s 
crew. But they insist on shouting down the happy news that the war is over. This spreads aboard the U-
boat, and a battle erupts between the sailors between those trying to enforce authority and those who 
demand their release from duty, resulting in a fascinatingly realistic tussle between the men where only 
one officer is vaguely proficient in punching and so gets the upper hand. Von Hauser elects to remain 
aboard the supply ship, whilst Hilda overhears Forster proposing to torpedo the ship in revenge: she 
attacks him in a grip of hysterical repudiation and tries to climb up a rope ladder onto the ship, only to 
fall in between the two vessels and be crushed as they roll together. Forster carries through on his 
threat, not just to punish those he calls traitors but also desiring to erase anyone not loyal to him who 
knows he’s alive. He and a loyal officer sink the ship, and then mercilessly machine gun their own fellow 
German sailors as they cling to lifeboats and rafts. This miniature holocaust is the climax of Clément’s 
parable, as he has tried to film the ultimate logic of the fascist mindset, as the numbers of the 
acceptable and worthy and true are whittled down to an ever-tighter circle of fanatics, until fellow 
Germans are being murdered in the same fashion as Allied soldiers and many others have been. 
 
 



 
 
 
Finally, effective rebellion: the remaining ordinary sailors overcome the zealots and Willy kills Forster, 
albeit still only able to dare it by stabbing him in the back: “Bastard!” Forster groans as he sinks down 
and dies. The remaining crew flee the U-boat in a life raft, taking Ingrid with them, and Willy jumps 
aboard too: only Guilbert is left behind, having been knocked unconscious by Forster, with Willy 
refusing to go back for him in the fear he’ll be able to denounce them, despite Ingrid’s entreaties. The 
scene of the crew’s flight from the submarine is striking both in the filming and in the starkly evident 
lack of artifice, beheld in Campion’s frightened face as the actors helping her into the raft accidentally 
fall into the ocean and nearly take her with them, leaving her clinging onto the raft’s edge. When he 
comes to the doctor finds himself adrift on the unnavigable craft, the last resident of the Third Reich 
one dazed, baffled, filthy Frenchman, the last, bitterest irony. Guilbert, with no idea if he’ll ever be 
rescued, passes the time writing an account of his experience, the one we’ve been experiencing, by an 
improvised lantern. Relief comes at long last as Clément reveals Guilbert picked up by an American 
warship, which then sinks the U-boat, as Guilbert tells an officer that he plans to call his story “The 
Damned.” 
 
 



 
 
 
Rider on the Rain, despite the many disparities in the two films, conjures a similar mood of opiated 
reverie from the outset as The Damned: much as Guilbert on his bed is oblivious to his oncoming trial 
and yet also seems to be dreaming it up, Rider on the Rain begins with its heroine, Mellie Mau (Marlène 
Jobert), gazing wistfully out a window on a day of omnipresent grey-blue drizzle. The setting is a small 
town on the French Riviera coast. Mellie sees the bus from Marseilles deliver a tall, bald man carrying a 
red-and-white TWA flight bag at a stop. Her mother, bowling alley proprietor Juliette (Annie Cordy), is 
sceptical when Mellie reports this odd sight, as she insists no-one every gets off that particular bus in 
this locale. The differences between Mellie and Guilbert are obvious too: Mellie is a young housewife, 
and far from being a survivor of war, is the product of dull, indolent, repressive peace. Mellie is married 
to Tony Mau (Gabriele Tinti), a Spanish airline navigator with a hot jealous streak, and maintains an 
uneasy relationship with her dissatisfied and sceptical mother. Mellie seems a good young bourgeois, 
trying hard to dress attractively, but not too provocatively, for her husband, in buying a dress from her 
friend Nicole (Jill Ireland): as she changes into the dress, clad only in her underwear, she realises the 
bald man is starting at her through the shop window, and hurriedly pulls a curtain shut. She drives 
home in the still-pouring rain and strips off her clothes to have a shower. Returning to her bedroom, 
she’s bewildered to find one of her stockings missing, and is suddenly set upon by the bald man, who’s 
wearing the stocking over his face: he ties her up and rapes her. 
 
 



 
 
 
As far as movie openings go, the first ten minutes of Rider on the Rain weave a singularly powerful spell. 
Legend has it Jim Morrison was inspired to write “Riders on the Storm” after seeing the movie. Clément 
uses the Riviera locale, normally associated with blissful good weather, and the pall of rain to create a 
rarefied atmosphere, dreary and deserted, in which Mellie, whose full first name we later learn is the 
very apt Mélancolie, moves about in vague approximation of life, and what we see in the course of the 
narrative works on one level as a succession of conjurations of her haunted imagination. That the film 
commences with images of the bus bringing the marauding masculine force to her town with a 
quotation from Alice In Wonderland emphasises this dark fairy-tale feel. The opening credits unfurl over 
images of the bald stranger walking in the rain, the visitor signalling the arrival of threat that looks for 
another stray person to latch onto. Even when Mellie is assaulted, the sense of submersion continues. 
The space of her large and prosperous home becomes a trap where the monster lurks even after 
seemingly departing. Clément’s visual grammar anticipates the dinner party sequence of The Texas 
Chain Saw Massacre (1974) in close-ups victim and attacker’s eyes in strange duet of fear and relish. 
Mellie claws at the stocking mask, tearing holes in it so her attacker resembles some melting 
homunculus. After he seems to finish with her, the limp, sweat-soaked Mellie slowly slips her bonds, 
dresses, and phones the police, but cannot bring herself to actually talk to them. 
 
 



 
 
 
When she hears a noise coming from the basement, she loads a shotgun and commands the attacker to 
come out: he does, but when he teases her by making a strangling gesture with the stocking, she shoots 
with both barrels and he tumbles back into the cellar. When she bends over his body, she finds he still 
isn’t dead as he tries to grab her, so she finishes the job by frenziedly beating him to death with an oar. 
Mellie, seeming to decide it’s much easier to dispose of the man’s body than try and explain how all this 
happened, methodically cleans up the house and drags the corpse into the back of her wagon, and 
drives it to a remote stretch of coast to dump. Along the way, to her great unease, she encounters a 
police roadblock, but luckily it’s being overseen by a friend of her husband’s, Inspector Toussaint (Jean 
Gaven), who furtively asks Mellie if she can arrange for Tony to give him a loan as he’s lost all his pay 
playing cards. Mellie drops the corpse over a cliff and returns home, only to find Tony waiting for her, 
and when she tries to pretend she was with her mother, finds Juliette is there too. Tony’s jealousy is 
whipped up and he constantly recalls how his father would have reacted if his mother had been caught 
being unfaithful. Nonetheless Mellie is able to burn the last evidence of her action and seems able to 
resume the comfortable façade of normality, until, a couple of days later, she meets a tall dark stranger, 
Dobbs (Charles Bronson), a pushily charming American who insists on dancing with her and begins 
hinting he knows what happened to her. 
 
 



 
 
 
A cat-and-mouse game develops between Dobbs and Mellie. She at first assumes he’s some kind of 
blackmailer, as he oppressively inserts himself into her life after Tony heads off for a long haul to 
Djibouti. Dobbs bullies her and forces her to get drunk so he can then get her to spill her guts, whilst 
also implying he’s seeking a fortune her attacker stole, which was likely in the TWA bag, which has 
gone missing. Mellie leaps to the conclusion Dobbs thinks the attacker might have been working with 
Tony in some kind of drug smuggling scheme, a suspicion that seems to be confirmed when Dobbs 
encourages her to steal a TWA bag from a shelf in the bus station in belief it was the bald man’s, only to 
find merely a photo of Tony inside it. The subtler part of Clément’s stylisation here is the way all the 
various characters seem to have hostile intentions towards Mellie, running the gamut from her 
indolent, critical mother to her hot-headed and hypocritical husband, and all the way to the man who 
really does cruelly and viciously assault her. Mellie, as Clément carefully explicates, has a childish aspect 
to her character, with life experienced as a succession of ugly and wrenching randomness, sourced in a 
key trauma of her youth, in which she caught her mother having an affair and eventually told her father, 
who then promptly walked out on them. Whilst he certainly wouldn’t get a job in a rape crisis centre 
with his method of badgering Mellie and guessing the circumstances of her violation, Dobbs 
nonetheless walks the line between romantic fantasy, father confessor figure, and masculine threat, at 
least until his purposes start to become more clear. 
 
 



 
 
 
Rider of the Rain is dated in some aspects, particularly the gender politics and Bronson’s incarnation of a 
certain ideal of bristling masculinity as tough-love assaultive, as when he’s glimpsed literally pouring 
booze down Mellie’s throat, even given that he’s trying to find out if Mellie is a thief and murderer. But 
it also reflects the shifting mores of the era with some agility, as Mellie shifts from being essentially a 
decorative object for her husband to someone capable of holding him and others to account, and 
avenges herself with deadly force, but not with malice. The pitch of Mellie as an innocent abroad trying 
to leave behind her childhood angst amidst a myth of death and pain signals that in the end Rider on 
the Rain is much a product of the side of Clement that made Forbidden Games as the one that made The 
Damned. Nicole is a hipper lass who relies on Tony to bring her records from Swinging London and 
gleefully awaits a recording she hopefully describes as “bestial,” much to Mellie’s fascinated 
bewilderment. One notable product of Rider on the Rain’s success was that after nearly two decades as a 
familiar and increasingly prominent movie face and a smattering of lead roles including Once Upon A 
Time In The West (1968), it was actually Clément’s film that made Bronson a colossal star in Europe, and 
his full emergence in Hollywood came soon after. As the film was shot simultaneously in French and 
English, Bronson was a sport and did his own French dialogue phonetically, but didn’t bother doing it 
again. This swerve in Bronson’s career was particularly interesting given his role as a character who’s 
not his usual type of character: Dobbs certainly requires Bronson’s aura of igneous physical and 
character strength, but who for the most part keeps them restrained, entering the movie as a figure 
more akin to Cary Grant’s in Notorious (1946) as a smoothly insinuating agent who impersonates and 
goads the heroine’s guilt complex. 
 
 



 
 
 
Sébastien Japrisot’s script is replete with nods to Hitchcock, most obviously and a little cornily when the 
bald rapist is eventually revealed to be named Mac Guffin. And yet Rider on the Rain maintains a very 
different tone and style to Hitchcock, playing with his beloved transference-of-guilt theme and 
fascination for highly ambivalent relationships that seem poised between ardour and brutality, but 
approaching it more as a character investigation where the tension derives almost entirely from the 
interpersonal encounters. Like The Damned, Rider of the Rain doesn’t quite belong to any genre. It could 
be said to be Clément’s revenge on Truffaut, as it’s a far better Hitchcock riff than Truffaut ever 
managed. Rider on the Rain also fits into a mode of art-house thrillers from the time, fusing French 
cinematic mores and Hollywood-styled narratives also including the likes of Jacques Deray’s La 
Piscine (1969) and The Outside Man (1972), as well as films by Claude Chabrol and Jean-Pierre Melville. 
The accoutrement of plot in Rider on the Rain is then mostly unimportant except as it reflects Mellie’s 
choice to hide her crime and refusal to play along with Dobbs. Her determination to keep the secret is 
rooted in her sense of responsibility for her father’s abandonment, which she confesses to Dobbs after 
he’s made her drink two bottles of whisky, a drink she eventually seems to enjoy as much as she says 
her mother does: “She’s a wiz at infidelity and alcohol.” When a kind of story does develop, it’s the by-
product of their gamesmanship. 
 
 



 
 
 
Mellie is such a goody-goody she can’t even swear, instead substituting the word “saxophone” for any 
curse she wants to utter, but her unexpected streak of savagery unleashed on the rapist provides vivid 
proof she’s a tougher, stranger, more formidable person than anyone suspects. Her deflecting way with 
Dobbs maintains a similar kind of resolve, trying to erase what little proof he can dig up to support his 
entirely correct summation of what happened between her and Guffin: she threatens Dobbs with the 
same shotgun she killed the rapist with, but deliberately shoots the wall to obscure gouges left by the 
original shots. In the course of defending her psychic barricades, she is however forced to pay attention 
to things she’s been studiously ignoring, like the fact Tony is unfaithful to her with her friend Nicole: 
when she confronts Nicole, the couturier admits to sleeping with Tony twice, and when Mellie starts 
slapping her, Nicole halts her angrily after the third blow: “I said twice!” Dobbs meanwhile represents as 
much fatherly authority to Mellie as an image of masculine menace and fancy: when she tries to lock 
him out he kicks down her bedroom door, which reminds her, in flashback, of a man who helped her 
and her mother break into her parents’ locked bedroom, where they found the martial bed shredded by 
her departing father. “This house is like my life,” Mellie quips after her battles with Dobbs leave it a 
mess, “Two days ago everything was in order.” 
 
 



 
 
 
When Nicole comes visiting, hoping to make up with Mellie, Mellie kisses Dobbs to make Nicole think 
they’re lovers. Dobbs explains as their bickering continues that he’s been able to construct a timeline 
that brought him to her simply by asking questions around town of people like Nicole and Juliette: “The 
hell you did,” Mellie objects, “Nobody gets anything from my mother.” She also explains the story of 
how she got her name, which was rooted tellingly in her father’s whimsical and mercurial nature. 
Business between Mellie and Dobbs becomes increasingly like a parody of marriage, as Dobbs gets 
Mellie to fry him some eggs breakfast, which she does dutifully only to then drown them in ketchup 
(“Americans live on ketchup and milk – I’m a wiz at geography.”), whilst Dobbs takes to sarcastically 
calling her Love-Love after the writing on her kitchen apron, and introduces her to a game played with 
chestnuts, chucking them at panes of glass – if the pane breaks, then the thrower is in love. Every time 
Mellie does it the glass breaks. “You and your Cheshire Cat smile!” Mellie snaps at Dobbs, who has thus 
far resisted settling down but carries a photo of a son – “I always keep my children.” Finally Mellie does 
discover the rapist’s bag and the money in it where he left it in her car. Emboldened, she goes to Dobb’s 
hotel room and finds he’s not a crook or an opportunist, but an American Army Colonel on an 
investigation. 
 
 



 
 
 
When Mellie hears of a dead man’s body discovered along the coast, she immediately assumes it’s the 
rapist. Toussaint tells her it’s been identified as a former boxer and gangster named Bruno Sacchi. 
Mellie hears that Sacchi’s girlfriend, Madeleine Legauff (Ellen Bahl), is the leading suspect for the killing 
as she also had underworld connections, and drives out to the beach where Toussaint and other cops 
grill her to get a look at her. Mellie is stricken with remorse and determines to try and help Legauff beat 
the rap: she travels to Paris, where Toussaint told her she worked, and follows leads to the place where 
Legauff’s sister works, after mailing the money back to her home to keep it safe. Trouble is, this proves 
to be a brothel her sister Tania (Corinne Marchand) runs under the auspices of some sanguine 
gangsters. Clément nods again to a similar preoccupation with illicit desires as he had in The Damned as 
Tania tries to seduce Mellie by stroking her thigh, before passing her along to her bosses who, 
bewildered by Mellie’s entreaties, promptly torture and torment her to learn what she’s about, forcing 
her to walk about on all fours like a dog and threatening to burn her with cigarettes. Fortunately Dobbs, 
who the gangsters deride as sounding like a figment of her imagination when she tries to explain about 
him, chooses this moment to break into the brothel, having tracked Mellie down on the urging of his 
superiors in fearing she might be endangering herself. Dobbs lays waste to the gangsters in a few artful 
moves. 
 
 



 
 
 
This scene provides the closest thing Rider on the Rain has to traditional action, but remains part of the 
film’s dizzy texture in that it comes about purely because of misunderstandings. It’s easy to see 
nonetheless why this scene probably did much to cement Bronson’s popularity (after a notable earlier 
shirtless scene showing off his formidable build), as he genuinely seems like a man who can toss goons 
around like nine-pins, and blends this confirmation of sheer bullish physical strength with peculiar 
delicacy in reclaiming Mellie and carrying her out. This whole sequence, whilst essentially a long 
narrative discursion, provides rather an emotional catalyst on a subliminal level, as Dobbs makes up for 
some of his obnoxiousness and Mellie finally gains the kind of paternal protector she lacked before. 
Soon Dobbs explains the truth, that Sacchi was actually killed months before and his body was only 
discovered because Dobbs had the police hunting for Guffin’s. Dobbs himself was sent out to track 
down Guffin after he broke out of a mental hospital, where he’d been consigned after raping three other 
women with the same pattern as his attack on Mellie, and stole Army funds. Whilst Bronson got the 
stardom, Rider on the Rain really depends on Jobert, with the French actress (ironically today probably 
best known as the mother of actress Eva Green) deftly playing a difficult role as a character who is at 
once trying to truly grow up and also already has the tools of a survivor, both sympathetic but also 
eccentric and sometimes insufferable, oscillating between extremes of sweat-sodden suffering, peevish 
resistance, and crisp, combative humour. 
 
 



 
 
 
Rider on the Rain is a beautiful-looking product of Clément’s mature style, with visuals that share a 
near-indefinable quality with those in The Damned in wresting both semi-abstraction and palpability 
from his mise-en-scene, but in a more sophisticated manner, constructing a psychological universe with 
his slightly oblique framings and space-perverting zoom shots and mediating long shots. His 
deployment of colour effect is almost as exacting as Michelangelo Antonioni’s or Michael Mann’s, with 
most of the film utilising carefully dressed locales and costumes blending blues, greys, and whites, only 
broken up by specifically associative touches like the fiery red linked with Dobbs (in his sports car and 
hotel room curtains) and the suggestively uterine saturation of the décor in the brothel. This is a world 
seen through the eyes of the melancholy Mellie. Clément’s careful framing and use of mise-en-scene is 
similarly careful, constantly framing along horizontal lines and moving his camera deftly in keeping the 
performers in orbit with each-other. Some shots evoke the fussily subverted naturalism of Magritte 
whilst others, like Dobbs setting on a seaside breakwater, and Mellie watching Legauff from a distance 
on the beach, have a quality reminiscent of minimalist artists like Jeffrey Smart and Alex Colville, 
utilising stark forms and desolate locales. 
 
 



 
 
 
Clément risks some in-joke cameo casting touches in employing Bronson’s wife Ireland and Jobert’s 
stepsister Marika Green, of Pickpocket (1959) and Emmanuelle (1974) fame, as a hostess at the brothel, 
as if trying to work the theme of family and generational angst into the form of the movie. Another 
aspect of Rider on the Rain that helped make it a hit was Francis Lai’s score, modish for its time in some 
ways but very effective, with strains of gently played guitars and organs and thrumming sitars providing 
a shimmering, haunted texture, and interludes of tinny barroom piano and woozy waltzes lending a 
faint hint of burlesque to moments of melodrama. The aftermath of Dobbs’ rescue of Mellie leads to a 
series of epiphanies that finally make sense of the odd behavioural and genre plot flux of the bulk of the 
movie. Surviving a confrontation with ugly force and self-betrayal brings Mellie to a gentler shore where 
her mother is now more caring and solicitous, finally murmuring her daughter’s full name for the first 
time as she watches over her sleeping, whilst Mellie is able to calmly insist Tony take her to London 
with him on his next trip where they can talk through their problems. The last gift to her comes from 
Dobbs, who finally locates Guffin’s body and finds a button from Mellie’s dress in his grasp, which he 
gives to her as a gesture of release. The film’s punch-line is finely humorous as Dobbs, watching Mellie 
and Tony drive off together, casually tosses away a chestnut he finds in his pocket only for it to shatter a 
window, leaving him to gaze after the departing Mellie in bewilderment. Rider on the Rain is a peculiar 
but mesmerising and cumulatively affecting work, and with The Damned stands as a testimony to 
Clément’s artistry and versatility. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Who Dares Wins (1982)  

 aka The Final Option  
 
 

 
 
 
Better remembered as a feature-length advertisement for the competence of the UK’s Special Air Service 
than as an actual movie, Ian Sharp’s Who Dares Wins is nonetheless a surprisingly ambitious and 
fascinatingly dated product. It occupies a space on a continuum between the kind of 1970s-style, ripped-
from-the-headlines thriller concerned with the fine details of things like terrorism and espionage and 
the people those submerged worlds entice, which writers like John Le Carré or Frederick Forsyth 
regularly penned, and a late 1980s action film like Die Hard (1988), to which it eventually has a broad 
plot similarity. Sharp opens with a ban-the-bomb march moving through inner London, during which 
one of the organisers is shot dead by a marksman with a crossbow. A meeting of top security officials is 
convened and it’s revealed the organiser was also an informant who had uncovered a sect of terrorists 
operating within an anti-nuclear protest group calling themselves the People’s Lobby, using it as cover 
with a vague intention of directing some sort of terrorist action. Enter Peter Skellen (Lewis Collins, star 
of the then-very popular TV series The Professionals), an SAS captain who gets tossed out of the elite 
service for acting maniacally with a pair of American soldiers sent to undergo training with his squad 
whilst on exercises. Of course, this proves to be a contrivance, as Skellen is assigned to go pose as 
disaffected enough to turn radical. 
 
 



 
 
 
Skellen is assigned to get cosy with one of the Lobby’s bosses, an American heiress with daddy issues, 
Frankie Leith (Judy Davis). Although married with a baby, Skellen makes a move on Leith and is soon 
shacked up with her in her luxury Shad Thames apartment. Leith is eager to make use of his SAS skills, 
having sold her on a slightly fictionalised biography, for her upcoming project. Skellen finds himself 
frustrated in his efforts to uncover just what she’s up to, however, as Leith’s partner in running the 
Lobby, Rod Walker (John Duttine), has Skellen followed around by one of the Lobby operatives, Helga 
(Ingrid Pitt). She spots him making repeated meetings with his undercover contact, Ryan (Norman 
Rodway). Helga eventually assassinates Ryan, whilst Walker convinces Leith that Skellen’s being 
dishonest when he’s photographed visiting his wife, but she insists on keeping him on for the operation, 
believing he can still be useful. The attack, when it comes, proves to involve the Lobby members posing 
as a military band, after kidnapping the real musicians, and infiltrating the American ambassador’s 
home, to take a number of British and American officials hostage, including the Secretary of State 
Arthur Currie (Richard Widmark). The terrorists demand a nuclear bomb be dropped on US submarine 
pens in Scotland for the sake of injuring the American war machine and instructing the general 
populace on the true power of the bomb. 
 
 



 
 
 
Who Dares Wins’ producer Euan Lloyd had the idea of making the film after the SAS’s intervention in a 
1980 hostage incident at the Iranian Embassy, and set out in a flush of patriotic fervour to make a film 
depicting a similar confrontation, intended as a properly rah-rah tribute to the boys in body armour. 
Lloyd’s concept passed through the hands of some strong writers including former The Prisoner scribe 
George Markstein, novelist Ken Follett, and 12 Angry Men (1959) writer Reginald Rose, and their 
differing sensibilities echo in peculiar ways in the film’s eventual finished script. The reactionary tenor 
of the film Lloyd wanted and some standard thriller clichés cause friction with the flashes of serious-
minded interest in the characters and their diametric world-views, which surely betray Rose’s hand. 
Sharp, a former documentary and TV director, was most likely chosen to direct as he’d worked with 
Collins on The Professionals. He later expressed frustration that the film stymied his career in being 
called right-wing. The film also bears many of the hallmarks, much derided at the time, of the kind of 
British movie made to suit international audiences and tourist board proclivities, apparent in filming 
around all the compulsory London locales. 
 
 



 
 
 
Who Dares Wins courted controversy at the time in expressing conviction that those damned Commies 
were using the bleeding hearts of the anti-nukes movement as cover for anti-democratic machinations, 
although there’s some awkward disclaimers early in the piece where Police Commissioner Powell 
(Edward Woodward) reminds the viewer that “the vast majority of the People’s Lobby are sincere 
pacifists.” A seemingly breezy financier named Malek (Aharon Ipalé) is glimpsed making donations to 
ostensible peace groups, actually funnelling funding to terrorist cells, and overseeing his operatives as 
they arrange disruptions of peace rallies by skinheads. At the film’s end, in a wry if paranoid twist, it’s 
revealed he’s actually a Soviet diplomat named Andrei who meets with naïve progressive MPs 
campaigning for peace, whereupon Sharp offers a freeze-frame and title card noting a number of 
attacked diplomatic missions whilst “The Red Flag” blares on the soundtrack. Meanwhile Who Dares 
Wins ogles the paraphernalia of SAS training and deployment in sequences that make them look just a 
little uncomfortably like SPECTRE training in From Russia With Love (1963), with their mock-up towns 
for staging fake gunfights and high-speed infiltration. Good heavens, I wonder if they’ll have to use 
these carefully honed skills by the film’s end? 
 
 



 
 
 
The film is equally dubious in trying to portray the ban-the-bomb protest milieu: the whipped-up 
skinhead attack comes at a peace rally where a terrible rock band plays anti-war songs and a lampoon of 
a hip priest, Bishop Crick (Kenneth Griffith), gives a fatuous speech. Skellen tracks down Leith to a 
nightclub where she performs in an anti-nuclear satirical cabaret that puts on gauchely anti-American, 
if well-choreographed, dance numbers. So far, so much like a Thatcherite Tory’s day-dream about 
finally proving all those damn demonstrators are really crypto-Muscovite traitors and having an excuse 
to blow them all away. But Skellen and Leith’s flirtatious meeting, as Skellen makes a bold move to bed 
her and she finds herself admiring his brass, evinces the film’s stronger qualities: Who Dares 
Wins refuses to make its heroes or villains cartoonish. Skellen experiences smouldering shame in his 
ready capacity to betray his wife Jenny (Rosalind Lloyd) and trick Leith, whilst not flinching from its 
necessity. Leith herself is played by Davis with an occasionally shaky accent, but also a palpable feel for 
a certain brand of fixated political passion that blends a little too easily with the sexual kind. Even when 
she knows Skellen is likely a double agent and is certainly not telling the whole truth about his 
marriage, she can’t entirely bring herself to cut him loose or have him killed, but instead moves to 
manipulate him in subtle revenge. And so he’s drawn into her cell’s midst but left unarmed and at their 
mercy once their plan snaps into action. 
 
 



 
 
 
The plot mechanics are stock-standard for this sort of thing, like the hero undergoing false disgrace. 
What keeps the film absorbing are the dynamics within and between the characters, which war to a 
certain extent with the blunt political themes. The notion of Skellen being a pretty normal guy when 
not on the clock but then obliged to act the coldly charming Bondian ladykiller gives an interesting 
twist on that kind of hero. His aggressively dissembling encounters with Leith have an edge that can be 
taken for a slightly heightened version of many a romantic encounter back in the day between old-
school masculinity and new-age feminist spunk, with added spice from the dangerous streak both 
lovers harbour within. That lethal potential in each is provoked in turn by Leith discovering the truth 
about Skellen’s marriage and he being ensnared by her plot and forced to act at the moment of crisis. 
Skellen’s former CO from the SAS lets the two men he roughed up where he’s currently residing, so they 
barge into Leith’s apartment and beat the hell out of him, all for her benefit. Meanwhile Walker 
smoulders and constantly tries to prove Skellen a phony, has his natural suspiciousness amplified by 
sexual jealousy. 
 
 



 
 
 
This however highlights major and obvious problems with Who Dares Wins: the film can’t entirely 
decide if the cell are slightly naïve political idealists or a ruthless outfit of trained cadres. Indeed, the 
cell seems to incorporate a number of both. Where Leith’s motives are presented as heartfelt if fanatical, 
Pitt’s Helga is clearly suggested to be a fearsome Soviet agent attached to their ranks, as she schools the 
would-be terrorists in how to shoot Uzis, performs assassinations, and eventually is sent with another 
terrorist to take Skellen’s wife and child hostage. The pretext for Leith not killing or pushing out Skellen 
but making sure he remains amidst their ranks for the operation is pretty thin. And the cell’s actual end 
goal is ludicrous. Still, once the cell’s plan swings into action, the drama becomes tight and tense, as 
Skellen and the various members of the military and governments are forcibly emasculated by Leith as 
the ultimate ball-buster. The highlight of the film involves two potent actors getting into a fierce verbal 
melee as Leith is drawn into arguing with Currie, and the two heatedly argue their respective political 
positions and differing emotional tenors. 
 
 

 



 
 
This rhetorical clash sees Widmark trying to earn his third-billed status in contending with the equally 
good Davis. Their arguments climax when Currie leaves Leith and Walker with no riposte to his 
realisation that their real project, whether or not they entirely realise it, is to force the disarming of 
Western democracies, and all that implies: “At last we’re out of the closet.” Robert Webber has a good 
role too, as a high-ranking American general also caught in the hostage net. Upon being by Leith told 
he’ll be killed too if she’s taken out, he retorts with fatalistic good-humour, “Shit lady, that’s the 
business I’m in.” Later he makes a play to snatch a terrorist’s gun, only to be shot dead. The last third of 
the film, despite the improbabilities and the apparent temptations to turn into a platonic dialogue on 
the morals of asymmetrical warfare, ratchets up decent tension as the SAS attempts to extricate Jenny 
and child and a hapless captive policeman from Helga’s clutches are intercut with Skellen himself 
biding his time whilst playing along with Leith, waiting for the inevitable hammer drop. The resolution 
for the first situation provides a flourish of borderline camp as Helga is stoked to murderous rage by the 
baby’s screaming, whereupon Jenny gets into a raging tussle with her, Helga’s stocking tops visible in a 
catfight that looks like it came out of a lesser Ken Russell film. But when the action proper finally 
erupts, it proves worth the wait, capturing the speed and precision of endlessly trained professionals, or 
at least how we hope they can act when things really count. The SAS warriors blow a hole in the wall of 
the Skellen’s house to gun down Helga and her accomplice, and swing in on helicopters to invade the 
ambassadorial mansion, storming its halls and blowing away bad guys with surgical skill.  
 
 

 
 
 
Sharp pointedly anticipates first-person-shooter video games as he makes his camera adopt the point-
of-view of gas-mask-clad SAS soldiers, moving through the house and gunning down foes who pop into 
the circular fields of the mask lenses. Collins makes for a convincingly tough and dynamic hero, in part 
because, as well as an actor, he was also an actual serving officer in the British army at the time (he did 
in fact apply to join the SAS, but was rejected because of his celebrity status). So when the time finally 
comes for Skellen to show his mettle, snatching a gun and performing a deft manoeuvre to take out 
three gunmen in three seconds, it looks damn well like he could have done it for real. I’ve never seen 
any of The Professionals, but I’ve long liked Collins as Michael Caine’s partner in Jack the Ripper (1988), 
and he’s strong enough here to make one wonder why he never gained any further traction as a star. A 
little like Timothy Dalton, who at least actually got to play James Bond, he might simply have been too 
unfashionably, squarely matinee idol-esque to suit the modern age, a notion that is, at least, 
fundamental to this movie: he should have been cast as some updated take on Bulldog Drummond and 



allowed free range to punch foreigners. The irony of his role in Who Dares Wins is that Skellen is held 
on a leash for so much of its length, a living weapon requiring a stage to be unleashed on. Forced in the 
meantime to express himself with coldly unsentimental analysis and fraught, deceitful acts of carnality, 
he cleanses himself when he does finally cut loose with swashbuckling vigour. The inevitable moment 
of truth comes when, stalking his way through the mansion gunning down terrorists, he’s confronted by 
the armed and vengeful Leith: he can’t bring himself to kill her, but she can kill him, and he’s only saved 
by the timely intervention of a colleague. Who Dares Wins is a fitful thing, but undeniably watchable, 
and just serious enough to make its clumsier aspects tolerable. Sharp, for his part, despite his career 
frustrations later put his revealed talent to good use in filming the action scenes for Martin 
Campbell’s GoldenEye (1995). 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bullitt (1968) 

 

 
 
 
Director: Peter Yates 
Screenwriters: Harry Kleiner, Alan R. Trustman 
 
This essay is offered as part of the Sixth Annual Allan Fish Online Film Festival 2022, a festival founded by 
Jamie Uhler and hosted by Wonders in the Dark, held to honor the memory of the late cineaste 
extraordinaire Allan Fish, considering films in the public domain and/or available to view online 
 
 
Words like classic, iconic, and seminal are very often overused, but feel entirely right in describing Peter 
Yates’ Bullitt. It’s a film that wielded vast and immediate influence – it’s doubtful William Friedkin’s The 
French Connection or Don Siegel’s Dirty Harry (both 1971), or a host of hard-driving action-thrillers in 
the 1970s and ‘80s, would have been made. It’s difficult to imagine Michael Mann’s oeuvre without its 
example. Both Robert Altman (in Brewster McCloud, 1971) and Peter Bogdanovich (in What’s Up, Doc?, 
1972) would lampoon the title character and his famous car chase. But Bullitt was the hit no-one saw 
coming. Like Point Blank from the previous year, which plays like Bullitt’s fractured, psychedelic 
sibling, Bullitt saw an established Hollywood star court a rising British directing talent. In this case 
Steve McQueen followed the advice of co-screenwriter Alan R. Trustman, who went to see 
Yates’ Robbery (1967) whilst writing the screenplay, and enthusiastically suggested Yates as director for 
the project. Yates himself suspected he had been hired just to keep the demanding McQueen busy and 



out of Warner Bros’ hair, at a time when nobody thought of British directors as action filmmakers. The 
Aldershot-born Yates, son of an army officer, was a RADA graduate who cut his teeth in British theatre, 
and also gained some surprisingly consequential experience when it came to fast cars by working as a 
manager for some racing drivers. 
 
 

 
 
 
After drifting into film work and becoming a reliable assistant director working under heavyweights like 
Mark Robson, J. Lee Thompson, and Tony Richardson, Yates made his film directing debut with the 
Cliff Richard film vehicle Summer Holiday (1963). After Bullitt made him an A-list filmmaker, Yates 
famously resisted becoming pigeonholed in any particular genre, a resistance that has ironically perhaps 
diminished his reputation in posterity for the lack of a clear auteurist project. Yates instead oscillated 
between the kind of hard, realistic, atmospheric crime and action dramas he made his name with and 
more interpersonal and modest movies. Yates however could find the flexibility within genres too – 
technically works like Bullitt, The Friends of Eddie Coyle (1974), The Deep (1977), Suspect (1987), and The 
House on Carroll Street (1988) exist within the boundaries of the thriller but are all very different, and 
those all seemingly a world away from the like of Breaking Away (1979) or The Dresser or Krull (both 
1983), and genre-straddling exercises like Murphy’s War (1971) and Mother, Jugs & Speed (1976). Except 
perhaps in Yates’ gift for carefully-paced, slow-burn tension, and his attitude to their central characters, 
with Yates’ admitted fondness for rule-bucking, underdog characters who take chances to ensure their 
personal vision will win through, sometimes succeeding, sometimes not. That facet to Yates’ sensibility 
was certainly key to the success of Bullitt, which enshrined the heroic figure who is at once an authority 
figure and also detached from the establishment as an essential one in pop culture. 
 
 



 
 
 
Bullitt also became the quintessential relic of McQueen himself, as the film sees the actor paring his 
persona and performance down to its root DNA with the perfect character to inhabit, one who generally 
only registers the most powerful and profound emotions through the contraction and dilation of his 
glacial blue eyes and degrees of tautness to his lips. McQueen’s personal passion for fast vehicles and 
borderline-neurotic obsession with minimalist efficiency in life and art likewise infuses Bullitt, which 
presented in 1968, and still does in a way, a perfect style guide for cool. The opening credits, which 
unfold over events cryptic in meaning but eventually explained as the movie unfolds, are themselves a 
tight thumbnail of iconographic cool, as Lalo Schifrin’s ice-cold jazz theme strums away over credits 
that slip and slide and leave distorted impressions in the imagery that become portals into the next 
shot, and swaps between colour and black-and-white. The film title proper is projected over a quartet of 
impassive, tensely waiting hoods, bathed in cold blue light, like they’re cast for a zombie movie rather 
than a thriller, the hard lines and clean angles of the modern architecture promising geometric order 
but laced with tear gas and sweltering under the gaze of William A. Fraker’s cinematography. 
 
 



 
 
 
As this game of aesthetics unfolds, a story also commences, as the hoods smash their way into a suite of 
chic offices: Johnny Ross (Pat Renella), hiding within, is a Chicago underworld lieutenant who’s 
embezzled a fortune from his organisation’s wire service, and now that he’s been rumbled he eludes his 
would-be assassins and escapes in a car. One of the hoods (Victor Tayback) lets Ross get away; this is 
Ross’s brother, indulging his kin one last time. A couple of days later in San Francisco, a man who looks 
and dresses like Ross and uses the same name (Felice Orlandi) goes through a series of enigmatic 
encounters, including with a hotel messenger service that proves bewilderingly negative, and a long-
distance phone call listlessly observed by the cabbie he’s hired (Robert Duvall). Not long after, this 
individual is presented to SFPD lieutenant Frank Bullitt (McQueen) and his partner ‘Dell’ Delgetti (Don 
Gordon) by Senator Walter Chalmers (Robert Vaughn): Chalmers, hoping to make a big splash by 
presenting this Ross as a special witness before a senate crime committee has arranged with Frank and 
Dell’s Captain, Sam Bennett (Simon Oakland), to protect Ross until the hearing, as Frank’s been 
recommended as a smooth operator. 
 
 



 
 
 
Robert L. Fish’s source novel (written with the pseudonymous last name Pike) was entitled Mute 
Witness; Bullitt on the other hand places its hero front and centre, partly no doubt because it’s a 
thoroughgoing star vehicle, but also because thanks to the intricate collaboration of script, director, and 
actor, Frank Bullitt emerges as an intriguing and detailed protagonist. His last name seems to inscribe 
him through polysemy as an innate man of action, and yet Yates permits our first sight of the great 
urban swashbuckler as a man tired and cranky and a little pathetic. Here’s the great detective irritably 
limping downstairs to let Dell in, startled like a nocturnal creature when Dell lifts his blind and lets 
sunlight in, and warming a cup of instant coffee with a bedside heating gadget. Dell, plainly used to the 
vicissitudes of Frank’s lifestyle, helping himself to canned milk from his fridge and reading his 
newspaper. Immediately Frank is posited as a person with an identifiable life, as the film perhaps takes 
some licence from Sidney J. Furie’s The Ipcress File (1965) which similarly, carefully constructed its 
tough hero as nonetheless an opposite to a James Bond-ish playboy. Bringing in a class-conscious 
British director to an otherwise very American milieu served McQueen’s penchant for depicting 
ambitious men who have found themselves adrift or alienated in a social sense, elevated through their 
talents and smarts or general refusenik cynicism, but still retain strong working class traits. Frank’s 
head-butting with Chalmers is laced with sociological as well as temperamental and professional 
tension, Chalmers representing a nominally respectable but actually rapacious ruling class for which 
Frank is supposed to play sentry. 
 
 



 
 
 
In other respects Frank pointed to an ideal for an onscreen authority figure that echoed back to James 
Cagney being cast as a streetwise operator turned FBI agent in “G” Men (1935), as a cop who seems 
vaguely like a congruent member of the community rather than a member of an occupying army. Frank 
straddles two zones: he’s fairly young if weathered, good-looking, and has enough good taste and savoir 
faire to date commercial artist Cathy (Jacqueline Bisset) and possessed of enough hip attitude to own a 
Mustang and dig a little cool jazz with dinner, illustrated when he and Cathy go out for the night. He 
has his own sense of style, his distinct dress and way of wearing his gun separating him from the pack. 
That McQueen based his characterisation on the film’s technical advisor Frank Toschi, a serving SFPD 
detective who later, famously investigated the Zodiac killings, gave extra credence to the portrayal. And 
still Frank keeps at least one toe on the ground, calling in to his station so he’s on call before settling 
down to eat, and living a most humdrum, borderline vagrant life when he’s not on the job. Yates 
extends this aspect as he depicts Frank, after a long and gruelling night of work, using a little sleight of 
hand when he realises he doesn’t have any small change to steal a newspaper, with a furtive glance 
around to make sure no-one’s seen him, and then going into a corner grocery store, from which he 
plucks a stack of TV dinners without any inspection and carts them to his apartment. 
 
 



 
 
 
Whilst Bullitt certainly isn’t a character study of a suffering policeman a la Sidney Lumet’s The 
Offence and Serpico (both 1973), or Richard Fleischer’s The New Centurions (1972), Yates laces these 
droll moments of scruffy, very human behaviour into the film partly to give it convincing texture and to 
back up the core narrative, which is preoccupied less with the danger Frank faces from criminals, 
although he certainly does, than the danger from Chalmers. Chalmers is the pure embodiment of the 
asshole politician, a prince of darkness often followed about by his own personal golem, Police Captain 
Baker (Norman Fell), a glowering lump of animated clay who, like many others, obeys this 
Mephistopheles because Chalmers holds out lying promises (in the police’s case a promise for political 
support) on one hand and threats of hellfire on the other. Yates makes a motif out of associating 
Chalmers with social rituals and public meeting places, waylaying people and finding their pressure 
points for enticement and coercion. He’s introduced holding court in a gathering of high society ladies 
amongst which Frank looks entirely absurd, later intercepts Captain Bennett when he and his family are 
going to church, watching for their arrival like a well-suited gargoyle, and dogs Frank in the hospital 
and at an airport. 
 
 



 
 
 
Frank becomes increasingly uneasy in his assignment when he finds the hotel room Chalmers has 
stashed Ross in is exceptionally vulnerable to snipers, but leaves Ross in the care of another of his men, 
Stanton (Carl Reindel). Danger doesn’t need a good aim: two hitmen, Mike (Paul Genge) and Phil (Bill 
Hickman), using Chalmers’ name, come up to the room. Ross surreptitiously unlocks the door as if 
expecting someone friendly, only for the killers to shoot Stanton and then Ross himself. Yates’ staging 
here is brutally impressive, in allowing what was then a potently graphic edge touched with peculiar 
grimy beauty, globs of spurting blood erupting from Ross as he’s gunned down and hovering for a split 
second in focus whilst the man is hurled away by the blast, whilst the gunmen remain shadowy, almost 
monstrous figures, their cool, ultra-professional efficiency noted as the gunman immediately 
disassembles his shotgun and hides it in his overcoat and removes balls of cotton wool he was using as 
earplugs to stifle the deafening noise. Opponents truly fit for another ultra-pro like Bullitt. The 
grievously wounded Stanton still manages to put Frank on alert about Ross’s strange action, and both 
men are taken to a hospital where Ross is operated on. 
 
 



 
 
 
The rest of the film unfolds with the tick of a relentless metronome as Frank tries to understand what 
has just transpired and why, whilst resisting Chalmers’ aggressive attempts to either get Ross on the 
witness stand or nail down a fall guy for the failure, preferably Frank himself. “Lieutenant, don’t try and 
evade the responsibility,” Chalmers drones with tightly controlled smugness when Frank tries to ask 
him about what dealings he had with Ross: “In your parlance, you blew it.” Chalmers also makes clear 
he doesn’t care about the wounded Stanton, and tries to get Ross’s black surgeon, Dr Willard (Georg 
Stanford Brown), replaced by someone “more experienced.” Yates offers a brilliant vignette, very subtle 
in playing but laced with dimensions of socio-political meaning requiring no dialogue to explicate, 
where Frank, eating a sandwich and sipping a glass of milk, and Willard, washing his hands, give each-
other knowing glances as both understand they’ve both made Chalmers’ enemies list – a noble 
fellowship of victimised factotums at The Man’s mercy despite their aspirations. 
 
 



 
 
 
Yates’s carefully mediating visuals, often playing with foreground and background, occasionally 
crystallises potent visual vignettes, as when he spies Frank watching Willard operating on Ross through 
the OT window, vigilant in electric silence, knowing full well the avalanche that will fall if Ross dies, 
and a semi-surreal tracking shot as Frank strolls through the ER patients and monitoring equipment 
surveyed in sworls of white and mechanics, until a young woman’s face enters the frame – Stanton’s 
girlfriend in tired, listless vigil over the sleeping, injured man, in a moment of low-burning empathy. 
The hitman Mike makes a foray into the hospital to take another whack at killing Ross: he attempts to 
be casual in asking directions but the doctor he asks still reports the encounter to Frank. A nurse 
interrupts the killer before he can use a secreted ice pick on Ross, and Frank tracks him through the 
labyrinthine corridors of the hospital in a sequence that feels like a powerful influence on the paranoid 
visions of Alan Pakula and Michael Crichton’s Coma (1978), a place of glistening utilitarian forms that is 
nonetheless eerie and ambiguous. Yates and Fraker include a baroque shot of Frank walking into a 
therapy room, in the shadowy background of the shot, whilst the tracking camera pans onto the hiding 
hitman, ready with ice pick in hand, in the looming foreground of the shot, the imminence of danger 
revealed to the audience, all filmed into blue chiaroscuro with rippling pool water flickering on the far 
wall. 
 
 



 
 
 
Whilst Bullitt as a film resists some of the more overtly distorted argots of film style of the period, such 
moments come charged with both efficiency as visual exposition and a glaze of enriching technical 
prowess and artistry. When Ross dies without extra help from the killers, Frank, knowing Chalmers will 
shut down the operation and make him the scapegoat if he learns this, talks Willard into keeping this a 
secret to give Frank time to investigate. Bennett, trusting in Frank’s judgement despite warnings to walk 
the straight and narrow, plays interference for him, resisting Chalmers and Baker’s pressure. Meanwhile 
Frank begins assiduously tracing Ross’s movements, working with Delgetti in jaded but capable good 
cop-bad cop pressuring the desk clerk (Al Checco) of Ross’s hotel to overcome his reluctance after and 
give up information, then following the trail on to Ross’s cab driver, whose own attentive streak proves 
vital. Frank also talks to an informant, Eddy (Justin Tarr), who fills him in Ross’s background and the 
events in Chicago. Frank’s efforts to fool Chalmers also have the unintended but lucky consequence of 
obliging the hitmen to follow Frank around town in the belief he can lead them to him. When the 
cabbie drops Frank back at his Mustang in a parking lot, Frank soon realises he’s being tracked, and 
begins a nerveless process of leading the hitmen on and then using his knowledge of the city streets to 
turn the tables and get behind them. At which point the hitmen fasten their seatbelts and step hard on 
the gas. 
 
 



 
 
 
Thus begins the most famous and consequential scene of Bullitt, as the hitmen try to outrun Frank up 
and down the hills of midtown San Francisco before making a break for the highway out of town. 
Where Don Siegel, in The Line-up (1958) and again in Dirty Harry found obsessive fascination in San 
Francisco’s ravioli explosion of freeways and overpasses in their stark, charmless modernity and frenetic 
functionality, and Alfred Hitchcock for Vertigo (1958) had stuck to the dreamy precincts of the bay, 
Yates decisively found the vertiginous slopes of the Mission District the ideal landscape for car chase 
action, at once like they’re dancers in a ballet, and as if the earthbound drivers are nonetheless trying to 
mimic astronauts and take off for space every time they fly over a shelf and careen down a slope. Editor 
Frank Keller won an Oscar essentially for his work on the scene. Car chases were of course nothing new 
in action movies, having been a constant since the days of Mack Sennett in Hollywood. What 
made Bullitt’s chase cutting-edge then, and still-thrilling now, was the immersive fierceness of Yates’ 
and his crew’s staging and filming. Where what would once have been filmed all at a distance on some 
cleanly flowing road here exploits the tyranny of the unsuitability of the topography an aspect of the 
action, and completely avoiding rear projection, camera speed tricks, and other gimmickry, complete 
with close-ups of McQueen driving at high speed. 
 
 



 
 
 
Yates toggles between manifold camera angles including shots taken within the cars moving fast down 
chassis-jarring angles, zoom shots moving and in and out to emphasise a documentary veracity, 
sometimes allowing the cars to move out of focus or become momentarily lost in hose-piping shots that 
at once add to the visual excitement and turn the action into semi-abstract art, whilst the editing 
discontinuity seems right in the age of the action replay. The whole sequence, including the cat-and-
mouse stalk and then the roaring of the motorised lions, takes 10 minutes. One irony behind the scene’s 
impact lay in Yates and team forgoing precise realism, splicing together as they did multiple takes to 
amplify its symphonic impact, with attendant continuity goofs, with damage to the cars coming and 
going and one green Volkswagen Beetle that seems to be looping in a time warp. Yates’ feel for realism 
is nonetheless still crucial – the streets are quiet but not suddenly, conveniently empty, as Frank is 
briefly frustrated by cars blocking him at first from giving pursuit. The bucking bronco moves on the 
sloping streets give way to fast, flowing motion once the two cars get onto a parkway, as Mike takes the 
chance to shoot at Frank with his shotgun. The ultra-pros in their element, stalking each-other on the 
tarmac veldt, with only the very faint smile Bill gives when he thinks he’s lost Frank behind providing a 
hint of emotion. 
 
 



 
 
 
But action is also characterisation: Frank swerves to avoid hitting a toppled motorcyclist, almost losing 
his prey as he crashes onto the dusty verge, but manages to catch up again. The chase has a structural 
and figurative similarity to the chariot race in Ben-Hur (1959), its mock-ancient equivalent, with Mike’s 
attempts to shoot Frank’s car like Messala’s use of a whip in the earlier film proving a recourse that 
invites self-destruction in breaking the informal rules of the chase, Frank forced to ram the assassins’ 
Dodge off the road, and the killers crash into a gas station, blowing up with it, whilst Frank skids to a 
halt. This climax to the scene was almost a total disaster due to an accident in the filming, but Keller 
saved it with clever cutting. Another smart touch here was removing music scoring from the actual fast 
chase portion, instead allowing the tyre squeals and engine grunts to provide music of a kind. Yates 
might well have been thinking of Jules Dassin’s silent heist scenes in Rififi (1955) and Topkapi (1964) in 
ironically making the suspense sequence the one that doesn’t need amplification in that fashion. The 
sequence did wonders for Mustang sales, too. The streamlined form of the Mustang seemed to combine 
the sleek aesthetic of modern, often European design with the muscle of a good American roadster, and 
so is the perfect style object for the film, as Yates blends aspects of cinema cultures to create a sleek and 
chitinous new form. Of course, movies are deceiving: in actuality the villains’ Dodge Charger was so 
much faster than the Mustang Hickman had to keep slowing down to let it catch up. 
 
 



 
 
 
Bisset’s presence signifies a similar fruition, emblematic posh British beauty transplanted somehow to 
American shores, bringing a fresh gust of Swinging London chic. Cathy provides Frank with his anchor 
in the everyday world and also one who elevates him out of it. Bisset’s role in the film isn’t large and yet 
her character provides genuine substance as a presence in Frank’s story. Their growing relationship is 
given an amusing underlining when, with his own car wrecked after the chase, Frank gets Cathy to drive 
him in her trim primrose roadster in tracking down a lead. This however proves to invite trouble, as 
Frank finds a murdered woman at the end of the trail, and Cathy accidentally becomes witness. Cathy 
also provides Yates with another pole to explore his own dualism: as a transplanted artist she finds 
Frank immensely appealing but is also repelled by the things he countenances every day, embodying 
Yates’ own oscillation between warm and intimate stories and jagged tales of violence and exile. 
Observing that the murdered woman barely causes Frank to bat an eyelid, demands to be let out of the 
car on the drive home and runs down to a stretch of shoreline where, once Frank catches up to her, she 
plaintively notes they live in different worlds, and wonders what would happen to them in time if they 
continue together. “Time starts now,” Frank responds simply. 
 
 



 
 
 
Yates films this exchange in extreme long zoom shot, lending a voyeuristic aspect but also a gauzy 
lacquer of romanticism despite the fraught and ugly feeling being invoked. Purposefully oblique 
framing hides Bisset’s mouth by McQueen’s shoulder, illustrating the potential for emotional 
disconnection between them, where when he reverses the shot Frank’s calm, simple answer is entirely 
clear, assuring Cathy that however taciturn he acts the one advantage is gives him, far from being 
emotionally anaesthetised, he knows rather what he wants and needs with a special rigour denied the 
more frivolous. Cathy and Frank’s exchanges have a structural similarity to Frank’s contretemps with 
Chalmers, in that both demand surrender from him, if with entirely different motives, Chalmers 
demanding obeisance and fault, Cathy prodding Frank to be a loving man, each on a ticking clock. The 
real source of tension for most of Bullitt is Frank’s efforts to keep moving, like an ice skater who’s 
ventured onto dangerously thin ice but can only keep driving for the opposite side, before the hammer 
Chalmers so desperately wants to drop lands. This is also a source of sour humour, particularly when 
Chalmers, having dragged Frank out of the shower to make more demands over the phone, then puts 
Baker on the line to emphasise the threat: “Now you listen to me,” Baker utters, only to hear dial tone. 
 
 



 
 
 
Bennett’s stalwart defence of Frank as his actual boss sees Yates expertly using Oakland’s stocky 
physique and accompanying terse performance like a rampart, fending off the wicked. The film’s true 
climax then isn’t the car chase or the shoot-out finale, but the concluding scenes between Frank and 
Chalmers. Frank’s diligence and risk-taking are finally justified as, after finally revealing that Ross has 
died to Chalmers and Baker, Frank waits for the dead man’s fingerprints to be relayed to Chicago and 
their identification returned via laborious 1960s faxing. Chalmers, Baker, and Bennett wait in silent 
expectation whilst Frank’s expression turns concertedly pokerfaced, except with his eyes ablaze, 
betraying his awareness that his entire career and life will hinge on the next few minutes and what 
comes out of the fax machine. What emerges, as Frank by this time plainly already suspected but 
needed to prove, was that the dead man calling himself Ross was actually a used car salesman named 
Renick, a lookalike hired by the real Ross to pretend to be him long enough to take the heat off him: the 
murdered woman was Renick’s wife, killed to silence her and let him leave the country on Renick’s 
passport. Frank’s tone barely changes as he informs Chalmers he had him guarding an imposter even as 
he delivers the killer blow. 
 
 



 
 
 
Chalmers is not so easily defeated, however, as he insists on following Frank as he and Del head to the 
airport in hope of netting Ross before he can fly out, still hoping to get him to testify. By this point 
Frank abandons any further pretence of putting up with the politician when Chalmers suggests the case 
has all the trappings for a publicity coup for them both, telling him point blank, “I don’t like you,” and 
riposting to Chalmers’ sanguine suggestions that “Integrity is something you sell the public” and “We all 
must compromise,” with a curt statement: “Bullshit.” Here Bullitt managed something borderline 
miraculous in presenting a cop hippies could cheer for. The notion that the truest public servants are 
the ones who take the lumps from both ends of society without much reward beyond their own inner 
satisfaction is of course a romantic one, and one that’s been through endless variations since, to the 
point where it may have outlived its worth. 
 
 



 
 
 
It was also one becoming more fashionable in the late ‘60s, a time when, then as now, leadership as a 
broad concept had taken awful blows. Where, say, James Bond was the revenge of primitivism in an 
epoch so futuristic to be atavistic, Frank Bullitt provided a full-proof blueprint for his spiritual opposite, 
a romantic hero tailored for a cynical age, someone who actually gives a damn about the public good 
but also under no illusions about what society actually is – that is, Chalmers is the face of society, venal, 
corrupt, predatory, and masked with righteous stances. Bullitt’s relative lack of interest in its official 
villain Ross only more firmly emphasises this as the real drama, but Ross is also the naked face of it, 
greedy and murderous and manipulative, throwing up doppelgangers to distract and confuse: Renick is 
his patsy but Chalmers is his real puppet, used and discarded once he’s provided the necessary 
distraction. At the same time Yates constantly suggests the soul-wearying strain all this puts Frank 
under, as he must keep operating after seeing friends maimed and deal out death himself. Of course, 
McQueen’s face was carved by the movie gods to convey existential distress. The film’s ending is 
another intense, slow-burn sequence that uses similar elements to the car chase to very different effect, 
again spurning music and filling the soundtrack with incessant airplane racket. 
 
 



 
 
 
Frank and Dell comb the airport for the real Ross and find he’s boarded a taxiing plane: when the plane 
is called back and Frank ventures aboard, he spots Ross, who jumps off the plane and leads the 
detective on a chase across the runways, the bizarre sight of monstrous metal planes with their 
churning turbines making enough noise to make the dead, and make tracking by ear impossible, 
cruising by as Ross eludes Frank in the scantly-lit precincts between the brilliant runways, and Frank 
barely avoids being shot and run over by a 707. Mann paid obvious homage to this in the finale 
of Heat (1995). Ross manages to get back inside a terminal, and almost reaches the doors as Frank and 
Dell close in: Ross guns down a cop as he tries to make a break, demanding that Frank shoot him turn, 
leaving Ross’s very dead form splayed on broken glass and the airport in panicky chaos. Chalmers, 
eventually cheated of his prize, drives away to the next opportunity in the back of a limousine, whilst 
the sirens echoing about the airport gain a strange, amplified loudness, as if mimicking the dizzy 
ringing in Frank’s ears. The weird, queasy brilliance of the film’s final moments lies in the way it 
confirms Frank did what was necessary to a very bad guy, making him at last victorious in this tale, 
whilst also making clear it still costs him something vital. He returns home to find, by way of salutary 
grace, Carol asleep in his bed, having elected to remain with him for at least another day, but also faced 
with the eyes of the killer in the mirror. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Legend Of The Lone Ranger (1981)  

 

 
 
 
The Legend of the Lone Ranger is often bracketed with Heaven’s Gate (1980) as the two films that finally 
laid waste to the once-mighty Western genre as the 1980s dawned, through both being concussive box 
office flops. Heaven’s Gate at least had grand artistic ambition to justify itself. The Legend of the Lone 
Ranger, by contrast, was supposed to be a strong commercial project, only to prove instead the last and 
most damaging of the series of brutal flops produced British TV mogul Lew Grade in his attempt to 
break into Hollywood, a run that also included Raise The Titanic (1979) and Saturn 3 (1980). The Lone 
Ranger was created in 1933 by Detroit radio station manager George Trendle and writer Fran Striker, as 
an idealised cowboy edition of Zorro and an early runner in the burgeoning pulp hero stakes that would 
soon also birth the superhero. The radio show ran for nearly 3,000 episodes and gave birth to books, 
comics, movie serials, and the much-loved 1950s TV series starring Clayton Moore as the Ranger and Jay 
Silverheels as his partner in frontier crime-fighting, Tonto. An adapted portion of Rossini’s “William 
Tell Overture” had been associated with the character since the earliest radio shows. The Lone Ranger 
remains perhaps the purest pop culture incarnation of a romanticised view of the Old West: with his 
gleaming white horse Silver and bullets made from its namesake, the Lone Ranger was the knight errant 
from medieval legends brought into the sagebrush. 
 
 



 
 
 
Of course, the version of the West depicted in The Lone Ranger had been deposited in the pop culture 
dustbin before even Sam Peckinpah appended his signature to “If they move, kill ‘em.” But when Grade 
decided to work with the rights owner, oil tycoon Jack Wrather and his wife, the former actress Bonita 
Granville, to make a new film, a taste for old-fashioned heroics was certainly in vogue again, as evinced 
by Star Wars (1977), Superman (1978), and one of its major rivals at the box office of 1981, Raiders of the 
Lost Ark (1981). The Legend of the Lone Ranger could easily have ridden that wave with some luck and 
art, and why it didn’t is a question that tantalises. The Legend of the Lone Ranger squarely 
accepts Superman as its style guide, anointing the Lone Ranger as a mythic figure, with the film 
depicting his genesis from an orphaned frontier son to a masked but rigorously principled vigilante. The 
film opens on a boy named John Reid (Marc Gilpin) saving the equally young Tonto (Patrick Montoya) 
from marauding outlaws, who then ride into the Reid family homestead and slay the John’s parents. 
John is adopted into Tonto’s Comanche tribe and learns their ways, before he’s collected by his older 
brother Dan (John Bennett Perry) and shipped east to be schooled in finer arts. When he returns to the 
district, grown into the hunky form of actor Klinton Spilsbury and with a law degree in hand, John 
survives a run-in with outlaws who attack the stagecoach he’s riding in to the town of Del Rio, aiming to 
steal a parcel containing land deeds. 
 
 

 
 
 
When one of the robbers is about to molest a comely female passenger, Amy Striker (Juanin Clay), 
chivalry demands intervention, so John and other passengers leap to the rescue and capture the bandits. 
John makes Amy’s acquaintance: she’s travelling through but plans to stop at Del Rio, to visit her 
newspaper editor uncle Lucas (John Hart, who substituted for Moore on season of the series). Once 



they make Del Rio, John, who seems every inch the gentleman tenderfoot, argues with Dan who wants 
him to stay right out of the brutal frontier space. Both men are nonetheless inducted as deputies in a 
Texas Rangers company that rides out to capture one Butch Cavendish (Christopher Lloyd), a former 
Union army officer booted out by Ulysses Grant for conduct unbecoming, and has now formed a bandit 
army. Cavendish’s military mind proves still sharp, as he arranges a deadly ambush for the posse with 
the help of the corrupt sheriff’s deputy Collins (David Hayward). Cavendish personally shoots both Reid 
brothers, but the wounded John is found by the grown-up Tonto (Michael Horse), who recognises his 
old pal by a medallion he wears. Tonto, despite by this point harbouring deep resentment towards the 
white settlers, gives John a chance to recover and prove his goodness. Tonto helps John learn shooting 
and looks on as John captures and tames a gorgeous wild horse he names Silver for its gleaming hide. 
Because he knows Collins has now been made local sheriff by the populace who think he’s a hero, John 
decides he must operate clandestinely and use his supposed death to advantage, and so adopts a 
masked persona in opening his campaign of justice. 
 
 

 
 
 
The first of many missteps the producers made really hurt them with established fans of the character 
when they banned Moore from attending fan events in costume, a move particularly damaging given 
the film likely needed dads to take their kids to see the film to create generational connection. 
Nonetheless The Legend of the Lone Ranger came equipped with top-flight collaborators behind the 
camera. Following the well-respected Western Monte Walsh (1970) and a Horror film, A Reflection of 
Fear (1971), The Legend of the Lone Ranger was the third directorial outing for William A. Fraker, better 
known as a great cinematographer who had worked on movies like Rosemary’s Baby, Bullitt (both 1968), 
and 1941 (1979), and Fraker in turn hired Laszlo Kovacs as his photographer. As you’d expect for a film 
made by such talent, The Legend of the Lone Ranger looks fabulous, with Fraker and his  painterly vistas 
of prairies and buttes and honeyed sunsets, all touched with a dusty-musty mystique. The opening is 
reasonably strong, compressing a unit of backstory into a rushed but substantive pre-credits prologue. 
But one of the salient problems with the film soon comes moseying out: Merle Haggard’s godawful 
song-narration. This concept possibly looked good on paper, and followed in the footsteps of something 
like the score of Jeremiah Johnson (1972), with its lilting, poetically commentating songs, or Cat 
Ballou (1965) and its jokier take. Haggard’s however, simply states the bloody obvious throughout, 
without any real lyrical or tuneful zest. Haggard’s warbling also seems to have been applied to 
compensate for another problem, which is, I suspect, ruthless pre-release editing. 
 
 



 
 
 
I got the feeling there might originally have been more dimension given to Tonto’s experiences, for 
instance, with Tonto’s references to his wife and child being “taken away” by the white man, but likely 
hit the cutting room floor. This gesture towards a wider sensibility than the original matinee mythology 
might have been salutary but then seems to have become part of the litter on the cutting room 
floor. The Legend of the Lone Ranger feels ahead of its time in specific ways, with the driving concept 
that of presenting the genesis of a beloved hero in a halting progression, and building their formerly 
incidental backstory into a significant character drama. This approach has become something of a 
staple since, as witnessed in the many takes on Batman, or in the Daniel Craig-era James Bond films, 
and is a good tack to take particularly when faced with inviting new audiences in for an established 
property. Trouble is, the film never really locates any psychological complexity or drama in Reid: he’s 
tall, good-looking, and incredibly boring. The filmmakers likely hoped lightning would strike twice with 
Spilsbury after the virtually unknown Christopher Reeve proved so ideal as Superman, and he certainly 
looks the role, but then, faced with what they felt was Spilsbury’s unmanageably wooden performance, 
they hired Stacy Keach to dub over all his dialogue. 
 
 

 
 
 
This move is particularly harmful as the editing team avoid close-ups of Spilsbury delivering lines, 
meaning he remains remote and vague, like a bit-player in his own movie. Keach’s dubbed-in lines are 
usually so listless it’s hard to imagine they could be much better than Spilsbury’s original performance. 
Spilsbury and Horse seem to have been cast entirely for their looks: often together look like a couple of 
male models flung together in some fashion mag photo shoot on the theme of the Lone Ranger and 
Tonto rather than a couple of gutsy, hard-forged, persuasive frontier heroes. The official brief for The 



Legend of the Lone Ranger was to play the material straight, and avoid all hint of camp or satire, and 
that was a good idea. Except that the film does so without any scarcely any humour at all: one of the 
film’s few funny vignettes is a dry aside during the massacre of the Rangers when John cowers with an 
old-timer who asks, as bullets whiz about them, “Hi kid – how do you like being a Ranger?...Yeah, great 
life ain’t it?” Otherwise the film desperately misses how the successful blockbusters of its moment 
reforged heroic myth with a style of humour that ultimately validated it. Grade himself blamed the 
film’s failure on the amount of time it took for Reid to finally put on the mask and white suit, 58 
minutes into a 97 minute movie. But that’s not really the problem – the film at least has some narrative 
propulsion as we watch the Lone Ranger being born. The real problem is it barely has any idea what to 
do with him once he arrives. 
 
 

 
 
 
For one thing, the romance between Reid and Lisa goes nowhere, with Clay, another ingénue, even 
more lacking presence and specificity than Spilsbury. Fraker gives them some space as they wander off 
together during a fiesta to smooch hesitantly under Latin arches amidst that pall of omnipresent 
dustiness, but then Lisa drifts off the story periphery and never comes back. The Lone Ranger’s Sir 
Percival-like chasteness is retained intact, but it makes him feel stolid and neutered, and it’s perhaps 
this aspect of the character that makes him feel just a tad too old-fashioned, desperately lacking a 
Catwoman to embody the monkish hero’s unease with his supressed, of perhaps fetishised, erotic side. 
Fraker’s images are darn purdy, like an early, iconic magic hour shot of a tribal elder consoling young 
John before a sunset-burned lake with horses and their masters trudging along the shore, and a Day of 
the Dead celebration in Del Rio teeming with beauty and detail. But such shots are also often 
immobilised and inapt for this kind of movie, swamped by so much dusty mystique you start to wonder 
if the actors can see each-other, and the action scenes are only borderline competent. The early 
stagecoach robbery scene duly recreates stunts from Stagecoach (1939) but without any developed 
context and so little impact, whilst the climax wields no excitement. For something resembling plot 
stakes, Cavendish decides to ambush a train carrying the now-President Grant (Jason Robards Jr) with 
an eye to carving out his own private kingdom from the American southwest and a little personal 
revenge. 
 
 



 
 
 
An obvious problem here is that even a vaguely historically literate viewer knows nothing will happen 
to Grant, so there’s no tension, and no other characters are endangered. Lone Ranger, Tonto, and Grant 
are supposed to sneak out of an enemy compound where any misstep could mean death or capture, but 
they somehow have time to rig the entire place with explosives. There’s a big, jumbled shoot-out 
between Cavendish’s men and some Cavalry who simply turn up. Robards and Lloyd at least give the 
stew a little flavour. Robards wields Grant’s crusty persona to effect: “Major Cavendish,” he drawls after 
listening to villainous exposition, “You are a diseased son of a bitch.” Bewilderingly Grant is introduced 
riding in his railroad car with Wild Bill Hickok (Richard Farnsworth), Buffalo Bill (Ted Flicker), and 
George Custer (Lincoln Tate), which raises the delicious prospect of those guys riding into battle with 
the Lone Ranger, and yet the film forgets them as soon as they’re introduced. 
 
 

 
 
 
Lloyd, in the first of many villain turns, is eye-catching, and his Cavendish seems a bad guy with real 
potency and potential, running his outlaw gang like a small army and strategizing on a grand scale, a 
worthy foe for our heroes to go up against. And yet, again, the weak scripting essentially leaves 
Cavendish adrift. At the very least, John Barry’s customarily sumptuous score doesn’t shy away from 
employing the “William Tell Overture” with a flash of delight, first playing when Reid first appears in 
his Lone Ranger costume, and then again as he chases down Cavendish and bests him in a fist fight: 
there’s some terrific stunt work in this finale. And there is at least one scene that succeeds in evoking 
the monumental mythos the film tries so hard to pin down, depicting Reid’s taming of Silver, so named 
because he mentions his brilliant pelt “shines like silver,” and then mounting him and trying to remain 
seating on his fiercely bucking back, depicted in lyrical slow-motion dissolves until horse finally tosses 



would-be master into a river. The Legend of the Lone Ranger, alas, really doesn’t work despite such 
moments. It’s a slightly better film than Gore Verbinski’s lumbering 2013 tilt at reviving/lampooning the 
property for at least having a more coherent tone and seeming like it at least vaguely has some liking for 
the material. But it’s surprising just how many of the same things go wrong in such different movies. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Top Gun (1986) / Top Gun: Maverick (2022) 

 

 
 
 
Directors: Tony Scott / Joseph Kosinski 
Screenwriters: Jim Cash, Jack Epps Jr / Ehren Kruger, Christopher McQuarrie, Eric Warren 
Singer 
 
 
The release of Top Gun: Maverick has proven a striking moment in contemporary pop culture. That is, 
it’s a blockbuster movie release capable of wringing the same reaction out of grown-up audiences 
usually reserved these days for the 14-year-olds flocking to see the latest comic book movie. Top Gun: 
Maverick is the belated sequel to the 1986 blockbuster Top Gun, a movie directed by Tony Scott but 
designed and implemented by its producer team of Don Simpson and Jerry Bruckheimer as a precision-
tooled star vehicle for Tom Cruise, who was 24 years old at the time of release. Top Gun’s long-
simmering cult following is both a little surprising and not surprising at all. It made Cruise, already a 
fast-rising young star, a major-league big screen heartthrob and instant generational avatar. Its glitzy, 
glibly stylish look and hit-churning soundtrack pinioned it to a very specific moment in the cultural 
survey, a flagship of the 1980s cinema movement where pop movies were closely wound in with pop 
music, both in terms of their look and in their constant deployments of songs, and their mutual 
celebration of adolescent fancy. Now Cruise, who turns 60 this year (although Top Gun: Maverick has 
been delayed a couple of years because of the COVID-19 pandemic), returns to his first real signature 
role. Apart from the Mission: Impossible series which has proven an archipelago of popularity for him 
amidst the stormy waters of a late career and current screen culture, Cruise long resisted such 
backtracking. 
 
 



 
 
 
Cruise has been a curious product of our love of movie stars right from the early days of his career. At 
once he was the inheritor of handsome ingénues from the dawn of time, the kind who set teenage girls 
(and quite a few boys) aquiver in their stomachs and itchy in the pants. But Cruise swiftly evinced far 
more canniness than most in establishing and protecting his stature. He seemed to emulate the careers 
of stars like Paul Newman and Jack Nicholson, who could for the most part effortlessly step between 
popular, image-cementing vehicles and artier, riskier, more challenging fare. Cruise has never quite 
gained their flexibility and reputation as an actor, however, because he remained first and foremost a 
star, but it’s precisely that quality which has remained his advantage. Acting cred was always a far-off 
citadel he could storm when he felt like, but his real business was making movies for the widest possible 
audience, at a time when many a potential rival was sabotaging themselves by acting as if being called a 
movie star was an odious travail. Whilst Cruise had emerged playing relatively familiar kinds of young 
male starring parts – a football player in All The Right Moves (1983), a horny teen out for action in Losin’ 
It (1983) and Risky Business (1984) – Top Gun saw him emerge from a chrysalis as the perfect emblem of 
the yuppie era. Ahistorical in persona, white bread in ethnicity but disconnected from any sure sense of 
social identity, he morphed into a blank slate of Reaganite ambition. 
 
 

 
 
 
With his carefully honed body, his capped teeth, his notoriously intense work ethic, his air of self-willed 
exceptionality able to easily straddle personal ambition and embodiment of a creed, Cruise embodied 
the yuppie ideal perfectly. Cruise’s remarkable resistance to aging, his aerodynamic features only very 
slightly thickening and hardening over the years, has only amplified his strangeness, the way he seems 



to embody that essence of the movie star as something disconnected from normal life processes and 
inhabiting an exalted realm. After decades of having his character, sanity, even sexuality rifled from 
afar, the verdict has finally come fully down on the side of Cruise being perhaps the last common avatar 
of that ideal, and the very qualities that once made Cruise the most normcore and antiseptic of movie 
stars for all his occasional gestures towards stretching and perverting his image, have now become 
proofs of his specialness, his gift-from-the-movie-gods electness. Top Gun: Maverick is interesting in 
this regard but it finally evinces that Cruise is at least vaguely aware of his own mortality, especially 
when it showcases the ravages of aging has inflicted on his Top Gun costar Val Kilmer. Both Top 
Gun movies are, both literally and metaphorically, about defying gravity, but finally must admit that 
gravity always wins. 
 
 

 
 
 
Top Gun was based on a magazine article about the new elite training methods adopted by the US Navy 
air wing during and after Vietnam to improve dogfighting skills in their fighter pilots. Cruise was cast as 
Pete Mitchell, whose piloting call-sign is Maverick, a cocky but sublimely talented young fighter pilot. 
The film’s lengthy opening sees Maverick and his Radar Intercept Officer (RIO), Nick ‘Goose’ Bradshaw 
(Anthony Edwards), on deployment on an aircraft carrier in the Indian Ocean, off some purposefully 
vague conflict zone where their squadron of F-14 Tomcats encounter enemy pilots flying the flashy new 
(and imaginary) MiG-25 fighters. The MiGs outmanoeuvre the American pilots and seriously rattle the 
flight leader, Cougar (John Stockwell), by successfully targeting him, only for Maverick to expertly 
reverse the humiliation by flying more cleverly and making sport of the foes. After Cougar elects to quit 
flying, their CO, ‘Stinger’ (James Tolkan), chews Maverick out for his impudent and insubordinate 
antics, only to then inform him that with Cougar out he and Goose will take his place in the elite 
training scheme known as TOPGUN where they’ll be pitted against fellow hotshots, based at Miramar, 
North Island, near San Diego. 
 
 



 
 
 
At TOPGUN Maverick encounters his one great rival as a pilot, Tom ‘Iceman’ Kazansky (Val Kilmer), 
and makes waves with his risk-taking tendencies, earning Iceman’s haughty assurance that he’s 
“dangerous,” and tangling with tutor ‘Jester’ (Michael Ironside), and program boss and Vietnam-era ace 
Mike ‘Viper’ Metcalf (Tom Skerritt), particularly when he violates the “hard floor”, that is the minimum 
altitude allowed during training, in his relentless chases. He also finds himself involved with another of 
the program tutors, Charlotte ‘Charlie’ Blackwood (Kelly McGillis), who he first meets in a bar and tries 
to pick up, only to learn her true identity later. Maverick’s close encounter with the new MiG gives him 
distinction and makes him a valuable source of information for her. As she gets to know him Charlie 
learns Maverick is haunted by his father’s fate as a fighter pilot, having vanished during an operation in 
1965. During a training exercise where Maverick is playing wingman to Ice but the rival hotshot can’t 
nail a target, Maverick is caught in Ice’s engine wash, sending his plane careening out of control, and 
when he and Goose eject Goose hits the canopy and dies. Maverick is cleared of responsibility, but his 
friend’s death hangs heavily on him, and he considers leaving the Navy. He eventually turns up for 
graduation, just as he and the rest of the class are called to action back in the conflict zone and are 
flung into a deadly air battle. 
 
 

 
 
 
One immediately eye-catching aspect of Top Gun is the burgeoning talent of its moment it ropes in, 
including Cruise, Kilmer, Meg Ryan (as Goose’s wife Carole), and Edwards, as well as notable also-rans 
like McGillis, Rick Rossovich, Adrian Pasdar, and John Stockwell, and counterbalanced by experts in 
surly elder attitude in Skerritt, Ironside, and Tolkan. Composer Harold Faltemeyer, straight off 
providing one instantly iconic theme for a new Hollywood hero on Beverly Hills Cop (1984), here 



provided the score and attached to Maverick a canoodling guitar theme that recurs every time Maverick 
does something cool, almost to the point of self-parody. The film opens with consciously glorifying 
images of the Naval pilots and their ground crews preparing to take off in shots drenched in a sunrise 
glow, men and machines made equivalent in their adamantine, architectural function in the buzzing 
enterprise. Segue into shots of the sky-thrashing pilots cavorting to the strains of the Kenny Loggins-
sung, Giorgio Moroder-penned rock song “Highway To The Danger Zone.” Moroder also helped write 
the soundtrack’s other big product, “Take My Breath Away,” performed by the band Berlin, which 
captured the year’s Oscar for Original Song, and Scott does use its pulsing, breathy, deathless romantic 
quality to effect, interpolating it over a sex scene for Cruise and McGillis shot exactly like some high-
end aftershave ad, complete with fluttering white curtains in a steely blue room. 
 
 

 
 
 
As a movie, Top Gun belongs to a venerable subgenre. Films about the rarefied world of daring aviators 
date back to classic Hollywood flyboy flicks like Ceiling Zero (1936), Only Angels Have Wings (1939), Test 
Pilot (1940), Dive Bomber (1941), intersect with war movies like Twelve O’Clock High (1949), and 
continue through the likes of Toward The Unknown (1956), Jet Pilot (1957), and The Right Stuff (1983). 
The popularity of this kind of movie is obviously rooted in the basic thrill of flying really fast, an 
inherently spectacular and dramatic business not many people have access to experience for 
themselves. But it also constantly touches base with an essential dramatic dynamic: such movies depict 
the hermetic, rivalry-filled, thrill-loving world of pilots assigned to push the limits and the constant 
wrestle required to balance such necessary roguish will and the needs of the hierarchies they nominally 
belong to, be they civilian or military. In this regard the flyboy movie is an ideal one for exploring the 
tension between individualism and group identity, a theme immediately interesting and compelling for 
a vast bulk of the audience who experience that tension daily. Many older movies were concerned with 
the wildcard having his burrs shaved down to more cleanly fit in with the group or die in failing to heed 
the lesson, befitting products of an age where conformity required by mass mobilisation and imperial 
emergence. 
 
 



 
 
 
Top Gun, by contrast, explicitly taps its potential as a metaphor for different fantasies promulgated by a 
new epoch. Maverick’s nickname encapsulates the idealisation of the main character as someone whose 
exceptionality and independence are ultimately affirmed as virtues. He embodies the dream of being at 
once undisputed as an individual whilst fitting into an institution, free but also dedicated, cool and 
square at the same time. He is the personification of a particular tide-mark in American culture, 
balancing the individualist ideal, both as manifest in classic American mythos and also post-
counterculture anti-authoritarianism, and the new conservatism that insists that yes, that individualism 
can be achieved, but can and must be suspended when higher duty calls. Maverick as a character, like 
the film’s depiction of the American military in its moment, is rooted in a haunted sense of generational 
severing involving the Vietnam War that both bent things out of shape but also informs a new 
determination to get back on top. Only the nostalgic evocations of the former era’s music is retained – 
“The Dock of The Bay”, “Great Balls of Fire,” and “You’ve Lost That Loving Feeling” are wielded as 
shared touchstones, a lingua franca connecting new to old – but washed clean of any former meaning: 
like the film about them, the songs have no specific meaning but as rhythmic variations for what the 
film is expressing about Maverick. 
 
 

 
 
 
Maverick himself is offered as a vehicle for perceiving military service as a geopolitical equivalent of a 
football game, cemented by shared signs and gestures, expressions of both team identity and individual 
triumph. The film’s most famous catchphrase, recited by Maverick and Goose after a gruelling training 
session and facing down the snootiness of their rivals and bosses, “I feel the need – the need for speed!” 
is cemented with a high-five, summation of this fantasising. Maverick and Goose are idealised in the 



film’s first half as the quintessential pair of wild-and-crazy guys who know how to make a party happen 
anywhere, with set routines for flirtation and a penchant for sitting at the piano banging on the keys 
and wailing Jerry Lee Lewis off-key. These moments are a recognisable point of descent for this kind of 
movie: some of those old flyboy pics I mentioned were directed by Howard Hawks, who was constantly 
fascinated by the rituals of close-knit groups dealing with specific pressures, and scenes of characters 
gathered around pianos. And yet the differences are very telling. Top Gun is Hollywood product at its 
most unrefined, much more the offspring of the desire to sell its star as simultaneously unstoppable and 
relatable and the producers’ mental check-list of how to ensure that, than it is of any authorial voice. 
Maverick’s friendship with Goose is positioned purely to impact upon Maverick’s journey. Goose’s death 
occurs to invest the last act with some emotional weight, and yet its real purpose seems to be to allow 
Cruise to be photographed in some different emotional registers. Here’s Tom Cruise looking moody. 
Here’s Tom Cruise still looking great in tighty-whities whilst mourning. Here’s Tom Cruise nobly 
resolving to lift from the ashes. 
 
 

 
 
 
Similarly, the rest of the TOPGUN team are barely characterised beyond their postures of general 
antagonism with Maverick, and their inevitable shift to obeisance before his awesomeness. One of the 
film’s most famous/infamous vignettes sees Maverick and Goose playing Ice and his RIO Ron ‘Slider’ 
Kerner (Rossovich) playing a gleefully competitive game of beach volleyball, a moment beloved by 
many for its unabashed celebration of male physiques attached to charismatic actors. A brief interlude 
of carefully crafted pizzazz that says nothing about the characters beyond what we already know – 
they’re young, hot, and macho show-offs – when it might have been crafted to demonstrate the evolving 
camaraderie and inner natures of the heroes, as another potentially Hawksian moment. All of these are 
however illustrations of the postures the movie wants the audience to take towards the on-screen 
elements, and thus exist in a realm closer to advertising than drama, the audience being sold on the 
need to be/have/watch Maverick. Ice is the only rival graced with solidity, and Kilmer tries to give the 
character sharp angles of behaviour, particularly when he tries to console Maverick after Goose’s death, 
as if fighting to pierce a membrane of tension between the two of them. But even he’s essentially a one-
dimensional foil, a locker room big-mouth with frosted tips and representative of the onus of 
establishment judgement. There’s some inherent irony in the casting insofar as Kilmer and Cruise as 
cast in roles the other might, given their career arcs and general ethos, more reasonably have played. 
 
 



 
 
 
Top Gun is essentially Star Wars (1977) for jocks, mimicking that film’s essential story arc but removing 
its mythic element, not just by resituating it in the present day, but by reconfiguring the Luke 
Skywalker figure – the far-flung dreamer who realises brilliant potential – and substituting a state of 
already-achieved perfection, a hymn to narcissistic self-appreciation and fuck-I’m-good-just-ask-me 
posturing. The only quality Maverick needs to learn is humility, which Goose’s death finally instils – he 
learns to look outside of himself to a voice from beyond. The film plays an interesting game in this 
regard. The story makes much of Ice’s conviction that Maverick flies dangerously, but when there is a 
deadly consequence to his flying it’s carefully contrived to not really be his fault, but a by-product of 
several different forces converging to create a tragedy, of which Maverick and Ice’s competitiveness is 
only one. Maverick feels responsible because he finally learned he does not have godlike control in the 
air: he is graced both the gravitas of loss but relieved of the pressure of definite culpability. Maverick’s 
budding relationship with Charlie is both impaired and given new heat when she criticises one of his 
risky aerial moves, sparking a show of childishly argumentative behaviour from them both – they careen 
individually through traffic in their his-and-hers choice of vehicles – that inevitably leads to the sack. 
I’m sure there are more boring and asinine romances in cinema than that between Maverick and 
Charlie, but I’m not quite sure where. And yet Scott simply takes that emptiness as an opportunity to 
unabashedly sell music video-like fantasy, picturing the pair riding around on his Kawasaki and pashing 
on it in artful magic hour shots, much in the same way that Cruise’s general acting response to his 
situation is to flash his million-dollar super-cocky grin. 
 
 

 
 
 



There’s no nice way of saying this – not that I feel any desire to be nice – but Top Gun is not a good film. 
Certainly from a technical filmmaking viewpoint it’s still mostly impressive, and the sheen of Jeffrey L. 
Kimball’s photography retains its gorgeous, high-end magazine-shoot gloss. And yet it’s a curiously 
patchy work that scarcely has a plot, has assemblages in place of characters, and almost dissolves into a 
succession of shots roughly accumulating into scenes, illustrating a script so shallow it can barely pass 
muster as a bubblegum wrapper. Nonetheless Top Gun proved a vital pivot and permanent landmark in 
Tony Scott’s oeuvre, and indeed in recent years the general affection for Tony, following his tragic death 
in 2012, amongst movie fans who grew up on his big-budget, big-flash movies has begun to rival that 
being shown for Cruise. The younger brother of Ridley, Scott’s career mimicked his elder sibling’s, 
graduating from the same art college and moving into advertising at Ridley’s invitation, similarly 
investing heavily stylised visuals into commercials he directed. After forays into directing television, 
Scott made his feature filmmaking debut with the 1981 Horror film The Hunger, a movie that bombed at 
the box office but won some attention for its style, including from Bruckheimer and Simpson, who had 
begun their rise to eminence in Hollywood by shepherding the successful Flashdance (1983), which had 
been directed by Adrian Lyne, another flashy Brit talent the duo brought in. 
 
 

 
 
 
Bruckheimer and Simpson hired Scott for Top Gun, and a lot of the film’s success is certainly owed to 
his arch use of flourishes like sunset backlighting and delight in gleaming fuselage – both human and 
aircraft. By contrast with his brother’s woozy ambition and genre-hopping, Scott essentially and happily 
remained a maker of slick B-movies, investing them with a superficial intensity of look and sound. But 
I’ve never been able to get on board with the belated Tony Scott cult. Apart from a handful of top-level 
works like True Romance (1992), Crimson Tide (1995), and Enemy of the State (1998), which were mostly 
distinguished through Scott’s relative stylistic restraint, most of Tony’s films represent the glibbest form 
of chic. The phrase “style over substance” doesn’t quite cut it in summarising Tony’s aesthetic: the 
substance exists purely to serve the style. Tony’s later movies like Domino (2004) are insufferably 
gimmicky in their shooting and cutting. The Hunger is the most boring lesbian vampire movie ever 
made, and whilst it presaged Top Gun in establishing Scott’s comfort with extolling various forms of 
homoeroticism, it also established his airbrushed approach to such things, wrapping everything in a 
kind of haute couture glaze. Rather than erotic, it’s a post-sexual world he inhabits, where all things are 
permitted so long as they have no definable weight and can be made to look really cool. Top Gun does 
at least move, but there’s a weird jerkiness to its construction, as if the film had a troubled shoot and 
what we see had to be laboriously patched together (a problem that would become more defined on the 
production team’s follow-up, Days of Thunder, 1990). 
 
 



 
 
 
The most effective scenes in the film are actually its two real character moments, both of which revolve 
around Maverick’s troubled relationship with his father’s memory. When Maverick tells Charlie about 
his father’s disappearance, Scott performs a simple, effective tracking shot that slowly moves around 
Cruise as the actor expertly shifts from laughing nostalgia to musing introspection, a clear signal that 
Cruise is a performer who knows what he’s doing. Later, Viper takes for a walk on the beach and 
explains that he was a part of the mass dogfight that claimed his father’s life, but which was hushed up 
because it “took place on the wrong side of some border,” and assures Maverick his dad really was a 
hero. This scene certainly gains a lot from Skerritt’s expertise as a grizzled character actor. These flashes 
of substance are however quickly disposed of. They serve less to tell us that Maverick has psychological 
issues than to have one of the last impediments to understanding himself as awesome have been 
removed. The inevitable action climax, in which Maverick is sent out to rescue Ice and others from an 
ambush by MiGs and saves Ice by shooting down three of the enemy planes, is spectacular stuff in a 
jumpy sort of way. Where in the training scenes Scott and his filming team do a good job of establishing 
the relationships of the various aircraft, in the combat the editing turns chaotic. The film’s most truly 
outstanding element remains the flying, when you can see it properly, which is almost entirely 
authentic. 
 
 

 
 
 
Top Gun concludes triumphantly, of course, with Ice and Maverick cemented finally as mutually 
appreciative if still sardonically rivalrous comrades, and Maverick reuniting with Charlie after she 
seemed to choose her career over him, whilst Maverick contemplates turning TOPGUN instructor 
himself. Flashforward to the present day. Top Gun: Maverick has the difficult task of locating any form 



of seriousness in the inherited material, and its main choice in doing so is to make Goose’s death a cross 
Maverick has been carrying throughout his 30-plus-year flying career. Maverick is rediscovered working 
as a test pilot on the Darkstar, a prototype plane that can hopefully go to Mach 10. That’s, like, really 
fast, yo. When he learns the project is being shut down early by its overseer Rear-Admiral Cain (Ed 
Harris), Maverick, hoping to save the project and its employees from the scrapheap, takes the plane up 
and goes for broke, busting Mach 10 before crashing. Maverick earns a customary chewing-out, and it’s 
made clear he’s never risen above the rank of Captain because of his habits of insubordination, and only 
has a place in the Navy still thanks to Ice’s protection, as his former rival turned eternal pal is now an 
Admiral. 
 
 

 
 
 
Maverick is nonetheless saved once again when, through Ice’s intervention, he’s called to TOPGUN to 
quickly school a select group of graduates for an extremely dangerous mission: they’re assigned to 
attack and destroy a clandestine uranium enrichment facility in some other (or the same) unnamed 
rogue nation, an installation built in a remote and rugged locale and heavily defended to the point that 
Maverick describes as needing “two miracles” to destroy. Maverick soon has to deal with blasts from the 
past upon returning to Miramar, most agreeably in the form of Penny Benjamin (Jennifer Connelly), one 
of his former girlfriends (who is mentioned in a running joke but not glimpsed in the first film) and the 
daughter of an Admiral who now runs a bar at North Island for pilots. More disturbing is the presence 
of Goose’s son Lt. Bradley ‘Rooster’ Bradshaw (Miles Teller), who has become a top pilot in spite of 
Carole’s wish for him not to follow in his father’s footsteps, a wish Maverick hesitantly tried to enforce 
by failing to recommend him for the Naval Academy when it was in his power. Maverick also chafes 
under the watchful eye of the Naval Air Forces honcho ‘Cyclone’ Simpson (Jon Hamm), who has no time 
Maverick’s loose cannon antics, dammit. 
 
 



 
 
 
Perhaps taking some heed of how angrily many fans took to the borderline contemptuous use of the 
classic Star Wars heroes in the new Disney-backed trilogy, and perhaps also thanks to Cruise’s ever-
rigorous grip on how to manage his screen image, Top Gun: Maverick resists making sport of its hero’s 
condition of arrested development. When, in the film’s opening minutes, Maverick is glimpsed 
sweeping the canvas cover off his old Kawasaki and dashing across the desert to work like he’s still the 
same flashy kid he was in the original, it’s not to service any humour but for the audience to delight in 
the way Cruise-as-Maverick still embodies their fantasies – in this case to still act like a 24-year-old 
when you’re pushing 60. Top Gun: Maverick’s most vital theme nonetheless quickly proves to revolve 
around fear of obsolescence, as Maverick stares down his last real chance to make a mark in the Navy. 
Maverick’s opening escapade is very obviously based on Philip Kaufman’s The Right Stuff (1983) and 
director Joseph Kosinski acknowledges the model by casting Harris. Cain is nicknamed “The Drone 
Ranger” and wants to shut down the Darkstar specifically to channel its funding into his drone warfare 
projects, an offence to any self-respecting, old-school warrior. Thus, the onus of hierarchical command’s 
paternalistic authority and sometimes blind verdicts Maverick faced in the first film is here also 
conflated with the threat of the new, a newness that’s blandly impersonal, technocratic, and, well, just 
plain unmanly. 
 
 

 
 
 
Not that piloting is strictly a manly business anymore: Maverick’s trainee squad also includes female 
pilots Natasha ‘Phoenix’ Trace (Monica Barbaro) and Callie ‘Halo’ Bassett (Kara Wang), as well as the 
braggart  Jake ‘Hangman’ Seresin (Glen Powell, stealing scenes with his smugly louche alpha act), whose 
rivalry with Rooster echoes Maverick’s with Ice. Hangman is more of a provocateur and bully than 



either of them were: Phoenix comments dryly that his call-sign stems from his habit of leaving his 
comrades “hanging out to dry” in tough situations. There’s even a dorky non-alpha named Bob – just 
Bob (Lewis Pullman) – who serves as Phoenix’s RIO. Throughout their training Rooster’s resentment of 
Maverick clashes with Maverick’s fear of sending Rooster off to his death, compounding the Bradshaw 
family tragedy. Hangman eventually catches wind of Rooster’s spurring loss, which also purposefully 
echoes Maverick’s in the first film. The film hits many of same basic story beats as the original, even 
going so far as to have Maverick sent on his way to TOPGUN by a bald character actor, before entering 
into some deliberate doppelganger moments, building to a strong vignette as Penny notices Maverick 
staring into the bar with a stricken look whilst Rooster within bangs out “Great Balls of Fire” on the 
piano for his pals just as his father used to. Arguably this is going a few steps too far in positing Rooster 
as a chip off the old block, considering he was an infant in the original film, but of course it gives both 
Maverick and the audience familiar with it a hot dose of instant nostalgic connection. 
 
 

 
 
 
Top Gun: Maverick keeps in mind lessons from some of the more successful extensions of venerable 
franchises or “legacequels” of recent years. There are detectable likeness to Rocky Balboa (2006) 
and Creed (2014), Skyfall (2012) and Spectre (2015), Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal 
Skull (2008), and Kosinski’s own Tron: Legacy (2011), from which it repeats the idea of positing a 
generational interchange as, basically, a father-son tale. This is one of the best aspects of Top Gun: 
Maverick, but also an exasperating one, as the film avoids giving much information about just what kind 
of relationship Maverick and Rooster had as the young man grew up. Their relationship is also defined 
in a way that resembles the original film in skipping around the issue of responsibility: Rooster’s anger 
at Maverick for holding him back is used as a stand-in for the audience’s awareness of Maverick’s role in 
Goose’s death whilst also dismissing that as a lingering issue. The film also generally still exists to affirm 
Cruise as the fount of all awesomeness. When the hat is tipped to the original’s volleyball scene as 
Maverick and his students play football on the beach together, it’s mostly to draw the viewer’s 
admiration for how good Cruise’s physique is still, rather than celebrate those of any potential 
replacements, and Kosinski avoids filming with the same soft-core sheen that Scott so readily indulged. 
 
 



 
 
 
Kosinski is one of the more interesting talents to break into big-budget filmmaking in the past decade 
or so. He started off as a would-be screenwriter but gained attention working with CGI on 
advertisements and cutscenes for video games, developing a fine eye, a sleek sense of style and function, 
but also emerging as a film director with a good feel for actors. He’s more classical and has a finer touch 
than Scott ever had – he cares that Cruise and Connelly seem to really get along on camera where in the 
original Cruise and McGillis seemed to be thrown together because of their clashing eye hues and bone 
structures. But he also lacks the fetishistic clamminess that clung to Scott’s imagery, the quality that, for 
better or worse, defined Scott as a premiere Dream Factory stylist. Scott’s film also belonged to an era 
when filmmaking was strongly attuned to physicality, which Scott took to typically hyperbolic lengths 
by coating just about every actor in sweat to catch all the lighting hues but also give the impression 
these are guys feeling extremes at all times. Top Gun: Maverick by contrast has no such feel for hothouse 
climes. Kosinski links his shots together better than Scott, but lacks his pictorial intensity. Kosinski 
settles for reproducing the opening of Top Gun in his edition, down to the backlit crew and planes and 
playing “Highway To The Danger Zone” on the soundtrack, as if this isn’t some epic years-later 
revisiting but maybe the first or second imaginary sequel that might have come down the pipeline in 
the late ‘80s if Cruise had been so inclined. Perhaps if I was more nostalgic for the first film this would 
pinion me with Pavlovian sense-memory, but apart from mildly liking the song it doesn’t have that 
power. This sort of thing is instantly reassuring to fans but it also signals just how derivative and 
unimaginative this take is going to be. The film doesn’t even have some of the eccentric qualities 
Kosinski invested in the generally underrated and trend-setting Tron: Legacy. 
 
 

 
 
 



Similarly, Top Gun: Maverick also reproduces the original in failing to sketch the members of the pilots 
beyond a couple of basic traits. Kosinski tried his best to invest a definably Hawksian sensibility in his 
firefighter drama Only The Brave (2017) through portraying group dynamics in difficult, cut-above jobs: 
he failed – who wouldn’t? – but it was a nice try. He makes a similar play here, introducing the pilots in 
the trainee team in a lengthy sequence in Penny’s bar as they josh and jibe, compete and party. This 
sequence is also clever in the way it remixes Maverick’s meeting with Charlie in the original, with the 
young pilots mistaking Maverick for just another old fart, and later cringing when he strides out before 
them at TOPGUN. But despite Kosinski’s best efforts everyone remains locked into their specific, 
generic functions, barely fleshed out or given characteristics, except for Hangman, whose preordained 
act of redemptive rescue is both delivered with a dash of humour and again tips its hat to Maverick’s 
role in the original’s climax. And that’s ultimately both what distinguishes and hampers Top Gun: 
Maverick. Whilst it’s both much more of a real movie than its predecessor, it’s also a simple, 
straightforward, unambitious one. That sort of thing can be a relief in today’s blockbuster zone filled 
with multiverses and cross-promotional tie-ins, and it’s plain by the general, initial reaction it’s proven 
exactly that for many. 
 
 

 
 
 
But I can’t help but wonder when the mass audience became so undemanding. Despite being a paean to 
unruly willpower, there’s nothing of the like to the film’s crisply ordered, very familiar plot progression, 
nor anything daring about its approach to its characters and their stories. Where the original at least 
made gestures towards complicating its morality and destabilising the aura of its hero before 
reconfirming it, Top Gun: Maverick just goes through the motions of character conflict. Maverick’s calls 
this time are far more insubordinate than they were in the first film but the movie essentially assures us 
they’re the right ones (even in the opening vignette where he destroys a multimillion-dollar aircraft). 
His skirmishes with Rooster are ultimately straw-dummy headbutting. Maverick’s relationship with 
Rooster is essentially the same as his with Penny – they knew each-other back when, they’ve been 
through some stuff, and despite the superficial spurning they all still like each-other, and we don’t have 
to go to any effort making them connect. Those connections are just there. 
 
 



 
 
 
Cruise and Connelly bring a decent level of chemistry to their scenes together, convincingly portraying 
a couple who’ve been around the block a few times but still have the fire of their younger selves 
guttering within. Kosinski works in some amusing flourishes that give some flickers of life: Penny takes 
Maverick out on her yacht and has to teach him basic seamanship despite him being the career Navy 
man, and later he has to sneak out of her bedroom to avoid giving the game away too early to Penny’s 
teenage daughter Amelia (Lyliana Wray), only to drop down directly before her expectant gaze and 
stern warning, “Don’t break her heart again.” Still, none of this escapes the bonds of a standard-issue C-
plot romance, and the scene where Penny consoles Maverick through a crisis of confidence feels like it 
copy-and-pasted from the script of Rocky Balboa, which also dug up an obscure character from the 
franchise opener to serve as the fill-in for a previous love interest. The film’s best scenes are calculated 
in divergent ways. The first comes when Maverick goes to visit Ice, who, like the actor playing him, has 
been debilitated and left almost voiceless by cancer. Maverick confesses his worries and doubts to his 
old comrade and defender, who tells him by computer that “it’s time to let go” when it comes to 
Rooster, and then huskily pronounces, “The Navy needs Maverick – the kid needs Maverick.” It’s 
virtually impossible not to be moved by this, even given what stick-figures the actors played in the 
original. Part of the new gravitas comes from time and affection for these two actors who remind us for 
good or ill that more time has passed since the original than anyone involved would care to remember. 
 
 

 
 
 
Kilmer’s strength as an actor still glows under the ashes of illness and his bond with Cruise has a 
genuine feel, and the scene ends with a deft flash of designedly audience-tickling humour when Ice 
then prods Maverick with the question “Who’s the better pilot, you or me?” and Maverick responds 



dryly, “This is a nice moment, let’s not ruin it.” Later in the film Ice dies from his illness, leaving 
Maverick defenceless before the military hierarchy, but he decides to take another risk after Cyclone 
decides to dump him and try a more conservative approach to the raid when it seems no-one can 
traverse the twisting terrain in the necessary span of time to avoid detection on the impending bomb 
run. Maverick takes a plane and puts all his piloting legerdemain on the line to prove it can be done, 
convincing Cyclone that only he can effectively lead the team into battle. This sequence is certainly on 
point, exploiting both the sophistication of the aerial photography and flying and the straightforward 
rah-rah of seeing the old hero get his mojo back and prove the world still bends before the 
awesomeness of Maverick. The actual bomb run proves almost a little too straightforward, despite the 
inevitable little foul-ups like failing laser guidance that requires so old-fashioned down-home shooting 
skill. 
 
 

 
 
 
Both Top Gun movies are inarguably about celebrating the legend of American military strength. The 
first film, famously, generated a 500% spike in applications to become pilots. The narrative through-line 
of both movies, whilst preoccupied with Maverick as, well, a maverick, his arts nonetheless simply make 
him the apex predator in this kind of warfare. But the movies’ pitch also comes with the curious caveat 
that it is above all just that, a legend. That strength is rendered as a trope, as inconsequential in their 
way as the realities of Charlemagne’s empire to the stories of Roland or Dark Age Britain to the 
Arthurian Knights, or the Bengal Lancers in some 1930s Hollywood-made film extolling British 
imperialism. The abstraction of the enemy in both films, with their menacing black aircraft and face-
covering helmets, underlines this legendary conception, even as it also highlights a worrying aspect of 
military thinking. The “enemy” becomes an amorphous thing, detached from all geopolitical 
immediacies, turning politics and war into an eternal duel pivoting from foe to foe. Both movies tap 
tension in anxiety that American military capability isn’t really that much – the MiGs in the first film 
and the “fifth generation” enemy fighters in the sequel are both described as being formidable and more 
sophisticated than the US fighter planes – and it’s the calibre of people flying them is what really 
counts. In the original Top Gun the enemy starts shooting first, and the American pilots are forced to 
fight for their lives, placing them not only in an underdog position but also in the right. In Top Gun: 
Maverick they’re engaged in a covert operation and pre-emptive strike. 
 
 



 
 
 
The potential repercussions of this, and how the pilots feel about it, could be very interesting, but aren’t 
investigated at all. “Don’t think, just feel,” Maverick instructs Rooster and the rest of the team, which is 
supposed to relate purely to the required surrender to pure instinct in the heat of jet-powered flying, 
but also describes every other aspect of their roles. Ours not to reason why, etc. The similarity of Top 
Gun: Maverick’s basic plot to a host of older war movies is also hard to miss. The bombing run is closest 
in nature to Mark Robson’s The Bridges at Toko-Ri (1953), and indeed it’s basically the same film, down 
to Maverick getting shot down after successfully completing the seemingly impossible mission. Except 
that where Robson took a risk and kept the downbeat ending of James Michener’s source novel, which 
saw both pilot hero and his would-be rescuers shot dead, Kosinski sets up the same situation but 
delivers crowd-pleasing stuff. Rooster returns to save Maverick from a helicopter that pursues him 
across the snowy wasteland, only to be shot down himself, forcing the duo to make their way across 
country together. 
 
 

 
 
 
Teller, not an actor I’ve felt much liking for thus far in his career, proves surprisingly effective in his 
role, as far as it goes. With a scruffy moustache he looks enough like Edwards but with a slightly burlier, 
overcompensating edge. His interactions with Cruise are however more stated than felt. The last 
portion of the film sees Maverick and Rooster trekking across the snow-crusted landscape and electing 
to steal a vintage, surplus F-14 from a hanger bay. As far as fan-pleasing touches go this is again pretty 
good, setting up a finale that wrings excitement from this twist, as Maverick has to not just outfly but 
outthink two far more modern and formidable opponents in the ultimate dramatization of his career 
doldrums. But the situations are robbed of what should be some of their tense and immediate impact 



by the blankness of the setting and the absence of enemy soldiers. It remains as bland and plastic and 
straightforward as a mid-2000s video game. Which is a significant lack considering that what 
distinguishes Top Gun: Maverick up until this point is the remarkable beauty and immediacy of the 
flying sequences, which mostly eschew special effects enhancement as much as the first film and indeed 
go a few steps further, utilising the cutting-edge camerawork and lensing to show the audience the cast 
in the planes, and giving a potent sense of the thrills and dangers of weaving a path up a narrow gorge 
in a plane going hundreds of miles an hour. 
 
 

 
 
 
The visual drama and immediacy of the flying and filming throughout have been immediately 
celebrated by viewers and critics alike, and it feels like it could be an important moment in the history 
of current big-budget cinema, if anyone cares to learn the lesson. At the very least, Top Gun: 
Maverick is, quite genuinely, an islet of old-school cinema values: putting good-looking people on 
screen and having them do interesting, spectacular things – an essentialist approach to making popular 
cinema going back to Pearl White. For all the advancing sophistication of CGI-era cinema, the human 
eye retains a capacity to tell what’s real from what’s bogus, and Hollywood has begun using its 
computers as a catch-all for all its efforts, but Kosinski and his crew and actors provide ample evidence 
that approach to making movies need not be the whole future. Top Gun: Maverick also manages the rare 
feat of improving enormously on a facile precursor and using it as a solid template, which might well be 
because that template in turn is rooted in primeval Hollywood lore, however bastardised. Top Gun: 
Maverick aims to summarise and provide apotheosis for Cruise as a star, but it does so in a manner that 
confirms just how much of the star’s ambition has waned, and how much the audience expects of him, 
taking this mostly bland, efficient, solid programmer as some sort of grand return. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Jurassic World: Dominion (2022)  

 

 
 
 
Colin Trevorrow’s closing instalment to the trilogy he began with 2015’s Jurassic World, extended by J.A. 
Bayona’s Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom (2018), kicks off a few years after the previous entry. The 
escape of the dinosaurs rescued from Isla Nublar into the wild has resulted in the creatures burgeoning 
across the globe, to general consternation, like some luckless fisherfolk whose trawler is capsized by the 
massive Mosasaur when it goes after their catch. A successor to the big corporate bads of the previous 
films, InGen, has ascended in the form of BioSyn, run by Lewis Dodgson (Campbell Scott), who 
attentive series fans might recall was the man who hired Dennis Nedry to steal embryos way back 
in Jurassic Park (1992). BioSyn has recaptured or bought up most of the old dinosaurs from the various 
installations and has branched into genetic manipulation. Maisie Lockwood (Isabella Sermon), the 
cloned granddaughter of an InGen bigwig as revealed in the last movie, is living in hiding with Owen 
Grady (Chris Pratt) and Claire Dearing (Bryce Dallas Howard), who are now functioning as her adopted 
parents. They’re holed up in a libertarian log cabin fantasy in the Sierra Nevada mountains, along with 
the velociraptors Blue and her spontaneously spawned offspring, who Maisie establishes rapport with 
and calls Beta. Because everyone including BioSyn wants a slice of her uniquely stabilised DNA, Maisie 
is becoming increasingly frustrated with hiding and sometimes ventures into a nearby town. But it’s 
Owen who is tracked to the cabin by Rainn Delacourt (Scott Haze), a poacher working for BioSyn, and 
he and other goons kidnap both Maisie and Beta. 
 
 



 
 
 
Thanks to pals now working for various intelligence services, like Claire’s former employee Franklin 
Webb (Justice Smith) and Owen’s colleague from raptor training, Barry Sembène (Omar Sy), Claire and 
Owen track the stolen pair to a black market for dinosaurs in Malta, where both are taken in hand by 
local crime queen Soyona Santos (Dichen Lachman) and sent on to BioSyn’s headquarters in the 
Dolomite Mountains. Searching the market, Claire encounters Kayla Watts (DeWanda Wise), a loner 
pilot who specialises in transporting illicit dinosaur cargo, and who brought Maisie and the raptor to 
Malta. Kayla, moved by guilt, helps Owen and Claire escape the chaos they unleash in the market and 
flies them to BioSyn HQ. Meanwhile, in a development carefully bespoke to make Fans Of A Certain 
Age sigh in relief, Alan Grant (Sam Neill) and Ellie Sattler (Laura Dern) are drawn into the adventure 
from a different end. Ellie, investigating a mysterious and potentially devastating outbreak of bizarrely 
gigantic, rapacious locusts that are starting to devastate world food supplies, realises the creatures leave 
BioSyn-engineered crops alone, and are likely the product of some nefarious market-cornering scheme. 
When she gets an invite to visit BioSyn HQ from Ian Malcolm (Jeff Goldblum), who now works for the 
company, she talks Alan into accompanying her, and they soon find Ian is working as an inside agent. 
He gives them an electronic bracelet that will let them into the secret laboratories to get a gander at 
what monstrosities being fostered under the eternally restless eye and mind of Dr Henry Wu (BD 
Wong). 
 
 



 
 
 
Dominion has opened to savage reviews. Indeed a pack of velociraptors or a couple of tyrannosaurs 
could scarcely do more damage. Clearly Trevorrow still hasn’t been forgiven by survivors of the Great 
Footwear War of 2015, judging by the borderline pathological resentment many seem to harbour for 
him, or the series for being essentially critic-proof in box office terms. Dominion is nonetheless one of 
the most energetic and determinedly crowd-pleasing blockbusters I’ve seen in a while, and represents 
for the series at least a bounce back from the deep apparent fatigue that lurked under the modestly 
novel gothic gloss of Fallen Kingdom. The audience I saw it with concurred, as they applauded at the 
end. Which is not to say I think Dominion perfect by any stretch, and it’s a movie that suggests 
Trevorrow feels frustrated with the by-now well-defined contours of this material. The film’s second 
quarter, involving Owen and Claire’s adventures in Malta, look and feel more like a James Bond 
or Mission Impossible entry with dinosaurs decorating the scenes, and Trevorrow shoots and directs 
them with a charging ferocity befitting a hard-core action-adventure rather than an instalment original 
predicated around making audiences go ooh and ahh over the sight of a perambulating brontosaurus. 
But these scenes, like most of the film around them, come at you with wild gusto, and moreover I 
enjoyed them more than most of the actual recent entries in those series they resemble. 
 
 

 



 
 
Dominion also shows signs of having been brutally edited to try and keep its running time under 
control, with some choppy cuts and arbitrary-feeling junctures. This seems to be in part a by-product of 
Trevorrow and coscreenwriter Emily Carmichael’s careening determination to fit everything in, with 
two simultaneous plots and sets of heroes who, of course, eventually converge at BioSyn HQ just as 
everything starts falling apart. After a notably clunky prologue disseminating core plot points via a fake 
webnews video, the film does settle for moody early scenes including a lovely vignette of Maisie telling 
some lumberyard works how to get a couple of snow-caked apatosaurs out of the way, and a visually 
impressive sequence depicting Owen on horseback with some other rough riders trying to lasso some 
wild dinos. The act of moving the dinosaurs from their previous, largely tropical settings to frigid climes 
allows some new pictorial energy. More awkward is the introduction of yet another corporate honcho as 
propelling source of villainy after the various dipshits of InGen. This is given a thin veneer of 
justification through franchise circularity in making Dodgson the focal point. In Jurassic Park he was 
merely some shady corporate espionage specialist, whereas Scott plays him as a Steve Jobs-esque tech 
maestro who disdains suggestions he’s only motivate by greed, seeing himself as a great visionary 
forcing an evolution in both natural and financial systems. 
 
 

 
 
 
Trevorrow isn’t Spielberg, which goes without saying. Trevorrow’s set-pieces, whilst intense and 
spectacular, just don’t have the same brutal wit and showmanship (although there is a nice visual gag 
late in proceedings where Trevorrow recreates the iconic series logo with a sculpture and the 
conveniently lurking T-Rex). Whilst he mimics the aging master’s romantic sense of the connection 
between humans and the animals that represent longing for bigger, stranger things in our existence, 
he’s not at all interested in reiterating that motif. But he could be said to have a different, equally 
authentically adolescent sense of the dinosaurs’ function, as things charged with strangely comforting 
wildness, and the mayhem unleashed throughout Dominion has that kind of breathless, boyish 
enthusiasm and streak of meanness. It’s most revealing that Dominion is a Jurassic movie that depends 
on more humdrum living relics on hand, in the form of Neill, Dern, and Goldblum, than by CGI 
simulacra of ancient reptilians. Following recent hits like Spider-Man: No Way Home (2021) and Top 
Gun: Maverick (2022), we’re definitely now deep into a nostalgic age of the blockbuster where audiences 
seem to really want to see old, familiar heroes going around the block a few more times. To be 
fair, Dominion isn’t lazy in this regard: where Fallen Kingdom merely used Goldblum’s Malcolm in 
cameo to narrate and deliver the moral of the story, the three old heroes are deployed here with actual 
storylines to enact. They’re graced with some pinpoint vignettes of character and jots of throwaway 



humour that feel apt for the characters, like Malcolm randomly punching Miles Davis’ birthday into a 
keypad when trying to unlock a barrier and save the other two. 
 
 

 
 
 
Trevorrow also sets out to set right one of the weirder choices of a precursor film as it’s revealed Ellie 
has since divorced the husband seen in Jurassic Park III (2000) and she and Alan experience simmering 
frissons in proximity again, even if Alan is soon wincing his way through what seems to be renascent 
chemistry between Ellie and Malcolm. There’s something salutary in the way all three actors are plainly 
older but seem strangely undimmed by the years – Goldblum’s Malcolm in particular retains his 
effortlessly charismatic, arrogant charm, and Dern is thrown in with Howard to enjoy a little system-
smashing. Pity we couldn’t get Julianne Moore back too, but you can’t have everything. Meanwhile 
Owen and Grady have both been graced with sufficient earned maturity to set out fearlessly to regain 
Maisie with the reflexive attitude of parents, even if not much is really asked of Pratt and Howard 
beyond looking scared and/or grittily determined whilst running and riding and jumping: the edge of 
stylised screwball comedy that distinguished them before is all gone. Trevorrow offers an interesting 
stylistic quirk recurring throughout as he focuses his camera in long takes on Howard’s face as she 
moves through chaotic situations – dashing through narrow alleys chased by a raptor, sweating her way 
through being dropped in the BioSyn reserve as pteranodons swoop and slash her parachute, and being 
stalked by a colossal predatory dinosaur as she tries to stay calm so as not to attract it with a sudden 
movement and slowly immerses herself in a pond. 
 
 



 
 
 
The main injection of new blood in this outing is provided by Wise as the tough, shady, but ultimately 
decent Kayla, a fitting female counterpart to Owen, even if the character is of a proliferating type in 
current film and television, the box-ticking intersectional representation figure, both Black and also 
hinted as a lesbian (she tells Owen she gets his fondness for Claire as “I like redheads too.”), but Wise is 
a striking screen presence and makes the character work. There’s also Mamoudou Athie as Ramsay 
Cole, who works for BioSyn: Dodgson considers him his protégé, but proves to have his own particular 
motives in play. By comparison, and perhaps disappointingly, the dinosaurs that are supposed to be the 
focal point of the franchise are here even more general-purpose McGuffins and sources of harum-
scarum threat than before, after the opening scenes and apart from a few cute young creatures, like a 
baby triceratops Claire, Franklin, and Zia Rodriguez (Daniella Pineda) rescue from an illegal farming 
operation. Trevorrow instead introduces a couple of new, hulking, threats in the form of the 
Giganotosaurus, supposedly “the biggest carnivore that ever lived,” and the Therizinosaurus, a shaggy 
beast with huge claws. Where Jurassic World had some subtextual sport with the idea of a successful 
entertainment franchise constantly needing new and bigger, more thrilling threats, here it’s just a given. 
 
 

 
 



 
All hell breaks loose when Dodgson tries to burn up his stock of the mutant locusts to rid himself of 
evidence, only for the blazing host to break out of their containment cell and explode into the grounds, 
starting forest fires and driving the dinosaurs crazy. This provides a spectacular if goofy plot swerve in a 
film that’s replete with moments where key plot points are tossed aside in staging terms, like Maisie’s 
escape from Wu’s laboratory and her random encounter with Grant and Ellie. Wu himself is offered as a 
redeemable figure finally worn down from decades of moral compromise in pursuing his obsessions, 
and now wants to use his powers for good instead of evil. He explains to Maisie the real story behind 
her cloning, as he reveals Maisie’s “mother” Charlotte (played in old video footage by Sermon and Elva 
Trill) conceived her on her own volition, not her father’s, both as an ultimate experiment in genetic 
prowess but also as a gesture of personal need, to make a superior version of herself not cursed with a 
genetic disease: Charlotte then impregnated herself with herself, which is a touch of perversity worthy 
of Cronenberg. Now that’s what blockbusters need more of.  
 
 

 
 
 
Despite all such obvious problems, I had a blast with Dominion, which does I admit trend perhaps the 
closest out of all these movies to some vaporous ideal instilled by old Saturday morning cartoons, 
Choose Your Own Adventure books, and vintage pulp sci-fi magazine covers I have lodged deep in the 
brain and have long wanted to see realised. That’s one where the basic concept of Michael Crichton’s 
original source novel has been evolved a few steps beyond a theme park to present an entire world 
transformed by reintroduced dinosaur species, rather than merely offering another safari movie or 
monster-on-the-loose variation. The scenes in the dino black market portray, with flashes of both 
humour and grimness, forms of animal exploitation both familiar enough and also wackily exotic, like 
specially trained raptors set scurrying after prey. One more instalment and we’ll get dinosaur-riding 
warriors and I for one will be cool with that. Even if it doesn’t go that far, the film moves so fast, so 
hard, so giddy, it might as well. The last portion of the film when the two sets of heroes meet up also 
delivers, doing the finicky work of handing everyone something properly heroic to do, from Grant 
saving Malcolm’s life and Malcolm himself proving as surprisingly gutsy as ever, as well as some more 
fillips of exact humour. “I read your book,” Owen tells Grant, “Well, book-on-tape.” In the current 
critical sphere Jurassic World: Dominion is plainly the whipping boy and Top Gun: Maverick the golden 
child. But I’ll take this film’s messy enthusiasm over the other’s bland efficiency anytime. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

55 Days At Peking (1963) 

 

 
 
 
Directors: Nicholas Ray, Guy Green (uncredited), Andrew Marton (uncredited) 
Screenwriters: Ben Barzman, Bernard Gordon, Robert Hamer, Philip Yordan 
 
 
The history of cinema is so often one of fallen empires. Producer Samuel Bronston was born in Tsarist 
Russia and was, bewilderingly enough, a nephew of Leon Trotsky. Bronston grew up in the US and had 
some success as a movie producer in the early 1940s. He then fell into a long fallow patch that didn’t 
break until 1959’s John Paul Jones. Shooting that film partly in Spain, languishing under the Franco 
regime at the time and still trying to reconnect with the rest of the world, Bronston grasped the 
unexploited potential of making movies in that country. Costs were so low and the countryside so 
varied and littered with historical structures it was a perfect place to make costume epics, at that time 
the stuff of official blockbuster appeal. Soon Bronston’s move would be imitated by entire film 
industries. But Bronston’s blend of thrifty cunning and gaudy ambition would eventually ruin not only 
his career but those of two of Hollywood’s greatest directors. Bronston quickly scored an enormous hit 
with El Cid (1961), helmed by Anthony Mann, and the Jesus film King of Kings (1961), directed by 
Nicholas Ray, one of the era’s most vital and floridly talented but fatefully maverick filmmakers. 
Bronston then embarked on two more mega-budget historical epics, hiring Ray to make 55 Days At 
Peking and Mann for The Fall of the Roman Empire (1964). 
 
 



 
 
 
By this time, Ray’s personal life was in a tailspin and his health declining thanks to his constant drug 
and alcohol use. Ray collapsed during the shooting of 55 Days In Peking, and the movie had to be taken 
over by Andrew Marton, the second unit director and an experienced shooter of action sequences, until 
the former cinematographer turned director Guy Green was hurriedly brought in to finish it. The results 
were punishing for all concerned: the film’s budget skyrocketed to the then-astronomical sum of $17 
million and only made half of it back at the American box office (although it seems to have been much 
more popular elsewhere), beginning the collapse of Bronston’s fortunes. Ray himself was finished in 
Hollywood, only turning out sporadic collaborations with film students and a final testimonial with 
Wim Wenders, Lightning Over Water (1979), in the rest of his days. Today there are reasons to hold 55 
Days At Peking in misgiving, on top of what it cost Ray. It’s set in China but at the time it was 
impossible to actually shoot there, so Bronston simply built a replica of Peking in a Spanish field. Major 
Chinese characters are played by Caucasian actors in Asian makeup, despite being released at a time 
when that sort of thing was falling firmly out of favour, whilst about 4,000 genuine Chinese extras were 
obtained from all over Europe. It depicts history that’s still a touchy subject, the infamous Boxer 
Rebellion of 1900, largely from a western perspective. Some of the gaps from the production turmoil are 
obvious, like the way a priest played by Harry Andrews suddenly enters the narrative as if he’s been 
there all the time. 
 
 

 
 



 
Despite such obvious and not-negligible problems, I feel some sort of love for 55 Days At Peking, an 
ungainly problem child shot through with flashes of unexpected art. Like some of the other epics made 
in that early 1960s moment that were largely dismissed by both critics and audiences, it’s much richer 
and more complex than it was given credit for, as well as a movie where, as the cliché goes, the money 
can all be seen up on screen. It’s a transitional work, mediating the end of classic Hollywood and 
looking forward to where certain things were heading, and despite his tragic exit from the production, 
Ray’s distinctive blend of sour realism and stylised romanticism still permeates the whole of this, a 
fervent and fretful kiss goodbye to the age of cavaliers and gilded kingdoms and an uneasy bow to the 
modern world’s complexities. One of a string of expensive and often ambivalent movies about 
besiegement made at the time, along with The Alamo (1960), The 300 Spartans (1962), 
and Zulu (1963), 55 Days At Peking shares their nervous preoccupation with the Cold War zeitgeist as 
mediated through historical likenesses, as well as marking the first Hollywood film exploring what 
would eventually become clearly identified as Vietnam War angst. The film’s contention with the 
possibility of political blocs forced into cooperating takes as its intrinsic subject the birth of the modern 
world springing out of the colliding egotisms and breakdown of the old. 
 
 

 
 
 
Today, with China a verified world power, the fractious and unruly state of the country 123 years ago can 
seem rather shocking, and even when 55 Days At Peking came out its look back to the turn of the 
century seems charged with bewildered fascination for how the world have both changed and not 
changed, its narrative hinting at the seeds for what would later happen to all the countries involved as 
found in this peculiar window of history. The Boxers, more properly called the Yìhéquán or the Militia 
United in Righteousness, gained their common sobriquet for their practising of martial arts disciplines, 
or Chinese Boxing as it was called at the time. The Boxers were a coalition of societies built around such 
activities, some of them uninterested in political matters, others obsessed with them, but many were 
unified by their sweeping hatred for various forms of foreign influence muscling in on China in the late 
19th century, and evolved into religiously-fuelled quasi-revolutionaries with a militantly anti-Christian 
as well as anti-Western Imperialist outlook. Boxers created initial alarm and fear through persecution 
and eventually murders of missionaries and other foreigners. Eventually convincing themselves they 
had divine protection from modern weapons, they began agitating for a crusade of purification in mid-
1900, and marched on Beijing, or Peking as it was styled at the time. Meanwhile the Qing Dynasty, led 
by the Empress Dowager who had deposed her nephew for trying to impose reforms, was being fatally 
stymied by lost wars and encroaching foreign powers. 
 
 



 
 
 
In a storytelling flourish that feels entirely and perfectly Ray-like, political blocs are mapped out 
musically: the film opens with a survey of old Peking, when the various foreign powers share an enclave 
known as the Foreign Compound, and the various nations war in the morning with their bands playing 
their rival national anthems at full volume. The camera descends to two hapless Chinese men trying to 
have their breakfast, only for one to clap his hands on his ears and ask in desperation, “What is this 
noise?” His friend answers succinctly: “Different nations saying the same thing at the same time – ‘We 
want China.’” David Niven’s Sir Arthur Robertson, a fictionalised version of the real British legation 
chief Sir Claude MacDonald, is presented as a man who, on the surface at least, is the very model of an 
English diplomat. As an emissary from the world’s leading power of the time, Sir Arthur presses the 
English point of view and a sense of steadfast resolve and forbearance with such ease and class he 
obliges all the countries and their less easy representatives to play along in his great and dangerous 
game of chicken with the oncoming rebellion. He inspires his German counterpart Baron von Meck 
(Eric Pohlmann) to comment, “You know, I admire Sir Arthur – he always gives me the feeling that 
God must be an Englishman.” 
 
 

 
 
 
Lines like that betray the contribution to the script by Robert Hamer, the director of Kind Hearts and 
Coronets (1949), credited here with additional dialogue, and his sardonic sense of humour about the 



great old days of British identity. 55 Days At Peking’s opening credits utilise paintings by Chinese-
American artist Dong Kingman to lay down the aesthetic of a lushly stylised view of the past and the 
setting, slipping over the horizon of general memory. The story commences with tensions on the boil 
between three factions, the court of the Empress Dowager (Flora Robson), the great foreign powers 
comprising Great Britain, the US, France, Russia, Spain, Austria-Hungary, Japan, and Italy, and the 
Boxers. The Empress’s nephew Prince Tuan (Robert Helpmann) is trying to foment resistance to the 
increasing stranglehold the foreigners have over the country and is surreptitiously encouraging the 
Boxers, whilst the head of the armed forces, General Jung-Lu (Leo Genn), resists such moves. The 
Imperial court is portrayed a medieval holdover despite the gilded spectacle, with Jung-Lu fiercely 
establishing his authority over lessers as a factional power struggle commences by lashing an officer in 
the face with his fly whip, whilst the Empress orders another officer executed because the argument 
over his fate, amongst other reasons, “disturbs the tranquillity of the morning.” 
 
 

 
 
 
A detachment of American Marines under Major Matt Lewis (Charlton Heston) arrives back on rotation 
to Peking to take over defence of the US legation just in time to behold some Boxers torturing a western 
priest on a water wheel. Matt tries to buy the priest off them but he dies first, resulting in a 
discomforting stand-off during which a Boxer is shot by a sergeant, Harry (John Ireland), but Matt 
manages to defuse the situation by buying the Boxer’s corpse instead and docks the price from Harry’s 
pay. There’s a discomforting undercurrent to this scene beyond the immediate tension in the square-off 
between armed gangs, as Matt readily grasps and accedes to an understanding that anything, be it faith, 
patriotism, revenge, or gratitude, can be translated into a dollar value. Matt finds himself mostly 
answering to Sir Arthur as the American envoy Maxwell (Ray himself) is ill, and soon witnesses Von 
Meck’s assassination by some Boxers under Tuan’s direction. When Sir Arthur and Matt are brought 
before the Empress, it becomes clear she has elected under Tuan’s influence to let the Boxers do what 
they like to the foreigners. Readying their enclave for siege, the international factions are forced to ally 
and protect their citizens whilst hoping for relief. 
 
 



 
 
 
The opening vignette and the locals’ sarcastic reaction to it sets in play a film that remains intensely 
ambivalent about the political manoeuvring and game of national egos unfolding, the Imperial court 
envisioned as encrusted in arcane and empty ritual and spectacle no longer backed up by anything 
resembling legitimacy. The musical motif is matched by the visuals as the mammoth recreation of a 
large chunk of Peking sees the Foreign Compound littered with transplanted architectural styles like 
gothic forms amidst Chinese. The international representatives swan about in varied postures of 
arrogance but little real backbone, with only Sir Arthur’s determination to project unruffled calm and 
principled grit forcing the others to go along with him, because to do otherwise would be embarrassing. 
It feels revealing that Ray cast himself as the American representative who dismisses any interest in 
territorial concessions, as the film expresses a kind of idealism that feels consistent with Ray’s 
scepticism over grand-sounding ideals, although of course he can’t push this as far as he did in 
something like Bitter Victory (1957). He does nonetheless insist on portraying his heroes as indecisive, 
brittle, confused creatures, ironically nearly as unsure of themselves in facing down geopolitical crises 
as the wayward young folk of They Live By Night (1948) and Rebel Without A Cause (1955). 
 
 

 
 
 
Heston’s Matt is offered as a prototype, a professional soldier who knows his way around upper crust 
climes as his job and rank require but who seems like anything but a blue blood, a wilfully rootless 



figure given up to the demands of the army. A man who tosses out most of his correspondence, 
collected for him by his hotel in the concession, because “Read it and you might have to answer it.” 
Matt soon finds himself drawn in close to Baroness Natasha Ivanoff (Ava Gardner), an exile from the 
Russian aristocracy with still-virulent scandal in her past. The Baroness is persecuted by her late 
husband’s brother, the Russian delegate Baron Sergei Ivanoff (Kurt Kasznar), who has a singular motive 
in trying to force her to return an enormously valuable gold-and-jade necklace her husband gave her, a 
combative relationship spiced by Sergei’s jagged blend of vengefulness and attraction to his former 
sister-in-law and the Baroness’s offended pleasure in resisting. The Baroness courts Matt’s attention 
when she’s ejected on Sergei’s behest from her hotel room which is then given to Matt, although her 
turns of sharp wit almost drive him away: “Clever women make me nervous.” 
 
 

 
 
 
Nonetheless Matt and the Baroness form a connection in their shared liking not only for each-other but 
their penchant for ruffling feathers, with Matt agreeing to take the Baroness as his date to a Queen’s 
Birthday ball thrown by Sir Arthur, giving the Baroness the chance to make a splash wearing the 
necklace and forcing everyone to be polite to her in the social setting. Ray’s gift for cramming frames 
with absurd decorative beauty is certainly in evidence in the ball scene, drinking in the riot of colours 
and the chic allure of a bygone age’s way of expressing confidence and social import. The ritual is 
quietly violated by Matt and the Baroness’ gesture, Ray noting the reactions of many of the other men 
in the room when catching sight of the Baroness and her accoutrements with an edge of sexual satire, 
the Baroness possessing the power through her sheer presence and aura of beauty to disturb social 
niceties from the level of statecraft down to a few aggravated spouses. This is supplanted by a more 
calculated and meaningful disruption as Prince Tuan arrives and proposes to entertain the ball guests 
by bringing in some tame Boxers to give a show of their prowess in martial arts. When Matt is asked to 
help them in one trick, seemingly to arrange his humiliation in payback for the shooting of the Boxer, 
he turns the tables by striking not at the Boxer he’s supposed to but suddenly bailing up and tripping a 
huge Boxer. 
 
 



 
 
 
Matt’s show of slyness and toughness gains a proud cry of “Bravo!” from Von Meck, but Sir Arthur 
senses well some delicate balance of politesse and all too substantive political arm wrestling has been 
upset. Rather than put up with the crowd any longer, Matt and the Baroness leave and enter a Buddhist 
temple where they waltz away to the strains of the orchestra surrounded by ancient, abiding idols. This 
image the feels like one pure crystallisation of Ray’s sensibility in the film and its emblematic pivot, 
west and east, vivacity and boding, male and female, old world about to crumble and be supplanted by 
the new, two pan-global lovers dancing along the precipice. In basic concept Matt and the Baroness are 
stock melodrama figures. And yet, rather than their romance becoming the dramatic pivot of the film a 
la great romantic epics like Gone With The Wind (1939) or Titanic (1997), however, they’re become 
instead very Ray figures, polarised, consumed by their divergent needs and by the quality of 
separateness, of wilful repudiation of the world, that brings them together in the first place, unable to 
properly connect and instead doomed to labour through the consequences of their emotional stymies. 
Both are ultimately obliged to become figures with a duty of care and rise to the challenge in different 
ways connected to the larger drama around them. 
 
 

 
 
 
The film somewhat undercuts its attempts, from a contemporary perspective, to comment seriously on 
racism and cultural schism with its casting. Try as they might, Robson, Genn, and Helpmann can’t help 



but give the impression they’re starring in a high-class production of The Mikado. The resemblance 
might not be so accidental: Helpmann in particular seems to have been cast to put his dancer’s skill to 
good use in recreating the elaborate formal flavour of the Imperial court. And yet the film’s nuances are 
surprising as it engages with the theme in a very Ray-like manner, that is, couching it in human terms 
stemming from the affections and weaknesses of his characters. Matt’s friend and subordinate Captain 
Andy Marshall (Jerome Thor) has a daughter, Teresa (Lynne Sue Moon), by a Chinese mother: Matt and 
Andy speak about Teresa before she’s seen in a cool and clinical fashion, with the two men agreeing that 
Andy must leave her in safe hands in China when he goes home because, as Matt puts it, “She’d be a 
freak back home.” 
 
 

 
 
 
But when Teresa comes to find her father during the soldiers’ entry into Peking he snatches her up with 
a desperately loving gesture, making plain his genuine anguish at the thought of leaving her behind. 
Later, Andy is killed in battle with the Boxers, leaving Teresa orphaned and facing a bleak future as a 
mixed race child there, and Teresa begins doting on Matt as an alternative father figure despite his 
complete lack of any experience or readiness for such loaded gift, no more than he is to help the 
Baroness. The Baroness’ own transgressive past eventually emerges when, to disarm the threats of 
Sergei, she tells Matt about how she betrayed her husband, a golden boy of the Russian establishment 
being groomed for a great career, by having an affair with a Chinese General, heavily implied to be Jung-
Lu. “Can’t you imagine yourself falling in love with a Chinese girl?” The Baroness asks Matt, before 
noting sourly, “That’s not the same.” The political situation begins to lurch towards this conflict when 
Matt accidentally sees Von Meck’s assassination and he and Sir Arthur visit the Empress in the 
splendour of her palace, Sir Arthur deftly kicking aside the cushion placed for him to kneel on. 
 
 



 
 
 
This small but infinitely consequential gesture signals a refusal of any further kowtowing, despite Sir 
Arthur’s words suggesting to the Empress being patient will benefit her country far more than rash 
gestures, quickly answered by the Empress and Tuan, who make it plan they will not stop the Boxers 
from making an assault on the Compound. Initially trying to escape as the war breaks out, the Baroness 
finds herself forced to return, but then finds her path to revitalisation through volunteering as a nurse 
under Dr Steinfeldt (Paul Lukas), an elderly German physician who finds himself caring for the 
wounded during the siege, and the Baroness swiftly becomes beloved by her charges and even the aged 
doctor. Steinfeldt’s makeshift clinic is a striking islet of Ray’s stylised visual mystique, a crude space 
transformed into a ward of healing simply by splashing whitewash everywhere. The ever-so-faintly 
surreal quality here is amplified by the way all colours are subtracted including the costuming of the 
actors as if to suggest they are part of the space, humans vying towards the angelic, broken up only by 
the crude blues of the soldiers and the red blood pools stark and bright, the corporeal brutality of the 
war duelling with the transcendental. Later the Baroness sells off her necklace to buy medical supplies 
and fruit through the black market. 
 
 

 
 
 
The credited screenwriters were Bernard Gordon who was just re-emerging after years on the blacklist, 
and Phillip Yordan, a regular collaborator of Mann’s who had made a good living also serving as a front 



for blacklistees like Gordon. Such a background is detectable in the Countess’ exile and the very 
strained politesse of her re-entrance to polite society. “I just do a job patrolling the rice paddies out in 
the back country,” Matt comments to Sir Arthur in their first confrontation, evincing the first sunrise 
glimmers of the emerging sense of what the Cold War was becoming via the historical parable. After 
their visit to the Empress, Sir Arthur and Matt are forced thanks to Tuan’s machinations to head back to 
the Compound without escort, locked out by the gates of the Forbidden City. This cues a sequence 
Robert Wise would offer a variation of in The Sand Pebbles (1966) as the Vietnam echoes firmed up and 
a plain resemblance to TV news reports of unrest in third world locales, as the two men are forced to 
run the gauntlet of a furious mob. 
 
 

 
 
 
The diplomat and soldier are quickly rescued by Captain Hanley (Robert Urquhart) and when Sir 
Arthur makes plain to the other envoys he has no intention of bowing to threats and leaving, he obliges 
them all to begin barricading the Foreign Compound and prepare for assaults by the Boxers. Matt allies 
with other capable officers like the British Hanley, the German Captain Hoffman (Walter Gotell), and 
the Japanese Colonel Shiba (Juzo Itami). Another very Hamer-esque joke gets by as Sir Arthur confesses 
to his wife, Lady Sarah (Elizabeth Sellers), that he doesn’t mind all the French history books her mother 
bought him to be used on the barricade because the topic bores him, before Ray cuts to the French 
ambassador having the same reaction with his books of English history. This joke cuts deeper than it 
seems: it helps flesh out the coherent theme threaded right through the film about the illusions of 
factionalism and the opacity of history as a way of understanding them, creating false zones of identity. 
 
 



 
 
 
The raw and pressing crisis of the siege forces demands communal action illustrate by another good 
joke as Harry awakens the motley crew of defenders from sleep, offering versions of “Good morning” in 
each language until he’s stumped by a Japanese sailor and so says it in English, to which the sailor 
replies in perfect English. Sir Arthur, the perfect diplomat, is meanwhile revealed to hold serious doubts 
as to both the wisdom of his actions and his own motives. Glimpsed early on satirising himself by dryly 
suggesting cutting the family dog in two to please his two children to his daughter’s annoyance – “Oh 
father, don’t play King Solomon.” – Sir Arthur is soon left squirming in a morass of guilt and 
questioning when he son is shot and lingering close to death in hospital, ransacking his actions and the 
reasoning behind his choices. His wife has fits of dark reckoning in questioning whether the soul of 
someone who’s never been “home”, that is has never actually lived in England as their children haven’t, 
could ever find its way back or would be stuck in “an enormous, empty Chinese limbo.” 
 
 

 
 
 
The troubled but ultimately tender relationship between the Robertsons is another Ray-like flavouring 
that contrasts the other, more ambivalent relationships in the film. So too is the motif of children 
paying the price for their elders’ actions and blindness, in both the Robertsons’ son’s ordeal and Teresa’s 
status as the unwanted avatar for the possibility of fusing worlds. Matt is pushed to face paternal 
responsibility towards Teresa when first Harry prods him determinedly to explain her father’s death to 



her, and then by a priest, Father de Bearn (Andrews), dedicated to looking after the orphans hiding out 
in the Compound: the Priest comments, “Someone, somewhere said that every man is the father of 
every child – but I suppose it’s only true if you really feel it.” Father de Bearn, sudden as his entrance 
into the film is, is a great character who ironically has more military inventiveness than the professional 
soldiers, improvising canons and mortars to fend off the Boxers’ increasingly ambitions attempts to 
attack the walls of the compound, including bringing up artillery and a siege engine, alternating warlike 
arts and soft-spoken humanism. De Bearn stands in for the so-called contingent of “fighting parsons” 
led by missionary Frank Gamewell, who took on the task of fortifying the Foreign Compound during the 
real siege. 
 
 

 
 
 
Ray’s signature visual lushness serves the purpose of illustrating the dramatic concerns, in marvellous 
shots like one of Teresa hiding after setting up a flower in a gesture of domestic loving for Matt while 
he’s off in battle, only for the warrior to return bedraggled and exhausted, sitting upon his bed in a 
room festooned with aged artworks painted on the walls and the huge statue of a warrior with sword. 
The shot dramatizes the gap between people, between cultures, between aestheticized past and the all 
too painful now. Undercurrents of satire are readily detectable in the way the puffed-up envoys of the 
foreign nations are filmed in surveys of bloviating in rooms of plush Victorian only to find themselves 
forced to commit to a course of action because Sir Arthur is, whilst the Imperial grandees commit 
themselves to arcane rituals in realms of splendour, fronts of grandeur that have their crude brick 
backings. The Empress is eventually convinced by Prince Tuan to give the Boxers proper backing 
against Jung-Lu’s counsel, and the Empress orders Jung-Lu to give the help of the Imperial troops to 
besieging the Compound and holding off a relief force. This means the defenders of the Compound 
must face artillery fire. 
 
 



 
 
 
Before they are handed such weapons, the Boxers try scaling the stout fortifications of the city walls 
adjoining the Compound and making a charge at dawn, but Matt, Andy, a French officer, and some 
other stout soldiers use a cobbled-together rolling barricade, backed up by Hanley with an equally 
cobbled-together canon, and push back the Boxer onslaught. Until the canon explodes and kills Hanley, 
and Andy is shot on the ramparts. The film was essentially completed by experienced action directors, 
and as you’d expect the action is strong, amplified by the awesome scale of the sets Bronston was able to 
build, aiding Ray and the other filmmakers in recreating the popular images of the Rebellion 
disseminated through correspondents’ artworks in the years following. One great portion of epic 
moviemaking comes late in the film when the Boxers drag up a rocket-festooned siege tower in the 
night, men with torches appearing in the dark, leading a horde hauling the tower into view. Composer 
Dimitri Tiomkin’s scoring is particularly good here too, in combining slow-thudding drums and a deep-
voice male chorus to unnerving effect, as if the Boxers are bringing some kind of monster into battle. 
The tower’s alarming appearance is however quickly answered as De Bearn improvises a mortar and 
manages to set fire to the war engine. 
 
 

 
 
 
Cinematographer Jack Hildyard’s brilliant work made the most of the Super-Technirama 70 scope and 
Technicolor, capturing all the lush colours of the sets of costumes of course as well as the spectacle of 



battle, but also backing up Ray’s compositional élan. A dialogue evolves between balanced geometry 
and lopsided groupings, indicating the flow of power and desertion of structural certainty. Shots of the 
Empress Dowager in her palace with her handmaidens see human and architectural elements arrayed in 
harmony, eloquent of a structure tightly and tensely ordered, counterpointing the ebb and flow of 
human power in the meetings of the foreign diplomats, where one man – Sir Arthur – ensconced behind 
his desk can contend with many standing on the other side. Even the most chaotic action sequences 
have a painterly integrity to them. 
 
 

 
 
 
Shots of Matt barking orders to his men on the city ramparts with the soaring brickwork and 
overhanging eaves see them dwarfed and enclosed by the infrastructure of cultural, military, and 
historical might. A visual joke is apparent as the Baroness is glimpsed standing by a guttering lantern 
whilst Jung-Li hides in the corners, the literal old flame. One major set-piece is more familiar in terms 
of old-school action-adventure but well-done in its own terms, as Sir Arthur talks Matt, Shiba, and 
others into a nocturnal venture through the sewers to blow up an ammunition dump whilst the 
Empress is celebrating her soldiers’ victory over the relief forces. Sir Arthur joins the venture but the 
guerrilla unit has to contend with interruptions and delays that almost get them blown up, before they 
finally succeed in lighting the conflagration. Later Matt and one of his men set out to try and fetch 
reinforcements on a railway handcar, only to hit a mine on the tracks, leaving both men injured, with 
Matt carrying the other on his shoulders back to the Compound. 
 
 



 
 
 
Young Teresa stakes a claim to instinctive heroism when she manages to rescue a wayward toddler 
who’s wondered into the temple during an artillery barrage, seconds before a shell knocks the structure 
flat. Meanwhile the Baroness is injured when she brings in the load of supplies she managed to 
purchase with the necklace only for a brokered ceasefire to suddenly collapse, and she dies under 
Steinfeldt’s care. The film takes an interesting approach to the Baroness, despite the fact that Gardner 
always feels miscast as an exotic and multivalent Russian aristocrat if not so much as a love goddess 
incarnate, as she’s revealed to have both sacred and daemonic power over men, able to incidentally 
destroy her husband and also able to make rooms full of men fall in love with her, including the aged 
and cynical Steinfeldt. Again there’s something in common here with Ray’s fascination for characters 
like Rebel Without A Cause’s Jim who possess a lustre, however endangered, that draws people to them. 
 
 

 
 
 
Ironically, only Matt seems at all ambivalent about the Countess, in part because he is intimate with 
her, knowing the sordid story of her background and only able to come to terms with her appeals for 
help when he declares “a soldier’s pay buys a soldier’s woman,” that is, a prostitute. After the Countess 
dies, Matt is accosted by a working class English soldier (Alfred Lynch) who became one of her 
worshipful wards for failing to appreciate her, leaving Matt, who has also just failed to bring his injured 
comrade back in time to save his life, is left cringing in the shadows, a battered remnant amidst a 



collapsing historical epoch. It’s odd to strike such a queasy and stricken note in such a movie, and 
signals for Heston in particular a crucial moment in his screen career, playing the character who seems 
anointed as the cavalier hero but who is ultimately left confronting his own damaged and damaging 
machismo, lost within the carnage he cannot end. Some anticipation here of how Sam Peckinpah would 
make use of him in Major Dundee (1965), as well as his general shift to playing flailing titans in films 
like Planet of the Apes (1968) and The Omega Man (1971). The ultimate lifting of the siege comes with a 
return to the musical motif of the opening as what seems to be a last-ditch charge by the Boxers proves 
instead to be them fleeing before advancing foreign soldiers. 
 
 

 
 
 
The soldiers enter Peking accompanied by various specific marching tunes, flowing together suite-like 
as the besieged citizens dash to embrace their soldiers, representing the highpoint of what Matt and Sir 
Arthur muse upon as a brief episode of international cooperation. Of course, the inevitability of the 
accord’s collapse is quickly signalled when the victorious forces parade and resume the cacophony of 
clashing sounds, and the touch of humour in the Japanese Imperial force primly marching in and the 
very honourable and upright Shiba saluting the leader of the new contingent contains an appropriate 
undercurrent of foreboding. By contrast the Imperial majesty of China is envisioned as shattered, as the 
Empress Dowager, dressed in common clothes in preparing to abandon the palace, meditates on the 
end of the dynasty. But the ultimate potential for nations working for a common end is the far-off but 
tantalising anticipation of 55 Days At Peking, casting its mind forward to the founding of the United 
Nations once the great spasm of the new century’s conflicts fall still. The very last moments of the film 
look forward to the collapse of barriers and the hope for synthesis, as Matt finally reaches out to Teresa 
as he and he men prepare to march out, taking her onto his horse and accepting his fate at last to be her 
father. One of my favourite final scenes in a movie and one that again feels very Ray-like, a final, fragile 
connection between generations and tribes that can grow to something new and splendid. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

X (2022)  

 

 
 
 
Ti West became an indie filmmaker star with his excellent slow-burn, lo-fi Horror film House of the 
Devil (2009) and its equally effective follow-up The Innkeepers (2012). He lost much of that buzz to 
other up-and-coming directors aiming for the sliver between art-house and raw genre cinema like S. 
Craig Zahler and Robert Eggers when he failed to gain as much attention in trying to expand his scope 
and try different ground. The Sacrament (2014) was an interesting if stylistically overstrained take on the 
Jonestown story, whilst In A Valley Of Violence (2017) was an excursion into the Western that garnered 
little attention despite being surprisingly good. X sees West retreating to relatively safe ground in 
appealing overtly to fellow retro-minded Horror movie lovers, by making a movie that presents itself as 
a tribute to a certain retro ideal of the genre, and most particularly Tobe Hooper’s The Texas Chain Saw 
Massacre (1974). Indeed, not so much a riff on the whole movie but on that one, famous, iconic shot of 
hotpants-wearing Teri McMinn advancing on the menacing farm house, with its nudging, sardonic 
deployment of sex appeal as overture for limitless but curiously asexual degeneracy. West delves into 
the particular quirks of the 1970s cinema culture, a time when low-budget filmmakers, his ancestors in 
the craft, had the choice of making grindhouse genre films if they were moderately ambitious or porn if 
they just wanted to rake in cash. 
 
 



 
 
 
So West presents a simple set-up that both comments on that by-gone world of fly-by-night filmmaking 
and tells a story that might easily have sprung from it. An eager gang of wannabe stars and auteurs go 
for a jaunt in the country to make a porn film to be entitled The Farmer’s Daughters, and soon find 
themselves in a deadly situation. The shoot is produced and overseen by strip club owner Wayne 
(Martin Henderson). His coke-snorting girlfriend Maxine (Mia Goth) and his most popular dancer, 
Bobby-Lynne (Brittany Snow), are the female stars, and Vietnam veteran turned actor Jackson (Scott 
‘Kid Cudi’ Mescudi) is featured stud. Young film nerd RJ (Owen Campbell) has been hired to actually do 
the filming, with his initially bemused, but soon fascinated, girlfriend Lorraine (Jenna Ortega), 
recording sound. The gang rock up to a remote property where Wayne has arranged with the owner 
over the phone to hire out a bungalow for the filming, although Wayne hasn’t told him of their actual 
purpose. The wrinkly old coot homesteader Howard (Stephen Ure) reacts with disdain to the young 
people and asks them to keep away from the big house and not upset his wife. Some of the crew 
nonetheless keep glimpsing that wizened woman, named Pearl (also Goth, caked in heavy make-up), 
and when Maxine converses with her the crone seems to make sexual advances on her. During the 
night, the percolating unease blooms into proper carnage. 
 
 



 
 
 
West has dipped his toe into provocateur waters before, as with the jarring but period correct age 
difference between the middle-aged hero and teenage heroine of In A Valley Of Violence, and here he 
aims to go all out in cheery fashion with different varieties of ickiness. To his credit, West tries to 
animate ideas with potential whilst recreating a milieu, portraying different forms of reactionary gall 
and reforging much of the cultural conversation around the schisms from that time into the stuff of his 
narrative. Where Hooper was careful in teasing apart the erotic and the horrific, as the Sawyer clan in 
his film were far too devolved to even know what to do with the women they assaulted other than make 
lunch meat of them, West makes the politics of desire and difficulties of liberation pivotal to 
proceedings. Maxine is eventually revealed to be the daughter of a ranting preacher (Simon Prast) 
constantly glimpsed on TV screens in the rural region the would-be pornographers travel into. But 
Maxine is following an alternative religion of Me Decade brashness as she hopes the movie will make 
her into the star she already feels she naturally is. Meanwhile Pearl is revealed, despite her age, to be a 
highly libidinous woman who’s also a vicious psychopath, desiring youthful bodies of both sexes and 
brutally laying claim to them. Her husband Howard, who’s grown too infirm himself to sexually satisfy 
her, guiltily aids her. By having Goth play both the lush young thing and the nasty crone, West makes 
obvious what is already implicit, that they are different editions of the same thing. Maxine is desperate 
to avoid becoming Pearl, who longs for her days of being an attention-getting beauty and tries, 
Countess Bathory-like, to hold onto a final flicker of youth by forcibly stealing it from the young. 
 
 



 
 
 
Meanwhile RJ is goaded to personal crisis when, after blathering on about his attempts to inject artistry 
and meaning into the threadbare porno he’s making, Lorraine suddenly expresses an interest in 
appearing in the movie. Wayne eagerly assents to this, and talks RJ into to filming his girlfriend doing 
the nasty with Jackson, after RJ’s rather horrified initial reaction. RJ breaks down sobbing as he showers 
after the filming. These scenes are easily the best in X, reiterating the strong feel West evinced in his 
earlier work for situating fairly ordinary if barbed character travails, painted with the kind of humdrum 
palette familiar from indie cinema, within the context of genre stories and images. There’s something 
really interesting in this part of the movie, particularly as RJ is wryly portrayed as a total geek who 
nonetheless reacts like any old-fashioned chauvinist cliché when confronted by his lady’s transgressive 
urge, whilst good ole boy Wayne is entirely accepting of all the new rules and calmly explains to RJ the 
dangers of trying to control his girlfriend. Ortega also gets to throw off the neutered vibe she was 
obliged to project as the saintly incarnation of Beta immigrant spirit in Jon M. Chu’s In The 
Heights (2021) in playing Lorraine, who seems initially to be the regulation prude (and thus likely Final 
Girl) in the storyline only to dissect her own reactions and the arguments of the others before eagerly 
signing on. 
 
 



 
 
 
But the rest of the film never finds a truly inspired way of dovetailing its obsessively referential visuals 
and desire to explore new transgressive dimensions with a blackly comic tone. Who knows how many 
stories like this have led up to some hot young ladies chained up in some old bastard’s basement. The 
notion of making the aged woman the killer and rapist is at once a bit obvious as a twist, if also one 
with some potential, given the frame West builds around it. But the potential power is sapped by West’s 
choice of casting two young actors made up to look old, particularly in the case of Pearl, where it might 
have been genuinely weird to see an actual old actress portraying such mania. I hate to credit M. Night 
Shyamalan with anything, but he did a better job at making the elderly scary on The Visit (2016). Not 
only that, but Howard and Pearl are rather vaguely characterised and insubstantial as antagonists. 
Howard’s first appearance seems him acting like a pure hillbilly caricature, waving a shotgun and 
fiercely telling the gang he doesn’t like them, and Pearl hovers around acting batty, when the film 
would likely have been far more effective if West had developed a note of strained politesse and 
distracting hominess, much as Gene Jones helped provide for him on The Sacrament. 
 
 



 
 
 
West’s desire to channel the superficial textures of The Texas Chain Saw Massacre, the specific vibe of 
sun-kissed seediness and down-home menace, is blatant, including the ironically pastoral setting and 
gang of lissom youths rolling through grassy landscapes in a van. West also seems to have watched 
Hooper’s little-remembered follow-up Eaten Alive (1976) with its more theatrical spectacle and the 
notion of a pet alligator being used to dispose of unwanted corpses. West stages a random but wittily-
handled suspense sequence as Maxine goes skinny dipping in a waterhole on the property, oblivious to 
the alligator slowly cruising towards her: West revels in his nasty sense of showmanship as he 
repeatedly cuts to a high overhead shot to observe the beast as it slides up behind her with stealthy 
patience. This patience gives way to sudden shock when the animal, virtually forgotten, suddenly 
pounces on a victim much later in the film. West tries a similar feat when he zeroes in on a jutting nail 
awaiting the soft pad of Wayne’s foot, although that’s another trick that’s been done better recently, 
in A Quiet Place (2018). The trouble is that the harvested ‘70s Horror tropes never feel refreshed, or even 
that cleverly enlarged upon. This goes also for many elements in the script: Jackson’s recalled ‘Nam 
angst and Bobby-Lynne displaying her great capacity for faking orgasms are vignettes that feel clipped 
out of other movies and redeployed without any gloss of new meaning or personal intensity. 
 
 



 
 
 
West does however wisely skip around other clichés. Wayne isn’t revealed to be some sort of brutish 
sleazebag or hypocrite, but is just an upbeat ringmaster preaching erogenous-capitalist gospel. 
Surviving an ordeal in battling her ancient doppelganger doesn’t send Maxine scurrying back into the 
arms of the patriarchy, but makes her double down on her tunnel-visioned self-devotion. Snow, always 
an engaging performer, is particularly good as the slyly intelligent and sardonic Bobby-Lynne, who 
reveals actual craft as both a performer and a director, as when she gets RJ and Jackson to improvise a 
shot where Jackson using a petrol pump becomes a visual double entendre. But there was, for me, 
something badly lacking from X in terms of the intended air of creepy suspense, which suggested West 
is a few years too late to the party when it comes to the kinds of movies he’s referencing, and a bit too 
lazy to weave the sustained mood of strained tolerance and discomforting insinuation that’s necessary 
between the two tribes. The actual violence, when it erupts, is gross and yucky in a Grand Guignol 
fashion, but West’s attempts to be actually, properly disturbing don’t come off. Even the revelation of 
some unfortunate young male hippie chained up in the old couple’s basement, seemingly used as a love 
slave unto death, achieves merely as a theatrical flourish rather than true nightmarishness. 
 
 



 
 
 
The quality that distinguished West’s earlier films was his capacity to approach very familiar genre 
elements in an oblique, realistic, subtle manner, but here he embraces the retro fetishism and the 
gleeful dip into old-school slasher stuff to a degree that robs the film of any genuine quality of the 
crazed and the unsettling, and resists any true emotional intensity and catharsis, two qualities West’s 
model wielded in masterful quantities. A moment like Pearl dancing over a slain victim’s body aims to 
evoke dizzy, what-the-hell weirdness, but it merely hovers in air quotes. The film’s intended coup of 
grotesquery comes as Howard finally gets enough mojo back to have sex with Pearl and the two 
geriatrics screw whilst Maxine hides under the bed and tries to make a silent escape. But, again, for me 
the intended mixture of queasy humour and suspense didn’t actualise: it’s just too contrived and self-
consciously outrageous. West has become a technically accomplished filmmaker, and cinematographer 
Eliot Rockett’s images are strong, particularly in use of depth of field and perspective. The climactic 
scenes are well-done in the manner of basic mechanics, with startlingly staged violent twists, and the 
film’s ultimate punch-line finally gives the game away as a freaky bit of cinematic horseplay: “One 
goddamned fucked-up horror picture.” Which is a fair enough thing to want to be. But whilst  X isn’t a 
bad film by any stretch, given the strength of its elements and overall potential, I feel like it should have 
added up to much more. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The ’Burbs (1989) / Matinee (1993) 

 

 
 
 
Director: Joe Dante 
Screenwriters: Dana Olsen / Charles S. Haas 
 
 
It’s been a long time now since Joe Dante was regarded as much more than the maker of a few fondly 
remembered movies, and a perennial talking head commenting on even older movies. There was a 
moment nonetheless when he was counted amongst the ranks of major Hollywood talents who, like 
James Cameron and John Carpenter, emerged from the exploitation film scene of the 1970s and ‘80s to 
become a big-league hit-maker. Dante, the son of a professional golfer and born in New Jersey, first had 
ambitions to being a cartoonist, a slant on visual art that would inflect the rest of his career even as his 
interests turned towards movies. He gained attention with an artfully edited movie mash-up called The 
Movie Orgy (1968) and landed a job with Roger Corman. Dante became a member of his burgeoning 
New World Pictures studio, working in a variety of roles including editing Grand Theft Auto (1978) and 
making his directorial debut collaborating with Allan Arkush on Hollywood Boulevard (1976), a 
mischievous movie business satire which stitched footage from a variety of New World projects into a 
semi-original feature. Dante broke out as a director with 1978’s Piranha, a Jaws (1975) cash-in-cum-
send-up that wielded its own peculiar sensibility, including an oil-black sense of humour and merry 
gore-mongering, and united Dante with then little-known writer and sometime actor John Sayles, who 
penned the script. 
 



 

 
 
 
The duo left Corman behind to make The Howling (1980), another funny, more wilfully oddball genre 
effort that helped Sayles kick off his own, more serious-minded independent film career, and boosted 
Dante to mainstream attention. Dante found a second vital producing collaborator in Steven Spielberg, 
who brought Dante aboard to direct an episode of the ill-fated The Twilight Zone – The Movie (1982), 
and then backed Dante in making the comedy-horror monster movie Gremlins (1984) and the 
zesty Fantastic Voyage riff Innerspace (1987), with the teen sci-fi adventure Explorers (1985) in between. 
Dante worked out his rowdy, referential, horny side with the uneven sketch comedy Amazon Women of 
the Moon (1987) and his more overtly satirical streak resurged with The ’Burbs. Of these 
only Gremlins was a hit, whilst Explorers, seemingly the perfect expression of the ‘80s youth movie 
zeitgeist until its wry, deliberately anticlimactic last act, and Innerspace, with its loose energy and 
brilliantly delivered if slightly overextended comic spectacle, were both bruising failures. Dante 
revisited old ground with Gremlins 2: The New Batch (1990) to get his box office mojo working again. 
But Dante’s career after this proved awfully patchy: his follow-up Matinee did poorly at the box office, 
and he’s only made four features since, including the well-reviewed but barely-successful anti-militarist 
fantasy Small Soldiers (1998) and the failed Looney Tunes: Back In Action (2003), as well as occasional 
TV episodes. 
 
 



 
 
 
Dante had evident similarities with generational fellows like Spielberg, Carpenter, George Lucas, and 
Stephen King, in wielding a particular penchant for remixing the infrastructure of growing up American 
in the 1950s and ‘60s in terms of a personal fantasy landscape, the kinds of kids who had a dresser 
crammed with issues of Famous Monsters of Filmland and painted Ray Harryhausen figures. Dante was 
often characterised as the impish rapscallion producing anarchically satiric desecrations of the same 
suburban Middle America Spielberg was perceived as enshrining. There was some truth in that, but at 
the same time it’s awfully reductive of both directors: Dante plainly loved his evocations of humdrum 
suburbia and the big dreamers it so uneasily houses, just as Spielberg’s visions of the same zones usually 
saw obsession and threat lurking under the placid surfaces. From today’s vantage it seems rather that 
Dante’s ultimate nemesis proved to be Tim Burton, who appeared on the scene just as Dante was losing 
career traction. Burton wielded a similar sensibility – fixation with the same zones of retro Americana 
and old movies, a mordant approach to lampooning the permanent 1950s lodged in the American 
collective mind, a fondness for plucky misfits as protagonists – and a more overtly stylised visual 
approach. Also, over the decades Burton proved willing to compromise in ways Dante never quite was. 
Dante’s approach was inherently ironic, presenting his seemingly straitlaced protagonists as bland on 
the surface but covertly perverse and unruly, where Burton signposted his inversions and dissensions in 
a manner that suited an emerging alt-culture better. 
 
 



 
 
 
The ‘Burbs was a modestly profitable movie but critically it met a largely indifferent response in 1989. 
Nonetheless it stands as one of Dante’s most quintessential expressions, and it’s a personal favourite 
film. Dante worked with a screenplay by writer Dana Olsen, who based it on his own childhood 
memories and having fun with the many urban legends of everyday whackos whose memories haunted 
the suburban placidity. The ’Burbs could well be the all-grown-up experience of the three young 
dreamer-adventurers of Explorers, having settled into monotonous adult life in the same suburbs where 
once the bushes could be a jungle and the neighbour’s yard an alien planet. The film kicks off with a 
technically brilliant and visually dazzling flourish as Dante perverts the Universal Pictures spinning 
planet logo by using it as the start of the longest zoom shot in cinema, descending relentlessly from 
space and zeroing in on Mayfield Place, a cul-de-sac in a Midwestern suburb. The gag is manifold – as 
well as outdoing Spielberg’s famous jokes with the Paramount logo in his Indiana Jones films, Dante 
connects the tiny stage of a suburban street with the vastness of the Earth and the cosmos, at once 
dwarfed but also forming part of an infinitesimal texture. This commences a film that plays as a 
companion piece to the famous The Twilight Zone episode “The Monsters Are Due On Maple Street,” in 
the tingling sense of paranoia amidst the utterly ordinary, and sense of a rascally mastermind toying 
with paltry, reactive humans all too ready to realise their violent and destructive sides. Except there are 
no aliens here, only Dante himelf. 
 
 



 
 
 
Dante has his own “directed by” credit appear as shirtless, vest-wearing, hairy-chest exposing Mark 
Rumsfield (Bruce Dern) appears, slipping on aviator shades with attitude as heavy rock starts pounding. 
Tom Hanks, still in his young, gangly, charming everyman phase, plays Ray Peterson, a man on holiday 
from his job who’s elected to spend that time lounging around the house rather than head off to a 
vacation spot, in part because he’s trying to escape the programmatic wheel of suburban behaviour. But 
being home all day proves a taunt to his imagination, a la James Stewart in Rear Window (1954). Ray is 
draw out of his house in the dead of night when a strange mechanical whirring noise and brilliant light 
are emitted from the basement of a neighbouring house. The house, which previously belonged to a 
well-liked couple named the Knapps, has recently been sold to a shadowy family called the Klopeks who 
never seem to come out by day, taunting the proclivities of the other people on the street. Ray’s other 
immediate neighbour is phone line worker Art Weingartner (Rick Ducommon), a tubby miscreant 
who’s likewise been left alone with his wife out of town and nothing to do but snoop. Across the street 
lives (Bruce Dern), a Vietnam veteran and military hardware freak who ritually raises the Stars and 
Stripes every morning and lives with his much-younger bombshell wife Bonnie (Wendy Schaal). 
Teenager Ricky Butler (Corey Feldman) has been left alone by his parents, whilst the elderly Walter 
Seznick (Gale Gordon) keeps his real front lawn lush and the fake lawn on his head just as lush. 
 
 



 
 
 
Dante sets all of these characters and their microcosmic lives up in a deftly choreographed sequence as 
the bike-riding paper boy tosses his wares into yards and the various denizens emerge in the sunshine – 
the boy hits Ray with the paper he throws him, so Ray reacts by tossing his cup of morning coffee after 
him. Walter avenges himself by sending his poodle Queenie on guerrilla raids to bite the paper boy, 
only for Queenie to prefer pooping on Rumsfield’s grass, a gift that spoils Rumsfield’s flag-raising 
ceremony. Jerry Goldsmith’s playful score makes sport of John Williams’ twinkly scene-setting for 
Spielberg, even sporting dog barks remixed into the music. Ray’s wife Carol (Carrie Fisher) tries to talk 
Ray into going away for the week, but he commits to playing the bohemian homebody. Ray’s curiosity 
nonetheless keeps being lassoed by both the strange behaviour of the Klopeks and his friends’ 
increasingly tantalised and pushy obsession with it. Dante’s approach to all this is at once indulgent and 
sardonic, gleefully playing up the weirdness that magnifies under the gaze of the adventure-starved 
heroes with technically accomplished and wittily fleeting pastiches of various genres of film grammar, 
whilst also perceiving the ways those heroes become just the sorts of agents of malicious discontent 
they seek to uncover. 
 
 



 
 
 
When one of the Klopeks, the youngest, Hans (Courtney Gains) finally emerges in daylight, Ray and Art 
finally goad each-other into heading over and pay a welcome-neighbour visit. This sequence becomes a 
masterful unit of humour and quick-fire pastiche and comic staging. Dante touches base with a 
burlesque of a Sergio Leone gunfight stare-and-shoot -out, diving in for close-ups of the many staring 
onlookers including the dog Queenie, watching in tense fascination as Ray and Art venture in, whilst 
Goldsmith quotes Morricone on the soundtrack. The camerawork shifts gear into a faintly gothic style 
with high angles and perspective distortion to create a menacingly looming effect. Facetious menace 
turns to farce, as the pair put their feet through weak wood in the porch and dislodge fixtures when 
striking the doorknocker. The house number 669 turns to 666, and a swarm of bees emerges from a 
secreted hive, driving the hapless duo to take shelter under Rumsfield’s hose: Rumsfield dashes forth to 
the rescue only for his lawn hose to snap and send him tumbling, and the scene concludes with men 
squirming desperately under squirting water. Later in the evening Ray takes his dog for a walk – or 
rather he takes it out and lets it off the leash to run riot – and finishes up falling into conversation with 
Art and Ricky: in arguing the Klopeks might be dangerous fiends and also trying to freak Ray out, Art 
cites local folklore in recounting the story of Chip, a soda jerk who slaughtered his family and went 
about his life normally for weeks afterwards only for summer heat to stir the stench of corruption. Soon 
Ray and Art witness Hans driving a car out of the garage simply to remove garbage from the trunk and 
pound it into the bin, before driving rain starts to fall: Ray then observes three Klopeks feverishly 
digging in their backyard in the storm. 
 
 



 
 
 
Art is the devil you know: a boy-man who quietly hates his wife and takes any opportunity to stuff his 
face when he visits the Petersons, whilst his first appearance in the film sees him sneaking up on crows 
that flock about the Klopeks’ yard with a shotgun. “Art’s got a gun!” Ray alerts Carol when he sees him 
trying to shoot one of the birds, as if that very phrase immediately evokes good cause to be afraid. 
Rumsfield keeps his own vigil, looking down into the street, silhouetted in his window and smoking a 
cigar. Meanwhile Ricky is so entertained by watching the trio’s expeditions he first invites his girlfriend 
around for a dose of prototypical reality television (“This is real – this is my neighbourhood!”) and later 
all of his friends to gawk when the chaos reaches a climax: Ricky even puts on catering (“I called the 
pizza dude!”) for his free show, and his guests form a ready-made audience for the shenanigans, 
clapping whichever piece of slapstick inanity provided for their amusement. What is still a relatively 
innocent preoccupation takes a turn towards the urgently obsessive for Ray, Art, and Rumsfield when 
Bonnie finds Queenie seemingly alone and bedraggled, and when the neighbours go to Walter’s house 
they find he’s mysteriously vanished, leaving his signature toupee behind. Not long after, Queenie 
brings bone for Ray to throw which Art recognises is actually a human femur, convincing them both it’s 
Walter’s. Carol finally tries to put an end to their snooping and paranoia by arranging for her, Ray, 
Rumsfield and Bonnie – Art is pointedly not invited – to pay a call on the Klopeks for a nice neighbourly 
housewarming. 
 
 



 
 
 
Part of the specific pleasure of Dante’s films lies in his recurring gags and casting choices, and his 
delight in film buff touches for their own sake. Goldsmith pushes the point even further by including 
passages very lightly transforming his own iconic scores for Patton (1970) and the Rambo movies for the 
mockery. Dante contrives to evoke the Bates house of Psycho (1960) in the crumbling grandeur of the 
Klopek house and the occasional, backlit sight of someone mysteriously watching from high windows. 
As he so often did, Dante casts perpetual refugee from the Corman factory Dick Miller, who appears 
with another constant regular in Dante’s films, the inimitable Robert Picardo: the duo play garbage men 
Vic and Joe, who find themselves the bewildered audience as Art and Rumsfield charge out to stop them 
compacting the Klopeks’ garbage so they can check it for human remains. “My taxes pay your salary!” 
Joe tries to talk Vic into attending a meditation group, whilst Miller mutters ruefully after listening to 
the locals theorising, “I hate cul-de-sacs. There’s only one way out and the people are kinda weird.” 
Rumsfield fiercely reminds the complaining labourers as he lies upside down in a pile of garbage with 
shaving foam on his face. When Ray tries to ignore Art’s ravings about the Klopeks being Satanists by 
sticking his fingers in his ears and mumbling a mantra to drown him out, Art insists he’s already 
succumbing to the brainwashing influence and twists his words it into a mocking version of a Satanic 
chant: “I wanna kill. Everyone. Satan is good. Satan is our pal.” 
 
 



 
 
 
A highlight of the film comes about half-way through as Ray, head ringing with his own imaginings, an 
occult book Art showed him, and too many horror movies on the TV (Dante inserts clips from The 
Exorcist, 1973, Race With The Devil, 1974, and The Texas Chain Saw Massacre 2, 1986), has a nightmare 
where he awakens in the night and finds Carol missing. Venturing out of the bedroom, he’s assailed by a 
huge chainsaw blade cutting through the wall, and then finds himself tied to a huge barbecue by 
masked Satanists. Carol dreamily calls to Ray, swathed in white silk, praising him for inviting the 
neighbours to a barbecue, as the devil worshippers tie him to a giant grill whilst repeating Art’s chant. 
Ray sees Walter and Queenie together rising from a garbage can, in a joke that feels plucked straight 
from Dante’s beloved Looney Tunes cartoons, where both dog and master give spooky warning with 
medieval axes buried in their head. Art appears in the guise of Chip, met by peals of canned laughter 
and applause like a beloved sitcom character and making cheesy one-liner quips, a flourish that 
anticipates the more sour media lampooning of Natural Born Killers (1994). Finally Ray awakens from 
the vortex of nightmare to the no less disorientating sight of Mr Rogers on morning TV singing ‘Won’t 
You Be My Neighbour?’ Here Dante explicitly identifies Ray’s mind with his own, a whirling centrifuge 
where comedy and horror lose form, permanently colonised by a post-genre melange of pop culture 
stances. 
 
 



 
 
 
Much as Matinee contemplates the nerve-jangled era of the Cuban Missile Crisis, with its clear-and-
present-danger sense of imminent extermination, The ’Burbs evokes the fallout of the Reagan era’s 
homiletic appeal to renewed centrism and stability. That stability Dante sees rather as a kind of 
balkanization along the lines of suburban fence lines, everyone from the fairly decent young family man 
to the gun-toting coot and the hard rock-playing teenager segmented in their little worlds in uneasy 
truce rather than balance, but simultaneously, desperately seeking some cause to rally to, to relieve 
themselves of the pressure of their ordinariness in a country (any country) that needs mythmaking to 
cohere. Art’s leap to thinking the Klopeks are Satanists plainly lampoons the Satanic Panic that gripped 
the reactionary sectors of the 1980s, fuelled by texts like the fake memoir Michelle Remembers and the 
McMartin school trial, whilst he also evinces a fascination with seemingly ordinary people like Chip 
who abruptly become lunatics. Eventually, in the film’s climactic, sententious but well-handled speech 
from Ray, he indicts himself, Art, and Rumsfield as the actual examples of that madness in this story. 
Dante’s capacity to explore socially satiric themes with an unexpected edge of relevance and insight had 
been present since his early B-movies and would reach a height in his almost scarily prescient 1996 
telemovie The Second Civil War, which took the themes in The ’Burbs to a natural conclusion and came 
up with a warning for the Trump era. 
 
 



 
 
 
The urge to childlike anarchic action was one Dante had safely cordoned off in Gremlins in the title 
critters as the represented all the septic forces lurking under the surface of the idealised small town; 
in The ’Burbs the citizens degenerate into something like gremlins themselves. Dante is amused as well 
as alarmed by the immaturity of his protagonists, watching them become infantilised as they indulge 
their seemingly adult concerns. Art is glad to be out from under his wife’s thumb because it’s plain he 
regards her more like a parental control figure, and Carol increasingly acts like Ray’s mother rather than 
wife (casting Fisher as the film’s most mature person was a stroke of genius), resulting in a scene where 
Art and Rumsfield retreat like dejected boys when Carol won’t let Ray come out and play “until he 
resembles the man that I married.” For all his man’s man affectations, Rumsfield gleefully directs the 
other two using a “Red Rover” rhyme over a walkie-talkie. Hanks’ innate likeability is key for presenting 
a main character who does increasingly unhinged and destructive things. Meanwhile Ray’s actual child 
son Dave (Cory Danziger) is increasingly mortified by the spectacle of his father’s mischiefs. Ray’s 
attempts to remain reasonably sane and a restraining influence on Art are repeatedly foiled, as when Art 
writes an accusatory note to the Klopeks and Ray fears correctly they might assume he did it. Eventually 
he’s drawn into the mesmerising influence after the discovery of the femur – Dante gleefully mocks 
melodramatic style as Art and Ray scream in panic upon Art’s certainty the femur belonged to Walter, 
camera zooming in and out like it’s having a palpitation – and later when he discovers Walter’s wig 
mysteriously transposed from his house to the Klopeks’. 
 
 



 
 
 
Carol’s attempts to defuse the escalating situation and make nice with the Klopeks results in a painfully 
uncomfortable and bitterly funny scene as Ray and Carol and Rumsfield and Bonnie finally encounter 
the three new neighbours. Hans is a jittery, pale, perverse youth, Uncle Reuben (Brother Theodore) is a 
fierce and cranky elder who barely controls his simmering anger at Ray, and his brother, Dr Werner 
Klopek (Henry Gibson) who first appears in a burlesque of horror movie anticipation as he emerges 
from the cellar, glimpsed in menacing silhouette, wearing surgical gloves smeared with red, only for this 
to prove paint from his hobby of making art from surgical scenes. The Klopeks (“Is that a Slavic name?” 
Rumsfield questions, sensing both Reds and corpses under the bed) are a perfect alloy of strange traits, 
from their midnight excursions and oddly impersonal furnishings (“It came with the frame.”) and 
general of foreignness, but Werner proves such a pleasantly affable, almost fey host that he seems to 
finally put relations on common ground. At least until Rumsfield starts in with aggressive questioning 
and Art, sneaking into the house whilst everyone’s distracted, unleashes the snarling beast chained up 
in the cellar – a Great Dane – and runs for his life, setting off the Klopeks’ improvised alarm system. 
Hanks’ comic acting is at a height in this sequence as Ray uneasily accepts the hospitable offer from 
Hans of his idea of an entertaining munchies – a canned sardine and pretzel – and tries to eat it, and 
later tries to distract from one of Rumsfield’s obnoxious ploys by suddenly suffering a sneezing fit that 
quickly becomes a real one. 
 
 



 
 
 
Newly convinced of the Klopeks’ malfeasance by finding Walter’s toupee in their house, Ray resolves to 
take advantage of what he knows will be the family’s absence and contrives to get rid of Carol and Dave 
for the day, before setting out with Art and Rumsfield to invade the Klopek house. Art successfully 
knocks out the power to the house by shimmying up a power pole and cutting a live wire, an act that 
results in him getting shocked and falling through a shed roof, emerging singed and smoking, but does 
succeed in disabling the Klopeks’ alarms. Rumsfield keeps watch from his rooftop with a rifle, infrared 
scope, walkie-talkie, and animal crackers. Ray furiously digs holes in the Klopeks’ yard whilst Art 
lounges about, before they shift their attention to within the house. There they finally seem to identify 
the source of the strange rumbles and glowing, in the form of a huge, baroque furnace the Klopeks have 
been restoring. The Klopeks return home only to recognise someone’s broken in and retreat unnoticed 
to fetch the police, whilst Art and Rumsfield behold the beggaring sight of Walter being returned home 
by his children, having just been in hospital after a spell of heart trouble. Still digging in the cellar floor 
for any signs of buried bodies, Ray’s pickaxe hits something metallic, only for this to prove a gas line: 
Art manages to flee but Ray is still inside when the gas explodes and blows the house to pieces. 
Thankfully Ray emerges, battered and burned but alive. 
 
 



 
 
 
The flow of great comic business continues right through The ’Burbs, from Ray plucking Walter’s toupee 
from where he stashed it in his shorts to Ricky, trying to distract the police brought by the Klopeks, 
leaping onto their windscreen and trying to pass off his houseguests as riotous invades: “There’s these 
people and they’re in my parents’ house and…they’re eating all their food!” The aftermath of the 
explosion brings the world onto the cul-de-sac, including cops who represent the judgement of 
authority and reality. In a moral-of-the-story vignette, Ray unleashes a berserk harangue at Art and 
accepts they’ve been acting like crazy people: “We’re the lunatics!” he thunders in between bouts of 
trying to strangle the still-recalcitrant Art. The peculiarity of The ’Burbs is that it tries to present a 
nimble, scabrous comedy with the trappings of a big-budget Hollywood movie, with Dante embracing 
the imaginative exaggeration of his heroes and his own genre movie touchstones, constantly, ironically 
contrasting the looming, swooning camerawork and amplified weirdness of the Klopeks and their home 
with the gleaming, idealised neighbourhood around them. Where Burton’s Edward Scissorhands a year 
later would touch many of the same conceptual bases of The ’Burbs, it allows its nonconformist heroes 
the stature of myth, where The ‘Burbs refuses to indulge, seeing as everyone, whatever their personal 
mythos, as victims of the persona they make for themselves as part of the general comedie humaine. 
 
 



 
 
 
At least until the very end: in a climax reportedly reshot to please test audiences, Ray pledges to help 
mitigate the damage he’s caused, only to be confronted by Dr Klopek, who reveals a sudden sinister side 
and confirms that he did indeed murder the Knapps and intends to kill Ray too. Ray manages to fight 
him off and the sight of the Klopeks’ car boot stuffed with the bones of their victims confirms their 
villainy. This ending presents an interesting dichotomy when it comes to the difference, and occasional 
disconnect, between theme and movie language. On the one hand, it seems to spoil the theme of the 
self-appointed guardians of normality proving to be the true reprobates and seeming to finally justify 
their paranoia. On the other, given Dante’s blackly comic exaggeration throughout, to simply have the 
Klopeks prove to be mere, victimised innocents would see a bit of a long bow, and the revelation finally 
gives the constant come-ons of Dante’s outsized style, at long last, some proper horror movie images to 
indulge, including Dr Klopek snapping on surgical gloves in a slyly congenial but menacing manner, 
and the horde of bones. Dante tries to have his cake and eat it in finally seeing everyone as a bit 
cracked, as Ray wanders home dazedly with Carol whilst Art and Rumsfield smugly ride out the 
switchback in swerving between the status of villains and heroes. The resulting ambivalence is, 
ultimately, perhaps more interesting and lasting than any didactic message. 
 
 



 
 
 
When Dante made Matinee four years later, he purposefully redeployed the core theme of The ’Burbs in 
introducing a major character, Sandra (Lisa Jakub), who’s the child of beatnik intellectuals and earns 
the distrust of her fellow students and the wrath of authority when she refuses to play along with her 
high school’s duck-and-cover drill, instead loudly and desperately insisting it’s all a sham and waste of 
time in the face of the immediate threat of nuclear annihilation. Here the voice of weirdo dissent is 
plainly valourised, as Sandra becomes the girlfriend of Gene Loomis (Simon Fenton), the main 
character, despite him being the nominally straitlaced son of a Navy sailor. Matinee unfolds over the 
course of a week coinciding with the Cuban Missile Crisis: Gene and his family, who often relocate 
depending on where his dad is stationed, have recently arrived in Key West, and Gene becomes aware 
his father isn’t out on manoeuvres as he’s been told, but is on one of the blockade ships. Gene himself 
harbours his own subversive appetites, his burgeoning delight in B horror and sci-fi films. The ultimate 
sop to that proclivity falls right in his lap amidst the general unease: independent auteur Lawrence 
Woolsey (John Goodman), maker of such masterpieces as The Brain Leeches and The Hypnotic Eyes of 
Doctor Diablo, announces he’s going to be premiering his new atomic monster movie, Mant!, at the Key 
West Strand, a local movie theatre, to take advantage of the island’s current, flashpoint role in the 
zeitgeist. 
 
 



 
 
 
Dante’s sense of personal connection with the meat of Charles S. Haas’s script is easy to discern, as 
Gene eventually comes under Woolsey’s wing, much as Dante did with Corman, the older shyster-artist 
schooling the kid in both the flimflam side to his business but also his genuine, peculiar creative ideals 
in trafficking in safe, cordoned experiences of the dark side as necessarily purgative and cathartic. 
Woolsey is, nonetheless, more patently based on the legendary William Castle, the former big studio B-
movie wiz who went independent and reinvented himself as the downmarket Alfred Hitchcock, making 
personal appearances in his movies and advertising and employing attention-grabbing gimmicks to 
hook his audiences. Many of the stunts and tricks Woolsey utilises in promoting Mant! are drawn 
directly from Castle and Corman’s playbooks, like wiring up seats to deliver mild electric shocks and 
trundling out dangling skeletons mid-movie, and trying to whip up audience enthusiasm by ironically 
appealing to their desire to see things possibly forbidden or just amusingly bad. Woolsey has his leading 
lady and girlfriend Ruth Corday (Cathy O’Donnell; her character’s last name Corday is a nod to Mara 
Corday, star of Tarantula!, 1955, and The Black Scorpion, 1957) also pose as a nurse selling fake insurance 
policies to prospective audience members, a nice gimmick that falls flat when Ruth repeatedly shows no 
professional interest in the actually injured. 
 
 



 
 
 
Matinee indulges a portrait of teenagers from a “more innocent time,” for whom sneaking a listen to a 
Lenny Bruce album is the height of sophistication and daring. Gene, because of the family’s constant 
moving, always faces the problem of making new friends, and he dreads going to the local high school. 
He also has to take care of his younger brother Dennis (Jesse Lee) a lot of the time, and his tendency to 
get freaked out by the scary movies Gene loves sometimes forces Gene to run the gauntlet with his 
fretful mother Anne (Lucinda Jenney). When some boys prefer him to the company of some nerd at 
lunch he meets Stan (Omri Katz), and they become fast friends. Stan has a fierce crush on school 
goddess Sherry (Kellie Martin). Stan works up the pluck to ask Sherry out on a date, and she happily 
accepts, but Stan is soon intimidated by Sherry’s older former boyfriend Harvey Starkweather (James 
Villemaire), a petty criminal recently released early from a jail stint because he also fancies himself as a 
Beat poet and impressed a literary figure. Stan connects with Sandra, as another misfit, albeit a local 
who’s never felt at home, and who refer to her parents by their first names. Meanwhile Woolsey is 
dealing with his own problems, including an increasingly disgruntled Ruth, who’s annoyed he won’t 
marry her, and his urgent design to get Mant! a booking in a large theatre chain, to pay off nagging 
debts like the impending lab bill for the movie, as he’s threatened with a lawsuit: “Boy this business has 
changed,” Woolsey comments, “They used to settle these things with violence.” 
 
 



 
 
 
Matinee has a strong resemblance to many other post-American Graffiti (1973) nostalgia piece movies 
cast a half-humoured, half-anxious eye back to the prelapsarian days before JFK’s assassination. But it 
belongs in a special niche with something like John Waters’ Hairspray (1988) in exploring a similar 
blend of candy-coloured retro and sceptical coming-of-age meditations, laced with the director’s 
simultaneously fulsome and ironic sensibility. Matinee is probably the sweetest and sunniest movie 
Dante made, despite its depiction of a uniquely fraught moment in history that still transmits unease in 
cultural memory, and during the slow build towards the kind of comic chaos Dante was so good at it 
risks getting rather more cute than was his usual wont. Still, Dante captures the surreal segues for the 
lives of the boys into a world of grown-up threat, as when Gene and Stan go down to the blissful 
beachfront only to find soldiers and their great dark war machines ranged along it. Dante uses The 
Tokens’ “The Lion Sleeps Tonight” as a leitmotif, both bang-on as period detail and a musical gesture 
conveying breezy, dreamy nostalgia and longing. The Angels’ “My Boyfriend’s Back” is used more archly 
as a theme for Harvey as he lurks in the bushes watching Sherry. Dante constantly illustrated his heroes’ 
inner worlds and transformative urges through dream sequences used as a vehicle for unfettering both 
fantasy and fear: Ray’s nightmare in The ’Burbs is one example, whilst the dreams shared by the trio 
in Explorers is perhaps the quintessential instance, as Dante depicted a shared subliminal space in 
which the heroes discover designs that open other worlds. Here Dante’s variation on this comes as Gene 
thinks he hears his father’s return and gets out of bed, only to find his house deserted, and when he 
opens the front door witnesses the apocalyptic eruption of a mushroom cloud followed by an 
exterminating wind: only then does Gene awaken, delivered back to much safer waking dreams of 
mutant man-ants. 
 
 



 
 
 
Whereas in The ’Burbs the movie pastiche was kneaded into the style of the film, Dante often settled for 
delivering films within films making wry sport of disreputable wonders, like the episodes in Amazon 
Women of the Moon that give the movie its title, a hilariously precise recreation of ‘50s space siren 
movies, and the send-up of cheap Italian space operas in Explorers. Here Dante pokes good-natured fun 
at the general run of entertainment for kids in the day, when his mom makes him take Dennis to see a 
movie called The Shook-Up Shopping Cart. This proves a frighteningly accurate pastiche of the kind of 
live-action pablum Disney was turning out at the time, with the movie-within-a-movie sporting a very 
young Naomi Watts as a sunny blonde starlet opposite a double-taking co-star. Later, of course, he gets 
around to Mant! itself, which resembles less one of Castle’s or Corman’s films of the period and looks 
more like fellow trash titan Bert I. Gordon trying to make a Jack Arnold film. After getting bored 
during The Mixed-Up Shopping Cart, Gene and Dennis leave, only to encounter a scene outside the 
theatre: two men, Herb (Miller again) and Bob (Sayles), claiming to be from a morals group called 
Citizens For Decent Entertainment, are protesting the upcoming Mant! screening. They face opposition 
with Sandra’s parents Jack (David Clennon) and Rhonda (Lucy Butler), who espouse First Amendment 
rights, whilst Woolsey himself emerges to argue with the men and pass out free tickets, encouraging 
people to make up their own minds. Gene susses all this out when he recognises Herb from a still from 
one of Woolsey’s previous films, and realises Woolsey’s just drumming up publicity from a different 
flank. 
 
 



 
 
 
This sequence takes a deft poke at the art of using negative publicity as good publicity, and again later 
when Bob and Herb try to entice Harvey with their two-faced wiles: “What messages do these movies 
send to the youth of America? That atomic power is nothing but trouble? That it’s all right for atomic 
mutations to rip the clothes off of young women?” There’s also a dose of sly metatextual commentary 
on Dante’s constant casting of Miller in restoring him to his original setting as a B-movie face. When 
Gene confronts Woolsey about his stunt, Woolsey at first tries to report that “Herb turned against me,” 
but then drops the pretence in realising Gene’s too smart for that. Instead he explains he hired Herb 
when he was actually a shake-down guy sent to collect money and Woolsey saw an inexpensive actor 
instead, whilst Bob is a blacklisted actor. Much of the near-sublime quality of Matinee lies in the way 
Dante captures two ways of looking at Woolsey, from one angle a fly-by-night exploitation entrepreneur 
who’s a professional bullshit artist, and from another a hero bringing fun and fright a world of young 
Genes. Casting Goodman, at the height of his rotund charm and performing vigour, as Woolsey makes 
him instantly charismatic and likeable, and he readily opens up to Gene in sensing a kindred spirit. 
Gene and Woolsey’s conversations articulate the credo of a hermetic order of horror movie freaks, as 
Gene confesses to Woolsey, in a manner just about any cineaste might recognise, that with his rootless 
childhood he found his friends in the oddball likes of Herb and Vincent Price on screen. Woolsey 
readily identifies with Gene’s problems, recalling his own trouble fitting in, only to assure him, “Now I 
get my revenge, I get to scare everyone else – but it’s for their own good.” Woolsey goes on to explain 
the delight he takes in making monster movies with philosophical zeal, describing some ancient 
encounter between a caveman ancestor and a woolly mammoth the man survived and felt the need to 
record his exhilarating escape for posterity. So he a picture on his cave wall and exaggerating its terrible 
features: “Bang!,” Woolsey announces as the caveman’s vision is illustrated as a threatening cartoon 
projected with imagination upon a brick wall, “The first monster movie.” 
 
 



 
 
 
Woolsey goes on to explain that ebb and flow of fear and release, anxiety and catharsis, is the essence of 
the movie business and why he loves it so much. Dante stages Woolsey and Gene’s exchanges in a series 
of flowing, unifying tracking shots as Woolsey leads the lad off the street and into the temple of cinema. 
That temple is however also a profane space, a place for rowdy kids to stamp feet, roll malt balls down 
the aisles, and to gawk at anything that might provoke the ghost of a sexual fantasy, which Woolsey also 
knows well. The Strand’s manager Howard (Picardo) is a panicky fussbudget who has installed a fallout 
shelter in the theatre basement and keeps a radio on him at all times tuned to a military channel to get 
an early warning if the bombs start falling. Meanwhile Harvey, whose last name pays an unsubtle nod to 
the infamous serial killer Charles Starkweather, is present for bad boy angst, threatening Stan in 
between recitations of his poetry: “Destiny – it’s like a crazy river – where you see different people’s 
boats that they have going by on it…but tomorrow! Tomorrow’s a knife!” Homage perhaps to 
Corman’s A Bucket of Blood (1958), which starred Miller. Harvey is both a source of comedy as an utter 
dope, and also a more immediate menace than the atomic bomb with his unstable and violent streak. 
He tries to steal Bob’s wallet when he and Herb are going through their spiel, only for them to catch 
him and reclaim the wallet, making as if they’re going to beat him up but then releasing him. Harvey 
takes their advice and gets a job, which happens to be for Woolsey, filling out a Mant costume with 
instructions to operate all of Woolsey’s gimmicks and lurch out to frighten the audience at intervals. 
Woolsey’s stunts include “Rumble-Rama”, which shakes the theatre, and his now process, “Atom-O-
Vision,” for the grand finale. 
 
 



 
 
 
Mant!, glimpsed in random passages during the screening itself, is a lovely if broad lampoon of ‘50s 
monster movies, styled much like the send-ups in Amazon Women of the Moon and, with O’Donnell-as-
Ruth playing Carole, the wife of an unfortunate man named Bill (Mark McCracken), who’s transforming 
into a giant ant after being bitten by an ant whilst getting a dental x-ray, and becomes increasingly 
unhinged. Dante casts classic movie faces William Schallert as the dentist, The Thing From Another 
World’s (1951) Robert Cornthwaite as the compulsory grimly prognosticating scientist, and Kevin 
McCarthy as an army general trying to battle the gigantic, mutated Bill, and inserts stock footage 
borrow from The Beast From 20,000 Fathoms (1951). In recreating the classic style Dante does a good job 
nailing down the look and sound of such movies, particularly the lighting, usually a touch directors get 
badly wrong, although the prosthetics for “Mant” and the later giant ant puppet are far too good to be 
from a real movie of the period. Dante makes sport of the sexism littering many such movies, building 
to the relished moment when Mant gooses his wife with his slimy claw (a queue for the watching 
audience to be shocked) as well as breathless sexual melodrama (Schallert’s lecherous dentist drive Bill 
to a murderous rampage by trying to seduce his wife whilst he’s encaged), whilst Cornthwaite’s scientist 
insists on repeating everything he says in a dumbed-down fashion: “He’ll continue to metamorphose – 
or change!” 
 
 



 
 
 
The Mant! premiere kicks the film’s gentle, ambling tenor to a higher gear as the characters intersect 
and Woolsey’s machinery collapses the boundaries between life and apocalyptic fantasy, and provides 
one of Dante’s greatest set-pieces of orchestrated madness. Gene does good pal service when he helps 
Sherry and Stan make up by spinning a story that carefully omits Harvey’s menacing, suggesting Gene 
has nascent talents for good fiction. Harvey, catching sight of Stan kissing Sherry in the audience whilst 
he’s supposed to be menacing the crowd, socks Stan and chases him and Sherry around the theatre. The 
Rumble-Rama makes Howard think the bombs are falling, so he dashes to the basement to set his 
shelter to close, only for mix-ups to result in Gene and Sandra being locked inside it. Woolsey, with his 
can-do attitude and general cynicism (“I’m in the wrong business,” he sighs when Howard tells him the 
shelter was sold to him as completely impregnable), works to get the shelter door off before the two 
kids suffocate, only to find when he does dislodge it that the pair inside are kissing. Meanwhile a 
theatre chain owner Woolsey’s trying to land a deal with, Spector (Jesse White), is utterly delighted, 
taking the violence for ingenious choreography and part of the overall show. The theatre’s upstairs 
balcony becomes dangerously overloaded with rowdy kids having the time of their lives, and with the 
added Rumble-Rama the balcony threatens to collapse, with Dennis on it. 
 
 



 
 
 
As in The ’Burbs, the chaos unleashed is a by-product of rowdy human energy, the desperate need for 
thrills and voyaging, and the urge to expiate darker urges, even when articulated via schlock. Only the 
steady hand of a clever film director can impose some form of order on such bedlam, as Woolsey 
confirms when he deliberately uses Atom-O-Vision, which deploys a mixture of lighting and 3D colour 
footage to make it seem as if an atomic bomb has blown out the back of the movie theatre, to frighten 
the audience into evacuating the theatre and empty out the collapsing balcony. Except Dennis doesn’t 
escape, requiring Gene to risk life and limb grabbing Dennis off the balcony before it sways and crashes 
down on the empty theatre floor. Meanwhile Stan tries to intervene as Harvey tries to kidnap Sherry at 
knifepoint, getting knocked out for his pains, but Harvey’s flight quickly comes to a halt as he crashes 
his car and is apprehended. All ends happily, with the blockade ending, Woolsey proposing marriage to 
Ruth as the drive off and assuring the kids that adults are just as clueless as they are, and Gene and 
Sandra going down to the now soldier-free beach to watch the Navy chopper bringing his dad home 
arrive. An ending that obeys Woolsey, and Dante’s, dictum that a good movie should end with the 
lights coming up and a sigh of relief, and an instance of life, if never entirely for good, for once playing 
along. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Thor: Love and Thunder (2022) 

 

 
 
 
Thor: Ragnarok was a fairly pleasant surprise when it was released in 2017. After the patchy, 
generic Thor: The Dark World (2013), Disney-Marvel, plainly encouraged by the success of Guardians of 
the Galaxy (2014), and seeing untapped possibilities in Thor actor Chris Hemsworth’s recent displays of 
comic talent, took a chance on hiring the New Zealander comedy director Taika Waititi and let him 
refurbish the Thor wing of their all-conquering superhero franchise, a choice that was rewarded with a 
major box office and critical hit. Waititi has since become a sharply divisive figure with his penchant for 
blending humour and seriousness in unexpected and risky ways, including on the peculiar, interesting, 
not entirely successful Jojo Rabbit (2019). Even if as a whole it was overrated at the time, Ragnarok still 
represented a genuine shot in the arm for the Marvel Cinematic Universe, as Waititi blithely kidded the 
blend of high fantasy and space opera Kenneth Branagh first offered on Thor (2011) whilst affecting a 
level of fulsome, childlike enthusiasm for the trappings of bygone blockbusters, and trying to use its 
general sarcasm to intensify rather than undercut its ultimate delivery of familiar superhero tropes, 
expressed through a day-glo visual aesthetic and use of pounding rock anthems on the soundtrack. 
 
 



 
 
 
Now Waititi returns with a second helping, trying again to balance contradictory tones and gyring 
dramatic forces, with Love and Thunder. This entry takes its basis from a notable run of the comic book 
that depicted Thor’s former Earthly lady love Jane Foster, dealing with cancer, becoming the heir to his 
powers through controlling his magic hammer Mjolnir. Waititi melds that storyline with the tale of a 
villain from the comics, Gorr the God Butcher. The film is narrated by Waititi’s own character, the rock-
bodied being Korg, playing mythic storyteller for some farflung populace as recounts his adventures 
with Thor. His account opens on the tragic scene of Gorr (Christian Bale) cradling the body of his 
deceased daughter (India Hemsworth), after she and the rest of his pious race have all died waiting for 
the help of their parochial god. Crawling to the last, Eden-like patch of verdancy on his planet, Gorr 
confronts his arrogant and disdainful deity Rapu (Jonny Brugh), who has just participated in the defeat 
of a being who wielded a magical weapon called the Necrosword, capable of slaying gods and tapping 
the monstrous entities of the “Shadow Realm”. Gorr takes up the weapon, slays Rapu, and begins a 
galaxy-skipping crusade, hunting down and killing other gods. 
 
 

 
 
 
Meanwhile Jane is undergoing chemotherapy, when she starts hearing the shattered fragments of 
Mjolnir calling to her. She travels to New Asgard, the community founded by Asgardian refugees 
following the destruction of their home in Ragnarok and now ruled by Valkyrie (Tessa Thompson), and 
the reformed Mjolnir transforms her into a version of Thor dubbed “The Mighty,” in part because it’s 
obeying Thor’s instruction to it to protect Jane. Meanwhile the classic edition is wreaking havoc whilst 
fighting alongside the Guardians of the Galaxy, having regained his “god bod” through relentless 
workouts, but is still a little reckless and crazy after his post-Thanos breakdown. He’s finally forced to 



dash back to Earth, along with Korg, when he finds Lady Sif (Jaimie Alexander) badly injured by Gorr, 
and she warns him he’s going for New Asgard next. Gorr has set his sights on reaching the fabled locale 
of Eternity at the universe’s centre, where one can wish for anything, so he can take out all gods at once, 
but needs the bifrost generated by Thor’s new weapon Stormbreaker to penetrate it, and so kidnaps all 
the Asgardian children to lure Thor to his nest in the Shadow Realm. Thor is understandably stunned 
but also rather delighted to find himself fighting alongside the newly empowered Jane, but eventually 
realises the deliverance from the ravages of disease Mjolnir has bestowed on her is ultimately self-
defeating. 
 
 

 
 
 
These are the building blocks of Love and Thunder, and if they’d been approached in the proper balance 
it could well have been the best superhero movie ever made. The thematic potential in the 
counterpointed journeys of the three main characters is the stuff of grand and mythic drama – Gorr 
with his relentless vendetta as a god-cursing, grieving victim turned marauder, Jane staring down the 
barrel of cruel mortality and given a stay by tapping the power of the cosmos, and Thor himself still 
trying to truly redefine his godly stature and sense of heroic purpose and being forced to engage with a 
truly antipathetic enemy. This should be the basis of a fairly serious movie, but Waititi’s reflexes are 
entirely immersed in a free-ranging lexicon of absurdist sitcom humour and 1980s and ‘90s Hollywood 
hits as viewed through a lens of parochial jester who taps most of his effects by presenting inapt 
oppositions, like the supernatural beings lodged in dowdy Wellington in What We Do In The 
Shadows (2014), and the young protagonist of Hunt For The Wilderpeople (2015), enacting his own 
private ‘80s action movie whilst wandering lost in the bush. Waititi’s sensibility as applied to this 
material depends on a fine balance between sarcasm and earnestness when it comes to both mocking 
and enshrining a retro version of a teenage boy’s fetishes for markers of cool like rock music and the 
kind of fantastical imagery that used to festoon many a heavy metal album cover. 
 
 



 
 
 
So Waititi drapes his gaudy, jesty take on the material in the decadent grandeur of Guns ‘n’ Roses hits 
like “Sweet Child O’ Mine” and “November Rain,” a flourish vaguely justified by the son of Heimdall, 
Astrid (Kieron L. Dyer), who now insists on calling himself Axl as he’s become an obsessive fan of the 
band since taking up residence on Earth. Thor first goes into action clobbering some birdlike invaders 
who have taken over the beloved temple of a blue-skinned alien race, but his intervention destroys the 
temple along with the invaders, in a scene inevitably set to “Welcome to the Jungle.” The blend of 
instincts in this scene, balancing unrefined delight in Thor’s special effects-aided, metal-infused 
awesomeness and deflating understanding of his heroism as a double-edged weapon performing clumsy 
acts of a self-appointed saviour, is inevitably unstable, and completely at odds with the story Waititi is 
nominally trying to tell. The great bulk of Love and Thunder is given over to humour that wants to be 
breezy and larkish, particularly a lengthy mid-film excursion to Omnipotence City, a realm where 
myriad gods of many worlds reside, including “Bao the Dumpling God,” with Zeus (Russell Crowe) 
serving as their beloved overlord and emcee. Here Waititi goes for a tone blending the chain-lightning 
referential toggling of something like The Lego Movie (2014) and Monty Python-like absurdism (Korg 
spots his own people’s god and exclaims his name, “Ninny of the Nonny!”, to the god’s ritual reply, 
“Hey-niggy-noggy!”) in the survey of diverse and improbable deities. Crowe’s Zeus wields his iconic 
thunderbolt and a comedy Greek accent with equivalent levels of reckless intent. 
 
 

 
 
 
A big problem that soon becomes obvious with his second tilt at this material is that Waititi, far from 
working hard to stake out new territory, is content to trot out a lot of gags from Ragnarok for a victory 
lap. Again there’s a scene depicting bad Asgardian history theatre sporting Matt Damon and Luke 



Hemsworth, with Melissa McCarthy added as the actress playing Hela in a play about the events of the 
previous movie. Crowe’s Zeus is just a recapitulation of Jeff Goldblum’s scenes as the Grandmaster, in 
casting a big star in a joke cameo as a pompous authority figure for Thor to deflate. The setting for this 
is greatly inflated in the level of spectacle, but absent the effervescent wit of the equivalent scene in the 
precursor. Instead of pausing for a daffy musical breakdown as Goldblum wielded in Ragnarok, Waititi 
gives us Crowe twirling about in a silk skirt and repeatedly saying the word “orgy.” He also steals gags 
from other sources, like a joke from The Simpson’s episode “Krusty Gets Kancelled” involving puppetry 
that terrifies kids, as Gorr plays sadistic entertainer for his haul of Asgardian offspring. The more novel 
gags, like Thor inheriting a pair of magical goat-like creatures that have the power to cross galaxies and 
release bizarre, bloodcurdling shrieks at random intervals, and Thor having complex feelings for his two 
semi-sentient weapons that tartly mimic his uneasy reunion with Jane, are initially amusing but tend to 
overstay their welcome. 
 
 

 
 
 
Much of the humour feels, if not so directly borrowed, then certainly mimicking a common type of 
ironic TV and stand-up humour, like Jane’s constant attempts to drum up a witty superhero 
catchphrase for herself, rather than properly sourced in the characters and their reactions. In a later, 
non-comedy scene, Waititi pays arch tribute to the “Call to John” scene in Terminator 2: Judgment 
Day (1991). The film also continues Ragnarok’s odd habit of being contemptuous towards Thor’s original 
cadre of comrades, with narrating Korg dismissing his dead pals as “these guys” and Lady Sif returning 
for a cameo. Thor races to help her in a battle against Gorr only to find her missing an arm, and she 
mutters a rueful “Shit!” when he tells her she won’t go to Valhalla because technically she didn’t die in 
battle. To be fair, I liked the wry way Hemsworth and Alexander play this moment, but it feels perverse 
to get Alexander back in the part and then treat her this way. Later it’s revealed Sif recovers and 
resumes life training young warriors in New Asgard, but it’s not much recompense. 
 
 



 
 
 
Love and Thunder eventually proves, like several other recent entries in the so-called “Phase IV” of the 
MCU, to eventually be a story about protagonists shifting away from being troubled offspring to 
confused but eager parents themselves, first signalled as Thor becomes the reassuring rescuer and then 
empowering helpmate to the kidnapped Asgardian offspring, before the very end see him become 
adoptive, loving father to Gorr’s reborn daughter. Also, like Chloe Zhao’s Eternals (2021), Love and 
Thunder engages with a peculiarly gnostic theme as characters rebel against corrupt and venal gods. 
Questions regarding the value of individual lives in the face of cosmic order are worked through in 
terms of punches in the gob. Thor finds the injured Sif after she failed to stop Gorr killing a giant deity 
Thor describes as “one of the nicest gods you’ll ever meet,” but many others he meets along the way are 
useless. Zeus proves too indolent and afraid of starting a panic to help Thor raise an army to stop Gorr, 
quickly forcing Thor to slay him and take his thunderbolt. These two different kinds of fostering and 
propagating authority, parental and divine, might, once more, have been fascinatingly entwined, but 
Waititi’s interrogation of the theme offers little more than positing that sometimes authority figures are 
dicks. 
 
 

 
 
 
Love and Thunder proves dreadfully shy of taking its ideas any sort of distance, instead constantly taking 
refuge in the would-be hilarious, self-mocking yucks. Certainly humour is Waititi’s province, but the 
film is easily at its best when confronting its more serious and gravitas-wielding aspects, which, 
aggravatingly, proves far too rarely. To the degree something like Jojo Rabbit succeeded it was because it 
was very judicious about when and how much to let the grimmer facts of life register. Love and Thunder, 
conversely, has no such judiciousness, and it has no childlike viewpoint to mediate the shifts, although 



it tries to make Korg one, as the narrator of a very different species perplexed by much of what he’s 
experienced. A sequence of Gorr capturing and torturing our heroes, and Thor’s discovery of Jane’s 
illness, have the right quality, but they drift like ice floes in an ocean of whimsy, and might well 
represent the influence of Waititi’s credited screenwriting collaborator, Jennifer Kaytin Robinson. The 
mechanics of the plot are barely worth mentioning. Gorr takes the children, lures in Thor and friends, 
and gets hold of Stormbreaker. He then spends a sufficient length of time working out how to open the 
portal to Eternity with it to let Thor spirit Valkyrie and Jane back to Earth, put them in a hospital, let 
Valkyrie recover enough from a terrible wound to offer a little snappy repartee, and then return to the 
Shadow Realm to release the kids, charge them up with his lightning power, and battle lots of Gorr’s 
spider monster. Not since Suicide Squad (2016) has the villain wasting time whilst standing around and 
fiddling about so benefited the protagonists. 
 
 

 
 
 
Portman, returning after skipping out on the MCU, has some real fun as the newly divine and potent 
Mighty Thor: she captures the élan of a mortal all too aware of being such suddenly, gleefully charged 
up with superhuman capacities. But Waititi never lets her really engage with the rich implications of 
the schism between her increasingly frail physical form and her godly one, the fear and pain of death 
and the elation of transcendental power. Apart from some rings under her eyes from the makeup 
people and a bad haircut, the filmmakers don’t even make her seem particularly ill. Instead, they stick 
her with an embarrassingly clumsy moment of supposedly thrilling feminist announcing in the climax. 
Landing an actor of Bale’s stature to play a potentially very interesting and compelling villain is also 
definitely a feather in Waititi’s cap, one he eventually proves to have no idea what to do with. Bale 
settles for giving a fun if arch performance, but he’s ill-served by poor characterisation. He’s supposed 
to be a being driven by grief and rage for those he blames for his loss, and also a self-appointed defender 
of the ordinary and the downtrodden, but casually plays tormenting boogeyman for the Asgardian kids 
because the film wants some kooky behaviour to remind us who the villain is. 
 
 



 
 
 
Thompson’s Valkyrie barely has anything to do, even as she works with all her might to seem like she’s 
having an impishly good time. A montage early in the film shows Valkyrie in her work as king of New 
Asgard as the community burgeons as a tourist mecca, the grand tragedies and travails of the recent 
past quickly becoming the fodder of commercialism and advertising – Valkyrie flogs Old Spice and 
opens an ice cream parlour called Infinity Cones. This passage is mildly amusing but doesn’t connect to 
anything else in the film, other than broadly explaining why Valkyrie is as eager as Thor to ditch 
governing and get into a battle again. Love and Thunder plays at being impudent and satirical, and yet it 
has no actual satirical vein to mine in committed fashion. Hemsworth has the biggest problem, 
however, given that the MCU barely has any idea who Thor is now. And Waititi, who played a part in 
making the character a mess, has no capacity for, or interest in, restoring some semblance of coherent 
identity. Throughout Love and Thunder Thor is variably an oblivious blunt object of blundering 
interventionism, a spacefaring stoner dudebro, a lovesick hipster cuck, and, just occasionally, a ghostly 
remnant of the gritty, noble, life-schooled titan he’s supposed to be. Hemsworth registers in all of these 
modes, but can’t yoke them together. 
 
 

 
 
 
Love and Thunder is beset by madly divergent impulses, wanting all at once to anoint Thor(s) as 
champions, as per fan, genre, and corporate bottom-line prerequisite, but also wanting to kid and 
devalue as far as Waititi can possibly get away with – not in a provocative, Alan Moore kind of way, but 
simply in a snarky high school clown way. Like James Gunn, another faux-anarchic wag who somehow 
stumbled his way into making billion dollar crowd-pleasers, Waititi papers over the disparity with a 
forced veneer of sentimental jollity, a way of both pleasing the presumed audience whilst keep his 



fingers crossed behind his back. Love and Thunder is certainly the product of a specific creative mind, a 
rarity with MCU films, and Waititi occasionally reminds that he has a good eye, offering some lovely 
fantasy panoramas and arresting, colourful images. And yet the film as a whole has no connective 
vision. The lazy storyline is punctuated by halting, clumsy action scenes, concluding with an incoherent 
brawl staged in a big corridor. It has no curiosity or authentic passion for its fantastical concepts, 
refusing to define the Shadow Realm, or tell us who made the Necrosword or why. The very end goes 
for the cutes as the actual meaning of the title becomes clear, nudging us with an ultimate decision to 
explain itself away as a metaphor for the creation of a new-age father figure. Reactions to Love and 
Thunder have been tellingly split between those eager to deplore a real disaster from the franchise and 
those, like the constantly cheering teens at the screening I attended, determined to find it a new level of 
awesome. But it’s neither. Nor is it a rich and madcap by-product of an auteur slumming. No, it’s just an 
old-fashioned case of diminishing returns. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rollerball (1975) 

 

 
 
 
Director: Norman Jewison 
Screenwriter: William Harrison 
 
In memoriam: James Caan 1940-2022 
 
 
Science fiction movies produced in Hollywood in the late 1960s and 1970s have a tantalising quality 
from today’s perspective. After the genre’s boom in popularity in the 1950s ended, sci-fi remained a 
niche audience thing, until it suddenly returned as the stuff of major movies, a revival that might have 
been stirred by the James Bond movies and began properly with 1966’s Fantastic Voyage. The 1968 
triptych of Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey, Franklin J. Schaffner’s Planet of the Apes, and Ralph 
Nelson’s Charly made science fiction cinema prestigious and won it popularity amongst the younger 
audience of the day, who latched onto the genre’s ability to offer witty and thoughtful reflections of 
contemporary concerns as well as future dreaming through a lens of parable and satire. For the next 
decade sci-fi simmered away with a string of usually modestly budgeted but thematically ambitious 
entries, with futuristic dystopias, often involving nuclear war or environmental degradation, and quasi-
fascistic regimes aplenty. Many movies of this moment, including A Clockwork Orange (1971), The 
Omega Man (1971), Silent Running (1971), THX-1138 (1971), Soylent Green (1972), Westworld (1973), 
Zardoz (1974), and Logan’s Run (1976), remain objects of fierce cult followings. The success of Star 



Wars (1977) suddenly made the genre the stuff of blockbusters, but also by and large skewed the genre 
back to its less elevated roots. 
 
 

 
 
 
Norman Jewison’s Rollerball is at once of the most sorely undervalued and significant entries in the 
style. Jewison himself was for a long time one of Hollywood’s most respected and prestigious directors, 
reputed for constantly tackling socially conscious subjects whilst proving himself across a range of 
genres. Jewison, born in Toronto in 1926, served in the navy during World War II, and when attending 
university after the war became involved in student theatre. He eventually found work in the fledgling 
days of Canadian television, quickly proving adept in many areas of production. When he moved to 
New York to work for NBC in 1958, he directed mostly live shows and star showcase specials, and 
eventually the actor Tony Curtis suggested he try feature filmmaking. Curtis gave him his first shot, too, 
with 1962’s 40 Pounds of Trouble. After a few middling comedies Jewison gained his first real attention 
for The Cincinnati Kid (1965), a film he was ironically only hired onto as a quick replacement for Sam 
Peckinpah, as Jewison proved he was able to balance serious character portraiture with an overlay of 
slick, inventive, then-modern style, a talent Hollywood urgently needed at the time. His follow-up, The 
Russians Are Coming, the Russians Are Coming (1966), became a cause celebre in depicting the chaos 
ensuing when a Soviet submarine appears off the coast of New England, offering a puckishly depicted 
possibility for rapprochement between Cold War foes. Jewison then made In the Heat of the 
Night (1967), a deft and moody blend of cop thriller and social issue movie, and captured the Best 
Picture Oscar, although it also marked the second of the seven occasions he’d be nominated for Best 
Director and lose. 
 
 



 
 
 
Jewison scored further big hits with a segue into pure pop cinema, The Thomas Crown Affair (1968), and 
adaptations of the musicals Fiddler on the Roof (1971) and Jesus Christ Superstar (1973). A filmmaker of 
Jewison’s stature making a violent sci-fi film was a reasonably big deal in 1975, and sparked some mild 
controversy. Rollerball, adapted by writer William Harrison from his own short story, represented a 
coherent extension nonetheless of Jewison’s recurring fascination for brilliant but assailed protagonists 
who have the potential to be ignominiously crushed or emerge as messianic heroes, a tendency 
explored most obviously on Jesus Christ Superstar but perhaps most truly fulfilled on Rollerball. Aspects 
of Rollerball are extremely dated today. But in other respects it’s proven one of the more uniquely 
prognosticative sci-fi entries of its time. Its concept of the future, one where people increasingly seek 
proof of heroism’s possibility in non-intellectual settings, particularly sports, as the rest of the world 
becomes increasingly corporatized and conformist and narcotised by media consumption, feels damn 
near Nostradamus-like. The way it seeks messianic heroism amidst crushing fascistic realms in the 
genre setting would transmit that figuration to Star Wars and on to the likes of The Matrix (1999) 
and The Hunger Games (2012): the latter film in particular would riff on a similar proposition of sports 
used as a form of violent sublimation and social control. In more immediate terms Rollerball anticipated 
the following year’s Rocky in anointing the popular ideal of an underdog sporting hero, and sparked a 
brief run of futuristic gladiatorial competition movies, including Paul Bartel’s glorious Death Race 
2000 (1976). Rollerball even gained a remake in 2002, but the less said of that the better. 
 
 



 
 
 
Rollerball also gave star James Caan one of his finest lead roles after The Godfather (1972) cemented him 
as a major star. Caan was cast as Jonathan E, the champion of the eponymous sport. Jonathan plays for 
the Houston team in the international Rollerball league sometime in the 2080s. Jonathan has become 
the sport’s one indisputable legend, to the degree that he’s about to become the first individual player 
to ever be the subject of a showcase of a special on “Multivision,” the future’s multi-screen, multi-
camera version of TV. Rollerball, as depicted in forensic detail in the film’s long opening sequence, is a 
brutal, gladiatorial sport that resembles a mixture of ice hockey, roller derby, and American football. 
Two competing teams charge at speed around a circular course, most players on roller skates but some 
also riding motorcycles, and fighting for control of a heavy metallic ball fired at speed from a cannon, 
with points scored by punching the ball into a small magnetic hole. Deaths in the game aren’t just 
common but expected. Jewison memorably raises the curtain on the film with Bach’s “Toccata and 
Fugue in D minor” blaring out as technicians prepare the arena for the upcoming match, spectators and 
bigwigs file in, and the players assemble. 
 
 



 
 
 
The opening sequence depicting the unfolding match with its odd mix of the chaotic and the ritualistic 
in its unfolding is remarkable for making the imaginary sport palpable and convincing in its details. 
Jewison extends the oddball period punk aesthetic he explored with his Roman soldiers in Jesus Christ 
Superstar, here with the helmeted, padded, gauntleted look of the Rollerball players. The differences 
between this futuristic sporting event and more familiar ones soon become apparent, as the players and 
crowd are required to stand not for a national anthem, but for corporate anthems, as this future has 
seen the world carved up between a handful of colossal, omnipotent corporations, each with a different 
area of the world economy to maintain monopolistic control over. Houston represent the home of the 
Energy Corporation, also their sponsors, with their high-ranking executive watchdog Mr Bartholomew 
(John Houseman) looking on from the stands. Houston play Madrid in the quarter-final match: whilst 
there are some rules and curtailing limits, the competitors have relatively free rein to beat, bash, and 
run over each-other in the flow of play. Jonathan scores all three of Houston’s goals to win the match, 
whilst he’s given expert protection by his pal and protégé ‘Moonpie’ (John Beck), who specialises in 
taking enemy players out of the match with targeted hits and tackles, and Blue (Tony Brubaker), who 
rides a motorcycle used to haul whoever has the ball around the track to the goal. By the game’s end 
eight players are listed as injured or killed. 
 
 



 
 
 
After the match the Houston team members are treated to a locker room visit by Bartholomew, a great 
honour that grows greater as Bartholomew charms the players by assuring them that whilst they might 
fantasize about gaining the power and privileges of a corporate executive, the executives all fantasize 
about being Rollerball players. Bartholomew offers Moonpie a recreational drug pill from his personal 
stash, and asks Jonathan to come and see him at his office the next day. When he does, however, 
Jonathan is left bewildered and chagrined when Bartholomew tells him that that the executives want 
Jonathan to announce his retirement on the Multivision special. This request, couched in the most 
smoothly affable terms by Bartholomew, is nonetheless laced with a clear undercurrent of baleful 
coercion: “Take your time, take a few days…think about it, but understand it. Do understand it. Because 
I don’t understand your resistance, and I don’t think anyone else will.” This request however stings 
Jonathan out of the detached holding pattern he’s been maintaining since his wife Ella (Maud Adams) 
left him, or, as he thinks, was taken from him by a high-ranking executive. Other women assigned to 
him regularly to serve essentially as concubines, including current paramour Mackie (Pamela Hensley), 
who is aggravated when she finds Jonathan is having her replaced and plainly wanted her gone by the 
time he returned home. Jonathan is much happier to return to the company of his former coach and 
mentor, now personal trainer, Cletus (Moses Gunn). Cletus still has some contacts in the corporation 
hierarchy, and agrees to try and find out why the executives want Jonathan retired. 
 
 



 
 
 
Rollerball’s unusual style pivots repeatedly from the bristling, bloody furore of the three Rollerball 
matches depicted to the muted, drifting, naggingly melancholic tone of the rest of the film, which 
Jewison depicts as a kind of lotus eater world of narcotising luxury and disorientating, deliberately 
ahistorical, amniotic existence, at least for people in Jonathan’s sphere. The use of classical music as the 
only scoring for the film, probably influenced by 2001: A Space Odyssey but achieving its own, rather 
different impact, underpins the mood of detached and bewildered absence that dogs Jonathan with 
works of lilting, longing emotionalism. Jonathan nominally misses his wife but in fact, as he eventually 
realises, suffers from an aching absence defining his entire existence: the only time Jonathan is entirely 
alive is on the Rollerball track. Which proves, eventually, to be exactly the problem: Rollerball as a 
game, it eventually emerges, is designed not simply to be an orgiastic outlet for the violent bloodlust of 
the audience in a perpetual cycle of repression and sublimation, but also one where the damage 
wrought upon individual players is a feature rather than a bug. It’s supposed to demonstrate the futility 
of individual effort, to use up human bodies in the course of entertaining and disarming the crowd. 
Jonathan himself holds the record taking the most opposing players out of a single match, standing at 
13. And so Jonathan’s rise as a player who hasn’t just grown strong but properly and legitimately titanic 
in the sport is quite literally a violation of its whole ethos and purpose, and threatens the corporate 
establishment in case people start feeling themselves empowered. The essential matter of the fable 
questions whether the quick death of the body is any worse than slow death of the spirit, whilst 
presenting a situation where the two go hand in hand. 
 
 



 
 
 
Rollerball at least offers a little sympathy for the devil in that regard because, as Bartholomew notes, the 
age of the corporate overlordship has delivered an age of apparent peace and plenty after the old 
nations all went bankrupt, and even the days of “The Corporate Wars” are past. Of course, such 
contentment is actually embalming, and Jonathan, as he tries to learn a little more about why things are 
as they are, finds himself coming up against a barrier of pleasantly beaming secretaries, suit-clad 
officials, and company-appointed courtesans trying to keep him safely within bounds. Rather than 
necessarily putting this down to nefarious deliberation as in, say, Fahrenheit 451 (1966), Rollerball hints 
this is due as much to general indolence and anti-intellectual habits from this future society, and the 
overly confident fiddling of technocrats eager to subsume knowledge into their computers, as it is from 
the corporations trying to quash the nuances of history and culture. Again, this feels quite keenly 
prophetic. Trying to learn some of the history of the rise of the corporations, Jonathan learns that all 
books have been transcribed and summarised on computer and the unexpurgated versions kept on an 
AI supercomputer called Zero, located in Geneva. When he travels there to get answers, Jonathan 
encounters Zero’s keeper, known as the Librarian (Ralph Richardson), who proves eager to please the 
great celebrity. This proves a vivid interlude of dark and woozy comedy, warped genre poetry, and 
dystopian sarcasm. The Librarian escorts Jonathan in to the innermost sanctum of Zero, which runs on 
“fluid mechanics…a memory pool. He’s supposed to tell us where things are and what they might 
possibly mean.” But the Librarian also laments that the erratic Zero is erratic, having recently lost all its 
knowledge of the Thirteenth century after a performing a colossal memory dump when someone asked 
it a specific question. “Not much in the century,” the Librarian tries to assure Jonathan, “Just Dante, and 
a few corrupt popes.” Jonathan beholds the core of Zero, a cage-like structure around a bubbling fluid 
memory bank, but when he asks his question the computer degenerates into incoherent phrases about 
corporate governance and the word “Negative” constantly repeated, whilst the Librarian furiously kicks 
the errant machine. 
 
 



 
 
 
Sci-fi often works best when embracing qualities of fable in terms of narrative but insisting on realistic 
detail in its minutiae, and Rollerball offers this, pointing the way to other successful variations on the 
same template as Blade Runner (1982), if in a more modest fashion. The idea of corporate dictatorship as 
one of many possible futures of illiberalism had been fairly common in 1950s sci-fi writing, and aspects 
of Rollerball had been anticipated by the radical British filmmaker Peter Watkins with films 
like Privilege (1967), The Centurions (1968), and Punishment Park (1971), with his interest in systems of 
power degenerating into violence and atavism. In offering its own, more accessible take on such 
notions, Rollerball wields its own brand of cunning in the way it recognises and only exaggerates 
familiar phenomenon of its day just a little, phenomena that have only grown more acute over time. 
Particularly aware is the way it perceives the sporting hero as a genuine locus of worship and 
admiration as a figure retaining and employing primal virtues like strength, skill, physical courage, and 
a particular kind of reflexive, predatory intelligence once required everyday back when humans were 
hunter-gatherers but now suppressed and necessarily dulled, only allowed to be unleashed in certain 
arenas like competitive sports. Only the athlete and the actor have retained that kind of electrifying 
connection with the modern psyche. 
 
 



 
 
 
Rollerball takes up that kind of sympathy and also the way great athletes and sportspeople become 
avatars for ordinary people the more they’re feted and rewarded rather than less. The previous year’s 
prison football drama The Longest Yard had sketched out the theme of the sportsman as a particular 
bastion of individualism against bullying power, and Rollerball took it considerably further. Much of the 
film’s first half is given over to perceiving the tension underlying Jonathan’s seemingly luxurious, 
indulged, and insulated life, manifesting in his interactions with Mackie, and her replacement Daphne 
(Barbara Trentham), who Jonathan quickly realises has been placed with him to keep him on a short 
leash in this decisive moment. During what’s supposed to be an interview recording session for the 
special, Jonathan finds he’s being fed lines via autocue trying to force him into retirement, with 
Bartholomew and his aide (Richard LeParmentier) watching on from a booth and Daphne lolling about 
in a drug daze, but Jonathan resists. Jonathan begins to suspect he might be assassinated, particularly as 
he continues to resist Bartholomew’s efforts to make him retire before the upcoming semi-final that will 
pitch Houston against Tokyo. Despite Bartholomew’s personal entreaties when they meet at the party 
Jonathan throws to coincide with the Multivision special, Jonathan insists on playing with the team in 
Tokyo, because the rules are going to be changed, eliminating all penalties and limiting substitutions, 
and with even more extreme measures being slated for the final match when it comes. When Daphne 
tries to prod Jonathan into toeing the line with veiled threats he furiously throws her against a couch 
and scratches her cheek with his studded uniform bracelet, telling her not to be around when he 
returns, and avoids taking a private flight to Tokyo, electing instead to travel with the team. 
 
 



 
 
 
In a touch Steven Spielberg would appropriate in Minority Report (2003), Jonathan feeds his grieving 
and alienation by constantly rewatching old personal recordings of his glory gays with his missing wife: 
Daphne’s first arrival comes during one of these sessions. Here Rollerball successfully anticipates 
another aspect of modern life: technology becoming a kind of stasis chamber feeding out emotional 
reflexes and nostalgia urges back at is in a loop. The Multivision night party proves a uniquely epic 
vignette as realised by Jewison and cinematographer Douglas Slocombe, whose images, at once sleekly 
lit and gritty, capture a drifting, languid, detached quality amidst the flashy pleasure-seeking that 
presents a sarcastically amplified edition of a Hollywood player party. Moonpie, contending with a bevy 
of beauties and a dash for a quickie upstairs with one, is the one person who still knows how to enjoy 
themselves, amidst a sea of drugged-up gladhanding and benumbed sensuality, whilst odd guests 
experience private gibbers of intense, inchoate emotion, signalling that the bewildered and displaced 
experience Jonathan is dealing with is a common lot. Amidst the seemingly objective, almost unmoored 
play of zoom and tracking shots that survey the party we see characters engaging in plays of looks that 
signal unacknowledged but vitally important dramas unfolding – Jonathan arranging with Cletus a time 
to sneak away and discuss what Cletus has learned; Bartholomew watching them with intent; Mackie 
glaring after her former lover. 
 
 



 
 
 
The Multivision special, filling the many screens all around the house, offers powerful slow-motion 
analysis of Jonathan’s gameplay, viewers applauding and gaping in glee with each shot of Jonathan 
clobbering challengers conveyed with both aesthetic and forensic intensity. Lustrous, dreamy beauty 
and intimate brutality meet, the thrill of sublimating violence and the transformative power of art 
blended into catch-all for the needs of the audience. That Jewison had his career beginnings as a 
shooter of live television and star showcases lends personal subtext as well as convincing technical 
approximation to the film’s depictions of such. The raw immediacy of the Rollerball matches is 
contrasted by the stylised spectacle of the special, both nonetheless conjoined as part of the apparatus 
of pacification and manipulation of the audience. Whilst Bartholomew confronts Jonathan and 
admonishes him for his intransigence, confessing that he and others have been embarrassed, the party 
guests head out into the dawn light as one man has brought a laser pistol. The glitzy-dressed society 
damsels begin shooting trees that erupt in fireballs to electric, orgasmic pleasure, experiencing the pure 
joy of destruction for its own sake, finding their own way of tapping what they imagine is a reserve of 
power only Jonathan can know. 
 
 



 
 
 
Rollerball belongs to a strand of Hollywood cinema common in the 1970s that had an unusually 
European-feeling glaze of style and atmosphere, exacerbated here through location filming. Jewison 
himself, dismayed by American politics in the early decade, had relocated to London. The film is also a 
product of a time when a lot of directors assumed all you really needed to do to evoke a cold and pitiless 
future was film around some particularly odd and flashy examples of high modernist architecture – and 
it usually worked. Jewison found some particularly ripe examples in shooting portions of the film in 
Munich, including at the then-new BMW headquarters, and at the Palace of Nations in Geneva, whilst 
the Rollerball matches themselves were filmed in the Rudi-Sedlmayer-Halle, built for the Munich 
Olympics. All the lettering and numbers seen throughout are in the supposedly super-futuristic 
“Westminster” computer-readable font, a more amusingly dated touch, if also one that serves the film’s 
construction of its particular, sequestered reality. Amidst the lead-in to the match against Tokyo, the 
Houstonians are obliged to listen to an expert (Robert Ito) in the Tokyo players’ martial arts-derived 
playing style which represents a threat of precision and dexterity to the Houstonians’ celebrated 
forceful approach. Moonpie, encouraged by Jonathan, acts as self-appointed tactician and morale officer 
and refuses to listen to the expert, instead working up his fellow players until they converge en masse 
on the luckless lecturer whilst chanting their team name with warlike zeal. 
 
 



 
 
 
Jewison strikes a foreboding note in this spectacle of camaraderie, Moonpie’s resolute refusal to 
countenance the idea any foe can foil his team’s strength returning to haunt him in the ensuing match. 
The semi-final proves every inch the dreadful battle Jonathan feared as players on each team are 
clubbed, bashed, and broken. Jonathan and Moonpie contrive to drag an opponent up into the path of 
the fired rollerball itself, the projectile breaking his neck, and this in turn prods the Tokyo players to 
target the two. Whilst Jonathan is taking a time-out after suffering a gouging blow to the arm, three 
Tokyo players tackle Moonpie and, just as he suggested to his own teammates, they waylay him, strip 
off his helmet, and punch him in the ganglia, a blow that leaves Moonpie instantly comatose and brain 
dead. Jewison stages this moment with brilliance as he shifts from the documentary-like style he shoots 
the rest of the Rollerball scenes to create a moment of tragic, hallucinatory clarity. The camera performs 
a quick zoom in on Jonathan’s face as he beholds his friend about to be destroyed by considered and 
ruthless violence, before switching to his viewpoint for a delirious slow-motion shot of Moonpie taking 
the blow. Jewison then moves in for a close shot of Moonpie’s dead-eyed gaze as his head strikes the 
track. Blue helps Jonathan get payback by cornering the player who struck Moonpie with his 
motorcycle, allowing Jonathan to grab him and smash his head in, but Blue himself is soon sent driving 
wildly against the wall of the track by an opponent’s blows, and burned when his bike explodes after 
being hit by the launched ball. So thrilled and moved are the Tokyo crowd they begin tearing down 
barricades. 
 
 



 
 
 
The steady degeneration of the Rollerball matches from a coherent if madcap game into what are 
essentially gladiatorial bloodbaths and glorified street fights proves eventually to be cleverly motivated 
by a reasoned purpose on the behalf of the executives. As Bartholomew notes during the one scene 
depicting the various corporate honchos interacting over screens, they’ve voted against taking Jonathan 
down by illicit means, because they need Jonathan to either quit or be destroyed in the arena now that 
he’s raised the possibility of heroic achievement there. Instead it’s Jonathan’s allies who fall victim to 
the mounting carnage. Jonathan refuses to let Moonpie’s body be euthanized for transplant surgery, so 
he’s spirited back to Houston and kept in a clinic where Jonathan comes to visit him just before the last 
match, and he meditates on the likelihood that Moonpie could live on in his vegetable state long after 
Jonathan himself has met his end in the final. Jonathan is briefly reunited with his wife Ella thanks to 
Bartholomew’s string-pulling. Ella tries to argue Jonathan into accepting his fate and retiring, and 
Jonathan quickly divines their reunion could be made permanent as a reward for doing so, and that Ella 
will accept that despite now being happily settled with her executive husband and children. Jonathan is 
so disillusioned when he realises this he erases his recordings of Ella, and sets off in a state of complete 
existential readiness for the final match. 
 
 



 
 
 
The role of Jonathan required both a virulently athletic presence and a fine acting touch to portray a 
troubled, quietly consumed figure, a man who’s not stupid but can express himself with far more clarity 
and authority when in combat than when confronted by systems of power that are deliberately and 
dangerously opaque, but still determines to press along his own path. Caan was one of the few actors of 
the time capable of convincing in both spheres, and he’s exceptionally good at conveying Jonathan’s 
quiet, deflecting, self-effacing manner when not playing – a common quality of top sportspeople that 
Caan plainly grasped. Jonathan barely weathers his life outside the arena as a constant succession of 
disorientating codes and bewildering absences, suddenly arriving and vanishing lovers and teammates. 
Jonathan isn’t at all a perfect or even always terribly good guy – he is after all someone who’s become 
enormously successful by unleashing a killer edge in games, whilst also keeping it on a tight leash at all 
other times – and gives few shows of specific emotion, like his rage at Daphne, and his evident 
happiness in training with Cletus. He tends to farm out his feeling through indirect gestures – giving 
Daphne a pill that makes her sleepy rather than alert during the interview, or letting Moonpie rev up 
the Houston team – and his rebellions petty, unfocused. Perhaps one of the more obvious touches in 
the film was casting Houseman as Jonathan’s nemesis, the personification of the corporate world order. 
Not because Houseman is ineffective: he’s characteristically good and intriguingly subtle in the part, 
conveying a more insidiously intelligent kind of villain and seeming all the more hateful for it, as in the 
way he quietly, gently, but coercively places his hand on Jonathan’s knee when telling him his time is 
up. Rather, because of his anachronistically patrician manner to contrast Caan’s rugged, plebeian grit: 
it’s a backward-looking touch, rather than one that confronts a less comforting schism than snobs 
versus slobs. Especially from today’s perspective, when all the magnates are trying desperately to seem 
like you chilled-out bro. 
 
 



 
 
 
But Jonathan’s journey is rendered with strokes appropriate to mythology, with inevitable Christlike 
echoes, but also very strong hints of Achilles: like the Homeric hero Jonathan is the essential natural 
warrior, profoundly offended by the theft of his woman and the killing of his great and beloved fellow 
fighter. Jonathan’s attempts to learn about history and society meanwhile have their own tint of 
parable, of a man seeking wisdom who is constantly stymied and blocked, contending with gnomic 
watchdogs and psychotic machines, and ultimately finds the only way he can express himself is also the 
one he’s best equipped for, one that requires no learning from outside himself. So great has Jonathan’s 
cult grown that before the final starts Jewison shows locales around the world, all deserted and silent, 
whilst the chanting of his name from people watching both in the arena and their homes is heard on 
sound, registering the starved fervour he’s stirred in the people. The final match of the film which 
provides its apocalyptically-tinged climax sees Houston playing New York in a game played without 
penalties and no time limits, which essentially means it will play out as a long session of mutual 
murder. Soon enough the arena is a stygian space filled with sprawled corpses and blazing fires. Jewison 
wrings some juice out of asides like the sight of even Bartholomew’s aide being seduced into the cult of 
Jonathan, as the great player survives all efforts to bring him down. 
 
 



 
 
 
Finally only Jonathan is left of the Houston team, pitted against two New Yorkers stalking him as the 
crowd has fallen to utterly fixated silence, only the billowing fires and the revving engine of the 
motorcycle under one opponent breaking the hush. Jonathan seems badly injured as he takes up a 
waiting station directly before Bartholomew’s ringside seat, only to prove to be feigning as he grabs the 
NY player who charges him, and crushes the life out of him before Bartholomew’s sternly concerted 
gaze. When the last opponent attacks, Jonathan tackles him, swiping him off his bike, but this time 
catches himself and, instead of killing his foe, gets up, takes the rollerball to the goal, and scores the 
game’s only, winning point. Instead of killing Jonathan or reducing him to a mindless killing machine, 
the corporate game finally hands him the proper venue to achieve apotheosis. The crowd take up their 
chant again from a breathless, ecstatic whisper to roaring triumphalism as Jonathan cruises around the 
arena, bloodied and battered but gaining new and fearsome determination with every second, until 
Jewison offers a succession of freeze-frames of his glowering face as “Toccata and Fugue” suddenly 
resurges, now the anthem of Jonathan’s wrath. Such gestures very quickly became cliché in popular 
moviemaking, but in the context of Jewison’s brilliantly sustained slow burn, they retain enormous, 
thrilling power. The film’s ultimate point isn’t that Jonathan is a singular titan who can slay armies or 
take down a single, hated tyrant, but one fit in the most ironic way for the role he was chosen for, the 
avatar for embodying and focusing human ferocity, the hero who stole back some of the gods’ fire. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Crimes of the Future (2022) 

 

 
 
 
After an eight-year absence following the ink-veined, overcooked Hollywood satire Maps of the 
Stars (2014), Crimes of the Future sees David Cronenberg returning for a movie that feels a bit like a 
greatest hits tour. This tendency begins with the title, recycled from one of his first efforts at 
filmmaking, a 1970 short that depicted a future society beset by the total loss of adult women and faced 
with degeneration into sterility and ritualised paedophilia. Cronenberg’s new deployment of the title is 
just as perturbing in its essentials, if ultimately different in its outlook. The basic premise is instantly 
arresting. In the near future the human race has become beset by certain abnormal physiological 
phenomena, including the loss of all sensation of pain and the disappearance of infection, whilst many 
people are experiencing the seemingly random growth of organs. These combined have given rise to 
people using gruesome and hyperbolic levels of body modification as forms of self-expression. The film 
opens with an initially mystifying series of events as a young boy, Brecken (Sozos Sotiris), plays on the 
beach under the stern and watchful eye of his mother, Djuna (Lihi Kornowski). Later, inside his home, 
Brecken begins listlessly taking bites out of a plastic rubbish bin and eating it. When his mother learns 
of this, she suffocates him with a pillow, and then calls up the boy’s father, Lang Dotrice (Scott 
Speedman), to come and claim the body. 
 
 



 
 
 
Lang later encounters Saul Tenser (Viggo Mortensen), who has become enormously famous with a 
particularly powerful form of the new performance art. He collaborates with former surgeon Caprice 
(Léa Seydoux) in having his new, aberrant organs removed by a ‘Sark’ robotic surgery pod, after having 
them internally tattooed. Lang talks Saul into using Brecken’s body as a prop in a live autopsy, because 
Lang claims that his son’s plastic-eating habit was a natural mutation marking a next stage in human 
evolution, and he wants to establish this before the world as a natural fact and inevitability. Lang 
himself is a leader in a cultish organisation, whose ranks have been giving themselves the same ability 
to live off eating plastic through artificial implants. Saul meanwhile has perplexing encounters with 
Wippet (Don McKellar) and Timlin (Kristen Stewart), two investigators attached to the newly formed 
National Organ Registry, which is trying to keep track of the aberrant growths. This oddball duo 
moonlight as fringe figures on the underground organ art scene, and are thrilled in the presence of Saul, 
their artistic hero. But Saul has his own secret treason upon his mental loyalties to enact: he’s an 
informant for Detective Cope (Welket Bungué), an officer of the New Vice squad, which wants to stamp 
out the mutations and their dissident defenders. Or something like that. 
 
 



 
 
 
Cronenberg’s long been a director with a penchant for making movies that are less standard narratives 
than exhibitions of concept realised with a glaze of alien chic overlaying his brutal and bizarre 
concerns. Crimes of the Future takes this a logical step further and makes the very idea of being a 
nurturer and exhibitor of the grotesque the basis of the story. Even in his mid-70s Cronenberg is still a 
wilful and accomplished provocateur – no-one who starts his film with a matricidal child murder can be 
accused of mellowing much. And Crimes of the Future certainly comes out of the gate with provocative 
ideas and imagery, turning its meta-laced gaze back on Cronenberg’s own oeuvre with a bluntly clever 
metaphor. Cronenberg conceives of himself as an artist whose canvas has so very often been the human 
form, products of a long and acclaimed career harvested directly from the body tissue rather than the 
recesses of mental faculty (remembering, for instance, that the jagged perversities of The Brood, 1979, 
were born of his messy divorce). The key issue here is the future of humanity, with the species glimpsed 
initially as benumbed and detached from its own works and experiences. Cronenberg’s concept of mid-
twenty-first century existence is one where the only visions that tap authentically powerful emotions 
and cognition anymore are those of bloody renovation. Saul encounters Lang in an alley where the 
younger man slices up a woman’s luscious legs like he’s giving a junkie a fix. 
 
 



 
 
 
But where the short film that bore the title Crimes of the Future depicted a future doomed in a cul-de-
sac of development, the feature is ironically optimistic in seeing potential for humankind to evolve to 
live on the fruits of its own industrial degradation, if only we’re brave enough to pierce that transhuman 
barrier. That is, however, the real trick, as that barrier is so strongly fixed it results in Brecken’s murder. 
When Saul visits Djuna in prison, he finds her brusquely proud of killing “a creature, a thing” rather 
than her child. Crimes of the Future is also certainly about Cronenberg approaching old age, explored 
through displaced devices. Saul’s singular propensity for growing new organs that seem to have no 
medical use has become fodder for a theatre of gore that’s actually an exacting display of willpower, an 
attempt to assert order over the seemingly aberrant. Saul also needs specialised machines to help him 
eat and sleep, mimicking an aging person’s requirement for lifestyle and mobility aids, and generally 
confronting a body that now obeys strange biological cues without care for the mind that supposedly 
controls it. The machines Saul uses are Gigeresque contraptions with weird biomechanical forms and 
shapes. 
 
 



 
 
 
Crimes of the Future is laced with familiar Cronenberg stylistic idiosyncrasies, like deadpan and 
studiously geometric framings, and characters with androgynous clothing and slick hairstyles. Crimes of 
the Future feels, ironically, very retro with its trapped-in-a-hell-that-looks-and-feels-like-an-’80s-art-
gallery aesthetic, almost reassuring in its thematic and visual cues for an audience reared on 
Cronenberg’s work, whereas his venture into respectable period drama on A Dangerous Method (2011) 
was actually more radical. What plot there is here echoes elements of early Cronenberg films 
like Scanners (1981) and Videodrome (1983), with vague conspiracies and government repression locked 
in abstract duels, law enforcement, government, bohemia, and underground groups all grazing against 
each-other’s purviews and often sharing personnel. Cronenberg casts an assessing glance at the rival 
talent in the room, the director noting the lode of imitators and would-be inheritors his cinema has 
amassed, apparent in followers as diverse as his own son Brandon, maker of Possessor (2020), and Julia 
Ducornau of Raw and Titane, and trying to identify what differentiate them. 
 
 

 



 
 
And so Saul contends with wannabes and arbiters of new fashions on the body art world, whilst he 
haunts the fringe scene incognito, dressing in black hoodie and crouching in corners to view rival 
artists, just as he does when he visits Cope. Whilst Wippet officially represents the censorious and 
assessing eye of a state desperately trying to define and defend what is normal, he’s also putting 
together a radical pageant dedicated to celebrating literal inner beauty and wants Saul to compete in 
the “Best New Organ” category. Timlin is an ardent admirer barely suppressing a streak of true 
eccentricity, who wants to make the jump from consuming art to creating it, whilst Caprice feels the 
urge to follow in the footsteps of Saul and another artist she meets, one dedicated to artful self-
mutilation, rather than merely canoodle the controls of Sark. This machine nods to the surgical unit 
utilised in the best scene of Ridley Scott’s Prometheus (2012), as if annoyed Scott got to that idea first. 
Saul admits to Timlin when she tries to seduce him, “I’m sorry. I’m not very good at the old sex,” whilst 
he and Caprice instead express lovers’ intimacy by cradling each-other in bed with bodies pitted with 
bloody, mutually inflicted wounds. 
 
 

 
 
 
Good lines of dialogue laced with pitch-black humour drop throughout. Cronenberg needles his own 
tendency to dispassion: “How radical are you?” Lang asks Saul when the artist is fazed by the idea of 
Lang serving up his son’s body as fodder: “You afraid of a little emotion?” When Saul attends another 
performance art show, which includes a dancing man with ears growing all over his body who has his 
eyes and lips shown shut as an admonition to the audience to listen, Saul dismissively describes it as 
“escapist propaganda,” a line that identifies Cronenberg’s long-standing disinterest for anyone trying to 
apply easy socio-political meaning to his work. McKellar and Stewart do particularly good work as the 
two official squares – “I found her quite attractive in a bureaucratic sort of way,” Saul notes of Timlin – 
who flex and vibrate with excitement when Saul’s presence stimulates their ambitions and desires. The 
problem with the film as a whole is that, for all the interesting and attention-getting notions 
Cronenberg packs into it, it fails to effectively dramatize any of them. Most story threads lead nowhere, 
and even the ultimate revelation about Timlin’s role in sabotaging the autopsy is given no weight in 
either set-up or result. 
 
 



 
 
 
This kind of shapelessness might be deliberate, but it’s also not terribly vital. The film ends up a pile of 
twitching parts, a little like the harvested organs it depicts. Despite its strong moments and uniformly 
good performances, Crimes of the Future forced me to confront my ambivalence for much of 
Cronenberg’s oeuvre. As much as I admire his early genre fare and his straight-arrow dramas, the 
movies he’s made pitched at the fault line between those two zones tend to set my teeth on edge. The 
difference between this and Cronenberg’s early work is that the old stuff was coolly, cleanly purposeful 
in mimicking the traditional structures of, say, monster movies or conspiracy thrillers, and gained 
energy from it. The operatic force he wrung from his best movies in the 1980s with the likes 
of Scanners, The Dead Zone (1983), The Fly (1986), and Dead Ringers (1988), has been supplanted by 
inertly aestheticized and intellectualised recapitulation, strongly reminiscent of Cronenberg’s 1990s 
output like Naked Lunch (1991), Crash (1996), and eXistenZ (1999), films I know as a cineaste I’m 
supposed to like but I find dull, lumpy, and listless. Crimes of the Future was written around the same 
time, reportedly, and it tells. Cronenberg’s customarily clinical approach chokes off any emotional 
investment in the characters and their plights. Cronenberg is also oddly slapdash when it comes to 
developing and following through on those hooking ideas. It might have been interesting to spend more 
time Lang’s plastic-eating cult and grasp its way of seeing the world and future, but all we see of them is 
churning out their new plastic food bars which are fatal to normal people but nourishing to the new 
flesh. 
 
 



 
 
 
In the same way, the subplot of Saul’s snitching hints at meaning – perhaps the dissonance of being an 
artist with one foot in the commercial mainstream and one in the bohemian netherworld – but is happy 
to leave it vague. Router (Nadia Litz) and Berst (Tanaya Beatty) are repairwomen who specialise in 
repairing the robotic surgical pods and are much more groupies for the tech than people, particularly 
Saul’s legendary Sark unit, a converted autopsy pod, which they gaze upon in reverent awe. Cronenberg 
unleashes this pair of anarchic waifs to help Seydoux in bringing the arthouse nudity quotient, and also 
as rogue elements in this survey. The duo murder a plastic surgeon connected to the evolutionists, and 
later kill Lang with portable drills in the head, the kind of flourish one can either take as a fulfilment of 
freeform artistic precepts or a flaccid attempt to use random, gruesome violence to resolve a story 
thread. The igneous strength of Cronenberg’s framings and cutting do much to paper over the 
flimsiness of his script: at the end of the day he’s still a filmmaker blessed with formidable formal gifts. 
Mortensen, giving his fourth performance for the director, is quietly excellent as the perpetually 
discomforted, intellectually rigorous and unsparing artist-victim, who literally grows expressions of 
seemingly chaotic impulse within and disgorges them, only to realise they may constitute the actual 
substance and goal of his existence. It’s largely thanks to the actor that the sarcastically transcendental 
climax, which sees Saul chancing the possibility of death or rebirth by eating one of the plastic food 
bars, packs some redemptive punch for the film as a whole. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Death Proof (2007) 

 

 
 
 
Director / Screenwriter: Quentin Tarantino 
 
 
Death Proof has been the problem child in Quentin Tarantino’s filmography since it was released, when 
it proved the director’s only real box office failure after the zeitgeist-inflecting success of his early work. 
Even Tarantino himself more or less wrote it off as a miscalculation. But Death Proof stands as a pivotal 
moment in his oeuvre, literally and figuratively, if not for all the right reasons. Counting the two halves 
of Kill Bill (2003-4) as one movie, and diplomatically ignoring the portion of Four Rooms (1995) he 
made, Death Proof emerged exactly half-way through his directing career to date, the median point for 
Tarantino’s first four films and his subsequent four. The film’s initial failure was largely due to the 
intriguing but ultimately cockamamie conceit that birthed it. Tarantino and fellow independent film 
zero-to-hero Robert Rodriguez, who had previously collaborated on the Rodriguez-directed, Tarantino-
written From Dusk Till Dawn (1996), wanted to revive and celebrate a lapsed tradition: the double bill 
they and many another movie freak once blissed out on in seamy movie theatres dubbed “grindhouses,” 
in the days before the age of VHS and the multiplex changed how movies were consumed. The two 
directors hatched the concept of Grindhouse, under the banner of which they would each offer a movie 
riffing on a classic brand of trashy genre fare. In the grindhouse manner, when retitling of movies was 
common, Death Proof itself is revealed to be the hastily inserted new title of a film called Thunder Bolt. 
 
 



 
 
 
Rodriguez, for his part, made Planet Terror, a sci-fi horror crossbreed and freeform blend of George 
Romero, early James Cameron, and the kinds of movies turned out under the auspices of Roger Corman 
and Charles Band. Tarantino elected to make Death Proof, a characteristically eccentric twist on the 
hallowed tropes of the slasher movie. The two movies would be served up in a manner resembling the 
often scratched, shortened, scrambled prints that screened in those theatres, and connected by a 
number of trailers for other, imaginary horror and action movies. Grindhouse was gleefully defined by 
innate ironies, as a tribute to the fly-by-night world and rough-and-ready aesthetics of another age of 
moviemaking and viewing, and a supersized hipster-cineaste burlesque-cum-fetish object, executed 
with a big budget and classy collaborators. Edgar Wright, Rob Zombie, and Eli Roth contributed 
unnervingly convincing fake trailers. But when Grindhouse proved a flop, largely for its unwieldy length 
and confusing marketing, Death Proof and its companion piece were rereleased separately, as was 
always the intention for the films’ European release (where the double bill tradition was much less 
common) and for home viewing, with scenes left out of the initial versions for the sake of running time 
and humour value restored. 
 
 

 
 
 
Of the two films, Rodriguez’s fun, silly, gruesome semi-spoof seemed the more appropriate considering 
the project it was part of (and it is indeed probably Rodriguez’s best film). Whereas Death Proof was 
criticised and rejected by many as rather too eccentric and particular. When Tarantino moved on, he 
kicked off a string of absurdist-revisionist period movies with Inglourious Basterds (2009), leaving 



behind the most noticeable thread of his films up until Death Proof, their fascination with contrasting 
the heightened-to-epic-proportions effects of genre film with the petty weirdness of modern life. But 
I’ve regarded as Death Proof as one of Tarantino’s finest achievements since my first viewing, and have 
even ventured to call it my personal favourite, although an oeuvre as generally strong as his that can 
change from viewing to viewing. Certainly Death Proof is a movie that pushes certain tendencies of 
Tarantino’s style to an extreme perhaps just beyond its popular understanding, which is doubly ironic 
considering the film’s nominal function as a celebration of the trashier delights of moviegoing, as both 
as a work about the cinephilia Tarantino is so strongly associated with, and a self-reflexive, self-
satirising work that today carries echoes very likely beyond what was intended. 
 
 

 
 
 
Death Proof is a movie purposefully constructed in two halves, each defined by a sinuously detailed and 
conversation-driven slow-burn capped by eruptions of floridly filmed violent action, Tarantino the 
archly theatrical composer of dialogues and Tarantino the high cinema maven in extended argument. 
Of all his films it’s the least baroquely plot-driven, but is also actually perhaps his cleverly layered 
labour of narrative dexterity, functioning as straightforward thriller, a laidback and counterintuitive 
deconstruction of such a thriller, and a work of self-reflexive critique all at once. Tarantino tried to mate 
the radically disparate sectors of cinema that regularly preoccupy his movies in a particularly delicate 
balancing act of form and function – the very different brands of interpersonal filmmaking of the 
Howard Hawks-esque “hangout” movie and the dryly observational method of post-Jim Jarmusch indie 
film, crashing against the down-and-dirty pleasures of 1970s genre film and French New Wave-inspired 
self-consciously postmodern showmanship. 
 
 



 
 
 
Time has also provided more discomforting subtexts: Death Proof, which deals explicitly with a 
predatory man who works in the film industry setting out to violate and destroy women he can’t have, 
was produced by the movie mogul and serial sexual abuser Harvey Weinstein, and prominently features 
at least one of his victims, Rose McGowan. There’s also some fascinating echoes of the car crash Uma 
Thurman suffered in making Kill Bill, on which Death Proof’s heroine, the stunt performer Zoë Bell, had 
served as Thurman’s stunt double.  Heavy stuff indeed to attach to a film by and large defined by a 
generally vibrant, collegial tone. Except that tenor was always superficial: Death Proof always contained 
a sardonic commentary on the misogyny too often inherent in the slasher movie and the problems of 
converting an inner fantasy landscape into the actuality of a film production, and a work that digs into 
the relationship between cinema and sexuality with covert bite. The basic plot presents what could be 
described as twinned variations on John Carpenter’s Halloween (1978), as it charts two disparate groups 
of young women, both of whom become objects of obsession for a nefarious serial killer, ‘Stuntman’ 
Mike McCay (Kurt Russell). The entirety of the film depicts each group’s encounters with Mike and the 
small, almost logarithmic variances that see one group fall victim to him and the other prove capable of 
fighting back. One of which is, of course, familiarity with old movies. 
 
 

 
 
 
The first group is a gang of friends recently reunited in Austin, Texas: radio DJ ‘Jungle’ Julia Lucai 
(Sydney Poitier), Shanna (Jordan Ladd), and Arlene (Vanessa Ferlito) go out for a night of sowing wild 
oats. The second group are all friends who know each-other from working on film crews – makeup artist 



Abernathy ‘Abbie’ Ross (Rosario Dawson), actress Lee (Mary Elizabeth Winstead), and stunt performers 
Kim (Tracie Thoms) and Zoë (Bell, playing a version of herself), who converge to work on a movie shoot 
in Lebanon, Tennessee, and encounter Mike during a harebrained escapade rooted in Zoe and Kim’s 
shared ardour for daredevilry and cinephilia, as Zoe obliges her friends to help her in her quest to 
borrow a 1970 Dodge Challenger from a farmer who’s selling it so she can execute her fantasy of riding 
on the exterior – a stunt she calls “Ship’s Mast” – of the car from Richard Sarafian’s Vanishing 
Point (1971). The algorithmic structure of the film, with its twinned gangs of female friends, nods to the 
wash-rinse-repeat narrative replication of, for instance, the Friday the 13th series, whilst also performing 
revisionism. The lengthy yammering sessions between the two girl gangs explicates subtle differences in 
character and outlook as well as positing plot points, and in the second half the traits and characters of 
the female friends are purposefully laid out to make the audience aware of the various factors that will 
lead them to be triumphant over Mike rather than just be more victims. 
 
 

 
 
 
One obvious and distinctive quality of Death Proof in Tarantino’s oeuvre is that it’s a movie mostly 
populated by and entirely concerned with women characters, if also following Jackie Brown (1997) 
and Kill Bill with their female protagonists. This is partly a by-product of shifting ground to Horror 
cinema referencing as opposed to Tarantino’s usual stoping ground of crime thrillers and action movies, 
and also one accomplished with the director’s typical eccentricity as Tarantino blesses its performers 
with dialogue comprised of typically stylised Tarantino argot. Much of the film simply seems to consist, 
superficially at least, of the two gangs talking about jobs and relationships and hunting for a good time, 
unfolding in quasi-naturalistic manner that perhaps comes the closest of all Tarantino’s films to one of 
his acknowledged cinematic models, Howard Hawks. A lengthy conversation between the second gang 
whilst eating lunch in a diner sees Tarantino shooting it in the same manner as he did the opening 
scene of Reservoir Dogs (1992), turning into a conscious walk-through of his own stylistic reflexes, an 
algorithmic variation on his own cinema as well as of a certain genre. 
 
 



 
 
 
Part of the design of Death Proof as a unit in the Grindhouse project was to recreate the exploitative and 
sexed-up aesthetic of ‘70s genre film with an edge of self-conscious irony. This intent is nodded to in a 
series of visuals in the opening credits laced with sarcastic commentary on the gazing – the long-legged 
Julia, strutting about her apartment in panties with butt impudently twitching, lies down underneath a 
poster of a starlet in the same pose; the camera zeroes in on Arlene’s crotch as she dashes up to Julia’s 
apartment but with urinating rather than horniness the spur. Later there’s a sequence in which Arlene 
performs a lap dance for Mike. But where your classical grindhouse movie was making its connections 
between sexuality and horror on a purely mercenary level, Death Proof is playing multiple games, the 
cheery recreation of a gauche aesthetic constantly underpinned by a narrative built around sexual 
display and frustration, one in which Tarantino repeatedly emphasises masculine attempts to defeat the 
essential and ultimate control of sex by women. This is depicted in the course of fairly normal sexual 
gamesmanship when out on the town but also on the ultimate, pathological level Mike espouses. In 
Arlene, Julia, and Shanna’s first conversation together as they drive through the streets of Austin, power 
dynamics underlying sex are a constant refrain, as Arlene explains her policy of trying to keep her 
boyfriends a little sex-starved to maintain firm control of her relationships, and Shanna comments 
wryly on Julia’s habits of flirting with Shanna’s father, to Julia calm retort, “I have my own relationship 
with Ben – you’re just jealous because it don’t include you.” 
 
 

 
 
 



The interpersonal dynamics of the gang sketched in the scene point to the recurring notes struck in the 
film’s first half, particularly Julia’s too-cool-for-school persona and habit of playing queen bee and 
impresario. These stretch to setting up Arlene as butt of a slow-burn prank , having announced on her 
radio show that her friend from out of town is looking for a mate and will give a lap dance to any man 
who can successfully recite a certain poem to her. Julia’s habits of bullying are later resentfully 
recounted by Pam, and despite the good-humoured and sexy package Julia tries to wrap it in, her prank 
on Arlene has much the same flavour. Shanna herself wryly calls her “mean girl in a high school movie,” 
although Julia’s more positive traits are also apparent, as when she solicitously and apologetically nurses 
Arlene through disappointment. The arts of social discourse and sexual gamesmanship are themselves 
the subject of dramaturgical precision, as Julia insists on illustrating the scenario she’s dreamed up for 
Arlene by roping in her actress friend Marcy (Marcy Harriell) to role-play with Arlene, and the two do 
such a good job of recreating the flirtatious art that Shanna comments, “Y’all are making me hot!,” 
whilst Arlene gets revenge by provoking Julia with racially tinted scorn for her physique. Soon after, 
Arlene glimpses an old, souped-up, black-painted and menacingly detailed car cruising by the place 
where they eat lunch. She doesn’t know it yet, but she’s had her first encounter with Mike, the man 
stalking her and her friends across town. 
 
 

 
 
 
The first group encounter Mike in the flesh at the Texas Chili Parlour, a tavern belonging by Warren 
(Tarantino), where they drink with random boys whilst awaiting a pot-dealing friend, Lanna Frank 
(Monica Staggs), before they head on to a girls-only retreat at Shanna’s father’s lake house. Mike sits at 
the bar, despite being a proclaimed teetotaller, and offers to give a ride home to Pam (Rose McGowan), 
a former classmate of Julia’s but not a friend, left stranded by a date who didn’t show. Mike’s affectation 
of placid congeniality makes him seem like a rock of gentlemanly rectitude around which the river of 
nocturnal boozing flows, compared to the spivs who set out to seduce the girls, Dov (Roth), Nate (Omar 
Doom), and Omar (Michael Bacall), although, with his prominent facial scar, he’s also a strikingly odd 
presence. The younger men launch sniggering, whispered jibes his way when they take in both his 
disfigurement and his generally antiquated veneer of cool, in between plotting with aggressive intent to 
get the girls drunk and wheedle their way into joining them at the lake house. “If a guy’s buying the 
drinks, a fucking bitch’ll drink anything,” Dov declares as if expounding the Talmud of scoring. Mike’s 
arsenal for picking up is deployed throughout the night, including name-dropping the once-famous TV 
personalities he used to double for, drawing blank looks from the twenty-somethings he’s out to 
impress. He does better when carefully targeting anyone slightly split off the pack: most immediately 
Pam, and also Arlene, who has, despite her displeasure at Julia’s prank, been disappointed it hasn’t paid 
off in gaining her masses of male attention: Mike cleverly goads her into performing the much-
anticipated lap-dance for his benefit. 
 
 



 
 
 
As usual for Tarantino, familiar genre tropes and the presence of the fantastical are posited in an 
otherwise studiously mundane, if not exactly realistic, world, where style and substance have peculiar, 
be-bop-like interactions. The other major dialogue in the drama is one of age. This is couched in both 
human terms, with Mike the angry, damaged relic amidst a youth culture that, like all youth cultures, 
firmly believes it invented the pleasures of getting wasted and laid on a Saturday night and heedlessly 
pursues its wont, and in cultural and cinematic terms. The dance through the familiar landmarks of the 
classical slasher movie is eccentric, the beats all askew, the points of concentration distorted but 
recognisable. The long, seemingly rambling scenes in the Texas Chili Parlour are actually ingeniously 
choreographed in the outlay of characterisation and seemingly happenstance yet ultimately purposeful 
detail, under the guise of depicting messy, formless fun. Vignettes flow like the rain pouring outside, 
from Shanna telling off Dov for mispronouncing her name “Shauna” to Arlene succumbing to the 
requests of Nate to go make out in his car for a while, heroically brandishing an umbrella for her courtly 
protection (“You have two jobs – kiss good, and make sure my hair don’t wet.”). Complicating notes are 
struck: Julia’s stature in her gang and as a minor celebrity is juxtaposed with her increasing romantic 
frustration with her sometime filmmaker boyfriend, Christian Simonson, with whom she swaps text 
messages through the night only to get increasingly irritated when he doesn’t turn up. 
 
 

 
 
 
Death Proof then seems to less to the vicissitudes of seamy genre film than to the particular accent of 
American indie film as mapped out by John Cassavetes and Jim Jarmusch, and Tarantino found his 



toehold in whilst not so subtly perverting it – mundanely preoccupied, dialogue-driven, concerned with 
mapping behaviour and charting the semi-underground life of bohemians and outsiders in American 
life and the dreamy textures of its pop cultural inheritance. When Tarantino does have to do some plain 
plot progression, he manages to approach it with a simultaneous mixture of showmanship and affected 
blasé disinterest, most wittily purveyed when Warren tells one of his employees (Marta Mendoza) to 
turn on a light in the parking lot, so she listlessly flips the switch. Cut to without, as Arlene, relaxing by 
herself and smoking a cigarette, suddenly beholding the sight of Mike’s car revealed by the sudden 
illumination, the lurking presence of menace and the patterns in the algorithm wheeling about her 
suddenly beginning to come into focus. Later Arlene tells Mike his car makes her uncomfortable, but 
he’s able to disarm her instinctive worry by readily and happily posing as a good old-fashioned horndog 
on the prowl essentially after the same thing she is. Mike’s scar carries a host of associations, linking 
him to the disfigured murderers of films like Friday the 13th (1980) and The Burning (1981) but also to 
Scar of The Searchers (1956) and through him to Ahab, captain of another marauding, doom-purveying 
craft in combat with nature itself. 
 
 

 
 
 
Mike’s pathology however must wreak its vengeance not on a mindless symbol but on the taunting, 
wilful, immediate presence of young women. Mike tolerates slights and humiliations all night with a 
patient, foreboding expectation of payback, with his preselected gallery of lovelies. He keeps photos of 
the gang he’s targeting pinned to the sunshade of his car, all taken with a telephoto lens, describing 
them as his “girlfriends.” Russell’s ingenious performance depends on the easy masculine charm that 
always defined him as a star and helps put across a sense of roguish, conspiratorial energy for the 
audience to share, down to smiling directly at the camera just before commencing his project of 
murder. As a role, Mike demands that kind of innate audience liking, before he’s eventually revealed to 
be less the familiar kind of forbidding and determined Horror movie villain, invulnerable a la Michael 
Myers to pain and unswerving in purpose, than a Looney Tunes-like character, alternating puffed-up 
delusions of potency and absurdist displays of pain and frustration, able to violate the fourth wall but 
still imprisoned by the whims of his creator, a la Daffy Duck in Duck Amuck (1953). Mike has pretences 
to being the director in his little drama as well as the stuntman, casting his bevies of beauties and 
forcing them to performers. 
 
 



 
 
 
When the evening at the Parlour finally runs its course and everyone starts heading off their disparate 
destinations, Mike successfully lures Pam into his car, which he explains is “death proof,” carefully 
reinforced to protect the driver from injury during stunts. But the unfortunate passenger is not so 
protected, and is indeed caged and unprotected, and Mike veers about wildly to knock Pam to a bloody 
pulp even as she begs him to stop and tries, with a note of pathos as she tries to use a note desperate 
humour to disarm him (“I get it’s a joke and its really funny…”) before Mike performs his coup-de-grace 
with awful, mocking relish, slamming on the brakes and bashing her head in on the dashboard. This 
scene is singular in Tarantino’s oeuvre as a pivot to genuine, intimate cruelty, resisting the cartoonish 
safety-valve quality of much of his depictions of violence, instead properly discomforting in confronting 
the awful intimacy of misogynistic torment and victim plight. McGowan’s unnervingly convincing 
playing of the scene enforces this, whilst Russell expertly conveys the slipping of the mask he has worn 
through the previous scenes, the smouldering anger and relish for annihilating what he can’t have. 
 
 

 
 
 
Alongside his dialogue, Tarantino’s most famous trait is his penchant for slow-burning suspense in long, 
nerve-wracking sequences that build and pay off in unpredictable ways. This is famously evinced in 
sequences like the cop’s torture in Reservoir Dogs, the tavern scene in Inglourious Basterds, and the 
dinner at Candyland in Django Unchained (2012). Death Proof marked an attempt to push that tendency 
as far as it would go by Tarantino, anticipating Once Upon A Time …In Hollywood (2019) in essentially 
offering a film that almost entirely devoted to that slow burn, building through the course of its 



twinned halves to eruptions of violent action. In this case, because he’s riffing on the slasher movie with 
its subtextual connection between a violent act and a sexual one, the evocation of desire and its 
eradication in terms of the filmic image, as well as the more obvious and literal conception of Mike as 
an aging lothario with a sexual problem who can only “shoot his goo” by killing his objects of desire, the 
structuring of Death Proof is inherently sexual, punctuated by two orgasmic moments of carnage. After 
killing Pam, Mike subsequently chases down of the other girls – Julia, Arlene, Shanna, and Lanna racing 
down the highway rocking out to Dave Dee, Dozy, Beaky, Mitch and Titch’s “Hold Tight” – and rams 
their car head on, shattering and mangling their bodies and destroying their car whilst his flips crazily 
down the road. 
 
 

 
 
 
This scene is a highpoint of 21st century cinema as a piece of set-piece filmmaking that announces its 
own construction with hues of sarcasm – the elaborate means Julia has to go to get just the right song to 
score thrilling highway action (she calls up a fellow DJ at her radio station to make the request) and 
Mike’s vicious showmanship (calculatedly turning out his headlights a split-second before ramming 
their car to dazzle them). The thunder of the crash pays off the slow burn in a pure spectacle of terrible 
physical damage examined in forensic, instant-replay detail: a squall of shattered glass through which 
sails Julia’s pathetically severed leg, whilst Arlene’s face is torn off by a tyre and Shanna is launched like 
a bottle rocket through the windscreen and crashes against the tarmac. The peculiar quality of all this, 
over and above the intricate brilliance on a technique level of the filmmaking which far excels just 
about any movie it’s riffing on, is that Tarantino has actually succeeded in making a Horror movie that 
critiques the Horror movie and also fulfils it to the letter, having set up victims in reasonable depth and 
sympathy and sacrificing them all to the dark gods anyway. 
 
 



 
 
 
Tarantino’s fadeout from the scene of carnage leads to a subsequent scene in a hospital where Texas 
Ranger Earl McGraw (Michael Parks) and his son and deputy Edgar (James Parks) discussing Mike’s 
seemingly miraculous survival and minor injuries, as Earl analyses the crash and immediately picks it as 
a calculated murder that will be impossible to prove as such thanks to Mike’s carefully contrived stage 
management of the event. This scene mediates the film and provides several strands of meta meaning: 
McGraw, a character created for From Dusk Till Dawn and subsequently featured in Kill Bill alongside 
Edgar, is the quintessential crusty, canny old Texas lawman, and in the Tarantino universe graced with 
dimension-hopping and death-defying abilities, appearing along with his son and his daughter Dr 
Dakota Block (Marley Shelton) who had also appeared with her father in Planet Terror, acting here as 
Mike’s physician who explains the painful but essentially superficial injuries he took in the crash.  Earl’s 
keenness as a lawman immediately sees through Mike’s smokescreen, and he suggests and then rejects a 
possible course of action in relentlessly hounding Mike to catch him up but elects against it, declaring 
he can at least make “goddamn sure he don’t do it again in Texas.” Whilst the meta-narrative trappings 
are superfluous in a film that’s otherwise highly sophisticated in such things, this scene finds a witty 
way of plodding through a necessary point of exposition, with Earl tantalisingly raising the notion of 
becoming a dogged nemesis to Mike as in some Horror movies only to decide the remainder of his life 
would be better spent “following the Nascar circuit.” 
 
 

 
 
 



The second half, announced with dry humour in white-on-black titles declaring a shift to “Lebanon” 
before amending that to “Lebanon, Tennessee,” varies the algorithm whilst returning to particular 
images and actions, such as a more attentive member of the girl gang noticing Mike’s hovering presence 
as he loops back in his car for another gawk at his prey. Movie jokes proliferate with viral rapidity, 
befitting the half of the movie that’s looking back on itself, trapping the story told in the first half within 
the cage of revision. Lee, the designated hot young starlet, is delighted by any media coverage of herself 
and gets Abbie to buy a magazine she’s featured in. She also wears a cheerleader outfit throughout, for 
the role she’s playing in the movie she’s filming and likely to look cute, a character joke that’s also a nod 
to the hallowed traditions of the teen Horror movie. Noticing this, the cashier in a 7/11 sells the women 
a copy of the Italian edition of Vogue like an illicit drag stash. The area that’s supposed to be rural 
Tennessee is actually a stretch of California that also looks a lot like the kinds of Australian outback 
locale many an Ozploitation action film was shot in. Tarantino kicks off the second half in employing 
black-and-white as the viewpoint is temporarily that of Mike, as he hovers around the women he’s 
spying on, insinuating himself into their zone of existence. He pushes his daring fetishism and sense of 
secret possession to the limit, sneaking up on the snoozing Abbie with her feet jutting from a parked 
car’s window and caressing them until she snaps awake. 
 
 

 
 
 
Whilst it’s tempting to push a little too far and claim Death Proof is a kind of secret parable for 
Weinstein’s behaviour and Thurman’s crash, it’s also difficult to deny from today’s vantage that both 
inform it to a degree. But ultimately it’s Tarantino’s ultimate, ironic commentary on the vicissitudes of 
being a filmmaker. Tarantino posits himself in the film in multiple guises, turning the nominal drama 
into a labyrinth leading back to himself as impresario of sex and violence. He’s Warren, the garrulous, 
party-mongering bar owner just trying to make everyone happy. He’s Julia, trying to arrange playlets of 
character and frisson-inducing encounters with friends as performers, and digging up classic songs to 
pervade life with a perfectly curated life soundtrack. He’s Mike himself, the guy who knows all the 
details to forgotten pop culture and feels frustrated nobody speaks his language these days, as well as 
the aging wolf frustrated he’s losing his youth culture cachet. He’s the much-mentioned director “Cecil” 
who’s directing the movies the second gang are working on, who has maintained his sexual status 
through being the locus of authority in his little world. And he is himself, in the director’s chair 
offscreen, heard calling “Got it!” at the end of a brief scene, mimicking the opening shots in Dario 
Argento’s The Bird With The Crystal Plumage (1970), where the move camera becomes a spying still 
camera, focusing on and taking unknowing possession of women about to fall prey to a killer. 
 
 



 
 
 
This multivalent presence of Tarantino is both an ultimate statement of auteurist ownership and ego 
domain and a dissection of it. However playfully, Tarantino both celebrates and indicts himself as the 
particular gateway for a work of cinema where sexuality is both constantly evoked and portrayed but 
also necessarily sublimated into the flow of images, in the context of genre and mainstream cinema 
niceties where the orgasmic is registered through displaced destruction. This directly engages with and 
animates a familiar idea of criticism of the slasher movie, that with its deliberately blank-slate killers 
and common use of first-person camerawork, the style of the slasher was designed to allow the 
audience to experience the pleasure and frustration of the stalking killer trying to possess/annihilate the 
object it pursues. Tarantino links this quirk of style to the act of directing itself, at once constructing 
and destroying fetish objects and doppelgangers. And the inverse of that, the creation of heroic and 
empowering figures whose vitality can sometimes slip the bonds a creator can put on them. Much as 
the crazy proliferation of women-in-peril movies in the 1970s and ‘80s Horror films eventually forged 
the figure of the Final Girl – a female protagonist obliged to fight for survival without any rescue at 
hand – and then the James Cameron brand of action heroine, and Death Proof, humorously but also 
earnestly, encapsulates that evolution in its narrative whilst also linking it back to other traditions in 
the oft-dismissed but often quietly dissident traditions of the trash movie, with gestures to the 
rampaging Amazons of Russ Meyer’s Faster, Pussycat! Kill! Kill! (1966), the tough ladies of ‘70s 
Blaxploitation, and the reforged avengers of rape-and-revenge thrillers. 
 
 

 
 
 



And so, the second half of Death Proof creates a trio of heroines whose capacities and outlooks give 
them advantages lacked by their tragic counterparts from the first half. Kim discusses the handgun 
hidden in her purse as a safeguard against being raped. Zoë’s extraordinary physical agility and 
durability is expounded on at length. Abbie fills a similar place in their gang to Arlene as the butt of the 
gang’s idiosyncratic hierarchy but stands up for herself more effectively than Arlene, and the gang lacks 
a figure like Julia who controls it. The women haven’t abandoned their femininity, but laying claim to 
“masculine” pursuits like stunt work and car loving becomes a virtue, an idea summarised when Kim 
and Zoë acknowledge having grown up on the regulation diet of “that John Hughes shit” like Pretty In 
Pink (1986) but also a roster of classic drive-in hotrod and action films that both serviced and instilled a 
love for thrill-seeking, and so, in oblique fashion, trained them to deal with real evil when it comes at 
them. All of this is explored in the flow of seemingly formless conversation, Tarantino setting himself 
the challenge of showing Chekhov’s Gun (or Kim’s, in this instance) without anyone noticing, but then 
not being surprised when it’s fired. 
 
 

 
 
 
Lee is the weak link in the gang as a girly girl who’s not too bright to boot, the embodiment of a more 
vacuous modern Hollywood, so she’s left behind when the trio head off for a fateful joyride. More 
intertextuality: the Dodge Challenger’s owner Jasper (Jonathan Loughran) is the same redneck creep 
who gets his tough bitten off molesting the Bride in Kill Bill, and Lee’s understandable reaction to being 
left in his company is to mutter, like Bug Bunny in a fix, “Gulp.” As usual with Tarantino, the onscreen 
action is accompanied by music scoring consisting of myriad harvested music cues and needle-drop 
oldies that drape the drama in a referential and bygone form of cool. But here this familiar artistic 
conceit comes on with a more layered and intricate sense of meta humour, often playing games with 
diegetic sourcing within the drama. The scenes in the Chili Parlour unfold under a near-constant flow 
of vintage Stax singles – approved hipster retro culture, of course, but as many of the songs belong to 
the classic “love advice” genre that comment sarcastically on the vignettes of modern romance played 
out in the tavern. 
 
 



 
 
 
Tarantino’s snippet of Pino Donaggio’s score for Brian De Palm’s Blow Out (1981), as two-faced in its 
romanticism as ever in that composer’s work for the old master ironist, accompanies Julia texting 
Christian as a vignette of very modern romance – the directness of expressions of ardour and anger in 
this medium are far more clear and direct than what goes on between the young folk in actual physical 
proximity. This gives way to more a more overt joke riffing on the idea of matching thematically 
appropriate music to images as Julia accidentally provides Mike with the perfect soundtrack for high-
speed murder. Mike’s constructed image as an old-school tough guy is illustrated as he shows off for the 
second gang of girls by gunning his car to make smoke with the wheels whilst Willy DeVille’s “It’s So 
Easy” blares from his tape deck, only to wring a mocking comment from Lee – “Little dick!” – that 
casually indicts his overcompensation and datedness (as well as the inference of association with 
William Friedkin’s Cruising, 1981, another film about the ambiguities of sex haunted by the presence of 
a serial killer). 
 
 

 
 
 
The film wraps up with end credits set to April March’s careening translated cover of Serge 
Gainsbourg’s “Laisse tomber les filles,” concerning an infamous womaniser heading for deadly 
punishment from his many lovers. Those end credits also intersperse the familiar scrolling names with 
flash-edits of leads from old film reels, sporting female models whose names are forgotten by history 
and whose faces were included on those old reels to aid with colour and lighting collection by 
cinematographers. This peculiar touch again carries multiple associations. It is at once Tarantino’s 



signal of pure delight in the expressive tool of a medium, one immediately under threat by digital 
photography, and a random, peculiar piece of ephemera associated with it. It’s also a flourish of cultural 
commentary, reminiscent of the dummies that mimic and mock the cast in the opening credits of Mario 
Bava’s Sei donne per l’assassino (1963), evoking a bygone ideal of femininity rendered glossy and 
artificial and thoroughly trashed by the film’s end. 
 
 

 
 
 
Death Proof is also unusual as the only film Tarantino has shot himself, achieving a fleshy, colourful 
texture overlaid with a scratchy and washed-out veneer to capture the rough grindhouse print look, and 
use of wide-angle lensing to emphasise space and give objects a looming, surging impact. This becomes 
particularly vital in the climactic scenes, in which Zoe successfully engineers her fantasy of playing 
Ship’s Mast – riding on the hood of the Dodge Challenger, dangling from belts – on the legendary 
vehicle of Vanishing Point, a car that is, in homage to the original’s eerie symbolism but also befitting 
into Death Proof’s own dichotomy, snow white, whilst Mike’s muscle car is black with a skull-and-
crossbones painted on the hood. But Mike, having followed the women into the boondocks and seeing 
the ideal opportunity to raise hell with them, begins chasing the Challenger, ramming into it to make 
Zoe fall from the car, but she manages nonetheless to ride like a gecko upon the sleek hood of the 
charging vehicle as the vehicles hurtle down country lanes. Finally Kim loses control and crashes to a 
halt on the roadside with Zoe hurled into the bushes on the shoulder. Kim shoots at the gloating and 
unwary Mike, wounding him and sending him fleeing, whilst Zoe pops up again, saved from injury by 
her astounding reflexes. Once sure everyone’s okay and hot for revenge, the trio race off in pursuit of 
Mike. 
 
 



 
 
 
This makes for of the great movie finales, a dedicated statement decrying the increasingly artificial and 
smoothed-over tenor of millennial Hollywood cinema, a tendency that’s only grown far worse since 
2007. Mike’s rueful awareness that CGI is stealing away both his livelihood and the peculiarly intense 
glamour his profession used to lend to cinema in general presages Tarantino’s employment of Bell to 
demonstrate just what a great stunt performer can do and how much spectacle it injects into a movie, 
over and above the formidable filmmaking technique which emphasises the essential veracity of what’s 
being shown. Tarantino’s deployment of Bell as the film’s can-do wonder woman betrays inherent 
respect for stuntpeople as well as for Bell’s effusive personality, anticipating Once Upon A Time …In 
Hollywood’s vision of the stunt performer as a being who most clearly and potently links the fantasy 
world of film to the real world, the figure required to perform acts of real daring and danger to make the 
cinematic illusion work. Moreover, in the context of the film Bell is presented as the light to Mike’s 
dark, the true practitioner of the risk-taking art that is stunt work, compared to Mike, who has fallen 
from grace. Her game of Ship’s Mast, which involves great danger and testing of all her physical and 
mental skills, pointedly contrast’s Mike’s “death-proof” car, his attempt to deliver himself from real 
danger even whilst indulging the orgasmic pleasure of dealing out death and carnage. 
 
 

 
 
 
This dovetails in turn with the swivel in theme from misogynistic rampaging to nascent feminist 
revenge fantasy. Mike proves to have chosen exactly the wrong bunch of women to piss off this time, 
and he’s chased across the countryside by the ferociously determined Kim, who delightedly mimics 



sexist flirtation lines whilst tormenting the killer, and Zoe, who wields a length of pipe like a medieval 
knight’s lance. Mike himself, upon being shot, immediately degenerates from swaggering demon to 
howling coward, and doesn’t take too well to having the tables turned, desperately trying to outpace the 
Challenger. Their careening chase bursts out onto the highway, where, naturally, modern cars are 
humiliated by the power and steely integrity of the older vehicles, the instant metaphor for the film’s 
entire presumption and aesthetic. When Kim finally manages to ram Mike and flip his car over, the 
three women pluck him out and beat the shit out of him, their relentless punches causing a breakdown 
in the texture of the movie itself. When he collapses, Tarantino officially ends the film immediately, 
bringing up “The End” title over the triumph a la the end of many of a wu xia epic, only to then offer a 
kind of epilogue as he comes back to the scene to show Abbie breaking Mike’s neck with a well-place 
kick. Again, a very Tarantino motif – the defeat of one monster might well birth others – but one he 
carefully brackets to soften as more a fantasy addendum, a little like the curtain call spanking in The 
Bad Seed (1956). Fitting nonetheless for a movie that dismantles and then reconstructs a fundamental 
idea of cinema, that space where fantasies, ranging from the most depraved to the most heroic, are 
allowed free rein. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Prey (2022)  

 

 
 
 
Continued signs of life in the now-venerable Predator series are amazing considering their roots in a 
movie that was, in superficial terms, simplicity itself. The John McTiernan-directed, Arnold 
Schwarzenegger-starring 1987 original presented a basic, ingenious driving concept: a unit of great 
human warriors tormented by a mysterious enemy who proves to belong to a race of alien hunters, 
targeting them for sport. Because the film was a hit, and more importantly because it became an 
instantly beloved emblem of 1980s screen culture, it was eventually elected an intellectual property ripe 
to be spun off for the age of franchising. Predator 2 (1990), for all its trashy, satiric japery, was clever in 
the way it resituated the same basic plot whilst moving the action to a slightly futuristic Los Angeles, 
assuming that the only way to really expand upon the original’s appeal was to rearrange not the story 
but the setting. Both Nimrod Antal’s underrated Predators (2011) and Shane Black’s ill-fated The 
Predator (2018), tried on the other hand to enlarge and complicate the lore by introducing ideas like 
caste systems and civil strife amongst the Predator species. The Alien Vs. Predator movies presented 
bluntly artless apocrypha that saw two alien species in brutal, collaterally costly battles. 
 
 



 
 
 
In response to the shaky reception of many of these, the latest, Dan Trachtenberg’s Prey, doesn’t just get 
back to first principles but offers a variation on them a range of backyard filmmakers on YouTube have 
tackled before, envisioning a Predator doing battle with humans in an earlier, cruder time 
period. Prey hangs on to some fine threads of association to justify this conceit. The original film 
presented the Native American Billy as particularly keen to the Predator’s presence through his 
preternatural sensitivity to the wilderness, whilst Predator 2 saw its hero gifted a vintage flintlock pistol 
harvested as a trophy on some much earlier Earth safari. Trachtenberg focuses on a Comanche tribe on 
the fringe of the Great Northern Plains in the early 1700s, and in particular upon Naru (Amber 
Midthunder). She wants to become one of the tribe’s band of hunters, but faces the disdain and 
impatience of the young males, and even the scepticism of her brother Taabe (Dakota Beavers). Like 
them, she has to undergo a dangerous trial where she must defeat a wild predator alone before she’ll be 
allowed to join the tribe’s hunting parties. In the meantime she’s also become accomplished as a healer, 
tracker, and forager. 
 
 

 
 
 
Whilst honing her skills one day, Naru begins finding strange signs that tantalise and perplex her 
talents, like a snake skinned and boned. Her attempts to alert the other hunters to fall on deaf ears, and 
the hunters are distracted when one of their number doesn’t come back from the woods. They find him 
prostrate, badly gashed by a mountain lion, and Naru and another young brave are elected to catch it, 
utilising a trap Naru devises. They take up station in a tree only to be ambushed by the lion, leaving 
Naru knocked unconscious, whilst Taabe slays the beast. The next day the chagrined Naru sets out on 
the trail of the stranger beast she’s detected and beholds this terrifying, near-invisible being as it takes 



on and slays a grizzly bear. She’s soon grabbed and ragged back campwards by some braves, only for the 
alien entity to attack and slay them, leaving only Naru alive. Naru tries to find Taabe, who was 
searching in a different area, but finds he’s been taken captive by some particularly scruffy French 
trappers who have been slaughtering buffalo for their hides: they have also encountered the invisible 
hunter, and are desperately battling it off. 
 
 

 
 
 
Trachtenberg made an impressive debut with 2016’s 10 Cloverfield Lane, and Prey reiterates many of that 
film’s qualities. Trachtenberg takes his material just a little bit more seriously than one expects – not in 
the sense of resisting humour, but in the sense of approaching his storytelling with a relish of structure 
tied to character, and force of staging than is the norm in our day of meta-curated super-blockbusters 
and streaming fodder, which so often disintegrate into fragmented showmanship or paint-by-the-
numbers indolence. Trachtenberg has an edge of cinematic largesse and a bright, clean confidence in 
how his movies look, and he’s patiently attentive to the world around his characters. Prey swaps the 
claustrophobic tightness of 10 Cloverfield Lane for the lushness of a wide-open landscape, but finds ways 
to make it an equally effective setting. The film as a whole looks damn good, eschewing excessive filter 
work and the like to quell the prettiness of the locale, but instead accepting that prettiness as a 
challenge, finding the destabilising threat of the lurking Predator in such Arcadian reaches. Early scenes 
tracking Naru as she deduces the peculiarity of her quarry and invents new weapons have just the right 
pace and sense of simmering import. The key scene in which Naru is incidentally saved from a huge and 
ravenous bear by the Predator, whose outline she glimpses traced in the torrenting blood of the 
carnivore, is strikingly visualised, even if the special effects, including those animating various animals 
like the bear, are extremely uneven. 
 
 



 
 
 
And yet Prey left me with an odd feeling afterwards. I enjoyed the film whilst watching it but also found 
it left little in my memory except problems. It manages to be, at once, a fun and effective throwback and 
also a missed opportunity, undone by its own competence and straightforward, would-be crowd-
pleasing vicissitudes. Prey comes out of the gate with some ideas custom-made to appeal to the 
progressive zeitgeist: it fixates on a variety of pop feminism all the rage at the moment, as well as 
adopting a Native American perspective and later introducing some filthy, obnoxious, dim-witted 
French trappers as representative colonialist intruders. And it does these things competently, if not at 
remarkably. The first two Predator films were notable in their subtextual encompassing of 
contemporary American neuroses – the meditation on Vietnam angst and Reaganite foreign policy in 
the original, the freewheeling media and war-on-drugs satire of the second film – articulated in ways 
the audience assimilates whilst barely noticing. Prey’s reverse perspective on cowboys-and-Indians stuff 
tries to extend that, if in a more self-conscious manner. Naru is so vaguely emblematic her name is 
barely uttered in the film. But she is at least allowed something like a character arc: she’s not 
immediately presented as omnicompetent, failing in her initial confrontation with her life goal, with the 
shocking potential of wild nature to turn the tables evinced in blindsiding bloodshed. 
 
 

 
 
 
Midthunder, who was strong in a supporting turn as a spunky, activism-minded trucker in 2021’s The Ice 
Road, is nominally well-cast as Naru, and proves a solid lead. But she also never feels particularly 
attuned to the time period – not that Patrick Aison’s script helps her in the contemporary dialogue 
patterns – or like a fiercely honed citizen of a nomad nation. One major, running theme of Prey is that 
not just people but alien hellspawn underestimate Naru: the Predator keeps sparing or ignoring her 



because it’s already seen her getting pushed around by fearsome animals and bullying comrades. The 
portrayal of the Comanche tribe is bland and superficial.  Most of the tribe members are only vaguely 
characterised, with no sense of their communal ethics and humour, save the constant girl boss-versus-
the-jerk-boys refrains, and there’s virtually no social context for Naru’s ambitions or outlook. The 
extremely contemporary-sounding dialogue doesn’t help. This means Prey lacks one vital aspect that 
defined earlier entries: the idea of the eventual, elect champion being selected from a pool of 
remarkable warriors, whose stands and falls come laden with aspects of dramatic irony. Only Naru, and 
to a much lesser extent Taabe, are graced with any specificity. I kept thinking about Mel 
Gibson’s Apocalypto (2006), which did a better job at orientating a presumed mass audience towards a 
tribal society, its figures and outlook, and in conveying small flourishes of detail in setting and character 
that eventually weave together into giving a full picture of the protagonist’s eventual winning method. 
Later, when Naru suddenly unleashes startlingly good martial arts skills to fight off slimy Frenchmen 
and dazzle the alien, the film violates not just believability, but its basic precept, that Naru is fit enough 
to take down a Predator not for being stronger or more dynamic, but because she’s smarter and more 
attentively persistent. 
 
 

 
 
 
Where the original film turned the spectacle of Dutch Schaefer methodically constructing his traps and 
tools into an aria of awesomeness, Prey tries to turn its whole narrative into a kind of trap that Naru fits 
together for the ending, and yet it lacks anything like the same impact, and the mechanics of Naru’s 
final clincher struck me as a bit of a stretch, depending on the Predator being pretty stupid, as opposed 
to Dutch’s cunning double trap. The Predator itself is rather off-key in other ways too, portrayed mostly 
as just a rampaging, bellowing monster. I appreciated the way Trachtenberg made it ferocious and 
brutal, and impressively hard to kill, whilst also feeling his approach skewed the Predator just a little 
too much towards an impassive, insensate killing machine, more like a slasher movie zombie, and 
lacking the traits of curiosity, vicious humour, and strange honour associated with the species in 
previous entries. Prey gleefully provides the French hunters as fodder for massacre in much the same 
way earlier Predator 2 offered up the warring Jamaican and Mexican cartel warriors. The leader of the 
trappers (Mike Paterson) is a gross, rotund, vicious creep who cuts Taabe in the apparent belief this will 
make him more appealing to the Predator. Naru later avenges him when she captures the boss by 
cutting off his leg, which is an interesting, rather dismaying flourish of supposed justice: it’s both worse 
than what was done to Taabe and indeed rather less human than anything the Predator does. The 
Frenchmen could rather easily have been more fearsome and intriguingly contrasting foils indeed if 
they were allowed a little bit more acumen and measured expedience; the very concept of the 
Comanche being confronted by two very different kinds of formidable, acquisitive, alien race had vast 
potential, but Prey wields it in the most simplistic way. 
 
 



 
 
 
Still, the film’s major set-piece is a doozy. The French hunters, having captured Naru and Taabe, tie 
them to a tree in an area they’ve burned out to deny the alien cover as bait for its leisure, whilst waiting 
in ambush. The Predator instead comes at them from an unexpected direction, and slices and dices 
them enthusiastically, unleashing all its ingeniously nasty weapons of war. Here Trachtenberg displays 
real talent for orchestrating chaotic and inventive action with his sinuous, cleverly misdirecting 
camerawork and fluid action, even if, again, characters have to act in obligingly dumb ways. The 
Frenchmen, well aware the Predator is festooned with unfamiliar and dangerous weaponry, simply 
stand around waiting for some of it to do nasty things to them. Only one of the foreigners, Raphael 
(Bennett Taylor), is offered anything like characterisation, as he speaks enough Comanche to 
communicate with Naru, and makes appeal to her to aid them. Later, when awfully wounded, he offers 
to teach her how to use a pistol in exchange for her medical ministering. Trachtenberg exhibits some 
malicious wit in the way he ties elements together in this scene: Naru’s medicine, already established to 
have blood temperature-lowering powers, makes Raphael invisible to the Predator, only for it to 
accidentally step on his severed leg and cause him to scream out. 
 
 

 
 
 
Trouble is, this accidentally highlights the rather mechanical and cheaply cynical aspect to Prey’s story, 
so deftly unifying its plot details and so casually casting them aside. It’s Raphael’s flintlock pistol, which 
Naru inherits, that will be passed on to Mike Harrigan in Predator 2, natch, but the film leaves the 
question of how it will eventually finish up in Predator hands unanswered, and so obviously prompting 
another, hoped-for sequel. Trachtenberg also sets out to distinguish his movie by using an entirely 
original score by Sarah Schachner, rather than interpolating Alan Silvestri’s, but Schachner’s music is 



generic to the extreme, and Silvestri’s might really have roared in this context. Trachtenberg offers a 
requisite number of shout-outs and homages to the earlier films in this manner, including putting the 
line “If it bleeds, we can kill it” into Taabe’s mouth (although he doesn’t seem to have any logical reason 
for saying this based in observation, unlike in the original), and making the white men’s devastated 
patch of ground resemble the waste left after the Predator’s self-destruction in the original. Taabe dies 
heroically trying to hold off the Predator long enough to let Naru flee, prompting Naru to construct her 
elaborate trap which partly involves using the Predator’s own weapons against it. What 
makes Prey compelling and enjoyable despite its many weak points is that it doesn’t get hung up on 
reinventing the wheel, not fretting that the audience has seen this all before and playing meta games 
with expectations. Instead it remembers what’s important is that the characters on screen haven’t, and 
it’s how they react that makes a Predator movie work. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nope (2022) 

 

 
 
 
Director / Screenwriter: Jordan Peele 
 
 
Jordan Peele’s latest film, Nope opens with a pair of seemingly unrelated scenes. First we get a glimpse 
of a TV studio, filled with signs of bloodshed and rampage, a bashful-looking, bloody-pawed 
chimpanzee seated amidst the mess. Next comes a bucolic moment in the sun for father and son horse 
ranchers Otis Haywood (Keith David) and his son Otis Jnr, or OJ (Daniel Kaluuya) as he’s found himself 
problematically stuck with being called: we see OJ going about his usual morning business of letting out 
the horses and exercising them, before chatting with his old man, who’s already mounted up. The two 
men are preparing for a TV show performance on star horse Lucky, which they hope will rescue their 
ranch from financial doldrums. The scene is shattered as a seemingly random shower of hard metal 
objects falls from the sky. A coin hits Otis in the eye, and he dies as OJ rushes him to the hospital. Cut 
to a few months later, as OJ uneasily tries to get on with his professional life by wrangling Lucky on the 
TV set, only for the horse to be irritated by a crewman and kick out dangerously. OJ is obliged to rely on 
his sister Emerald (Keke Palmer), whose gregarious enthusiasm as a wannabe show biz player contrasts 
his sullen, taciturn, quietly grieving manner and fateful lack of assertive strength, but Emerald doesn’t 
want to be stuck with her brother in a failing business. OJ has been propping up the business by selling 
horses to a neighbouring ranch, the prosperous and popular Jupiter’s Claim, run by former child actor 
Ricky ‘Jupe’ Park (Steven Yeun) and his wife Amber (Wrenn Schmidt). 
 
 



 
 
 
That night, one of the horses, Ghost, bolts into the dark, dusty, hilly landscape around the ranch. 
Chasing after Ghost, OJ hears Jupe’s voice on a loudspeaker in the distance whilst the horse gives an 
unearthly shriek, and glimpses a large, strange object moving fast through the sky above, whilst a 
rolling blackout afflicts the locale. Convinced he’s seen a UFO, OJ and Emerald buy a new surveillance 
system for the ranch, and the morose IT salesperson, Angel (Brandon Perea), who sells and installs the 
equipment becomes increasingly interested and involved as he’s a UFO freak. They also try to interest 
the acclaimed cinematographer Antlers Holst (Michael Wincott), who they met on the TV shoot, as 
they feel only he might be able to get photographic evidence of this scary phenomenon. As the 
enigmatic situation begins to resolve, the Haywoods are eventually faced with alarming proof that the 
UFO is actually some kind of living organism that eagerly eats just about anything placed in its path, 
and that Jupe not only knows about its presence, but even seems to be trying to make it part of his act, 
luring it down to his ranch with free lunches, being OJ’s horses. 
 
 

 
 
 
New York-born Peele was best known for many years as a comic writer and actor. After dropping out of 
college to start a comedy act with future writing collaborator Rebecca Drysdale and spending some time 
with the famous Second City comedy troupe, Peele gained his big break as a performer on the sketch 
comedy show Mad TV in the early 2000s. Later he teamed up with another Black comedian, Keegan-



Michael Key, for their cable TV show Key & Peele (2012–2015). The duo wrote, produced, and starred in 
the film Keanu (2016), and Peele made his standalone debut as director with the 2017 Horror film Get 
Out, a film that represented for the most part an apparently radical switch of vision for Peele, offering a 
woozy, unsettling blend of social and racial satire and straight-edged Horror and thriller stuff. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
That film’s huge popular and critical success came in the immediate aftermath of Donald Trump’s 
election as US President, seemingly on the back of a new reactionary feeling swiftly met by a bold 
progressive backlash, and Get Out, along with the Ryan Coogler’s successes with Creed (2015) and Black 
Panther (2018), seemed to announce a new mainstream hunger for films made by African-American 
filmmakers with a presumed, concomitant authenticity in needling racial and social angst. Peele’s 
success with Get Out was cunning in that regard, with his narrative of young Black man whose white 
girlfriend proves to be luring him in for her family to use in their business of swapping brains between 
bodies: Peele expertly made the mass audience empathise with his hero’s terror of having his identity 
erased and subsumed by representatives of a larger assimilating culture because it’s all the rage at the 
moment to be Black. He also deftly skewered and, ironically and if in all likelihood semi-accidentally, 
appealed to the white liberal guilt, portraying the wicked family not as overt racists but rather smiling, 
virtue-signalling bourgeois progressives pretending to be all cool with the new multiculturalism. 
 
 



 
 
 
Peele has since become, with startling swiftness, a pop culture brand, evinced with his follow-up 
film Us (2019), through producing a refurbished take on TV’s The Twilight Zone and a reboot-cum-
sequel of the 1990s cult film Candyman (2021), and now Nope. Peele is with increasingly plainness trying 
to position himself as an inheritor to talents writers like Rod Serling, Ray Bradbury, and Stephen King, 
with their penchant for depicting disturbing intrusions of the outlandish and the mysterious into 
exceptionally ordinary locales in tales touched with a mystique of fable. He also joins the ranks of 
directors anointing themselves as inheritors of Steven Spielberg, with his gifts as an orchestrator of the 
fantastic and of cinematic space for maximum audience impact. The traps in trying to occupy such a 
cultural crossroads were well-charted by M. Night Shyamalan in the 2000s. Peele’s chief proposition as a 
new and improved successor to Shyamalan is that he brings a less veiled approach to the metaphors 
inherent in those fable-narratives, with his specific perspective, which can keep his stories from 
dissolving into bombast: the idea that Peele’s critiquing gestures really mean something, rather than 
simply offering the usual glossy wrap of pseudo-meaning over the usual Hollywood bombast, is a big 
part of his cachet. 
 
 

 
 
 
At the same time, Peele has also shown savvy commercial instincts. Get Out resisted going anywhere 
near as dark and mean as it might have, and whilst Us embraced a more surreal and allegorical 



aesthetic, also only took it so far: in the end it was still, mostly, the story of a threatened nuclear family 
winning through against erupting boogeymen. Nor were they so sharp a pivot from his previous metier 
of comedy as they might seem superficially. Get Out had a simmering sense of satirical bite and drollery 
throughout, such as the famous liberal cliché utterances of the white family’s patriarch (Bradley 
Whitford), like how he would’ve voted for Barack Obama a third time, and an encounter with one of 
their victims, the body of a young black man now inhabited by an old white bourgeois, that was pure 
sitcom shtick. Both Get Out and Us were preoccupied by imposters, absorption, and doppelgangers, 
concerns he took a few steps further in Us where the central family were confronted by chthonic 
lookalikes, representing a kind of shadow realm of the oppressed and excluded, with the ultimate twist 
proving that the mother is herself an escaped double, having forcibly swapped places with her 
overworld counterpart, who is now leading the buried horde in revenge. 
 
 

 
 
 
Nope tries to move on a degree from the preoccupations of Peele’s first two films, which is both a good 
idea in theory but in practice one that doesn’t work so well for him. Nope strongly recalls 
Shyamalan’s Signs (2002): like that film it depicts an alien invasion, constantly teased in oblique and 
fleeting ways before finally resolving into a heroic tale of little people standing up to cosmic menace. 
Peele’s story and style are however better described as an oddball forced mating of Jaws (1975) and Close 
Encounters of the Third Kind (1977), borrowing many beats from each: the incredible, elusive visitor 
from the sky is also the territorial man-eating monster. Peele, despite his success thus far, occupies a 
potentially hazardous place in contemporary screen culture. He has been so eagerly embraced as a 
figure that many felt American film desperately needed that everything he does has to be met as either 
total greatness or risk sour disillusionment, rather than simply being a new and talented genre film 
voice. Well, the first third of Nope is quite strong – indeed, whilst watching it I felt the film was shaping 
up as Peele’s best yet. He expertly creates, as he did in the fairground prologue of Us, a mood of cryptic 
menace and simmering tension whilst playing patient games with perspective, as OJ and Emerald keep 
getting fleeting hints of the nature of their strange and malevolent new neighbour. Peele uses sound 
well, particularly in the suggestive gruesome shrieks of the horses echoing down from the sky after 
being swallowed. In one particularly effective and creepy sequence, OJ is menaced by what look like 
humanoid alien creatures stalking him around his darkened stables at night, only to realise they’re just 
Jupe and Amber’s teenage sons in costume, playing a prank as payback for Emerald stealing one of their 
horse statues to use as bait for the alien. 
 
 



 
 
 
The title’s blunt, folksy quality is constantly uttered by characters throughout, mostly when confronted 
by sights that confound their sense of reality and set off a profound war of impulses on the basic level of 
fight or flight. It also signals the way the film seems constantly at odds with itself, toying with being a 
kind of send-up rooted in a particular tenor of Black scepticism, whilst also trying to reap the popular 
benefits of a good old Spielbergian ride. I’ve suspected that Peele might get into trouble when he tried 
more boldly to crossbreed his penchant for horror with his reflexes as a comedic writer. Not in the sense 
that he tries to apply too much humour to Nope – in fact it could do with more humour than it has, and 
might have been better pitched as a blend of laughs and suspense like, say, Tremors (1990) – but he 
applies a fondness for unexpected segues and bizarre pivots to his essentially straight-laced core story. 
The most significant subplot of Nope involves Jupe’s experience as a child actor, specifically the 
infamous incident on a sitcom called Gordy’s Home which he featured on in the ‘90s, opposite a trained 
chimpanzee who played the titular Gordy, and the two of them “invented” their signature gesture of an 
exploding fist-bump. But Gordy went berserk during filming one day thanks to some random fright, and 
brutally killed several of Jupe’s costars. Peele keeps teasing this event through snatched glimpses, 
including right at the start and then a brief vision of the terrified young Jupe (Jacob Kim) hiding under a 
table and trying not to attract the crazed animal’s attention. Peele effectively employs this vignette after 
Jupe has wriggled out of recounting the event to the Haywoods during a business meeting. Jupe instead 
takes refuge in talking up a Saturday Night Live skit that made dark sport of the incident. 
 
 

 



 
 
This segue has some evident personal meaning and insider referential appeal for Peele as a wry glance 
into the world of TV he emerged from, bringing up once-famous, half-forgotten comedy stars like Chris 
Kattan. Jupe mythologises the greatness of the skit before the trauma he’s trying to suppress is then 
seen by the audience. Later, Peele gives a more sustained version of Jupe’s memory, his perspective on 
the event used to avoid showing gory detail whilst still putting across a grim sense of the event’s 
dreadful violence. Eventually the resolution is presented: Gordy approaches Jupe not to attack but to 
seek their signature gesture, the ape suddenly just a pathetic, frightened animal needing its costar’s 
assurance, only for the ape to be gunned down, his blood spraying across Jupe’s face. This portion 
of Nope is striking and the film’s highpoint in many ways: it’s a more effective moment of restrained 
horror than the more accidentally silly depiction of people being sucked into the interior of the alien. 
But Gordy’s rampage isn’t convincing or realistic in its details. Peele requires a CGI chimp to 
impersonate that kind of deadly ferocity, and we’re forced to wonder why there wasn’t an animal 
wrangler on the set. Also, the way the fake portions we see of Gordy’s Home lampoons a style of family 
sitcom that died with the ‘80s, although admittedly Peele does an uncanny job recreating that style. It 
made me wonder if this was a sketch Peele wrote out and, realising there was no way in hell he could 
get it made as a feature, decided to weave it into this script. 
 
 

 
 
 
How this aspect of the story connects to the rest of Nope is tangential but, to be fair, also suggestive. 
Peele hints Jupe has a pathological need to get close to another monster and make it the star of another 
act of showbiz hoopla, as if to prove even the wildest, strangest, most inhuman thing can be made 
amenable to the pleasures of being a celebrity. Holst later makes this idea more literal when he notes 
the sad fate of tiger-taming performers Siegfried and Roy. When the Gordy element is connected with 
OJ’s unfortunate sobriquet, it seems Peele’s trying to make a mea culpa-tinged point about the industry 
of comedy making sport of all kinds of tragic stuff such as was rife in ‘90s American TV culture. This is 
interesting, but it quickly reaps multiplying problems. Firstly, it makes Jupe a more interesting and 
indeed more detailed character than the Haywoods, privileging his background and formative 
experiences with vivid and galvanising power, and yet Peele keeps Jupe a peripheral and blandly 
executed figure. He should be the focus, a beaming, televisually canny Ahab stirring up monsters. 
With Nope the lurking point of all this is at once obvious and feebly interrogated: it proposes to be 
about the nature of spectacle itself, of show business and performance and reality and authenticity in 
age where those things have become perhaps irreparably blurred. This is literalised by having the 
monster attracted by being looked at, whilst its presence causes electrical systems to fail, making 
filming it extremely difficult. Our heroes then must find a way of both looking and not looking at the 
alien: they most pointedly cannot gaze on in awe like Spielberg’s people. 



 
 

 
 
 
To this end, after Angel’s security cameras fail, the Haywoods turn to Holst, a portentous being who sits 
around watching nature documentary footage of predators chasing and consuming prey – thematics are 
being underlined, dig. Wincott brings his long-neglected but still-persuasive gravel-voiced gravitas to a 
role that’s pitched as Werner Herzog playing the Quint role, but he’s stuck with a one-dimensional part. 
His final act of self-annihilating consequence – “We don’t deserve the impossible,” he utters gnomically 
to Angel before venturing up to get the ultimate shot of being sucked up into the alien’s maw – aims for 
a note of crazy, nihilistic bravado but feels more like, once more, Peele taking an easy way out of 
resolving one of his story elements with some shallow portent. Angel himself, winningly played by 
Perea, is in many ways the film’s most vivid and believable presence, a shambolic character still 
processing a bad break-up and taking refuge in nerdy frippery. He attaches himself to the reluctant 
Haywoods to become an unshakeable if jumpy collaborator in their hunt. Both he and Emerald are 
driven frantic when a praying mantis insists on perching itself before one of their new surveillance 
cameras just as the UFO appears. 
 
 

 
 
 



Nope essentially replays, in less funny and snappy fashion, the driving joke from a portion of The 
Simpsons’ episode “Treehouse of Horror VI”, which depicted an onslaught by advertising signs and 
mascots suddenly come to life, and could only be defeated by not being looked at, a weapon ironically 
facilitated with an advertising jingle warbled by Paul Anka. Rather than following such a mischievously 
satirical bent, Peele tries an each-way bet, wanting the respectability of inferred parable and the base 
rewards of crowd-pleasing. Peele also steals an idea from The Trollenberg Terror (1958), as it’s eventually 
revealed by Angel, scanning the ranch’s security footage, that the UFO hides behind a perpetually 
present, stationary cloud just about the valley. The alien  itself (which I’ll call it although Peele 
ultimately never defines what it is), once properly glimpsed proves to be saucer-shaped but when 
looked at beam-on looks like a gigantic eye in the sky – thematics still being underlined, folks. Towards 
the end it unfolds as a diaphanously swirling thing, like a mating of kite and jellyfish, and with a square 
eye – the most extreme possible variation on the old parental warning to kids that too much screen 
time will make their eyes go square? Anyway, it’s clearly an attempt by Peele to come up with 
something new and interesting in movie monsters, but it just looks, well, silly. 
 
 

 
 
 
As these misjudged ideas accumulate whilst the threat and its underpinning metaphors emerge into 
view, Nope, after its promising early scenes, start to slide vertiginously downhill. Where in Us Peele’s 
spongily fable-like underpinnings gained a certain amount of power through his filmmaking, Nope fails 
for the same reason. But let me define what I mean by fable, which is a seemingly simple, naïve form of 
storytelling that privileges the illustration of emotion, ideas, and a certain kind of dream logic over 
rigorous narrative. In both Get Out and Us the mechanics of Peele’s plots bore no scrutiny, for the most 
part deliberately, I felt. The conceit of the underground tunnels and anti-people they housed were 
presented as nominally present in a kind of reality but were rather an illustration of a psychological 
zone. It was absurd that Allison Williams’ girlfriend character in Get Out had to role-play and prostitute 
herself for months on end just to nab one schmuck college student, when surely it could have been 
accomplished in an hour. But the object there was to chart the double goad to the hero’s aspiration and 
anxiety about the many barbs of interracial love. If one took Peele’s films on such a level, they worked. 
If you didn’t, you were in trouble. As for me, well, as I often do, I hovered somewhere between. 
 
 



 
 
 
On a more prosaic level, Nope indicates that, good as he is at building mystery and tension, Peele is still 
quite clumsy at orchestrating large-scale action, in a manner already hinted at with aspects of the 
climactic scenes of Us. We get endless shots of OJ riding around on his horse without any particular 
sense of his objectives or tactics, when the alien can hoover him at will. There’s an old trope in monster 
movies that’s been sardonically recognised by fans where incredibly dangerous and threatening forces 
easily decimate hapless victims in early scenes but for some reason can’t quite get to grips with the 
heroes because, well, they’re the heroes, and this phenomenon is so pronounced here it could represent 
it from now on.  Also, the plotting is almost perversely clumsy. The finale hinges on the sudden 
intrusion of an unwelcome visitor as the Haywoods, Angel, and Holst are trying to lure in the monster 
so Holst can film it on a hand-cranked camera. The visitor proves to be some jerk online journalist 
riding a motorcycle. His kinship with the alien as an embodiment of the voracious eye is unsubtly 
suggested by having him wear a crash helmet that is, like the UFO, silver and sporting one large, dark 
orb for vision. He soon gets himself stupidly killed, which proves fortuitous as Emerald eventually 
commandeers his bike to lure the alien into a trap. Was this an aim all along? Or did it just occur to 
Emerald? Meanwhile OJ seems to be swallowed up by the monster only to emerge unharmed later, a la 
Hooper in Jaws. 
 
 

 
 
 



Peele could get away with fuzziness on story details in his earlier films because of that aforementioned 
fable quality. But the kind of story Nope tells lives and dies on a precise sense of how elements interact. 
The alien is supposed to be attracted by things that look back, and can tell when it’s being looked at by 
some tiny animal from a long distance, but cannot distinguish between living creatures and inanimate 
objects. Its kryptonite, amongst all the non-organic material it tends to suck up, proves to be small 
plastic string flags, which it first swallows when sucking up the horse statue around which some are 
wrapped. Later Emerald weaponises these indigestible things against it. Which, frankly, is damn near as 
a stupid as the water-kills-aliens reveal at the climax of Signs. This frustratingly points up the 
awkwardness of Peele trying to subsume that sweeping, compulsive blockbuster appeal whilst also 
maintaining a slight tint of the arbitrarily ridiculous in the unfolding action. 
 
 

 
 
 
Peele interpolates a few of his now-familiar flourishes of racial consciousness-provoking, particularly in 
making the Haywoods the imagined descendants of a black jockey filmed by Eadweard Muybridge in 
his pioneering photographic studies, and also prominently featuring a poster for the relatively obscure 
but hardly suppressed Black Western Buck and the Preacher (1972). The object here is pretty patent, 
teasing the presence of a Black influence in cinema and its most stereotypically white American genre 
in particular. But part of me also wondered if Peele threw such flourishes in to make critics do the heavy 
lifting of inferring that he’s made some kind of profound parable, instead of a disjointed, half-digested 
one. Particularly in floating that dubious proposition that “everybody knows who Eadweard Muybridge 
is.” There’s also OJ’s name, which plays on evoking its bearer’s sense of exposure and connecting to that 
meditation on horror as exploited in the mass media, but also begs the question of who would keep 
insisting on calling their kid that when growing up in the last thirty years. There might have been some 
potential in the ironic portrait of Black and Asian-Americans applying their talents and identities to the 
cultural tradition of the Western, but again, it doesn’t progress much further than ultimately affirming 
OJ as a classical genre hero who looks good on a horse. 
 
 



 
 
 
Kaluuya is a good actor – he was the visual and performative linchpin of Get Out as the bewildered, 
naïve, victimised protagonist, and was also great in the exact opposite kind of role as a vicious criminal 
in Steve McQueen’s Widows (2018). But he’s entirely miscast here playing a brooding cowboy, which 
makes OJ something of a nonentity. He’s supposed to be a strong, silent type who comes to life as his 
best gifts are provoked, but he remains out of focus. Palmer compensates with an energetic 
performance, even as I never quite bought Emerald as a character either. Peele presents the Haywoods 
as a mismatched pair of personalities, Emerald garrulous and slick, a creature geared to perform in a 
world of modern media, where OJ is shy and wounded and old-fashioned in his enclosed masculinity. 
Their chief bond is in their uneasy relationship with their father and his unpredictable, sometimes 
hurtful ways, ways which bound OJ closer to him and pushed Emerald on her own path but left both 
unfulfilled. Peele’s attempts to give them some personal totemic investment in the battle with the alien 
feel forced. At one point Emerald recalls how Otis Snr once proposed to give to her horse named Jean 
Jacket, but then took back to use on a film shoot, only for OJ to later dub the alien Jean Jacket as if to 
make it the embodiment of their angst. 
 
 

 
 
 
The mixture here is of squelchy hipster humour – oh, Jean Jacket, that’s so retro and uncool – and 
unconvincing emotional ploys. Peele similarly has, in a visual pastiche-cum-lampoon of Quint’s 



monologue in Jaws, Holst sing the lyrics of “Flying Purple People Eater” in a gravely raspy way. All this 
is the sort of thing Peele ought sensibly have dumped on his second draft of the script, along with the 
plastic flags thing. Which really only points to the major lack of the film’s climactic scenes, which is any 
genuine sense of dramatic tension between the Haywoods in their aims in dealing with their quarry. 
Perhaps Emerald, in her need for validation, might have been made more and more maniacally 
determined to photograph the alien, whilst OJ becomes increasingly heated in his determination to 
simply kill the thing that eats his beloved animals and inadvertently killed his father. Instead, their 
relationship is by and large stated and then allowed to coast. There’s no particularly palpable sense of 
danger to either, which means there’s never any, genuine thrill to their eventual triumph. Much of the 
power of Get Out came, for me at any rate, not from the racial provocation but from the portrayal of 
romantic disillusionment, which culminated in the hero impotently trying to strangle his blankly 
treacherous lover: that was an idea, an image, a feeling, that communicated a sense of real danger. 
 
 

 
 
 
The finale makes a big deal of Emerald finally trying to capture the alien’s photo on the old-timey 
tintype carousel camera that’s used a gimmicky tourist trap on Jupe’s ranch, whilst distracting and 
killing it by releasing a flag-bedecked balloon mascot. This touch tries to close a loop of meaning with 
Muybridge’s photography, and perhaps might intend to suggest the only the way to break through to 
true original vision is to wield a painstaking method with essential tools. Or is it just something as trite 
as old-timey stuff trumps modern junk? Either way, everything about this struck me as 
laboured. Nope holds not just the sight of the alien but most of its ideas and feelings in a kind of dip-
eyed cringe, and it can’t even quite land the straightforward monster movie is essentially is. It made me 
long for the potency of something like Chuck Russell’s remake of The Blob (1988), which also feels like 
an influence in the mix here – the kind of old-school genre film that easily encompassed its revisionism 
and charged subtexts whilst sprinting onwards with crazy energy and careless gore. Never mind 
anything by Peele’s genre hero John Carpenter. Nope isn’t a bad film exactly. It’s well-made on all 
technical levels and for a while at least drags you along with its teases. And yet it never coheres, and by 
the end, rather than feeling Peele had broken through to new ground, I felt he’d made something closer 
to a car crash. Which might, in the end, be good for him. Peele can just be a filmmaker now. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Don Juan or If Don Juan Were A Woman... (1973) 

Don Juan ou Si Don Juan était une femme... 
 

 
 
 
The arc of Roger Vadim’s consecration of the screen to Brigitte Bardot – from God created Woman to 
“times have come for you to pack up and burn.” Don Juan or If Don Juan Were A Woman… proved 
a peculiar, sour, melancholy swansong for a director and star team who had bent the course of pop 
culture around their gravity. Vadim had discovered and married the teenage Bardot when he himself 
was working for the producer Yves Allegret as an assistant director and screenwriter. After a troubled 
start to their union, Bardot gained traction as an actress, and Vadim showcased his bride as the star of 
his debut film as director. And God Created Woman (1956) cemented Bardot as one of the most famous 
and notorious women in the world, the emblem of an emerging, supposedly hedonistic post-WWII 
youth culture, and placed Vadim at the forefront of a new generation of French filmmakers. It’s been 
said the Nouvelle Vague owed everything to Vadim’s success in encouraging producers to try young 
talents. Despite divorcing, Vadim and Bardot kept working together on occasion, as with the frothy 
screwball comedy Please Not Now (1961). 
 
 



 
 
 
Cut to 1973, and the bloom was off. Vadim’s reputation had sunk despite helming hits like Les Liaisons 
Dangereuses (1959), Blood and Roses (1961) and Barbarella (1968), and lush oddities like his chapter for 
the omnibus horror film Histoires Extraordinaires (1967). Vadim had built his reputation by skirting the 
edges of risqué material with a languidly sexy, visually decorous style, but he had gained a reputation 
for being an inveterate tease and tawdry cinematic aesthete, and his private life with a string of 
marriages and affairs with soon-to-be famous beauties overshadowed his work. His first American 
sojourn Pretty Maids All In A Row (1970), although it would gain a cultish following, had proven a 
failure. Meanwhile Bardot, just shy of turning forty, announced her imminent retirement from the 
screen after making Don Juan or If Don Juan Were A Woman…, and was true to her word, only making a 
brief appearance in The Edifying and Joyous Story of Colinot (1973) before ceasing acting and drifting off 
into animal rights activism and reactionary politics. The screen culture the duo helped birth had 
overtaken them and made them look rather prim. Don Juan or If Don Juan Were A Woman… emerged as 
a peculiar blend of emotional autobiography from Vadim and a fin-de-siecle riff on Bardot’s waning but 
still potent sex symbol status. 
 
 



 
 
 
Don Juan or If Don Juan Were A Woman… presents Bardot’s strident antiheroine Jeanne as a self-
confessed “poor little rich girl” who’s introduced dictating her memoirs to ambiguous, ambivalent 
pal Léporella (Michèle Sand), recounting her life as a dedicated sensualist and amoral man-eater. She 
visits a church, not to pray but to approach the priest, Paul (Mathieu Carrière), who is her cousin. Paul 
knows well of Jeanne’s reputation, but feels compelled to come visit her at her home on a converted 
barge after she tells him she’s killed someone. Jeanne begins telling Paul about some of her adventures, 
beginning with how she seduced and destroyed the respectable, brilliant, seemingly iron-willed 
magistrate Pierre Gonzague (Maurice Ronet), who proved pathetically vulnerable to losing the markers 
of identity. Later she recalls humiliating the ultra-macho tycoon Louis Prévost (Robert Hossein) by 
seducing his young wife Clara (Jane Birkin) and freezing him out of a dangled ménage-a-trois, and then 
confesses how she seemed to cause the suicide of a young jazz guitarist (Robert Walker Jnr), who cut 
his wrists after one tryst with her. Jeanne finally provokes Paul into sleeping with her in a moment of 
genuinely explosive passion, but after he leaves with his air of austere thoughtfulness reasserted, she 
finds herself troubled and despondent, and seems to almost welcome the threatening presence of the 
now-alcoholic and ruined Pierre as he tracks her around Paris. 
 
 



 
 
 
Vadim strikes a characteristic posture in the film’s earliest frames. His camera, after drifting high over 
Paris during the credits, picking up its abstract street patterns, zeroes in on a blocky modernist church 
stranded along an ugly stretch of roadway, a perturbing blend of lingering arcane faiths amidst an 
expediently utilitarian modern world. Jeanne furtively enters whilst Paul is presiding over a funeral 
service, the pews crammed with women of all ages all gathered not to mourn but gaze adoringly on the 
beautiful priest. The interior is a pop art-meets-Catholicism spectacle of black matte surfaces, a black-
and-white blow-up photo of crucified Jesus, red roses on funeral corsages, and gleaming silver 
fingernails on a horny congregant. Jeanne anoints herself the one woman in the church capable of 
making an assault on this impregnable castle of pious masculinity, as she sees herself as the literal 
reincarnation of Don Juan, wielding a particular brand of destructive masculine indifference as a 
weapon back on the gender. The peculiar aspect of Don Juan or If Don Juan Were A Woman… is that it 
proposes to tell the story of a great female rake but is actually a story about a woman constantly 
frustrated by male feebleness. 
 
 



 
 
 
The theme song, by Michel Magne and performed by English singer Mister Eye, pervades with a 
peculiar, mournfully sensual tenor that laments Jeanne’s course, infusing her acts even as they unfold. 
The theme is often alternated on the score with passages of Mozart’s Requiem, intensifying the peculiar 
atmosphere of both pretention and discomfort Vadim applies. Vadim’s avowed intent was to explore 
seduction as opposed to sex, with Jeanne the embodiment of the seducer’s art, an art that’s 
unfortunately indistinguishable from the ability to sniff out and aim directly for the weakness in a man. 
Jeanne is therefore constantly disappointed by the fruits of her own success in pleasure-seeking. She’s 
driven to redouble her efforts with Pierre because he treats their affair seemingly as they both want it, 
by nonchalantly moving on after a casual tryst, as she confesses, “I can’t stand to be treated by others 
the way I treat them.” Pierre is introduced showing off his archery skills with phallic inferences for 
Jeanne’s enticement (it’s interesting comparing Ronet’s performance here to his role as the ill-fated 
lover in Claude Chabrol’s La Femme Infidèle, 1969, depicting with careful variance in each the pathetic 
streak underlying a certain kind of ladies man). But Jeanne is the one with the hunter’s art, luring him 
back in with acts of practiced pathos, before drawing him away to Sweden and setting up to be 
photographed in the midst of a drugged-up hippie orgy to completely lay waste to his haute bourgeois 
triumphalism. 
 
 



 
 
 
This vignette depicts Jeanne at her vindictive worst, whilst the death she feels she caused, that of the 
guitarist, is left more ambiguous, although there’s a strong suggestion the guitarist kills himself in being 
disillusioned by finally making love to Jeanne only to realise she’s a soulless being. This is countered by 
her display of admirable grit in taking Louis down a peg: when he can only lash out by slapping her for 
her offending his ego, she wipes her blood leaking from her mouth on his bathrobe. Don Juan or If Don 
Juan Were A Woman… could have been many movies. It might have been the stuff of a chic, bawdy 
black comedy, or a softcore porn epic. Being made as it was during the heyday of Women’s Lib, it could 
have been a tragicomic portrait of a female hedonist who offends one too many male egos, or a serious 
psychological portrait of anhedonia in the face of sensual plenty. The actual movie Vadim made has all 
of these in it, but as a whole it’s something else again. Vadim’s visuals affect soft, urbane, jazzy 
romanticism with flashes of pop art surrealism, but the themes shout back to Jean Renoir and Fritz 
Lang’s different takes on La Chienne, in examining the feedback loop of male 
masochism/murderousness in desire, and Von Sternberg’s Dietrich films, an auteur fascinated and 
tormented by the icon he forged and found to his chagrin had its own life. The film expresses world-
weary sangfroid mixed with a sense of the potential for cruelty, intended and otherwise, under the 
surface of human relations. In that regard the film connects with Vadim’s exploration of erotic danger 
in Les Liaisons Dangereuses and Blood and Roses, the director fascinated by human creatures driven to 
indulge an inner nature without reference to external moral and social orders. 
 
 



 
 
 
Vadim also offers an inverse proposition to Barbarella, where the heroine’s vast reservoirs of 
unselectively applied sexuality offer the power to heal and even to topple tyrannies: by this point in the 
hazy, sullied afterglow of the sexual revolution Vadim almost seems to perceive that same potential as 
another form of tyranny. Jeanne expresses increasing frustration with Paul’s moralistic judgement as she 
recounts her adventures to him, even when she set out deliberately to take down Louis, a Grade-A 
chauvinist pig who’s married the young and guileless Clara, whom he at one point drops in a pool to 
both punish and live up to her comment that he’s a “bit of a savage.” Vadim goes in for a memorable 
close-up of Clara as she registers her quivering, powerless rage at her husband for this bit of 
humiliation. Only Jeanne has the tools to deliver payback to Louis where it hurts, but this also demands 
essentially using Clara as a prop in her act of castrating theatre. Birkin and Bardot have real chemistry 
together, and their scenes have flashes of a kind of impudent life distinct from the rather rueful tenor of 
the movie’s depictions of coupling elsewhere. But when Vadim delivers his softcore coup, the sight of 
Bardot and Birkin naked together in bed, it comes sapped of any active passion, proffered instead as a 
tableaux vivant, like a Playboy centrefold injected into a movie. One gets the feeling Vadim dreamt it up 
as a sly sort of revenge on Serge Gainsbourg, who had famously had an affair and a fecund creative 
partnership with Bardot before marrying Birkin. 
 
 



 
 
 
Jeanne’s other coup is her eventual seduction of Paul, a victory over his seemingly ironclad moral 
presence that proves ultimately, peculiarly self-defeating, as Paul drifts away to make whatever 
reckoning he feels he needs to with his identity and calling, whilst Jeanne is, as ever, left alone. The 
ultimate impression of the film is of Vadim meditating on his famous love life, the constant search for a 
muse he can exalt and who won’t then abandon him once he’s created his private and public idol, whilst 
trying to transpose it onto his singular discovery, who meanwhile radiates her exhaustion with such 
impersonations and doppelganger lives. Don Juan or If Don Juan Were A Woman… provoked my uneasy 
fascination with Vadim, because it clearly describes his disconcerting blend of softness as a filmmaker 
mixed with flashes of unusual power. On films like Barbarella Vadim seemed mostly happy to survey 
the lovely work put in front of his drifting camera by his production team. Something of that tendency 
is in evidence here too, with some gorgeous use of colour in settings like the modernist church and a 
jazzy nightclub, via Henri Decae and Andreas Winding’s hazily atmospheric photography. 
 
 



 
 
 
Every now and then however Vadim suddenly snaps into focus some striking image that packs real 
cinematic and thematic force, provoking recalculation as to Vadim’s peculiar but definite talent. The 
shattered, alcoholic Pierre wanders dazedly through a meatworks, surrounded by gutted, dangling 
carcasses that mimic his emotional state. The guitarist plays his instrument whilst his sliced wrists leak 
red, red blood, forming a pool of gore on the tavern floor that becomes another design of modern art 
like those on the walls around him, the artist literally bleeding out to present his last, desperate 
statement. Clara gripping Jeanne in a forlornly dreamy clinch aboard a ferry, as if cast by Vadim in his 
wry, queer-tweaked recreation of Claude Lelouch’s A Man And A Woman’s (1966) and its lustre of 
modish romanticism. Vadim turns the act of Jeanne scrubbing dirt from Paul’s hands into a visual aria 
that he lingers on to compelling effect, detecting both the presence of displaced eroticism and its 
opposite in the act. There are some good lines too, wielding a similar blend of the pithy and poetic, like 
Jeanne’s ultimate statement on the men on her life, “Now I’d like to throw you all in the Seine, and let 
her carry you away with my memories.” 
 
 



 
 
 
The climax is particularly strong in the blend of vibrant visual metaphor and intensely ambivalent 
meaning. Vadim envisions Jeanne drawn back to Pierre’s mansion, now empty and stranded pathetically 
amidst an encroaching quarry, perhaps to seek out a reckoning, or punishment, her black-clad form 
emerging from a white car to stride across a dusty landscape. The former eagle turned wastrel Pierre 
tries to burn them both up, having spread petrol around the house and set it alight, only for Jeanne to 
save his life at the cost of her own. Vadim counterpoints visions of Jeanne consumed by flames whilst 
Pierre, apparently indifferent to her final, selfless gesture, screams “Revenge!” from the quarry, whilst 
bulldozers push up banks of rolling grey sand behind him, shots that seem to have genuinely risked 
Ronet’s life to film. Such imagery ingeniously counters and animates a sickly kind of tragicomic 
rhapsody, countering the horrible brilliance of Jeanne’s consumption with the survivor, left to lord the 
wasteland of an existence cleansed of all the cruel, ruinous, vivifying desire she represented. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Les Biches (1968) / La Femme Infidèle (1969) 

 

 
 
 
Director: Claude Chabrol 
Screenwriters: Claude Chabrol, Paul Gégauff / Claude Chabrol 
 
In memoriam: Jean-Louis Trintignant 1930-2022 
In memoriam: Michel Bouquet 1925-2022 
 
 
For fifty years Claude Chabrol, as if slyly mimicking one of his apparently benign but quietly, roguishly 
purposeful protagonists, turned out deftly crafted movies with the taciturn relentlessness of a fine 
jeweller in a small, dimly-lit workshop. Amongst the ranks of the French Nouvelle Vague, Chabrol stood 
out for many reasons. A provincial lad rather than a Parisian, Chabrol was the son and grandson of 
small town pharmacists, but he became obsessed with movies from the age of 12 onwards. When he 
headed off to study pharmacology at the Sorbonne he also hung around Henri Langlois’ Cinémathèque 
Française and other movie theatres, where he made a clutch of friends fellow young movie freaks with 
odd ideas, men with names like Godard, Truffaut, and Rivette. After a stint in military service, Chabrol 
joined his pals in working for a film commentary magazine called Cahiers du Cinema. Chabrol took up 



some of the ideas of their elder statesman Andre Bazin in advocating the use of deep focus photography 
in aiding a generally realistic kind of art that engaged the audience’s attention without compelling it. 
He became particularly obsessed with the films of Fritz Lang and Alfred Hitchcock, the dark poets of 
genre cinema, although Chabrol would absorb their fascination for criminality and the abnormal 
impulses in seemingly ordinary people and wed it to a more particular palette. 
 
 

 
 
 
Whilst his pals faced making the leap from critics to filmmakers by shooting short films and learning 
craft on film crews, Chabrol used a lucky windfall from an inheritance to finance his debut, 1958’s Le 
Beau Serge, often seen as the first true movie of the French New Wave (depending on how one feels 
about Agnes Varda’s La Pointe-Courte, 1954). Le Beau Serge, essentially a character study of two 
troubled young medical students, proved a success. Chabrol quickly followed it with Les Cousins, a film 
that more properly instituted Chabrol’s career as it became known, evincing his fascination with 
morally ambivalent characters belonging to the French bourgeoisie, punctuated by acts of murder. 
Chabrol wrote the film with his soon-to-be regular collaborator Paul Gégauff, who would eventually be 
stabbed to death by his second wife. Chabrol’s early financial successes allowed him to help several of 
his New Wave compatriots make their own debuts. But Chabrol had trouble maintaining his profile 
through much of the 1960s even as he evolved in a different, more commercial direction from his New 
Wave fellows. His few admired and successful films in this period, like Les Bonne Femmes (1960), a 
portrait of four young women working in the same store but on different paths in life, and a study of a 
notorious serial killer, Landru (1962), were interspersed with failures that betrayed an uncertainty about 
just what kinds of films he wanted to make. 
 
 



 
 
 
The ones he did make included several comic spy movies, and a tilt at winning some international 
traction, with the bilingual-shot, Anthony Perkins-starring The Champagne Murders (1967), a film that 
pointed where Chabrol was heading, including in showcasing the talents of his actress wife Stéphane 
Audran. Chabrol wed Audran, with whom he first worked on Les Cousins, after his first marriage broke 
up, and she soon became the obsessive focal point and ingenious performing linchpin of his films. 
Beginning with Les Biches Chabrol began working with the producer André Génovès, and their 
collaboration churned out a string of icy-crisp psychological thrillers including La Femme Infidèle, This 
Man Must Die (1969), Le Boucher (1970), La Rupture (1970), and Just Before Nightfall (1971), all slow, 
unnerving tales punctuated with carefully observed and prepared acts of violence, and often sporting 
ambiguous resolutions. Pauline Kael would quip these films resembled sardines in a can even as they 
largely remain his most famous works. Eventually Chabrol resumed varying his output, interspersing 
the thrillers he was now famous for with political and personal dramas an even the odd dark comedy, 
right up until his death in 2010. Chabrol confessed at one point that he made lesbianism an aspect of 
the plot of Les Biches to try and juice up its commercial prospects, but it seems to have helped Chabrol 
nail down the texture of woozy, strange, displaced sensuality that would charge his movies in this 
phase. 
 
 



 
 
 
Les Biches, a title which translates as “The Does” – as in deer, a female deer – wields elusive mesmerism 
as it counts down the moments to what one feels instinctively from the start will be a bad end. Les 
Biches also ends at more or less a point which La Femme Infidèle (which would receive a slick and 
Hollywoodised remake years later in the form of Adrian Lyne’s Unfaithful, 2002), uses as its pivot, 
tweaking narrative formula several degrees by displacing the inevitable moment of rupture to the 
middle of the film, and then studying the aftermath with much the same blandly dissembling style as it 
offered the prelude. Chabrol had famously identified the “transference of guilt” theme in Hitchcock’s 
films, and it proved a shared point of interest for the two directors as a zone of concern where 
psychological phenomena and Catholic theology overlap. This is the fascination for the way characters 
find themselves inheriting and contending with the wrongs of others, often manifesting as some sort of 
false accusation of a transgressive act, with a subtler underlying game of affinities, and the way this 
currency of moral debt underpins “civilised” existence on an explicit and subliminal level, as every urge 
to break a rule is matched by a desire to restore it. It’s a tendency Chabrol ultimately identifies as close 
to essential in close human relationships like a marriage, although he first began playing with it on Le 
Beau Serge’s study of two friends. 
 
 



 
 
 
Les Biches seems to sidestep that kind of traditional moral prism nonetheless by focusing on what were 
at the time considered perverse relationships, only to find such reflexes can be especially strong in such 
cases. Les Biches concerns the triangular love affair that binds the imperious, idiosyncratic rich girl 
Frédérique (Audran), the reticent waif known as only as Why (Jacqueline Sassard), and listless ladykiller 
architect Paul Thomas (Jean-Louis Trintignant), and tells it in five named parts – three central chapters 
named for the three characters, plus a prologue and epilogue. The prologue recounts how Frederique 
encounters Why one day whilst sauntering around the Seine, in a sequence that has a studied feeling of 
erotic portent, like a fantasy realised. Why attracts attention with the naïf chalk art of does she 
scratches into the paving, and with her scrappy beauty, swathed in faded blue denim, whilst Frederique 
looks like she could be auditioning for a Dietrich-and-Von-Sternberg-influenced Vogue photo shoot: 
she in turn gains Why’s attention by tossing her a 500 franc note. The pair adroitly cruise each-other, 
and Frederique takes Why back to her house, treating her to a hot bath as they flirt and skirt around the 
point until Why tries to dress. Frederique, after insisting on tying her shirt in a knot across her wet 
belly, that starts caressing and picking at the buckle of her jeans. One of the great sexy vignettes of 
cinema, and also a mere entrée to a film that carefully avoids giving sexploitation thrills whilst 
conveying a deep-flowing stream of erotic fervour. 
 
 



 
 
 
Chabrol employs a quick, witty fade from Frederique opening Why’s pants to a title card announcing 
the first chapter proper, named for Frederique: the goodies are opened but the trove is going to prove 
troublesome. Frederique takes Why to stay at her villa at Saint Tropez, close to the Port de Cogolin, a 
yacht basin she owns and operates and inherited from her grandfather. Frederique is vague and evasive 
in explaining the site’s roots in some kind of wartime deal. Frederique and Why, strolling around the 
basin and lying in the sun on a yacht, as Why tells Frederique she’s a virgin, a fact she expects 
Frederique to be sceptical about (“I think it’s noble of you,” Frederique assures her with a listless yawn), 
and Frederique recounts her own listless affairs with local yobs during the boring winters (“Games of 
bowls and games of cards…and other games as well…and then there are the intellectual pleasures.”) but 
also says she feels Why needs exposure to her peculiar little world, and Why does indeed fit in well, 
proving an accomplished bowls player. As well as stalwart housekeeper Violetta (Nane Germon) 
Frederique is also keeping at the villa Robèque (Henri Attal) and Riais (Dominique Zardi), a pair of 
eccentric, prickly, possibly gay men, and she regularly hosts parties for the local bohemians. Frederique 
and Why’s affair seems to be fairly idyllic until, at one of those parties, Frederique plays cards with 
Robèque, Riais, and Paul, one her acquaintances around town. Let the games begin. 
 
 



 
 
 
Chabrol took some inspiration for Les Biches from Patricia Highsmith’s novel The Talented Mr. 
Ripley (Gégauff had already written René Clement’s adaptation, Purple Noon, 1960), flipping genders but 
retaining the essential motif of a poor stray taken in by a wealthy host-friend-lover and finding they 
can’t stand being weaned off the teat when the time comes. The title evokes toe-dabbing sinuosity of 
deer, a deeply sarcastic evocation of the peculiarly feminine type of violence depicted, and the balletic 
strains of Debussy, infusing the dances of character and camera. Chabrol’s peculiar art soon evinces 
itself in the way he seems to be extremely plainspoken about most of what goes on in the movie, both 
dramatically and stylistically, and yet remains tantalisingly reticent about the most vital. At the outset 
Frederique seems to be the character with all the power, broadly conforming to a stereotype of a 
wealthy, decadent lesbian with her penchant for mannish if still chic clothing, doing what Why suggests 
is a man’s job, her roguish seduction, and playing the manipulative queen bee for all in her sphere. She 
has a collection of game trophies and relics obtained from safaris in Kenya and Mozambique, as “I love 
hunting.” She’s also the emblematic representative of a privileged class, drawing people into her orbit 
with money and then controlling them with it. 
 
 



 
 
 
But as events unfold Frederique proves a more complex and rather less formed personality than she 
poses as. The card match that introduces Paul proves a subtle, visually and behaviourally charged set-
piece, as Paul notices Why and constantly glances at her, whilst she hovers a distance behind 
Frederique, munching on a suggestive apple. Frederique, dominating the table in both deed and in 
Chabrol’s framing, becomes increasingly glazed with a heavy-lidded and tight-wound as veneer of stoic 
calm as she continues to fleece Robèque and Riais and starts bossing Why around. Later, when the 
party breaks up, Paul and Why go off for a drive together, and Frederique promises to le Robèque and 
Riais keep the money she won off them if they’ll follow the couple and tell her what happens between 
them. The proposition here seems initially obvious – Frederique, fearing her lover will be stolen from 
her by a man, manipulates her two hapless minions to keep an eye on them and see if her fears will 
come true. And yet as the story unfolds Frederique sets her own sights on Paul, initially perhaps for 
revenge, but possibly also having deliberately wanted Why and Paul to pair off, perhaps to get rid of 
Why, or to use her as a kind of test case in a scientific experiment, as if wanting to see if Why will lose 
her virginity and what will happen as a result. Why herself hesitates before letting Paul seduce her with 
a warning on her lips, whether to inform him she’s a virgin or she’s been sleeping with Frederique, only 
to decide whatever it was isn’t worth confessing. The innermost thoughts and experiences of Chabrol’s 
characters tend to remain opaque in this manner. But the detonations that punctuate their behaviour 
aren’t necessarily more explicable to them than to the onlooker. 
 
 



 
 
 
This idea is most vividly illustrated in the pivotal killing in La Femme Infidèle, where the urge to commit 
the killing seems to come and go like a muscle tic. “Of course,” Chabrol told Time Out magazine in 1970, 
“I’m not interested in solving puzzles. I am interested in studying the behaviour of people involved in 
murders. If you don’t know who the murderer is, that would seem that he is not interesting enough to 
be known and studied.” And yet Les Biches holds its cards close to its chest until the very end about 
who will kill and will be killed, and the manoeuvrings of the three characters ultimately tells us who 
they are without revealing all of what they are. It’s conceivable Paul might catch Frederique and Why 
together and experience some spasm of chauvinist outrage, just as it’s credible Frederique could kill one 
of the other in a show of desperate power. Or that Why’s bouts of floating melancholia might be hiding 
a maniacal streak, sparked by a need to cling on to what little toehold she has in the world of wealth 
and human warmth she currently has as an eccentric exile, and offence at being ejected by not one but 
two lovers. 
 
 



 
 
 
All of this exists nonetheless in a superficial state of flux in a movie that plays out for much of its length 
as a muted study of sexual and romantic disaffection and uneasy cohabitation. A seemingly casual joke 
early in the film in which Frederique can’t tell a first edition from a reprint encodes the lurking danger 
of smudging authentic and chosen affinities. Les Biches could be called, in the fashion of Chabrol’s 
friend Eric Rohmer, a winter’s tale (much as Rohmer’s films often play as Chabrol films without 
murders, carefully inscribed legends about small but life-changing epiphanies): Saint Tropez, 
playground of the rich and famous in summer, is in the off-season just another dull resort town, the 
local beds as much refuges as playpens. The situation could easily be played for Buñuelian black 
comedy, new-age Lubistch, sex romp teasing, or hardcore porn. Instead Chabrol pushes 
cinematographer Jean Rabier’s camera on in motion, refuses to let anything resolve, forcing the sense of 
flux, travelling without moving. The sense of inertia extends to the careful art direction and costuming, 
mostly brightly lit and carefully dressed in pastel shades, rather than colours redolent of consuming 
passion. Frederique is often glimpsed in arrays of black and white, her authority and security encoded 
in hard clean hues, and a habit sufficiently signature that Why making herself over in Frederique’s guise 
becomes a statement, a game with identity suggesting interchangeable personas: “Using other people’s 
things is like changing your skin,” Why notes to the bewildered Paul. 
 
 



 
 
 
The cult of the idea of the actress, thing of at once specific beauty and chameleonic prerogative, one 
Chabrol played more overt games with on The Champagne Murders, bobs to the surface here again as 
Why tries repeatedly to become Frederique. Frederique herself, smouldering in uncertainty after Why’s 
tryst with Paul, seeks him out, and finds him fairly nonchalant about his experience with Why: he is 
instead much more intrigued by Frederique herself as she hovers, robbed of her characteristic hauteur 
around him, and in his distraction Frederique forgets he was supposed to meet her “protégé” for a date. 
The pair drink up the dregs of a bottle of cognac and Frederique tosses the bottle in the bay. “She’ll be 
hurt,” Frederique comments. “Not as much as she would be if I dropped here in two or three weeks,” 
Paul replies. Paul and Frederique’s affair turns out quickly to be a hot one, and Frederique calmly tells 
Why they’re going to leave her in the villa and head off to Paris together. Audran and Trintignant’s toey 
chemistry on screen together can be put down to the fact they briefly married when much younger: 
Chabrol was fond of such casting stunts. Left on her own, Why wanders around town in a state of 
anxious disaffection, and pestered by Robèque and Riais as they presume to entertain her, as when they 
try to draw her into a game of making animals noises with aggressive weirdness: when Why starts 
silently weeping they guess she’s a crocodile. 
 
 



 
 
 
Frederique and Paul’s return is inauspicious for Why: the ever so slight flinch Frederique gives when she 
moves to give Why a greeting kiss when she and Paul return, moving from an on-the-mouth kiss to one 
on the cheek, is a signal with enormous ramifications. Soon Frederique comes to Why’s bedroom and 
lies down beside her to report with hints of perplexity her love for Paul, so smitten that even getting 
books on architecture from him seems a romantic act. Paul moves into the villa, which means room has 
to be made as Robèque and Riais get increasingly bitchy and Why starts acting increasingly strange, 
including dressing up as Frederique. Riais describes himself as a revolutionary and encourages Why to 
act like one, but Why declares she’s fine with the things the way they are. Nor are the revolutionaries up 
to much. Robèque and Riais are thrown out of paradise when Frederique thinks they’ve spiked their 
dinner with unpleasant flavouring. Chabrol notably repeats the key framing of Frederique from the card 
match here, as if to visually declare her power is resurgent, but the impression is undercut with droll 
comedy as the two men immediately start wheedling money out of her (“It’s not enough for second 
class…and taxi fare to the station…and dinner on the train.”), which she hands over irritably but 
obligingly, finally handing over one large note and snatching back the wad of smaller ones. Noblesse 
oblige. 
 
 



 
 
 
Finally Chabrol delivers the film’s true climax, which depicts not a murder but a drunken party 
involving the three lovers in the now-private villa. Paul tries vainly to tell an obscure joke about a man 
searching for a source of wisdom and failing, whilst Why tries to coax the other two into bed and realise 
the ménage-a-trois that’s been potentially percolating between the three. Locked out of the holy 
sepulchre of the master bedchamber, Why crouches at the doors, listening as Frederique and Paul have 
sex, Why writhing in remote sympathy and gnawing on her fingers whilst envisioning their contortions. 
Talk about the trickle-down effect. The radical shift of style here delivers an ironically orgasmic 
switchback that forces Why’s fervent, cheated, distracted state of mind into view as well as the sexual 
spectacle, one that’s also a dark joke on cinema itself, offering transmissions to the audience basking in 
the spectacle of other experiences. When she awakens the next day Why finds the other two gone, fled 
again to Paris, leaving her with some cash and the now totally empty villa. 
 
 



 
 
 
Why finally begins her rebellion, selecting a poison-coated dagger from amidst Frederique’s African 
reliquary, and travelling to Frederique’s Parisian house. There she confronts Frederique and confesses 
her equal love for her and for Paul, a form of passion Frederique, for all her supposed sophistication, 
can’t or won’t understand: “Your love disgusts me.” Why also describes constantly hearing shouts, as if 
from people quarrelling, and isn’t sure if they’re living in her head or not, but says they want to make 
the leap from her to Frederique. “I’d like to throw someone out,” Why retorts when Frederique tells her 
to leave, “I’m fed up too.” Why stabs Frederique in the back with the dagger as Frederique touches up 
her makeup, trying to maintain a fierce and fetishised veneer. Chabrol hacks the moment of death up 
into a succession of quick cuts, life not simply ending but identity fracturing, as Why claims the very 
being of Frederique: “Have I told you, Frederique, that we look like one-another?” Faced with the choice 
of being reduced to a psychosexual parasite or to obliterate and subsume objects of ardour, Why 
chooses the latter. She dresses up in Frederique’s evening gown and gets into her bed: When Paul 
telephones, Why mimics her voice, breathlessly expressing her desire for his return. Chabrol, with the 
dry cold of a liquid nitrogen spill, brings up the end title card over the sight of Paul letting himself into 
the house, leaving whatever comes next to the viewer’s undoubtedly vibrating imagination. 
 
 



 
 
 
La Femme Infidèle wields a more bluntly declarative title than Les Biches. What happens in it does 
indeed entirely flow from the central transgressive person and act mentioned in the title, even as its 
focus and meaning slowly complicates. Said unfaithful woman isn’t the focal point of the tale. Chabrol’s 
customary terseness again manifests immediately, opening without fanfare in a scene that introduces 
that woman, Hélène Desvallées (Audran), and her seemingly idyllic state, talking with her mother-in-
law whilst seated in the spacious yard of their large house outside Paris. The first shot, a tracking shot 
moving like an idle trespasser with trees drifting between camera and the seated duo, sets up a motif 
returned to in the last scene. The two are soon joined by Helene’s husband Charles (Michel Bouquet), a 
successful insurer, and their young son, Michel (Stephane Di Napoli). Helene and mother-in-law 
chuckle over a photo of the young Charles, whose middle-aged visage has gained an aspect of roly-poly 
joviality in his soft and unharried salad days. This very brief pre-credit sequence has a similar flavour to 
the opening of Les Biches, presenting an islet of fantasy perfection of a kind, before the digging 
commences. Charles has an ideal job and often gives his wife a lift into Paris so she can spend the day 
shopping and running errands. Signs of trouble in paradise surface nonetheless when the predictable 
patterns of life are disrupted, when Charles can’t get Helene on the phone where she said she would be. 
 
 



 
 
 
Where Les Biches obliged the viewer to offer sympathy and patience to some peculiar people, La Femme 
Infidele purposefully retells one of the oldest stories around – the tale of a jealous husband who, faced 
with his wife’s infidelity, kills his rival and tries to get away with it. Chabrol doesn’t offer new twists or 
present unusual slants on the characters. On the contrary, he strips away as much distraction from the 
central matter as possible, focusing in on this essential drama and watching it unfold with his 
customarily cool gaze, almost to the point of offering elemental myth. A key early scene is executed 
with a stark, satirical directness in portraying a marriage gone to seed: Helene prepares for bed by 
painting her toenails and donning a brief negligee and laying herself beside Charles, who, saying good 
night, turns out the light in complete apparent obliviousness to his wife’s evident desire for some 
connubial attention. Chabrol’s deadpan gaze doesn’t however register it as comedy, presenting it rather 
as the anecdotal flipside of the opening portrait of an ideal French bourgeois family. The whole film, in 
a way, follows this pattern, like a farce with the jokes cut out. Charles’ disinterest isn’t however the 
result of not loving his wife, or loving someone else. He has opportunities to be unfaithful, including 
with the keen, ditzy, miniskirted Brigitte (Donatella Turri) who’s been hired as a secretary in his offices 
and who’s already slept with one of Charles’ colleagues. But that’s not what he wants. Perhaps he 
doesn’t want anything. 
 
 



 
 
 
Charles is then the victim of a brand of tepid complacency that viewed by Chabrol as a law of nature as 
pervasive as gravity or thermodynamics, at least in the world of the comfortable upper-middle class. He 
and Helene are drawn out to a nightclub with a friend who’s recently broken up with his wife, perhaps 
for the same reasons, where Helene makes a passable show of getting down to the hip-twisting pop 
music, but Charles looks comically out of place in, and they take too long to get out on the dance floor 
together to make good use of a slow dance number. Once they’re home in bed Charles lies awake whilst 
his wife sleeps, meditating on her flimsy excuses for not being where she says she is (she tells him after 
one such occasion she went and saw Doctor Zhivago again and liked it the second time; and of course 
that’s a film about infidelity too). When he’s again unable to reach her during one of her Parisian 
sojourns, Charles unease blooms into outright suspicion, and when meeting with a private investigator 
he uses to look into insurance claims, he also hires him to follow Helene. When they meet again by the 
Seine a few days later, the investigator tells Charles his wife has been meeting with a man named Victor 
Pegala, an author with some independent wealth, visiting his apartment in Neuilly-sur-Seine for two 
hour stretches, three days a week. This marvellous little scene sees the two professionally bland, 
discreet, unemotional men discussing the blatant and undeniable truth of a deeply wounding breach in 
clipped and businesslike terms, the plainly gut-punched Charles nonetheless retaining his calm and 
handing over wads of cash to the investigator, amidst an iconic Paris-is-for-lovers locale caught with its 
humdrum pants down. 
 
 



 
 
 
Charles continues to dissemble his way through apparently normal events of life, like celebrating his 
son coming first in his history class with some champagne. Domestic bourgeois life as kabuki art. But 
part of Chabrol’s droll implication here is that, rather than this being mere fake window dressing, this is 
also the texture of ordinary life, of the willed-into-existence state of pleasantry that constitutes 
civilisation, and from which any extracurricular escapes are merely that. Certainly this seems to be the 
attitude Charles wants to take, but he cannot resist the urge that comes to pay a visit to Pegala (Maurice 
Ronet), who (recalling the doubling of Frederique and Why) resembles Charles, if more fit and robust 
and recently divorced and so ready and able to indulge a casual affair with a bored housewife. The hell 
of it is Pegala seems like a perfectly good fellow, one who Charles could easily be friends with. He’s 
solicitous and welcoming when Charles turns up at his door and lulls the lover into being upfront, by 
telling him that he and Helene both regularly have affairs but he’s a little perturbed by how long this 
one’s been going on. 
 
 



 
 
 
By this point Chabrol has already shown a brief scene showing Helene and Pegala together, Helene 
lounging post-coital in his bed as rain pours outside and pegala bringing tea and snacks in: Chabrol 
fades from them kissing each-other goodbye (a moment itself modelled of the long kiss in Notorious, 
1946), to Helene walking through the rain afterwards, lending their parting a breath of ephemeral 
poetry and a suggestion of the way these trysts linger on in Helene in revivifying fashion back out in a 
cold and dreary world, as well as offering tragic foreshadowing: neither knows this is the last time 
they’ll ever meet. Charles premeditates his visit to Pegala, presenting himself as a smiling charmer at his 
apartment door: “I’m not a salesman or a beggar…” As the pair settle and sip cordially at whiskey, 
Charles manages to manoeuvre himself with the skill of a salesman into a position of authority in his 
exchanges with the pleasant but understandably tense Pegala, not by acting irate and tough but by 
acting the worldly indulger he becomes a kind of detective, gleaning the tale of a sordid affair. Charles 
nonetheless loses his control when he sees, in Pegala’s bedroom on a table near his rumpled bed, a large 
novelty lighter Charles gave her as an anniversary present, but now passed on to Pegala because she felt 
Charles had forgotten it. After seeing this, Charles starts to act woozy and rambling. Pegala is 
concerned, and comments, “You look awful.” “Yes, I know,” Charles responds with a sudden flash of 
sickly amusement. He grabs up a bust from a table, bashing Pegala on the head twice with awful, killing 
blows, leaving him dead on the floor with rivulets of blood spreading on the floor and flecks of it on 
Charles’ shuddering hands. 
 
 



 
 
 
Charles, quickly getting hold of himself after this abrupt act of bloody violence, begins calmly and 
methodically cleaning up any trace of his presence in the apartment, washing off the bust and other 
items, before bundling up Pegala’s body in a rug. This he carries downstairs and out to his car, stowing 
the corpse in the boot, and starts driving out of Paris. One can argue La Femme Infidele comes close to 
uniting the distinct influences of Lang and Hitchcock on Chabrol, as well as illuminated Chabrol’s 
distinct personality. The inevitability of Pegala’s killing recalls the relentless march to Siegfried’s 
assassination in Lang’s Die Nibelungen (1924), whilst Chabrol also recalls House By The River (1951) in 
depicting a murderer coping competently with his crime and even seeming to profit from it but facing 
being consumed by the reality-cracking implications of his act. The extended sequence of Charles 
tidying up the crime scene and disposing of Pegala’s body, also presents an extended variation on 
Norman Bates cleaning up Marian Crane’s murder in Psycho (1960). This is the centrepiece of the film 
in terms of technique and design: Charles, his face reset to its usual ice cream flatness, moves about the 
apartment with remorseless purpose, doing his best to erase every trace of his presence and even the 
appearance of a crime having been committed, all done with studious calm and boldness in broad 
daylight. 
 
 



 
 
 
Chabrol taps this sequence not just for pokerfaced suspense but a level of carbolic humour. Charles has 
to contend with such petty difficulties as opening and closing a gate whilst manhandling a corpse like a 
bag of dirty laundry, and then gets tailgated by another driver (Zardi again) when he’s driving out of the 
city. The accident scene immediately becomes Charles’ worst nightmare as a crowd of gawkers gather to 
watch and yammer whilst the other driver insists on swapping insurance info and a gendarme comes to 
mediate and inspect the damage, feeling around the edges of the buckled rear hatch, whilst Charles 
becomes increasingly irate in his eagerness to escape. This scene is grimly hilarious in itself whilst also 
feeling like a Parisian in-joke that’s likely even better for anyone in on it. Finally Charles manages to 
continue on, reaching a bog somewhere in the countryside, into which he drops the body. Charles waits 
with tooth-grinding patience, peering down as the bundled body soaks up water and leaks out bubbles, 
sinking with agonising slowness until it finally vanishes under the soupy film of floating weeds. 
 
 



 
 
 
Chabrol’s careful use of colour as a dramatic signifier provides associative psychological meaning and 
becomes important in the aftermath of this long central sequence. Pegala’s apartment is decorated in 
pale blue shades. Not long after his seemingly successful escapade, Charles joins his wife and son at a 
garden tea table: the shade overhead and a railing and tablecloth below, both blue and seeming to 
squeeze the image into a kind of cinemascope burlesque, framing the people between, including Helene 
who’s silently morose over her lover’s apparent vanishing and abandonment of her, and the upbeat, 
empowered Charles. Helene goes into the house and lies down in her bedroom where the drapes and 
sheets are also blue, contrasting the general greys and browns of the house’s décor: Helene lies back on 
the blue sheets and weeps. The tension ratcheting under the surface of the family soon begins 
manifesting as young Michel becomes distraught over losing a piece of a jigsaw puzzle he and his father 
are trying to assemble, whilst Helene stares dolorously into the television in the rear of the shoot, 
between arguing father and son. The visit of a pair of policemen, Inspector Duval (Michel Duchaussoy) 
and his partner Gobet (Guy Marley), is almost a relief. They’ve come to talk to Helene because they 
found her name and details in a notebook of Pegala’s. She claims to have only been a casual 
acquaintance who met him at a party. The cops are coolly professional and seem entirely accepting of 
all they hear, but their intense gazes speak another language. “We’re making progress,” Duval assures 
Helene, “In our hit-and-miss way.” 
 
 



 
 
 
Despite the debts owed and paid to Lang and Hitchcock, Chabrol was really working within a common 
and popular tradition of French crime storytelling. Indeed, the greater sympathy French critics offered 
those directors than many did in other countries likely owed something to a crucial sense of 
recognition. That style was exemplified on the page by Georges Simenon and essayed by filmmakers 
Jean Renoir in films like La Chienne (1931) and La Bete Humaine (1937), and H.G. Clouzot in thrillers 
like Le Corbeau (1943) and Les Diaboliques (1956), as well as the poetic realist films of the 1930s. 
Chabrol’s aesthetic approach couldn’t be more different to the stylised effects of the poetic realists, even 
as he engaged with their fatalistic concerns, concerned much less with the mechanics of detection and 
action than with the processes that lead people to bad ends. This tradition arguably had some roots in 
the French novel tradition of Zola and Balzac, with their fascination in a quasi-zoological fashion with 
the presence of moral blight and corruption as it manifests in all sectors of society. 
 
 



 
 
 
Chabrol is also notably good at deploying comic relief in both Les Biches and Le Femme Infidèle, in a 
way that helps intensify his theses as well as break up the tension. The wilful zaniness of Robèque and 
Riais in the former and the goofy appeal of Brigitte in the latter present characters strayed in from other 
worlds – the two men represent bohemia in all its perpetually improvising, smoke-blowing, opportunist 
skill, as well as a different, more absurd but also anxiety-free version of queerness to the strange kind 
the women enact. Brigitte impersonates the hip new generation oblivious to the niceties of the 
bourgeoisie as well as a possibly illusory promise of an age with different values coming on. Chabrol’s 
protagonists meanwhile are builders and maintainers as well as prisoners of their imploding universes. 
Just as Frederique ultimately invites her own destruction by refusing to countenance a fluid and 
multipolar kind of love, Charles and Helene are ultimately doomed not by the absence of love but by 
the processes of proving its survival. Helen eventually finds the photo of Pegala the private investigator 
gave Charles in his coat pocket, and burns it not just to dispose of evidence but as a votive to the proof 
of ardour it represents. She drifts back to Charles as he labours in their garden and the pair swap looks, 
locking them into the ultimate deed of mutual implication. The title then becomes perfectly ironic: in 
the last measure Helene is entirely, perfectly faithful, as is Charles. The very end returns to a stance of 
suggestive ambiguity, with the two cops returning and Helene and Michel looking on as Charles goes to 
talk with them, possibly to confess all. A mere aftershock, anyway, to Charles telling Helene what she 
already knows: “I love you like mad.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

David Copperfield (1935) 

 
 

 
 
 
George Cukor’s David Copperfield has that quintessential quality so often associated with classic 
Hollywood takes on famous novels, one that captures some mythical essence of the material. The film 
was produced by David Selznick at MGM shortly before he went independent, taking on the challenge 
of squeezing Charles Dickens’ immense, eternally popular semi-autobiographical novel into a two hour 
movie. Selznick whipped together an awesome array of creative and acting talent to bring the book to 
life. They did so with a glossy coating of sentimental shellac to recreate a general ideal of what Dickens 
was supposed to look and sound like, a fictional world larger than life despite its roots in social realism, 
dancing close to the edge of a kind of inhabited psychological zone in illustrating the ordinary amplified 
to a level of teeming, near-surreal vividness. Every member of the cast was slotted into their role in 
animating Dickens’ characters with machine-tooled precision. Selznick had British novelist Hugh 
Walpole write the adaptation, and Walpole appears briefly as a vicar. As director Selznick picked out 



George Cukor, the exemplary studio-era director, with his blend of discipline and fastidiousness in 
coaxing out detail in visuals and performance and then smartly dovetailing them into a sensible form. 
 
 

 
 
 
David Copperfield lacks the dramatic integrity and stylistic cohesion David Lean managed to force upon 
his Dickens adaptations, doesn’t try to psychologise the author, like Ralph Thomas’ extremely 
underrated A Tale of Two Cities (1958) managed, or offer modernising twists based in racial identity like 
Armando Iannuci’s 2019 take on this same novel. The compression of the immense and complex 
narrative Dickens wove, which lacks a unifying device as clever and innately dramatic as Great 
Expectations to propel what is essentially a bildungsroman, becomes essentially a succession of vignettes 
won from the novel. Nonetheless everything anyone could expect and demand to see from the book 
makes the cut. The opening is particularly ingenious in its nods back to silent cinema and theatrical 
mime work as Aunt Betsey (Edna May Oliver) arrives like a stork wrapped in linen, lurching out of a 
wind storm to bestow her imperious presence upon her lately deceased brother’s widow (Elizabeth 
Allen). Max Steiner’s score saws furiously in mimicry of Oliver’s herky-jerky motions and the whipping 
bushes and branches, as Betsey peers in the window upon the scene of essential Victoriana within as the 
young widow embroiders a pillow for the child she’s carrying. 
 
 



 
 
 
Immediately, Cukor illustrates with all his expertise a defining tension of much of Dickens’ writing. The 
sentimental image within the house, with all its enshrined ideals and evocations of fervent emotion, and 
the gawky, comedic, satirical creature gazing in, encapsulate the formative battle between inside, home, 
unconditional love, and the strangeness and wildness of the world without with all its arbitrary 
demands, which will define the hero’s life. Betsey introduces the first of these arbitrary demands, in a 
characteristically comic way, when she insists Mrs Copperfield’s baby will be a girl, and assaults the 
doctor and stomps out in frustration when it emerges a boy instead. The narrative of course follows the 
eponymous David (played by Freddie Bartholomew as a lad, Frank Lawton as a young man) as his 
young, naïve mother remarries the initially charming but actually vicious and tyrannical Murdstone 
(Basil Rathbone) who, along with his lugubrious sister (Violet Kemble Cooper), takes over their house 
and sets about crushing their spirits. David gains some solace from his rotund and cheery nurse 
Peggotty (Jessie Ralph) and her relatives, including her brother Dan (Lionel Barrymore), who reside in 
an upturned ship on the beach of Yarmouth. 
 
 



 
 
 
After driving his mother to an early grave, Murdstone exiles David to London, where he’s forced to work 
in a wine merchant’s shop, only finding solace in living with the perennially debt-ridden but cheery, 
defiantly loquacious Micawber (W.C. Fields). When Micawber is jailed and then driven from London, 
David decides to take the chance of walking to Betsey’s house in Dover. Despite her veneer of crusty 
intransigence and misandry, Betsey takes her nephew in and helps set him up at a good school in 
Canterbury, where he lodges with the melancholy lawyer Wickfield (Lewis Stone) and his level-headed 
daughter Agnes (Marilyn Olden and Madge Evans). Growing into a promising young writer, David soon 
begins to perceive the malevolent level of control Wickfield’s clerk Uriah Heep (Roland Young) is 
gaining, wheedling his way into partnership with Wickfield and employing Micawber as his minion in 
business finagling. David is too distracted to help, by his burgeoning career and frustrating marriage to 
the childlike Dora (Maureen O’Sullivan), and is delivered a blow when his former school idol and 
friend, the Byronesque toff Steerforth (Hugh Williams), runs off with Dan’s ward “Little Em’ly” (Fay 
Chaldecott and Florine McKinney) after David introduces them. 
 
 



 
 
 
Selznick, who had experienced twists of fortune in his youth worthy of Dickens as the son of a 
successful producer who fell on hard times, seems to have formed a potent identification with David 
underlying his desire to film the novel. Like David he found himself working for men he had reason to 
despise and yet bided his time until he could revel in his creative zenith. Cukor and his production 
team well understood the kind of adaptation Selznick wanted them to make, often directly reproducing 
original illustrations for Dickens’ work. Vignettes from the book, like Peggotty’s buttons popping off her 
dress as she hugs David, are transcribed exactingly. The Peggotty clan’s abode retains its strange claim 
on a part of the psyche entranced not only by the romantically picturesque make-do, but also the way 
this encapsulates that longed-for version of home, found in the most unlikely of spots. Like Miss 
Havisham’s banquet table it feels like an image plugged into the deepest part of the psyche, and more 
immediately have connected with an audience just beginning to recover from the dire exile of the 
Depression’s depths. Cukor plainly understands that the narrative in the first half offers an array of 
contrasting alternative families for David, with mother figures in Peggotty and Aunt Betsey before 
David tellingly marries a woman just like his mother, his aggravation with Dora’s flighty incompetence 
finally provoking her to comment, “I am affectionate,” in clear echo of David’s mother, and a hint of 
what perhaps makes Murdstones of men. 
 
 



 
 
 
Murdstone himself is an indelible caricature of a certain ideal of a demanding, icy disciplinarian 
propagated amongst the imperialist upper class as essential for making soft kids into hard adults, and 
Rathbone plays the part in a register of cast-iron malice. His stepfather mercilessly interrogates David 
with sums involving Double Gloucester cheeses. The evil, usurping father figure soon enough morphs 
into a variety of opposites and alternatives, in the form of the shambolic, marvellously human 
Micawber, the stalwart Dan, and the prosperous but dreamy, distracted Wickfield. The casting 
throughout the film is perfect, particularly the genius apparent in casting Fields. Despite not bothering 
to do an English accent, the inimitable Fieldsian lilt nonetheless inhabits a Dickensian zone already, 
and Fields lends a dash of ingenious physical comedy trying to evade creditors by shimmying along a 
rooftop and managing to hoist his hat upon his cane whilst trying to keep his footing, and later when he 
cringes after catching himself emulating Heep’s oily, finger-rubbing unctuousness. The only trouble is 
he just isn’t in the film very much. Young meanwhile delights in playing Heep as a sort of alien parasite 
trying to mimic humanity, playing at happy subservience at first but steadily unsheathing his fangs as 
he gains power, finally revealing his ultimate sleazy designs on Agnes when he gets a little carried away 
on a tide of wine during a travesty of celebration over his elevation to Wickfield’s partner. 
 
 



 
 
 
Cukor was a master at imbuing supple visual and aural effects and dramatic integrity upon the often 
stagy and talky material he was given, as well as coaxing career-best performances out of a great 
number of actors. Some of the cleverer bits of filmmaking here give strong hints of Cukor’s later flashes 
of extraordinary effect in films like the piano scene in Camille (1937) and the first madness fit in A 
Double Life (1948). Here he builds up little emotional thunderstorms in amazingly brief timespans as 
the various episodes require, like the way he whips up the ferocity in David’s brutal schooling by his 
father-in-law, and the ratcheting sense of crisis gripping David as he tries to make overtures to Dora 
whilst watching a ballet performance, his need for attention glancing against her complete entrance 
into the fantasy world before her. In another time Cukor might have made more of the book’s clear 
hints of homoerotic attachment between David and Steerforth Dickens offered as another aspect of 
maturation. Here he still manages to suggest dimensions of proscribed lust as Steerforth lounges in 
Byronically heartsick fashion is shadowy, fire-lit room plotting his designs on Em’ly whilst hinting at his 
dark side to the laughingly oblivious David. Earlier in the film a scene in which Em’ly alarms David by 
running out onto the end of a broken pier is rendered a little symphony of editing and camerawork: 
Cukor films her as if standing on the edge of the universe, seagulls wheeling above as incarnations of all 
her unfettered fantasies of life. 
 
 



 
 
 
Try as he might though, Cukor can’t stop the film degenerating at points into a succession of vivid but 
disjointed tableaux, even with the excision of aspects of the novel like the school of Dr Strong. This 
patchiness is plain in the cramped and rushed comeuppance for Heep as Micawber denounces and 
blackmails him before an interested audience, with Fields feeling quite literally caged in his display of 
volatile and theatrical bravura by the arrested camera. Equally awkward is the attempt to quickly rush 
through Dora’s falling ill immediately after she and David reconcile following a quarrel sparked by her 
lack of cooking skills, Dora suddenly throwing a hand up to her forehead and fainting. It’s the kind of 
moment that feels like low-hanging fruit for a satire on old movie lore and Victorian melodrama, 
although conversely one could argue it also purely captures that sensibility. It might also be said to 
incidentally expose the facetiousness inherent in Dickens’ contrived killing-off of the character, a 
representation of his first wife. O’Sullivan is nonetheless extremely effective playing a character who 
locates the excruciating side of innocence but expires after offering an eloquent exploration of their bad 
marriage. 
 
 



 
 
 
Young Bartholomew, who would go on to play similarly intrepid young snoots in Little Lord 
Fauntleroy (1936) and Captains Courageous (1937), does a good job, particularly during David’s 
victimisation by Murdstone, plying a version of a young English gentleman acceptable to 1930s 
Hollywood mores, but Lawton is rather too squeaky-clean and ingenuous playing the adult David: he 
mostly serves to highlight what a good job John Mills did playing a more shaded and complex Pip in 
Lean’s Great Expectations (1946). Not that Lawton’s lack of star gravitas is necessarily a bad thing in 
playing one of Dickens’ protagonists, with their blank decency and pathos serving as pivots for the rest 
of the author’s human-shaped bulbs of free-floating id and ego. Oliver is particularly skilful in playing a 
character who swerves unexpectedly between extremes, the tartar with a heart of gold, living in her cliff 
top house with the batty but lovable Mr Dick (Lennox Pawle), swatting at anyone who passes over her 
property and embracing David with hesitant but then fulsome affection, the kind of haughty, judging 
dragon everyone should have in their corner. 
 
 



 
 
 
Despite the fragmentation of story in the second half David Copperfield, holds together sufficiently, and 
is never less than sublimely entertaining. The climax of the subplot involving Em’ly and Steerforth, 
when Em’ly’s heartbroken fiancé Ham (John Buckler) swims out to help a beleaguered ship during a 
storm only to find Steerforth aboard, is a great sequence involving brilliant special effects (provided by 
montage expert Slavko Vorkapich) and staging with all the technical might MGM could muster at the 
time. The scene is offered as the elemental counterpoint to the opening, the foment of the windstorm at 
the start representing the tumult of entering life given way to destructive wrath incarnated. Cukor 
zeroes in to register the terror in Steerforth’s eyes as he recognises Ham, only for both men to be swept 
to their deaths by waves of deistic/authorial judgement before Ham can sully himself in Steerforth’s 
blood, both corpses washed up on the sand to be mourned over by David, forced not only to mourn 
both men but also to register with artistic awareness the pathetic spectacle, the apocalyptic end of two 
of his most cherished boyhood experiences. All’s well that ends well, naturally, as the no-class usurper 
Heep is brought to heel and David weds Agnes, with all the codified assurance that no matter who 
torturously life treats us, things tend to work out. And, of course, that’s a message people like as much 
today as in 1855 or 1935, however many grains of salt we might swallow it with. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Saloum (2021) 

 

 
 
 
Guinea-Bissau, 2003: as a coup d’état is launched against the ruling government of the day, three 
soldiers of fortune known together as Bangui’s Hyenas take on a classic kind of dirty, dangerous 
mission. With the military determined to take out drug dealers infesting the country, the three Hyenas 
– boss badass Chaka (Yann Gael), cynical, flashy, quick-fire Rafa (Roger Salah), and grizzled grigris man 
Papa Minuit (Mentor Ba) – out to claim a million dollar bounty for snatching Mexican drug cartel 
emissary Felix (Renaud Farah) and his fortune of gold bullion and spirit them out of the country. The 
mercenary trio drive and shoot their way through the local armed forces’ cordons, and fly out in a 
private plane, heading for Dakar. But when they realise one of their petrol tanks has been punctured 
and is losing fuel, the trio’s unofficial leader Chaka (Yann Gael) directs Rafa to land in a barren inland 
area of Senegal near the delta of the Saloum River, “land of myths and cursed kings.” Knowing the local 
cops will hunt for them, they need a place to lay low long enough to obtain fuel and tools, and Chaka 
directs them to a locale on the coast, an eight-hour trek away, with Rafa carrying Felix, knocked 
unconscious with the sleep-inducing dust Minuit concocts as a non-lethal weapon, on his back, and the 
gold left buried in the ground. 
 
 



 
 
 
Soon the three warriors and their load arrive at a campground near Ndangane on the coast, run by 
solicitous host Omar (Bruno Henry) and his helpmate Salamane (Babacar Oualay), where the price of 
staying isn’t money but pitching in labour to maintain the site and its surrounds. The campground 
seems like a near idyllic setting, although Rafa is pissed off about having clean up the bar to earn his 
keep, and mercenaries try to blend in with the other current residents, including artists Sephora 
(Marielle Salmier) and Younce (Cannabasse), and a young deaf-mute woman, Awa (Evelyne Ily Juhen). 
Fate soon starts throwing curveballs at the Hyenas. Awa soon learns the Hyenas can readily converse 
with her in sign language, because at one point they all worked in a mine where signing was the only 
way to communicate: Awa promptly informs the mercenaries that she knows who they are and 
demands they take her with them. There’s also the arrival of Police Captain Souleymane Fale (Ndiaga 
Mbow), planning to stay at the campsite for a short holiday. The first sign that something more subtly 
and insidiously disturbing lurks beyond the lamplight of the site comes when some tourists flee just as 
the Hyenas arrive. And then there’s the actual reason why Chaka has contrived to bring his two 
comrades to this place. 
 
 

 
 
 
Congolese director Jean Luc Herbulot’s second feature, Saloum comes on with a swagger and style that’s 
rare at the best of times. The opening shot is instantly arresting – the image of a boy dangling a manacle 
and chain from one hand and clutching a silver revolver in the other as he wades through shallow water 



under aligned sun and moon, charged with overtones of both the numinous and the potently 
liberationist. Herbulot cuts then to the Hyenas stalking down a street scattered with the bodies of the 
massacred scattered like chaff, Minuit pausing to knock out a wounded soldier with his sleeping dust, 
and planting playing cards as totems of their passing on the bodies, a la Colonel Kilgore in Apocalypse 
Now (1979). Herbulot announces his desire to generate a sense of larger-than-life mythos with his 
aesthetic, with crash freeze frames and title cards and looming iconic introductory shots for his 
characters once the strip off their disguises. The Hyenas swiftly defined as accomplished survivors and 
cynical warriors with suitably fuzzy origin stories – they’re rumoured to be former farmers who took up 
mercenary work, but aspects of their stories as they come out complicate this romantic lilt. They’ve 
become folk heroes for their bravado and shows of brilliance as both warriors and strategists, able to 
win wars without bloodshed and forestall coups. “Stories about heroes travel faster than bullets,” Awa 
tells Rafa after she recounts the Hyenas’ own legend to him, to his guarded fascination. But the Hyenas 
are also hard-edged survivors proud of their own grit and bling: “These fucking Guineans ruined my 
Versace!” Rafa curses as he wipes down his soiled shoes after their battle through the military cordons. 
 
 

 
 
 
Saloum wears its influences on its sleeve: a strong dose of Tarantino in the mystique-touched heroes 
with epic backstories, trope-blending, and sudden, violent turns of drama, a little John Carpenter, and 
something of Michael Mann to the crisp, seemingly spontaneous but often fiercely well-composed 
widescreen photography. The story is similar in basic proposition to From Dusk Till Dawn (1996), as the 
fugitive tough guys run into supernatural menace. But Saloum is, altogether, an original piece of work, 
and whilst seeming to follow a well-trodden path, actually diverges from its models in telling 
ways. Saloum fuses a love for the traditions of tough-guy genre cinema with concerns and imagery more 
specific to the film’s cultural and historical perspective. The script, co-written by Herbulot and producer 
Pamela Diop, roots itself deeply in West African mythology and spirituality and connecting these to 
ugly modern history and contemporary ills, even as it introduces its heroes as creatures perfectly 
evolved to survive the often down-and-dirty reality of their corner of the world. One of the dinner 
conversations the Hyenas have with their hosts and companions in the campsite sees them bandying 
postcolonial theory and literature, in between teasing sessions between the dissembling mercenaries 
and visiting top cop, as well as sign-language squabbles with Awa, who insists on fighting Chaka with 
her martial arts skills to prove she has sufficient mettle to travel a way with the Hyenas. 
 
 



 
 
 
Herbulot slows the pace from the scuzzy swashbuckling of the opening as the Hyenas contend with 
being obliged to play ordinary people for a spell, faced with both Awa’s pushy demands and the 
ambiguity of the cop’s presence, and the uneasy communal life in the camp where many people are not 
who they say they are. What’s really going on here at the Saloum delta is hinted at until a crucial act of 
violence mid-film busts everything wide open. The Hyenas and Felix are obliged to help Omar and their 
fellow guests with the various tasks that must be performed around the area which go beyond keeping 
the campsite tidy, encompassing tasks like delivering food aid to local townsfolk who bizarrely have 
scar tissue closing up their ears, and planting mangrove shoots. Repairing the degraded environment is 
part of Omar’s project, making up for the predations of poachers, and he gets Chaka to lend his 
shooting talent to his method of driving away the poachers, by shooting them in the ass with BB guns. 
This seems to a bonding experience for Omar and Chaka, and Omar mentions his time as a soldier 
which he dismisses as “a dark time in my life.” Meanwhile Chaka is beset by haunting flashbacks to 
when he was a child, shackled and kept in a shed in some compound, at the mercy of a looming 
tormenter, the warlord known as Remington, named for the pistol he once carried (now in Chaka’s 
sturdy hands) whose branded mark, a single ‘R’, is imprinted on Chaka’s hands, and is also painted on 
buildings around the locale. The classic gunslinger’s weapon helps exacerbate the Western movie 
elements heaped on elements of Horror, crime, and war flicks, and Chaka uses it to potent effect, but by 
the end it represents not a heroic mantle but the self-perpetuation of violence. Meanwhile Felix learns 
from Souleymane that he knows who the Hyenas are and is more interested in capturing them than the 
drug lord, with his officers lurking in wait to capture them at the right time. 
 
 



 
 
 
Eventually, all this proves to be connected in surprising but coherent manner, as Chaka’s history as a 
kidnapped child soldier and sexual abuse victim is now driving him on a revenge trip, conjuring images 
of himself hovering in a mythical zone bathed in sunset red and wielding the silver revolver he claimed 
from his abuser as his personal Excalibur, contrasted via jagged editing with the sordid immediate scene 
and consequence of his actions. Turns out the stability of the delta depends on a deal Omar made with 
the evil spirits that lurk in the region, and when that deal is broken, the spirits come out to wreak havoc 
and claim the humans infesting their domain. The spirits are able to invade bodies and cause awful, 
shuddering death through their cries. Awa’s nominal disability then provides her with perfect 
protection, whilst the others in the campsite must resort to blocking sound out by any means at hand 
and Minuit wields his charms for some extra protection, and try to make a getaway. But there are still 
layers of hellishness which have nothing to do with the spirits waiting to be uncovered and foil our 
heroes. 
 
 

 
 
 
Saloum pulls off a balancing act many filmmakers have attempted recently but rarely such impudent 
vigour – Herbulot constructs a coherent parable dealing with the idea of the ghosts of history through 
his supernatural motifs and his character dramas, whilst never getting bogged down with even a hint of 
ponderousness or pretension. The theme of the blighted land is rooted in folklore, when a local people 
sold their land in exchange for getting another tribe to kill their wicked king, Gana Sira Bana, who then 



laid his curse down on the region. On one level this is about as immediately important to the flow of the 
story as the average Indian burial ground or haunted castle in American and European horror films. On 
another, it’s all intelligibly connected with the more immediate grappling with the aftereffects of both 
foreign exploitation and civil war. Chaka’s discovery of a shed crammed with young boys, kept as 
sacrifices for the spirits, unites the different kinds of child exploitation crucial to the story. Chaka’s 
warpath of righteousness is both a necessary state of mind for contending with such cruel craziness but 
also finally indicted as a perpetuation of it, destabilising and destroying the finite balance of forces 
keeping the land at something like peace. But that stability is itself the product of buying off evil rather 
than contending with it. 
 
 

 
 
 
Herbulot also manages to pay tribute to a familiar kind of monster movie structure, as the Hyenas and 
their new-found fellows in survivalist straits try to battle their way out of the locale, whilst delivering 
something new with his conceptualism and filming. The lurking demons are glimpsed as shaggy, 
horned creatures, but with swarms of insects hovering around them almost like clothing, giving them 
physical form but also rendering them nebulous and difficult to grapple with. Herbulot films the action 
in broad daylight, the heroes dashing to and fro around the nearby village as the demons are glimpsed 
obliquely, stalking them and launching their attacks in hand-held tracking shots that manage to be 
both elegant and chaotic. Memorable shots extend right through the film, like Minuit using his magic 
invocations to hold off the swarms of evil, hyperbolic editing moving to close-ups of Chaka firing the 
vintage Remington at the demons, literally trying to fend off hell with his prowess as a gunman, and the 
sight of the freed boys chasing down and brutalising one of their tormenters, glimpsed by Chaka 
speeding by on a quad bike, a scene of poetic justice he smiles at in deep satisfaction. 
 
 



 
 
 
Saloum benefits equally from uniformly strong performances, particularly from lead Gael with his 
simmering anger and aggression lurking under his most seemingly playful and composed displays, 
particularly his notes of sardonic dissembling during his dinner table conversations. There’s genuine 
cleverness not only to the way the film fits in a hearing-impaired protagonist, but the way it justifies the 
Hyenas understanding her, in a manner that expands their personal lore and the world they’ve sprung 
from, and how this in turn becomes an important element of the story. The climax, which is capped 
with a repeat of a proverb recounted at the beginning, turns the story full circle with a precise sense of 
tragic meaning, as the path of freedom has become, by choice, the path of revenge, and that is a path 
that only moves in a circle. Clocking in at less than eighty minutes minus the end credits, Saloum is as 
tight a package as I’ve seen in recent cinema, wielding something of the same level of concision and 
economy as a 1940s B movie, but delivered at the cutting edge of modern style and substance. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Shivers (1975) / The Brood (1979) 

Alternate titles for Shivers: They Came From Within ; The Parasite Murders ; Frissons 
 

 
 
 
Director / Screenwriter: David Cronenberg 
 
 
Many directors have made great Horror movies. Some defined and redefined the genre. But few have 
become unshakeably associated with a specific wing of the genre that they largely invented, as David 
Cronenberg is with “body horror.” Cronenberg, born in Toronto in 1943, grew up a voracious consumer 
of EC Horror comic books, science fiction story magazines, and Western, pirate, and Disney animated 
movies, whilst his father tried to get him interested in art-house cinema, a seed that took a little longer 
to germinate. A writer from a young age, he started studying botany and biology at college but switched 
to English, and became interested in filmmaking after watching a short film made by a classmate. After 
making a pair of shorts of his own, he cofounded a filmmaking co-op with future collaborator and 
notable director in his own right, Ivan Reitman. Cronenberg made two more, increasingly ambitious 
short films after graduating, both of them hinging on common sci-fi concepts but given cruel and 
disturbing twists that took seriously the human meaning of their ideas. The first, 1969’s black-and-
white Stereo, evinced an interest in the concept of telepathy Cronenberg would revisit for his breakout 
hit Scanners (1981). 1970’s colour film Crimes of the Future depicted a future where adult human women 
have died out, and men are increasingly driven to acts of paedophilia or else are to suicidal ends: 
Cronenberg would notably recycle the title for his most recent film of 2022. 
 



 

 
 
 
Crimes of the Future established important elements of Cronenberg’s artistic vocabulary, particularly his 
fascination for modernist architecture and unease with its implied aesthetic and social meaning, and 
willingness to tackle themes few other directors would touch with a ten-foot pole. Both Cronenberg and 
Reitman would benefit from the increased Canadian government support for filmmaking and a 
resulting national cinema resurgence, exemplified at first by the likes of Donald Shebib’s soberly 
realistic buddy movie Goin’ Down The Road (1970) and Ted Kotcheff’s The Apprenticeship of Duddy 
Kravitz (1974), but soon sparking a surge of Horror movies, including Bob Clark’s Deathdream (1973) 
and Black Christmas (1974) and Reitman’s Cannibal Girls (1973), a trend that would soon make 
Canadian cinema strongly associated with low-budget but cultishly beloved slasher movies. Cronenberg 
decided to get in on the act, but in a manner that would immediately establish his unique ability to play 
the exploitation movie game on his own terms. After several years directing TV episodes and 
telemovies, and some theatrical work, including writing a musical show for the popular magician Doug 
Henning (with music by Cronenberg’s future constant collaborator Howard Shore), Cronenberg wrote a 
script called Orgy of the Blood Parasites, which he then filmed in 15 days on a budget of $179,000, some 
of it sourced from the national film fund. Upon release the film did reasonable business, but it was soon 
also targeted by conservative politicians as a grotesque example of what taxpayer money was being 
spent on. A few decades later Cronenberg was awarded the highest Canadian honour. The wheel spins. 
 
 



 
 
 
Cronenberg followed Shivers with a number of increasingly professional and heedlessly adventurous 
movies, mostly blending aspects of Horror and sci-fi – 1977’s Rabid, essentially a retread of Shivers if 
slicker and tighter, 1979’s The Brood, 1981’s Scanners, and 1983’s Videodrome, with a notable discursion 
for Fast Company (1979), a film about young racing freaks. Cronenberg’s steadily mounting reputation 
eventually saw him gain Hollywood backing (even as he remained a firmly Canada-based filmmaker) for 
the Stephen King adaptation The Dead Zone (1984), a remake of the ‘50s sci-fi film The Fly (1986), and 
the psychological horror-thriller Dead Ringers (1988), works that cemented his fame and for many 
represent his major achievements. Cronenberg then began stepping away from straight genre films, 
whilst not abandoning his signature aesthetics and provocations. As hot and cold as I tend to blow on 
much of Cronenberg’s later oeuvre, his early work remains uniquely potent. Not just for the authorial 
stamp he managed to apply on stringent budgets, coolly energetic and charged with unique personality 
whilst free of the mannered style he would later develop, but for the way he smartly blended the 
familiar structures and codes of standard genre storylines and used them, not unlike his perversely 
transforming characters, as vessels for his concerns, his preoccupation with the body, disease, 
transformation, and abnormality fuelled by his strictly atheistic artistic and philosophical viewpoints. 
 
 



 
 
 
The American alternate title of Shivers, They Came From Within, is often noted by genre critics and 
historians as particularly cogent when it comes to analysing just what Cronenberg did with his work. 
Where the titles of the 1950s films like It Came From Outer Space (1953) and Them! (1954) encapsulated 
the era’s anxieties, aimed towards the alien, the unknown, the pitiless other, Cronenberg explicitly 
recast the equation as the real source of threat and fear as sourced within ourselves, minds and bodies. 
Rather than seeing the post-World War II landscape of clean-lined modernist buildings and 
accompanying promises of physical and mental purity purveyed in modern consumerist culture and its 
wares, Cronenberg saw lurking neurosis blooming, alienation and divorcement, engendering a state of 
anxiety all the more insidious because it seems to have no cause. If classical Gothic horror as defined by 
artists like Mary Shelley and Edgar Allan Poe provided a psychological landscape rooted in impressions 
of a decayed and diseased hangover of the past and bygone worldviews and powers, Cronenberg went to 
the opposite extreme, identifying the percolating fear that even in the most seemingly sterile and 
ahistorical of surrounds disease and decay still await, the illusion of stability just that. The body, 
increasingly the object of commoditised perfection in advertising, pop culture, and pornography in the 
mass media, post-Sexual Revolution age, visions of fit, trim, desirable beauty replete on television and 
in magazines, was still prey to the same forces as ever, but such forces had now taken on the aspect of a 
form of heresy to the modern religion. On the other hand, looking a little more deeply, one sees that 
Cronenberg’s key preoccupations are actually very old, indeed profoundly embedded in a medievalist 
worldview, where sex and death are perfectly linked, and their umbilicus is the welfare of body. 
 
 



 
 
 
Cronenberg wasn’t the first to dabble with such themes, even if he was the first to definitively unify 
them. Cronenbergian ideas are apparent in ancestors like I Married A Monster From Outer Space (1958) 
with its specific take on fear of alien infiltration as invested with erotic and maternal anxiety. Roger 
Corman, with his 1963 H.P. Lovecraft adaptation The Haunted Palace, placed proto-Cronenbergian 
horror, manifest in imagery of alien impregnation and hordes of misshapen human by-products, 
wrapped within the more familiar, old-fashioned Gothic style. Shivers bore incidental but important 
resemblance to J.G. Ballard’s novel High-Rise, published the same year as Shivers’ release, as Ballard’s 
novel took up the same idea of a shiny new residential building swiftly degenerating into lawless 
barbarism. The early scenes of Shivers display how well Cronenberg understood his assignment as a new 
player in the ‘70s exploitation movie game, but also clearly convey his ability to spike the brew with 
unique ingredients. The film opens with slide show advertising a swanky new apartment building 
development, Starliner Towers, built on an island in the St Lawrence River just outside Montreal. A 
smooth voice lists the building’s features and services over pictures of the building and its surrounds 
whilst the opening credits unfurl. Cronenberg’s targeting is immediately precise and deadly, 
lampooning the language of advertising and the illusions of aspiration it exploits – you too can be a 
superior human being if you live in our well-decorated sky-riding concrete boxes, with nature kept 
thoroughly in its place. 
 
 



 
 
 
Cronenberg immediately and brutally attacks this as he cuts between benign scenes of residents 
shuffling in and out, like a pair of blonde newlyweds who settle down to sign their lease with the 
building manager, Merrick (Ronald Mlodzik, who had also appeared in Stereo and Crimes of the 
Future and is a key performer in Cronenberg’s early work), with a vicious crime: a teenage girl wearing a 
school uniform, Annabelle Brown (Cathy Graham), tries to hold out a man bashing his way through the 
door of her apartment. The man, Dr Emil Hobbes (Fred Doederlein), manages to crash through and 
brutally assaults Annabelle despite her fierce resistance, finally throttling her to death. He lays her 
corpse on a table and cuts open her abdominal cavity with a scalpel after taping her mouth shut, and 
pours a bottle of acid into her guts. Hobbes then slices his own throat. This bewildering act of intimate 
violence seems to pass unnoticed by the rest of the building. Meanwhile, in another apartment, an 
insurance investigator, Nick Tudor (Allan Kolman, billed as Alan Migicovsky), is suffering from stomach 
pains, and acts coldly towards his concerned wife Janine (Susan Petrie). When he leaves for work, he 
first heads to Annabelle’s apartment, making it plain that he’s her lover. Tudor discovers the scene of 
horror there, and leaves without reporting it. The corpses are instead officially discovered by Dr Roger 
St. Luc (Paul Hampton), who runs a medical clinic catering to Skyliner residents, as he makes a house 
call. Roger is interviewed by a homicide detective, Heller (Barry Bolero), but both men are equally 
baffled by the crime. 
 
 



 
 
 
Roger, who was taught by Hobbes at medical school, only begins to get an idea of what transpired when 
he talks to a friend, Rollo Linsky (Joe Silver), who worked with Hobbes. Linsky, looking through 
Hobbes’ papers, tells Roger the former professor was fired in disgrace after being caught fondling 
Annabelle during a visit to her girls’ school when she was 12, and then carried on having an affair with 
her and paying for her apartment at Skyliner. Linsky comments acerbically that, whilst being a pervert 
and a lousy teacher, Hobbes had unique genius for getting grants, and had a genuinely curious mind. 
One of his ideas was to breed a species of parasitic organism that could be implanted into human 
beings and take over the function of diseased organs. Roger and Linsky soon begin to realise that 
Hobbes had succeeded in creating such an organism and implanted it in Annabelle to test it, only for 
her to start showing signs of wanton instability, and his murder was an attempt to destroy the parasite 
before it could be spread. Trouble is, Annabelle has already slept with several men in the building, 
including Tudor and an older ladies’ man, Brad (actor unidentified), who has seen Roger for a check-up 
and reported similar abdominal pains to those Tudor is experiencing, and whilst Tudor himself refuses 
to see a doctor, Janine reports the issue to Roger. 
 
 



 
 
 
Cronenberg spares time amidst this to note some of the denizens of Skyliner, like Brad chatting up 
women whilst also giving away his own anxieties as he talks about vitamin therapies in the clinic 
waiting room, and two old ladies ambling by the tower with unfortunate timing, as Tudor vomits a 
parasite over his balcony high above, and the bloody, wriggling creature lands on one woman’s plastic 
umbrella. The doorman (Wally Martin) sits about the lobby reading paperback potboilers and admits to 
having never drawn the gun he carries, and Merrick tries to deal with all problems with much sanguine 
salesmanship as he can muster. Roger himself is in a relationship with his nurse, Forsythe (Lynn Lowry). 
The parasite Tudor vomits up crawls into a sewer and gets back into the building, where some kids 
glimpse it squirming around, and it later springs upon a woman (Nora Johnson) in the laundry room, 
burning her face as squirms upon it before slipping into her mouth and taking up residence. This 
process is repeated in a daisy chain of rapes and flailing couplings, as everyone in the building becomes 
infected with the parasites, which renders them, after periods of disorientation and sometimes illness, 
powerfully and even violently aroused, some to the point of mindless compulsion. 
 
 



 
 
 
The film’s most significant subplot involves Janine and her friend and confidant in the tower, Betts 
(Barbara Steele), a friendship that shades into a simmering lesbian flirtation. Betts is single and 
independent and self-possessed whilst Janine languishes in a mordant caricature of a standard 
heterosexual marriage. One that sees her husband becoming much fonder of the parasitic organism 
squirming inside his stomach and stimulating his most intensely onanistic desires, talking tenderly to 
the thing as it pokes at his belly, than he is of his increasingly distraught and frustrated wife. Only when 
the parasite’s influence grows strong does Tudor suddenly charge up with lust for Janine, who is 
understandably perturbed and flees their apartment for Betts’s. But Betts herself has already had a close 
encounter with one of the parasites, which crawls out of her bathtub drain as she’s bathing, and crawls 
inside her nether regions in a welter of blood and quasi-orgasmic squirming. Later she comes on to 
Janine in the same suddenly compulsive and urgent way and the two share a deep kiss: Cronenberg 
zeroes in to note a bulge in Betts’ throat passing on into Janine’s as she’s infected with a parasite, in a 
gleeful travesty of pornographic intensity. 
 
 



 
 
 
The look and atmosphere of Shivers does indeed have something of a strong resemblance to ‘70s porn 
movies with its blatant fill lighting and filming in chintzy-neat environs, and sequences like the early 
depiction of Annabelle’s murder, where the actress looks obviously too old for her part, do resemble 
porn set-ups. Cronenberg turns this to his advantage. He manages to skewer both the niceties of genre 
movie exposition and the mercenary wont of erotica when he portrays Roger being tauntingly distracted 
by Forsyth as she strips off her nurse uniform as he’s trying to listen to Linsky’s explanation about what 
Hobbes was up to. The blank, bright look of the film gives it all a clinical severity. Cronenberg uses the 
building in a fashion reminiscent in a way of the apartments around James Stewart’s abode in Alfred 
Hitchcock’s Rear Window (1954): where in Hitchcock’s film the surrounding flats became cinematic 
projection surfaces for the hero’s various needs and anxieties, Cronenberg fills Skyliner with people 
whose secret fantasies and hungers soon take them over, spilling out of their little boxes and into public 
spaces to be enacted. The film was shot in a building designed by the famed modernist architect Mies 
van der Rohe, giving Cronenberg’s sense of both fetishism and suspicion for such locales a dose of 
specific grandeur. The cast is mostly made-for-TV anonymous save for Steele, the once-beloved English 
star of Italian Horror movies, and Lowry, who came to Cronenberg via George Romero’s The 
Crazies (1973) and Radley Metzger’s Score (1974), whilst Silver’s marvellously air no-nonsense 
intelligence and deep-voiced presence was carried over to Rabid. 
 
 



 
 
 
Shivers’ narrative form has some strong resemblance to ‘70s disaster movies, like the Airport films, with 
their social cross-section characters and interest in evolving personal and sexual mores, forced into a 
tight space in a crisis situation, bringing out hidden dimensions of character from rank pathos to 
unexpected heroism. Moreover, the very end of the film strongly, and amusingly, resembles the ritual 
ending of the TV show The Love Boat, itself a derivation of the Airport template with disaster removed 
and concentrating instead on fulfilment-seeking Me Decade mores, everyone now installed in 
seemingly correct partnerings. A more experienced Cronenberg might have developed many of these 
character vignettes more to wield more concisely developed ironies and to pack more metaphorical and 
thematic punch, but on the other hand their randomness does befit his insistence on treating the 
inhabitants of Skyliner more as subjects in a sociological-scientific study. Hobbes’ name echoes back to 
the philosopher Thomas Hobbes with his famously pessimistic view of humanity and nature, and his 
design for his parasitical creation, Linksy says when reading Hobbes’ notes to Roger over the phone, 
provides what might as well be a mission statement for Cronenbergian cinema, “‘Man is an animal that 
thinks too much – an over-rational animal that’s lost touch with its body and its instincts’…In other 
words, too much brains and not enough guts.” Linsky again quotes Hobbes in his design for the 
parasite: “A combination of aphrodisiac and venereal disease that’ll hopefully turn the world into one 
beautiful, mindless orgy.” 
 
 



 
 
 
But Shivers could also be, gross and disturbing as it is, the closest thing Cronenberg has made to an out-
and-out comedy. The story set-up with all the buttoned-down neighbours becoming increasingly randy 
and wild is the stuff of farce. Visions like the parasite, after being vomited up, splatting against a biddy’s 
umbrella, and then leaping out of a washing machine to plant itself on a host’s face, evoke utter 
absurdity before swivelling hard to the grotesque. Other, sardonic touches like Linsky and Roger 
squabbling over the lunch they’re munching down in between discussing Hobbes’ gut-infesting 
creation, have a Hitchcockian flavour. Inherent in Shivers’ thesis is a darkly concerted satire on post-
1960s mores, with Cronenberg providing a metaphor for the accruing costs of a rapidly mutating social 
survey in which everyone has become a kind of free-floating entity seeking out erotic and emotional 
fulfilment. This implicitly sceptical attitude helped earn Cronenberg the first of many attempts to 
critique him for a lurking reactionary streak, which would be amplified by elements of his films like the 
gross portrait of neurotic matriarch in The Brood. Cronenberg’s habitual disinterest in clarifying his 
thinking on such matters didn’t help. Crucially, Cronenberg’s approach keeps in mind the essential duty 
of the Horror genre artist, which is to provoke rather than try to mollify the audience’s anxiety, to enter 
deeply into profoundly uneasy fantasies and psychological zones – one reason why the genre still resist 
being entirely domesticated despite shifts that have seen a filmmaker like Cronenberg move from the 
very fringe of culture to its respectable centre. Whilst Cronenberg’s early work gained serious attention 
in some quarters in its time as well as unease and revulsion in others, it took the age of AIDS to make 
what he was getting at seem urgent, as sexual activity was suddenly seen as consequential again as it 
was before the invention of the contraceptive pill, and Cronenberg’s cinema was taken up with 
particular fervour by queer cineastes as the disease impacted their community, appalled by the strange 
spectacle of bodies rebelling and collapsing. 
 
 



 
 
 
Shivers is a messy movie, one that Cronenberg doesn’t seem to have thought through too deeply, 
instead representing a madcap travelogue through the building blocks of his imaginative concerns, 
invested with an energy and abandon that sometimes seems more reminiscent of Romero or Ken 
Russell than his own, later, carefully modulated style. Much of Shivers unfolds in a state of flux without 
a clear narrative backbone, and an edge of the surreal to some of its vignettes in a story that’s supposed 
to be at least vaguely couched in rational motivations. Aspects of the story don’t make much sense, like 
why the parasites are so dangerously corrosive outside the body, and the differing behaviour of the 
infected, although the latter detail can, arguably, be the product of their different characters: the 
parasites don’t control them but provoke them to unleash their most deeply egocentric behaviours. 
That Cronenberg opens the movie bluntly with Hobbes’ crime and death means that the plot is left to 
be explained by Linsky rather than discovered and enacted. When he would return to a similar kind of 
maniacal savant figure for the likes of The Brood, The Fly, Dead Ringers, and Cosmopolis (2012), 
Cronenberg would find rich dramatic value in making them central antiheroes. And yet the messiness 
nonetheless is a large part of what makes Shivers interesting, particularly as the DNA just about the 
whole of Cronenberg’s future oeuvre is somewhere in the churn, and indeed its many body horror 
followers, including Ridley Scott’s Alien (1979) and John Carpenter’s The Thing (1982). 
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The scenes focusing on the Tudors, with the husband becoming fixated and even charmed by his new, 
transforming, suddenly bilaterally inhabited body, much to his wife’s flailing despair, before 
monstrosity consumes him, presents all the essentials of The Fly in miniature. When Linsky comes to 
the building to see Tudor at Rogers request, he’s attacked by one of the parasites which burns his face, 
forcing Linsky to try and kill it, whereupon Tudor launches on Linsky and kills him to protect one of his 
spawn, in a scene of striking, agonised pathos. When Roger finds Linsky dead and Tudor standing over 
him, the doctor abandons his humanism and guns Tudor down. Roger, having saved Forsythe from 
being raped by the infected doorman by shooting him dead, finds she’s already been infected, a parasite 
bobbing gruesomely within her mouth as she experiences a spasm. Before the reveal, Forsythe raves on 
about a dream she had where a dirty old man explained to her that everything in life experience 
contains an erotic element – another thesis statement from the director. Cronenberg’s delight in fillips 
of esoteric detail and weird organisations is also in evidence, as when Linsky notes that Hobbes gained 
funding from an organisation calling itself the Northern Hemisphere Organ Transplant Society. 
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Shivers plainly takes a great deal of licence from Romero’s Night of the Living Dead (1968) as it portrays 
a steady degeneration and collapse of the protagonists before the increasing hordes of the infected, 
and The Crazies, with its theme of spreading contagion causing aberrant behaviour: Lowry’s presence 
makes the connection more immediate. Some later scenes of the infected launching on the heroes in 
narrow corridors and crashing through barricades, as well as the setting and satirical purview, might 
have planted seeds in Romero’s mind for Dawn of the Dead (1978). Another evident influence is Don 
Siegel’s Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1956), in the general portrait of a relentlessly subsumed 
populace being made into something other than entirely human, and the revelation of Forsyth’s 
infection strongly recalls the similar twist in the Siegel film. Steele’s presence meanwhile connects the 
film to a different tradition, her dark, tantalising features, so perfect for the sensuous witches of Italian 
Gothic Horror, here embodies a modernised version of the same kind of figure. 
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As the building’s populace is entirely consumed Roger, the last uninfected men, is forced to abandon 
Forsythe after initially trying to gag her and carry her out of the building. He scurries around the 
corridors witnessing increasingly depraved sights, like a man leading twin teenage girls acting like dogs 
on leashes, and a father who enthusiastically exhibits his daughter’s beauty before grasping her in a 
passionate embrace. Cronenberg’s perturbing interest in paedophilia as a kind of ultimate marker on 
the fringe of human behaviour, evinced in Crimes of the Future and likely informed by admiration for 
Vladimir Nabokov’s Lolita, recurs here, as when a waiter attacks and infects and mother and 
prepubescent daughter in an elevator. Later they emerge to assault and infect the doorman, girl clinging 
close to her rapist-lover-infester who sniffs her hair whilst she consumes his suggestive gift of food, 
before placing blood-smeared mouth on the guard’s to pass on the parasite – another scene that nods 
heavily to Night of the Living Dead, when the daughter consumes her father. But Cronenberg’s event 
horizon of behaviour is a descent into completely wanton and amoral sexual behaviour rather than 
cannibalism. He defines Hobbes as a pervert for a reason, to make him seem less like a pied piper of sex 
and more like a pathological case who, unable to stand being written off as a weirdo by society, instead 
tries to remake society in his own image. 
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Nonetheless the film’s climax is invested with a sarcastic ring of orgiastic festivity and revolutionary 
explosion, as Roger is finally driven into the building’s swimming pool where Forsythe, Betts, and Janine 
bob like sirens given up to the new flesh and awaiting their Odysseus to bring under the spell. Roger is 
crushed by a mass of converging infected and brought into the fold by Forsythe’s consuming kiss. 
Cronenberg dissolves to the sight of the building’s denizens driving out in a convoy from the 
underground car-park, heading out into the world to continue spreading their gospel. Roger and 
Forsythe are glimpsed as a reborn pair of super-swingers, Roger with cigar jutting from his lips and the 
orchid-wearing Forsythe lighting it for him, followed out by Janine and Betts and other couples. 
Cronenberg ends the film with one of their cars cruising on the freeway at night whilst a radio 
announcer describes an outbreak of violent sexual assaults around the city. 
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The Brood, Cronenberg’s third feature made four years after Shivers, displays a great leap in control on 
all levels for the director, from narrative and conceptual emphasis to directorial technique. It marked 
his first collaboration with Shore, whose eerie, sophisticated scoring makes an immediate mark. The 
film’s opening is betrays the new, crisp sense of purpose, as Cronenberg opens cold on an intense and 
confronting depiction of psychiatrist Dr Hal Raglan (Oliver Reed), a psychiatrist who’s created a new 
field of therapy he dubs “psychoplasmics,” engaged in role-playing therapy with patient Mike Trellan 
(Gary McKeehan), whose deep neurosis is sourced in anger and shame for his father. Raglan deftly 
draws out Mike’s hang-ups in playing the part of the father, trying to draw Mike through to a cathartic 
rupture, climaxing when Mike shows off seething buboes manifesting on his torso, the physical 
expression of his mental anguish. The session is occurring before an audience of interested colleague, 
acolytes, and students, at Raglan’s Somafree Clinic. Amongst the onlookers is Frank Carveth (Art 
Hindle), an architect who looks on with grim fascination whilst others comment with awe that Raglan is 
a genius. Frank has come to Raglan’s therapeutic retreat to fetch his daughter Candice (Cindy Hinds), 
who’s been on a visit to her mother Nola (Samantha Eggar). Nola is currently being isolated for intense 
therapy with Raglan in a cottage separate to the main clinic. She and Frank are separated and estranged 
because of Nola’s intense, borderline maniacal neuroses. When he gets Candice home, Frank is appalled 
to find scratches and bruises all over her back, and, assuming Nola made them, looks into preventing 
Nola reclaiming her, getting Nola’s mother Juliana (Nuala Fitzgerald) to look after her as he goes on the 
warpath. 
 
 

 
 
 
The blunt opening on a process of enquiry and revelation echoes on in Cronenberg’s films to the 
infamous panel demonstration at the start of Scanners that ends with a head exploding, and the lengthy 
early therapy scenes of A Dangerous Method (2011), a film which returned to Cronenberg’s interest in 
and scepticism for the world of psychiatry. McKeehan gives a fiendishly convincing performance as the 
emotionally crucified and desperately needy man-child whose jealousy at being displaced by Nola as the 
focus of Raglan’s attentions ultimately proves important to the story, whilst Reed instantly emblazons 
Raglan’s blend of cool professional authority mated to insidious rat cunning when it comes to getting 
into the heads of his patients. Cronenberg aims acid satire on the New Age therapy craze of the ‘70s as a 
new form of secular religion, portraying the arrogant Raglan as a kind of cult leader, provoking people 
in his care to the point of crisis in acts of theatre whilst also rendering himself a messianic figure of 
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epiphany and redemption. “You sound hostile,” he remarks coolly to Frank as he confronts him with 
righteous wrath. 
 
 

 
 
 
Cronenberg has been unusually forthcoming about the origins of The Brood, which he wrote in a frenzy 
of purgative activity, sourced in his bitter divorce and custody battle with his first wife. As this suggests, 
where Shivers was a communal portrait, The Brood is a tightly focused character and family drama with 
added elements of surreal grotesquery. The Brood also has a reputation for being perhaps the darkest 
and most disturbingly violent of his early films: certainly compared to the flashes of black comedy 
in Shivers or the interludes of action movie-tinged pyrotechnics of Scanners it’s a compressed and 
ruthless ride, one that enters into a zone of unmediated expression of personal angst that’s rather 
singular in Cronenberg’s career. As Frank delves deeper into Raglan’s method and plans a lawsuit, he’s 
thrust into the company of a disaffected former patient, Jan Hartog (Cronenberg regular Robert A. 
Silverman), who has a growth on his neck which he keeps hidden and a form of cancer both of which he 
says were caused by psychoplasmic therapy. Meanwhile, as Raglan works on her in their therapy 
sessions, Nola expresses vehement rage at her mother, who she accuses of beating and mistreating her, 
and her father who weakly refused to intervene and eventually left. Meanwhile Juliana explains to 
young Cindy that Nola was often in hospital as a child because she would suffer spontaneous physical 
injuries: when young Nola was already manifesting the psychoplasmic talent which Raglan prizes as the 
perfect test case to prove his theories. 
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Eggar, who had first gained attention in William Wyler’s The Collector (1966) as the victim of an 
obsessive and destructively controlling young man who kidnaps her, here was cast in something close 
to the opposite role. Eggar offers an unnervingly convincing performance as the kind of deeply 
egocentric and self-mesmerising mania who might well be conjuring crimes and abuses from her past to 
justify more nebulous discontent, and constantly whipping her emotions up with scant justifications, 
largely at Raglan’s enabling encouragement, as her spectacle of suffering is his bounty of data. What 
neither of them is entirely aware of is that the physical by-products of these sessions enact her 
poisonous emotions. Cronenberg doesn’t entirely reveal what’s going on until the climax, when Nora 
displays for Frank’s horrified edification that through the psychoplasmic process she’s grown a new, 
exterior womb, and gives birth to drone-like and deformed children who vaguely resemble Candice, and 
who live in the attic of Nora’s hut. The Brood, as Raglans calls them, are also possessed of malevolent 
and murderous intelligence, and set out to deliver Nora’s wrath. One of them sneaks into Juliana’s 
house and beats her to death with a kitchen mallet, Candice glimpsing sight of the bloodied body 
sprawled on the floor and the diminutive killer, glaring down at her from the staircase. 
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When Nora’s father Barton (Henry Beckman) comes to Toronto for the funeral, he approaches Raglan 
to get him to bring Nora out, but is appalled when Raglan refuses to interrupt Nora’s seclusion. Later 
Barton gets drunk and weepy in Juliana’s house, and Frank goes to pick him up, leaving Candice in the 
care of her teacher, Ruth Mayer (Susan Hogan), to whom Candice has turned to as a maternal 
substitute and represents a faint glimmer of romantic interest for Frank. Before Frank can reach him, 
however, Barton is attacked and killed by the small assassin, which beats him to death with some glass 
globes. Entering the house, Frank sees and pursues the dwarf, only to corner it in the bathroom where it 
suddenly curls up and dies. Meanwhile Nora tries to ring Frank at his house, and when Ruth answers 
the phone, Nora immediately assumes she’s Frank’s lover, and becomes consumed with the conviction 
she can have perfect family happiness again if only she can get Ruth out of her life. 
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The Brood could be described as the ultimate cinematic adaptation of Philip Larkin’s famous poem ‘This 
Be The Verse,’ with its sentiment, “They fuck you, your mum and dad,” as Cronenberg expresses an 
aching sense of the way cycles of damage repeat in families. Candice (and other children) is repeatedly 
exposed to the brutalising effects of the chaos enveloping her family, emotional damage made literal by 
the lurking, murderous homunculi. Nora denies to Raglan that she wants to fashion Candice into 
another version of her, but by the film’s end has achieved exactly that result. Frank, whilst far more 
practical and forceful than Barton, who’s reduced to weeping in despair over the failure of his life duties 
just before he’s murdered, has almost the opposite problem in trying to save his daughter: he has such a 
vehement, and largely justified, vein of anger that he has trouble keeping on a leash when he requires 
diplomatic cool. The climax revolves around this very issue, as Frank has to keep Nora mollified long 
enough to ensure Candice’s rescue from the Brood, but cannot keep his cool when she exposes her most 
perverse new habits to him, a lapse that has fatal consequences. Meanwhile, when a pathologist 
examines the corpse of the dead homunculus Frank brings in, he notes that it has no sexual organs, and 
with symbolic portent comments, “I should think his vision of the world is very distorted. I’m pretty 
certain he only sees in black-and-white, no colours.” A product of rage that is the embodiment of the 
lack of nuance. 
 
 

 
 
 
Cronenberg himself noted that despite its highly original qualities, The Brood was actually the most 
classically structured of his horror films. That’s easy enough to make out. It sustains a familiar 
alternation of plot development and suspense sequences punctuated by slasher movie-like killings, and 
recalls old genre films like The Invisible Ray (1936) in dealing with a victim/villain, newly endowed with 
supernormal characteristics, using that weird talent to commit a series of killings in revenge for 
perceived wrongs. Raglan is an wittily updated version of a mad scientist, and his eventual 
comeuppance recalls the end of Island of Lost Souls (1932). A scene of him creeping tensely through the 
Brood’s room trying not to disturb them recalls the end of The Birds (1963), and the concept of a shadow 
school populated by alien children echoes Joseph Losey’s The Damned (1963), which also starred Reed. 
The gnarled, murderous “children” were plainly inspired by the ending of one of Cronenberg’s favourite 
films, Nicolas Roeg’s Don’t Look Now (1973). The connection between Nola and the Brood and the idea 
of psychoplasmics itself is reminiscent of Fred Wilcox’s Forbidden Planet (1956), with its driving concept 
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of mind-projecting alien technology spawning monstrous actualisations of the id that attack and 
annihilate threats. 
 
 

 
 
 
Cronenberg nonetheless fuses and compresses his influences and kneads them to serve his personal 
urges. The concept of people essentially becoming artists who work with a palette of their own flesh is 
one that bobs up repeatedly in Cronenberg’s oeuvre. This idea is embryonic in Shivers, with Hobbes’ 
efforts to create the parasite his own attempt to assert the transformative potential of creation over 
social convention, and is apparent in The Fly, Naked Lunch (1990), eXistenZ (1998) and the latter Crimes 
of the Future. The warping and transitioning of the flesh becomes another tool of, and also a tool 
working upon, human action and creation. It’s approached here on a most visceral and perturbing level, 
of course, with Nora constructing homunculi that paint in shades of red. Nora, as a fierce and vindictive 
exemplar of the very idea of the monstrous feminine, is contrasted with Ruth, an image of 
unthreatening femininity, with her pixie hairdo and job teaching young children (although not in any 
way childlike herself and canny enough to recognise getting involved with Frank at this point in his life 
isn’t a great idea). She teaches kids in one of those concrete-and-glass institutional structures that 
anyone who was a kid in the ‘70s or ‘80s will instantly recognise. 
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After the discovery and examination of the drone homunculus, Frank naturally assumes there’s no 
further danger, but whilst he chats with one of Candice’s classmates’ mothers outside the school, inside 
Ruth is confronted by two more of the homunculi, who gained entrance to the class because they dress 
in bright parkas like the other kids. The homunculi snatch up wooden mallets for the class’s woodblock 
games, launch on Ruth, and beat her to death before the horror-frozen kids, except for one lad who 
dashes out for help and fetches Frank. He arrives too late, the homunculi having snatched Candice away 
and left the empty-eyed Ruth in a pool of blood. This scene, one of the most infamous in his oeuvre and 
indeed of the genre, highlights Cronenberg’s most viciously unsentimental streak, eliminating all 
semblance of familiar story and emotional cushioning, and makes the dark unease about what the kids 
are witnessing all the more disturbingly immediate. He still has an eye for pathos, as Frank drapes a 
piece of crepe paper with a child’s scrawling upon it over Ruth’s staring eyes. The height of outré in 
1979, Ruth’s killing now evokes the more frighteningly immediate spectre of violence in schools. 
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Cronenberg continues to follow the logic of a certain brand of New Age therapeutic advice, with Nora 
literalising the act of cutting everyone who interferes with her sense of personal mission (in current 
parlance they’d be dismissed as toxic). Whilst Nora doesn’t know what her homunculi have done, she 
experiences the emotional results, reporting to Raglan after Ruth’s death that “I just don’t feel 
threatened by her anymore.” By this time Frank has learned from Mike and Jan that Raglan has cleared 
out all the residents at the clinic save Nora, because, having seen the photo of the dead homunculus in 
the newspaper, Raglan has realised the Brood are dangerous but he still doesn’t want to give up on 
Nora. Frank, searching for Candice with the police, first checks out the apartment Nora was living in 
after they broke up, and eventually concludes the homunculi must be taking her all the way to the 
clinic: Cronenberg offers a glimpse of the three siblings ambling along the highway’s edge amidst the 
snowy, midwinter Ontario landscape. When Frank arrives and confronts Raglan, the doctor is shocked 
by the news of Ruth’s death and the probability Candice is now with the Brood, and he sends Frank to 
talk to Nora, to keep her calm and distracted long enough for him to bring Candice out. Frank 
confronts Nora and starts promising her the moon, and Nora, as if challenging him, decides to reveal 
her secret and lifts up her robes to display her growth and external womb, which disgorges one of her 
new children. 
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This revelation is Cronenberg’s piece de resistance of gruesome outrageousness, and perhaps the most 
successful dovetailing of metaphor, plot device, and sheer what-the-absolute-fuck visceral impact in 
Cronenberg’s cinema, delivered somehow utterly straight-faced but charged with just the faintest lilt of 
absurdist camp. Still it gets taken a step further, thanks to Eggar’s delighted ferocity in the role, as Nora 
begins licking the blood and afterbirth off the infant like a mother dog with a pup, a vision curtailed by 
censors at first. Much like Tudor in Shivers, Nora wields a strange and powerful pride in her body’s new 
expression. Frank’s disgusted reaction ruptures the illusion, and she becomes worked up, stirring the 
Brood from their cots and launching upon Raglan as and Candice near the door. Raglan shoots several 
of the Brood but the rest wrestle him to the floor and thrash, beat, and even bite him to death. The 
Brood then try to kill Candice, as Nora vows to Frank she’s rather seen their daughter dead than with 
him: Candice locks herself in the bathroom whilst the Brood claw at the door, ripping a hole through it. 
Frank finally, with a maniacal glaze, wraps his hands around Nora’s throat and, with her external womb 
and new homunculus squashed between them, he throttles her to death. The homunculi die with her, 
allowing Frank to leave with Candice. 
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Cronenberg’s concluding revelation that the weeping, near-catatonic Candice is displaying signs of 
having developed her mother’s psychoplasmic talent in compensation for a series of ruinous emotional 
shocks, presents a bleak signature for the director that’s similar to but also inverts the end of Shivers. 
Where that film found the blackest of black humour in the failure of the heroes and the prospect of the 
oncoming liberation and “beautiful, mindless orgy,” The Brood sups arsenic-dark irony as Frank’s efforts 
to rescue his daughter seem only to have helped perpetuate the cycle of abuse and maladaptation. And 
yet the ultimate end of this cannot be known: for a parent, every day is a new day of creation. 
Cronenberg dances close to the edge of the pathological with The Brood, and it earned suspicion from 
some quarters of expressing seething misogyny. And perhaps it does, but it also weaponises and 
analyses the impulse, the awe and repulsion inspired by the very idea of the birth process and the 
mystified realm of motherhood. Like most of Cronenberg’s best cinema, it finds a raw nerve, presses it, 
and keeps pressing. 
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Messiah of Evil (1972) 

aka Dead People 
 
 

 
 
 
A little like the Satanic figure lurking at its dark and thorny heart, Messiah of Evil is the object of a 
small, fervent cult following, fascinated by its strange promise. Messiah of Evil was the directorial debut 
of Willard Huyck, co-written with his wife and collaborator Gloria Katz, and released a year before they 
would be celebrated for their screenplay for George Lucas’s American Graffiti (1973). Compared to the 
popular and critical success of that film, Messiah of Evil was largely reviled and cast into obscurity as a 
gratuitous excursion into trash by some safely Oscar-nominated talents. Even Huyck disavowed it – and 
that’s from the man who went on to direct Howard the Duck (1986). Nonetheless some Horror genre 
scholars and fans embraced it, and today it has at least moved out fuzzy public domain obscurity to 
something more like visibility and appreciation. The film commences with a brief prologue depicting a 
fatigued and breathless man (played by future filmmaking heavyweight Walter Hill) running through a 
seemingly banal suburb at night, whilst being shadowed by a teenage girl. When he collapses beside a 
swimming pool, the girl kneels by him and seems to offer him a consoling touch of her hand, only to 
then brandish a cutthroat razor and, well, cut his throat. Whereupon Huck declaratively brings up the 
title card, emblazoned in bloody hues. 
 
 



 
 
 
Protagonist Arletty (Marianna Hill) is introduced after the opening credits in a stark, moody, lengthy 
shot: she slowly ambles into focus but remains in shadow as she traverses the corridor of a mental 
institution, with that inimitable brand of creepy, spacy ‘70s electronic music on the soundtrack. 
Arletty’s mournful, tormented narration is heard on sound, as she meditates ruefully on her experiences 
in a coastal Californian town called Point Dune. “Point Dune doesn’t look any different to a thousand 
other neon-stucco towns,” she rambles, “But what happened there, what they did to me, what they’re 
doing now…” Jump back an unknown amount of time, as Arletty travels to Point Dune seeking out her 
father Joseph Lang (Royal Dano), a reputed artist who’s taken up permanent residence there since his 
wife died. On the outskirts of town she stops at a gas station to fuel up, and the attending mechanic 
(Charles Dierkop) warns her to get away quickly when a large, albino man (Bennie Robinson) pulls into 
the station with a pick-up truck that has a number of corpses laid out in the tray. After Arletty departs, 
the mechanic is murdered whilst working on a car. Arletty meanwhile reaches her father’s house and 
finds him absent. His diary is left out, obviously to entice her into reading it, and Arletty absorbs his 
disturbing, hallucinatory descriptions of witnessing perverse rituals and beings on the beach, and the 
creeping sensation of his body being taken over by a malevolent force. 
 
 

 
 
 
Arletty’s attempts to find her father are frustrated as she encounters a couple of own a kitschy art 
gallery in town, and overhears a bewildering and crazed-seeming monologue by local drunk Charlie 
(Elisha Cook Jr), whose statements are eerily like her father’s diary entries. Charlie is interviewed by 



enigmatic, dandyish researcher and aesthete Thom (Michael Greer), who has come to Point Dune on an 
obscure mission accompanied by two women comprising his travelling harem, the worldly Laura 
(Anitra Ford) and the young, exceptionally liberated Tony (Joy Bang). Charlie is found dead shortly 
after, whilst Thom and the girls beg Arletty to let them stay with her at her father’s house after they’re 
ejected by their hotel. Thom tries his seductive arts with Arletty to her love-starved blend of need and 
aversion, whilst Laura is annoyed enough to decide to leave. Stalking through the town centre in the 
middle of the night, she enters a supermarket and encounters a truly alarming spectacle – a number of 
townsfolk devouring raw meat from the frozen food section. She’s quickly chased and consumed in a 
cannibalistic frenzy. The next day, Arletty is called to the beach by local police and shown what they 
claim is Joseph, crushed to death under a sculpture he was building, but she recognises the dead body’s 
hands are not her father’s. Eventually Arletty learns about a cycle of the blood moon that visits the area 
once a century, heralding the return of a satanic figure referred to as the Dark Stranger, whose influence 
is slowly claiming everyone in Point Dune for either worship or sacrifice. 
 
 

 
 
 
Messiah of Evil can be viewed as the nightmare inverse of American Graffiti’s bouncy and lyrical 
depiction of kids on the prowl in a nocturnal landscape, countering that film’s depiction of a teenage 
realm after dark with one being reclaimed with a vengeful purpose by emissaries of a malignantly 
conformist society. Messiah of Evil’s early scenes weave a strong, singular atmosphere thanks to Stephen 
Katz’s photography, Jack Fisk’s art direction, and the spare, oblique style Huyck weaves, which 
resembles an attempt to update the spare, eerie nocturnal worlds of Val Lewton’s films and Curtis 
Harrington’s Night Tide (1961). Most of the film is shot at night around brightly-lit buildings, like the gas 
station and the supermarket where gruesome and disorientating things occur. There’s also a strong 
similarity between Huyck’s roam-the-midnight-streets aesthetic and that of the French no-budget 
Horror auteur Jean Rollin. Huyck was born in Los Angeles, and he seems to have set out here to capture 
a particular form of California Gothic, the weird vibe of what’s generally portrayed as American’s most 
chilled-out state when one ventures out beyond the fringes of its great metropolises. Where the 
Californian surf with its celebrated rolling hiss and promises of bliss still come on all night with a 
different, churning, unsettling measure. Elsewhere Huyck describes another rarefied mood that’s a little 
more universal, the surreal feeling that strikes you if you do venture into some bright hive of commerce 
open at a late hour, where there might be a few other wayward customers on the roam. 
 
 



 
 
 
This connects with what seems to be Huyck’s deeper inferred meaning, as he explores an America 
confused and sickened by the influence of commercialism and its reign over an increasingly plastic, 
deracinated, interchangeable landscape. “If the cities of the world were destroyed tomorrow,” so reads 
Joseph’s diary, “They would all be rebuilt to look like Point Dune.” This is an interesting point of attack 
for Huyck, looking askance at that blank and bland end-of-history neatness of new world shores so 
often presented and received as an idyll to a history-haunted world, and seeing in it not peace and 
prosperity but a nesting ground for madness and murder, obliging its crazed products to turn to dark, 
primeval forces. Huyck and Katz nods to American history and mythology as it’s noted the Dark 
Stranger was first seen in Point Dune and claimed to have travelled overland with the Donner Party, 
picking up both a penchant for cannibalism and a new, malevolent faith in surviving the experience. 
This offers a different, intriguing angle on a folkloric Americana basis for manifesting horror rather 
than, say, the classic ancient Indian burial ground, positing the potential for moral rot and social 
collapse in the colonising, nation-building project itself, seedlings from the shores of the Lovecraftian 
East planted at the far edge of the West. 
 
 

 
 
 
Messiah of Evil is also, as you’d expect, replete with a young movie lover’s points of influence. As well as 
the Lewton imprint, the film takes vital licence from Night of the Living Dead (1968), whilst also 
anticipating Dawn of the Dead (1978), with its similar if more sustained correlation of zombiedom and 
temples of consumerism. The Birds (1963), with its similar exploitation of the California coast and small 



town chic, is another blatant template. Huyck pointedly restages the famous scene of the crows 
gathering behind Tippi Hedren in the Hitchcock film, this time as a cineaste joke, as Tony sits alone in a 
movie theatre, gawking at the screen as behind her the seats fill up with unnervingly silent denizens. In 
turn it also looks forward to John Carpenter’s The Fog (1980) in the basic setting and theme of a 
hundredth anniversary betiding dark reawakenings and communal claimings, and Gary A. 
Sherman’s Dead and Buried (1981), which took up the idea of a small American town not as a bulwark of 
warm community but an assimilating trap. 
 
 

 
 
 
Fisk’s work wields a profound impact on the visual textures, manifesting not just in the exteriors but in 
Joseph’s house, with its peculiar, compartmentalised décor and walls festooned with myriad painted 
figures who gaze out in silent and increasingly menacing regard at the fraying Arletty. Indeed, this 
decorative motif is leaned on so heavily it becomes a bit tedious. Later in the film, Thom, trying to find 
Tony, ventures out onto the streets of Point Dune only to witness scenes of mass depravity as the 
zombies mass and stalk him in the streets, with Huyck and Fisk getting a lot of mileage out of the 
looming, posing mannequins in shopfront windows Thom passes by. Cops try to shoot the zombies but 
are overwhelmed, and Thom encounters a pathetic woman who recounts how the flesh-eaters assaulted 
and consumed her family, and now even she has the tell-tale sign of becoming possessed, a trickle of 
blood running down her face. 
 
 

 
 



 
With all these intriguing and occasionally powerful elements and attitudes in the mix, it becomes all the 
more frustrating that something about Messiah of Evil just doesn’t fuse, and whilst it feels like 
something that could, with a bit more experience behind the camera and sense of dramatic purpose, 
have proven a major classic, by the end it barely hangs together. Curiously for a film made by a soon-to-
be major screenwriting team, it’s stronger on visuals than on writing. Huyck wants to sustain the 
uncanny, oneiric zone he successfully creates, to drift entirely within that realm, a worthy aim more 
Horror filmmakers then and now should attempt. But Huyck and Katz’s script is a bit of a hodgepodge, 
neither clearing the stage for a work of total style, nor offering enough substance to give the human 
elements real vitality. Characters are vague and their interactions generally go nowhere. There’s no 
subtlety to the portrayal of the insidious influence on the once-normal town. The story is essentially just 
a framework to hang a succession of mordantly composed shock sequences off, without achieving the 
sinuous, self-sustaining theatre of, say, Dario Argento’s similar approach to film narrative. Vignettes like 
the prologue and a scene where the albino man gives a lift to Laura only to bite the head off a rat in 
front of her, contribute to the impression that the story is only a pretext to jam in random sickness. 
Much is made of Arletty’s increasingly desperate reactions to signs she’s becoming a zombie, but the 
film’s very end seems to negate this. 
 
 

 
 
 
Scenes depicting Thom and his ladies have an observed flavour and a nice edge of eccentricity, as if 
Huyck and Katz had met one or two similar coteries, and the film edges towards analysing the hangover 
of exhausted hedonism. But their script never quite works out how to develop them in terms of either 
depth or sympathy, whilst stocking up heavily on extremely portentous lines, particularly in Arletty’s 
narration, and in Cook’s cameo. Arletty herself remains a vague heroine, adrift on the tides of a wanly 
depressive detachment: the film never really says much about her relationship with her father or her 
general solitude. Huyck manages flickers of engaging character stuff, like Thom’s attempted seduction 
of Arletty (he gets her to unzip his vest and then tells her, “You don’t just unzip a man and say 
goodnight.”), and Tony’s wise-beyond-her-years shows of disdain and abortive attempt to speak about 
her father’s death before off-handedly noting, with bleak certainty, “We’re never gonna leave this place, 
are we?” But this isn’t sustained. When Joseph turns up at last, in the last throes of resisting his 
subjugation by the dark force, he smears paint all over himself, in what I think is supposed to be a shot 
of irony, the artist trying desperately to paint himself back into being, but the effect is histrionic, as is 
Hill’s delivery of the final, apocalyptic monologue. The climactic scenes of Arletty and Thom trying to 
flee the zombies lead to a disappointingly clumsy ending, with Arletty’s ultimate encounter with the 
Dark Stranger relegated to her narrated explanation as she resides in the mental institution, presumed 
mad by all. The idea, I expect, is that Arletty might just be a loon after all, but Huyck doesn’t nail 
ambiguity. Still, whilst its flaws are inescapable, Messiah of Evil’s qualities are close to unique, and 
certainly worthwhile.  



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sleepy Hollow (1999) 

 

 
 
 
Director: Tim Burton 
Screenwriters: Andrew Kevin Walker, Kevin Yagher 
 
 
Alongside his own ‘Rip Van Winkle,’ Washington Irving’s story ‘The Legend of Sleepy Hollow’ is 
probably the best-known work of American literature from before the time of Poe and James Fenimore 
Cooper. Born in New York in the early years of the republic, Irving, after struggling as a merchant, 
found success in his twenties as a writer, journalist, and editor, and later pursued a career as a diplomat, 
serving for a time as ambassador to Spain. Amongst Irving’s random, still-resonating achievements 
ranked coining the phrase “the almighty dollar” and the nickname “Gotham” for New York, publishing 
the Francis Scott Key poem that became ‘The Star-Spangled Banner,’ popularising the false notion 
medieval Europeans thought the world was flat before Columbus, and having one of his pen names 
inspire the name of the New York Knicks. The roots of Irving’s most famous labours went back to his 
teenaged years, when a yellow fever epidemic caused his parents to send him to live with a friend in 
upstate New York. During that sojourn Irving first encountered Sleepy Hollow, a small town founded by 
Dutch settlers. His two most famous stories were both first published in a collection entitled The Sketch 
Book of Geoffrey Crayon, Gent. Irving connected several elements of local lore for ‘The Legend of Sleepy 
Hollow,’ including the history of the locale during the Revolutionary War, as he created the story of the 
timorous schoolmaster Ichabod Crane. Crane moves to Sleepy Hollow and becomes involved with a 



local girl, only to encounter the ghost of a Hessian mercenary soldier decapitated in battle but still 
terrorising the local byways. 
 
 

 
 
 
Tim Burton, born in Burbank, California in 1958, is another curious American artist of the fanciful and 
student of the arcane and eerie. Burton started making short films with an 18mm camera as a child, 
displayed aptitude as an artist, and studied animation after leaving school. For a time he worked at 
Disney Studios in various artistic capacities and making short films on the side. One of these was the 
six-minute stop-motion animation Vincent (1983), depicting a young boy who fantasizes about being his 
hero Vincent Price, winning Burton his first burst of attention. Shortly after, he made a live-action 
version of Hansel and Gretel with a Japonaise style, sporting a kung fu fight between the titular duo and 
the witch, an early example of Burton’s habit of mischievously remixing various genres: that work 
screened once on the Disney Channel and was barely sighted again. Then he 
made Frankenweenie (1984), another stop-motion work about a junior mad scientist who revives his 
dog, killed by being run over by a car. Disney fired Burton for wasting company resources on something 
too scary for kids, but screenings of the short attracted the attention of comedian Paul Rubens, who, 
looking to play his popular comedy character Pee-wee Herman in a movie, hired Burton to direct Pee-
wee’s Big Adventure (1985). It was a hit, and Burton scarcely looked back. 
 
 



 
 
 
Burton’s initial success was rooted in a projection of a singular identity. He was a director capable of 
balancing commercial imperatives with a strong personal inflection sourced in a passion for retro 1950s 
and ‘60s kitsch culture, old horror movies and other disreputable genres, eccentric and often mean 
humour, and stories sporting losers, freaks, and outsiders recast as heroes. He connected with a hip 
young audience somewhat starved for flavour in the oh-so-slick ‘80s mainstream movie culture and 
gained cultish fervour with the next three films he made – Beetlejuice (1987), Batman (1989), 
and Edward Scissorhands (1990). Burton was the most mainstream-acceptable, at least at first, of a 
generation of director sharing similar touchstones and a similarly unstable sense of genre, delighting in 
blending provocation with playfulness, also including Sam Raimi, Stuart Gordon, and Peter Jackson. 
The rest of his career has however proven patchy. His follow-up to the hugely successful, high-style take 
on Batman, Batman Returns (1992), despite some potent elements, was more divisive and less 
successful. His best film to date, the tragicomic biopic Ed Wood (1994), and its follow-up, the gleefully 
sick comic alien invasion movie Mars Attacks (1996), were both box office disappointments, and his 
career was hampered by being drawn into an ill-fated attempt to make a Superman movie starring 
Nicholas Cage. Later, as his career moved into the 2000s and 2010s, Burton became more assured as a 
box office hand with a string of reboots, remakes, and would-be franchise-starters given a light gloss of 
the patented Burton black nail-polish touch, but he paid a price for this, as his movies were now often 
met with blank critical and former fan hostility. Sometimes the dismissal has been deserved, sometimes 
not. 
 
 



 
 
 
Whilst a great number of Burton’s films interpolate imagery and ideas harvested from Horror cinema –
 Batman applied lashings of Expressionist paint to the superhero film and did the same with Edward 
Scissorhands to a blend of romantic fairy-tale and John Waters-esque suburban satire – few of his 
movies have actually, properly belong to the genre. Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet 
Street (2007) did, but with the conceit of being a musical too, whilst Beetlejuice and Dark 
Shadows (2012) crossbred Horror with roguish comedy. Sleepy Hollow, released in 1999, is the closest 
he’s come to date to make a straight-up Horror film, and even it’s as much camp parody and action film 
as Horror. It is nonetheless one of Burton’s best films – indeed the one I enjoy most purely of his work 
save Ed Wood – and a last hurrah in paying tribute to the old-fashioned gothic horror style. The film, 
written by Andrew Kevin Walker who had a major success writing David Fincher’s 1996 hit Se7en with 
its adolescent grunge moralism, was originally slated to be a low-budget potboiler to be directed by 
makeup effects artist Kevin Yagher, who finished up serving in that capacity as well as co-producing 
when Burton came on board, whilst Francis Ford Coppola was loosely involved in the same capacity. 
Burton set about transforming the inherited project into a wildly stylish tribute to old Hammer and 
Universal Horror movies and Mario Bava films, shooting it in England and mostly on sets. 
 
 



 
 
 
Irving’s story had been filmed many times before, most memorably as a portion of the 1949 animated 
Disney film The Adventures of Ichabod and Mr. Toad (where it was partnered with an episode taken 
from The Wind and the Willows). ‘The Legend of Sleepy Hollow’ chapter exemplified the old Disney’s 
brilliance at animation and willingness to conjure ghoulish imagery for a young audience. Burton 
inserts some visual references to the Disney take into his, including the famous climactic image of the 
headless horseman hurling a hollow jack o’lantern at Ichabod, blazing maw and eyes looming at the 
camera. Burton’s Sleepy Hollow nonetheless goes off on a tangent from straightforward adaptation, 
taking the basics of the Irving style whilst crossbreeding them with aspects of the nascent steampunk 
branch of fantastical fiction, fascinated by anachronistic but theoretically possible anticipations of 
modern technology and social attitudes in period settings, and detective story. Ichabod is portrayed as 
not a teacher but a policeman interested in sifting clues and deduction at a time when maintaining law 
and order was a very simple, brutal affair, and he’s flung into the mystery of headless horseman’s 
murderous maraudings. 
 
 



 
 
 
The film’s pre-title sequences open on wealthy Sleepy Hollow landowner Peter Van Garrett (Martin 
Landau), after busily preparing and sealing a legal document, setting out in a coach driven by his son 
Dirk (Robert Sella) from his house to town. As they pass through his fields filled with growing corn and 
overlooked by a creepy scarecrow with a jack o’lantern head, Peter overhears the neigh of a horse and 
the ring of a steel blade, and looks out to see his son has been decapitated. Leaping from the coach, 
Peter retreats into the corn, only to be chased down by an unseen assailant and likewise left headless. 
Meanwhile in Manhattan, Ichabod (Johnny Depp), a constable with the New York Police, fishes a corpse 
out of the Hudson River, but his desire to make a pathology examination to determine the cause of 
death is foiled by a dismissive High Constable (Alun Armstrong). When he protests to a presiding judge 
(Christopher Lee), the judge, irritated by Ichabod’s radicalism, challenges him to accept the assignment 
of travelling to Sleepy Hollow and investigate the murders of the two Van Garretts and another local, 
the Widow Winship. Ichabod accepts, and travels north, finding lodging with another major local 
landowner, Baltus Van Tassel (Michael Gambon), with his comely new wife Mary (Miranda Richardson) 
and grown-up daughter Katrina (Christina Ricci) from his previous marriage. 
 
 



 
 
 
The core joke of Sleepy Hollow is that whilst its version of Ichabod Crane now occupies the role of man 
of action and incisive intellectual vision, equal prototype for Sherlock Holmes, Van Helsing, and Dirty 
Harry and conflating two centuries of pulp fiction heroes, he’s actually, essentially the same timorous, 
incongruous figure Irving created. Burton wields the disparity to mock a familiar kind of genre hero 
whilst also presenting the story of how Ichabod grows into the role, at least as far as he can. Upon 
arrival in Sleepy Hollow, Ichabod cringes before gruesome sights, gulps when people warn him about 
the horseman, is bullied by local jock Brom (Casper Van Dien), and leaps up on a chair when he spies a 
spider crawling across his room’s floor. He bears mysterious scars on his hands that bespeak a hidden 
trauma in his past motivating his determination, against all his physical and emotional reflexes, to take 
on evil and prove a force for rational good, and so attacks the problems before him with all the fortitude 
and purpose he can muster. His attempts to wield his hand-crafted medical tools in his investigations 
invariably result in anxiety and revulsion from onlookers and a lot of mess. His methods, including 
play-acting the role of the killer’s giant horse as he inspects the ground around a victim’s corpse and 
notes the meaning of the hoof-prints, generally make him look rather barmy to the bewildered and 
frightened locals. The Sleepy Hollow denizens keep telling Ichabod about the horseman, but Ichabod as 
a rationalist refuses to believe this, until he’s presented with the terrifying sight the black-clad rider in 
full murderous charge. 
 
 



 
 
 
In similar fashion, Sleepy Hollow enlarges upon aspects of the Irving story to weave an involved plot and 
make thematic capital out of the idea of the ghosts of the Revolutionary War and the colonial age not 
yet at rest. Baltus narrates the tale of the horseman to Ichabod, whereupon Burton interpolates a 
marvellous flashback that evokes the theatrical artificiality of early cinema, with jostling muskets and 
bayonets of clashing armies in the foreground and the mounted Hessian lurking beyond against an 
expressionistically stylised set full of sturm-und-drung. The Hessian is glimpsed, played by a wittily cast 
(and unbilled) Christopher Walken without dialogue, as a ferocious warrior who’s filed his teeth into 
monstrous fangs: even before he’s killed and resurrected, the Hessian’s desire is to become a perfect 
beast of war. Burton segues from this stylised hellishness to a scene of hallucinatory beauty infiltrated 
by a diseased presence: the Hessian is chased into snowy woods by Continental soldiers, where he 
encounters two children, blonde sisters, one of who gives away his position. The Hessian fights with all 
his ferocity and kills many foes, but is finally skewered, beheaded, and his corpse dumped in a grave. 
 
 



 
 
 
Burton, through his streamlined flow of gorgeous imagery, reaches here through a recreation of a highly 
stylised silent film aesthetic which itself was drawn from stage performance and shadow puppet theatre, 
before conjuring the ironic fairy-tale setting as backdrop to the Hessian’s defeat. Later in the film 
Burton notes a young boy fascinated by the flitting images of witches and ghouls cast out by his magic 
lantern. This brief vignette nonetheless allows Burton to note the grand tradition of entertainment by 
frightful frisson and invocation of the uncanny that reaches back far beyond the age of cinema, and the 
film’s entire form manages to encapsulate an animated history of that tradition without sacrificing 
narrative flow and coherence. A bauble Ichabod inherited from his mother, which he shows to Katrina, 
creates an optical illusion of a bird alternating between being caged and freed: Katrina amusedly calls it 
magic whilst Ichabod insists it’s science, and of course it’s also the distant prototype for cinema itself, 
the combination of both. 
 
 



 
 
 
Meanwhile the casting makes immediate connections with the movie tradition Burton’s having a ball 
recreating, first and foremost with Lee’s early cameo (commencing his late career revival extended 
by The Lord of the Rings films and George Lucas’ Star Wars prequels, as well as Burton’s Charlie and the 
Chocolate Factory, 2005, all of which would help to make Lee technically the top box office star of 2006) 
and his Dracula (1958) costar Michael Gough, who Burton brought into the blockbuster age by casting 
him as Alfred in Batman, playing Sleepy Hollow notary Hardenbrook. The rest of the coterie of noble 
gentlemen comprising Sleepy Hollow’s powers-that-be are filled out by a notable gang of character 
actors, including Gambon, Richard Griffiths as the town’s frightened and boozy Magistrate, Samuel 
Philipse, Ian McDiarmid as local doctor Thomas Lancaster, and Jeffrey Jones as Paster Steenwyck. This 
collective of familiar faces lets Burton nudge whodunit territory, as the question of who resurrected the 
Hessian and has now unleashed him on seemingly random residents of the town becomes Ichabod’s 
preoccupying quandary. And also in pure whodunit territory is the solution to that as the one notable 
person who seems to hover on the fringes. 
 
 



 
 
 
Ichabod arrives at the Van Tassel manse as Baltus is throwing as Ichabod arrives, and strangeness is 
already lurking the shadows, as Ichabod glimpses a silhouetted couple snogging on the porch. Inside 
the house, Ichabod first encounters Katrina as she plays blind-man’s-bluff and catches Ichabod as he 
tries to pass by, giving him a kiss “on account” much to the chagrin of her suitor Brom. “Young man you 
are welcome,” Baltus says to Ichabod as he plays the happy host, “Even if you are selling something.” 
Ichabod reveals his purpose, casting a pall over proceedings, and the village gentlemen try to explain 
the situation to the policeman. When he’s installed in an attic room, serving girl Sarah (Jessica 
Oyelowo) tells Ichabod “Thank god you’ve come!”, to his swivel-eyed disquiet, and within a short time a 
former servant of Van Garrett, Jonathan Masbath (Mark Spalding), is killed by the horseman whilst on 
guard duty awaiting its appearance. On a tip from Philipse, Ichabod soon exhumes the other victims of 
the horseman and finds, to his revulsion, that the killer not only beheaded the Widow Winship but also 
her unborn child inside her womb with a deft sword thrust. 
 
 



 
 
 
One night as he walks through the village, Ichabod is terrorised by what seems to be the horseman, 
carrying a jack o’lantern, only to be hit by it and knocked silly whilst the rider is revealed to be Brom, 
playing a prank with some hastily contrived disguise. This vignette, as well as sporting nods to the 
Disney version, refers back to the Irving story, which left events purposefully vague, so that Ichabod 
might well have been scared off by Brom in the horseman’s guise rather than killed by the ghoul. When 
Ichabod confronts Philipse as he’s trying to flee town, the horseman rides out of the fog and beheads 
the Magistrate, but leaves Ichabod alone to faint away in fright. After battling through his shock, 
Ichabod finds himself taking in Masbath’s son (Mark Pickering) as a servant, and the two venture into 
the reputedly haunted western woods where the Hessian was buried. Along the way, they spy someone 
following them, which proves to be Katrina, valiantly determined to stick with them. They also 
encounter a witch who keeps her face hidden by a veil, who summons a demonic entity to possess her 
and give Ichabod some pointers of where to seek out the Hessian’s grave, at what she calls “the Tree of 
the Dead.” 
 
 



 
 
 
After departing hastily, Ichabod and his two companions soon locate the grave under its unmistakeable 
marker, a black, gnarled tree that sprang up and died since the Hessian’s burial and still has his sword 
wedged in its roots, which also conceal a portal stuffed with the severed heads of the horseman’s 
victims and concealing a portal to Hell. As Ichabod digs up the Hessian’s skeleton he finds its skull is 
missing. The supernatural entity itself bursts from the heart of the tree and pounds off through the 
forest in search of another victim, with Ichabod giving chase. The Hessian’s next target proves to be a 
midwife, Beth Killian (Claire Skinner) and her husband (Steven Waddington): the horseman bursts into 
their house and swiftly slays both. Burton, never averse to risking some real darkness even in his playful 
films, provides a brief, black-hearted send-up of the climax of Aliens (1986) as the Skinners’ young son 
Thomas (Sean Stephens) tries to elude the horseman by crawling about under the floorboards, only for 
the ghoul to smash through the floorboards and claim the lad’s head for his bag of trophies. Ichabod 
arrives just as Brom confronts the Hessian, and the two men try to bring him down, but the headless 
monster soon cuts Brom in half and leaves Ichabod with a sword wound, instantly cauterised by the 
blade’s devilish heat. 
 
 



 
 
 
All of this unfolds in Burton’s updated version of the kinds of gnarled, fogbound, permanently autumnal 
rural landscapes seen in the old Universal Horror films like Bride of Frankenstein (1935) and The Wolf 
Man (1941), and similarly creating the oppressive atmosphere by shooting on cleverly dressed sets. The 
attempt to recreate the old soundstage Horror style had been presaged by Neil Jordan’s The Company of 
Wolves (1984) and Coppola’s Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1992), but where those directors approached the 
aesthetic with a kind of art installation-like self-consciousness, Burton entirely enters into the logic of 
the world he conjures. Burton’s nods to classic Horror history are plentiful and mostly cleverly kneaded 
into the story. The windmill that provides the setting for part of the climax is based on the one seen at 
the end of The Brides of Dracula (1960). The scene in which young Ichabod discovers his mother locked 
in an iron maiden ticks off both Roger Corman’s Pit and the Pendulum (1961), Bava’s La Maschera del 
Demonio (1960), and Stanley Kubrick’s The Shining (1980), as the mother’s eyes stare out of the steel 
prison before her hole-ridden face is unleashed in a flood of gore. Burton and cinematographer 
Emmanuel Lubezki first considered making Sleepy Hollow in black-and-white, before adopting a 
compelling visual texture, largely desaturated and rendered in shades of grey, save for careful 
deployments of colour, where the black thatch of Ichabod’s hair swallows light whilst the blonde tresses 
of Katrina seem to exude it. 
 
 



 
 
 
Sleepy Hollow came out at a time when CGI was making movie special effects increasingly sophisticated 
and the magic lantern show all the more seamless. Burton was able to portray the headless horseman 
(with stuntman Ray Park playing the headless Hessian) without the kind of awkward costuming effects 
used in something like The Mysterious Doctor (1943) with its headless ghost, or the infamous ‘Chopper’ 
episode of Kolchak: The Night Stalker with its poorly realised variation on the horseman as a headless 
motorcyclist. He was also able to juice up the various beheadings with flourishes largely impossible 
prior to the CGI era, like one head getting hacked off and spinning about like a top on the severed neck. 
The felicity of this is debatable. The more cartoonish effects, particularly those used in Ichabod’s 
encounter with the witch feels like they came out of a different movie, giving the slight impression 
Burton was anxious about selling a neo-gothic horror movie to a mass audience without the crutch of 
absurd-flecked spectacle. But the special effects are also used to real effect at points too. When the 
Hessian comes to claim the elder Masbath, tendrils of drifting mist seem to reach out and extinguish 
burning torches. In the climax, the horseman, restoring his reclaimed skull, regrows all the flesh on his 
head. 
 
 



 
 
 
Sleepy Hollow exhibits much of Burton’s imaginative genius, and also some of his niggling faults, if here 
kept in proportion. His tendency to take the edge off his gore effects by emphasising black comedy 
messiness to them, with Ichabod constantly getting spurting bodily fluids over himself, cuts against the 
grain of the fetishised majesty of the old-school genre trappings and the essential seriousness of the 
story: the character comedy based in Ichabod’s anxious heroism works far better. Burton seems here to 
have been trying to live up to the example of some of his generational fellows who came out of their 
own, hand-crafted cinema and wielded a harder edge to their deliriously funny, transgressive use of 
gore. On the other hand, Burton’s indulgence in this regard is arguably authentic in exemplifying the 
tradition of the Grand Guignol approach to Horror, specialising in both provoking and delighting an 
audience with spectacles of absurd bloodshed. Burton’s occasional problems with tone, a tendency that 
helped and harmed his Batman films with their sharp swerves from comic jauntiness to sleazy violence, 
also manifests at points. 
 
 



 
 
 
The film never affects to be an authentic period piece, but rather a wry meditation on the emergence of 
modernity’s earliest glimmers from the pall of history, with both the wielders of religious authority and 
black magicians indicted as two sides of the same coin. The New York constabulary is seen showing off 
medieval torture machines even as Ichabod is trying to invent pathology and detective method at least 
seventy years early. “The millennium is almost upon us!” Ichabod declares to the judge early in the film, 
trying to inject future-shock promise into a moment still slithering out of medievalism. This connects 
with Burton’s recurring flourishes regarding the roots of cinema. This in turn feeds into Burton’s semi-
sarcastic exploration of the familiar genre tension between rationalism and superstition, which he 
couches in terms of his established interest in damaged heroes. Burton’s emphasis on the formative 
backstory and resulting psychological dance of gallantry and derangement in the hero of Batman did 
much to define the obsession with such things in contemporary storytelling: heroes without backstories 
to overcomes in their character arcs are compulsory now where they were essentially pretexts in classic 
genre literature. Here, Ichabod experiences dreamily-styled flashbacks, all provoked by moments of 
shock and wounding as his travails in Sleepy Hollow forcing him to reckon with his past. It slowly 
emerges that his father, Lord Crane (Peter Guinness), had his mother (Lisa Marie) tortured and killed 
for practicing her own brand of white magic. 
 
 



 
 
 
Burton saves particularly vivid stylisation for these fragmentary visions which contains hues of colour 
bled out of the rest of the film, portraying glimmering fairy-tale wonder giving way to awful 
nightmarish menace as the story unfolds, and childhood perspective gives way to adult, a state Burton 
essentially regards as less the achievement of maturity than the result of constant, scar-forming 
wounding. This idea is made literal as the scars on Ichabod’s hands came from gripping spiked torture 
implements in his shock at finding his mother locked in the iron maiden. Ichabod’s attempts to stand 
for reason and justice are rooted in his “bible-black tyrant” of a father’s killing of his “child of nature” 
mother, grievous patriarchy exterminating magical maternalism. A pattern Ichabod can’t help falling 
into again when his logic and the nature of appearances leads him to misunderstand Katrina’s attempts 
to protect him with her own white magic. 
 
 

 



 
 
Katrina’s stoked memories of childhood are happier than Ichabod’s, recalling spending an idyllic time 
with her parents when they were poor tenants on Van Garrett land. Katrina takes Ichabod to the ruins 
of the cottage where they lived and points out to Ichabod an archer carved into the fireplace, an 
emblem that proves to have crucial meaning in the mystery of the horseman. Meanwhile Ichabod’s 
investigations uncover varying levels of greed, lust, cowardice, double-dealing, and manipulation 
convulsing through the Sleepy Hollow denizens, as when he follows Mary out into the woods when he 
sees her acting furtively, and beholds the spectacle of her screwing Steenwyck on a bed of clammy 
autumn leaves, slicing her hand open with a dagger and rubbing her blood on his back in a sex magick 
rite. Notary Hardenbrook quite literally hides in the closet to avoid being interviewed by Ichabod, and 
the detective finds him in possession of Van Garrett’s legal documents, which he claims and finds to be 
a will. During a brainstorming session in his room, Ichabod scribbles down random notes on paper 
without noticing they accrue to say, quite accurately, “the secret conspiracy point to Baltus,” as indeed 
all the horseman’s killings seem to have left Baltus as heir to the Van Garrett estate. Ichabod’s digging 
soon causes a rift between him and Katrina, who warns Ichabod her father isn’t that kind of man. 
 
 

 
 
 
The unfolding mystery finally combusts when Baltus sees the horseman advancing on Mary as she 
collects ingredients for herbal medicine, and, assuming the ghoul kills her, flees to the town just as the 
denizens are collecting in the church. Chaos ensues in a brilliantly choreographed and filmed sequence, 
as the besieged villagers try to fend off the Hessian as he rides around the church, held out of 
consecrated ground but looking for some means to nab his prey Baltus. Meanwhile Steenwyck beats 
Lancaster to death when the doctor tries to warn Baltus he’s been the victim of a conspiracy, and Baltus 
shoots Steenwyck. Katrina urgently draws a talismanic symbol on the church floor with a piece of chalk. 
Finally the cunning Hessian makes a lance with a fencepost, ties a rope to it, and spears Baltus through 
the window, pulling him out of the church and across the grass to the fence line so the ghoul can claim 
his head. Katrina faints, and, in a glorious high tracking shot, Burton surveys the scene of sprawled 
bodies and the taunting emblem of Katrina’s magic, which seems to all to have been the invocation 
whipping up the horseman. Only later, as he prepares to depart Sleepy Hollow in sullen defeat and 
disillusion, determined to protect Katrina but also convinced she was his puppeteer, does Ichabod, 
twirling the bird bauble, realise he’s fallen prey to a game of illusions. Quickly enough he realises that 
the apparently killed Mary is the real puppeteer, having slain the servant Sarah and substituted her 



body for her own. Meanwhile Mary has appeared to Katrina, knocked her out, and spirited her to the 
windmill she uses as a base for her witchcraft. 
 
 

 
 
 
Richardson’s fabulous performance, once properly unleashed, expertly juggles the diverging urges 
between camp melodrama and hard urgency manifest throughout the film, as Mary explains her plot 
with relish to Katrina, who is the last person standing between her and ownership of Sleepy Hollow. 
Her motive was vengeance for her family’s eviction from the cottage, which her father built, the archer 
symbol in the fireplace a reference to their family name of Archer. She and her twin sister were the two 
girls who encountered the Hessian, and Mary the one who brought about his death, and whilst the 
sister became the hermitic witch of the forest, Mary set about mastering black magic to resurrect the 
horseman and use him in her plot to kill off all potential alternative heirs to the Van Garrett and Van 
Tassel estates. Mary’s triumphal monologue succeeds in unifying the conventions of the whodunit, with 
the whys and hows of Mary’s campaign illustrated in a cascade of flashbacks and glimpsed vignettes, 
including of her murdering her sister and seducing Steenwyck, and a raft of bloody, bizarre business 
befitting a Horror movie. Mary’s revelations present her as a companion and counterpoint to Ichabod as 
another survivor of traumatic formative experiences driven to wage a private war with the world, but 
her informed by class rage and a psychopathic streak all her own – she’s established as already a bit of 
bitch when she betrays the Hessian – and evil, murderous rather than protective and empowering ends 
in mind. Burton would repeat the motif of the witchy avenger of social wrongs wielding sympathetic 
motives but ugly and egocentric method in Dark Shadows. 
 
 



 
 
 
Depp has lost a lot of paint in the past few years after being accused of abusiveness in his personal life, 
legal wrangles, and too many goddamned Pirates of the Caribbean movies. Nonetheless it must be said 
that Sleepy Hollow was a fitting cap for the period he spent through most of the 1990s as the most 
interesting and adventurous leading man in Hollywood, and when his and Burton’s regular 
collaborations were still events. In Sleepy Hollow he gives one of the best lead performances in a Horror 
movie, dynamic in sustaining both the comic and serious aspects to his characterisation. His Ichabod, 
wielding a deft English accent, is reminiscent after a fashion of Christopher Reeve’s similarly good 
bipolar performance in Superman (1978), the would-be man of reason and boldness suffering as his 
whole body tenses up, nostrils thinning to tight slits and mouth twisting glumly, as he is faced with 
sights gruesome and fantastical. He strikes a Peter Sellers-esque figure as Ichabod constantly suggests 
his wits aren’t quite as keen as he fancies them. Nonetheless Ichabod fights through all his anxieties and 
limitations and evolves into a classical swashbuckling hero, even if he does still hide behind his 
girlfriend and faint dead away at the drama’s end. Ricci was just trying to break her way out of her child 
star mode with his first adult lead, and she’s a bit awkward in the role, particularly as Burton cast her as 
a complete inversion of her name-making role as the mordant Wednesday in Barry Sonnenfeld’s 
Burton-derivative The Addams Family films. That said, with her huge eyes contrasting her new blonde 
locks, Ricci undoubtedly seems perfectly at home in Burton’s world, and presents an interesting blend 
of innocent romanticism and nascent canniness reminiscent of Sarah Jessica Parker’s role as a swiftly 
evolving, era-conflating emblem in Ed Wood. 
 
 



 
 
 
After his relatively lackadaisical action scenes in the Batman films, the action staging in Sleepy 
Horror represented a leap in craft and ingenuity for Burton – the mid-film fight with the Hessian and 
the climactic battles are some of the best-crafted scenes of their kind of the last few decades, kinetic 
whilst completely coherent. The climax commences with Ichabod and the horseman converging on the 
windmill, where Young Masbath manages to knock Mary out, and Ichabod, Katrina, and the boy try to 
elude by climbing up through the mill and returning to the ground by riding its sails, whilst Ichabod 
sets fire to the structure, which explodes as the wafting flour ignites. “Is he dead?” Young Masbath 
questions as the trio gaze back on the fiery ruin. “That’s the problem – he was dead to begin with,” 
Ichabod admits, and when the horseman emerges unharmed they flee in Ichabod’s carriage, chased 
through the haunted forest by the Hessian. This sequence, with its canted camera angles and looming, 
fearsome imagery, is a particularly triumph for Lubezki, and the highpoint of action staging in Burton’s 
career, working in elements of wild slapstick amidst the wild, careening struggle as Ichabod tries to 
keep the horseman at bay long enough to give Katrina and the boy a chance to escape, before the 
carriage crashes close to the Tree of the Dead. 
 
 



 
 
 
The idea of blending horror and action is much more familiar now, and whilst Sleepy Hollow didn’t 
spark a new craze for gothic horror revivalism, it did, along with Jackson’s The Frighteners (1997) and 
Stephen Sommers’ The Mummy (1999), give directors licence to mate action and horror in interesting 
and often popular ways: Paul W.S. Anderson’s Resident Evil (2002) and sequels, Neil Marshall’s Dog 
Soldiers (2002) and The Descent (2006), Zack Snyder’s remake of Dawn of the Dead (2004), Danny 
Boyle’s 28 Days Later (2005), and Marc Forster’s World War Z (2013) all arguably owe something to 
Burton’s example as they strove to render once fairly benign manifestations of horror tropes into newly 
fast, ferocious, and spectacle-friendly creations. The French director Christoph Gans was bolder in 
building on Burton’s example with his marvellous Brotherhood of the Wolf (2001) and Beauty and the 
Beast (2014), likewise blending lush genre imagery with aspects of swashbuckling and even kung fu. It 
also kicked off a simmering penchant for movies reconfiguring familiar public domain stories into odd 
generic blends, manifest in fare like Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter (2010) and Pride + Prejudice + 
Zombies (2016). A less than beneficial influence sometimes then perhaps, although I like both those 
movies. 
 
 



 
 
 
The actual climactic confrontation is nonetheless close to perfect. After barely surviving the chase, the 
three heroes are confronted by Mary, who catches up on horseback, and the horseman by the Tree of 
the Dead. Before the Hessian can behead Katrina at Mary’s command, Ichabod tosses the Hessian his 
skull. Regaining his complete form and his hellish will, the Horseman picks up Mary and gives her a 
rather intense kiss – he eats her tongue out of her mouth, and rides with her bloody-mawed into the 
portal to hell under the tree. Magnificently ghoulish stuff, with a charge of perverse sexuality married to 
intimate nastiness, redolent of the kind of folkloric horror Burton and Irving reference. Mary’s hand is 
left protruding from the roots, beckoning in a last gesture of taunting humour, a sight that finally 
causes Ichabod to black out. Still, a little while later he with new bride Katrina and Young Masbath as 
servant travel back to New York, where Ichabod pre-writes Leonard Bernstein (“The Bronx is up, the 
Battery’s down, and home is this way!”) and escorts his new family through the newly cleansed, 
forward-looking Manhattan streets, all cosmic forces in new if only momentary harmony – man and 
woman, magic and science, past and future. Whilst it is uneven, it’s precisely for its bold and vigorous 
juggling act with both the imagery and the ideas of the genre that help Sleepy Hollow remain a rare 
achievement in modern Horror cinema. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Horrors of the Black Museum (1959)  

 

 
 
 
The opening scene of Horrors of the Black Museum offers the kind of clarion shock moment genre 
filmmakers still yearn to deliver – the kind that can make viewers wince a little years after watching it 
when it bubbles up in their thoughts. Two pretty young roommates, Gail (Dorinda Stevens) and Peggy 
(Malou Pantera), receive a gift package addressed to Gail. Unwrapping it, Gail finds the gift is a pair of 
binoculars, and as she chats idly with Peggy goes to look out the window with them. Peggy hears Gail 
give a dreadful shriek and looks to her, in time to see Gail’s eyes have been pierced by two long, wicked 
spikes that sprang out of the binoculars: Gail screams in pain and horror before keeling over dead, 
whilst the deadly implement falls to the floor smeared with blood. There’s a note of pure nastiness in 
this opening, despite what was still the restrained palette of a mainstream Horror movie of 1959 as it 
avoids showing the actual act of violence and settles for its aftermath, which plainly anticipates every 
genre auteur’s efforts in the decades since, anticipating the intimate physical cruelties of Dario Argento 
and the messy machinations of the Saw series. 
 
 



 
 
 
A string of similarly random, vicious, deadly crimes have been committed around London, much to the 
increasing concern of lead investigator Superintendent Graham (Geoffrey Keen) and the smug, 
enriching pleasure of crime writer Edmond Bancroft (Michael Gough). Bancroft is the kind of person 
who today would have a podcast and a YouTube channel making riches out simultaneously deploring 
and exploiting the gruesome matters he reports on. Of course, it’s soon revealed that Bancroft himself is 
the man dreaming up and orchestrating the killings, both to exculpate his own psychological sickness 
and to provide himself with good copy. He has a minion to do the actual dirty work of murder, in the 
form of his personal assistant Rick (Graham Curnow), a seemingly normal young man who is under 
Bancroft’s mesmeric control: the mastermind sends his thrall out wearing a mask that makes him look 
horribly disfigured to commit killings. But Bancroft soon begins experiencing the pleasure of killing for 
himself when an antique shop dealer (Beatrice Varley) he buys interesting murder weapons from 
guesses his secret and tries to blackmail him, and then when his personal physician, Dr Ballan (Gerald 
Andersen), similarly adds up clues in observing Bancroft’s maniacally intense reactions after each 
murder. 
 
 

 
 
 
As the great Horror genre revival sparked in the late 1950, chiefly by the success of Hammer Films’ 
Technicolor Gothic hits, a clutch of B-movie production outfits in Britain got down to work making 



cash-ins on the craze, many of them aiming for gamier thrills. One such outfit was Anglo-Amalgamated, 
a production entity created by producers Nat Cohen and Stuart Levy who had found real success when 
they produced the series-spawning comedy Carry On Sergeant (1958) and got in on the Horror vogue, 
before venturing into art house fare like A Kind of Loving (1962) and Billy Liar (1963). Anglo-
Amalgamated turned out, amongst many others, a trio of films the Horror critic and scholar David Pirie 
later called a “Sadean trilogy” consisting of Horrors of the Black Museum, Michael Powell’s Peeping 
Tom (1960), and Sidney Hayers’ Circus of Horrors (1959). Peeping Tom is by far the most famous and 
heralded of these as an exercise in brilliant slumming for a major director, but the other two are strong 
and fascinating in their own right in. They benefited from being shot in colour, still something of a 
classy luxury for Horror flicks of the time, and laying down tracks for the oncoming age of giallo and 
slasher cinema in their emphasis on sadistic and psychopathic behaviour in a contemporary setting. 
What made them distinct from many later such children was in largely adopting their villain’s point-of-
view as they deal out cruelty and bloodshed as an antihero, rather than rendering them a blank and 
incidental avatar for carnage. 
 
 

 
 
 
Where Circus of Horrors had a potent subtext involving the filmmaker’s constant attempts to create 
icons of beauty and then destroy them when they insist on proving independent, Horrors of the Black 
Museum takes up the basic urge of the Horror filmmaker as a good, black-hearted joke, its makers 
dreaming up elaborate, gruesome, antisocial fantasies to sate an audience’s bloodlust, and the strange 
dynamic of tapping that kind of fiendish energy, locking artist and audience in a form of 
complicity. Horrors of the Black Museum was the brainchild of Herman Cohen, a film marketer and 
entrepreneur who turned to writing and producing and found great success in the US with the famous 
youth-market oriented Horror films like I Was A Teenage Werewolf, I Was A Teenage Frankenstein, 
and Blood of Dracula (all 1957), for AIP, and shifted attention to the UK when AIP went into partnership 
with Anglo-Amalgamated. One notable echo in Horrors of the Black Museum is Cohen reusing the plot 
motif from his I Was A Teenage movies of a troubled young person being hypnotically manipulated by 
an authority figure and transformed into a killer. But here the emphasis is much more squarely on the 
impresario. Cohen gained specific inspiration from Scotland Yard’s so-called Black Museum, a ghoulish 
collection of evidence from different murders, and portrays Bancroft as having his own, private version 
of the collection, with rooms crammed with torture implements and wax figures standing in for 
notorious killers. His murders make use of the antiques and relics of crime he buys up, as a well as an 
in-home supercomputer he’s installed for vague ends. 
 
 



 
 
 
Cohen hired Arthur Crabtree to direct Horrors of the Black Museum on the basis of Crabtree’s previous, 
very low-budget but surprisingly ingenious sci-fi film Fiend Without A Face (1958). The two films 
together are Crabtree’s best-remembered work today, but at the time were a last recourse. Crabtree had 
been a reputed cinematographer in the 1930s and ‘40s, helping create the look of the string of very 
popular ‘Gainsborough melodramas,’ before being promoted to direct them: Crabtree had an immediate 
hit with his debut, Madonna of the Seven Moons (1945), but his campy-bad Caravan (1946) helped kill 
off the series. Crabtree then turned to Brit-noir material with the strong Dear Murderer (1947), but by 
the mid-1950s his career was in the doldrums. Cohen was canny in his choice of filmmaker: as well as a 
skilful technician, Crabtree had his own affinity with the material, as both Fiend Without A 
Face and Horrors of the Black Museum deal with the notion of a brilliant man willing manifestations of 
his mind’s reaches, including its darkest and cruellest aspects, into existence, approaching the same 
theme of the artist manufacturing fear from a slightly different angle. 
 
 

 
 
 
The realistic, seedy atmosphere of Horrors of the Black Museum is best illustrated in a lengthy sequence 
in which Bancroft quarrels with his younger mistress, Joan (June Cunningham), who, infuriated by his 
controlling attitude, insults his manhood and breaks up with him. She goes out on the town, dancing 
provocatively before bar patrons and chatting in boozy good cheer with a couple of bobbies who escort 



her home. June gets into bed only to behold, at the very last second and far too late, that a miniature 
guillotine has been set up on the head of her bed, and the wicked contraption is dropped to sever her 
neck by Rick in his monster mask. Rick bursts out of her room and barges through the flocking 
residents of her apartment block and makes his escape. There’s a strong, slow-burn patience and 
naturalistic sense of character and action invested in this part of the movie, matched to the directness 
with which Crabtree portrays the explosion of feminine vitality and independence in throwing off 
Bancroft’s yoke only to then suffer the bleakest of reprisals. Bancroft, in an unsubtle touch, has a game 
leg and walks with a cane, putting him in touch with the Byronic-Rochesteresque antiheroes of the 
Gainsborough style but with all noble qualities supplanted by raging misogyny. This is bolstered by a 
distinct frisson of queerness as Bancroft goes through the motions of seeking female attention but really 
gets his rocks off using the mind and body of his strong young helpmate, a servile being he imposes 
ugliness on to make him all the better as an amanuensis in expressing his sadism. 
 
 

 
 
 
Martin Scorsese is an avowed fan of Horrors of the Black Museum, and it’s not that hard with a little 
squinting to see similarities between Bancroft and Scorsesean figures like Taxi Driver’s (1976) Travis 
Bickle and The King of Comedy’s (1982) Rupert Pupkin as sociopaths driven by a blend of percolating 
world-hate and a desperate need to plug into the common psyche who comb the nightlife of the city for 
venues to express themselves. But where those Scorsese antiheroes are maddened by their exile within 
society and its collective voice as represented by the media, Bancroft is a master manipulator, working 
his readers in the same way he perverts Rick. This aspect of Bancroft also makes him an early take on 
the theme of a monstrously consuming and distorting media that’s become much more familiar in the 
past few decades. Bancroft nakedly enjoys butting heads with Graham and pointing out police failures, 
whilst Graham disdains Bancroft’s penchant for sensationalism and feels he’s whipping up both public 
fear and the killer’s frenzy. Crabtree’s actor blocking tends towards the prosaic, but there’s a care to the 
film’s look that resonates on multiple levels, with a carefully muted colour palette interrupted only by 
red, red blood and the colour-coded attire of Joan and Rick’s girlfriend, Angela Banks (Shirley Ann 
Field), Joan in scarlet and Angela in summery yellow: the vitality of both women and what they 
represent to the lovers/killers in their lives is plainly described. 
 
 



 
 
 
Gough long maintained a career as a respected stage actor whilst mostly known to movie lovers as a 
Horror star, a sideline he gained playing the prissy supporting hero Arthur Holmwood in Terence 
Fisher’s Dracula (1958), before Horrors of the Black Museum gave him a brief period of stardom playing 
villains. Gough seemingly revelled in a talent for playing monstrous characters as he and Cohen made 
follow-ups including Konga (1961) and Black Zoo (1962). Gough is great fun here as the villain who 
enjoys his acts of devilry to a degree reminiscent of Shakespearean creeps like Iago and Aaron, 
constantly asserting his smug sense of superiority over everyone he crosses verbal swords with, only for 
his homicidal streak to be stoked to white hot when Joan symbolically castrates him by snatching away 
his walking stick, after he tried to patronise her into submission. Angela offers the promise of normality 
to Rick, but crashes against the psychological roadblock that is Bancroft’s grip on him, until Bancroft 
catches the two of them kissing in his Black Museum, having finally penetrated the sanctum of fetid 
sexuality. Bancroft makes a play of being conciliatory with Angela, but then doses Rick up and orders 
him to kill her. 
 
 

 
 
 
The better ideas and compelling passages in Horror of the Black Museum sit cheek-by-jowl with more 
tawdry stuff, as the film indulges a streak that feels a lot like of the era’s horror comic books, as 
exemplified by EC, like Bancroft mysteriously having a supercomputer in his museum which can shoot 



out electric bolts, which he uses to fry Dr Ballan when he barges in, and also an acid pit he uses to 
reduce Ballan’s corpse to a skeleton that still conveniently hangs together. Bancroft kills Aggie when she 
tries to blackmail him with a huge pair of ice tongs she was selling to him. Crabtree shifts the action to a 
fairground setting for the climax that returns to the slow-burn approach in awaiting the moment when 
Rick will turn on Angela. Whilst boasting about how he’s become Bancroft’s anointed successor, Rick is 
angered by a barker who challenges him to prove his strength, in a pointed echo of Bancroft’s 
emasculation by June. Angela draws him into the shadows of the Tunnel of Love for some wholesome 
nookie, only for her to behold him transformed into his psycho guise as they emerge into the light again 
and he slays her. Bancroft turns up with the police only for his dazed minion, who has climbed onto a 
Ferris wheel to escape pursuit, to start dazedly giving the game away, before leaping from the wheel and 
plunging his dagger into Bancroft’s chest. Whereupon, with a coldly smirking signature, Crabtree ends 
the film with the funfair patrons immediately returning to the other sideshow attractions. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Old Dark House (1932) 

 

 
 
 
Director: James Whale 
Screenwriters: Benn W. Levy, R. C. Sherriff (uncredited) 
 
 
The Horror genre was given form and definition in the silent film era. A handful of great filmmakers, 
starting with the likes of F.W. Murnau, Paul Leni, and Tod Browning, did much of their best work in the 
style and plainly had an affinity for it, and their classic stand with a raft of powerful and important 
works by filmmakers who made brief visits to the genre, including Fritz Lang, Victor Sjöstrom, and Rex 
Ingram. Most of that vital Horror cinema was made in Europe, whereas in Hollywood, apart from 
Browning’s films and starring vehicles for Lon Chaney, Horror films tended to be tinged with comedy 
and lampooning, expressing a breezily dismissive contempt for spooky shenanigans in the optimistic 
mood of the Jazz Age: funny tales debunking supernatural menace, like the much-filmed theatrical 
hits The Cat and the Canary and The Ghost Breakers, were all the rage. But as the genre emerged into 



the sound era, coinciding with the dark pall of the descending Depression, Browning’s Dracula (1931) 
suddenly made it a big box office genre for Hollywood. With due speed Carl Laemmle’s Universal 
Pictures produced a follow-up in the form of an adaptation of Mary Shelley’s storied prototype for much 
fantastical literature and filmmaking, Frankenstein. The director hired for that film was the English 
stage maestro turned film director James Whale, and Whale, at least for the next thirty years or so, 
perhaps did more to codify Horror as a genre than any other director. The irony there was he wasn’t 
particularly fond of being associated with it, and much of his impact came in the way he tangled with its 
already enshrined clichés to create new ones. 
 
 

 
 
 
Whale was a working class boy from Dudley, Worcestershire, deep in the “Black Country” of coal 
mining regional England. Forced to stop going to school because of his family’s lack of money and not 
strong enough to become a miner, Whale found work as a cobbler and also, with his emerging artistic 
talents, earned extra money painting signs and advertisements for local businesses, and used the cash 
he earned that way to pay for lessons at a local art school. Volunteering for service in World War I, 
Whale gained a commission as a second lieutenant and served in the trenches until he was captured by 
the Germans in 1917. Waiting out the war in a POW camp, Whale became heavily involved in staging 
theatre with his fellow prisoners, and found his great passion. After the war’s end he spent a brief stint 
as a cartoonist but soon found work in the theatre in multiple guises including as an actor, stage 
manager, and finally director. Like Murnau, Whale was homosexual and didn’t care much who knew it, 
and whilst he was briefly engaged to a woman in the early 1920s, Whale’s boldness in that regard is 
sometimes presumed to have ultimately foiled his career, although for the time being it seemed nothing 
could hold him back. 
 
 



 
 
 
Whale’s big break came when he was hired to direct R.C. Sheriff’s play Journey’s End for a theatre group 
that specialised in staging new works for private audiences. Journey’s End explored the fatalistic mood 
of the men fighting in the trenches, in a drama that touched upon questions of the worth of hero 
worship as a potentially beneficial example but also one that could both lure people into a deadly 
situation. Whale’s personal investment in the material as a former soldier was plain enough, and the 
material proved to have the same appeal to a vast number of people. Whale initially talked an unknown 
young actor named Laurence Olivier into playing the lead role of Stanhope, but he was replaced by 
Colin Clive when, encouraged by the impact the lay had for its private audience, Whale took it to the 
West End. The play became an instant smash hit on both sides of the Atlantic, at a time when the war, 
which people had been trying so vigorously to forget, suddenly became a matter of interest again. This 
gave Whale a shot at Hollywood, as the burgeoning age of Talkies saw the film industry desperate for 
directors who knew how to handle dialogue: as a “dialogue director” Whale made The Love 
Doctor (1929) and worked on Howard Hughes’ Hell’s Angels (1930). He debuted as fully credited 
director when he helmed the movie adaptation of Journey’s End. After following that up with the 
popular romantic melodrama Waterloo Road (1931), Whale was assigned to Frankenstein. 
 
 



 
 
 
With Frankenstein, Whale inadvertently made his name permanently associated with Horror movies. By 
some accounts Whale wasn’t terribly thrilled by that, but he did nonetheless become a singularly 
important influence on the way Horror evolved in the sound era and as a fully-fledged movie genre. 
Most obviously, the film’s depiction of Frankenstein’s Monster created a perpetual pop culture image, 
thanks to the confluence of makeup artist Jack Pierce’s iconic look for the monster, actor Boris Karloff’s 
performance, and Whale’s conceptual take on the creature’s existence and symbolic import for the 
audience. More subtle, but perhaps more important, was the way Whale helped Horror as an aesthetic 
adapt to the more intense gaze of the 24-frame-a-second era and the attendant vividness of sound. 
Robert Wiene’s The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (1919) carefully negotiated frames of the dreamlike and the 
psychological, birthing the stylised, purposefully unrealistic approach of the endlessly influential 
Expressionist style, and that remained for a long time the predominant influence on the genre, although 
some of Browning’s works like The Unholy Three (1925) and The Unknown (1926) tended more to posit 
morbid and perverse psychology in otherwise realistic settings. 
 
 



 
 
 
One key to Whale’s vitality lay in his florid ease in moving between tones and artistic postures, the way 
he fused stylisation and realism, theatricality and cinema. He made Frankenstein’s looming, 
Expressionist-influenced but three-dimensional sets, coexist with location photography and knead 
them all into a peculiar kind of whole, just as he was later to become known for easily pivoting between 
humour and straight-faced thrills. The poetic-metaphorical airiness and pathos of Mary Shelley’s 
twisted but articulate creation was swapped out for something more concrete, more essential. The 
desperate, mute Monster came more fully and coherently the image of just about anything rendered 
Other in a social context. He embodied poles of attitude, at once childlike and brutish, victim and cold 
avenger, misshapen and powerful, and his eventual end in a burning windmill evoked at once righteous 
action by a community and the spectre of mob rule, the punishment of the transgressor blurring with 
the cleaning of the hive of deviance. 
 
 



 
 
 
Whale’s four fantastical films, Frankenstein, The Old Dark House, The Invisible Man (1933), and Bride of 
Frankenstein (1935), present perhaps the greatest directorial body of work in the genre, rivalled only by 
the likes of Terence Fisher and Mario Bava in the 1960s and George Romero in the 1970s. But they’re 
defined in part by the way Whale’s tension with the genre manifested. Whale’s dark, sometimes overtly 
strange and camp sense of humour, mostly held in check on Frankenstein, came seething out with the 
next three, all of which were big popular successes: Whale’s unease with being pigeonholed as a maker 
of scary movies again connected with the audience’s simultaneous ardour and scepticism for such 
fare. The Old Dark House, which was for a long time lost only to be rediscovered by Horror director and 
Whale acolyte Curtis Harrington, was based on the novel Benighted by J.B. Priestley, whose second work 
it was. Priestley, who would later become extremely popular and regarded in Britain, commented 
sardonically after the book’s release that the American publishers retitled it The Old Dark House in a 
determined effort to turn a profit, and it worked. The title was kept for the film, and it served to 
felicitously announce Whale’s mordant blend of attitudes, summoning up both an essentialist evocation 
of a classic genre trope reaching back to the Gothic Romances of Hugh Walpole and Mrs Radcliffe, and 
also its puckish deflation, close in spirit to the debunking comedies of the ‘20s. 
 
 



 
 
 
What Whale managed however was more sophisticated, and it laid down the blueprint he’d follow 
for The Invisible Man and Bride of Frankenstein, provoking with a gleeful humour and semi-satiric slant, 
whilst steadily invoking the absurdity its characters face and sometimes embody, setting the scene for 
when the truly strange and disturbing busts out. Priestley’s novel hinged on a similar conceit to his 
later, perhaps best-known work in its own right, the play An Inspector Calls, in conjuring the house 
filled with eccentrics loaded down with their own private and shared transgressions. Whale merrily 
grasps onto The Old Dark House’s edition, the family Femm, comprising most immediately the spindly 
Horace Femm (Ernest Thesiger), his sister Rebecca (Eva Moore), their 103-year-old father Sir Roderick 
(Elspeth Dudgeon), and the mysterious sibling who resides in a room on the top floor. The Femms are 
the perverse and degenerating end of an ancient line, their house a looming pile of stonework that 
contains the ages of English society. Into their strange little world stumbles a gaggle of visitors 
representing modernity, desperately seeking shelter from the storm. The bickering young married 
couple  Philip (Raymond Massey) and Margaret Waverton (Gloria Stuart), and their tagalong pal, Roger 
Penderel (Melvyn Douglas). The Manchester magnate Sir William Porterhouse (Charles Laughton) and 
his dancer date Gladys DuCane (Lilian Bond). 
 
 



 
 
 
The opening scenes present a classic story set-up as the Wavertons and Penderel travel in Philip’s 
chugging motor car through a buffeting rainstorm, banks of earth collapsing in their wake and tyres 
grinding desperately at the muddy ruts of the road. A classic Horror movie opening, reaching back to 
days of travelling coaches and forward to kids in Volkswagen vans in the genre, but contrasted with the 
rude liveliness of the characters who refuse to acknowledge they’re in a Horror tale. The Wavertons, 
plainly out on what was supposed to be a romantic honeymoon, locked together instead Philip 
unleashes epic, vicious sarcasm: “I’ve never been in a better temper in my life. I love driving a hundred 
miles through the dark practically without headlights. I love the trickle of ice-cold water pouring down 
my neck. This is one of the happiest moments of my life!” Penderel’s cheeriness, project from the 
backseat, is counterpoint and further goad to Whale’s portrayal of marital bother raised to epic pitch by 
the situation. “Perhaps you’d like me to drive for a bit,” Margaret suggests: “Yes, I was expecting that!” 
Philip retorts before continuing to try to get traction , and Penderel roars out a version of “Singin’ In 
The Rain.” 
 
 



 
 
 
The frayed-nerved comedy here is both funny and mortifying in portraying a familiar kind of hell. The 
Wavertons and their tagalong friend are trying to drive out of the Welsh hills down to Shrewsbury, but 
the ferocious storm that’s descended is causing landslides and flooding, and they look for the closest 
convenient shelter. Margaret spots lights and encourages Philip to make for them, but when he catches 
sight of the craggy, crooked, ancient manse of the Femms her husband comments, “It’s probably wisest 
to push on.” But the as the storm seems to have cut off the roads all around they’re left with no 
recourse. Whale interpolates an ingenious model shot recreating the driver’s viewpoint in pulling into 
the muddy and desolate yard of the old dark house. Out the hapless travellers jump from the car and 
bang on the front door, and Penderel for a moment takes excited refuge in the notion the people in the 
house are all dead, “all stretched out with the lights quietly burning about them,” writing his own draft 
Horror tale whilst waiting for a response within, and in a moment he seems to just about get his wish as 
a hatch in the door swing open, revealing the gnarled, hirsute face of Morgan (Karloff), the Femm’s 
servant/warden, who responds to Penderel’s request for shelter with an incomprehensible, guttural 
mutter. “Even Welsh ought not to sound like that,” Penderel comments. 
 
 



 
 
 
Granted entry by the grunting, damaged manservant, the trio are soon confronted by Horace, 
descending the wooden staircase like someone gene-spliced man, praying mantis, horse, and living 
skeleton. After sniffing his way through introductions and angular politeness, Horace escorts his guests 
over the blazing fireplace, and picks up a bundle of flowers, which, he tells them, his sister was about to 
arrange, before tossing the blooms on the fire. And Horace is the closest thing to a fully functioning 
human in the house, compared to the mute Morgan and his largely deaf sister, at least on the level of 
faculties, although he completely lacks a spine, in the metaphorical sense. Thesiger was destined to gain 
an odd kind of immortality specifically from his collaborations with Whale here and on Bride of 
Frankenstein, which might have surprised him, given he was a respected and experienced stage actor 
who had played roles for George Bernard Shaw and Noel Coward, and he kept acting in films into his 
eighties. A wounded veteran of the trenches, Thesiger was as blue-blooded as they come, related to the 
explorer Wilfred Thesiger and nephew of Lord Chelmsford, leader of the infamous military expedition 
against the Zulus – the battles of Isandhlwana and Rorke’s Drift went down a week after Ernest’s birth. 
Which sounds just like the kind of character he usually played. Looking much older than his 53 years, 
Thesiger presented Whale with his ideal interlocutor in portraying a simultaneously scornful and joyous 
caricature of the British aristocracy, devolved and waspish, wasted but invested with a deceptive 
strength, charged with disdain but at the mercy of its servile class, represented by Morgan, who 
meanwhile is sliding towards Morlock-like barbarity. 
 
 



 
 
 
Another contrast is provided by Rebecca, whose piousness is chiefly a vehicle for expressing 
unvarnished contempt, and the way she offsets her brother’s atheistic and pagan mores. Moore’s 
performance anticipates Una O’Connor’s wild and flailing brand of absurdism for Whale, but with a 
different physical presence, as rotund and porcine as Horace is thin and equine, bearing a strong 
resemblance to the portrait of Queen Victoria she keeps on her bedroom wall. When Margaret asks 
Rebecca to show her a place where she can change from her wet clothes, Rebecca takes her to her own 
bedroom which, she explains, once belonged to her beautiful sister Rachel, who died after breaking her 
back in a riding accident aged 20: “A wicked one – handsome and wild as a hawk,” she cries, and eagerly 
looks over Margaret’s young, pretty form and anticipates its inevitable decay. Rebecca lustily regales her 
guest with Rachel’s agonised end and how she ignored Rebecca’s entreaties to turn to God. Rebecca’s 
bedroom is separated from the main hall by a gloriously decrepit corridor with a billowing white curtain 
at an open window and rain splashing on the stonework floor. Rachel’s old room proves a refuge of 
gentility save for the warped overlooking mirror. 
 
 



 
 
 
Rebecca monologues about Rachel to the increasingly agitated Margaret whilst conjuring charged 
impressions of feminine beauty in her obsessive noting of red lips, long straight legs, and white bodies. 
Morgan’s knock at the door gives the lurking manservant a chance to ogle Margaret in her underwear, 
whilst Rebecca herself, for all her deploring, seems to be hiding a fascination for Margaret, thrusting her 
splayed hand upon Margaret’s chest. After Rebecca leaves Margaret can’t shake off her mocking words, 
as if she’s still in the room. Whale offers one of his most striking and peculiar cinematic phrases here, as 
he cuts jaggedly between shots from different angles of Rebecca’s face, reflected in the warped mirror 
and lit by guttering candles, all her savage perversity and mocking delight in mutability emerging as an 
array of perverted Gothic images. Margaret’s own face, as she tries to put on earrings, is also warped 
into strange and alien form by the mirror, as if she’s being claimed by Rebecca’s curse of the flesh. 
Margaret freaks out and, after opening to window but failing to push it close again for the powerful 
wind, she flees the bedroom and returns to the others in the hall. The punch-line for this is that she 
returns to the hall and looks every inch the resplendent lady about to dine in the finest restaurant. 
 
 



 
 
 
This gaudy, layered, hysteria-laden scene is a perfect miniature representation of Whale’s jaggedly 
original approach to filmmaking and capacity to create a vivid, near-surreal context for his dark 
fantasies, turning what would have been a very minor episode in the movie into a vignette charged with 
undercurrents of sexuality and boding violence. The urge to transgression and its eternal partner, 
ironclad moralism, are in the mix, nodding to the distorted effects of what would soon be called 
“decadent art,” and winding up to a peak of delirium evinced by Margaret’s panic and despair. Whale’s 
camerawork is actually, generally more restrained in The Old Dark House than in his other films, like 
the long, devastating tracking shot of the father carrying his drowned daughter in Frankenstein, and his 
shots passing carelessly through and over walls in The Invisible Man and Bride of Frankenstein, as Whale 
readily showed off the roots of his visual imagination in the theatrical zone, but was able to leave 
behind any hint of the stagy, instead delighting in the way his camera could capture space and people 
within it. Instead, The Old Dark House shows more delight in his shot composition and cutting. 
 
 



 
 
 
The dinner sequence that follows is another brilliant set-piece, albeit a more subtle one, where that 
delight is fully in evidence. The characters settle around the Femms’ dining table and try to enjoy a meal 
together, the flicker from the fire casting their shadows on the wall and the hulking, glowering Morgan 
playing waiter. Margaret, with a scowl, gets Philip to sit between her and Rebecca, who scoffs down 
pickled onions with righteous appetite. Meanwhile Horace brandishes carving utensils like small 
weapons of war, and when Rebecca chides him for not saying grace, retorts, “Oh, I had forgotten my 
sister’s strange tribal habits – the beef will seem less tough when she as invoked a blessing upon it,” and 
his initially playful sarcasm quickly spirals into a dark and spiteful meditation on the many blessings the 
family hasn’t received over the years. Rebecca’s hearty Christian appetite is balanced by Horace’s 
modest delight in gin – “I like gin.” He keeps trying to foist gnarled and soggy boiled potatoes on his 
dinner guests, each proffered with the inimitable Thesiger voice prompting, “Have a po-ta-to.” “Thank 
you, I should love a potato,” the practical Penderel answers, whilst Philip picks the eyes out of his. The 
electric light flickers and nearly dies, as Horace explains the house’s generator isn’t reliable. Finally, the 
agonised ritual of the dinner is interrupted by another knock at the door, which proves to be Sir 
William and Gladys, also seeking refuge. 
 
 



 
 
 
Priestley’s design in the book emerges in the film as the characters represent different aspects of British 
society and history, and what’s particularly important here is the way Whale tweaks the material into 
offering the cast of characters as a succession of self-portraits – world war veteran, angry pleb on the 
rise, biting camp aesthete and wicked sceptic. The Old Dark House itself represents the closest Whale 
ever came to unifying the two artistic postures he was well-known for – the portrayer of Great War 
angst and the maker of Gothic fantasias, finding a dramatic landscape where those two things could 
coexist and feed each-other. They also converge on Penderel, a survivor of the trenches who readily 
acknowledges that he exemplifies a type, rattling off evocative self-descriptions that have become close 
to parodic clichés for him: “War Generation, slightly soiled – a study in the bittersweet – the man with 
the twisted smile – and this Mr Femm is exceedingly good gin.” Where the Wavertons are a sturdy 
middle-class couple, inheritors of the future, Penderel is a perpetual misfit and ironic party animal, 
seeing ridiculousness in everything. At least until he claps eyes on Gladys, who swiftly shifts the weights 
on the Eros-Thanatos scale in Penderel. 
 
 



 
 
 
Sir William represents another corner of interwar British society, a self-made, nouveau riche 
businessman with a strong Yorkshire accent and a surface attitude of bonhomie. That barely conceals a 
seething motive in his working class roots and a telling lack of any sense of noblesse oblige. He’s easily 
drawn in the course of chatting with the other guests after dinner into recounting his tragic past, how 
his wife died, he believes, from heartache after being cold-shouldered by snooty society wives when Sir 
William first began to rise helped, convincing her she was holding them back. Sir William avenged her 
by breaking and bankrupting the husbands of those women, and yet remains a figure of pathos: now 
he’s got a fortune and a knighthood and no human connection, except for playing sexless sugar daddy 
to Gladys. Sir William’s narrative is coherent as both a depiction of Whale’s experience of class anger, 
and it can also be argued a coded metaphor for the agonies of coming out in Whale’s time, in 
registering a specifically intimate and human cost to social prejudice. Sir William and Penderel butt 
heads at first, with Sir William assuming the urbane Penderel looks down his nose at him for being such 
a go-get-‘em operator, and Penderel telling the magnate off for speaking disrespectfully to Gladys when 
he outs her – that is, tells everyone her real last name, which is Perkins. “I envy you, I admire you,” 
Penderel tells Sir William, in comparison to his own unmoored and lethargic state, to the magnate’s 
retort, “Oh yes, you envy me, but you don’t admire me.” 
 
 



 
 
 
Meanwhile the Femms represent a particularly eccentric and ingenious collective twist on an essential 
motif of Gothic fiction, the aristocratic clan cut off from the tides of modern life and subsisting on 
decaying pretensions and trapped within a house that once expressed their exceptionalism but now 
only exhibits their decay. Nonetheless, as Rebecca triumphantly tells her brother as he frets over the 
fear that the rains could bust a nearby dam and wash the house away, Femm Manor is built on solid 
rock – the roots of the Femms are planted so deep in the soil of the country they can’t be dug out even if 
they wish it. Rebecca and Horace have divergent expressions of their intense neurosis in embodying a 
disparity of godless sensualism and religiose intensity, but both are the same degree of crazy. The 
ancient Sir Roderick, when the Wavertons seek him out, is found ensconced in his bedroom which 
looks fit for Tudor monarch and barely altered since that epoch, whilst Rebecca’s bedroom is candlelit – 
“I’ll have none of this electric light!” she declares – and festooned with musty Victoriana. We never see 
Horace’s room, but the mind boggles. And at the top of the house, the locked door, hiding the last 
Femm, Saul, a brooding, superficially ingratiating pyromaniac. The flood below, madness and fire 
above, and points on the compass in between. 
 
 



 
 
 
The great storm that falls upon the Shropshire Hills doesn’t just sever the Femms and their interlopers 
from the outside world but also cordons them within the subliminal space made solid. But the motif of 
the house as an encompassing expression of such ingrained neurosis and entrapping identity also feeds 
into the subtler dynamic that fees both humour and horror. Whale suggests there are few more 
disquieting and disturbing things than being obliged to have a meal with strangers, enabled by strained 
manners and a grotesque conventional politeness that ignores for a set period of time the strangeness 
that occurs off in the margins, like Margaret’s encounter with Rebecca. Indeed, this is essentially 
Whale’s entire thesis about social life, a constant game of facades and unveilings, and fusing a particular 
brand of comedy of manners with its darker doppelganger in Horror, which is a genre precisely 
preoccupied with the breakdown of civilised pretences and engagement with the primal. It keeps in 
mind the impression I’ve often had that something like Howard’s End or The Age of Innocence contains 
more real and discomforting violence than any number of slasher movies. 
 
 



 
 
 
Karloff’s presence in the film sees Whale again with the actor he boosted from character actor to a 
peculiar brand of stardom, in a role that partly burlesques the characterisation of the Frankenstein’s 
Monster. Morgan is another shambling, towering, unspeaking creature, but one that’s been semi-
domesticated: the Femms need him to keep food on their table and keep the electric light working. He’s 
an upper class idea of the lower class taken to an extreme, useful as a mass of obedient muscle until he 
gets liquored up and becomes insensately dangerous, casting a lascivious eye on Margaret. But Morgan 
has another function, as Saul’s warden, a bulwark of violence required to keep a less immediately 
intimidating but even more dangerous force in check. At one point, as Gladys follows Penderel out into 
the storm, she looks in through the barred kitchen window and sees Morgan, now thoroughly soused: 
the servant lurches to the window and punches his hand through the glass in a perfunctory attempt to 
grab one of the tempting morsels about him. It’s not a part that requires much of Karloff, in the first of 
his major post-Frankenstein genre roles when he’d soon be appearing in the likes of The Mummy (1932) 
and The Mask of Fu Manchu (1932) which let him unleash his voice. But it does gain everything from his 
presence regardless, as Karloff wrings pathos from Morgan’s attempts to speak which inevitably fail and 
instead expression comes through physical chaos as he drinks. 
 
 



 
 
 
After her squall of hysteria in Rebecca’s room Margaret quickly becomes the most sanguine person in 
the house, calmly and coolly shepherding the conversation as the various camps in the house try to 
communicate. Meanwhile Penderel and Gladys’ crackle of attraction combusts when the two venture 
out to the Wavertons’ car, stashed to wait out the storm in the barn, to fetch a bottle of whiskey 
Penderel left there. They quickly fall in love and taking refuge in the back seat of the car, with all that 
implies thoroughly implied. Priestley intended his novel as a tragic character study of Penderel 
masquerading as a thriller, although quite a few critics over the years have said the book didn’t really 
achieve that. Nonetheless Penderel emerges as the closest thing the film has to a central character and 
hero as he shifts from alcoholic gadabout to a man in love and has to quickly improvise in fending off 
danger. Douglas, honing his suave and worldly persona, is quite excellent in the role. Indeed, one 
arresting element of The Old Dark House is the quality of its cast, packed as it is with heavyweight 
actors on the cusp of major stardom, in Karloff, Douglas, Laughton, and Massey. Stuart on the other 
hand, after also appearing in The Invisible Man for Whale, never really gained star traction but, in one 
of those marvels of Hollywood fate, would record a commentary track for this film’s laserdisc release 
sixty years later which would bring her to James Cameron’s attention and help win her role 
in Titanic (1997). 
 
 



 
 
 
And yet it’s Thesiger who owns the film, walking the finest line between creepiness and ridiculousness, 
seeming to most immediately embody the perversity of the Femms but also the most timorous in the 
face of it. When the necessity arises to fetch a large kerosene lamp from the top floor landing when the 
lights fail and Rebecca gloatingly prods him to help Philip bring it down, Horace keeps anxiously trying 
to avoid the errand, and when they hear peculiar laughter echoing down from above, Horace finally 
flees to his bedroom, leaving Philip to fetch the lamp alone. Philip takes up the lamp but notices the 
telling signs there, the padlocked door, the remains of a meal on a plate on the table with the lamp, 
whilst wind whistles in the crannies high in the roof. Meanwhile, down below, Margaret, in an interlude 
of playfulness, starts making shadow animals on the wall in the firelight, her silhouette and her gestures 
thrown against the wall of the dining room, only for Rebecca’s silhouette to lurch into view as she 
repeats the some gesture of touching Margaret’s chest, sending Margaret into a panicky flurry again. As 
she opens the front door and shouts into the night, begging Penderel to come back, a hand reaches 
behind and over her head to grasp the door and slam it shut. An iconic Horror image, this time arriving 
without a mocking codicil. The hand belongs to the soused and randy Morgan, who chases Margaret 
around the dining room, upturning the dining table in a gesture of pointed symbolism. Philip returns 
from aloft, and seeing what’s happening, does battle with Morgan, until he wallops him with the lamp, 
causing Morgan to plunge down the stairs, knocked unconscious. Later, when he awakens, Morgan 
gains his revenge by heading upstairs and releasing Saul. 
 
 



 
 
 
These scenes illustrate Whale’s unique skill in mediating tone shifts, as menace emerges from the comic 
and absurd, and moments of playfulness segue into an eruption of actual danger. The fact that The Old 
Dark House was missing for a long time prevented it from becoming as much of an immediate influence 
as Whale’s other films, and the legendary schlock artiste William Castle was able to get away with 
directing a wayward remake in 1963. Whale likely had seen Paul Leni’s stylish film version of The Cat 
and the Canary (1927), replete as it with brilliant cinema, and some of Whale’s imagery echoes it. But 
Leni’s film has rather less sophisticated comedy than The Old Dark House, which is far more exactly 
aimed at the nexus of social anxiety and psychological angst in tapping both horror and humour. Whale 
would become bolder and stranger in his blendings with The Invisible Man and Bride of Frankenstein – 
the catatonic-seeming Mr Plod policemen in the former and the shrieking, inflated melodrama cues in 
the latter. The Old Dark House therefore stands as an essential ancestor for just about all comedy-horror 
crossbreeds, and what most of the best of such films wisely follow Whale in doing was in infiltrating 
comedy via the characters and playing core genre elements essentially straight, a presumption that’s 
essential to the success of, say, Ivan Reitman’s Ghostbusters (1984) or Wes Craven’s Scream (1996). 
Indeed, Craven, with his penchant for inserting a brand of anarchic, cartoonish humour into his Horror 
films, in many ways came closest of subsequent Horror auteurs to building upon Whale’s sensibility. On 
the other hand, the film was also a direct influence on the far more indiscriminately lampooning 
attitude of The Rocky Horror Picture Show (1975). 
 
 



 
 
 
Moreover, Whale picks out a thread here that was to prove important in terms of where Horror cinema 
was headed, in general. Whilst The Old Dark House makes sport of the trappings of gothic horror, the 
real source of horror then moves away from the supernatural, conveying metaphor and oneiric imagery, 
and emerges as human and immediate, and embodied by different forms – the hulking brutishness of 
Morgan and the impishly homicidal Saul. The essence of the drama becomes this imminent physical 
danger. Mad killers on the loose were already a well-lodged genre convention, but there’s something 
that feels particularly pertinent in the way Whale plays one genre frame against the other. In short, 
Whale grasped where the Horror movie was going, although it would take another few decades to get 
there. What Alfred Hitchcock would do to the genre with Psycho (1960), with its own old dark house 
and lurking, devolved murderer, is essentially a reiteration of this intelligible shift in focus and 
meaning. One can look on past that to The Texas Chain Saw Massacre (1974), which is built of the same 
basic ideas as The Old Dark House – the searching, displaced travellers, the degenerated family, the 
crumbling old house, the hulking, monstrous force of threat, the preoccupation with perverse social 
ritual, only by that time monochrome gothic has been replaced by the spacy, sunstruck American 
brand. 
 
 



 
 
 
The Wavertons, trying to understand the enigmatic threat lurking in the Femm house, venture upstairs 
together and enter Sir Roderick’s room, where the find the ancient knight lying in his bed. Whale has 
Sir Roderick played by the actress Elspeth Dudgeon (credited for the film as John), covered in aging 
makeup and a false beard. This conceit has a sly brilliance to it, recognising the quality of androgyny 
that very old age confers, and feeding Whale’s underground river of destabilisation, the one remnant of 
the Femms of old now happy in his prostrate, post-gender state, calmly awaiting mortality’s edge: 
“When you’re as old as I am, at any minute you might just die,” he comments, and gives a chuckle. 
“Madness came,” he says of his family, “We have all been touched with it a little you see, except for me – 
at least I – I don’t think I am.” Sir Roderick warns the Wavertons about Saul and the possibility of 
Morgan unleashing him, before falling asleep. Philip dashes out to see if Morgan is still unconscious, 
only to find he’s arisen, and Horace pokes his head out of his bedroom door to tell him he heard 
Morgan going upstairs, and instructs with punitive directness, “Wait for him downstairs and kill him,” 
before hiding again. 
 
 



 
 
 
Whale’s peeling of this particular onion reaches sees inevitable combustion as a single hand appearing 
on the staircase railing announces Saul’s lurking presence, and Morgan lurches into sight with the sickly 
smile of a man with a trump, before trying to launch at Margaret again. It takes the combined efforts of 
Penderal, Philip, and Sir William to wrestle Morgan into the kitchen and lock him in there, and 
Penderal dashes back to Margaret and Gladys and gets them to hide in a closet whilst he sets about 
distracting Saul. Saul, when he finally shows his face, proves disarmingly innocent and scared-looking, 
like an anthropomorphic hamster. He descends to Penderel, begging him to prevent his relatives 
locking him away again. Saul claims to not be mad, but has instead been imprisoned to keep secret the 
fact Horace and Rebecca killed Rachel, and often beaten by Morgan. Penderel is initially credulous of 
Saul’s claims, but Saul quickly begins to reveal his madness, picking up the carving knife from dinner 
and insisting on recounting the biblical tale of Saul and David. 
 
 



 
 
 
Penderel instead begins stringing him out by affecting interest in a story he wants to tell, and the two 
settle at the dinner table: the earlier, strained dinner conversation gives way to more of the same tense, 
dissembling playacting, but this time the game is immediate, desperate, the barrier between civility and 
lunacy only as thick as Penderel’s improvisation. Penderel then is a solider once more, albeit this time 
actually fighting for something – trying to keep the madman away from Margaret and Gladys. When 
finally Saul explodes it comes with astonishing ferocity, hurling the knife at Penderel and then bashing 
him with a chair, before dashing up the stairs and setting fire to a curtain in cackling delight. Penderel, 
despite having a broken arm, ascends to fight the loony again, and this time Saul tries to rip Penderel’s 
throat out with his teeth, only for them both to fall over the balcony to the floor below. The movie 
softened the novel’s ending slightly, as Penderel dies in the fall in the book: after test audience didn’t 
like this, the ending was reshot, it does feel more in keeping with the movie’s totality. 
 
 



 
 
 
As if by compensation for the loss of one tragedy, Whale inserted another. Morgan breaks out into the 
dining room again, ready to resume chasing Margaret, only for her to get him to look to the fallen 
Penderel and Saul: Morgan, utterly heartbroken by the death of his charge, cradling Saul’s body, weeps 
over his fractured body and carries it back up to his room. This crowning vignette resonates on several 
levels, most obviously in anticipating the encounter of the Monster and the Blind Hermit in Bride of 
Frankenstein in its depiction of the symbiosis of the misshapen, as well as sneaking in a moment of 
undisguised love between men, and echoing the fraternal grief of the war veterans, which needed some 
echo, some acknowledgement, to pass before the night of the storm can end. Penderel’s proposal of 
marriage to Gladys, which she accepts by giving him a passionate kiss as she too cradles her injured 
lover, suggests a spiritual economy of love at work: something can’t die without something being born. 
The morning comes, finally, the sun shining and beginning to dry the ocean of mud without, Horace 
emerging to politely wave the Wavertons away as they head off to fetch help, whilst Gladys cradles her 
wounded gallant, and Rebecca scoffs at the lot of these bent, buckled, bruised, but still upright humans. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From Hell It Came (1957)  

 

 
 
 
I can’t reasonably defend From Hell It Came from any quarter. I can’t claim it’s surprisingly well-
directed, or cleverly written, or does a lot with a low budget, because none of those things are true. The 
film sports one of the most gloriously risible monsters in movie history, a perambulating tree that looks 
like a Dr Seuss doodle. It manages to be both racist and sexist from a modern viewpoint. It sports actors 
trying desperately to take their lines seriously whilst wearing extremely fake fetish headdresses and 
nappies, and pretending to be terrified of a monster that lumbers along like it’s recovering from spinal 
fusion surgery. It’s set on a tropical island somewhere in what seems to be the Marshall Islands, but the 
whole production looks like it was filmed in a stretch of Los Angeles area parkland, and sports a cast 
that resembles an amateur theatre group staging South Pacific. One famous review of the film from the 
time of its release is compulsory to quote: “And to hell it can go!” The blatant flaws and absurdities 
of From Hell It Came are, yes, a great part of why it’s enjoyable. It might be the real ‘50s monster movie 
that best represents a popular ideal of the breed as goofy and retrograde, way downstream of such 
reputable pleasures as Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1956) or Them! (1954). But it’s also imbued with a 
bright, open aesthetic partly because it’s so indifferently directed, and comes at you with such straight-
faced enthusiasm it offers perfect delivery from reality. 
 
 



 
 
 
Director Dan Milner had been a fairly high-profile movie editor until the mid-1940s but suddenly fell on 
hard times. He re-emerged in a partnership with his brother John, who produced whilst Dan debuted as 
a director with 1955’s Phantom From 10,000 Leagues, and From Hell It Came is at least a step up from 
that. There’s a definite level of professional glossiness to From Hell It Came that makes it watchable, 
even if Milner, working with a script by debuting screenwriter Richard Bernstein, does as little as 
possible to jazz up proceedings. A lengthy opening sequence depicts the execution of Kimo (Gregg 
Palmer) for the alleged crime of murdering his father, the chief of their small island nation. Kimo is 
killed by having a knife driven into his heart whilst he’s ritualistically splayed, but not before he places a 
curse upon the conspirators who really murdered his father and ensured his execution. Those 
conspirators are rival Maranka (Baynes Barron), who wanted become chief; Kimo’s wife Korey (Suzanne 
Ridgeway), who is Maranka’s lover; and tribal medicine man Tano (Robert Swan), who, furious with the 
late chief for accommodating an American medical team newly arrived on the island, fed him a 
poisonous brew. Kimo is the buried as per tribal custom in an upright wooden coffin, planted in a 
sacred burial ground. 
 
 



 
 
 
Meanwhile the contingent of foreigners on the island is reduced, with the local missionary and two 
soldiers from the small American army outpost currently away, leaving those who remain feeling 
paranoid and shunned by the riled locals. Their number includes medical researchers Dr. Bill Arnold 
(Tod Andrews) and Professor Clark (John McNamara), one soldier, Eddie (Mark Sheeler), and Mae 
Kilgore (Linda Watkins), who runs a trading post and is attacked by some of Maranka’s goons. The 
American team is present to investigate possible radiation poisoning of the locals after atomic bomb 
tests. Their real foe is a disease that’s broken out on the island, and whilst Tano insists the illness is 
caused by the “devil dust” of fallout, the doctors have found the radiation too trifling to worry about. 
Bill’s colleague and sometime sweetheart, Dr. Terry Mason (Tina Carver), is sent to the island to aid in 
treating the disease. She and Bill become intrigued by a peculiar organism sprouting rapidly from 
Kimo’s grave. The organism grows into a large, vaguely humanoid blend of animal and plant, and has 
the knife used to kill Kimo lodged close to a throbbing, heart-like organ. The Americans cut it from the 
ground and take it to their lab, despite warnings from some natives that the creature is the Tabanga, a 
folkloric monster born of Kimo’s curse. When the Tabanga seems to be dying from being untimely 
ripped from soil, Terry gives it a dose of an experimental growth formula. The Tabanga soon rises up 
and begins a rampage, hunting down the conspirators. Very, very slowly. 
 
 



 
 
 
From Hell It Came is a time capsule not just of bygone, low-budget movie aesthetics but of 1950s 
worldviews. The familiar tension between science and superstition often explored in this kind of movie 
comes here loaded with cultural schisms. The interloping white Americans wield the positive power of 
science and progress whilst the islanders choose a reactionary regime rooted in fear and tradition. By 
the end one representative islander announces, “We know now American magic is better.” The 
backdrop of the period’s above-ground atomic bomb tests is raised only to be then declared negligible, 
as if the filmmakers didn’t want to wade into potential controversy over the very real danger of fallout 
Pacific islanders faced at the time, even whilst exploiting it for the thinnest conceivable rational 
explanation for the Tabanga’s appearance. Particularly when compared to the way Godzilla (1954) 
overtly played off the same events with far more effective anxiety. Still, I can very distantly discern the 
Milners, who were born in Russia and came as immigrant children to the US, trying in a naïve but 
earnest-seeming fashion to root their silly monster movie in a parable for the beauties of modernity, 
specifically associated with America, triumphing over decaying and fear-based regimes. 
 
 



 
 
 
Bernstein’s script does also try to complicate some of its precepts a little. The researchers’ meddling 
interventions ultimately let loose a monstrous force they don’t comprehend, although this idea is 
introduced in part to take the independent-minded female scientist down a peg or two. Some of the 
natives wield the power of their own prudence when choosing sides. Norgu (Lee Rhodes), brings his 
wife Dori (Lenmana Guerin), infected with the disease, to be treated by the medical team in defiance of 
his rulers’ ban. Mason befriends the mixed-race island girl Orchid (Grace Mathews), who wants to get 
off the island because she’s been ostracised by her people. Arnold is in love with fellow scientist Mason, 
but is constantly frustrated by her refusal to succumb to his manly charms and preached gospel of 
marital bliss with the concomitant blessings of “a husband, children…Let your emotions rule you, not 
your intellect.” “Bill, I live by my intellect – reason,” Mason retorts, “If I let my emotions run away I 
wouldn’t be any good at my work.”  What can at least be said for this, as dated and cringe-inducing as 
some of it is, is that Milner and Bernstein take their characters and their predicaments with a modicum 
of seriousness and touch on thematic concerns of substance, which for me places From Hell It 
Came well ahead of a lot of modern blockbusters. 
 
 



 
 
 
Not that the film counts as elegant in dramatic outlay: the first scene of Arnold and Clark sees them 
swapping exposition in the course of a morning chat, moving through degrees of blatancy to finally 
become charming. Comic relief comes supposedly from Watkins as Mae, a chirpy old Cockney bird who 
keeps raving on obliviously even when joining in with a single-file jungle trek on a monster hunt. More 
fun comes from the peculiar thatch-hut brand of noir film narrative played out by the nominal human 
villains. Korey finds herself rejected by Maranka once she’s helped him gain authority precisely because 
she was willing to countenance treachery, whilst Maranka and Tano sit around dreaming up ways to kill 
off the rest of the interlopers and establish their total control. Tano plans to try and bend the Tabanga 
to his will, with Maranka ordering him to use it to kill Norgu for his transgression. Meanwhile Korey is 
humiliated and vengeful when she’s turfed out by Maranka in favour of Naomi (Tani Marsh) – “You 
throw me out so you can make love to Naomi!” Korey accuses bitterly: “You come from her hut many 
times!” Korey warns the Americans of Maranka and Tano’s plans before trying to kill Naomi with a 
knife. She’s prevented in this when, after Naomi has managed to briefly stun her, the Tabanga grabs her 
from behind. The Tabanga carries Korey to a pit of quicksand and dumps her in it like a sack of so many 
rotten potatoes. 
 
 



 
 
 
Attempts to wring scary capital from the various forms of monstrous plant life are scattered through the 
history of horror and sci-fi cinema. John Wyndham’s Triffids provided the most obvious and successful 
model, on the page at least. From Hell It Came was followed by the likes of Charles Saunders’ Woman 
Eater (1959), Roger Corman’s The Little Shop of Horrors (1960) and its musical remake (1986), Michael 
Hoey’s Navy vs. The Night Monsters (1966), Ernest von Theumer’s Man-Eater of Hydra (1967), and Steve 
Sekeley’s proper adaptation of Wyndham, The Day of the Triffids (1962), all trying to make murderous 
trees happen. Apart from the mischievous satire of The Little Shop of Horrors, the better variations on 
the idea, like the malignant ivy of Dr. Terror’s House of Horrors (1964) and The Ruins (2008), tend to be 
more subtle in evoking malign intelligence behind slyly advancing and insidiously purposeful 
foliage. From Hell It Came by contrast places the Tabanga (often spelt Tabonga in reviews and 
promotional materials but it sure sounds like everyone in the film is saying Tabanga to me) centre 
screen as it lurches across the landscape with a stiff shuffle, and catches its prey in various positions of 
terror-stricken paralysis, making the average movie mummy look athletic. 
 
 



 
 
 
The Tabanga costume (filled out by actor Chester Hayes) was crafted by Paul Blaisdell, beloved and 
notorious to B-movie fans for his many monsters for Roger Corman and Edward L. Cahn amongst 
others, and it’s a gleefully goofy-looking thing with its perpetually grimacing “mouth” and large, 
cartoonish eyes. At one point Tano and the tribefolk manage to lure the Tabanga into a pit where they 
try to roast it, but once the fire has burned out the Tabanga simply marches out of the conveniently 
slant-sided pit and gets back to business. The Tabanga’s tramping progress is accompanied all the way 
by scoring composer’s Darrell Calker’s thunderous march theme, interspersed with some heavy-duty 
Theremin work. The Tabanga does at least get one modestly effective kill when it manages to corner 
Maranka against a tree and crushes him to death by ramming itself repeatedly against him. 
 
 

 
 
 



Andrews, a puffy-faced, sleepy-eyed former ingénue who had appeared in movies directed by the likes 
of Raoul Walsh and Ida Lupino, split his time between movies, stage, and TV for much of his career: 
also in 1957 he gained the lead role of the short-lived TV series The Gray Ghost, in which he played a 
historical Confederate warrior. Whatever talent he had remains on the branch here: Andrews’ 
terminally wooden demeanour, riven with a kind of blasé humour, inspires just about the whole cast to 
definitively stilted performances. Ridgeway gives the most entertainingly arch performance as the 
tawdry femme fatale turned spurned and rueful avenger. The thrilling climax sees the Tabanga, its 
checklist of revenge victims ticked off, deciding to abduct Terry, forcing the men to try and kill the 
monster by aiming rifle shots at its only apparent vulnerability, being the knife still jammed against its 
heart. Finally Bill manages to hit the target, whereupon the Tabanga topples over into the quicksand 
like somebody pushed over an advertising cutout. Somewhat mysteriously, the Tabanga hasn’t yet 
returned in an extended franchise. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Woman Who Came Back (1945)  

 

 
 
 
A low-budget and obscure product of 1940s Horror cinema, Walter Colmes’ The Woman Who Came 
Back is also one of that era’s modest but authentic genre gems. After a brief prologue, Colmes opens 
with a wonderfully atmospheric sequence that almost counts as a perfect Horror short film on its own. 
A bus drives down an obscure highway outside Boston, heading for the Salem-esque town of Eben Rock. 
The driver pulls over when he sees an ancient woman dressed entirely in black waiting on the roadside 
with a dog on a leash, and is bewildered when the woman offers to pay him with a vintage pound note 
from the days when Massachusetts was still a British colony. The driver won’t let the woman bring the 
dog on board, so she sets it loose, and she settles beside Lorna Webster (Nancy Kelly) a young woman 
returning to her ancestral home in Eben Rock after two years away. The high-strung Lorna is disturbed 
by the crone’s bizarre demeanour and cackling laugh, whilst the name she gives, Jezebel Trister, was the 
name of a witch condemned to burn at the stake by Lorna’s own ancestor, the formidable Judge Elijah 
Webster. An electrical fault causes the driver to lose control of the bus, which crashes over a cliff and 



into a lake. Lorna, muddy, bedraggled, and panic-stricken, stumbles into a tavern in town, and rescuers 
dash to the lake only to find everyone else on the bus drowned. 
 
 

 
 
 
As she recovers from the ordeal, Lorna’s feverish report of the weird old lady is met with disbelief by her 
former boyfriend and town doctor Matt Adams (John Loder), as the woman’s body wasn’t fished from 
the dark waters of the lake. Nonetheless the crone’s dog, with its signature clinking collar constantly 
marking out its wanderings, hangs around the town and finally enters Lorna’s house. The crone’s black 
veil is also recovered and gifted to Lorna. When Lorna hears that some historical documents relating to 
her ancestor’s trials have been discovered by the local Reverend and amateur historian Jim Stevens 
(Otto Kruger) in his church’s basement, she sneaks down there and reads Jezebel’s confession to selling 
her soul to the Devil in exchange for being reincarnated for three hundred years. Lorna is stricken by 
the increasingly neurotic conviction the old woman really was Jezebel Trister and that the dog was her 
familiar, and that she is now cursed to become the living vessel of the witch. Lorna’s personal history of 
bad luck and proximity to strange incidents now seems to intensify: she accidentally poisons a tank of 
goldfish, a bundle of roses given to her by Matt seems to instantly wither, and Matt’s niece Peggy 
(Jeanne Gail), daughter of his sister Ruth (Ruth Ford), falls violently ill after getting freaked out by 
Lorna’s behaviour and dashing out into a thunderstorm. 
 
 



 
 
 
The Woman Who Came Back was plainly made under the immediate influence of Val Lewton’s famous 
series of Horror films made at RKO, initiated by Jacques Tourneur’s Cat People (1942). Colmes, who 
made this film for Republic Pictures, mimics the Lewton style in stressing ambiguity and character, and 
channels the model most forcefully in a sequence where Ruth becomes increasingly frightened as she 
hears the dog’s tinkling collar seeming to follow her as she walks through the darkened streets of the 
town. The film nonetheless manages to define itself as distinct from the Lewton brand, particularly in 
its keen and specific sense of atmosphere drawn from its gently skewed portrait of the New England 
environs. Colmes’ images of kids in Halloween masks and surveys of wintry, bare-branched trees tap a 
bole of eerie Americana, whilst the story is preoccupied by a niggling sense of local identity as fate 
distinct from Lewton's films and their roots in immigrant alienation. From here it’s a short distance on 
to the haunted environs of Ray Bradbury’s October Country and Stephen King’s monstrous Maine: the 
name Eben Rock itself anticipates King’s Castle Rock. 
 
 



 
 
 
Information on Colmes is scant: he made a handful of films as producer and director in the mid-1940s, 
after what one source tells me was a career start writing for radio. That Colmes was born in Boston give 
some suggestive lustre to the film’s feel for place. The slow-mounting feeling of communal paranoia and 
prejudice both sparked by and conspiring to undo Lorna also seems to reflect a consistent element of 
Colmes’ interests, as he would go on to make a film indicting the Ku Klux Klan, The Burning 
Cross (1947), a little before social issue movies started gaining traction in Hollywood. Colmes opens the 
film on a picturesque matte painting of Eben Rock and a brief montage exploration of the town, with an 
accompanying voiceover explaining the history of the “Black Terror” as the witch trials are labelled, and 
the death of Jezebel. Despite the film’s obviously stringent production Colmes occasionally uses his 
camera to intelligent effect, and the film is replete with good framings. As in the scene depicting Lorna’s 
descent into the church basement whilst the dog tracks her, and when she means to come out sees the 
animal looming like a sentry above the trap door. 
 
 



 
 
 
Colmes mixes in some potent shots throughout. He dissolves from the lettering of the memorial marker 
for Jezebel’s execution, looming impassively over the sight of the crashed bus, to boiling flames over 
which loom leering, demonic faces, only to reveal these are children wearing masks for Halloween, 
pretending to brew potion on the tavern hearth. His camera rises gently from the church altar to peer 
through the regalia on the altar to note Ruth praying alone in the otherwise empty hall, her words 
evoking the spectre of accusation against Lorna whilst not quite admitting them. This segues deftly into 
the sequence of the dog stalking Ruth. Perhaps the film’s best scene depicts Lorna becoming 
increasingly unhinged as a storm billows outside the old, creaky Webster manse, a space Colmes lights 
with only flickering firelight and flashes of lightning. Trying to read a book given to her by Stevens 
discussing the psychological nature of superstition, Lorna is drawn into wandering around the house in 
agitation and gets soaking wet trying to pull some flapping shutter closed. She returns to find the book 
bizarrely blown into the fireplace. She’s then confronted by the dog which somehow gets inside, its 
shadow projected in the firelight upon the wall. Lorna takes up a poker for self-defence and looms over 
the dog, only for Peggy, seeking refuge from the storm, to loom into sight from the shadowy 
background of the frame. Lorna tries with all her will to shift from tremulously intimidating to helpful, 
only to seem even more disturbing to the young girl, who flees back into the night. 
 
 



 
 
 
Colmes balances such interludes of stewing physical and psychological intensity with a fine evocation of 
normality turning gently sour, as Lorna moves through humdrum settings like the tavern and a 
fairground and finds herself casting a shade of strangeness on all of them, soon attracting hostility and 
suspicion from the townsfolk. Colmes interpolates a Fritz Lang-ish montage as Lorna’s batty 
housekeeper Bessie (Almira Sessions), disturbed by his employer’s behaviour, calls up a friend to tell all 
about it, starting a chain of gossiping calls bouncing across town. The key theme of the film is a 
particular kind of hysterical credulity that locks people in a feedback loop, particularly as Ruth, 
suspicious of Lorna since her return and anxious as first her brother proves still passionate for her and 
then when Peggy falls ill, becomes Lorna’s persecutor, indicting her as an evil influence during a church 
service even as Stevens decries such illogicality and persecution in his sermon. Stevens himself is 
presented as the pillar of empathy, enquiry, and rational conviction but not one who can easily ward off 
such hysteria. 
 
 



 
 
 
Much like some of Lewton’s films including The Leopard Man and The Ghost Ship (both 1943), and some 
other films of the era like H.G. Clouzot’s Le Corbeau (1943), the exploration of both individual neurosis 
and mob mentality is connected and gains a peculiar immediacy from subtextually exploring the 
dangers of fascist thinking in the waning World War II context, although the film was released soon 
after the war’s close. Meanwhile Colmes intriguingly presents Lorna as the living end of a devolved 
hierarchy still echoing through the locale’s history, in a way that allows him to take a sceptical survey of 
early American history. Bessie leads Matt through a survey of the old Webster clan, colourful characters 
who are also stations of an evolving colony and its hypocrisies: “Old Caleb there - he was a slave trader. 
Used to make two trips a year to the Gold Coast. Joshua – he was what they call a soldier of fortune. 
Fought in every war that was going -- when there wasn’t any going he started one himself. And of 
course there’s old Elijah himself, sternly glaring down from his portrait to the point where Lorna tosses 
an inkpot at his glowering visage. Later Matt and Stevens find Elijah’s diary hidden in the church (a 
moment reminiscent of the opening of John Carpenter’s The Fog, 1979), and upon reading it realise that 
Elijah deliberately engineered the original Jezebel’s confession and execution to prevent increasingly 
questioning of his authority during the trials. 
 
 



 
 
 
This highly convenient plot twist does reflect some awkwardness on a story level, which ultimately 
bends towards demystifying the apparently supernatural pall descending on Eben Rock but also tries to 
keep things just a little open-ended. The script, by Dennis Cooper and Lee Willis, doesn’t quite have the 
subtlety and depth of Lewton’s works, getting bogged down in a few too many scenes of Matt trying to 
stolidly talk Lorna around, and sporting some ripe dialogue like “She said it started at the old Webster 
place!” Walter Plumb’s scoring is over-insistent in a standard ‘40s B-movie manner. Nonetheless 
Colmes’ handling keeps the film elevated, sustaining a peculiar mood right through, weaving a sense of 
eeriness and mutable reality in a setting where the modern world is definitely present but so too is an 
older one, apparent in the old architecture and vintage keepsakes dotted around Eben Rock. The sight 
of many sheet-draped bodies fished from the lake following the bus crash anticipates The Sweet 
Hereafter (1997), whilst the idea of the heroine seeming to emerge miraculously unscathed from a 
terrible accident only to find herself feeling cursed by powers beyond reverberates through to 
both Carnival of Souls (1962) and The Dead Zone (1983). 
 
 



 
 
 
Kelly gives a well-pitched lead performance, her character’s taut nerves and shaky sense of reality 
manifest even before the accident. Lorna screams and recoils when the old “Jezebel” lifts her black veil 
to reveal her bizarrely laughing face, a vignette that reminds me of the reveal of the faceless biddy 
in Hour of the Wolf (1968). Lorna later tries on the woman’s veil and envisions the crone’s face in place 
of her own in the mirror, wrenching an involuntary scream from her she denies making to Bessie. 
Finding Peggy’s doll mauled by the dog, she hides it rather than face up to the strange interlude that 
drove the girl from her house, and when Matt finds the doll hidden it seems to compound her 
instability in his eyes. The discovery of Elijah’s diary seems to dispel and deny the mystique of Jezebel 
the witch, but by this time the townsfolk have launched a violent raid on the Webster house, hurling 
stones at the windows and driving Lorna from the house, tormented by hallucinated visions of people 
she know blaming her for their ills. When Matt and Stevens arrive, the dog, worked up by the 
commotion, attacks the Reverend, forcing Matt to drive it off. Finally Matt has to leap into the lake to 
pulls Lorna to safety after she falls in the water in her flight, leading to Stevens finding the body of the 
old lady, pulled from the lake by the dog in a desperate attempt to save her and left undiscovered in the 
bushes. A deflating, rational explanation that nonetheless remains touched with mysteriousness – the 
end of Jezebel’s curse is the dispelling of its lingering personal and cultural memory, allowing Lorna to 
get on with life. Would that all nagging spectres redolent of history’s crimes were so readily laid to rest. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It Came From Outer Space (1953) / Tarantula (1955) 

 

 
 
 
Director: Jack Arnold 
Screenwriters: Harry Essex, Jack Arnold (uncredited), Ray Bradbury (uncredited) / Martin 
Berkeley, Robert M. Fresco 
 
 
Jack Arnold likely deserves the title of science fiction cinema’s first genuine auteur. Great and important 
directors had worked in the genre since the earliest days of the medium, but Arnold was the first 
filmmaker to demonstrate both a great love and knowledge of sci-fi, as he had consumed it voraciously 
when growing up, and to make most of his notable films in it. In this regard he beat out chief rival 
Ishirô Honda by a year, whilst Byron Haskin, who first tackled the genre in the same year Arnold did, 
was a less constant devotee. Arnold, whose full name was John Arnold Waks and was the son of Russian 
immigrants, was born in Connecticut in 1916. After studying acting and working as a vaudeville dancer, 
he started landing roles on Broadway, but as it did for so many, World War II proved a career hurdle. 
Arnold signed up to be a pilot, but a lack of planes meant he was placed with the Signal Corps, and after 
taking a crash course in cinematography became an assistant to the esteemed documentary filmmaker 
Robert Flaherty in making military films, until he finally gained his shot as a pilot and served out the 
war in the air. When peace came filmmaking was still on Arnold’s mind, and he formed a production 
outfit to make commercial shorts and documentaries, whilst also resuming his acting career now in 
movies. Arnold’s 1950 documentary With These Hands, a pro-union documentary about early twentieth 
century working conditions, garnered Arnold attention and an Oscar nomination. Arnold was soon 



given a shot at making a feature film by Universal, debuting with Girls in the Night, one of three movies 
he finished up turning out in 1953. The second was It Came From Outer Space. 
 
 

 
 
 
It Came From Outer Space was the first of a string of successful, now-iconic sci-fi films produced by 
former Orson Welles collaborator and actor William Alland, hired by Universal to turn out films in the 
genre which was big box office business in the early 1950s. Alland and Arnold quickly followed up their 
breakthrough with the even more famous and popular The Creature From The Black Lagoon (1954), and 
its sequel Revenge of the Creature (1955). A TV play Arnold co-wrote and directed for the series Science 
Fiction Theatre called ‘No Food For Thought’ was quickly adapted by him into the 
feature Tarantula (1955) – Arnold’s lone contribution to the giant monster strand of the day’s sci-fi 
boom. He followed it with the film often called his masterpiece, The Incredible Shrinking Man (1956), 
and two less successful genre entries, The Space Children (1958) and Monster on the Campus (1958). In 
between these Arnold also made interesting, meaty noir and Western films like The Glass 
Web (1953), Man In The Shadow (1958), No Name On The Bullet (1959), the satirical comedy The Mouse 
That Roared (1959), and the beloved teensploitation thriller High School Confidential (1958). Arnold’s 
incredible pace of work through the ‘50s helped make his name synonymous with the decade’s pop 
culture in hindsight, but whilst he remained a busy worker, his creativity seemed to burn out as the 
kinds of movies he liked to make faded in popularity. He spent most of the rest of his career churning 
out TV episodes and directing the odd, anonymous feature, whilst amidst his late career the only movie 
that leaps out now is the provocatively titled Blaxploitation Western Boss Nigger (1975). 
 
 



 
 
 
It Came From Outer Space had its genesis in an original film treatment entitled ‘The Meteor,’ written by 
the rising star of sci-fi and fantasy writing Ray Bradbury, who also in 1953 has his short story ‘The Fog 
Horn’ adapted as The Beast From 20,000 Fathoms, the movie that kicked off the ‘50s giant monster 
craze. Regular sci-fi screenwriter and Arnold collaborator Harry Essex was credited with the script for It 
Came From Outer Space, although Bradbury and Arnold reportedly had input. Bradbury’s imprint is 
patent in the sometimes wistfully poetic dialogue. It Came From Outer Space bears one of the most 
famous and evocative titles in the history of movies, encapsulating the forceful, lurid appeal the ‘50s sci-
fi style with its simultaneous excitement and anxiety for the suddenly expanding limits of human 
existence in the burgeoning space and atomic ages, and the uneasy mood of the Cold War’s height. As if 
to give it an aesthetic to match its looming title, It Came From Outer Space was filmed in 3D. When 
David Cronenberg and his brand of gruesome, subversive body horror came along two decades later, his 
debut film Shivers (1975) was also called, by way inverting, They Came From Within. But It Came From 
Outer Space isn’t exactly the kind of movie it sounds like, and came out at a pivotal juncture for the ‘50s 
sci-fi movement. 
 
 



 
 
 
The style had started off as inquisitive and yearning and fretful, evinced in early entries like Destination 
Moon (1950), When Worlds Collide (1951), and The Day The Earth Stood Still (1951). It Came From Outer 
Space continued this run of inquisitive fare, but The Thing From Another World (1951) enshrined the 
more common run of portrayals of malevolent alien incursion. It Came From Outer Space also, 
alongside William Cameron Menzies’ Invaders From Mars (1953), established the subgenre of humans 
being replaced or suborned by alien entities, to be taken up and given variations like Invasion of the 
Body Snatchers (1956) and I Married A Monster From Outer Space (1958). It Came From Outer 
Space manages the tricky task of extracting strong dramatic tension from an ambiguous situation 
without clear villains or immediate world-threatening stakes, choosing rather a key of eerily poetic 
mystery woven around a smart parable for the fear of the unknown and its crazy-making influence on 
the human mind, collective and individual. 
 
 



 
 
 
For a kid out of New Haven, Arnold evinced a genuine and powerful sense of the desert as a dramatic 
location, first demonstrated on It Came From Outer Space and carried over to Tarantula. In both movies 
Arnold manages to make the seemingly bright, open, sun-broiled spaces of desert locales – generally the 
environs of the Mojave Desert and the rock formations of Dead Man’s Point in Lucerne Valley, 
California – into places capable hiding sources of danger and wonder, where you could just well believe 
aliens and mammoth arachnids could be lurking. A sense of atmosphere was indeed one of Arnold’s 
singular talents, applied to his best films: he was equally good at capturing the teeming, enclosing world 
of the jungle for The Creature From The Black Lagoon and slowly transforming bland suburbia into a 
shadowland of adventure and threat with The Incredible Shrinking Man. The brief but effective pre-title 
sequence of Tarantula offers a slow pan across a desert landscape, accompanied only by the sound of 
wind washing through the cacti, until a misshapen human figure stumbles into view, disease entering a 
cruel but balanced system. Arnold would take up that idea more concertedly on The Incredible 
Shrinking Man. Another was taking his characters sufficiently seriously and preventing the human 
element of his movies taking a backseat. Arnold made minor genre stars of aging former ingénues like 
Richard Carlson, Richard Denning, and John Agar, and interesting, undervalued starlets like Barbara 
Rush, Julie Adams, and Mara Corday. Some of It Came From Outer Space’s sly power stems from the 
intelligent way it links its romantically involved heroes’ adventures with the alien with their 
psychological and social travails. 
 
 



 
 
 
At the outset of It Came From Outer Space, professional science journalist and amateur astronomer 
John Putnam (Carlson) is dining with girlfriend Ellen Fields (Rush) at his house in the Arizona desert, 
just outside the small town of Sand Rock, which Putnam’s opening narration describes as “a nice town – 
knowing its past and sure of its future, as it makes ready for the night and the predictable morning.” 
Immediately the setting is invested with qualities both specific but also microcosmic, as Arnold films 
the town in a hazy aerial shot as evening descends. Putnam and Ellen’s easy conversation is threaded 
with asides contending with their prospects, as Putnam worries he doesn’t make enough steady money 
to keep Ellen if they get married, something Ellen evidently isn’t particularly concerned about, as 
Putnam has the cast of a dreamer and thinker somewhat outside the normal run of men she knows, like 
the town’s sheriff Matt Warren (Charles Drake), who turns protective attentions her way and the 
disapproving kind on Putnam as the drama unfolds, suggesting he has foiled romantic ambitions in that 
direction. When the couple go out to take a look through his telescope (not a euphemism…I think), 
they see a huge, flaming meteorite streak through the sky and slam into the earth nearby. The duo rush 
to get a helicopter pilot, Pete Davis (Dave Willock) to fly them to the impact crater, and when he 
descends into the crater Putnam is astounded to behold a large, circular vessel, moments before it’s 
buried by a landslide. 
 
 



 
 
 
It Came From Outer Space and Tarantula are connected by their use of landscape and the way the desert 
space is tethered to evocation of threat and the superfuturistic landscapes opened up by scientific 
development, even as the manifestation of those threats come from radically different angles. Arnold 
finds it’s precisely the primal, hallucinatory quality of the desert expanse and the quiet of the rural 
world that makes it perfect to host destabilising infestation, largely because it already hosts such things. 
Arnold delves in to notice a landscape crawling with animal life engaged in the cold business of survival 
through predation, and the illusion of peace to the human eye is also connected to its danger as a sparse 
place of heat and dryness. In a marvellous vignette in It Came From Outer Space, telephone line 
repairman Frank Daylon (Joe Sawyer) meditates on the shifting nature of the landscape he often works 
in: “After working out on the desert for fifteen year like I have you see a lot of things – hear a lot of 
things too. Sun in the sky and the heat – all that sand out there with the rivers, lakes that aren’t real at 
all – and sometimes you think that the wind gets in the wires and hum and listens and talks…” 
 
 



 
 
 
This lilt of the poetic runs through the veins of It Came From Outer Space. The meat of the drama, on 
the other hand, comes with overtones of Ibsen and Arthur Miller, about the clash between the unusual 
individual and the prosaic community, hinted at in Putnam’s opening narration, as Putnam finds 
himself laughingly disbelieved when he reports seeing the spaceship in the crater. Even his astronomer 
friend Dr Snell (George Eldredge) doesn’t believe his report, pointing out that the physical traces 
around the site are consistent with a meteorite’s impact. Warren is more provocative in his dismissal, 
trying to use Putnam’s report and the fact Ellen is momentarily neglecting her job as a teacher to back 
him up to imply Putnam is a bad influence. This motif was also employed in The Beast From 20,000 
Fathoms – intelligent, educated men who represent the voice of observant awareness shading into 
prophecy, but cannot convince others of the validity of their observations if it disturbs their worldview. 
Sounds familiar. Arnold gives it a more interesting spin in making Putnam a natural outsider, regarded 
as a bit of a weirdo by others, even Snell describing him bitingly to an assistant as “more than odd – 
individual and lonely. A man who thinks for himself.” Only Ellen, who is initially dubious too, sticks 
with Putnam, largely because as they drive home from the crater they catch sight of one of the aliens as 
it looms before them on the road. 
 
 



 
 
 
Like just about every sci-fi film of the ‘50s, It Came From Outer Space is usually viewed through the 
prism of the era’s anti-Communist hysteria, which makes this quintessentially Bradburyesque central 
figure particularly telling, as the story unfolds and the nature of the alien visitors resolves from pure 
enigma, and Arnold wrestles with the concept of potentially fateful culture clash where both sides come 
to be frightened and defensive and the possibility of mutual destruction looms. Putnam’s discovery of 
the alien ship coincides with one of the aliens emerging from the crashed ship. Arnold resorts to the 
first of many point-of-view shots from the alien perspective, with the alien’s unusual vision through its 
single, prominent eye suggested by filming through a circular, jelly-like lens – the plain progenitor of 
the many similar viewpoint evocations of the lurking menace ranging through Jaws (1975) 
to Predator (1987) and beyond. Putnam meanwhile gazes up in awe at the huge, spherical craft with its 
hull decorated with hexagonal portals, and open portway through which he can glimpse machines 
buzzing and glowing with mysterious purpose. 
 
 



 
 
 
This diptych of bewildered fascination set up here eventually leads to a brilliant punch-line at the film’s 
end, when the alien leader is revealed to have taken on Putnam’s appearance, leading to a climax that’s 
essentially one version of the type Putnam represent arguing with another, separated not just by their 
true physiognomy but history, philosophy, and scientific achievement – and the fact that the alien’s 
Putnam is charge indicates their evolution. Soon the aliens, whose ship crashed on top of an old gold 
mine which some luckless prospectors are trying to work, are moving around, waylaying people and 
assuming their forms in order to get their hands on equipment required to repair their ship. They claim 
the prospectors, and also Frank and his fellow lineman George (Russell Johnson), after the two men talk 
with Putnam and Ellen and Frank answers Putnam’s question as to whether they’ve seen anything 
unusual, “No, I haven’t seen anything – but I’m sure hearing things.” Frank lets Putnam listen to the 
unusual sounds vibrating through the telephone wires, a sign of the alien presence. Later, Ellen and 
Putnam encounter what looks like Frank but is really one of the impersonating aliens. Putnam and 
Ellen are bemused and suspicious at George’s suddenly changed, vacant manner, and his new habit of 
looking at the sun without squinting or blinking. Putnam sees an arm lying outstretched from behind a 
rock: assuming the arm belongs to Frank and that he’s been killed, Putnam hurriedly slips away with 
Ellen. Frank isn’t dead, however, and he awakens to the reality-warping sight of George awakening from 
unconsciousness with his alien double standing over him: the double assures the two men that they 
won’t be harmed. By the time Putnam and Ellen bring Warren back to the site, all evidence of the 
strange event is gone. 
 
 



 
 
 
Arnold is a difficult filmmaker to describe, largely because he was such a no-nonsense talent at his 
height, his images charged with an igneous solidity, and yet able to conjure a sense of the numinous at 
will. It Came From Outer Space and Tarantula are brisk, supremely efficient films, both running 80 
minutes, but packing in tight, well-told narratives that nonetheless aren’t mere narrative machines, but 
convey a sense of atmosphere and off-hand human detail as humdrum worlds suddenly begin to come 
apart at the seams. Something of Arnold’s skill is best conveyed by the scene where Putnam and Ellen 
encounter the alien that’s replaced George: Arnold adopts the alien viewpoint as it lurks behind the 
couple as they search for the linemen, only to have the creature extend a nebulous tendril that becomes 
a hand and touches Ellen on the shoulder, a clever special effect flourish that also provides an example 
of Arnold’s inventive use of the still-very new 3D frame, the required dimensional effect looming into 
the depth of the frame rather than out. The dark fairytale atmosphere is amplified by the way the aliens 
loom around the desert environs and leave trails behind them, like snails, only their passing is marked 
by a glittering dust that fades away after a time, claiming their human hosts in a whirl of steam and 
gold. 
 
 



 
 
 
When Putnam spots ‘Frank’ and ‘George’ walking the main street of Sand Rock, he follows them and 
confronts them: the two doubles, holding back within the shadows of a building, don’t bother trying to 
fool Putnam, and assure him they need to be left to go about their business. Whenever the alien 
doubles are heard to speak, Arnold has their voices dubbed with ADR recording and slightly treated, so 
they sound disembodied. The choice of focusing part of the narrative on the two linemen, who also 
represent Putnam’s only real friends in the locale and who are in their way something like the film’s 
poetic Greek chorus at first, was personal on Bradbury’s part, as his father had worked that job in 
Tucson. Their replacement signals an assault on the salt-of-the-earth portion of Sand Rock whilst 
authority, represented by Warren, is forced gradually to concede something funny’s going on, but then 
becomes increasingly paranoid and frantic. Warren calls in Putnam and Ellen after dismissing their 
entreaties repeatedly, when Frank’s wife (Virginia Mullen) and George’s girlfriend Jane (Kathleen 
Hughes) report the two men have vanished together after stopping at their homes, acting strangely, and 
heading off with all their clothes. Warren also tells Putnam about electrical equipment being stolen all 
around town, after Putnam suggests the linemen were targeted for their service truck with its 
equipment. Ellen is soon waylaid on the road by Frank’s double and then claimed by the aliens, and a 
double of her appears to Putnam to lead him to a rendezvous with the alien leader in the old mind 
shaft. Putnam demands to see the alien’s real form before he’ll agree to try and keep the town at bay, 
but when the alien emerges, looking something like a cross between a slug and a bent penis with one 
glowing eye. Even the open-minded and rational Putnam cringes in horror before something so 
radically different. 
 
 



 
 
 
Something of the film’s power and originality for its time is still conveyed by this vividly staged 
moment, which has always stuck in my mind like a fishhook, as well a subsequent, subtler scene where 
Putnam, talking over the incident with Warren later and needs a reference point for dealing with the 
unfamiliar. Putnam points to a scuttling tarantula on the ground and asks the sheriff what he’d do if the 
spider came for him, whereupon Warren simply stands on the bug, illustrating Putnam’s concerns 
precisely. That Arnold had similar wartime experience to Gene Roddenberry, who would later dedicate 
so much of Star Trek to investigating the same preoccupations as It Came From Outer Space, 
particularly the problem of recognising the value of intelligent life that looks and acts very differently, 
doesn’t feel coincidental. Later, in his squirming, ratcheting anxiety, Warren comments that more 
murders are committed at 92˚ Fahrenheit than at any other temperature (a speech Bradbury also 
deployed in his short story ‘Touched With Fire’), prior to forming a posse to root out the infesting 
interlopers, in a wry sidelong swipe at Western film conventions here that connects with the film’s 
sceptical attitude about the rousing of the communal hive, a motif with telling meaning in the context 
of McCarthyism’s height. Putnam is a more thoughtful and pacifistic answer to High Noon’s (1952) Will 
Kane as the bulwark between community and chaos. As Warren goes on the warpath, the posse causes 
the death of Frank’s double by catching him a roadblock and shooting at his truck until he swerves and 
crashes. 
 
 



 
 
 
Perhaps the most affecting aspect of It Came From Outer Space however is that whilst it’s sci-fi in basic 
plot and themes, in style and mood it moves closer to fable-like fantasy, pervaded with aspects of dream 
logic. The aliens take on and cast off human apparel at will and travel about by flying, almost like 
thought. Frank’s monologue about the desert sets up a drama where reality is unstable, changelings lurk 
as in ancient folklore. Ellen’s alien double appears to Putnam, having changed from her usual prim 
apparel into a billowing black gown. This is the sort of touch which can trip a camp alarm in a modern 
viewer, but there is a reasonably clever motive behind it – knowing that Putnam is both their potential 
best ally and also most aggravating foe, the aliens have absorbed enough about humans to play on 
Putnam’s desire for Ellen to make him react just a little off kilter, and later almost manage to kill him by 
playing on this exactly. It also of course works on other levels, invoking familiar fantastical metaphor for 
erotic transformation, alien double Ellen embodying witchy femininity tantalising and dangerous, 
skirting metaphors more usually the province of vampire movies. When Putnam tries to outrun 
Warren’s posse and approach the aliens through the mine, Ellen’s double appears to him again and tries 
to fool him to falling into a crevice, as the aliens are now in the defensive. She shoots at him with an 
energy weapon that resembles a wand, further smudging the line between genre imagery. The ‘wand’, in 
a strong, simple special effect, carves great ruts in the stone walls behind Putnam, who fires back with 
his pistol, striking the alien who transforms back into its true form before plunging into the crevice and 
seeming to dissolve in the water pooling there. 
 
 



 
 
 
Finally Putnam manages to reach the alien ship and confronts their gang of doppelgangers, including 
the one that’s taken on his own appearance. The alien Putnam warns off his human counterpart as he 
turns on the repaired drive for the spaceship, a thrumming mechanism exuding obscure but dazzling 
cosmic power: “You know how long we’ve worked on this? A thousand years of reaching for the stars.” 
The alien explains they were travelling on to their true destination only to be forced to crash-land on 
Earth, and intend to travel on. Putnam convinces the aliens to release their human captives and in 
exchange they’ll hold off the posse long enough to let the spaceship blast off, which they do by 
dynamiting the entrance to the mine. Finally the spaceship blasts off out of the crater, watched in awe 
by the humans, whilst Putnam anticipates a time when the two species will meet again and humanity is 
evolved enough to countenance it. This notion of a first contact that doesn’t entirely take is still a 
relatively underserved one, although the film’s narrative shape was likely remembered by Spielberg 
for E.T. – The Extra-Terrestrial (1982). 
 
 



 
 
 
Tarantula is both a companion piece to It Came From Outer Space and also a counterpoint to it in key 
respects. Where the earlier film is humanistic and curious and close to unique, Tarantula involves the 
overtly monstrous and inimical, and exemplifies a more familiar genre template. The story is driven by 
the failure of the same kind of Promethean scientific project that the aliens have finally succeeded in. It 
also inverts the core romantic situation by making protagonist Dr Matt Hastings (John Agar) a man 
reasonably happy in the stolid role of a doctor in another small Arizona town, this one with the slightly 
amended name of Desert Rock, who quickly falls under the sway of a glamorous young biology doctoral 
student, Stephanie ‘Steve’ Clayton (Corday), who embodies the siren call of a changing world beyond 
and arrives on the bus. Steve comes to town to take up a job as a research assistant to renowned 
scientist Professor Gerald Deemer (Leo G. Carroll). Deemer has set up a laboratory in an isolated ranch 
house in the desert along with two doctoral students also as assistants, Eric Jacobs and Paul Lund (both 
played by Eddie Parker), to work on his new project of synthesising a food hormone that can make 
plants and animals grow faster and larger, to cure world hunger. The opening shot I mentioned earlier 
sees Jacobs, face disfigured, stumbling through the desert and collapsing dead, before the opening titles 
roll. Jacobs’ body is found and inspected by Matt, who is bewildered by what was clearly a case of 
acromegalia but couldn’t possibly have developed as fast as its seems to in the course of a few days, and 
he approaches Deemer to learn more. Deemer confirms Jacobs had acromegalia and won’t say more, or 
allow an autopsy. 
 
 



 
 
 
When Deemer returns to his house he enters his laboratory, which is filled with test animals, many of 
which have grown vastly outsized thanks to an experimental growth serum he and his collaborators 
have been developing, with the aim of increasing food supplies for a growing, hungry world population. 
In a neat visual joke-cum-flash of exposition, Arnold shows Deemer injecting the serum into a normal 
tarantula, whilst, in the background, offering sight of a tarantula already dosed several times, grown to 
be the size of a Great Dane and kept in a glass case. Deemer is assaulted by Lund, who has also 
developed acromegalia: Lund swings a chair at Deemer and smashes the big tarantula’s case, and the 
monstrous animal crawls ponderously out the door and vanishes in the desert whilst the two men fight 
and the lab catches afire. Lund knocks Deemer out and injects his prone form with the serum, before 
dropping dead, whilst most of the test animals perish in the fire. Deemer buries Lund’s body and acts as 
if nothing happened when Steve comes to work for him, and with Matt constantly popping by with 
questions about Jacob as well as interest in Steve. As Deemer begins to rapidly succumb to both 
acromegalia and accompanying mental instability, his ever-growing pet project stalks the hills and dales 
around Desert Rock eating up horses, cattle ranchers, and other hapless locals with voracious appetite. 
 
 



 
 
 
Tarantula is close in setting and story to Gordon Douglas’ mighty Them! (1954), swapping out many 
giant ants for one huge arachnid, and because its creation involves radiation it counts as one of the 
many atomic monsters that lumbered across screens. Tarantula doesn’t have the dramatic force or 
sweep of Them! or the iconic stature of Godzilla (1954), but in one respect it’s more cogent than either, 
in the way it connects the monster with its creation: the tarantula isn’t spawned by accident, but is 
conceived as an expression of a utopian project that ultimately proves ill-conceived, quite apart from 
thinking making a predatory spider huge a good idea. The cleverly structured story opens with the 
destructive fallout of the savants’ experimenting and over-enthusiastic attempts to prove their formula 
a success, but just what transpired is only slowly clarified, that Lund and Jacobs were so eager to prove 
the serum worked despite its instability they injected themselves and fell victim to the artificially 
induced acromegalia. Lund’s rampage in the laboratory reflects both the serum’s corrosive impact but 
also an expression of enraged frustration, resulting him in sentencing his colleague Deemer to a slow 
and awful death like his own. Much as the giant monster allowed filmmakers to tackle the subject of the 
atomic bomb without seeming to, the motif of bodily poisoning and degeneration here touches on the 
consequences of nuclear fallout, the signature of the age written in distorted and misshapen bodies. 
 
 



 
 
 
Tarantula gains much from Carroll’s performance, his low-key air of calm ideal for playing a scientist 
compelled by intellectual curiosity rather than emotional display, an essentially decent but fatefully 
tunnel-visioned genius, and one who slowly starts to disintegrate in mind and body as Lund’s dose 
starts to take hold. The presence of a respected character actor like Carroll said something about the 
lifting horizons and respectability of ’50 sci-fi cinema, approaching the movement’s highpoints in 
production terms with This Island Earth (1955) and Forbidden Planet (1956), and was paid tribute in turn 
via the mischievous wordplay of genre film lampoon-cum-lampoon The Rocky Horror Picture 
Show twenty years later. Agar, not an actor I’m fond of at the best of times, is nonetheless solid as Matt, 
who has an engaging character arc as the local lad of modest talent who, a little like Putnam, is faced 
with incredulity, in his case when he insists that Jacobs couldn’t have developed acromegalia so quickly, 
but finds it was certainly the cause of death when he performs an autopsy after at last gaining Deemers’ 
permission. Local sheriff Jack Andrews (Nestor Paiva), Matt’s friend but also sceptical about his talent 
weighed against Deemer’s opinion, teases him mercilessly about the wrong call, but as Matt digs he 
begins to piece together the picture of what happened at the laboratory. 
 
 



 
 
 
A chunk of Tarantula’s first half is given over to romantic business as Matt and Steve flirt up a storm, in 
the kinds of scenes genre fans likely groan over a bit then and now, even if it is solid character business 
that’s properly connected with the plot. Tarantula can’t entirely escape the usual awkwardness sci-fi 
movies of the period often wielded in trying to deal with the idea of a female scientist, with even 
Deemer taken aback by getting a research assistant who looks like a Playboy model (as Corday would 
become in 1958): “I didn’t expect someone who looked like you…I’m sorry my dear, that was supposed 
to be a compliment.” It benefits, however, from Arnold’s relative matter-of-factness on the issue – when 
Matt makes a quip about giving women the vote leading to “lady scientists,” he pitches it as an inside 
gag between them, and she quickly proves her abilities in helping Deemer rebuild the lab and prepare 
the serum. Nor does she collapse into a screaming damsel in the climactic scenes, as she recognises the 
spider has discovered the road will lead it to more food – that is, Desert Rock. Her masculine nickname 
nudges the spectacle in the ribs a little even as Steve is presented as all woman, down to her improbably 
chic wardrobe. Whilst all of the tarantula’s victims are male, the film builds to a phobic crescendo 
inhabiting a realm of fervent psychological symbolism when the by-now monumental tarantula crawls 
towards Deemer’s house on the search for morsel and sets its eyes on Steve within, the monstrous form 
without the ultimate depiction of the septic id envisioning itself, drooling literally over the female body 
within. 
 
 



 
 
 
Corday, a model, dancer, singer and actress, was a minor starlet around Hollywood for a few years, was 
given her first starring role by Arnold for the Western The Man From Bitter Spring (1955), and 
with Tarantula was making the first of the three monster movies for which she’s mostly remembered 
today (along with The Giant Claw, 1957, and The Black Scorpion, 1957). Whilst her movie career waned 
soon after, she remains one of the more interesting starlets to feature in the era’s genre cinema, 
displaying a confident poise and edge of humour that largely remained untapped. She’s just about the 
only good thing about The Giant Claw, for instance, playing the sceptical, sarcastic love interest, and 
anyone who can look as keen as she does whilst being romanced by John Agar deserves an Oscar. Years 
later, after being out of movies for a couple of decades, she was given some small parts in movies by her 
friend Clint Eastwood, who appears at the end of Tarantula in a small but vital early part of his own, 
after having appeared in Revenge of the Creature for Arnold. There’s a hint of an in-joke to Arnold 
casting Paiva, who had been the boisterous and hardy Brazilian riverboat captain Lucas in The Creature 
From The Black Lagoon and usually played Latin caricatures, as an all-American sheriff. Brief but 
surprisingly good comic relief comes Hank Patterson as Josh, the bashful but stickybeaked desk clerk in 
the hotel where Matt also has his practice, who likes to listen in on Matt’s phone calls and tries flirting 
unsuccessfully with Steve. 
 
 



 
 
 
The monster movie portion of Tarantula doesn’t really get going until the second half, apart from brief 
shots privileged to the audience of the growing spider stalking across the long, straight highway that 
links Desert Rock with Deemer’s house, and Arnold sets himself the challenge of abandoning the 
noirish lilt he gave to the desert scenes in It Came From Outer Space and instead evoking menace in the 
locale at its most glaringly sunlit. When Matt and Steve stop for a cigarette break by an awesome 
outcropping of stone (Dead Man’s Point again), they scan the horizon like their precursors in It Came 
From Outer Space and meditate on the desert’s strange power, as Matt comments, “Everything that ever 
walked or crawled on the face of the Earth – swum the depths of the ocean – soared through the skies 
left its imprint here.” Steve notes it was once a sea floor, and Matt comments they can still find seashells 
here, and looks from the air like “something from another life…serene, quiet, yet strangely evil, as if it 
were hiding its secret from man.” This proves literal, as something starts an avalanche of rock from the 
peak of the outcrop, and when Matt and Steve drive off the legs of the tarantula stir behind the 
formation. Of course any tarantula growing over a certain size would soon collapse for the weight of its 
own exoskeleton and suffocate for lack of lungs, but let’s not worry about that. 
 
 



 
 
 
What is important is Arnold’s depicting of the tarantula on the loose – attacking a ranch, grabbing a 
cattle truck and hurling it off the road, and chasing down a pair of itinerant labourers camping out. 
Arnold conjures flickers of nightmarish dread with his images of the colossal spider stalking across 
landscapes, barging its way through power lines as the currents spark and arc, and falling on dwarfed 
and hapless human victims. Clifford Stine’s special effects rely on a photographically enlarged tarantula 
for the most part, and whilst it’s a pity the film didn’t have Willis O’Brien or Ray Harryhausen on hand, 
and there are occasional superimposition problems, the effects are sufficient and effective in large part 
because of their simplicity. One particularly potent shot offers the two labourers drinking coffee around 
their campfire and sharing a joke, whilst the tarantula ponderously crawls over the ridge above them 
and down towards them with quiet, remorseless focus, until the two men notice it too late. Arnold uses 
high crane shots to mimic the viewpoint of the tarantula looming over and pouncing on its screaming 
prey. The tarantula leaves only the bones of its food and large pools of venom for the investigators to 
puzzle over: Matt, analysing and realising what the venom is, soon tries to bring in outside help, but 
events begin to outpace him, as Deemer in his deranged state tries to stop Steve talking to Matt on the 
phone. 
 
 



 
 
 
Along the way Tarantula squeezes in some off-hand commentary on the responsibility of different 
forms of authority in crises in addition to the central theme of Deemer’s experiment-gone-wrong, and 
continuing on from It Came From Outer Space’s portrait of hysterical authority versus wise restraint, 
here finally more idealised as the threat is hostile and deadly. Surveying the perplexing and mysterious 
signs left by the tarantula’s attack on the cattle truck, Matt encourages local journalist Joe Burch (Ross 
Elliott) to simply describe it as a road accident, in case too many vague and alarming details spark a 
panic. Matt’s methodical approach is meanwhile valorised – he is after all the hero, but then that’s also 
why he’s the hero – as he refuses to be fobbed off with vague explanations and the intimidating impact 
of professional stature. 
 
 



 
 
 
When Matt rushes to the ranch house, he finds the contrite Deemer ready to explain all that’s 
transpired, and mourning the marvellous results of his experiments lost in the fire. Steve thinks his 
story is the product of his unbalanced mind, but Matt begins to fit the pieces together. He flies to 
Phoenix to consult with biologist Prof. Townsend, who backs up his analysis of the venom. Here we get 
shoehorned in one of those informative little educational movies within a movie detailing the 
characteristics of a real tarantula: Townsend comments as they watch the film that the tarantula 
“doesn’t know the meaning of fear,” and foreshadows the climax of the film as he explains the 
tarantula’s great enemy is a species of wasp, a flying foe. Meanwhile back at the ranch (ha), as Deemer 
languishes in bed, increasingly disfigured by his advancing disease, and Steve prepares to sleep, the 
tarantula approaches and attacks the house, and begins crushing the building as it scrambles to get at 
the morsels within. Deemer is consumed by his own creation, whilst Matt turns up in time to whisk 
Steve off along the highway with the monster in pursuit. 
 
 



 
 
 
The main problem with Tarantula as a monster movie is that can’t sustain its action as well as Arnold 
managed with The Creature From The Black Lagoon, which, one it dispensed with mystery and set-up, 
was sustained by the relentless attacks of its human-sized antagonist. Tarantula also suffers a little from 
a rather jerky pace, essentially compressing the inevitable battle to hold the spider at bay into the last 
ten minutes. Arnold still infuses the inevitable moment of confrontation with the primal horror stalking 
down the highway for the chieftains of Desert Rock with notes of deadpan humour as well as suspense – 
the Sheriff’s exclamation of “Jumpin’ Jupiter!” when he spots the tarantula, is one of many moments 
Arnold seems to be inviting the audience to fill in less censor-friendly comments. The town paltry ranks 
of official guardians snap into action with Matt helping, as they raid all the supplies of dynamite in 
Desert Rock and plant it on the highway, blowing it up when the tarantula marches over it, but barely 
singing a hair on his legs. 
 
 



 
 
 
Finally, as the tarantula nears Desert Rock, a flight of air force jets ride in like the cavalry. This provides 
a reminder that all monster movies are made to some extent or other in the mould of King Kong (1933). 
The jets fire rockets at the spider, but fail to do much damage; it’s only when they hit it with napalm 
that the spider is consumed in a great writhing fireball, halted right at the fringe of the town. As a 
climax this is both spectacular, and represents a flourish of personal satisfaction for the former pilot 
Arnold, but also a rather terse and practical one, as the film immediately fades out on the sight of the 
tarantula burning. Notably, the young Eastwood plays the commander of the attacking planes, but his 
face is obscured by his flight mask; there is no real hero here, the actual job of bringing down the 
monster an impersonal business performed by professionals wielding hard military force. For that it 
feels peculiarly realistic, even anticlimactic compared to the many variations on the Aliens (1986) get-
away-from-her-you-bitch ending where lone, plucky protagonists have to face down monstrous 
adversaries. Tarantula’s climax also has dimensions that echo beyond its immediate purpose – the use 
of napalm as emblem of the American military’s prowess would take on a rather less heroic meaning a 
decade or so later. 
 
 



 
 
 
A vast number of sci-fi and monster movie directors have painstakingly recreated Arnold’s 
juxtapositions of mood and setting – Steven Spielberg on Jaws (1975) and Close Encounters of the Third 
Kind (1977), John Carpenter with Halloween (1978) and The Fog (1979), Lewis Teague’s Alligator (1980), 
Frank Marshall’s Arachnophobia (1990), Ron Underwood’s Tremors (1990), Roland 
Emmerich’s Independence Day (1996), J.J. Abrams’ Super 8 (2011) and Jordan Peele’s Nope (2022) – all 
owe a great deal to the Arnold aesthetic. Whilst the surrealism-tinged styles of David Lynch and David 
Cronenberg in part represented a critique of the imprint of Arnold and other ‘50s sci-fi and Horror 
cinema, nonetheless both ran with elements of his films – the subplot of Tarantula involving the rapid 
physical degeneration of characters brought about by scientific experimentation invokes an early 
variation on Cronenberg’s body horror, whilst The Incredible Shrinking Man’s portrait of everyday 
suburbia turning threatening and relentless emasculation anticipates elements of both directors. One of 
the sore lacks of many contemporary directors venturing into this tradition is an ability to establish 
baseline normality before introducing the unreal – something Arnold made look easy. Perhaps the 
audience was pushed out of the normal so many times we couldn’t find our way back. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Triangle of Sadness (2022)  

 

 
 
 
Male model Carl (Harris Dickinson), focal figure for the satire-cum-morality-play Triangle of Sadness, is 
introduced in the opening scenes taking part in a mass audition. Carl was the face of a big perfume 
campaign a few years earlier, but he’s starting to lose his youthful sleekness – with creases showing in 
the eponymous zone of his face – and his audition doesn’t seem to go well. Afterwards, having dinner 
with his girlfriend Yaya (Charlbi Dean), a supermodel at the height of her fame, Carl becomes 
increasingly distressed and irate when Yaya casually repeats her habit of making him pick up the 
cheque despite making more money than he does, keeping her nose glued to her phone all the while. 
Carl and Yaya have a row as Carl declares he wants their relationship to be egalitarian and Yaya says she 
finds talk of money “unsexy,” but for both their unease is rooted in imminent career decline and the 
sporadic, semi-illusory nature of their earning power. Yaya is assiduously sustaining her social media 
influencer status, a sideline that earns her many freebies if not cash, including a cruise on a luxury 
yacht, which she takes Carl along for. This venture pitches the young couple in with a coterie of aging 
plutocrats and a crew comprised of castes of workers, from the mostly Scandinavian, money-hungry 
stewards to the cleaners and engine room gang who are a motley selection of non-white people. 
 
 



 
 
 
Triangle of Sadness’s early scenes strike a note of ironic disquiet as director Ruben Östlund affects 
taking Carl and his situation seriously despite being related to a world most people think of as silly and 
inconsequential. Carl’s postures of playing the male feminist are complicated by his own financial worry 
and attempts to grapple with the task of keeping hold of a girlfriend who admits to him that if she 
wants to maintain a glamorous life once her career ends she’ll probably have to become someone’s 
trophy wife. Carl’s hectoring does feel accurate to a certain kind of lover’s tiff where one partner’s 
anxiety powers overboiling insistence, versus another’s passive-aggressive deflecting: in this regard it’s a 
well-observed and acted piece of character portraiture. At the same time, Östlund’s deadpan approach 
to Carl’s squirm-inducing persistence in pressing his point works like nails on a chalkboard, an 
approach that Östlund extends throughout the film. Once the action shifts to the yacht, he notes rituals 
like crew overlord Paula (Vicki Berlin) revving up the steward staff for “money, money, money” in 
meeting all the needs of the passengers even if absurd or illegal. Carl is perturbed when a hunky 
deckhand (Timoleon Gketsos) flirts with the evidently amused and attracted Yaya, and he reports the 
hand to Paula, only to later witness to his shame the sight of the hand being removed from the boat. 
Meanwhile the captain (Woody Harrelson) hides in his cabin and spends all his time drinking, only 
dragged out into the light for the ritual dinner with the captain near the end of the cruise. 
 
 

 
 
 
There’s a long tradition of setting socially panoramic tales, be they satirical or sober, in the microcosmic 
environment of shipboard life, where the contained, cheek-by-jowl nature of the setting presents an 



ideal vessel for social metaphor, particularly when the demarcations of classes are conveniently rigid 
and emblazoned as they were once on passenger ships. That’s why the Marx Brothers had two of their 
films set in large part on luxury liners, why the sinking of the Titanic has such a grip on filmmakers, and 
why not that long ago Athina Rachel Tsangari also exploited the setting for her wry masculinity 
study Chevalier (2016). Östlund only deploys his parable slowly, taking a long time to soak up the 
moribund atmosphere encaging the variably unhappy, unsatisfied, batty, or dopey rich people. Their 
ranks include a woman who swears the motor yacht has dirty sails, and a Russian fertiliser oligarch 
Dimitriy (Zlatko Buric), who merrily announces he sells shit, and his porcelain-skinned wife Vera 
(Sunnyi Melles), who insists everyone is equal so the yacht’s crew should be treated to swimming. An 
elderly British couple (Oliver Ford Davies and Amanda Walker) lament that the ban on landmines 
robbed their munitions business of one of its most lucrative products, whilst a code-writing techie, 
Jarmo (Henryk Dorsin), proves completely socially inept even as he’s come on the cruise to look for 
eligible females. 
 
 

 
 
 
Once he’s ticked off all these tired types, Östlund notes the armies of cleaners who come out to scrub 
up the rich people’s vomit after a rough night at sea. The contradictions in his approach here are 
important, as Östlund reproduces the same dehumanisation and disdain for labour as his nominal 
targets. Who the workers are and why they do what they do is a topic for another day. Swedish director 
Östlund has made a name for himself with mordant satires on contemporary pretensions, breaking 
through with 2014’s Force Majeure, which dealt with the lingering, onerous impost of gender roles, and 
capturing the Cannes Palme d’Or with The Square (2017), an acid portrait of the art world, and now 
again with Triangle of Sadness, anointing Östlund as, as far as the Cannes pantheon goes, a bellwether 
figure in contemporary cinema. It’s easy to get the feeling the Cannes honchos, trying to sustain their 
stature, have lately latched onto anything smacking of relevance, and Triangle of Sadness fits into 
similar territory to Bong Joon-ho’s Parasite (2019), which also took out the top prize, making 
mischievous fun out of the power relations of rich and poor thrown into flux. This likely makes a lot of 
sense in the Cannes festival setting, defined as it has long been by simultaneous devotion to challenging 
cinematic art, often with a political slant, and to throwing a yearly orgy for rich scenesters. 
 
 



 
 
 
Triangle of Sadness is indeed a movie perfectly emblematic of our moment, but I don’t mean that as 
much of a compliment. Much like the average culturally or politically-themed Twitter post, it’s a film 
laden with cheap shot targets, straw-man characters, and vague and/or clichéd socio-political bugbears 
and signifiers, sporting a selection of types exemplifying a general misanthropy disguised as social 
conscience, and blatantly diagrammed presumptions. The film’s ironies are obvious – the English 
couple are blown up by one of their own grenades, tossed by the pirates, an idea stolen from Iron 
Man (2008) – as are its inversions, like making the American captain a dedicated socialist and the 
Russian a born-again capitalist. And Östlund seems to know this, having highlighted it in dialogue. It’s 
notable that Östlund casts Buric in more or less the same role he played in Roland 
Emmerich’s 2012 (2008), a bullish oligarch trying to weather a disaster, and by movie’s end I couldn’t 
help but wish I was watching 2012 again. Östlund’s basic thesis is that the very rich are a bit oblivious 
and entitled, and that in the contemporary world good-looking people are encouraged to be visible on 
social media a lot – in other news, water wet. 
 
 

 
 
 
The film’s central set-piece comes with the captain’s dinner, with both the captain, finally dragged out 
and cleaned up and smiling politely, and his ship ploughing through increasingly heavy weather. The 
guests scoff down their fancy courses only to for the rough seas to set them all vomiting mercilessly in 
corridors and staterooms, whilst some are also stricken with diarrhoea. Meanwhile the captain and 
Dimitriy get roaring drunk together, swapping quotes from their preferred political philosophers 



harvested from their smart phones (Dimitriy likes Reagan and Thatcher, the Captain goes for Marx and 
Lenin), and finally end up raving over the yacht’s PA system. This movement might have been grimly 
hilarious if compressed and allowed to strike a note of giddy mania. Östlund instead stretches it out 
interminably, encouraging the audience to enjoy the sight of the wallowing, suffering tycoons. Östlund 
seems to want to enter into a Rabelaisian zone of physicality, gross and transgressive and evocative of 
ignoble animal reduction of the pretentiously human. What he instead achieves is more a tedious 
comedy of humiliation, in which the most blatant emblem of privilege getting its comeuppance is a 
plump, middle-aged woman rolling in a pool of her own shit and vomit. 
 
 

 
 
 
Harrelson and Buric’s drunken, hearty bickering, which briefly lifts the spirits in the sight of two good 
actors creating a semblance of human chemistry and enjoying a spree of boozy anarchy, likewise goes 
on forever, serving mostly so Östlund can have Harrelson mouth some undergraduate political theory. 
The actors do all the work here of synthesising the impression these are people. Virtually nothing in the 
film is personalised, given a depth of history and feeling beyond what immediately serves its point-
scoring. Not that this approach is bad or wrong necessarily, but the painful part of Triangle of Sadness is 
that it’s not particularly funny, and its insights don’t have enough trenchant weight or sting of 
originality to compensate. The authentic pity here is the occasional flashes of pathos Östlund finds in 
his oblivious prey shock it briefly to life, like early in the film where Carl finds himself pushed out of the 
front row of a fashion show audience by a newly-arrived celebrity’s entourage, underlining his declining 
status. 
 
 



 
 
 
Otherwise, Östlund’s style feels like a compendium of postures harvested from a range of contemporary 
art-house filmmaking. His would-be elegant minimalism, his long-take shots and sinuous tracking 
shots, lock his characters into overlong scenes without any particular behavioural or character motive 
to really seek out beyond flat statements like talking to snooty strangers can be awkward. The film hits 
a highpoint of cynicism masquerading as ambivalence when it shows Dimitriy cradling his drowned 
wife’s body and weeping over her whilst also assiduously stripping her of her jewellery. It’s the kind of 
moment perhaps intended to be more symbolic than literal, but I still balked at its mean-spirited 
character assassination of the otherwise fairly decent Dimitriy, and the blunt-force attempt at 
portraying greed. The film reminded me at points of Michael Winterbottom’s comparatively 
buried Greed (2020), which wasn’t any more subtle but did actually try to teach the viewer a thing or 
two about big business expedience and delivered more laughs in the bargain. By comparison Östlund 
doesn’t really seem to know much more about what he’s portraying than what he’s seen fleeting around 
the Cannes waterfront. 
 
 

 
 
 
The film’s last third, after the yacht explodes during the pirate attack, shifts the setting to the patch of 
shoreline where the survivors find themselves quickly placed under the thumb of toilet cleaner Abigail 
(Dolly De Leon), the only one amongst them skilled catching fish with her hands and preparing it. 
Abigail gives everyone a quick lesson in the workers owning the means of production and gives extra 
morsels to all who agree she is now in charge. Soon she happily accepts Carl’s come-ons, the model 



sleeping with her to get extra rations which he shares with Yaya, who occasional flares up in resentment 
but also knows which side her bread’s buttered on. Östlund here touches on multiple reference points –
 Gilligan’s Island, James Barrie’s The Admirable Crichton, Lina Wertmuller’s Swept Away…, William 
Golding’s The Lord of the Flies – whilst offering his own tweaks, taking the transactional relationship he 
studied at the outset to a suitable new extreme. Östlund includes a vignette of Jarmo evolving some 
hunting prowess as he tracks and kills a small donkey with a rock, although the director makes sure to 
undercut his achievement by making his kill distressingly horrible. 
 
 

 
 
 
Meanwhile it’s revealed the whole reason we were fed the long opening depiction of Carl and Yaya is 
not to make them people, but register them as emblems of illusory wealth enthralled to real financial 
concerns, so Östlund can make sport of them with a nominal reversal of roles. Carl chooses to play the 
obeisant odalisque to his new sugar momma, and gives Yaya the trickle-down treats of this 
arrangement. All this is, again, not a bad idea, but it’s shrink-wrapped and tucked in the back of the 
movie, neglecting any potential pathos or strange new epiphanies. De Leon gives a cunning 
performance as Abigail, but she’s not really a character, more a walking plot device used to take the rich 
white people down a few more pegs, and also provide a vessel for a new kind of cynicism. The moment 
she gets power Abigail begins abusing it in the same way as the people she’s displacing. Which could be 
a perfectly legitimate point – the fault dear Brutus is not in our economic systems but in our selves – 
but given the early part of the film’s gross and shallow portraiture it feels like a cheap trick, to the 
degree to which Östlund even seems aware of his own scorn. All this leads to a final twist that edges the 
film closer to classic noir story territory, as it looks at what greed means in immediate human terms, the 
desires, the pains, the objectives that make people fight and kill to seize their piece of the world. 
 
 



 
 
 
Again, potentially good, but used chiefly to set up a lady-or-the-tiger ending that might well drive one 
to hurl stuff at the screen, and a desperate attempt to provoke some sort of emotional involvement with 
all this. Moreover, like some other recent tilts at meaningful commentary on haves-versus-have-nots, 
the upshot of this climax essentially reiterates the danger of letting one’s foot off the neck off the lower 
orders for a moment, for the moment you do they’re contemplating your murder. If the film had been 
chopped down mercilessly to 100 minutes, or better yet 90, it might have made, regardless of how shop-
worn and obnoxious its ideas are, a properly raucous black comedy, one barrelling ahead with its own 
mean, adolescent logic. Instead, the damned thing is allowed to drag on for two-and-a-half hours, to 
declare its epic worthiness to the world. Some genuinely good comic ideas, particularly the climactic 
punchline that the castaways are actually stranded on the far side of a luxury resort island, might have 
trod close to brilliance if deployed with real wit and comic timing, but are instead allowed to flop about 
so many spilt on the carpet from a toppled tank. With that climactic reveal, for instance, what might 
have been a brilliant gut-punch delivered through visuals is instead reported verbally by Yaya to Abigail. 
The flashes of substance in Triangle of Sadness only, finally highlighted for me how much I disliked the 
rest of it, and it doesn’t just strike me as a weak art, but close to a work heralding a new age of anti-art -
- the cinematic equivalent of Yaya’s Instagram feed, a succession appropriate self-advertising postures. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

First Blood (1982) / Rambo: First Blood Part II (1984) 

 

 
 
 
Directors: Ted Kotcheff / George Pan Cosmatos 
Screenwriters: Michael Kozoll, William Sackheim, Sylvester Stallone / James Cameron, 
Sylvester Stallone 
 
 
In the late 1960s David Morrell, working as an English professor at the University of Iowa, became 
interested in the Vietnam war veterans amongst his students and their often painful accounts of 
returning to civilian life in the United States. Morrell, an aspiring writer born in Ontario and whose 
father had died in combat during World War II, began a novel about a veteran who, trapped beyond the 
fringes of an oblivious or outright hostile society, erupts in a display of nihilistic murder and 
destruction, turned on the victimising civil authorities of a small Kentucky town. The character was 
known only by his last name, Rambo, which Morrell took from the breed of apple he was eating at the 
time, and based him on various real-life figures, including war hero and actor Audie Murphy, whose life 
was beset by traumatic fallout. Morrell also took inspiration from Geoffrey Household’s famous 
novel Rogue Male, filmed in 1943 by Fritz Lang as Man Hunt. Morrell published his book, First Blood, in 
1972 to some acclaim, and quickly sold the film rights. The proposed adaptation kicked around 
Hollywood for nearly ten years with heavyweight directors including Richard Brooks, John 
Frankenheimer, and Sydney Pollack taking an interest. Eventually the project was taken in hand by 
Mario Kassar and Andrew Vajna, two film distributors itching to try producing. 
 
 



 
 
 
Kassar and Vajna hired the Canadian filmmaker Ted Kotcheff, whose previous credits included helping 
the Australian film industry revive with 1971’s Wake In Fright (aka Outback), and a jewel of the similar 
Canadian revival of the 1970s, The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz (1974). Kotcheff in turn attracted 
Sylvester Stallone, who was hunting for a viable career alternative to his Rocky films after several coolly 
received attempts to expand his star persona. Stallone rewrote the best extant script, by William 
Sackheim and Michael Kozoll, with his canny eye for selling a story to a mass audience causing him to 
revise the story and make Rambo, now gifted a first name of John, more sympathetic and less heedlessly 
murderous, essentially refashioning him as an angrier, more damaged and antisocial version of the 
underdog hero Stallone played in Rocky (1976). First Blood the movie resituated the story to a town 
called Hope in Washington state, in part because this allowed the film to be filmed more cheaply in 
Canada. The movie, which still finished up costing some $15 million, became a major hit, cementing 
Stallone’s place as a major Hollywood star. But Rambo’s place as a byword in popular culture wouldn’t 
be sealed until a sequel, Rambo: First Blood Part II, was released in 1984. 
 
 

 
 
 
That film would transform Rambo, conceived as an avatar for the wounded and thwarted products of a 
bitter zeitgeist, into a figure many took to be the guns-blazing representative of the Reagan era’s 
renewed militarist swagger and sense of purpose, avenging old defeats and swashbuckling through new 
wars, driven on by the delight of movie audiences. A third entry, Peter MacDonald’s Rambo III (1989), 
would become the most expensive film ever produced for a brief reign. As embodied by Stallone, with 



fast and bulbous physique, penchant for wearing headbands but not shirts, and clutching huge 
weapons, the character Rambo became eventually birthed a popular caricature, eagerly satirised in 
movies like UHF (1989) and Hot Shots! Part Deux (1992). Quite the progression from the dark and 
sombre thriller Morrell wrote, which ended with the character being shot dead by his former Green 
Berets trainer, Colonel Samuel Trautman. For the adaptation, Kirk Douglas was hired to play Trautman, 
who was revised from a peripheral, resented figure in Rambo’s life to his former commanding officer, 
but Douglas dropped out early in filming when he disagreed with revising the story to let Rambo live. 
He was replaced, in another fortuitous accident, by Richard Crenna. 
 
 

 
 
 
Douglas might have been artistically right, but Stallone knew his audience. First Blood works carefully 
to put the viewer entirely on Rambo’s side in its opening reels, as the soldier turned drifter seeking out 
the home of Delmore Barry, the last surviving other member of his old unit. Rambo soon learns from a 
neighbour that he’s died of cancer, which she believes was caused by exposure to Agent Orange. The 
forlorn figure that is Rambo, Medal of Honor winner and relentlessly honed, preternaturally gifted 
warrior turned ragged drifter, follows a highway into the mountains of Washington until he’s picked up 
on the fringes of the town of Hope by the Sheriff, Teasle (Brian Dennehy), who lets Rambo know he’s 
not going to be allowed to linger there, and deposits him on the far side of town. Rambo defiantly turns 
back towards the town and Teasle promptly arrests him. Rambo is placed in the police station lock-up 
where Teasle’s deputies, including the swaggering sadist Art Galt (Jack Starrett), beat him, forcibly strip 
him, and hose him down, experiences that remind Rambo of being tortured in a North Vietnamese 
POW camp. 
 
 



 
 
 
Kotcheff makes use of flashbacks to reveal Rambo’s reawakened traumatic memory as he’s brutalised by 
Galt in a manner reminiscent of the stuttering, near-subliminal technique Sidney Lumet utilised in The 
Pawnbroker (1964). The likeness of his present situation to his time suffering in captivity is immediately 
and vividly illustrated and also the similarity of intent behind it, the pleasure of petty tyrants in 
humiliating and reducing people under their thumb. The sight of the scars that score Rambo’s naked 
torso, when he’s obliged to strip for a cleaning in the lockup, alarm the younger deputy on the Hope 
PD, Mitch Rogers (David Caruso), who suggests telling Teasle about it. But the sight only stirs Galt to 
more delighted viciousness, seeing the evidence of suffering and heroism only as an especially sweet 
spur to proving his own power. Finally, when the cops try to dry-shave the resisting Rambo, he 
unleashes his fighting prowess. In short order he decks the cops, flees the station, and steals a 
motorcycle. He rides the bike as far up a mountain trail as he can get before leaving it behind and 
fashioning himself rough clothing out of a bearskin rug he finds at a rubbish dump. 
 
 

 
 
 
When Galt gleefully tries to shoot Rambo from a helicopter, Rambo retaliates by hurling a rock back, 
striking the chopper’s windscreen and causing Galt to fall to his death. Teasle immediately vows 
revenge for his old friend, but as he and his men venture deeper in the forest with tracker dogs, they 
soon find themselves completely thwarted by Rambo’s tactical smarts. He slays the dogs and lures the 
cops onto his ingenious and brutal traps. Teasle himself is finally ambushed, helpless under Rambo’s 
knife, only to be spared with the advice, “Let it go, or I’ll give you a war you won’t believe,” before 



vanishing into the underbrush Of course, Teasle can’t and won’t take that advice. He instead calls in the 
National Guard, who trap Rambo in a mine shaft he’s made his base, but Rambo, surviving an attempt 
to kill him with a rocket launcher, crawls through the mine until he breaks out to the surface at another 
locale. Stealing an National Guard truck and heavy machine gun, he returns to Hope, smashes through 
a blockade, and begins laying waste to the town with Teasle his ultimate target. 
 
 

 
 
 
First Blood offered something like an upmarket version of ‘70s grindhouse thrillers that often thrust 
returned vets into bloody action, or a cheeralong extrapolation of the interior fantasies of Taxi Driver’s 
(1976) Travis Bickle. Rambo can also be seen as an extension of actor-turned-auteur Tom Laughlin’s 
hero Billy Jack, star of a series of popular movies in the late 1960s and early ‘70s. Both characters were 
living lethal weapons who had served in ‘Nam, both part-Native American, both reluctant heroes who 
eventually cracked when confronted by thugs and redneck cops and start dealing out ass-kickings. Only 
Billy Jack had been a nominally countercultural hero, having thrown in his lot with young hippies, 
dropouts, and the oppressed, whilst Rambo doesn’t have that much community, and eventually became 
popularly associated with a revanchist right wing’s attitude to the peacenik crowd. First Blood is 
nonetheless entirely about an outsider battling representatives of authority. The cops are generally 
portrayed as smugly self-righteous, bullying, or weak, more concerned with the illusion of order rather 
than the reality of it, more obsessed with safeguarding its privilege as power than worried about justice, 
and in the case of Galt, essentially psychopathic. 
 
 

 



 
 
Instead of developing more respect and solicitude the more Teasle and his people learn about Rambo, 
including eventually discovering his status as a war hero, they become all the more angrily determined 
to bring him down, because he taunts and undercuts their machismo. The essential, just about 
endlessly reloadable moment of crisis in every Rambo movie, awaited with eagerness by the viewer and 
built towards with varying levels of skill and intensity by its directors, is the scene where our hero’s 
blood finally boils over and he begins dealing out pain and calamity to tormentors and tyrants. The 
countdown to this inevitable eruption in First Blood begins in its earliest moments, as Rambo learns of 
Delmar’s passing and starts a lonely montage trek along the road to Hope, a place that describes itself 
via a sign over the road in as the “Gateway to Holidayland.” One powerfully lingering aspect of First 
Blood is Kotcheff’s use of British Columbian locations, which prove a perfect backdrop to communicate 
Rambo’s solitude and the pall of crisis that follows him like a raincloud from the bucolic setting that 
was Delmar’s home into the increasingly blue-soaked and dour atmosphere of the mountain forests. 
 
 

 
 
 
The use of landscape maps out both essential dramatic venues, as Rambo escapes into the woods where 
he can turn the tables on the cops, and his mental landscape, leaving behind the last glimmer of hope 
for a familiar face and a toehold in society as represented by Delmar’s place, exchanged for the 
mockingly named town of Hope and finally a plunge into the primal landscape beyond where 
civilisation drops away and the best hunter and killer reclaims his place at the apex of existence. But the 
landscape also folds in upon Rambo until his empire is reduced to a hole in the ground with a flickering 
fire and a buzzing radio that announces the names of dead men. When he does break free and brings 
his wrath back to Hope, he has already lost, because he must again countenance civilisation to do so. 
Regardless of the specific cultural and political context the character was planted in, Rambo 
nonetheless became the essential modern movie depiction of a truly ancient cultural figure, the perfect 
warrior born purely for combat, an Achilles, a Hercules, or a modern day Viking berserker, a likeness 
that becomes inescapable in the maniacal last third of Rambo: First Blood Part II. 
 
 



 
 
 
For Stallone, Rambo provided a second reliable and recognisable role as a star, a rare gift in the early 
days of cinematic franchising. Rambo was a counterpart to his lovably dim, gentle-‘til-roused Rocky 
Balboa, and the star continued this counterpoint when he revived both characters in the mid-2000s and 
again in the mid-2010s. Rocky was a hero deeply embedded in a sense of community and identity, 
pushed along by a hazily optimistic sensibility. Rambo, by contrast, is a perpetually clenched fist, his 
blazing, tragedy-telegraphing eyes perpetually seeing double in the world, the one that is and the one in 
his past, locked in a nihilistic place by his hard-won self-knowledge that the one thing he’s indisputably 
great at it is warfare. He comes equipped with his personal Excalibur, his ever-present hunting knife, 
with its wickedly curved point and serrated back edge, a weapon found on his person that the cops take 
to be a sign he’s a violent miscreant. The crucial similarity of Rocky and Rambo was that both had to be 
provoked to do what they do best, Rocky because of his general passivity, Rambo because of his grim 
knowledge that the kinds of situations that require his skills are already too nightmarish to 
contemplate. The role allowed Stallone to show off not just his musculature but his athleticism, always 
more convincing in that regard than the comparative ponderousness of his eventual rival and displacer 
in the pneumatic movie hero stakes, Arnold Schwarzenegger. “I’ve always believed the mind is the best 
weapon,” Rambo comments in the second, and Rambo’s cunning as a strategist is repeatedly 
emphasised as his real edge over variously arrogant and bullish foes. 
 
 

 
 
 



Rambo is also inseparable from his enemies, the men who provoke his raging remonstrations. First 
Blood has the best and most dramatically intense of these, in the form of Teasle, who, in his way, is 
entirely justified in his attitude to Rambo. The film obliges the audience to identify with Rambo as the 
sad and simple man just trying and failing to get on with life finally pushed too far, with Teasle’s smiling 
but quietly assured and dictatorial attitude, followed soon by more bluntly thuggish treatment. Unlike 
most of his successors in the sequels, however, Teasle’s viewpoint is loaned a faint gleam of validity. The 
reek of danger and strangeness the sheriff gets from Rambo at first glance, and the sense of focused 
provocation when the drifter ignores his instructions and turns back towards Hope prove, ultimately, 
correct. Teasle has his own war medals on display in his office, and refuses to grant Rambo any special 
sympathy: “You think Rambo’s the only guy who had had a tough time in Vietnam?” Rambo 
nonetheless represents a revenge fantasy not just for disaffected servicemen, but for every wandering 
outcast bewildered and provoked by their lot in the American landscape, of which there were once 
many likenesses in Hollywood cinema. Rambo in his first outing belongs to a continuum linking 
Chaplin’s Little Tramp, Henry Fonda’s Tom Joad, William Wellman’s Wild Boys and Girls of the road, 
Raoul Walsh’s angry misfits, and Dennis Hopper’s Easy Riders. In a most specific likeness, Rambo, like 
Mad Dog Earle in Walsh’s High Sierra (1941), is driven into the mountains in a stand-off with authority, 
but where in the ironclad days of the studio system and Production Code such a figure had to 
eventually lose, Rambo was a product of a much more ornery time. 
 
 

 
 
 
Kotcheff was a film and television jack-of-all-trades, gaining his career start in Canadian TV in the late 
1950s before moving to the UK and making his feature film debut with 1962’s Tiara Tahiti, and his well-
honed efficiency that made him an ideal figure to travel to Australia and then back to Canada to 
resuscitate their movie industries. It’s an odd career that encompasses the likes of First Blood, Fun with 
Dick and Jane (1977) and Weekend at Bernie’s (1989) alongside Wake In Fright, The Apprenticeship of 
Duddy Kravitz, and North Dallas Forty (1979). What’s most interesting in this regard is that First 
Blood plays as Kotcheff’s thematic sequel to Wake In Fright, depicting as it does an outsider arriving in a 
boondock town and being driven near-insanity by the behaviour of the locals, whose delight in 
tormenting and degrading a stranger reflects back out at the larger world a sense of resentment and 
fringe detachment. Whilst Kotcheff swapped the desolate alienation of an Aussie town on the edge of a 
desert for the tangled and looming reach of pine-thatched mountains, and the naïve intellectual for the 
hard and ingenious superwarrior, the palpable sense of danger and entrapment and depiction of 
regressive bullying has evident likeness. 
 
 



 
 
 
First Blood has been criticised for abandoning its potential as a believable and down-to-earth kind of 
action movie by having Rambo perform some incredibly lucky pieces of physical action, like jumping off 
a cliff and crashing down through the nettled pine branches until he’s deposited relatively unscathed on 
the ground, and causing Galt’s death with a rock when the cop can’t nail him with a high-powered rifle. 
Those criticisms are entirely legitimate, although to Kotcheff’s credit he manages to invest them with a 
veneer of sense in his staging and cutting. Such shows of prowess make plain that Rambo is a unique 
individual with levels of physical ability beyond the normal, and a degree of reflexive intelligence in the 
midst of battle, that gives him a radical edge over the blowhards. These touches also clearly signal that, 
despite its nominal roots in social issue melodrama reminiscent of the films Wellman and Walsh made 
once upon a time for Warner Bros., already First Blood is bending Rambo’s trajectory off into the zone 
of the matinee serial-style adventurer, at a time when Superman and Indiana Jones had recently revived 
the unbreakable brand of old-school pulp hero in movies, and the 1980s style of action movie was 
gaining definition. 
 
 

 
 
 
So when Crenna’s Trautman does turn up, his presence is supposed be that of the wise elder who knows 
all the secret history denied to civilians like Teasle and perhaps even to Rambo himself, the man who 
knows what Rambo is capable of (“God didn’t make Rambo. I did.”) and also why he is the way he is, 
and provides a last bulwark between two factions. But his real function is essentially to act as Rambo’s 
hype man, promising Teasle, and the audience, what Rambo delivers. This quality manifests most 



memorably when Trautman, upon hearing Teasle’s declaration that two hundred cops and National 
Guards are being sent in to handle Rambo, retorts, “You send that many don’t forget one thing – a good 
supply of body bags.” Like a bard at a campfire telling stories of great heroes of old to thrill and excite 
the next prospective generation, Trautman announces Rambo’s skills and qualities until he’s 
transformed from a surprisingly good fighter for a shaggy loser to a demigod only limited by his 
remnant human scruples: “Technically he slipped up,” Trautman says in noting Rambo’s failure to 
actually kill the men hunting him. 
 
 

 
 
 
Crenna’s role at Trautman, which immediately became his most famous and recognisable, presented an 
inversion of his portrayal of the disintegrating commander in The Sand Pebbles (1966): where that film, 
made in the early days of the American Vietnam experience and presenting a parable critiquing it, 
disassembled the mythos of noble military machismo, Trautman reconstructs it rhetorically whilst 
Rambo does so physically. Rambo presents a fantasy vision of an American soldier who learned to fight 
like a Viet Cong guerrilla, with nods to Native American fighting styles. Rambo’s incredible physical 
fitness and toughness as well as honed skill gives him an edge over his enemies, able to dodge and 
weave and hide, seeming to become part of the forest itself, like the title alien of Predator (1987). His 
campaign against Teasle and the pursuing cops becomes an ironic inversion where Rambo does to his 
foes what the Vietnamese are often perceived as doing to the Americans in the war. He utilises the 
landscape and cunning, nasty traps to draw in and disassemble them, using their reactive vengefulness 
against them. One cop ends up tied to a tree as bait to draw in and unnerve his comrades. Another is 
impaled at crotch height upon a row of wicked stakes. The cops and National Guard are reduced to 
firing blind and shows of impotent firepower, as when the National Guardsmen shoot a rocket launcher 
after Rambo as he hides in the mine shaft. 
 
 



 
 
 
When Rambo is hiding in that mine, Trautman contacts him on a CB radio taken from one of the cops, 
awakening Rambo from his sleep with his old service call-sign and a rollcall of his dead comrades, 
provoking the warrior with the perverse feeling of his dreams and waking life blurring incoherently 
until he realises the call is real. “There are no friendly civilians,” he tells Trautman with new-found 
conviction, and claims the cops “drew first blood,” justifying his retaliation, whilst Trautman retorts 
that “you did some pushing of your own,” and Teasle tries to trace the transmission. Kotcheff contrasts 
the different environs of the two men, Trautman broadcasting in lamplight as a beacon in an endless 
night whilst Rambo is curled up in a bole in the earth where the wind echoes hollow and his paltry fire 
flickers in a sea of dark. A haunting and impressive scene that perfectly evokes the mental and moral 
drama in play and provides a meditative interlude that’s unusual in an action movie. It also somewhat 
outclasses the more officially dramatic climactic moment where Stallone does some capital-A acting, as 
Rambo, on the verge of killing Teasle, is confronted by Trautman and has a breakdown. He recounts 
semi-coherently his feelings of outrage at being abused by antiwar protestors and how one of his friends 
died in a terrorist bombing in Saigon and he was reduced to trying to stuff his guts back inside his body, 
a vignette that tries so hard to be terribly cathartic it borders on camp. 
 
 

 
 
 
Nonetheless First Blood holds together with admirable grit for the most part, in part because it resists 
deviating from its basic concerns. It matches the ideal of Rambo’s purposeful intensity with its own, 
wielding a sense of gamy, gruelling, intensely corporeal vitality that’s all but disappeared from 



contemporary cinema. Arguably the film’s most thrilling scene depicts Rambo’s journey through the 
depths of the mine in his attempt to escape with the entrance blocked by the explosion. This involves a 
phobic odyssey through a space of pressing walls, dripping, sloshing water, and teeming rats, a gritty, 
visceral, vividly claustrophobic sequence that doesn’t look like it was much fun to shoot. When he does 
finally reach a shaft leading out, Rambo pauses to catch his breath and offer a solemn, silent moment of 
gratitude before climbing back out to the world. There he finds everyone thinks he’s dead, everyone 
except Trautman, who muses on the scene outside the mine and knows well Rambo might still emerge 
but doesn’t tell Trautman. Soon enough Rambo leaps aboard a National Guard truck, forces its driver to 
jump out, and commandeers the M60 machine gun in the back. He arrives in Hope, blows up a gas 
station, and begins knocking out the power to the town’s centre. Teasle takes up station on the police 
station roof, only to be shot in the legs by Rambo from below, and he crashes through the skylight to 
the floor a bloody mess. 
 
 

 
 
 
Before he kill the sheriff, Trautman manages to disarm Rambo and penetrate his glaze of wrath to reveal 
the desperately haunted and anguished man beneath. Trautman then leads him away to whatever fate 
the law demands, a softening of the novel’s end that also opened the door for a sequel. That Rambo is 
reduced to sobbing violently, whilst clinging to Trautman who plays his father and confessor, confirms 
a peculiar status Stallone managed to stake out in his stardom, able to play inarguably tough men who 
are nonetheless governed by powerful emotions, and his shows of rage and destruction throughout the 
film are finally revealed to be, essentially, displacement of his urgent need to grieve for himself and his 
former comrades. First Blood was released after The Deer Hunter and Coming Home (both 1978) had 
begun a rehabilitation of Vietnam as a movie subject, but before Platoon (1986) offered what many felt 
was official catharsis. First Blood and its follow-up were nonetheless the more populist version of the 
same thing, selling to the audience a new image of the ‘Nam vet as a tormented underdog deserving 
rehabilitation even if the war, as Trautman puts it, “was a bad time for everybody.” “Somebody wouldn’t 
let us win,” Rambo howls, a note taken up again at the start of the sequel, where Rambo questions, 
when asked to return to Vietnam, “Do we get to win this time?” “That’s up to you,” Trautman replies. 
 
 



 
 
 
Rambo: First Blood Part II cunningly extends this Janus-faced attitude, angry anti-authoritarian outlook 
and revanchist reactionary passion, by portraying Rambo as next plunged into a situation where the 
representatives of the American government are corrupt and craven, whilst their enemies are even 
worse, and only Rambo, Trautman, and others like them retain something like honour. As with its 
precursor, Stallone applied his own polish to a script this time penned by James Cameron, at the same 
time he was developing his own The Terminator (1984) and Aliens (1986), and there’s a lot of overlap. 
Rambo is nearly as remorseless and irresistible as the cyborg in The Terminator once he gets going, and 
as with Ripley in Aliens he’s portrayed as a sorry survivor who welcomes a chance to go back to a scene 
of suffering to exorcise his traumatic demons and fully evolve into a hero, despite the connivance of 
suit-wearing creeps. Rambo: First Blood Part II opens with Trautman approaching Rambo where he’s 
stuck working in a prison quarry, a setting that cries out for Woody Allen singing “Gonna see Miss 
Liza!” The Colonel gives Rambo his apologies for failing to keep him out of jail, but then offers a chance 
for freedom, if he’ll volunteer for an extremely dangerous covert mission, to be airdropped into 
Vietnamese territory and determine whether rumours American POWs are still being held at a remote 
jungle base are correct. Rambo and Trautman fly to an black ops base near the border of Thailand with 
Vietnam, and Rambo is briefed by Roger Murdock (Charles Napier), the commander of the operation. 
 
 

 
 
 
The unpleasant side of this plot keystone is that Stallone exploited another actual, lingering issue of the 
Vietnam War, the plight of missing American servicemen who were at the time believed to still be 



captives, to pump emotive adrenalin into his rah-rah action flick. On the other hand, the film is 
surprisingly direct and scathing about the US reneging on its peace pledges of reparations to Vietnam, a 
tussle in which the POWs are theoretical pawns: any diplomatic push to get any POWs back would 
certainly require paying up. The face of this deceit is Murdock, a man who may or may not have once 
been a soldier but now has certainly crossed over the dark side of bureaucracy, and will again readily 
and actively betray him and GIs still in Vietnamese hands for the sake of political equilibrium. Rambo 
catches him out in a lie over his alleged wartime service, which he tells Trautman about, before assuring 
his old Colonel, “You’re the only one I trust.” Rambo’s airdrop over the jungle from a Lear jet goes 
wrong when his copious equipment gets hung up on the plane, a thrilling action sequence that also 
contains symbolic meaning. Being forced to cut loose all the fancy gear he’s been encumbered with 
obliges Rambo to get back to basics, and keeps him from recommitting the assumed mistake of past 
American method. 
 
 

 
 
 
Once he manages to free himself and successfully lands in the jungle, he encounters his local contact, 
Co Bao (Julia Nickson), after first sneaking up on her. Co Bao, the daughter of a former South 
Vietnamese officer, has elected to continue his fight, and she helps Rambo approach the camp by 
arranging passage with some smugglers who regularly traverse a nearby river. When he penetrates the 
camp, Rambo discovers a number of G.I. captives being kept in sadistically awful circumstances, and he 
frees one man POW (Don Collins, I think), who’s been left tied to a post. Rambo and Co Bao take him 
back to their rendezvous point as Trautman comes to the rescue in a chopper being flown by Murdock’s 
aides Ericson (Martin Kove) and Banks (Andy Wood), but when he’s told Rambo has a freed prisoner 
Murdock orders the chopper to return without him. Trautman is held at gunpoint whilst Rambo and 
the POW are taken by the Vietnamese, with Co Bao escaping as she split away from them. The trussed-
up Rambo is immersed in a slop pit filled with leeches and then tortured with electricity by a Red Army 
envoy, Lt-Col Sergei Podovsky (Steven Berkoff), and his aide Sgt Yushin (Voyo Goric), who, along with a 
detachment of Soviet commandos, have come to the camp for shady reasons. Podovsky wants Rambo to 
hand him a propaganda victory by denouncing his government over the radio. But, unfortunately for 
him and all the other Commies, the countdown to Rambo’s next eruption has already begun. 
 
 



 
 
 
Rambo has his one and only real encounter with a romantic interest in all his excursions to date, as he 
and Co Bao fall in love whilst adventuring in the wilds, and the girl convinces Rambo to take her with 
him back to the US. Of course, she’s necessarily doomed, and is gunned down by soldiers after helping 
him escape the camp. Rambo takes possession of her jade Buddha necklace and wears it at as a lucky 
totem and wears it through the rest of this film and on into Rambo III, finally giving it away at the end 
to a boy Afghan warrior he decides needs it more. Nickson’s performance doesn’t exactly help the 
credibility factor – she comes across exactly as what she is, a Canadian model trying very hard to look 
and sound like a halting-English-speaking guerrilla warrior – but Co Bao is nonetheless interesting and 
rather singular as a true human, romantic connection for Rambo. She has similar talents to him, 
accomplished with an AK-47 and skilled at war in her own way: she pretends to be one of the 
prostitutes who visit the camp in an attempt to extricate Rambo from their clutches, and saves his hide 
repeatedly in the ensuing battle. Co Bao’s presence also helped to dampen, at least to a degree, the 
otherwise blatantly sectarian world-view exhibited in the film holding the Communist Vietnamese as 
malignant scum who can be happily dispatched in all manner of creatively violent ways, as opposed to 
Rambo’s relatively soft touch with the police of Hope. 
 
 

 
 
 
Even the smugglers prove to be treacherous dogs who sell Rambo and Co Bao out, forcing Rambo to 
slay them all and blow up a patrol boat with a Russian RPG the pirates keep around for such 
encounters. Of course, there’s also the Russians to add new ingredients to the vengeful mix, presenting 



the ultimate spectre of a renascent Domino Theory being driven by the masterminds of the Evil Empire, 
the real Cold War foe unmasked as puppet master. To a great extent all the historical and political 
issues raised and depicted here don’t matter – in practice Rambo: First Blood Part II is simply a slightly 
updated World War II movie, with the Vietnamese cast as proxy as Japanese and the Russians as 
Germans. Berkoff, who had cleverly walked a line between seriousness and absurdity as an Russian 
villain in the James Bond film Octopussy a year earlier, returned to play a different variation on the 
concept here – Podovsky is an ice-cold, iron-souled Cold Warrior who presents Rambo with the perfect 
incarnation of The Enemy, entirely antipathetic in values and methods but just as assured in his sense 
of patriotic mission as Rambo himself. Nonetheless Rambo’s truest foe is Murdock, who resembles 
Teasle as a smug-ugly representative of civilian authority but robbed of Teasle’s better qualities and 
comparable moral perspective, instead providing the incarnation of everything Rambo perceives as 
craven, manipulative, deceitful, and disdainful of actual fighting men in country’s official mindset. 
 
 

 
 
 
Where First Blood had been handled in a relatively muted, textured fashion by Kotcheff, Rambo: First 
Blood Part II was helmed by George Pan Cosmatos. The Greek-Italian Cosmatos had been born in 
Florence, and worked his way up through the ranks of European film production including serving as an 
assistant director and bit player on Zorba The Greek (1964). Cosmatos began his directing career with 
serious films, like the 1973 wartime film Massacre In Rome, but, starting with the absurd but very 
entertaining blend of medical thriller and disaster movie The Cassandra Crossing (1977), he reinvented 
himself as a maker of hard-charging action flicks. After scoring another success with the Alistair 
MacLean-ish World II actioner Escape From Athena (1979). Cosmatos made the Canadian-produced, 
New York set Of Unknown Origin (1983), a peculiar blend of satire and monster movie depicting a 
corporate man battling a gigantic rat at loose in his apartment, before being offered Rambo: First Blood 
Part II. Later he would work again with Stallone on an even more hyperbolic star vehicle, Cobra (1986), 
the deep-sea Alien rip-off Leviathan (1989), and the popular Western Tombstone (1993). Cosmatos’ gift 
for pure, unadulterated, go-for-broke pulp cinema impact is rife in Rambo: First Blood Part II. Most 
particularly, in the pivotal scene of Rambo being tortured and forced by Podovsky to make his 
propaganda broadcast. 
 
 



 
 
 
As so often in Stallone’s films the evocation of masculine physicality and suffering embraces what might 
be called martyr homoeroticism, not so much to invite a desiring gaze but to offer the perfected icon for 
the audience’s sadomasochistic identification, a mix of delight and distress in the sight of tormented 
masculine strength before it explodes in orgasmic carnage. What glee the film taps in the sight of the 
all-but-naked Stallone, covered in sewage, body infested with leeches, which Podovsky begins to 
methodically peel away with Rambo’s own knife. Rambo is electrocuted and threatened with having a 
glowing hot knife shoved into his eyes, until Podovsky realises it’s better to threaten the POW he tried 
to free. Finally Rambo seems to relent and settles down reluctantly before a radio microphone, calling 
up the American base over the border, and asking to speak to Murdock. Cosmatos moves through shots 
here in musical degrees of intensity – close-ups of Berkoff’s face with piercing blue eyes as he maintains 
ruthless pressure, of Stallone’s muscular arm as he grips the radio, of his sadly limpid gaze as he affects 
being driven to traitorousness – before delivering the killer blows, as Rambo growls out Murdock’s 
name, lightning flashing on his face, his grip on the microphone tightening with a click of knuckles. 
“I’m coming to get you,” he warns Murdock, whose aghast and terrified reaction on the other end is 
glimpsed in a near-subliminal but indelible cut, before Rambo lashes out, using the microphone as a 
weapon to wallop his torturers and make his break. He even gives Yushin a dose of his own medicine by 
thrusting him against his own electrical torture device and turning the dial to 11. Utterly ludicrous, of 
course, and the sort of action movie vignette that’s provided fodder for lampooners ever since. And also 
a kind of perfection for this kind of moviemaking, completely unabashed and unashamed in presenting 
the cinematic equivalent of an adrenalin hit. 
 
 

 



 
 
Rambo: First Blood Part II can also be regarded as one of the many children of Akira 
Kurosawa’s Yojimbo (1961) and Sergio Leone’s spaghetti western transcription A Fistful of Dollars (1964), 
films that pretty much made compulsory a scene depicting the hero’s capture and brutalisation, 
prefiguring his escape and rebirth as incarnate wrath. Rambo flees with Co Bao’s aid but her death 
provokes him to halt his flight and ready for apocalyptic battle, picking off Podovsky’s commandos one 
by one and decimating a unit of Vietnamese soldiers who hunt him through long reeds only to find he’s 
laid a trap. Rambo’s preparations for battle include strapping on a headband with a tug of pure 
manliness, and selecting a weapon of choice, explosive head-tipped arrows, the sort of touch that makes 
eight-year-old boys of all ages delight. During a gunfight with the Vietnamese commander who directed 
Co Bao’s death, he turns one of these on his foe and blows him to smithereens in one of those moments 
that breaks down what little barrier there is between violent melodrama and absurdist comedy. 
Meanwhile Yushin chases him down in a helicopter, only for Rambo to manage to scramble on board, 
kill Yushin, and commandeer the craft, which he then uses to annihilate the camp’s garrison and rescue 
the POWs. As they flee they’re chased down by Podovsky in a colossal Sikorsky helicopter gunship, but 
Rambo manages, by playing possum, to lure Podovsky in and blow him out of the sky with an RPG. 
 
 

 
 
 
Here, again, Cosmatos’ gleeful lack of moderation or care for anything except the impression of hellfire 
fury blesses the film with a certain pathological perfection, as in the way he holds off Goldsmith’s 
pounding martial music until after Rambo screams in the deepest eye of his berserker rage, somehow 
finding a step beyond the zenith of bloodlust. Indeed, what distinguishes Rambo: First Blood Part 
II from its many forebears and imitators is precisely the way it enters entirely into the berserker 
mindset, and indulges it to the nth degree. The peculiar conviction of the Rambo films as a unit is their 
complete rejection of all modern moral sensibility, turning instead to the primeval conviction that 
sometimes the only solution is righteous bloodletting, and that once countenanced, after other avenues 
are exhausted that zone must be committed to, and can indeed be a place of virtually transcendental 
experience. Rambo has evolved into a holy warrior without a specific religion to espouse beyond aiding 
the weak against the strong, a note taken up in his three subsequent outings. In the meantime, Rambo: 
First Blood Part II concludes with Rambo only just manages to fly the damaged and failing chopper to 
the American base and land it safely. There he socks Ericson, shoots up the surveillance equipment in 
the American base, and terrorises Murdock, only sparing his life on pain of doing his best to bring home 
other POWs: “Find them, or I’ll find you.” What’s most notable here is that Rambo is essentially 
rendered impotent by his one great loyalty, his country, discharging his weapons and rage fruitlessly 
against inanimate objects. 
 
 



 
 
 
The most invaluable connecting thread for the early Rambo films beyond Stallone himself was Jerry 
Goldsmith’s scoring. His theme for First Blood precisely evoked the state of haunted but dignified 
persistence that was the initial key to Rambo’s character, and became the leitmotif for his wanderings in 
subsequent movies. The soaring lushness and booming martial intensity of his orchestrations are 
perhaps what chiefly distinguished the series from its lower-budgeted precursors and imitators (along 
with peculiarly good technical collaborators, including Jack Cardiff who worked as director of 
photography on Rambo: First Blood Part II, and who might well have remembered his own Dark of the 
Sun, 1968, when he signed on). The colossal success of Rambo: First Blood Part II birthed a string of 
imitations, like the Chuck Norris star vehicle Missing In Action and its sequels, and left a permanent 
mark on the style and assumptions of Hollywood action films. Predator likely wouldn’t exist without it 
to riff on. It was made the subject of jest and then validation in Die Hard (1988). On through just about 
every movie since where an omnicompetent hero decimates hordes of baddies, like John Wick (2014) 
and Extraction (2020). As for the character himself, Rambo III rounded off his initial trilogy, just 
managing to scrape over the line as the end of the Cold War loomed and Rambo’s days as a relevant pop 
culture hero suddenly seemed numbered. The film’s choice of taking up the Soviet war in Afghanistan 
became a sorely ironic point as the film indicted the conflict as the Russians’ equivalent of Vietnam, 
more than a decade before the US would go into the country itself (indeed an odd piece of fake lore 
would be coined on the internet that the film’s postscript title tribute to the “gallant people of 
Afghanistan” had been altered from an original version dedicated to the Mujahidin). 
 
 

 
 



 
Rambo III’s first director Russell Mulcahy was fired and British editor Peter MacDonald hired. 
MacDonald stated his chief desire was to make Rambo a more human, humorous figure, and the film 
had a strong essential proposition: Rambo, after refusing to join Trautman on a mission in Afghanistan 
supplying Stinger missiles to the Mujahidin, goes in to rescue him when he’s captured, and the two 
battle their way out of the country side by side. Rambo III’s then-astronomical budget registers in the 
demolition of expensive infrastructure, the tactile immediacy and ruggedness of the action, and the 
lustre of the landscapes. But it’s too much a scrappy retread of its precursor despite trying to shift into 
buddy movie territory: the film climaxes again in a battle between Rambo and a Russian enemy in a 
giant helicopter – this time with Rambo pitted against him, hilariously, in a tank – and pithy exchanges 
over the radio (“Who are you?” “Your worst nightmare!”). Stallone resisted bringing the character back 
until 2008, well into the renewed warlike moment of the War on Terror. Finally he directed and starred 
in a film variably called simply Rambo or John Rambo, depending on the market. I didn’t like this entry 
when it first came out, but on recent revisit found it surprisingly good. Rambo, now living a peaceful life 
as a snake trapper and riverboat skipper, is called upon by some American Christian medical personnel 
to ferry them into Myanmar where they plan to administer aid to victims of the ruling military 
dictatorship’s brutal repression. Rambo, after warning them against going, is convinced by their leader’s 
open-hearted fiancé Sarah (Julie Benz) to take them. When he later hears they’ve been captured by the 
truly evil local military commander during a massacre of a village, Rambo elects to accompany a team of 
mercenaries hired by their pastor to go in and rescue them. 
 
 

 
 
 
The storyline this time around was almost too straightforward and executes a much slower burn than 
its precursors, holding off the requisite, purgative explosion of payback until the climax, and lacking a 
strongly developed antagonist, only sporting a particularly vicious army commander Major Tint (Maung 
Maung Khin), who likes doing things like feeding the missionaries to pigs and slaughtering entire 
communities. But Rambo did develop some substantial ideas in its juxtapositions, leaning heavily on 
echoes of High Noon (1952) and Shane (1953) in mooting tension between Rambo’s weary knowledge of 
humanity’s dark side and the humane, optimistic ideals of the missionaries, as well as probing the 
schism between Rambo and the cadre of mercenaries with their different generational and professional 
attitudes. When the action finally cuts loose in the climax, as Rambo unleashes a heavy machine gun on 
the Myanmar military, backed up by his newfound pals, with properly maniacal impact. By the film’s 
end the series circled back to where it nominally started, with Rambo returning to the US, but this time 
truly going home, to his father’s horse ranch in the Arizona heartland. Stallone has returned to the role 
once more, for 2019’s Rambo: Last Blood, which saw him battling a Mexican drug cartel. But it was a 
disappointingly generic coda that felt hurriedly repurposed to vaguely fit Rambo, with our hero acting 
in ways rather too naive for the character so familiar by this point, at least until the impressively 
bloodthirsty climax. Old soldiers never die, apparently – their box office takings simply fade away. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Black Panther: Wakanda Forever (2022)  

 

 
 
 
As one who found Ryan Coogler’s first Black Panther (2018) only slightly better than average and 
bewilderingly overrated, without begrudging anyone who enjoyed it for its cultural resonance, I looked 
sceptically at the prospect of another, this time lacking even Chadwick Boseman’s gravitas in the lead 
role. That said, Boseman’s King T’Challa sometimes felt close to an extra in his own story in Coogler’s 
massively successful, zeitgeist-altering film, surrounded as he was by variously scene-stealing characters 
and performances. With the likes of Danai Gurira’s Okoye, Lupita Nyong’o’s Nakia, Michael B. Jordan’s 
Killmonger, and Winston Duke’s M’Baku on hand, and his girl science genius sister Shuri (Letitia 
Wright) also in the mix, T’Challa himself was shrunken from the strikingly ambiguous presence he was 
in Captain America: Civil War (2016) to be just another angsty, romantically-challenged princeling. 
Coogler and his overlords at Disney-Marvel made the consequential choice of not recasting T’Challa, 
but frankly I barely noticed the character’s absence in Wakanda Forever, a mega-budgeted, self-
consciously imperious (if nominally anti-imperialist) sequel. Or I would have barely noticed, 
but Wakanda Forever is surprisingly devoted to exploring T’Challa’s absence as a deeply private and 
transfiguring pain for his mother, now Queen Ramonda (Angela Bassett), and Shuri. 
 
 



 
 
 
The film opens with Shuri anguished by her failure to find a cure for a mysterious disease killing her 
brother. His inevitable passing becomes a moment of mourning and reflection for Wakanda, as it’s 
trying at once to engage with the world as T’Challa wanted whilst maintaining its traditional 
imperviousness to external pressure and grasping, now that other countries are more desperate than 
ever to get their hands on some of their Vibranium resources. Early in the film Ramonda parades some 
captured French special ops soldiers who tried to steal some Vibranium in a secret raid before a UN 
assembly. But Wakanda still lacks its traditional superhuman defender in the Black Panther, as 
Killmonger’s extermination of the Vibranium-enriched flower that was the source of his power has thus 
far proven total. Meanwhile the US is seeking out other Vibranium resources with a newly-developed 
detector, and locates a deposit off the coast of Yucatan, but this attention provokes an attack by a 
mysterious race of blue-skinned, underwater-dwelling people from another hidden nation, called 
Talokan. 
 
 

 
 
 
This race’s mutated king Namor (Tenoch Huerta), who as well as having merman traits can fly and 
breathe air normally, easily slips through the defences of Wakanda to confront Ramonda and Shuri as 
they perform a rite ending the year of mourning for T’Challa. Namor requests they join in alliance with 
Talokan and insists they must kill the scientist who developed the Vibranium detector. Ramonda and 
Shuri are not at all happy about having their sanctuary violated, and become even less enthused at the 
notion of joining forces with Namor when they learn from their friendly CIA contact Everett Ross 
(Martin Freeman) that the inventor was a teenage prodigy and college student named Riri Williams 
(Dominique Thorne). Shuri and Okoye travel to America to place Riri under the protection, but ruthless 



new CIA boss Valentina Allegra de Fontaine (Julia Louis-Dreyfus) sends out goons to arrest them all, 
whilst Namor’s people also attack, eventually capturing Shuri and Riri after one hulking warrior bests 
Okoye in a duel and leaves her for dead. The grievously incensed Ramonda dismisses Okoye from 
service and tracks down Nakia, who for initially hazy reasons is running a school in Haiti, ordering her 
to locate and infiltrate Talokan and break Shuri and Riri out. Nakia succeeds at the price of bloodshed, 
setting the stage for a clash between the two secret superpowers, and Shuri is pushed onto a path of 
revenge as Namor’s wrath takes Ramonda’s life. 
 
 

 
 
 
The Atlantis-dwelling “Sub-Mariner” Namor is one of the oldest and most hallowed in the Marvel 
pantheon in the comic books, with his signature widow’s peak and Apollonian ankle wings, and was 
usually as an antiheroic presence. Because DC’s own Atlantean hero Aquaman (2018) hit the big screen 
first, Coogler has taken the opportunity to remould Namor and his society as distinctly Mesoamerican, 
and use them as a vehicle for more postcolonial politicking. The Talokanils are portrayed as having fled 
smallpox and enslavement by conquistadors by using Vibranium-enriched flowers similar to the 
Wakandan crop to mutate themselves for life underwater, and Namor is absolutely determined to keep 
his people detached from the world above, with an illustrative vignette about how he wiped out some 
brutish colonialists when he ascended to bury his mother. His attempts to seduce Shuri into sharing his 
worldview are coloured by his preference for cold expedience and inability to distinguish his earnestly 
protective aims from his egotistical will to dominance. 
 
 

 
 
 



The most interesting but contradictory quality of the first Black Panther was that, whilst Coogler was 
theoretically committed to portraying African culture and exploring a non-First World-centric 
perspective, Wakanda was only, specifically coherent as a metaphorical version of the United States, 
torn between its twinned urges of sanctified isolationism and righteous world policing, between 
deploying soft power and hard, covert meddling and noble statesmanship, its ideals of leadership played 
out in raw rituals of macho dominance but its actual social makeup quasi-matriarchal. Wakanda 
Forever then could be said to extend this metaphor to portray a Cold War-like confrontation between 
two powers defined by certain similarities but finally, fatefully distinguished by different moral prisms 
as well as equivalent power and doomed to clash. Well, that’s as far as I can take that idea, because 
Coogler doesn’t give much to work with there. The early scenes evince a new extension of the first film’s 
postcolonial concerns as Wakanda is targeted for its resources by the unscrupulous west, only to then 
suggest the first thing two proud and powerful ethnic enclaves do upon first encountering each-other is 
make war. Which, admittedly, is perhaps the most believable element here. 
 
 

 
 
 
The script, by Coogler and Joe Robert Cole, hasn’t been given nearly as much spit-polish as the 
production. Wakanda Forever is almost comically silly on a plot level. The film really needs Namor to 
prove to be a bit of a bad ‘un because otherwise there wouldn’t be a story. The film doesn’t, as Captain 
America: Civil War did, portray the clash as brought about two equal but irreconcilable interpretations 
of the superhero mission that makes everyone both right and wrong, but makes Namor’s perspective 
coherent, only then to define him as someone willing to kill kids. Meanwhile Riri is the new anointed 
girl genius whose person and brainpower provide the MacGuffin for all that transpires. Riri is revealed 
to have built a homemade Iron Man suit as a personal project, which she tries to use to fend off 
Allegra’s government goons. So, apparently the US government got hold of her Vibranium detector, 
which she tossed off one day for a class project, and didn’t reverse engineer it or try to get hold of her 
very available plans for it, and Namor hasn’t considered those possibilities either. Meanwhile Shuri and 
Riri wield any number of extremely improbable, practically magical machines to fashion or synthesise 
just about anything they need, including, as push comes to shove, the Vibranium flowers, so Shuri can 
drink the water of life and become the Kwisatz Hadera—no, wait; I mean, drink the purple glowing 
juice and become the Black Panther. Namor attacks Wakanda and then conveniently gives them one 
week to meet his demands. 
 
 



 
 
 
Nonetheless, with the full might of the MCU’s coffers at his back, Coogler goes all out to create lustrous, 
semi-surreal visions of these two rarefied cultures, with their dizzy blendings of superscience and 
ancient tribal aesthetics, leading to such magnificently bizarre sights as a flotilla of Talokanil warriors 
with plumed headdresses fetching rides on the flanks of humpback whales. There’s a richness and a 
lustre to the way he films the Wakanda scenes that go beyond the first film’s rather tinny look. None of 
this makes sense, of course, on any reasoned level, these incredibly advanced societies that refuse to 
evolve in the usual ways, this appealing but questionable fantasy that we can have both the trappings of 
modernity but also the assurances of ancient ways. It’s plain now that Disney-Marvel consider the 
Wakandan  mythos as the fulcrum of what’s left of the MCU, as they’ve invested an awesome amount of 
money and care in the production, and Coogler applies a newly fluid and decorative eye to the way he 
wields a lot of it. There’s been some complaints about the look of the film, but perhaps because of a 
superior projection experience, I actually found Wakanda Forever one of the best-looking and most 
colourful MCU films. There’s a great fantasy film locked somewhere in all the ore here, one that begs to 
be cut loose of the MCU coattails and, in all honesty, the sociopolitical posturing, and simply allowed to 
go nuts with the spectacle of two societies with radical differences and tantalising similarities clashing 
in a zone that’s not quite science-fiction and not quite pure mythicism. 
 
 

 
 
 
Wakanda Forever struggles nonetheless to reconcile gyring demands of tone and intent. Usually the 
chief boon of second instalments in superhero narratives is that with all the world-building and origin 
stories out of the way they can just get down to business. But Wakanda Forever can’t do that, obliged as 
it is to confront the loss of its specific hero, on top of introducing Namor, Talokan, and Riri. In some 



ways, this actually helps Coogler: he’s not pressured to deliver the familiar template of waltz-time 
alternations between dramatic and comic relief beats, and instead places emphasis on Shuri’s ragged 
growth from the brilliant, energetic, rather callow youngster of the first film to a mourning, self-
reprehending figure here who sways between poles of angry desolation and potential heroism, sceptical 
about the mystical meaning draped around her family’s hallowed traditional identity but unable to claw 
her way out of the pit of grief without a sure sense of legacy. Shuri’s search for emotional meaning is the 
subtler and far more substantial backbone of the story. This is neatly brought to a head when Shuri 
takes the Black Panther juice and encounters Killmonger on the “ancestral plane”: Jordan’s venomous 
Killmonger, whose presence Coogler readily and aptly admits still haunts the series, encourages her to 
enact deadly vengeance on Namor, and Shuri seems to succumb to the temptation. 
 
 

 
 
 
Wright is very good, too, helping make Shuri more this time around than just another clever girl 
inheritor designed to appease the vanity of younger audience members (as Riri so patently is), but a 
dramatically engaged and multileveled protagonist, one who risks being unlikeable. Once Shuri finally 
suits up as the Black Panther, she’s a veritable anime squiggle with her long black-sheathed and colour-
flecked form, contrasting the Amazonian stature of Okoye and her fellow female warriors of the Dora 
Milaje. The degree to which Wakanda Forever is virtually an all-woman show is incidentally amusing, 
even as the material frustrates the chemistry of the actors, which only flourishes in throwaway bits, like 
Shuri and Okoye playing at mocking Riri for her resistance of their aid and proposing to leave her to the 
mercies of Namor instead. Bassett and Duke are also strong, the former with her anguished ferocity and 
the latter generating humour through all his hapless efforts to be imposing and regal. But the attempts 
to encompass a considered portrait of grief keep halting the already-shuddering momentum, already 
rendered fragmented by the excess of story threads and Coogler’s still-evolving sense of narrative shape 
for this sort of thing. This means that Wakanda Forever feels like every one of its 160 minutes, and when 
we do at last reach the usual big, booming climactic scenes, little is genuinely resolved. 
 
 



 
 
 
The structuring buckles under the pressure. Nakia’s search for Shuri and Riri and her swashbuckling 
rescue of them, for instance, should be a major set-piece sequence, but is instead given short shrift and 
plays out in a rather random and unconvincing manner. This scene is also supposed to be a major plot 
catalyst, leading to the notion that someone supposedly as powerful and experienced in being a nation’s 
ruler as Namor is going to fly off the handle and go on a punitive expedition to avenge one random 
victim of a situation he himself caused. Okay, he’s supposed to be arrogant and unreasonable, but like 
all the plot pretexts in the film it’s just too goddamn thin. Louis-Dreyfus is impressively bitchy in her 
scenes as Allegra, the new, patently chauvinist face of state power in the MCU, but her and Ross’s 
scenes are mere afterthoughts. The finale is also frustrating for the tactical silliness of it all, with the 
Wakandans giving up their chief advantage, being land dwellers going to war with sub-mariners, and 
taking the Talokanil on from a ship. Shuri works to contrive Namor’s capture whilst Riri runs 
interference in a new, fancy Iron Man suit and with the deliriously silly spectacle of two nation-states 
with flying ships and vast energy and technological resources duking it out with spears. Coogler is still 
only okay at staging action scenes – the one-on-one fights like Shuri and Namor’s final duel are 
dynamic, but the absence of a strong conceptual imagination is plain in the goofiness of the shipboard 
battle. There’s a twist delivered in the compulsory mid-credits sequences which is fairly predictable, 
regarding just what Nakia was doing in Haiti, but it does stitch a meaningful finishing touch on the 
film’s emotional tapestry. Wakanda Forever is certainly a film of shreds and patches, as silly and clumsy 
as often as it’s impressive and heartfelt. But, as I often seem to, I found myself warming to a vision when 
it’s clearly struggling, liking the wayward excess of this more than the first film, and feeling more 
engaged by flashes of Coogler’s most expansive imagination here than on any of his previous efforts. 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tár (2022) 

  

 
 
 
Director / Screenwriter: Todd Field 
 
 
Todd Field first caught eyes as a well-employed character actor in the 1990s when he appeared in such 
disparate movies as Twister (1996) and Eyes Wide Shut (1999). He made his directorial debut to general 
acclaim with In The Bedroom (2001), and followed it up with the more divisive but still Oscar-
nominated Little Children (2006), only to then fall into a long, involuntary quiescence until Tár, his 
latest and one of the best-reviewed and received movies of 2022. That Field played a pivotal role in 
Stanley Kubrick’s last film and then immediately made his gambit as a serious-minded filmmaker led 
many commentators to characterise Field as a Kubrickian protégé, or at least an inheritor. But at the 
end of the day Field is much more of a traditional actor-turned-filmmaker, as despite the chicly 
controlled visual textures of his films, his primary interests manifest in deploying carefully wrought 
performance and conveying character drama. Field’s status as a maker of adult audience drama films, 
the kinds of movies that remain the linchpins of award seasons but also used to once be the stuff of 
great mainstream appeal, particularly in the mythologised days of the 1970s New Hollywood era, made 
him seem a little like a throwback figure when he released In The Bedroom. 
 
 



 
 
 
His debut, about a middle-aged couple driven to commit a vigilante killing after their son is murdered 
by a lout, came dressed in a kind of fashionably unfashionable garb, with its autumnal settings and 
scenes of lingering marital strife building to crescendos of big acting from great thespians and self-
conscious emulation of Ibsenesque drama and the north-eastern American literary tradition or writers 
like John Cheever and John Updike evoked, with a little Death Wish (1974) thrown in for cinematic 
narrative juice. Field went further down that road with Little Children, an adaptation of a novel by Tom 
Perrotta portraying the suburban humdrum and the dissatisfied and damaged people living in it. Field 
tried to push an edge of amplified stylisation in Little Children to move it beyond mere literary realism, 
particularly through the figure of a released paedophile, played by Jackie Earle Haley in a performance 
that revived his career, but the result as a whole had a studied, excessive quality. Nonetheless Field 
helped set the scene for the emergence of some more serious (or self-serious) film talents to emerge in 
the following decade or so, like Derek Cianfrance, Jeff Nichols, and Sean Durkin. 
 
 

 
 
 
Tár, Field’s latest opus, shows at least that Field’s ambition has apparently grown during his hiatus from 
movie screens. It’s a nearly three-hour long drama revolving around a central character who inhabits an 
explicitly anti-popular sphere, and, at least on some levels, refuses to dumb down that sphere and its 
peculiar lingo, social dynamics, reference points, and fetish zones. Field’s subject is Lydia Tár (Cate 
Blanchett), who’s introduced being interviewed by real-life New Yorker critic Adam Gopnik, in a staged 
ritual of cultural anointing of a hero figure. Lydia’s slavishly loyal assistant Francesca (Noémie Merlant) 



gives away that the raft of achievements Gopnik recites was compiled by her as she recites it along with 
the interviewer, whilst Lydia herself deploys an act of chagrined humility mixed with hyper-articulate 
commentary on her business, explaining amongst other things her approaching culmination of a 
lifelong project, recording all of Mahler’s symphonies, with an upcoming performance of the composer’s 
legendary Fifth. Lydia’s list of achievements seems indeed bordering on the absurd, including the holy 
quartet of Emmy, Oscar, Grammy, and Tony, and an upcoming book with the knowing title Tár On Tár. 
Field’s purpose here is to assiduously establish Lydia as an expert media performer and a fictional 
character who nonetheless occupies the centre of the modern cultural landscape as we know it. 
 
 

 
 
 
Tár’s first-half hour or so comprises entirely of four extended dialogue exchanges, as Lydia is 
interviewed by Gopnik before an audience, speaks with a fawning guest at a function following, has 
lunch with fellow conductor and big money conduit Eliot Kaplan (Mark Strong), and teaches a class at 
Juilliard before returning to Germany, where she serves as conductor of the Berlin Philharmonic, as well 
as her wife Sharon Goodnow (Nina Hoss) and young daughter Petra (Mila Bogojevic). These early 
scenes, far from being dull or extraneous, are indeed the most compelling in the film, as they’re driven 
by dances of dialogue that depend on Blanchett’s facility for describing the three aspects of Lydia on 
show. The polished celebrity oiling the machinery maintaining that celebrity gives way to a glimpse of a 
canny luncheon warrior who engages in a constant game with the world-class schmoozer and 
professional rival Kaplan whilst affecting to be two honest professionals talking shop – amongst the 
consequential things they discuss is a fellowship they run for promoting female composing and 
conducting talents – before finally offering a portrait of Lydia the teacher. The first two situations see 
Lydia in her element as a figure used to other people defining and measuring themselves against her, as 
when she deflects Kaplan’s entreaties to get a glance at her annotated scorings to learn how she 
achieves some of her most compelling effects. 
 
 



 
 
 
The third vignette proves something rather different. Lydia looks on as one of her students, Max 
(Zethphan Smith-Gneist), tries to conduct a performance of an atonal piece she describes wearily as 
“very…au courant.” Lydia calls time on the performance and, without quite explicitly saying so, makes 
clear she thinks Max is playing a fashionably heady but empty piece because it suits his intellectual 
postures rather than anyone else’s need for emotional engagement. When Lydia tries to use playing 
Bach as an example of extracting creative value from work that seems shop-worn and done to death, 
Max ripostes that he doesn’t feel like Bach as he defines himself as a BIPOC pangender person who 
disdains Bach’s “misogyny” for having lots of kids. Lydia, provoked to scarcely stifled disdain, begins 
trying to persuade Max of the wrong-headedness of this opinion and the importance to being open to 
the full panoply of musical art, but the session devolves into increasingly personal abuse of the young 
man’s proclivities and Max finally storms out angrily after calling her a “fucking bitch.” 
 
 

 
 
 
Field here baits his audience in several ways. The number of people who will roll their eyes no small 
distance into their cranial cavities when Max describes his identity and attendant cultural loyalties will 
only be rivalled by the number who will want to immediately circle their tribal wagons around him for 
protection. Field’s not new to this kind of calculated provocation of a presumed liberal audience’s 
inclinations, having suggested at the end of In The Bedroom that violent revenge might well be as 
releasing and cathartic for one personality as much as it’s corrosive and self-defeating to another, and 
arguably leaned in the opposite direction when he tried to humanise a paedophile, so often the ideal 



boogeyman figure for reactionaries, in Little Children. Max is offered on one level as an earnest young 
man and on another as a veritable caricature of a modern very online lefty youth, who with his prissily 
judgemental comments on Bach incarnates a certain kind of touchy-feely posturing that often seems to 
have a kind of wilful ignorance and generational arrogance lurking behind it, the kind that proclaims 
Martin Scorsese a bad filmmaker for making gangster movies over and over. Indeed, Lydia’s frustration 
resembles that of a million teachers, confronted by a slightly more high-falutin’ version of the student 
who decries reading classic books and learning history because who cares about all that old stuff, man. 
 
 

 
 
 
More soundly, Lydia herself, who describes herself as “a U-Haul lesbian,” points out to Max that if he’s 
so dismissive of the others for the quirks of their identity, then others are given implicit permission to 
do the same to him, and her. Something of Lydia’s journey to the top is evoked here in pushing through 
barriers as much by adapting herself to established hierarchies and cultural loadbearing as making such 
forms adapt to her. Lydia nonetheless relentlessly exposes herself more than Max in the course of her 
spiel. She’s aggravated by Max’s quasi-ideological choice of music rather than the grandiose late 
Romanticism-trending-Modernism she loves. She’s irked by the taste of youth leaning towards another, 
younger, marketable female composer of talent when she herself is creatively blocked and wondering 
what worlds she has left to conquer before she’s pickled in cultural formaldehyde. Lydia herself is 
perhaps a little conscious that at some point in her career her gender and sexuality stopped being 
stymies and perhaps became propellers that bore her aloft in a zeitgeist eager to anoint someone like 
her, but still has a lingering anxiety provoked by someone too easily parading their identity as a banner. 
Lydia’s free-flowing verbal force and unrestrained freedom to keep lashing at the barely articulate and 
plainly, intensely nervous Max, as she herself eagerly embodies a figure of authority not using that 
authority at all well. 
 
 



 
 
 
Most of all, Lydia reveals a bullish temper which once roused can’t easily be reined in, even if it usually 
doesn’t so much erupt as burn away like a volcano under snow. It bubbles to the surface in a later scene 
when she threatens a school bully who’s been picking on Petra, going out of her way to scare the hell 
out of a small girl. Such a talent for charging at foes with a blend of street-fighter attitude and 
imperious verbal efficiency very likely helped her get where she is, but in such a position of exalted 
status now feels like a Formula One engine jammed in a VW Beetle. The Juilliard scene is a great one, 
rich with dynamics both overt and implied and powered by the nimbleness of Field and Blanchett 
moving in perfect lockstep. But it’s also one that points to the overall failure of what follows, not least in 
the carefully contrived ambivalence over the culture clash’s meaning as concern for character subsumes 
the discourse on artistic worth and ideals, but also its retreat from that culture clash. The exchange 
comes back to haunt Lydia, because some student has secretly filmed it despite a ban on that, and it 
later leaks online in a heavily edited version that makes Lydia look rather bonkers, but in a way that 
didn’t strike me as liable to be persuasive to anyone. 
 
 

 
 
 
Tár has gained much of its talking point traction from being characterised as a drama about “cancel 
culture” in a totemic way like Gentleman’s Agreement (1947) was about anti-Semitism or The Deer 
Hunter (1978) was about the Vietnam War. We open with Lydia already on a long road that will lead to 
her being ejected from her spot atop the cultural pyramid for various mooted and actual transgressions. 
I’m not entirely sure it’s about that particular phenomenon at all, or more than incidentally. Much of 
what befalls Lydia could play out the more or less the same in any moment. What is more substantially 



present is a contemplation of the connection, and lack of it, between artist biography and creative 
achievement. Mahler’s ill-fated marriage is discussed as well as Bach’s prowess in begetting and 
Schopenhauer’s assault on a woman, weighed against the things they gifted to everyone else in a kind of 
moral barter. Such discussions are, in the modern zeitgeist, usually pitched on the level of, “Why am I, 
who have always acted well/morally/thoughtfully, less famous/acclaimed/rich than that person who did 
X/Y/Z?” One eternal explanation is that power corrupts, and the way the rot creeps depends on who has 
the power. That’s not a reassuring explanation for anyone, least of all to those who want to claim that 
power, but the even less pleasing one is that just about everyone’s done something they wouldn’t like 
magnified under the glaring glass of celebrity. For a long time modern western society needed the 
legend of artistic bohemia as a zone of society where those who couldn’t or wouldn’t conform could 
escape official moral scruples and expected social roles and indulge desires regarded as perverse or 
excessive, and also keep such people at a safe distance, and not that long ago it was just about the only 
place where people like Lydia and Sharon would have been vaguely acceptable in expressing their love. 
Field’s purpose seems most intent on exploring the nature of temptation to a figure like Lydia, 
temptation that’s actually exactly the same as that working on everyone else, but manifesting more 
intensely when you actually have the leverage to indulge it. 
 
 

 
 
 
Anyway, amongst Lydia’s formidable experiences listed at the outset was a field trip into the South 
American jungle to study tribal music, when she was accompanied by two of her protégés, one of them 
Francesca, the other a woman named Krista Taylor. Both were beneficiaries of Lydia and Kaplan’s 
fellowship and heavily implied to have both been Lydia’s lovers. Krista is glimpsed hovering around 
Lydia, filming her on her iPhone on a plane in a cryptic opening shot, and later mails her a copy of Vita 
Sackville-West’s novel Challenge – a novel signposting relevant themes – with a taunting inscription 
that infuriates Lydia, who jams the book into the garbage chute of an airplane toilet. Shortly after, 
Krista commits suicide, and Lydia sets out purposefully to expunge all her correspondence with and 
about Krista, including the many emails she wrote to orchestra bosses telling them Lydia was unstable 
and shouldn’t be hired. Lydia orders Francesca to delete any she has too. Meanwhile Lydia has told 
Kaplan she intends to replace her assistant conductor, Sebastian (Allan Corduner), who was the pick of 
her mentor and predecessor as conductor for the Berlin Philharmonic, Andris Davis (Julian Glover), but 
she finds a drag on her style, and Francesca is the obvious and expectant candidate. When Lydia 
chooses someone else, Francesca quits and vanishes. Meanwhile, Lydia becomes entranced by a young 
Russian cellist, Olga Metkina (real-life cellist Sophie Kauer), who’s campaigning for a slot in the 
orchestra: after watching a YouTube video of her playing Elgar’s Cello Concerto, Lydia uses her 
considerable guile to manipulate the orchestra into performing the Concerto with Olga soloing. 
 
 



 
 
 
Lydia and her story were based broadly on the New York Metropolitan Opera conductor James Levine, 
whose career went down in flames after accusations of sexual assault from several people, a scandal 
referenced in the film. Field’s decision to make a queer woman the subject of a Levine-like story was a 
cunning one (maybe a little too cunning), immediately modifying audience attitude to her, where if the 
protagonist was a big, percussive male personality prejudgements would probably come a bit too easily 
and sympathy rather less so. It also couches the storyline in multiplying ironies. For Lydia and Sharon, 
who is also a violinist and the orchestra’s concertmaster, coming out as gay and a couple when they did 
was a move still laced with risk, as Sharon mentions in a heated moment, and now the young ‘uns are 
getting around gleefully proclaiming themselves “pangender,” and it could be there’s a special spiciness 
to the prurience that swirls around accusations that fall on Lydia that she tends to show favouritism and 
also sadistic tendencies towards young female talents who are her type precisely because of the lesbian 
angle. All interesting territory but also stuff Field only skirts. 
 
 

 
 
 
Because Tár ultimately doesn’t quite make it as a character study, and proves really only a tease in 
exploring “cancellation,” and the reasons why Field stops short is so he can hover in a zone of pseudo-
detachment, dramatically speaking, in terms of the cultural and personal issues he prods. He needs to 
keep just what transpired between Lydia and Krista as vague as possible to retain his glaze of official 
ambiguity, to keep the audience obliged to reserve judgement on some level about Lydia as a person, 
and also, I can’t help but feel, not to have to portray something like transgressive urges. Field’s so 
anxious to avoid being labelled exploitative he avoids being much of anything. It’s worth 



comparing Tár in this regard to Paul Verhoeven’s last few films, which dynamically venture into the 
heads of some heroines who own their perversity at the price of being violently misunderstood by the 
world at large. It could be argued Field is resisting the gravity of “cancel culture” and attitudes of 
vengeful outrage by not playing that game, but he in truth kowtows to it by avoiding making the 
audience complicit in or understanding of anything Lydia might have done wrong. Often in recent 
cinematic and theatrical drama I’ve observed a tendency that I’ve dubbed “unambiguously about 
ambiguity,” by which I mean they have gestures towards keeping specific aspects of their stories 
equivocal in a rather ostentatious way that achieves not subtlety and mystery but rather the opposite, 
and Tár is a particularly cogent example. Michelangelo Antonioni used to do ambiguity with supreme 
narrative and artistic power; many imitators do it badly. And a huge amount of Tár’s running time is 
devoted not into delving into Lydia’s head, but instead shallowly reproducing the immediate space 
about it. Certainly, Lydia is tunnel-visioned, not just by her creative self-involvement but the cocooning 
effect of celebrity, money, and the cultish closeness of an orchestra ensemble. 
 
 

 
 
 
By way of compensation Field keeps introducing barometers of her mental space, like the constant, odd 
manifestations of a troubled mind, like finding a metronome set mysteriously ticking in her apartment, 
being distracted during a jog by some mysteriously sourced screams, and occasional dips into distorted, 
rather Bergmanesque dreams touched with hints of the erotic. She also keeps glimpsing a hexagonal 
design Krista drew on the inscription page of her barbed gift and trippy visions of her jungle adventure. 
As these keep adding up Field seems to be baiting the audience into thinking Lydia has some kind of 
crazed stalker sneaking into her house at night, or is cracking up, but what they’re really there for is to 
keep providing the illusion of something happening before Field properly drops the axe. Lydia keeps an 
apartment separate to her home with Sharon and Petra for rehearsing and composing, and whilst there 
hears odd noises that eventually prove to come from a neighbouring apartment, where a hapless 
German women is caring for her elderly, crippled mother: the woman gets Lydia to help her get her 
shit-covered mother back into her wheelchair at one point, after which Lydia near-hysterically washes 
the filth off herself. Later, she follows Olga into a seedy apartment block to return a possession (itself an 
intriguing and suggestive story segue that goes unpursued) and descends into a dark basement where a 
dog growls at her, freaking her out so much she flees pell-mell and trips on the stairs, breaking her 
nose. Such scenes seem intended to illustrate Lydia’s percolating fear of a mucky, scary destiny she’s 
managed to rise above but still constantly feels stalked by. 
 
 



 
 
 
Such quasi-Expressionistic and symbolist touches indicate Field’s willing to take some more risks when 
it comes to the officially lifelike texture of current cinematic aesthetics, but I found them rather too 
contrived and, worse, a bit time-wasting. Field establishes a miasma of estrangement and anxiety 
descending on Lydia and then keeps doing so for more than an hour. At many points in its long, 
ambling midsection I found Field’s work rather too reminiscent of some of his contemporaries who are 
obsessed to inserting overtones of simmering menace and strangeness derived from Horror film 
stylistics into upmarket drama films, purveyed of late by the likes of Durkin, Julia Ducornau, and Pablo 
Larrain. Tár spends all its time warning us relentlessly that something bad is going to happen, and then 
it happens and, well, we know because of the type of movie we’re watching that Lydia’s not going to be 
attacked by a lurking fiend, and yet Field insists on purveying his story a little like an art-house version 
of a Final Destination film: fate’s coming for you, Lydia Tár. The scene with the carer and elderly woman 
is particularly artificial in regards to the film’s overall aesthetic, which emphasises the bright and shiny 
surrounds Lydia exists in and she reacts to being covered with filth with the phobic intensity of a 
vampire to sunlight: the intrusion of mess, dirt, and proof of human decay is served up as a carefully 
cordoned episode of disturbance of Field’s piss-elegant visual texture as well as Lydia’s hermetic world. 
 
 

 
 
 
What keeps the film anchored is Blanchett. I’m not as endlessly fascinated by Blanchett as a performer 
as a lot of commentators are, but it’s hard to deny she renders Lydia palpable despite certain aspects of 
her never coming into focus. She makes even an aside like playfully mocking the overly-familiar lilt and 
messages of an NPR announcer into an aria of performative zeal and fleshing thematic depth: I sensed 



Field making fun just a little of his own high-toned penchants, and also flashes of frustration with the 
way “serious” art tends to find a kind of ritzy ghettoization in the modern media landscape when people 
reserve their most committed cultural battles for arguing over superhero movies. Field provides 
Blanchett with a more spectacular version of the same moment late in the film when, feeling abused 
and desperate, Lydia is visited by the family of the women in the neighbouring flat, now that the 
mother’s died and the desperate carer’s now being cared for herself, they’re selling the apartment. 
Rather than seeing Lydia’s presence and rehearsing as a plus for selling the apartment, they ask her to 
keep her playing to a minimum, whereupon Lydia trolls them mercilessly by walking around with an 
accordion and belting out an improvised, brutally accurate description of their actions: “Your mother’s 
buried deep and now you’re gonna keep her apartment for sale!” As the film shifts into its last act, it’s 
finally revealed that Lydia, real name Linda Tarr, comes from a working class family, and returns briefly 
to her family home in Staten Island to take refuge from the fallout of her actions. 
 
 

 
 
 
Here Lydia unleashes all her brutal humour and disdain for the kind of ordinary people she constantly 
refers to as “robots” with untrammelled clarity and force (and also at last embraces the atonal), but also 
exposes her pathos: there’s nobody to restrain her now, even herself, and also nobody to restrain it for, 
no-one who cares what Lydia Tár thinks about something. That scene perks up the long, dour decline of 
Lydia, which commences in earnest when she’s faced not just with becoming the object of a baying mob 
at her book launch, once Krista’s wealthy parents finally catch public attention with their take on 
Lydia’s destruction of Krista and the edited video of her Juilliard class goes viral, but also learning 
Francesca has, in payback, saved all of Krista’s emails and makes them available for a civil suit Lydia’s 
giving a deposition in. Before the reckoning arrives, Field spends much time observing Lydia’s working 
practice with the orchestra, constantly trying to wring new sensations out of the familiar notes of the 
Mahler. These scenes are all good on a level of quasi-documentary depiction, but Field never finds any 
particular expressive intensity for communicating the music’s meaning for Lydia, settling instead for 
having Blanchett making dramatic conducting gestures reminiscent of her idol Leonard Bernstein. Field 
also avoids depicting any of Lydia’s own music, which felt like a blank spot in her portraiture: Lydia’s 
individual artistic persona and achievement, the gifts that presumably won her at least one of her EGOT 
tally, remain unillustrated. 
 
 



 
 
 
Field’s own artistic touchstones are in evidence throughout Tár. The theme of a destructively 
domineering and fatefully love-struck impresario in a musical world recalls Michael Powell and Emeric 
Pressburger’s The Red Shoes (1948), but a more immediate reference point is Rainer Werner 
Fassbinder’s The Bitter Tears of Petra Von Kant (1972), with its antiheroine recalling Fassbinder’s coolly 
controlling lesbian, making the connection more explicit in choosing a German setting, equipping her 
with a seemingly slavish but actually personally motivated aide, and naming Lydia’s daughter Petra. I 
couldn’t help if there was a nod somewhere in Field’s conception to Edgar Allan Poe’s “The System of 
Doctor Tarr and Professor Fether,” echoed in Lydia’s real surname and in the general theme of the 
figures of authority revealed at the end to been imprisoned and literally tarred and feathered by the 
loonies who pretend to be the ones in charge. Lydia might enjoin her orchestra to “forget Visconti,” 
referring to Luchino Visconti’s famous use of the adagietto from Mahler’s Fifth in his film Death In 
Venice (1971), but Field himself plainly isn’t forgetting the association, with the clear hint that, rather 
than just a cheap predator, Lydia might be taken as an Aschenbach figure given to falling in love with 
youthful muses charged with talent. Field nicely captures a sense of elusive erotic frisson as Lydia is first 
intrigued entirely by the sight of Olga’s boots long before she sees the whole person, only to then turn 
this into his version of a giallo film’s black gloves: they later become visual clues that allow Lydia to foil 
a blind audition in Olga’s favour. Field engages with the orchestral music world whilst daring to 
presume at least a working receptivity to it in his audience, mimicking Lydia herself in this regard in 
refusing to let the slower members of the class catch up, with characters switching between languages 
at speed and dropping cultural reference points that aren’t necessary to follow the story but do much to 
give the feeling of a little world with its own special folklore, as well as please incessant dabblers like me 
with a pile of old classical LPs watching. If Field had found a way to merely make a movie about a few 
months in the life of a famous conductor Tár might actually have been a better film for it. 
 
 



 
 
 
Tár lets you know it’s a very serious movie right off the bat by sporting really, really small font for its 
credits, and it wears its crispness of look and sound like a starlet in a designer dress. But if you want a 
film that finds ways to dynamically and vehemently dramatize the way creative passion and demons 
entangle in ugly and astonishing ways in creating art, watch The Red Shoes again, or any of Ken Russell’s 
composer films, like Mahler (1974). Field’s images by contrast are always pretty and composed with cut-
glass precision, but are also almost entirely inert, depending on the actors within his frames to supply 
the energy and propulsion. Scarcely a single scene has incidental detail: everything’s been crafted with 
the diligence of a hobbyist piecing together a doll’s house, like the many luncheon scenes that sport 
Lydia yammering with the likes of Kaplan and Andris where nobody’s actually eating, the tables just 
stages for the actors to read across. Field is really big on mirrors with multiple reflections of Lydia to 
emphasise her duality. Even a minor but meaningful scene where Lydia gets Petra to connect with her 
by playfully reciting “Cock Robin,” a moment that’s meant to illustrate Lydia’s genuine parental 
sympathy with her daughter, has the quality of an acting exercise. Other touches, like Francesca reciting 
in time with Gopnik, have a cliché shorthand quality. The basic storyline has some similarity to Philip 
Roth’s novel The Human Stain (filmed by Robert Benton in 2003), which contended with the 1990s 
version of cancel culture and also had a hero who had reinvented himself from a less than ideal origin. 
Also, the number of films of late where a character is told their time’s up by a bunch of lawyers in a 
boardroom has been growing sizeable. 
 
 

 
 
 



Meanwhile Glover’s Andris, a now-virtually forgotten conducting hero, muses on the swirl of career-
ending scandals he’s been hearing about in the news and comments on the similarity with the de-
Nazification era after World War II and accusations thrown at the likes of Wilhelm Furtwangler and 
Herbert Von Karajan, and the constant anxiety over being accused. Now that’s a provocative 
comparison to make, and Lydia expresses dubiety, only for Andris to comment, “Either way, you had to 
be ready.” Field makes something of a motif of Lydia being viewed through a cell phone camera and 
with text messages bobbing up over the image, reporting differing attitudes from the person wielding 
the camera: what is presumably Krista’s vantage on the sleeping Lydia opens the film, whilst someone 
else later films Lydia at her book launch whilst tapping out sarcastic remarks about her arsenal of high-
flown ideas. Towards the start of the film it’s revealed that Lydia has purloined and has been using some 
of Sharon’s medication for heart arrhythmia, presumably to get to sleep and ease the pain from an 
injury she seems to have suffered from her physically convulsive conducting style. When she first 
returns home Sharon is suffering and has no medication, so Lydia pretends to find a pill and gives it to 
her, a vignette that does a nice job of showing Lydia’s cavalier attitude to Sharon’s needs and also her 
genuine care for her. The medication thing never comes up again in the movie that I noticed, nor does 
Sharon’s health, and the couple’s relationship is held at a wary distant throughout. There’s one nice 
moment when, during rehearsing the symphony, Sharon intervenes to demonstrate to the other 
musicians what needs to happen: it’s the closest we get to a substantive example of Lydia and Sharon’s 
creative partnership, with Sharon translating Lydia’s visionary gabble into precise technique. 
 
 

 
 
 
By contrast, the inevitable scene where Lydia is confronted by Sharon as her career’s collapsing proves 
oddly truncated and clumsy. Field seems to be trying to consciously avoid the actorly fireworks of the 
husband-and-wife kitchen fight in In The Bedroom, but the dialogue proves stiff and theatrical rather 
than terse and cutting. “How cruel of you to define our relationship as transactional,” Lydia moans at 
Sharon when Sharon recalls how their own relationship started, to which Sharon retorts, “You’ve only 
had one relationship in your life that isn’t transactional, and it’s asleep in the other room.” It’s like 
Field’s trying to write copy for critics watching the film. Sharon also hints at how their relationship 
started “on a couch” in Lydia’s flat, with the suggestion she sees a likeness between incidents in Lydia’s 
life. Which ought to commence a truly dynamic scene between the two women, but that’s all we get, 
and it’s basically the end of Lydia and Sharon’s marriage. Later Lydia tries to approach Sharon and Petra 
outside the school only to be pathetically cold-shouldered. It’s disappointing, in no small part because 
Hoss is always a fascinating, lucid actress whose realism and pathos here strongly contrast Blanchett’s 
bigness, and yet Sharon is in the end just another victim spouse character rather than an equally 
complex player in the game of love. For a movie as long as Tár is, there really ought to be more 
authentic meat on its bones. 
 
 



 
 
 
The climactic moment of Lydia’s downfall comes when she turns up to the premiere of her orchestra’s 
performance of the Mahler, now being conducted by Kaplan: Lydia, clad in her sharpest suit, struts out 
at the start of the performance and physically assaults Kaplan before, wild-eyed and wild-haired, begins 
trying to conduct the mortified ensemble. It’s a great moment for Blanchett, as she gets to exhibit feral 
physical force and seems genuinely capable of killing Kaplan. But I winced as Field forced this moment 
of grievous humiliation of his protagonist, which is present mostly because he needs Lydia to commit a 
final auto-da-fe on her career when most of what’s befallen her thus far could conceivably be weathered 
with patience and PR. It is of course supposed to be a final confirmation of Lydia’s almost childish 
entitlement and possessiveness, but it still felt a bit absurd that Lydia, regardless of how many hard 
knocks she’s taken, has fallen to such a crazed and nihilistic level. Lydia’s return to her childhood home 
sees her tearfully taking refuge in watching old VHS recordings of Bernstein expressing the philosophy 
that drove her own career determination. 
 
 

 
 
 
Lydia’s homecoming is punctuated by her brother (Lee Sellars) commenting, “You don’t seem to know 
where the hell you came from or where you’re going.” Ah, the gruff zing of a salt-of-the-earth working 
man delivering thesis lines. The theme of a pretentious escapee from a humble background forced to 
return through disgrace or failure is another one that’s become a wearying cliché of late (it’s close to the 
only plot Australian TV shows are allowed to have these days), and Field seems aware of it judging by 
his haste to leave it behind, even as he’s raised many questions about Lydia Tár and who she is that 
aren’t going to be enlarged upon. Also, who the hell would go to the effort of changing their name from 



Tarr to Tár? Finally, Field shifts to an extended coda that takes some time to play out as Lydia travels to 
Bangkok, where she seems to resuming her career in however fringe a fashion, with her old work ethic 
undimmed, meeting with the orchestra and hashing out the composer’s intentions. When she asks a 
hotel clerk to recommend a masseur, she goes to the place she mentioned, only to realise it’s a high-end 
brothel sporting young local women and more literal transactional relationships. 
 
 

 
 
 
This moment is striking if also bordering on the arch, as it mirrors what we’ve seen early with visual 
allusion: the young women are arrayed as if in a vending machine and also reminiscent of the survey of 
the orchestra with the lovely Olga in its midst, with one girl giving Lydia a particularly charged pick-me 
look that reconfigures Lydia’s earlier behaviour in its most degrading possible likeness, Lydia even 
caught in a posture like her conducting, the sort of touch that will either strike you as concise or a bit 
much. The shock of this sends Lydia reeling out into the street to vomit, which might be a register of 
lingering moral standards, or a form of confession and purgation. The actual ending of the film is rather 
more curious and ambivalent. Lydia, finally fronting an orchestra again for a concert, begins 
conducting, and Field reveals with a tracking shot that she’s performing for an audience of gaming fans, 
most of them dressed in character costumes. It’s delivered as a mordant punchline for the story, of the 
kind Lydia herself is fond of, even as it also confirms Lydia, who despite all surely doesn’t need the 
money, is continuing to obey Bernstein’s credo of making music for all audiences, and has found refuge 
in art, however popular. As a final note it’s strong, even as it once again essentially baits the audience to 
judge this concluding twist with preordained prejudices: is this Lydia at an endzone of absurdity and 
delusion, rediscovering her best and truest self, or both? Keep your answer to no more than three 
paragraphs. Especially considering that whilst this might indeed strike some as a dark place to end up, 
gaming scores have been gaining cred for years now, and I know at least one classical music station that 
devotes a showcase to them. Tár is certainly a good, intriguing film and it might have been great, but 
the tragedy of both Lydia Tár and the film about her is they both conspire to stifle a surplus of 
interesting ideas to tell a story that’s a bit old-hat and plays too many games for too long. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Barbarian (2022)  

 

 
 
 
Late one rainy night in a far-flung suburb of Detroit, a young woman named Tess (Georgina Campbell) 
arrives at a house she’s booked on Airbnb for a couple of days, as she’s visiting the city for a job 
interview. She finds the house, the only well-maintained abode in a neighbourhood that otherwise 
looks like a bombsite, is already occupied by Keith (Bill Skarsgård), a seemingly pleasant if rather 
intense young man, who booked the same house through another app. Seemingly a bit guilty and 
anxious to amenable, Keith offers to let Tess stay with him when it becomes clear she won’t be able to 
get a hotel room, and the two settle into an uneasy evening of conversation, eventually ploughing into a 
bottle of courtesy wine after Keith’s gone to elaborate lengths to show he’s slipping any mickeys, and 
the two seem to be fast friends. 
 
 



 
 
 
The only odd occurrences come when Tess awakens in the night and finds the door to her bedroom 
open, and Keith has a nightmare as he sleeps on the sofa. Next morning, Tess attends her interview, 
with a documentary filmmaker, Catherine James (Kate Nichols), who is disturbed when she learns 
which neighbourhood Tess is staying in, and advises her to leave. Nonetheless Tess returns to the 
house, where she’s accosted by a Black vagrant, Andre (Jaymes Butler), who chases her from her car to 
the house’s door whilst screaming frantically for her to get out of the house. Whilst fetching a roll of 
toilet paper from the cellar, Tess gets locked down there. Waiting out her entrapment until Keith 
returns, she soon finds a hidden door that leads to a sleazy room furnished with a bed, chains, and 
mounted camcorder. This also proves only an entrée to the hidden world under the house, as Keith 
vanishes whilst checking out the hidden room, and Tess, seeking him, enters a veritable labyrinth. This 
proves to be inhabited by a hulking, misshapen, animalistic woman referred to as the Mother, who lays 
claim to anyone who stumbles into her realm as potential children to either be nurtured or punished in 
the fiercest possible way. She beats Keith to death and imprisons Tess. 
 
 



 
 
 
Writer-director Zach Cregger, a member of the satiric comedy troupe The Whitest Kids U’ Know, sets 
out with Barbarian to get in on Jordan Peele’s act in making the leap from humour to no-holds-barred 
Horror genre thrills. Cregger for his part seems to want to provoke a bit of a sea-change in the 
contemporary style, by steering it away from the heavy emphasis on murky dread and self-conscious 
metaphor and make an essentially straightforward entry, albeit one with elements of social commentary 
draped over it like so glittering holiday tinsel. The jumping-off point invokes contemporary social 
media ferment as it posits Tess as an archetypal not-so-innocent abroad who knows well all the 
potential dangers facing a woman of her age and ethnicity that can be lurking beneath seemingly 
benign surfaces, whilst pitting such talking point anxieties against the general hope and expectation 
that most people most of the time are pretty decent. Keith for his part goes to great lengths to prove 
that expectation justified, but the low hum of menace that hangs over the situation doesn’t dispel, 
which every little perturbing twist and manifestation of the odd provoking simultaneous instincts to 
flee and to explore, to cross each, new, anxiety-provoking threshold. 
 
 



 
 
 
Cregger sets out with the first third of the film to play games with the audience, games that aren’t new 
in the genre but which might well seem new again these days. Despite exploiting Airbnb to give it a 
contemporary twist, the initial set-up is a rejigged version of the coach leaving passengers stranded 
outside the spooky castle. In good-old-fashioned, red-herring-dangling manner, Cregger casts 
Skarsgård, whose best-known role to date is playing Pennywise in Andy Muschietti’s It diptych (2017-
19), as Keith, whose unexpected presence in the house is the hook in a story that seems like it could just 
as easily become a rom-com as a slasher movie. Keith proves to really be just a mildly kooky but okay 
guy, an initial sop to the expectation most things are amenable to demystification, until, all of a sudden, 
they’re not. Except that they still are – when one takes the plunge into the dark, the unknown, whatever 
one finds there is then something, however strange and terrible, and therefore can be confronted. 
Cregger cross-references Peele’s Nope (2022) as Tess utters that titular disclaimer of further intent to 
explore when she uncovers the secret passage, but can’t help but be drawn in by the allure of the 
mysterious. That Cregger allies his cinematic wit with his characters’ warring caution and curiosity is to 
a degree at least reasonably sophisticated. 
 
 



 
 
 
Once the big reveal is made about the true and terrible nature of the threat lurking under the house, 
Cregger cuts from Keith’s brutal killing to what seems for quite some time to be an entirely different 
movie, as if trying to outdo Psycho (1960) in terms of narrative switchback. Barbarian splits up neatly 
into thirds, each punctuated by a seemingly radical shift in telling and viewpoint, before returning to 
the same basic survivalist situation. In the second third, Cregger concentrates on slick sitcom actor AJ 
(Justin Long), who’s appalled to learn a co-star on a new show he’s been working on has accused him of 
rape, and immediately finds his career on the skids. Faced with the need to raise cash to pay for legal 
defence, he decides to head to Detroit where, it finally emerges, the house Tess and Keith were staying 
in was actually one of his, a property he’d never laid eyes on before. And, soon enough, AJ also falls prey 
to the lurking threat. AJ as a character allows Cregger to pack in some overt satire and indulge a 
comedian’s love for observed types, as he embodies every breezy, self-delighted, professionally 
narcissistic jerk he’s likely encountered in Hollywood, or indeed feared he might become, and to touch 
on another contemporary talking point through AJ’s alleged abusive culpability. 
 
 



 
 
 
The final third twists back to a period setting – you can tell it’s the ‘80s because there’s a voice on the 
radio talking about Reagan, whilst Cregger also applies a frame ratio gag – as Cregger follows a 
seemingly bland but ineffably creepy man, Frank (Richard Brake), as he buys hardware and tracks a 
woman he spies in a parking lot back to her house and later gains entrance by pretending to be a 
repairman. Eventually it becomes clear this man was the former owner of the house and the architect of 
its secrets, and is now an old, wizened, crippled husk still living in the basement warren, where he’s 
holed up with his collection of VHS tapes filled with his many acts of rape and torture: the Mother is his 
twisted progeny. I can trace the outlines of an interesting symbolic concept in all this – the house 
proves to be owned by a more common, socially acceptable, and self-deluding version of the depraved 
and vicious abuser dwelling in its depths. AJ admits his bad actions after himself falling victim to a 
monster heedlessly sating natural hungers, an ordeal of comeuppance Cregger provides in a self-
conscious spectacle of yuck as the Mother forces him to drink from her filthy, dangling breast. 
 
 

 



 
 
Cregger seems to be offering AJ as a particularly ironic and unusual kind of protagonist. The notion of a 
heinous character being obliged by a grotesquely extreme situation to become heroic isn’t unheard of in 
Horror – John A. Russo did it with Midnight (1981), Robert Rodriguez and Quentin Tarantino on From 
Dusk Till Dawn (1995). And yet Cregger avoids moral complication. Indeed, the very fact that he’s eager 
to connect his themes to the current zeitgeist closes off any hope of interesting engagement with them. 
This suspicion is confirmed with a particularly cynical late scene when Tess’s efforts at getting two cops 
to intervene prove to fall on deaf ears: he scores points with his presumably receptive hipster audience 
at the expense of feeling entirely logical, as he needs the cops to not intervene at this point in his plot as 
well as to take a swipe at the police. Cregger makes sure we know AJ is a bad lot by having him prove 
more delighted than disturbed by discovering the hidden warren below – more square footage means a 
better sale price – in a manner that drags the film into a different tonal zone, one of satiric hyperbole, 
via AJ’s comic obliviousness to the place he’s stumbled into. Much like the encounter with the haughty-
toned Black man in Get Out (2017) with Peele, Cregger here gives away his waggish reflexes in a manner 
that’s superficially amusing but reveals a level of uncertainty about what kind of movie he’s making. 
Rather than have AJ perform a redemptive or sacrificial act, Cregger instead has him finally perform 
another terrible act to save his own ass in the climax. That could have been a neat deflation of cliché, 
but it’s undermined by the ridiculous chain of events and the obvious cynicism of Cregger’s motives. 
 
 

 
 
 
Cregger’s storytelling gymnastics are likewise required to keep provoking the illusion that there’s real 
substance and unpredictability in his narrative, when it essentially hews to a very familiar kind of 
storyline, and the formal complications are merely those. Each third of the film feels for much of its 
length like a separate movie to the rest, each a kind of genre skit that allows Cregger to drag in different 
motifs and ruses from a swathe of genre films, almost to the point where Barbarian feels more like an 
omnibus film than a single narrative drama, not all that far from something like The House That 
Dripped Blood (1970). Stuff like the hulking, twisted, naked Mother, the collection of rancid VHS tapes, 
and the rape room are images culled from a dozen other recent Horror movies and assembled into a 
sort-of story that’s given scant justification: there’s hints that the Mother must be the ultimate result of 
god knows how many rapes and perverted births, which doesn’t seem all that plausible given that Frank 
has only been at work for so long. Is he himself another such product? 
 
 



 
 
 
Similarly, the mechanics of the immediate story seem pretty straightforward but are rather bewildering. 
Even given that AJ is a disinterested landlord (the only way the story conceits can be justified), the idea 
that the house, which appears recently and chicly renovated, is an outpost of homey charm in the 
middle of a neighbourhood everyone local regards as the local equivalent of Mordor, feels more than a 
little contrived. Particularly when it’s revealed Keith is a native of the city on the hunt for a new local 
haunt for a musical collective he belongs to and doesn’t seem particularly perturbed by any of it: he 
does point it out to Tess, but didn’t he stop to think? Andre’s attempt to warn Tess, which she perceives 
understandably as threatening (did he try to warn Keith?) through the way Cregger stages it (with 
another current Horror cliché, the out-of-focus figure in the back of shot surging forward as a source of 
threat), proves rather peculiarly half-hearted, given what we later learn about Andre and his 
understanding of what’s going on in the house. The story twists seem often to work against Cregger’s 
nominal intellectual targets: except for the useless cops, most of the discourse-fit bugbears invoked in 
the narrative are subverted or displaced or given cursory treatment. 
 
 



 
 
 
Of course, much of this is essentially supernal to Cregger’s overarching project, which is to make an old-
school nail-biter about the long, dark corridor where something scary really does lurk in the shadows 
and which our heroine has to fight or perish. On that level Barbarian works for most of it length, only to 
lose its grip terribly at the end. Cregger stages everything well, and indeed as far as that goes he might 
well be the most effective Horror filmmaker to emerge of late, if by effective one means a certain 
compulsive, blockbuster-like sense of showmanship and largesse of staging, not in terms of giving his 
material any genuine charge of weirdness and thematic depth. Cregger’s portrait of malign devolution 
mated to wry social commentary and kick-in-the-teeth staging suggests the strong and specific 
influence of Wes Craven, and Barbarian particularly recalls elements of Craven’s The People Under The 
Stairs (1991). But that film delivered its barbed social satire nested in a genre flick with far more 
impudence and weird, quasi-surreal and cartoonish spectacle: its energy and its gestures were the 
opposite of subtle but were also shaggy, genuinely perverse, and risky, where Barbarian is calculated 
and contrived and never transgressive in ways more than superficial. Most obnoxiously, Cregger offers 
the Mother as a plain-and-simple rampaging funhouse monster, bashing in skulls, ripping off arms and 
gouging out eyes, until the very end, where he tries to invest it with some pathos. The Mother leaps to 
selflessly save Tess in a fall, a nonsensical moment, and then embraces her with desperate need for a 
“babah,” before Tess shoots her with Chekhov’s gun. This left me with a bad taste in my mouth on top 
of everything else. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A Fugitive From The Past (1965) 

Kiga Kaikyo; aka Straits of Hunger 
 
 

 
 
 
Director: Tomu Uchida 
Screenwriter: Naoyuki Suzuki 
 
 
A Fugitive From The Past has been repeatedly voted by Japanese critics as one of the best films ever 
made in their country. But the film and its director, Tomu Uchida, remain largely obscure outside it. 
Uchida’s life contained some swerves worthy of his own epic narratives. Born in 1898, Uchida was born 
with the given name Tsunejirō but chose a professional name that translates, most evocatively, as “to 
spit out dreams.” Uchida gained a reputation at Nikkatsu Studios as a screenwriter and quickly 
graduated to directing. His films were hailed for their politically progressive bent and dashes of satire, 
but only four of his pre-World War II works survive today. Foiled in his time by increasingly strict 
censorship to ply his political agenda, Uchida quit Nikkatsu in 1941 and, after a failed bid to start his 
own production company, joined a Japanese sponsored film company being set up in occupied 
Manchuria. Uchida never got to make a movie there, but after the war’s end he stayed on in China until 
1953. When he finally returned to Japan, Uchida joined Toei Studios, and quickly re-established himself 
with Bloody Spear at Mount Fuji (1955), a comeback that won him immediate plaudits. He sustained his 
commercial fortunes with a series about Miyamoto Musashi, which some prefer to Hiroki Inagaki’s 
better-known Samurai trilogy. 
 
 



 
 
 
Uchida’s subsequent work became admired in spite of his nominal status as a studio hand for his ability 
to take on any studio assignment and bend it to fit his interest, and tackle it with such restive creative 
energy that even as a new generation of spiky filmmaking talents emerged in the so-called Japanese 
New Wave, Uchida not only kept up but forced the pace. Many perceived Uchida’s post-war work as 
taking on a darker, less idealistic hue, bearing the imprint of what he had seen in the war’s closing years 
out in the failed imperial annexes, and remained even more determined to wrestle with social issues, 
including with his 1958 film The Outsiders, which dealt with the often marginalised Ainu people of 
Hokkaido. A Fugitive From The Past was not his last film (that would be the sixth entry in his Musashi 
series, released in 1971), but it’s generally taken to be his crowning achievement. Uchida’s film takes up 
an expansive vantage, connecting the fetid post-war climes and the rapidly evolving, wilfully blinders-
wearing country it was becoming by the 1960s, and noting how one connects to the other. A Fugitive 
From The Past, based on a novel by Tsutomu Minakami and produced at Toei Studios, can be broadly 
described as a crime drama, a manhunt tale familiar from generations of police procedurals, but mixed 
in with a contemporary, cinematic take on classics of early realist fiction, particularly Victor Hugo’s Les 
Miserables and Dostoyevsky’s Crime and Punishment, and added dashes of film noir and neorealism. 
 
 

 
 
 
Uchida uses this framework to depict Japan’s recovery from hard-scrabble desperation to economic 
powerhouse, but with suppurating wounds to body and soul still under the veneer of restored 
prosperity. The film begins in September 1947, a time when the landscape is crawling with repatriated 
servicemen and colonists left deprived and without a toehold in a land that’s already been devastated by 



war. A powerful typhoon rolls in from the Pacific to pummel northern Japan, destroying towns and 
causing the sinking of the Sounmaru, a coastal passenger vessel, whilst crossing the Tsugarū Strait 
between Hokkaido and Honshu. This event, whilst fictional, seems inspired by a destructive typhoon 
that did much the same in 1954, and Uchida uses some newsreel footage from it. Two ex-servicemen 
and jailbirds, Hachiro Numata (Itsuma Mogami) and Chukichi Kijima (Mitsuo Andô), break into the 
house of a pawnbroker named Sasada to rob it, finally killing Sasada, his wife, and child, and set fire to 
the house to cover their tracks. The fire spreads and soon consumes the entire town of Iwanai, driven by 
the typhoon’s strengthening wind. The two criminals meet up with a third man, Takichi Inugai 
(Rentarō Mikuni), a big and muscular man, and they try to make their escape by train to the coast and 
then by ferry, but the typhoon shuts down the train. Walking to the shore, the three men see the 
frenzied rescue operation being thrown together to save the passengers of the Sounmaru. The fugitives 
take a rowboat and pretend to be in the rescue party, braving the choppy seas. 
 
 

 
 
 
Amidst the destruction and chaos wrought by the typhoon, evidence of malfeasance soon begins to 
emerge. Rescue workers sifting through the rubble of Iwanai discover the dead family. As well as the 532 
victims from the Sounmaru retrieved from the waters of the strait, searchers find the bodies of two 
unidentified men who don’t seem to have been aboard that vessel and who bear signs of having been 
bludgeoned rather than drowned. The assigned police investigator, Detective Yumisaka (Junzaburō 
Ban), has the two men buried rather than cremated, so they might be identified later. He soon gets a 
visit from a prison director, Sumoto (Genji Kawai) who has guessed the two dead men are Numata and 
Kijima because the recent crime sounds very much like the one that landed Numata in jail in the first 
place. When one of Yumisaka’s deputies interviews the manager of a hot spring hotel the Sasadas stayed 
at, he learns Numata and Kijima stayed there at the same time in the company of Inugai, the one man 
now not accounted for. Yumisaka, assembling the clues he’s uncovered, theorises that Inugai killed the 
other two men to claim all 800,000 yen they stole, dumped their bodies in the strait, and continued on 
to land on the shore of Shimokito Peninsula, Honshu’s northernmost point. There, Yumisaka decides 
when he finds a pile of ashes that Inugai disposed of the boat not by trying to sink it, but used his great 
strength the drag it piece by piece up a cliff face and burn it up on a bonfire. 
 
 



 
 
 
One reason perhaps A Fugitive From The Past speaks so potently to Japanese viewers but finds difficulty 
in translation is that Uchida offers the film as a succession of fractured and furiously alternated styles of 
moviemaking. To foreign viewers then and now, Japanese cinema might mean the observational 
domesticity of Yasujiro Ozu, the concerted naturalism of Kenji Mizoguchi, the hard modernist glaze of 
Akira Kurosawa and Masaki Kobayashi, the jagged iconoclasm of Shohei Imamura, Nagisa Oshima, or 
Seijun Suzuki, or the anxious fantasies of Ishirô Honda. Uchida defies any categorisation with this film 
because he seems to contain all of the above, compressing eras and modes of cinema into a uniquely 
effective gestalt that seems determined to try and use every tool at his disposal. Within the first half-
hour he moves through aesthetic postures of coolly detailed docudrama, urgent noir adventure, and 
expressionist-surrealist spiritual fable. Uchida’s films had already experimented in radical stylistic shifts: 
his 1962 film The Mad Fox blended aspects of kabuki theatre and madcap animation for a result that’s 
been called one of the weirdest movies ever made. An introductory voiceover in A Fugitive From The 
Past recalls the kabuki tradition of the explanatory benshi, pronouncing sonorously over footage of the 
rolling waves of Tsugaru that “love and hate reside in its depths, people with great hearts tortured by 
misery.” 
 
 

 
 
 
Uchida wields this instability to articulate his sense of things at war – past and present, law and 
criminal, nature and human systems, individual and cosmic order, earthbound bodies and spiritual 
planes. It also suits the film’s winding narrative flow, shifting between viewpoints at will to weave an 
impression of an epoch as well as individuals. The opening recounts the events of the typhoon, shifting 



from the benshi-like voice to a more familiar kind of narrator recounting the events of the disaster in 
dry, factual-sounding detail over interpolated documentary footage. This gives way to staged, frenetic 
impressions of disaster. Rescuers pushing boats into the surf. Survivors of the Sounmaru clinging to a 
life raft. Fishing boats bearing burning torches bearing down on the capsized hull of the ship. From the 
outset Uchida’s attempts to make the texture of the film itself expressive are apparent: he shot the film 
on 16mm and blew it up 35mm to achieve a grainy, rough-hewn look at war with the inherent elegance 
of the widescreen framing. He frequently makes recourse to vertiginous-feeling handheld camerawork. 
The three criminals flee the scene of the crime in shuddering tracking shots, and brave the pummelling 
elements in their need to reach the coast. As Yumisaka begins to piece together the various twists in the 
mystery, he first envisions the three criminals together burning their boat, an imagined scene that 
Uchida films in negative effect, a device he’ll return to repeatedly throughout the film to evoke delirium 
and frenzy in interludes suggesting the lurking, insidious presence of uncanny forces at work. 
 
 

 
 
 
Yumisaka’s detective work is on the money, as Inugai meanwhile is making the arduous trek across a 
stretch of blasted and ash-strewn volcanic ground. Gaining forested area, Inugai comes across a hut and 
peeks within. There he sees an Itako, a kind of medium, performing a spirit-summoning rite for some 
mourning relatives: Inugai is highly disturbed by the woman’s performance, including her seemingly 
blind white eyes and baleful promises of hell and damnation, as if sensing his presence and addressing 
him. Again Uchida shifts into negative image, smudging distinction between Inugai’s pathologically 
guilty viewpoint and the actual presence of uncanny forces. Fleeing onwards, Inugai boards a train to 
the town of Ominato. Yae Sugito (Sachiko Hidari), a young woman also on the train, sees Inugai’s 
desperately famished expression and shares some rice dumplings she has. Later, when he reaches 
Ominato, Inugai again encounters Yae, who is working as a prostitute in a local brothel in a failing 
effort to pay of some lingering family debts because her father is unable to work. Yae, delighted to see 
Inugai again, invites him into her room in the brothel. Inugai proves an eccentric, unstable, obsessive 
personality, immediately smitten with Inugai, despite his deeply alienated and traumatised disquiet. 
She tries to groom him, clipping his ragged nails and cutting his hair and shaving him, and soon she 
provokes him into having sex with her. 
 
 



 
 
 
Uchida turns this seduction into a vignette at once intimate and peculiarly, almost indescribably epic. 
Yae is driven into paroxysms of laughter and wild behaviour as she mocks the rhetoric of the Itako that 
so frightened Inugai. She freaks out Inugai by wrapping herself in a blanket to impersonate a ghost, still 
howling with laughter, and wrestles with him until she provokes him into sex, bodies twisted in weird 
angles with intimations of violence – Inugai wraps his fingers around Yae’s throat in the throes of 
orgasm. Over all lurks the fog-shrouded heights of Osorezan, “the mountain that makes dead people 
talk,” the same volcano Inugai hiked over, and a candle flickers by a shrine dedicated to the mountain. 
Uchida deploys negative effects here again, and shoots the whole thing in one long, disorientating 
handheld shot, and scores the scene with uncanny-sounding monk chants. The next day Yae finds 
Inugai gone but has left behind 35,000 yen from the loot, an amount that allows Yae to quit whoring, 
get medical aid for her father, help her siblings, and finally set out on what she hopes will be a life-
changing journey to live in Tokyo. Before she can depart, Yumisaka interviews her, having heard she 
entertained a tall stranger, but Yae puts him off the scent by giving false details for Inugai: “Help the 
cops?” she mutters disdainfully to herself after he leaves. 
 
 

 
 
 
A Fugitive From The Past’s story traces the geographical length and historical breadth of Japan, with its 
bifurcated structure eventually leaping to the late 1950s, by which time the country has settled with at 
least an acceptable façade of calm and prosperity. The survey of the state of Japan in the first half 
presents a bleak picture of poverty-stricken, hopeless, violently uprooted people, a common state that 
connects people even if they’re not aware of it. The damage wrought by the typhoon can be read as a 



metaphorical version of the wartime bombing the country suffered, much as the storyline itself deals 
with the spectre of many wrongs taken and given during the war without explicitly hinging on this 
legacy. Uchida tells several different stories entwined with the core detective story, and the film’s 
multiple focal points – cops, criminals, waif – each elucidate a different reality contained with the 
nominally shared one. Inugai’s flight and attempts to elude capture, and the deliberate ambiguity of just 
what transpired out there on the stormy strait, is one story. The detective chasing him at first is the 
hero of another, if a semi-tragic one. Early on Uchida offers a scene of Yumisaka and his wife (Sachi 
Shindô) and two sons, who despite his having a solid job still resort to rationing to keep food on the 
table, and connects this with Inugai’s desperation and Yae’s entrapment. Yumisaka, who suffers from a 
chest ailment causing him to have coughing fits that only seem to grow worse over the course of the 
decade portrayed, becomes obsessed with locating Inugai and bringing him to book, the classic cop’s 
“white whale,” the cold case they can’t let go of. This fixation we later find causes his downfall and 
reduction to working as a guard in a reformatory. But it’s Yae whose viewpoint becomes the bridge of 
the two eras. 
 
 

 
 
 
After Inugai’s pay-off to Yae, the film follows her entirely for a time. Just as Yumisaka remains 
preoccupied with Inugai as the emblem of all that’s evil at loose in the world, Yae keeps alive the flame 
of worship for him not just as a lover but a symbol of beneficence in all manifestations, whilst trying to 
make her way in the melting pot of Tokyo. Here the film pivots away from the police investigation and 
the running fugitive to become a quasi-neorealist portrait of Yae’s experiences, a city teeming with 
desperate and uprooted people. The capital proves a violent, dirty, teeming place, with a home in a 
shack on the fringe wastelands whilst working as a waitress-cum-spruiker for a tiny bar in the shanty 
world that’s sprung up in the lower depths of the cityscape. Uchida saves his most impressive technical 
feat for his first shot locating Yae in Tokyo, a long-take that begins with a rapid pullback zoom shot as 
he finds Yae trying to attract customers to the bar amidst prostitutes and good-time girls flocking about 
American GIs and other men. A gang of cops start chasing the hookers, driving Yae and the other 
women through the streets, camera tracking them as they dash until Yae breaks away from the others 
and takes refuge behind a pillar, the cops running past her. A poster Yae leans on comments, “to pay 
your taxes makes democracy work”. The shot still continues as it reaches as high as possible in a 
tracking crane shot, watching as Yae threads her way through the streets teeming with humanity and 
commerce, until finally reaching the refuge of her bar. 
 
 



 
 
 
Yae’s workplace is a glorified cupboard with liquor bottles, frequented by local small-time hoods, and 
soon bigger gangsters looking to control the area. Blackouts are common. “Nothing to eat, no 
electricity, the girls sleep with the Yankees – it’s the end of the world!” one hood groans. Yae finds 
herself unwillingly caught between two mobs, one gangster showing her favour by giving her a gift of 
money, another taking the gift and then giving it back in a show of coercive magnanimity. Later Yae 
beholds a violent battle between the gangs, sparking a police intervention. Meanwhile Yumisaka has 
tracked Yae to Tokyo, after he becomes newly convinced she met Inugai, and he starts a stakeout of her 
home, only for Yae to see him as stares off in distraction when she comes home, and flees. Finally Yae 
finds work in another brothel, and even after the manager warns her, ““Certain clients are very brutal – 
do you know what I mean?”, she breaks tearfully in her happiness to have found refuge from the world. 
In the brothel she amasses a sizeable sum of money over the next few years. Finally Yae and the other 
whores in the brothel are told their trade is going to be outlawed, a signal step in the enforcement of a 
new age of moral and social order. At the same time, Yae sees a newspaper article about a reputable 
flour milling magnate named Kyōichirō Tarumi who’s recently made a large charitable donation for 
rehabilitating ex-cons, and immediately recognises his photo: Inugai. 
 
 

 
 
 
Yae’s consuming passion for Inugai manifests in a most singular fashion, in a touch reminiscent of Luis 
Bunuel: she keeps a piece of Inugai’s clipped toenails as a totem, even fetish, of her benefactor. She 
occasionally unwraps it carefully from the piece of old newspaper she keeps it in, to pay homage and 
talk to as if personally communing with Inugai, dedicating her earnings to it, and even lying flat and 



caressing herself with it. Later, this totem of a deep and abiding passion becomes an exhibit in a crime 
investigation, transformed in the most dramatic fashion whilst remaining comically inert. Yae rather 
strongly recalls Les Miserables’ Fantine in her pathos, and she’s just as doomed. She travels to the town 
of Maizuru where the man named Tarumi lives, and settles down to talk with him in his house. When 
she reveals herself, Tarumi laughingly denies being Inugai, but when Yae sees his hand, still bearing the 
deformed marks of an injury he had when she met him, she erupts in hysterical delight and embraces 
him in frantic fashion just as she did years before. Inugai, desperate to dampen her shrieks, clamps his 
hand over her mouth, only to accidentally throttle her. When one of his employees, Takenaka 
(Junnosuke Takasu) enters and sees him with the corpse, Inugai chases him down and kills him too. He 
takes the two bodies to the coastline and dumps them in the ocean, hoping that even if they’re found 
they’ll be presumed to be a pair of lovers who killed themselves. When the bodies are found, the police 
investigator assigned to the grim discovery this time is the young and robust Detective Ajimura (Ken 
Takakura), who has his job made a little simpler by finding Yae’s newspaper clipping of the story about 
Tarumi still in her pocket. 
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Uchida released A Fugitive From The Past at a fraught moment in the history of Japanese cinema when 
the great classical period of the national cinema in the post-war moment was in decline and facing a 
change in generations and outlooks. Mizoguchi and Ozu had died, and Kurosawa had just released Red 
Beard (1965) ahead of a subsequent decade of heartbreak. Uchida’s film on the other hand seems like 
the work of a director just getting started, his unstable aesthetic melding some of the most classically 
admirable aspects of the national cinema with a new boldness, charged with nearly punkish energy in 
places, alternated with a dreamy poise and terse realism. A Fugitive From The Past bears some 
resemblance to a couple of Kurosawa’s well-known crime dramas: his post-war manhunt tale Stray 
Dog (1949) and the similarly odyssean, crisply widescreen-clamped kidnapping saga High and 
Low (1962), and the scenes of Yae in Tokyo recall not just Stray Dog but the likes of Mizoguchi’s 
reconstruction dramas too, like Women of the Night (1948). It also has similarities to Anatole 
Litvak’s The Night of the Generals (1967) in portraying the hunt for a murderer after years of eluding 
police, similarly spanning and describing the post-war age. But A Fugitive From The Past is very much 
its own thing, scarcely with a likeness in cinema then and now, with its blend of rigorous detail flecked 
with surreal touches and overtones of spiritual parable, although Uchida’s much younger compatriots 
like Suzuki and Kihachi Okamoto were in a similar zone. The film’s influence would in turn be felt: 
Shohei Imamura would offer a direct tip of the hat to A Fugitive From Justice with his own epic 
depiction of a wandering killer, Vengeance Is Mine (1979), by casting Mikuni as the father of his 
nefarious outlaw. 
 
 



 
 
 
Uchida connects Yae and Yumisaka in their disconsolate and meditative states, picking out in dawn 
vigils weighing the needs and quests that possess them. Yae, after fleeing her workplace when cops look 
for her there, sits staring down at some homeless urchins huddled around a scrap wood fire on some 
steps by a garbage-clogged canal. Yumisaka wanders from his home down to the shoreline, in a scene of 
hazy poetry, the detritus of a pummelled modern civilisation – beached hulks and dreary lights and 
spidery power masts – littered amidst swaying reeds and shrines and distant mountains under watery 
clouds out of a Ukiyo-e painting, as the policeman ponders the details of the case all the while. The shift 
from one timeframe to another is simply stated by the sight of a train trundling through the rebuilt 
Tokyo, giving way in turn to the sight of a crowd enjoying festivities, Yae and other prostitutes merrily 
rocking in their midst. The crucial scene of Yae and Inugai’s first tussle, with its depiction of chaotic 
emotions and bodies, matched to dread-provoking musical and visual cues suggesting this is taking 
place in a hellish netherworld, recalls Nabuo Nakagawa’s efforts at illustrating a Buddhist concept of 
Hell after a similarly realistic crime drama in Jigoku (1960), although Uchida stops short of actually 
depicting the netherworld. He rather presents this sense of dread presentiment as psychological, 
pushing Inugai and Yae towards destruction. 
 
 

 
 
 
Yae’s wild and inchoate passion for Inugai seems to come of a distant past, a survival of primal feeling 
into a septic modern age, violently contrasting Inugai’s status as a construct of that modern age, fleeing 
poverty and a grim determinism in identity – he’s later revealed to have come from a dirt-poor 
background – in favour of a constructed veneer of respectability. As a young policeman notes late in the 



film when trying to formulate an understanding of his quarry, the very presence of a large sum of 
money to a man like Inugai entirely distorts gravity and rewrites all morality. Uchida contrasts his 
hunger, however understandable, with Yae’s use of the money he gives her, using it to save her family, 
and becoming a spur to accumulating her own small fortune, however painfully earned. Inugai proves 
no Monsieur Madeleine, but his lot is laden with bleak ironies that could break a saint – the only 
deliberate crime he’s ultimately guilty of is the murder of Takenaka, even if both his end and Yae’s stem 
directly from his overriding need to hang onto the identity he’s given himself in the world. 
 
 

 
 
 
Meanwhile the two generations of detective, Yumisaka and Ajimura, try to understand such jagged, 
cruel, incoherent personal experiences via the scant traces left in their wake. Yumisaka keeps a bundle 
of ash from the burned boat in a handkerchief, a rhyme and companion piece of tell-tale evidence to 
Yae’s toenail shrine: both prove crucial in the climactic scenes to cracking Inugai’s mask of denial, 
signifying as they do to him moments of terrible consequence for himself, events that suddenly have 
physical substance, rather than remaining quarantined in memory. Yumisaka and his fellow cops’ 
efforts are recounted with a precise depiction of method, trackers following virtually invisible threads 
that lead off into the tangled heart of a frenzied age. In these portions, A Fugitive From The Past tells a 
relatively conventional detective story, albeit one that’s patient and countenances the apparent 
breakdown of the method: Yumisaka eventually runs into a dead end, and realises it’s a human foiling 
him, in the form of Yae, who has the natural peasant’s disdain for representatives of power, however 
well-motivated. Even the briefest moment of taking his eyes off the prize, when he fails to see Yae at her 
Tokyo shack, costs him to an incalculable degree. Despite all this the detectives become the only ones 
left to testify to Yae’s life, gleaning great facts from signifiers as seemingly pathetic as a toenail, the cops 
revealed as frustrated artists and priests trying to understand the nature of desire, loss, guilt, and death. 
The very idea of detective work is then ultimately changed from something dryly factual to a process 
demanding empathy and a feel for implication. 
 
 



 
 
 
Central to this is Yumisaka’s redemptive arc: rediscovered looking shabby, defeated, and forgotten by 
Ajimura, the former detective nonetheless recalls his old case in perfect detail, and Ajimura decides to 
bring him in on the investigation. When Yumisaka takes leave of his wife and now-grown sons, the boys 
refuse to loan him some money for his trip, as they still feel the sullen humiliation of his father’s 
downfall for an obsession that’s suddenly awakened again. Nonetheless, one of the sons, Ichiro (Mineo 
Matsudaira), has a sudden change of heart and gives a wad of cash to the other son (Kiyoshi 
Matsukawa), who then runs after his father to hand it over, in a droll long shot and fade-out that 
scribbles a simple, sufficient signature on one aspect of the drama. Later, Ajimura’s chief (Susumu 
Fujita, one-time star of Kurosawa’s Sanshiro Sugata, 1943) is seen performing a tea ceremony for 
Yumisaka, indicating his resurgence as a man worthy of respect and honour, an elder of the tribe finally 
installed in his rightful place as sage counsel. Once Ajimura, the chief, and other cops settle down to 
interview “Tarumi”, with Yumisaka looking on in silence, Inugai fends off their questions ably with clear 
and vehement answers, but something about his manner leaves the chief unsatisfied, and he orders his 
men to go out and check on every detail of his story. Ajimura turns up the crucial evidence amongst 
Yae’s possessions of the toenail clipping and her stash of money, which was still wrapped in a 
newspaper page reporting on the Sounmaru disaster that Inugai left her his gift in. 
 
 

 
 
 
Finally, when confronted by the toenail clipping Inugai breaks down and begins explaining the events of 
1947, swearing that Numata and Kijima caused their own deaths by trying to kill each-other and Inugai 
himself, in their determination to claim the money. Inugai becomes insistent on the cops saying they 



believe this part of his account before saying anymore, and the police argue over how to make sure 
Inugai keeps confessing. Even Yumisaka admits that, after years of hating his phantom quarry, he thinks 
Inugai is telling the truth. Nonetheless he confronts Inugai in a holding cell with the bundle of ashes 
and tells him he hates him for his cruelty to Yae. But Inugai demands anxiously to be taken back to 
Hokkaido before he’ll say more. Uchida gives insight to Inugai’s mental space as the police take him 
north by train, as he’s haunted by Yae’s protestations of love. On the ferry crossing the Tsugarū, 
Yumisaka urges Inugai to aid him in a prayer ritual for Yae, tossing flowers over the side into the waters, 
which on this day are placid and pellucid in their shimmering beauty. Inugai promptly leaps over the 
railing and plunges into the sea, sinking into the depths, the cops roaring out and dashing to the stern 
in total impotence. Uchida fades out only after a long, boding shot looking back along the ship’s rolling 
wake, with the ghostly choirs echoing on the soundtrack as if welling out of the depths, a scene at once 
eerie and beatific, resolving a film constantly in restless motion with a last note of mourning reverie. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Glass Onion (2022)  

 

 
 
 
Rian Johnson’s 2019 hit Knives Out was a film I liked quite a bit. Whilst far from being any kind of 
instant classic, it was a colourful lark that took on the well-worn tropes of the whodunit, applying 
jaunty plotting that both tweaked and honoured genre cliché as an ideal vehicle for Johnson to fully 
indulge his mechanistic storytelling sensibility, with a dusting of shallow but amusing satire over it all. 
It both relieved the viewer from and also captured the weird blend of vindictiveness and angry 
exultation that defined the Trump era, and was plainly a much better fit for Johnson, with his passion 
for film noir thematics and theatrical prestidigitation, than his excursions into science fiction. When it 
proved a hit, Netflix threw a lot of money at Johnson to repeat the trick, and so now comes Glass Onion, 
the much-hyped follow-up. Daniel Craig returns as the Southern-fried detective genius Benoit Blanc, 
who this time is drawn into a mystery kicked off when an array of seemingly random, successful people 
receive fanciful wooden puzzle boxes, sent out by the tech billionaire Miles Bron (Edward Norton). 
Turns out these puzzles are merely elaborate invitations to Bron’s yearly get-together for his inner circle 
of friends on his private Greek island. Something is amiss, however, as one box has also been sent to 
Bron’s former, highly aggrieved business partner Cassandra Brand (Janelle Monáe). 
 
 



 
 
 
Soon Blanc himself arrives at the embarkation point for the voyage to the island, also claiming to have 
received a box, although Bron denies having sent it. Bron nonetheless is delighted to have Blanc on 
board, particularly as the centrepiece of the party is going to be a fake murder mystery, and Blanc is 
thrust into the company of Bron’s guests. The roll-call includes right-wing politician Claire Debella 
(Kathryn Hahn); Birdie Jay (Kate Hudson), a former model who reinvented herself as a fashion designer, 
accompanied by her vigilant PA Peg (Jessica Henwick); bulbous Twitch streamer Duke Cody (Dave 
Bautista) and his super-hot, on-the-make girlfriend Whiskey (Madelyn Cline); and Lionel Toussaint 
(Leslie Odom Jr), Bron’s head scientist, who’s developed a potentially revolutionary but still unstable 
form of solid hydrogen fuel that Bron wants to push into service fast. They’re all “disruptors” as Bron 
proudly announces to Benoit, which is, in Bron’s understanding of the notion, doing mildly surprising 
things whilst fitting into a settled system of oligarchic power. Meanwhile all of Bron’s friends have 
reasons to kill him, but also to shield him from harm, because they owe him all sorts of favours past and 
future. Brand’s presence sets the assembly on edge, as each of them played a part in destroying her 
whilst shielding Bron from her accusations of intellectual property theft. Blanc casually and delightedly 
solves Bron’s carefully devised murder mystery game (by Gillian Flynn – “Oh, she’s quite good.” “She’s 
goddamn expensive is what she is.”), but soon enough a real one is laid out before him. 
 
 



 
 
 
Johnson uses this motley collective to take pokes at timely bugbears, particularly the mystique of big 
tech’s money-engorged, moon-unit tycoons, and their participation in contemporary reactionary 
politics. Debella is freaked out by Bron’s proposed clean energy revolution because it will infuriate her 
base of fossil fuel proponents. Duke is dabbling in men’s rights activism as he plays to his machismo-
deprived fans, and he gets Whiskey to strut in his streams proclaiming, “I love my boobies, they’re so 
much fun – oops, sorry feminists!”, allowing Johnson to take a poke back at the online types who 
detested his Star Wars - The Last Jedi (2017). Birdie has a habit of jamming her foot deep in her 
oesophagus with racist and clueless statements, and needs Peg constantly on hand to monitor her social 
media usage. Meanwhile Brand’s presence embodies the current Woke hero/fetish figure of the 
righteously furious and perfectly offended woman of colour, who’s been screwed out of everything 
through a conspiracy of the ultra-privileged, who also actually owe everything to her brainpower. 
Except, well, someone in the island isn’t who they’re pretending to be. 
 
 

 
 
 



The story set-up here resembles Johnson’s special spin on Agatha Christie’s Ten Little Indians, an 
obvious and evergreen point of reference to use for Johnson’s genre-plundering, especially when 
Kenneth Branagh’s camping out on other Christie properties. Johnson avoids the iron, pessimistic 
moralism and ruthlessly reducing sport of Christie’s scenario, although he keeps the key idea of just 
about everyone on the island being guilty in some form. The title’s invocation of the John Lennon-
derived “glass onion” image has two levels of use, referring both to a place, a bar where Bron and his 
circle met in their pre-success days, which has real consequence for the plot, and as a broader 
metaphor, as both Bron and Blanc enjoy the idea of a transparent solution to a seemingly endlessly 
layered phenomenon, although only one of them has the true capacity to apply its potential meaning. 
But where the guiding frame of Knives Out was a mystery revolving around a writer of mysteries and 
contest over his imagination-conjured fortune came, a notion armed with a playful sense of the 
postmodern hall of storytelling mirrors, here Johnson purveys a plot that never finds an equally witty or 
concise way of dovetailing its basic narrative concerns with his broader intellectual targets. 
 
 

 
 
 
Instead Johnson lines up his satiric ducks with plodding, barely amusing obviousness and archly 
affected dialogue that never comes close to achieving the kind of screwball snap he’s seeking. The ruse 
of the puzzle boxes that don’t actually contain anything apart from a ticket to a swanky time out proves 
unfortunately representative of the film as a whole. There is one nice touch as Brand, beholding the 
puzzle box, instead of going through all the steps of working out how to open like the others, instead 
adopts the Alexandrian approach of smashing it open with a hammer. The MacGuffin that propels most 
of what follows is a napkin Brand sketched out the plan for the omnivorous IT company Bron now 
controls, and its hiding place references another classic mystery text, Poe’s “The Purloined Letter.” Also 
repeated from Knives Out is Johnson’s shift into an elaborate flashback halfway through, to reveal 
elements that have been deliberately kept from the audience and reconfigure the whole story. Here the 
flashback tells us that we’re not anticipating a potential murder but witnessing the avenging 
investigation into one. Trouble is, once this essential revelation is made, the flashback keeps on going, 
and doesn’t end until Johnson’s chewed up enough screen time so he can then move on to his 
denouement. And also because he seems rather mesmerised by the sight of Monáe skipping around. 
 
 



 
 
 
This part of the film started to give me same the wince-inducing feeling as The Last Jedi gave me on a 
second viewing, as I realised just how much of the movie was in fact mere narrative make-work, offering 
an illusion of purposeful movement. Johnson takes his three-card-monte storytelling to a degree that 
foils any nominal excitement or real pleasure in seeing pieces of a well-found mystery fit together, and 
his brand of cleverness has an Ouroboros quality, chasing its own tail into self-negation. When 
everything’s a “surprise,” nothing is. On the most immediate level of consequence, the idea that a 
detective who’s supposed to be as smart as Blanc would send a confederate off to search every room in a 
colossal mansion for the purloined envelope is aggravatingly unconvincing, but the movie tries to keep 
its game moving so quickly you don’t notice. Equally clumsy is the questionable and convenient chain 
of events that make the envelope such a valuable prize in the first place, again demanding a reckless 
and stupid action from a supposedly extremely smart character. And that’s before Johnson pinches a 
joke involving a bullet that everyone from Alfred Hitchcock to Tim Burton and Blackadder got to first. 
 
 

 
 
 



Johnson’s gestures to political and social satire are likewise even more elaborately framed than in the 
precursor, but this time are not only shallow but mostly telling on the level of capturing a certain kind 
of online lefty smugness in regard to those targets in a raw and unleavened form: Glass Onion assures us 
they’re all paper tigers. Where in Knives Out Johnson mixed the bag a little, taking swipes at nominal 
liberals who still know what side their bread’s buttered on as well as alt-right dickweeds and greedy 
jerks, and attached them to some modestly witty characterisations like Toni Colette’s Joni, here his 
satiric avatars never emerge as anything but cardboard, despite some determined work from the cast, 
particularly Hudson, although her character is really just a reiteration of Joni. Knives Out got away with 
what it did partly because the structure of the mystery and its setting provided a neat backdrop, the 
delineated, cartoonish satiric types contained within a solid metaphor – this old American house is 
gettin’ shaky, this old house is gettin’ old – and Johnson didn’t belabour the obvious. By contrast, his 
attempt this time around to rope together his representatives of things he doesn’t like is given a bracket 
through the improbable way he has all the players in the drama save Benoit prove to owe their starts to 
Bron, a character Johnson wants define simultaneously as a wily puppet-master and fount of reactionary 
discontent, and also a phony dimwit. 
 
 

 
 
 
Johnson then safely cordons the reactions from the presumed progressive audience from any feeling of 
complicity in the roundelay of absurdity. The only character who’s given a real twist of behaviour is 
Whiskey, who plays the lithe odalisque for both Duke and Bron, but proves to be more cunning and 
intelligent than anyone gives credit for. This is present not to suggest these people have unexpected 
depth but so Johnson can be seen to be undercutting a sexist cliché, and yet Whiskey is otherwise no 
more than the kind of ornament to proceedings he’s trying to score points with. The real story arc, 
placing aside all of Johnson’s adornment and distraction, is also just an inflated restatement of the 
previous film, except where before the designated intersectional outsider became the inheritor, here 
she’s a triumphal wrecker and exposer. This idea is taken to a ludicrous extreme at the end as Bron’s 
villa is turned into a bonfire, in one of the most painfully silly movie climaxes I’ve ever seen. Johnson 
also visually reiterates the flaming throne room of The Last Jedi in this scene, a gesture of determined 
ownership of that divisive film that is, unfortunately, just about the only moment of authentic artistic 
investment I felt in this elaborate, empty bauble. I could also complain that Johnson keeps violating an 
essential compact of the whodunit, that it’s supposed to present all the parts of the story to the 
audience in such a way that the highly attentive can solve the mystery even when it all seems to be 
flying every which way, but I suppose that’s a minor quibble – or would be if I didn’t feel a couple of the 
hypotheses I came up with as the story was unfolding were better than the one we actually get. 
 
 



 
 
 
The chief pleasure to be had here is still Craig’s Blanc, who’s somehow become a beloved archetype in 
the course of just a couple of years. More clearly signalled this time to be gay (Hugh Grant appears 
briefly as his bewildered domestic partner), Blanc’s yawing talkativeness and gaudy yet bashful persona 
all serve his art of misdirection, layered over ruthlessly keen observational skill and a streak of fierce, 
funny censure he keeps leashed until he’s sure it’s time to cut loose. Craig delivers with authentic comic 
charm, and Blanc could well be the most fun sleuth since Margaret Rutherford’s Miss Marple, nicely 
contrasting the dour, damaged, self-serious tilt of so many modern heroes. Again, however, there’s a 
problem inherent in bringing him over from Knives Out. In that film we didn’t know for much of the 
movie whether Blanc really was a good detective until the end, whereas here we’re on guard for his 
sleights of hand, and so Johnson has to go to much greater lengths to try and catch us off guard. 
Johnson also keeps in mind that most sleuths are essentially deus ex machina figures intervening in 
other characters’ tragedies and travails, and so he’s essentially just facilitating his confederate’s project, 
stepping aside to let them bring the rage in the climax. Monáe has a graceful screen presence, and she 
has fun switching from a posh brogue to a Tennessee lilt, and yet I found myself wary of her 
performance, as all she really does otherwise is level dead-eyed glares for two hours. Johnson does a 
similar job throttling Bautista and Henwick too, and Norton simply feels badly miscast. Glass Onion is a 
Potemkin village of a film, a series of surfaces painted over with placards and platitudes and colourful 
squiggles, filling in for actual fresh invention. Once again, Johnson makes it plain that he really, really 
hates rich people, so I’m sure of course he made this film for free. To freely quote Glenda Jackson 
in Women In Love (1969), he certainly has go – but where does his go go to? 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Avatar: The Way of Water (2022) 

 

 
 
 
Director: James Cameron 
Screenwriters: James Cameron, Rick Jaffa, Amanda Silver 
 
 
So, at long last, 13 years after Avatar hit movie screens and became in unadjusted terms the biggest 
movie of all time, James Cameron returns with a big, teetering second helping of adventure on Pandora. 
The interval was mostly forced by Cameron’s ceaseless push for technical advancement to outpace the 
ever-quickening assimilation of such achievement by the modern viewer. Meanwhile the intervening 
years have been made to feel even longer by all the cultural commentators repeatedly stating 
that Avatar supposedly left no cultural footprint, in contrast to other pop cultural colossi like Gone 
With The Wind (1939), The Godfather (1972), Star Wars (1977), E.T. – The Extra-Terrestrial (1982), or 
even Cameron’s own Titanic (1997), which did indeed often generate quotes and directorial visions that 
sank deep into the popular consciousness. Certainly no-one’s been getting around saying “I see you” 
since 2009, but on the other hand the images of Avatar remain instantly recognisable. I made no bones 
about enjoying the film enormously back then and today still feel one of its best qualities is also its most 
salient feature of general criticism – Cameron applied his showmanship to a familiar space opera 
storyline and quasi-mythic template, engaging with fanciful scientific and mystical concepts but 
weaving it all around a story that paid many nods to pulp adventure and scientifiction writing like 
Edgar Rice Burroughs’ Tarzan and Barsoom tales, blended with revisionist Westerns like A Man Called 
Horse (1972) and Dances With Wolves (1990). There was, then, something wilfully classical 
about Avatar, coexisting with the cutting-edge showmanship and loopy blend of hi-tech dreaming and 
new-age mysticism, and that choice allowed Cameron to easily sell to the audience a lot of images and 
ideas that were actually extremely bizarre. 
 
 



 
 
 
In that long interval much has changed: Cameron’s regular collaborator, the composer James Horner, 
died in a plane crash in 2015, and Twentieth Century Fox, the once-mighty film studio that 
backed Avatar, has now been redesignated by its new Disney overlords as merely Twentieth Century 
Film, as if to coldly declare anything it releases to be yesterday’s news. Some enthusiasm for 
an Avatar sequel probably has bled off in that time. But that’s arguably counterbalanced by a building 
mystique, fuelled by the prospect that whatever Cameron was cooking up, it wouldn’t just be any old 
buck-chasing rehash. It’s also left Cameron in an awkward position, appealing to a movie audience the 
greater bulk of which would have been kids when they first watched Avatar, or perhaps never saw it or 
barely remember it, and a pulse of anxiety has been amplified by the peculiar and worrying moment of 
cinema-going we’re currently in. It’s hard not to root for Cameron and Avatar: The Way of Water, in 
part because whilst it is a sequel, it is at least Cameron’s sequel, based in his own material and tackled 
with all the outsized enthusiasm the man brings to his blockbusters, in an age where audiences have 
been depressingly eager to surrender any hint of artistic interest in cinema product so long as 
franchising is served up with consistent baseline competence. A sequel to Avatar must partly serve the 
purpose of reiterating the basic proposition and recapturing some of its more peculiar facets, 
particularly the way the original film offered a type of extended fantasy travelogue in its midsection. 
Cameron knows his way around sequels, with his script for Rambo: First Blood Part II (1985) and his 
own Aliens (1986) and Terminator 2: Judgment Day (1991). With each of those films, Cameron essentially 
reused the skeleton of the original film’s plot and essential elements, whilst riffing on them in other 
ways, greatly amplifying their scope and swapping in clever new variations on basic ideas, like the alien 
queen and the liquid metal T-1000. 
 
 

 
 



 
So it didn’t surprise me that much when The Way of Water essentially does the same thing. Cameron 
kicks off the film with Jake Sully (Sam Worthington) bringing us up to speed on what’s transpired since 
he was fully assimilated into the Na’vi and kicked the wicked human capitalist exploiters off Pandora. 
This opening recitation immediately inspires a little narrative whiplash, particularly as Jake mentions 
that not only have he and Neytiri (Zoe Saldana) had three children of their own – Neteyam (Jamie 
Flatters), Lo’ak (Britain Dalton), and Tuk (Trinity Jo-Li Bliss) – but they’ve also become adoptive parents 
to two more. One is Kiri (Sigourney Weaver), born out of Dr Grace Augustine’s mindless Na’vi avatar in 
a perplexing event, and a young human boy nicknamed Spider (Jack Champion), who was left behind 
with Augustine’s scientific team by the fleeing humans because he was too young for cryogenic stasis. 
Spider splits his time between the Na’vi fort and the laboratory still run by Na’vi-allied human scientists 
including Norm Spellman (Joel David Moore) and Max Patel (Dileep Rao). The question of who 
fathered Kiri and Spider is raised, although only that of Spider is answered in the course of the film: 
turns out he’s the son of the late Miles Quaritch (Stephen Lang), a fact that sits uneasily in the back of 
the young man’s mind but doesn’t seem too important. 
 
 

 
 
 
But then a fleet of human spaceships arrive again on Pandora, this time with the object of transforming 
the planet into a human colony to escape a dying Earth. With them comes a gang of “recombinants,” 
Na’vi bodies created from the genetic material of Quaritch and the other soldiers in his old squad and 
reunited with their saved memories and personalities, specifically to exploit their ingrained knowledge 
of fighting on Pandora. The reborn Quaritch, whilst readily perceiving himself as something different to 
what he used to be, nonetheless is exactly the same total jerkwad as ever, and delights in being set loose 
on Pandora to track down and kill Jake and Neytiri. Jake, Neytiri, their kids and clan recommence their 
guerrilla war on the invaders, but the children are captured by Quaritch and his unit. Jake and Neytiri 
attack and manage to free them all except for Spider. Quaritch intervenes to stop the new military 
commander of the invaders, General Ardmore (Edie Falco), from using torturous brain scans to force 
information about the family’s whereabouts from his “son,” instead using more psychological pressure 
to force Spider to become his guide and translator. 
 
 



 
 
 
Meanwhile, realising the danger, Jake insists that the family flee their home and travel out to oceanic 
islands inhabited by the Metkayina, water-dwelling Na’vi who have evolved thick tails and arms 
specifically for swimming. They also have close relations with the tulkun, a species of whale-like 
creatures with advanced and communicative intelligence, but also an ethos of total pacifism that leaves 
them vulnerable to human predation. The Metkayina chieftain Tonowari (Cliff Curtis) and his 
shamanka-like wife Ronal (Kate Winslet) uneasily let the Sully clan into their midst, and Jake in turn 
demands his kids toe the line with the Metkayina, but after being bullied by Tonowari and Ronal’s son 
Aonung (Filip Geljo) and his pals, Neteyam and Lo’ak brawl with them. Under the guise of making 
peace, Aonung and his gang talk Lo’ak into accompanying them out to fish in the open ocean, but then 
abandon Lo’ak. He’s nearly eaten by a giant predator, but is rescued by a tulkun named Payakan, who’s 
an outcast from his kind because he once tried to fight back against human hunters. 
 
 

 
 
 
The shift in locale from the lush forests of the previous film’s locations allows Cameron a new stage to 
purvey the pure immersive appeal of exploring his created environments, as the Sully clan are 
introduced to the oceanic environs the Metkayina live in. This entails challenges of adaptation for the 
formerly arboreal family, like swapping their pterodactyl-like, symbiotically-linked Mountain Banshee 
mounts for a new species that resembles cross-breeds of barracuda and flying fish, allowing them to not 
just wing over water but dive under it as well. As with the previous film, these environs and the 
creatures living in them are fantastically magnified versions of more prosaically familiar earthly things 
that gloss them over with a new coat of strangeness and luminous spectacle, even if the invention never 
quite gets as pleasantly nutty as the previous film’s floating mountains. Where the Na’vi were a melange 



of different indigenous American nations, the Metkayina are based pretty baldly on Polynesian and 
Maori culture (it’s also amusing to see the digitally transformed Winslet, who first gained attention 
in Heavenly Creatures, 1994, and Curtis, who became an international character actor on the back 
of Once Were Warriors, 1994, united in an accidental nod to the glories of mid-1990s New Zealand 
cinema – even if neither actor really gets much to do). Cameron treads oddly similar territory here to 
where his fellow digi-visionary blockbuster auteur George Lucas went with Star Wars – Episode I: The 
Phantom Menace (1999) with his visions of wicked machines descending from the sky and torching the 
natural environment, and Cameron blatantly makes the similarity plainer when he repeats the “always a 
bigger fish” joke from the Lucas film. 
 
 

 
 
 
The choice of shifting much of the focus of the story of The Way of Water onto the next generation is 
one that most clearly echoes what Cameron did on Terminator 2. Where young John Connor was a 
wayward product of a quasi-countercultural youth terminally on the outs with the square world he’s 
forced to subsist in whilst being constantly conscious of another, impending reality, the Sully 
youngsters are conscious of their status of mutts born between species and cultures, anointing with 
both burdens and special status, although Spider has some of John’s PG-swearing attitude. Cameron 
puts much emphasis on the youngsters of the family trying to find their way and negotiate familiar 
problems of growing up, particularly in the elder brothers’ clashes with the snooty local youths who like 
teasing and hazing the new kids on the block. Kiri, meanwhile, emerges as the most interesting of the 
new characters, with her bizarre birth and hazy heritage, adrift with a moony fascination for the world 
and stirring mysterious interactions with it, that even strikes the Na’vi as pretty odd. The sight (and 
sound) of Weaver rendered as an alien adolescent is amusing enough in itself, but also gives the part 
some curious note of pathos: where much of the recent craze for wielding de-aging digital technology 
has been applied for pretty cynical ends, or was used by Martin Scorsese on The Irishman (2019) for 
discomforting musing on aging on screen, Cameron seems genuinely delighted by the possibility of 
setting such things in flux. 
 
 



 
 
 
Like many very successful late-career filmmakers, Cameron’s become relatively indifferent to expected 
standards of realism, going instead for instantly legible visual mystique and dialogue that, whilst 
inflected with contemporary argot, is pitched on a level designed to be accessible to the young and to 
resonate on an essential level. The Way of Water strongly reminded me of a brand of family 
entertainments that used to be reasonably common on screen and in books, those ones where a gang of 
kids would be living on a permanent safari or the like because their parents had a weird job, and their 
ranks would be both open and loyal in all sorts of all-together-now fun – actually, Noel 
Marshall’s Roar (1981) is a good, if particularly unnerving example of that – as well as more reminiscent 
of classic Disney live-action adventure movies than anything Disney makes now. I sincerely mean this 
as a compliment. Cameron’s insistent (bordering on bullhorned) approach to his environmental 
themes, as the youngsters are appalled to register violations of the natural world they intermingle with, 
echoes those kinds of stories too. Not that Cameron’s gone entirely soft: The Way of Water is still a big, 
booming action-adventure movie where the audience is however ironically encouraged to cheer when 
the nasty, exploitative humans get their violent comeuppance. Indeed, he expressly set out to create an 
interesting tension between the idea that advanced intelligence leads to more pacifistic behaviour, as 
expressed through the tulkun, and its impossibility when faced with naked aggression. 
 
 

 
 
 
A while ago I pondered the notion that Cameron might indeed by modern cinema’s preeminent, old-
school, capital-R Romantic artist. The fascinating result of watching Cameron’s output back-to-back 
was coming to recognise this, not just in the vast concepts but in the sense of passion as a world-
reshaping force, as expressed in his crucial relationships. Cameron certainly invites overt connection 



with some greats of the Romantic school, most obviously his variations on the Frankenstein mythos of 
Mary Shelley. Of course, that could be just the pervasive influence on the genre Cameron works in, but 
he’s also gone further, annexing the specifically North American mythos of the likes of James Fenimore 
Cooper and Herman Melville and their own engagement with ideas out of Rousseau. Cameron’s 
fascination for technology, the foe of the Romantic Movement when it emerged in the late 1700s, might 
seem to preclude that, but for Cameron technology is both the tool of realising his fantasies and, within 
the frame of those fantasies, a source of monumental contradiction. Indeed, it emerges that Cameron 
loves tech because it allows Romantic concepts to regain precedence from realism; whether positively 
or negatively or with aspects of both, the success or failure of the tech shatters the stolid world and 
unleashes his heroes and their passions. That aforementioned similarity to The Phantom Menace also 
recalls how that film dipped a toe into a Wagnerian sense of the natural and spiritual world being 
violated by the spirit of industrialised greed. 
 
 

 
 
 
Most of Cameron’s films, ranging from the dread apocalyptic fantasies of the Terminator films to the 
disintegrating modern dream of Titanic that specifically kills off both the Romantic artist and the 
aristocratic world that couched the style, and the dreams of perfect fusion found in The Abyss (1989) 
and the first Avatar, contended with that ambivalence. For Cameron technology had the ironic promise 
of stirring atavistic potential, repopulating the world with demons like the Terminators and neo-knights 
like the steel-suited Ripley. Again, also pervasive in the genre, but Cameron seems highly conscious of 
the traditions he works in. Here he wades into the south sea dreaming of Melville’s Omoo and Typee 
before wholeheartedly offering a variation on Moby Dick as retold from the whale’s point of view. 
Cameron’s well-known passion for the ocean, which evidently combines a healthy sense of unease with 
awe, is worked through here at length, as it presents an obvious example of a world that is at once 
familiar but also eternally alien to humanity. Cameron nudged quasi-transcendental territory with The 
Abyss and the blatantly angelic look of the aliens in that movie who have developed their technology to 
the state where there is no tension between it and their natural environment, leading to his messianic 
climax, in a grandiose cinematic articulation of Arthur C. Clarke’s maxim that technology rendered on 
an unrecognisably advanced level might as well be magic. 
 
 



 
 
 
Cameron was of course pinching heavily from Steven Spielberg’s Close Encounters of the Third 
Kind (1977) there, but Spielberg is less a Romantic than a curious blend of modernist sceptic and Old 
Testament thaumaturg. Cameron in Avatar finally went over his own theoretical horizon by presenting 
the fantasy of a natural system so complete and connected it essentially makes technology unnecessary, 
even primitive-seeming, so long as one developed sufficiently to meet it half-way: it was not so much an 
abandonment of technology as an attempt to imaginatively synthesis something that serves the same 
function. That system works not just as a great communication network but contains the memories of 
its world in a kind of spiritual database. Cameron tries to give this some specific new expressions in The 
Way of Water, particularly through Kiri, who has a peculiar relationship with Eywa, as the Na’vi call the 
planetary deity-consciousness that permeates all the life-forms of Pandora to some degree. Kiri’s first 
attempt to plug into the Metkayina’s local version of the spirit tree like the others can results in her 
suffering a seizure that gets diagnosed as something like epilepsy after having a vision of her “mother,” 
only for her to later try it under extreme pressure and reveal uncanny control that allows her to kill a 
couple of pursuers. Cameron keeps mum to a potentially frustrating degree about what’s going on here, 
which he plainly means to get into more in the next instalment. I could nonetheless venture a thesis – 
that Kiri likely had no father and instead is the spontaneously generated attempt by Eywa to reincarnate 
Grace, and came out connected to Eywa to a unique degree: she can’t link to the spirit tree because she 
is one. 
 
 

 
 
 
Cameron seems to be pinching ideas from Frank Herbert’s Dune novels throughout here, with the 
recombinants reminiscent of Herbert’s gholas, Kiri resembling a less freaky variation on the super-



consciousness-inheriting Alia, and the tulkuns as much friendlier sandworms. Fair play – Cameron 
seems more interested in those ideas and their potential that Denis Villeneuve’s recent hemi-adaptation 
of Dune was. The first Avatar came out at a time when the pervasiveness of the internet and the truth of 
a new kind of reality it was fostering had become undeniable, and Cameron’s portrayal of the human 
operators and their projected selves finding new truth in an extra-reality wonderland felt timely, even if 
he never let it get in the way of a good story. Today, the internet’s more unsettling traits have become 
plainer, but Cameron isn’t interested in reflecting on that, in large part because he’s now dealing with 
experience more explicitly related to the body, of changes to the body and its expressed meaning, which 
is also touching on fashionable concerns, if less encompassing ones. Repeatedly throughout Cameron 
explores the idea of a kind of afterlife made possible through both digital transmission and rehousing in 
the recombinants, and through the great neural function of Eywa, where consciousnesses live on and 
can be communed with in some form. 
 
 

 
 
 
The release of the original Avatar inspired a fascinating variety of responses for what it entailed for the 
culture at large, ranging from right-wing readings dismayed by its environmentalist stance and 
borderline-misanthropic anger, to accusations from some leftists of dated racism and much musing 
over contradictions regarding Cameron’s imperial might as a film technician and what he chose to 
celebrate with it. Meanwhile its general success signalled that, over and above his great skill and 
showman’s instinct apparent purely on a filmmaking level, Cameron had the pulse of the mass audience 
still, speaking directly to common fantasies and worries. I don’t really know if The Way of Water will set 
any of that stuff in motion again. One of the values of sci-fi is of course that it offers a stage to explore 
such things on a quasi-abstract, displaced level: Avatar reflected on such things on the level of a 
parable, proposing what it would look if, say, one encountered an ecosystem as one, giant, literal living 
thing. The disparity with life as we know it is obvious: nature doesn’t work like that, at least no on this 
planet, and so we’ve been obliged to utilise the world to meet our needs, if indeed to the degree of 
forming contempt for it. The Na’vi are gifted a kind of exceptionalism because they know Eywa on a 
direct level, without which they might seem obnoxiously arrogant. Here Cameron does tacitly admit 
that they are a little, when he has the Sully children browbeaten by the Metkayina brats both as 
outsiders and as half-breeds. Their enclosed and sufficient world would likely to be even more, and not 
less, allergic to and intolerant of alienness and outsiders. 
 
 



 
 
 
Which is perhaps the chief way The Way of Water is a trifle disappointing: Cameron backs away from 
offering any kind of dialogue or argument of values, of taking his concepts deeper. Even the 
Wachowskis with their forsaken The Matrix sequels dared to deconstruct their basic power fantasy, as 
did Lucas. Again, Cameron might be saving that for a later instalment, but I still felt a nibble of 
frustration as he shifted from an extrapolated “save the rainforest” message to “save the whales.” 
Quaritch and his team, meaning to track down the Sullys after catching wind of their general location, 
pressgangs some tulkun hunters into transporting them there and, once he grasps the power of the 
relationship between the Metkayina and the tulkuns, encourages the hunters to start killing close to the 
islands, to draw out resistance, and the Sullys very likely with them. Cameron stages a suitably 
spectacular and nakedly heart-rending sequence of the hunters, led by their ratbag captain Scoresby 
(Brendan Cowell), chasing down and killing a tulkun mother, a laborious process as the tulkuns have 
tough, bony bodies and have to be finished off with an explosive harpoon. Cameron gives a further kick 
in the ribs when he reveals the object of the hunt boils down to a couple of litres of brain fluid that has 
unique aging-halting properties, now the leading commercial prize on Pandora. This is nominally better 
as a plot propeller than the previous film’s notorious (perhaps unfairly so given its basis in theoretical 
physics) “Unobtainium,” and does actually reflect on some unpleasant facts about a long history of 
animal exploitation. Nonetheless it provokes many questions, as to when and how the humans 
discovered these properties, and how it became such a priority in the course of the very recent return of 
the colonial mission. It’s also very plainly there to make the audience whoop when the time to kick ass 
finally arrives. 
 
 

 
 
 



Which takes some time, as The Way of Water resists simply leaping into all-action shenanigans, which 
could be a plus or minus depending on how it strikes you. Cameron deliberately stymies Jake, the 
accomplished swashbuckler, as he’s now a protective family man playing nice on someone else’s turf. 
After Lo’ak is nearly killed early in the film, when Jake and the Na’vi blow up a maglev train built 
through the jungle, Jake becomes increasingly concerned by his second son’s seeming recklessness in 
the face of danger, and his brood’s general difficulty with the concept of obeying orders. Lo’ak 
meanwhile feels like he’s considered less worthy compared to his more circumspect older brother, but 
his disaffection and determination to prove himself ultimately help him connect with Payakan, another 
being stray from his flock. Lo’ak tries to make others see the worth of Payakan, even as he’s told the 
reason why the other tulkun shun him. The chain of relations, elemental as they are, nonetheless accrue 
substance through insistence: connection, whether it be friendship, between Lo’ak and Payakan, 
synergetic, as between the Metkayina and the tulkuns, romantic, as between Neteyam and Reya (Bailey 
Bass), the chieftain’s willowy daughter, or familial, between the Sullys and even the Quaritchs, is a 
constant in this world, echoing in the mirroring father-son conflicts and played out on a more ethereal 
level by Kiri, who is at once an orphan and an expression of the very planet’s need for connection. 
 
 

 
 
 
Quaritch in the first film was a heightened caricature of American militarist machismo, imbued with 
the traits of an explicitly Ahab-like character, scarred by his encounter with the fierce and ungovernable 
wildlife and determined to decimate it all in the course of asserting power. Here Cameron makes the 
connection more overt as Quaritch oversees the tulkun hunt, even if it’s only a means to end. 
Meanwhile his methods for interrogating and browbeating Metkayina villagers, where Spider’s presence 
influences him to avoid executing prisoners but still burns down their homes, confirm the Vietnam War 
is still on Cameron’s mind. Bringing Quaritch back smacks of waned inspiration akin to the way Agent 
Smith became a boring fixture in The Matrix sequels, but also understandable, as Lang’s marvellously 
sullen and contemptuous aggression in the role was one of the first film’s most potent if unsubtle 
elements. Cameron signals intention to take Quaritch to peculiar places. Even as for the most part he’s 
just playing the matinee villain again this time around, Cameron broaches some of this intent, now that 
Quaritch is inhabiting a life form built for a new planet and must soon or later respond to its 
wavelengths, whilst his son is still thoroughly human but identifies with the Na’vi. Cameron pauses to 
note the profoundly dislocating spectacle of Quaritch, after recovering the filmed record of his human 
body’s death at the hands of Jake and Neytiri, witnessing that death as a viewer locked in a new and 
alien body. The possibility that Spider’s presence coaxes something like humanity out of the now-
inhuman Quaritch is dangled throughout the film, and whilst he remains a monster, he finally does 
prove to have this one, particular weak spot. Spider’s increasingly horrified response to both Quaritch’s 
methods and the hunting of the tulkuns eventually drives him to intervene on his adopted family’s 
behalf in the climax, but then also repays a debt by saving Quaritch from the fruits of his own 
malevolence. 
 



 

 
 
 
One element The Way of Water definitely lacks that buoyed the first film had was the surreal, fetish-
fuel romance of Jake and Neytiri. The love affairs here, such as between Neteyam and Reya and Spider 
and Kiri, are by comparison only glanced over, and don’t have the same playfully transgressive quality. 
The emphasis on Lo’ak’s journey also means that Kiri, who has the more intriguing story if less 
immediately important for how the plot resolves, isn’t given as much time as she deserves. Jake and 
Neytiri finally reclaim their eminence in the climax when they go on the warpath to save their brood 
from Quaritch, with Neytiri pushed to the edge of the genuinely unbalanced when the family take a 
brutal loss, reduced to taking Spider hostage to counter Quaritch and threatening to cut his throat. 
Which Spider seems oddly forgiving of later, but then again he’s not doing too well when it comes to 
parental figures. When push does come to shoot, the wrath of the Metkayina as they charge out to 
assault the humans is nothing compared to the show-stopping spectacle of Payakan launching himself 
out of the water and crashing down upon the deck of the hunting craft in trying to save his tiny friend, 
dealing out righteous destruction and turning Quaritch’s contrived trap into a chaotic free-for-all that 
also rewrites Moby Dick sinking the Pequod and killing Ahab from grim expression of cosmic 
indifference and chaos to act of direct and vengeful justice, even down to Payakan taking out his most 
hated foe by wrapping him up in his own harpoon line. 
 
 

 
 
 
Whatever one thinks of Cameron’s extension of his mythos, it’s impossible to deny the man still knows 
how to make a movie on the biggest scale possible, and that’s become a rare gift even in an age where 
every two-bit director seems to fancy themselves a potential special effects epic maestro. The years 



spent refining the special effects have paid off: even if they still sometimes look like what they 
essentially are, a very sophisticated CGI cartoon, they have a lustre, a richness of colour and grain of 
detail, that’s quite astounding, particularly with what must have been the excruciatingly finicky work of 
making digital effects interact with water. Cameron has one of the most clean and fluidic eyes for 
graphics of any director working, refusing at any point to let the movie degenerate into a jumble of 
shots for their own sake even as elements pile up to a crazy degree, so when the action finally, properly 
busts out in the climax it comes with exhilarating force: on a first viewing it leaves a delirious 
impression of charging flying fish rides and wild underwater battles with mechanical crabs and aerial 
assaults from a berserker Neytiri. Cameron has some fun tossing in touches ripped off from his own 
films, in his own aesthetic form of recombinant and daring the audience to call him on it – scenes 
recalling Titanic as the heroes and villains are trapped within the capsized and flooding hunting ship, 
Neytiri losing Tuk down a chute a la Ripley and Newt in Aliens, and nods to the angelic aliens of The 
Abyss as Kiri straps to her back a jellyfish-like creature that works like a scuba tank and spreads 
gleaming wing-like fronds. 
 
 

 
 
 
The oddest and most stirring quality of The Way of Water is that it is, even more than its precursor, at 
once deeply misanthropic and perfectly idealistic, even corny (dig the Tinkerbell-esque way Kiri helps 
track down the trapped family in the ship), in the way it manipulates a puppet theatre of human facets, 
the clash between cruelty and empathy, destruction and protection, playing upon the desire for grand 
new landscapes whilst also insistently reminding us of how we’ve fouled up the ones we know too well. 
Cameron’s always been a fascinating bundle of contradictions, a male action movie director famed for 
female protagonists, who populates his tech-heavy films with some of the few memorable romances in 
recent popular cinema, a control freak who often delivers antiestablishment messages through the 
ungainly vehicles of colossal blockbusters. And he goes on being one even as the imaginative constructs 
of the Avatar universe labour so urgently to find some point of fusion for them all. Avatar: The Way of 
Water is also many warring things, a failure of imagination on some levels and a spectacular and hugely 
entertaining expression of it on others, a long and clunky example of franchise cinema but also a full-
blooded, gleeful relief from it, a film that does its best to satisfy on its own merits whilst keeping on an 
eye on things still in the future. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


